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40 ".J.'H CONGRESS, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. { Ex. Doc. 
3d Session. No. 83. 
ANNUAL REPORT 
OF 
THE BOAR,D OF REGENTS 
OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
SII )WI~G THE 
OPERATIO::N"S, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION OF rHE 
INSTITUTION FOR . THE YEAR 1863. 
WASHINGTON: 
GOVERNMEN'l' PR IN'.l'ING OFFICE. 
1869. 
IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES. 
MARCH 1, 1869, 
ResolvP,d, That five thousand copies of the report of the Smithsonian Institution for the 
year eighteen hundred and sixty-eight be printed-three thousand for the use of ~be Senate, 
and two thousand for the Institution; and that said report be stereotyped: Provid~d, T_hat 
tLe aggregate number of pages of said report shall not exceed four hundred and £.tty, with• 
uut illustrations, except those furnished by the Institution. 
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
FEBRU.rnY 27, 1869. 
Resolved, That there be printed five thousand extra copies of the report of the Smiths?nian 
Institution-three thousand for the use of the House, and two thousand for the Institut10n-
tLe same to be stereotyped at the expense heretofore provided for. 
FROM THE 
SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
TRANSMITTING 
The annual report of the Sniithsonian Institidion for the year 1868. 
FEBRUARY 13, 1869.-Laid on the table and ordered to be printed. 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
_ Washington, February 3, 1869. 
Sm: In behalf of the Board of Regents I have the honor to submit to 
the Congress of the United States the annual report of the operations, 
expenditures, and conuition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year 
1868. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOSEPH HENRY, 
Secretary Srnithsonian Institution. 
Hon. B. F. WADE, 
President of the Senate. 
Hon. SCHUYLER COLFAX, 
Speaker of the Hous~ of Representatives. 




THE OPERATIONS, EXPENDITURES, AND CONDITION OF THE INSTITUTION 
FOR THE YEAR 1868. 
To the Senate and House of Representatives: 
In obedience to the act of Congress of August 10, 1846, establishing 
the Smithsonian Institution, the undersigned, in behalf of the Regents, 
submit to Congress, as a re.port of the operations, expenditures, and con-
dition of the Institution, the following documents: 
1. The Annual Report of the Secretary, giving an account of the ope-
rations of the Institution during the year 1868. 
2. Report of the Executive Committee. 
3. Proceedings of the Board of Regen ts. 
4. Appendix. 
Respectfully submitted. 
S: P. CHASE, Chancellor. 
JOSEPH HE~RY, Secretartt• 
OFFICERS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
FEBRUARY, 1869, 
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L. TRUMBULL, member of the Senate of the United States. 
GARRETT DA: VIS, member of the Senate of the United State~. 
W. P. FESSENDEN, member of the Senate of the United States. 
J. A. GA.RFIELD, member of the House of Representatives. 
L. P. POLAND, member of the House of Representatives. 
J. V. L. PRUYN, member of the House of Representatives. 
W. B. ASTOR, citizen of New York. 
T. D. WOOLSEY, citizen of Connecticut. 
L. AGASSIZ, citizen of Massachusetts. 
JOHN MACLEAN, citizen of New Jersey. 
RICHARD DELAFIELD, citizen of Washington. 
PETER PARKER, citizen of Wa8hington. 
MEMBERS EX OFFICIO OF THE INSTITUTION • 
.A.NDREW JOHNSON, President of the United States. 
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FROG RA MME OF ORGANIZATION 
OF THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
[PRESENTED IN THE FIRST ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SECR~TARY, AND 
ADOPTED BY 'l'HE BOARD OF REGENTS, DECEMBER 13, 1847.] 
IN '11 ROD UC TIO N. 
General considerations which should serve as ci guide in adopting a Plan of 
Organiza,tion. 
1. .WILL OF SMITHSON. The property is bequeathed to the United 
States of America, "to found at Washington, under the name of the 
S::.vnTHSONIAN lNSTI'l.'UTION, an establishment forthe increase and diffn-
'sion of knowledge among men." 
2. The bequest is for the benefit of mankind. The government of the 
United States is merely a trustee to carry ont the design of the testator. 
3. The Institution is not a national establishment, as is frequently sup-
posed, but the establishment of an individual, and is to bear and perpet-
uate bis name. 
4. The objects of the Institution are, 1st, to increase, and, 2d, to diffuse 
knowledge among men. 
5. These two o~jects should not be confounded with one another. The 
first is to enlarge the existing stock of knowledge by the addition of new 
truths; and the second, to disseminate knowledge, thus increased, among 
men. 
6. The will makes no restriction in favor of any particular kind of 
knowledge; hence all branches are entitled to a share of attention. 
7. Knowledge can be increased by different methods of facilitating 
and promoting the discovery of new truths; and can be most extensively 
diffused among men by means of the press. 
8. To effect the greatest amount of good, the organization should be 
such as to enable the Institution to produce results, in the way of increas-
ing and diffusing knowledge, which cannot be produced either at all or 
so efficiently by the existing hlstitutions in our country. 
9. The organization should also be such as can be adopted provision-
ally; can be easily reduced to practice; receive modifications, or be aban-
doned, in whole or in part, without a sacrifice of the funds. 
10. In order to compensate, in some measure, for the loss of time 
occasioned by the delay of eight years iu establishing the Institution, a 
con. idernble portion of the interest which has accrued should be adcle<l 
to the principal. 
11. In proportion to the wide field of knowledge to be cultivated, the 
funds _are ~mall. ~c~nomy should, therefore, be consulted in the con-
struction of the bmldmg; and not only the first cost of the edifice should 
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be considered, but also the continual expense of keeping it in rc~pair. 
• and of the support of the establishment necessarily connected with it 
There should also be but few individuals permanently supported by thf 
Institution. 
12. The plan and dimensions of the building should be determined b~ 
the plan of the organization, and not the converse. 
13. It should be recollected that mankind in genera.I are to be bene-
fited by the bequest, and that, therefore, all unnecessary expenditure on 
local objects would be a perversion of the trust. 
14. Besides the foregoing considerations, deduced immediately from 
the will of Smithson, regard must be had to certain requirementR of the 
act of Congress establishing the Institution. These are, a library, a 
museum, and a, gallery of art, with a building on a liberal scale to con-
tain them. · 
SECTION I. 
Plan of organization of the Institittion in accordance with the foregoing 
deductions froni the will of Smithson. 
To INCREASE KNOWLEDGE. It is proposed.-
1. To stimulate men of talent to make original researches, by offering 
suitable rewards for memoirs containing new truths; aud, 
2. To appropriate annually a portion of the income for particular 
researches, under the direction of suitable persons. 
Tb Dll?FUSE KNOWLEDGE. It is proposed-
1. To publish a serfos of periodical reports on the progress of the dif-
ferent branches of knowledge; and, 
2. To publish occasionally separate treatises on subjects of general 
interest. 
DETAILS OF THE PLAN TO INCREASE KNOWLEDGE. 
I. By stimulating researches. 
1. Faeilitie afforded for the production of original memoirs on all 
branche of knowledge. 
2. The memoirs thus obtained to be publiRhec1 in a series of volume .. , 
h1 a, quarto form, and entitled mitllsouian Contributions to Knowledge. 
3. o men1oil' on subjects of phy ical science to be accepted for pab-
lication which <loe not furni .. h a po itive addition to human knowle<l 0 ·e, 
r<:. ting on original research; aud all unverified speculations to be re-
j • -ted. 
4. Each m moir pre ented to the Institution to be submitted for 
<·xamiuation to a ·ommi ' ion of per on of reputation for learning in the 
nmch t whi ·h the m moir 1wrtain ; and to be accepted for publica-
tiou only in ·a, the 1· port of this commission i, favorable. 
:,. Th ' ·ommi. ion to be cho n by the officer. of the In ·titution, and 
th mun or the author, a far a practicable, concealed, unless a favora-
b1 d ·i ·ion i.' mad . 
o. Th Yolmn '• of th m moir, to be e.·ehanged for the tran action 
f lit •rar · aud. ·i •utiii · .·o icti 1 , and copi to b giv n to all th col-
l<. ,.,.c · and J)l'in ·ipal lihrarie.' iu tbi.· 'OLmtry. One par of the r mainino· 
·opi .· ma · b m.,n•d f r .'ale and th oth r ·areful1y pl'C erved, to form 
<:< mpl 't': ·t.- of th' work to .·uppl · th demand from new in ·titntioo . . 
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7. An abstract, or popular account, of the contents or these memoirs 
to be given to the public through the annual report of the Regents to 
Congress. 
II. By appropriating a pa.rt of the income, annually. to spec·ial objects oj 
resecirch, under the direction of S1Mitable personsi 
1. The objects and the amount appropriated, to be recommended by 
counsellors of the Iustitution. 
2. Appropriations in difforent years to different objects; so that in 
course of time each branch of lmowledge may receive a share. 
3. The results obtained from these appropriations to be published, 
with the merµoirs before mentioned, in the volumes of the Smithsonian 
Contributions to Knowledge. 
4. Examples of objects for which appropriations niay be made. 
(1.) System of extended meteorological observations for solving the 
problem of American storms. 
(2.) Explorations in descriptive natural history, and geological, rnag-
nctical, aud topographical surveys, to collect materials for the formation 
of a Physical Atla.s of the United States. . 
(3.) Solution of experimental problems, such as a new determination 
of the weight of the earth~ of the velocity of electricity, and of light; 
chemical analyset:l of soils and pla.nts; collection and publication of scien-
tific facts accumulated in t.he offices of government. 
( 4.) Institution of statistical inquiries with reference to physical, 
moral, and politfoal su~jects. 
( 5.) Historical researches, and accurate surveys of places celebrated in 
American history. 
(G.) Ethnological researches, particularly with reference to the differ-
ent races of men in North America; also, explorations and accurate sur-
veys of the mounds and other remains of the ancient people of our 
country. 
DETAILS OF THE PLAN l!'OR DIFFUSING KNOWLEDGE. 
I. By the publication of a sertes of reports, giving an accoitnt of the new dis: 
coveries in science, and of the changes made from, year to year in €1Jll · 
brancl~es of knowledge not strictly professional . 
. 1. These !eports will diffuse a kind of knowledge generally interest--
mg, but which, at present, is inaccessible to the public. Some of the 
~·eports may be p~blis_hed annually, others at longer intervals, as the 
rncorne of the Inst1tut10n or the changP.s in the branches of knowledge 
may indicate. 
2. The reports are to be prepared by collaborators eminent in tlie dif-
ferent branches of knowledge. , 
. 3. Each co~laborat.or ~o be furnished with the journals and publica-
tions, do~est1c an~l formgn, ne~essary to the compilation of his report; 
to be paid a certam sum for his labors, and to be named ou the title-
page of the report. 
. 4. ~he repor~s to be published in separate parts, so that persons int.er-
sted m a particular branch can procure the parts relating to it without 
purchasing the whole . 
. 5. These reRo!ts ma~ be prese~ted to C_ongress, for partial distdbu. 
tion, tbe remamm~ C?p~es to be given to literary and scientific instii:u: 
t10ns, and sold to mclividuals for a moderate price. 
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The following are some of the subjects wbi<:,h may be embraced in the 
reports: 
I. PHY SIC AL CLASS. 
1. Physics, including astronomy, natural philosophy, chemistry, and 
meteorology. 
2. Natural history, including botany, zoology, geology, &c. 
3. Agriculture. 
4. .Application of science to arts. 
II. MORAL AND POLITICAL CLASS. 
5. Ethnology, including particular history, comparativ;e ph.ilology, 
antiquities, &c. 
G. Statistics and po]itical economy. 
7. Mental and moral philosophy. 
8 . .A survey of the political events of the world; penal reform, &c. 
III. LITERATURE AND THE FINE ARTS. 
9. Modern literature. 
10. The fine arts, an<l their application to the useful arts. 
11. Bibliography. 
12. Obituary notices of <listinguished individuals. 
II. By the publication of separate treatises on subjects of general interest. 
1. These treatises may occasionally consist of valuable memoirs trans-
l~ted from foreig·n languages, or of articles prepared un<ler the direction 
of the Institution, or procure<l by offering premiums for the best exposi-
tion of a g'iYen subject. 
2. Tbe treatises should, in all cases, be submitted to a commission of 
competent judges previous to their publication. 
3 . .As examples of the e treatise , expositions may be obtained of the 
pres;ent state of the several branches of knowledge mentioned in the 
talJle of reports. 
SECTION II. 
Plan of organization, in accordance with the terms of the re8olutions of the 
Board of Regents providing for the two modes of increasing and diffusing 
knowledge. 
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5. The Institution should make special collections, particularly of 
objects to illustrate and verify its own publications. 
6. Also, a collection of instruments of research in all branches of ex-
perimental science. 
7. With reference to the collection of books, other than those men-
tioned above, catalogues of all the different libraries in the United States 
...;houhl be procured, in order that the valuable books :first purchased may 
1)e such as are not to be fonnd in the United States. 
8. Also, catalogues of memoirs, and of books and other materials, 
should be collected for rendering the Institution a centre of bibliograph-
ical knowledge, whence the student may be directed to any work which 
he may require. 
9. It is believed that the collections in natural history will increase by 
donation as rapidly as the income of the Institution can make provision 
for their reception, and, therefore, it will seldom be necessary to pu1.·-
chase articles of this kind. 
10. Attempts should be made to procure for tbe gallery of art casts 
of the most celebrated articles of ancient and modern sculpture. 
11 . . The arts may be encouraged by providing a room, free of expense, 
for the exhibition of the objects of the Art-Union and other similar 
societies. 
12. A small appropriation should annually be made for models of an-
tiquities, such as those of the remains of ancient temples, &c. 
13. For the present, or until the building is fully completed, besides 
the Secretary, no permanent assistant will be required, except one, to act 
as Ii brarian. 
14. The _Secretary, by the law of Congress, is alone responsible to the 
Regents. He shall take charge of the building and propP-rty, keep a 
record of proceedings, discharge the duties of librarian and keeper of 
the museum, and may, with the consent of the Regents, employ assist-
ants. 
15. The Secretary and his assistants, during the session of Congress, 
will be required to illustrate new discoveries in science. and to exhibit 
new objects of art. Distinguished indi-viduals should also be invited to 
give lectures on subjects of general interest. 
This progra~me, which was at first adopted provisionally, has become 
the settled pohcy of tbe Institution. The only material change is that 
expressed by the following resolutions, adopted January 15 1855, viz: 
Resolved, That the 7th resolution passed by the Board of 'Regents, on 
the 26th of January, 1847, requiring an equal division of the income 
between the active operations aud the museum and library, when the 
buildings are completed, be, and it is hereby repealed . 
. Resolved, .That hereafter the ~nnual appr~priations shall be appor-
tioned specifically among the <hfferent objects and operations of the 
Institution, in such manner as may, in the judgment of t1te Regents be 
necessary and proper for each, according to its intrinsic jmportance ~nd 
a compliance in good faith with the law. . 
REPORT 
OF 
PROFESSOR HENRY, SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN: INSTITUTION, 
FOR 
186 8. 
To the Board of Regents : 
GENTLEMEN: Nothing has occurred during the past year of a charac-
ter dema,nding the special action of the Board. Indeed, the policy of the 
Institution originally adopted has become so firmly settled and so ·widely 
known, as well . as properly appreciated, that few difficulties are now 
likely to present themselvAs in the administration of the trust which do 
not. :find a solution in some precedent in the experience of the past. The 
fonds appropriated a.t the last session have been devoted to the different 
objects for which they wer~ designated, and the several classes of opera-
tions which were inaugurated at the commencement of tbe Institution 
have been prosecuted with as much efficiency as the means at disposal 
would permit. From the first there has been no want of unoccupied 
fields inviting attention, and well adapted with judicious cultivation to 
yield a plentiful hµ,rve t of additions to science. Indeed, the only 1:mb-
ject of regret , ugge. ted by a review of the past, or a urvey of the pres-
ent, is th application of o large a portion of the income to oujecfa, which, 
though iu mo t ca es important in them 'elve:;:;, are not, as is no-w gener-
ally conced d, trictly reconcilable ither with the scope or the terms of 
the endowm nt.· The uardian. of the Institution are not, however, 
1· • pon il>le for th , xpcnditur . , wbicli had their origin in a geueml mi -
·one ptionofth importofth b qne tatthetimcwheuOongresseuacted 
tll 1. w or 0·a,uizino- 11 l1Ptitutiou. On the contrary, the administration 
ha. b n ·~ h , t orr ct, a f~ r a. po. ible, the error above mentioned 
ancl to pr ' nt t th world an .~ample worthy of imitation in tile ma11age-
m n f oth r : a Ii 'lunent: founded on tm ·t fond,'. The c.lir ctor., have 
c.Y r be n <1 'Pl impr -'-' d with a nse of th importance of the tru t 
committ •<1 th:ir ·har(J' , not nly in con id ration of the good which 
migh <lirec 1 · r :nl fr mi , l>nt al' on ac unt of h influence which 
. ·o · 1vpi uon · , nrl in man r .'p c : ri 0 ·i11, 1 anent rpri , conlcl n 
fail t han• upon th world. .1.fan i. an ill itativ b ino-, and amon,o· th 
man · iucliYidnal · iu tlli. · · uutry wll ha v a· ·nmulat d princely fortune" 
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by the energetic exercise of native talents, there are probably not a few 
who only need the assurance of ai succes::;ful precedent to induce them 
to emulate the liberality of Smithson in the endowment of other institu-
tions for the advancement of knowledge. 
At the last session of the board it was resolved that a memorial should 
be presented to Congress, setting forth the large expenditure to which. 
the Institution had been subjected by reason of the accommodation and 
ma;i~tenance of the N ationa] Museum, and asking that the usual appro-
priation of $4,000 which had been made on account of these objects 
might be increased to $10,000; also that $25,000 might be appropri-
ated towards fitting up the large room in the second story of · the 
main building for the better exhibition of the government collections. 
In accordance with this resolution the petition was prepared, signed by 
the Chancellor and Secretary of the Institution, and presented to the 
House of Representatives by General Garfield, one of tbe regents. It was 
referred to the Committee on AJ!propriations, and although forcibly and 
eloquently advocated by the members of the Board of Regents belong1ng 
to the House; it was not granted, and only the usual appropriation of 
$4,000 was made. The reasonableness of this petition, which I doubt 
not under a better condition of the national finances will meet with a 
more favorable reception, must be manifest when it is considered that 
$4,000 is the sum which the maintenance of the museum cost the gov-
ernment when it was under the charge of the Patent Office, and that 
since its removal to the Institution it has been enlarged to threefold its 
previous size, while the money has been depreciated to one-half its former 
value; and furthermore, that the amount expended since the fire in 
1865, for the reconstruction of the building and supply of furniture, is 
over $140,000, the greaterpart of which was for tho accommodation of the 
National Museum. This large sum was rendered necessary by the pecu-
liar character of th~ architecture, the cost of :fire-proof materials, and 
the high price of labor. Of the above ainonnt, more than $20,000 was 
defrayed from the annual iucome of last year, and after this reduction 
of the resources it was scarcely to be expected that the operations of 
the Institution could be carried on with as much efficiency as had been 
the case in years previous to the disaster which entailed. on it this heavy 
incidental expenditure. Yet we venture to hope that the exposition given 
in the followiug parts of tllis report will show the results attained to 
have been little inferior in value or extent to t4ose of any preceding year. 
It will appeadrom the report of theExecuti ve Committee, that notwith-
standing the large draughts which ha,ve been made upon the funds on 
account of the building; they are still in a highly prosperous condition. 
Tlrns, while at the beginning of the year 18G8 there was a balance in the 
treasury of about $11,000, with outstanding liabilities contracted prin-
cipally for repairs and reconstruction to the amount of $22,000; on the 
~ther hand, at the beginning of 18G9, there 'is a disposable balance of 
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$10,352, with bills falling due to the amount of not more than $3,000, 
The funds are therefore in a better condition at present-than they were 
a year ago by upwards of $18,000. The Institution having paid all 
indebtedness incurred by repairs on the building, could to-day wind up 
its affairs not only without debt, but with the capital exhibited in the 
following statement : 
The whole bequest of Smithson, in United States treasury .. 
..Additions from savings, &c., in United States treasury .. . 
Virginia State stock, $72,760, valued a~ ................ . 





Total capital...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 697,000 00 
While every part of the original programme has been rigidly carried 
out, the large increase in the capital exhibited in the foregoing state-
ment may justly be claimed as the result of frugal management and 
a judicious investment of the interest annually accruing . 
.At the commencement of operations definite lines of policy were 
adopted, the object of wllich was to insure the expenditure of the income 
in such a manner as most effectually to realize the conceptions of the 
found.er in his generous purpose of promoting the" increase and diffusion 
of knowledge among men." Of the principles judged conducive to this 
eu<l an important one was embodied in the resolution to co-operate, 
as far as possible, with individuals and institutions engaged in the 
same work, e pecially with tllose in the city of Washington. .An obvious 
corollary of this was the determination to make no appropriation of .the 
fuu<ls to the furtherance or ·upport of any object which could be accom-
plished a~ well by other in trnmentality. l'l.J.i8 policy ha been frequently 
referred to in previou r ports under t.lrn concisely expres ed motto, 
"co-operation not monopoly.n 
It wa · in th pil'it of tlli policy that the books of the Institution 
were la t y 1 ~u iucorporat d with tho e of Congre and results pro<luced 
wllich fully ju ' tif th m a ure a. well a illustrate the importance of 
the priu ·ipl ; for, while by hi ' union under one ystem and superintend-
en c a, library ha. b 1 11 form d worthy the ational Capital, the capacity 
of the 'mi h: onian fund o au ance knowledo-e ha been materially 
in r a: <l. In pur uan · of th ame policy anotllcr important arran O'e-
m n ha · b 11 ma l <lurin cr th pa t year. I refer to the tran fer of the 
h 'r arimn f th In i ution to the care of the Department of Agriculture. 
Ji i. · h rbarinm con 'i. t ' of from F ,000 to 20,000 p cimen from all part 
fth 1 w rltl pr p •rly ·la .' ifi d and labele<l. I i · th re ·ult, in the lin of 
otau T f h variou pe<lition of th g-ov rnm nt and of the ·pecial 
.. ·plorati u. of th Iu ' itu i n. Th oll tion luff from tlle fir t b en 
jn h ·hm·"'e f Dr. ' m ~ aud Dr. Torr 1 -th wo mo t minent botan-
·ci 111tificall -· arraug cl th m and formed 
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-the duplicates into sets for distribution. Dr. Gray has, however, left the 
country for an absence of some years in Europe, and Dr. Torrey, who 
has devoted at least two entire years of his life to these specimens, is 
unable longer to continue this gratuitous and disinterested service on 
account of the more imperious duties of his official position, and 
consequently intimated to us that the botanical specimens would have 
to be removed. from Columbia Uollege, New York, where they have 
been deposited under his care. To render such a collection of any 
practical use, and to preserve the plants from decay, the constant super-
intendence of a competent botanist is obviously indispensable; but, as 
the appropriation hitherto made by Congress is far too meagre to meet 
the cost of the present support of the museum it was necessary to seek 
some other means of providing for these plants. Now, as the Agricul-
tural Department requires for continual reference such a collection of 
plants, and had begun to gather one; and as, also, in the course of its in-
vestigations it has need of the services of a practical botanist, nothing 
could seem more advisable than to unite the two collections. By this 
arrangement not only are the series of plants themselves rendered more per-
fect and more readily accessible, but the Institution is in the same degree 
relieved of the burden imposed upon it in the support o.f . a multifarious 
and rapidly increasing museum. Tbe transfer, however, is made with 
the understanding that the superintending botanist shall be approved 
by the Institution, that the collection shall be accessil)le to the public 
for practical or educational purposes, and to the Institution for scientific 
investigation or for supplying any information that may be asked for by 
its correspondents in regard to the names and character of plants. It 
is further stipulated that due credit shall be given to the Institution in the 
publications of the department for the deposit of the original specimens· 
as well as for the additions which from time to time may be made to them 
by the Institution. 
Agreeably to the policy above mentioned, the Institution has also entered' 
into an arrangement with the medical department of the United States 
army by which it was thought mutual convenience and harmonious co-op-
eration would be promoted. By this arrangement the lnsti_tution transfers 
to the museum in charge of the Surgeon General its large collection of 
ht1man crania, and also all its specimens pertaining to anatomy, physi-
ology, medicine, and surgery, while it takes, in return, from the medical 
museum all the collections which more properly relate to ethnology. 
It will be seen that the object kept constantly in view in these trans-
act10ns is to render the various collections in Washington, which have 
been made under the direction of the government and the Institution, · 
definite parts of one harmonious system, and at the same time to avoid 
the loss of labor and of means, in duplicating and preserving articles of 
a similar character in separate establishments. 
The di position, which up to this time, has been made of the plants 
illustrates the plan which was adopted, from the :first, in order to pro~ 
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duce the most important results with a given expenditure of mean. 
The funds of the Institution, it was seen, were not sufficient to cal'!')' 
out all the objects contemplated in the original law of organization. To 
sustain properly a national museum and render it an efficient means ot 
popdar instrnction would require a number of professors of the differ-
ent branches into which natural history has been divided. But, as the 
income was manifestly insufficieiit for this purpose, the plan was adopted 
of calling in, as far as possible, the aid of individual collaborat<,rs arnl 
of other institutions. Agreeably to this principle of action the plants 
were given in charge, as has been stated, to Doctors Gray and Tor-
rey for naming and arrangement into sets, and to the latter gentleman 
for safe keeping until such time as means could be provided for _their 
maintenance in Washington. · 
For the same reason as that just given, all the type specimens of in-
sects which have been collected by the Institution have been divided 
among collaborators for study and arrangement, to be reclaimed at any 
time when required by the Institution. Nor.is this system of co-operation 
confined to this country, for :while through its exchanges the Institution 
holds friendly correspondence with all the principal scientific and literary 
establishments of the Old World, with a number of them it maintains 
relations of mutual co-operation in the way of affording assistance by 
sending rare speqim~ns and furnishing required data in cases of special 
investigations. 
Wllile the result of the policy whieh has been adopted is the imme-
dia,te advancement of knowledge, i.t tends incidentally to render the 
seat of government a center of scientific activity, which enla,rges its 
reputation and extends its influence. Indeed, though Washington has 
generally been regarded as almost exclusively a focus of political 
agitation, it in reality contains a greater number of persons connected 
with scientific operations, and interested in intellectual pursuits, than 
any other city of equal population in this country. In illustration of 
this remark I need onJy mention tp.e officer of the Engineer Department, 
of the Coast Survey, of the Light-house Board, of the Ordnance Bureau, 
of the army and the navy, of the Patent Office, and of the Agricultural 
Department; al o the ·omputor of the Nautical Almanac, the profes-
sors of the ational Ob, ervatory, and those of three colleges, three 
m dical chool , a law 'Chool, and of an institution for the deaf and 
dumb; be ·ide th the director and assi tants _of the asylum for the 
in, an , t ·wo ho ·pitak, and of the variou bureaus of the government, 
th 0 ·1·cater part of whom are men of more than ordinary culture, on 
me. ny of wh m the Irn~titution can call for a " i ta.nee and co-operation. 
Publication .-The mith oniau publication , a ha be n frequ ntly 
ht l 1J for ar of tl1r , -la e : th on riQution to Know! dge, the 
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Miscellaneous Collections, ancl the Annual Reports. The first consists of 
memoirs containing positive auditions to science resting on original 
research; and which are principally the result of investigations to wbich 
the Institution has in some way rendered assistance. In a,11 cases the 
memoirs are submitted to a commission for · critical examination, and 
only accepted for publication on a favorable-report. The Miscellaneous 
Collections are chiefly composed of works intended to facilitate the 
study of certain branches of natural history or of meteorolog;y, and 
are designed especially to indnce indiv-idnals to engage in studies as 
specialties, to which in leisure moments their thoughts may recur, and 
by observations and collections in relation to which they may not only 
contribute to their own pleasure but. also advance the cause of science. 
The Annual Reports are published at the expense of the government, 
with the exception of the illustrations, which are furnished by the Insti-
tution. Up to the year 1854: these reports were published in a pamp~let 
form, and contained merely an account of the operations of the Institu-
tion for the_year; but since that date an appendix: has been added; prin-
cipally consisting of translations, from foreign journals, of articles not 
accessible to the English reader, but of interest to otu meteorological 
observers, and to persons generally whq are interested in the progress 
of knowledge. With the addition of this appendix each report forms a 
volume of between 400 and 500 pages, boand in boards, with a cloth 
cover. The :first volume of this series contains a reprint of all the pre-
vious reports of the Secretary, the will of Smithson, and the enactments · 
of Congress in regard to the beq nest, aud hence in the full set of these 
reports a continuous history of the Institution is given from its organiza-
tion to the present time. The whole number of volumes, inclmling the 
present, is :fifteen; of these it is to be regretted that the greater part of the 
extra numbers were destroyed. in the fire of 1865. All the reports 
since 1863 have been stereotyped, aml the plates of these have been 
preserved. 
During the past year tbe 15th volume of the Smithsonian Contribu-
tions to Knowledge has been published, and, in conformity with the rules 
adopted, has been distributed to institutions in this country and abroad. 
The volume -contains 604 pages, and is illustrated with 43 woodcuts 
and 17 plates. The se,Teral articles contained in this volume which 
were published separately, and an accouut of which was gfren in pre-
vious reports, are as follows : 
1. An investigation of the Orbit of Neptune, with general tables of 
its motion, l>y Professor Simon Newcomb. 
2. On the fresh-water glacial drift of the northwestern States, oy 
Charles Whittlesey. 
3. Geologica,l researches in China, l\1ongo1ia, and Japan,' during the 
year 1862 to 1865, by Raphael Purnpelly. 
4. Physical observations in the Arctic seas, by Isaac I. Hayes. l\f. D. 
Ahother publication during the year, which is intended to form' a, _part 
2s 
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of the 16th volume of the Contributions, is entitled "Results of 
meteorological observations at Marietta, Ohio, between 182G and 18ju,· 
by Dr. S. P. Hildreth. An account of this was given in the last report 
under the head of meteorology, and copies of it have been distributed 
to the meteorological observers. It contains 46 quarto pages, and is 
illustrated with 14 woodcuts. 
Several parts of the miscellaneous collections have also been published, 
The first is a catalogue of the Orthoptera or upright winged insect 
of North America, described previous to 18G7, prepared for the Smith-
sonian Institution by Samuel H. Scudder, of the Boston Society of Xat-
ural History. This work is intended as an index in which the strnlent 
can find a reference to every published account of any species of 
Ortl10ptera, found on the continent of North America or in the West 
Incbes, together with the exact names given to the insects in the origi-
nal descriptions. The publication and distribution of this list will assist 
the author himself in obtaining materials for a contemplated elaborate 
monograph on the sa,me subject, while it will tend to advance science 
by calliug attention to this interesting but heretofore little studied 
order of insects; an order which includes, however, among others, the 
cockroach and the grasshopper-the one so pr~jndicial to domestic com-
fort, and the other so often subversiYe of the hopes of the farmer. The 
preparation of tbis work is a gratuitous contribution by Mr. Scudder to 
the branch of natural history in which he is specially interested. It con-
sists of 80 octavo pages, and will form a part of the eighth volume of mis-
cellaneous collections. 
The next publication of the year 1868 is a volume forming part 
four of a series of monographs of the Diptera, or two-winged his •cts 
of North America, by Daron R Osten Sackcn. Parts one and two 
of the same series previously publi.she<l by the Institution wei·e prepared 
by Dr. II. Loew, of Prussia, and the third part is in an adYanced state 
of preparation by the . wne autlrnr. Thi.· volume contain. th first 
part of a monogrnpb f the .rrorth American Ti_pulidw, the reprmmnta-
tiY of which i. · kuown ~v the crmw-:lly, c n insect whose larvro are 
e.·trcm ,Jy destrncti\•c to Tops of vari us kinds, dcvoming the roots ◊f 
cer •als and pa:tm o-ra ,.. ··,and almo t all the plant ordinarily culti-
1 
Yat din fi 'l<l,• or cranl<'ll.' . Th '>Tound coYered by the author h1 tlii' 
mouo 0 Taph •mbra · s all the known North Arncl'iean ·pecies, c.xclu:ive 
>f tlio:c, of th "\Vest l1Hlic. an<l l\le:xico. The principal area8 from 
-whid1 th , ·p, ·im u 1, ·ctibec.11.uw be 311 ol>taiu tl L-1' the cnYiron · oi 
th' ·iti, · of ,Yn: hin°ton and of .... cw rork, l.mt th author al ·o made 
'>ll<'C'tio1t.· <lnriu 0 • o · ·a:ional < ,·c·m·:ion: t diff<.•rcnt part. of .r ,w York 
> •1111.·yh·m"iia : 11(1 .... T<•w E1whmd, l> ':id . rec •iYiD 0 • contribution. from 
thc•1· part: f thi: ·ontin ut. ~[lrn · a· far a· the mor ·omlllon . pe ·i p 
ar · ·1 11 • ·rn ·d tli rni(l<ll and north 'l'll ~ tat ' ma l> aid to be tol 1ra-
l>l · w ·11 n·pl •, ut d in hi: YOllllll(', tll r ,n·ion · w 't of th Alle 0 ·1ia-
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nies and the British Provinces not so fully, while the country sonth of 
Washi"ngton is, in this respect, almost entirely unexplored. The anthor 
as well ns the Institution is indebted to l\Ir. Samuel Powel, of Newport, 
Rhode Island, an amateur and patron of science, for the devotion of 
much time and practical skill to the preparation of magnified photo-
grn,phs of the wings, from which the illustrations presented on the steel 
plates were reduced. This volume contains 345 pages, illustrated with 
four plates and seven woodcuts. 
Among the memoirs accepted for pnb1ication, and formerly described, 
is one by Dr. John Dean, giving the results of a series of microscopical 
investigations of the medulla oblongata. This paper was stereotyped and 
about to be published as a part of the 13th Yolume of the Contributions, 
when the expensive steel plates for its illustration weie destroyed by 
the fire of 18G5. Owing to the absence of Dr. Dean in Europe, a consid-
erable delay has occurred in procuring a new set of these illustrations. 
The stereotype plates of the letter-press were, fortunately, preserved, 
and we are now ,ready to publish au edition of the memoir for distribu-
tion as a part of the lGth volume of the Contributions. 
Since-the last report an elaborate work founded principaJly on orjginal 
research has been presented to the Institution, by Lewis H. 1\'.{organ, 
esq., of Rochester, New York. It is on the systems of relationshjp 
adopted by different races and tribes of men. About 20 years. ago the 
author found in 'kl.Se among the Iroquois Indians, of the State of N cw 
York, a·system for the designation and classification of family relationship 
of a singular character and w l19lly unlike any with w llich he was previously 
familiar. Under this system, for example, all the children of the several 
brothers and sisters of an indi viduq,l are considered as his own chilllrcn; 
all the brothers of his fa,ther are hq,bitually regarded and addressed as his 
own father; all the sisters of his mother as his mother, &c. Mr. Morgan 
afterwards found the same system in use among other Indian nation~, in 
whicb, whlle every term of relationship was radically different from the 
corresponding terms .in the Iroquois, the classification was the same. 
Extending the research to other fields of inquiry, he found before the 
close of 1850 that the same system prevailed among the principal ru,Uan 
nations east of the Rocky mountains, and that traces of it existed both in 
tl).e Sandwich Islands and jn south India.- He therefore resol vecl to pTose-
cute the investigation upon a still more comprehensive scale, ani1 to 
attempt, if possible. to investigate the systems adopted b)T the diffPrent 
families of mankind. This, however, required a more extensive foreign 
corres_po1HJ.ence than a private jndi vidnal could hope successfully to 
maintain. He therefore made application to the different boards of for-
eign mis ~ion ' , and al~o to the Smithsonian Institution, for snch co-ope-
ration in the furtherance of his o h,iect as it mit•'1t be in their power to 
afford. Th'" Institution ac ordingly issuecl circulars a.ml schedules. 
which were distributed. to its correspondents in all pa,rts of the world: 
Through his own immediate labors and the assistance just .mentioned, 
I 
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the author has been able to construct tables of relationship of as man-
as 70 Indian nations, speaking as many independent <lialects, and at ' 
tables of the systems of' the principal nations of Europe and Asia, , 
portion of those of Africa, of Uentral and South America, and of th 
islands of the Pacific. The tabulated schedules will represent the _y.. 
terns of re1ationship of upwards of four-fifths of the entire human family, 
The memoir presents in a brief form the following systems 0t 
methods of indicating the relatiom; of consanguinity: 1st. That of tht 
Aryan family, as typified by the Roman form. 2d. That of the Malayan 
family, as indicated by the Hawaiian mode. 3d. That of the Amoricm1 
Inuia,n family, as represented by the Seneca-Iroquois. According totht 
author's generalizations all these systems of consanguinity resoln 
themselves into two radically distinct forms, one of which he calls tht 
descriptive and the oth@r the classificatory form. The first assumes ih 
its fundamental basis the antecedent existence of marriage between sin 
gle pairs. Before it could have come into existence mankind rnu,t 
have made some advances in civilization; it follow:s the regular course 
of descent, describing each individual with reference to his parental 
derivation. In the second form the relation of consanguinity is only 
given in classes, the same term of consanguinity being applied to a 
number of persons notstandingin precisely the same proximity of actual 
relationship. This system, according to the author, seems to indicate 
that it was adopted in a state of society in which mauiage between sin-
gle pairs was unknown or exceptional. This memoir was flrst referred 
to a commission, consisting of Professor J. H. l\1cll,7aine and Profo sor 
William Henry Green, of Princeton, New Jersey, who recommended it 
publication, but advised. certain changes in tlie metho(l of pre entincr 
the ubject. After the~e modifications had been made it wa ubmitted 
to the American Orieutal Society and was by it referred to a pecial 
committee, consisting of Messrs. Hadley, Trumbull, and vVhjtn y, who 
• hav"ing critically examined the memoir, r ported that it contain d a 
rie of highly interesting fact wllich th y believed the ·tudents of 
philology and ethnology, though they mi «ht not accept all the conclu-
, ions of the author, wonld welcomo as v, luable contribution to cience. 
B ide the foregoing tlrn following paper have been accept <.l for 
publication and are now in th hand , of the print r: 
Tll Indian of Cap Flattery: by J. G. wan; Inv ,.,ti«ation of the Path 
of a l\I teoric Fir -ball: by )ro~ or J. II. 1offin, f Lafay tte CoJleo-e: 
D . riptiou of, par fa ... Iummy a. c: by Dr . .,harl Pick rino-; Lan<l 
and :Ur ' h-wat •r h 11,' f .!: rth m 'ri ·a: b "\V. . Ilinu y an<.l Tho, 
Dlau 1. 
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A larger sum, however, will be required for this purpose during the pres-
ent year. 
The Smithsonian Institution is now in possession of a large amount of 
manuscript material relative to the natural history, geology, and ethnology 
of the whole of the northern part of the American continent, extending 
fromLabmdortoBehring's straits, and northward to the Arctic sea,-inclml-
ing Greenland and the vicinity of Von W rangoll's land. 'fhese materials 
have been derived principally from special explorations, directed by 
the Smithsonian Institution, and with the co-operation to a greater or 
less extent of the Chica.go Academy of Sciences. They have been 
gathered by the officers of the Hudson's Ilay Company, at their stations 
in various parts of the northern portion of the continent, by the scien-
tific corps of the Russian telegraph expedition, and by special explorers 
acting under the immediate auspices of the Institution. That part which 
relates to natural history is uow nearly ready for the press, and will 
pi·obably be published during the coming year, while that relative to 
physical geography is inan advanced stage of preparation. This includes 
all the scientific reports made to the Russian telegraph company by its 
employes, and liberally furnished, by the company or its officers, to the 
Institution. The material also contains a large number of vocabularies 
as well as other information relative to the languages of the country, 
which we hope soon to have in a proper state for publication. All 
these contributions, together with the observations of Kane, McClintock, 
and Hayes, which have been discussed and published by the Institution, 
form no small addition to the knowledge of the North American conti-
nent, and will forever remain a monument of the munificence and a 
memorial of the name of Smithson. 
The annual report for the year 1867 was printed as usual by order of 
CoJ1gre s, and the extra number of 10,000 copies ordered as heretofore. 
In adllition to ·the report of the secretary, giving an account of the 
operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution for the year, 
and the proceedings of the Board of Regents to May 2, 18G8, it contains 
the following articles : biographica.1 notices of Professor C. 0. Jewett, 
formerly librarian of the Institution; of William Henry Harvey, of 
Dublin, anthor of an extensive work on Algffi, published by the Institu-
tion; memoirs of Legendre, Peltier, and Faraday; a sketch of the 
history of the Royal Institution of Great Britain; a memoir on the 
family J ussieu, and the natural method of classification in botany; the 
natural history of organized bodies; the electrical currents of the earth; 
considerations and facts relative to electricity; queries about expression 
for anthropological inquiry; the various modes of flight in relation to 
mrona'l1tics; man as the cotemporary of the mammoth and reindeer 
in middle Europe; photo-chemistry; an account of the astronomical 
oh ervations at Dorpat and Poulkova; traces of the early mental con-
dition of man, account of Indian remains, ancient mounds, &c.; explora-
tions in Central America and Lake Winnepeg; sketch of the flora, of 
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A.laska; -various letters on meteorology; prize q uestious of societie i 
Europe; and a list of abbreviations used in England at the present thn 
This publication is constantly growing in popularity, and, next to th 
report of the Agricultural Department, no clo'cument is in greater demand. 
We may mention, as a proof of this, that a considerable portion of th, 
copies allowed the Insti~ution for <listribution among its own correspond. 
ents has been absorbed, during the last year, in meeting the application: 
of members of Congress for the supply of their constituents. In corn 
plying with these applications we have never failed to represent that 
a larger edition of the report is highly desirable for distribution, both by 
the Institution and Congress, and that an addition of 5,000 copies to the 
number which has been printed would cost comparatively bnt a trifle 
after the stereotype plates have been placed upon the cylinder of the 
printing press. 
E.Eplorations and collections in natural history.-From tlle first estab-
lishment of the Smithsonian Institution until the pr:esent time a consid• 
erable portion of its annual resources has been devoted to exploration 
for the development of the natural productions of North and Central 
America,particularly in relation to zoology, botany, and mineralogy. Of 
late :rears a number of other institutions have entered the same field, 
either independently or in co-operntion with this Instituti01i. Foremost 
among tllose which have made sepamte explorations is the great museum 
of comparathre zoology at Cambridge, under the direction of Professor 
Agassiz. The late expedition of this renowned naturalist to South 
America has been crowned. with a larger collection of specimens iu 
zooloo-y than has ever been obtained through the exertions of private 
enterprise. Among societie-s which have co-operated during the pa t year 
with the Smithsonian, and scarcely in a rank below ~my other in regard 
to z0 al .. nd efficiency, are the Chicago Academy of Scicnc0 , the Boston 
oci ty of Natural Hi tory, and the Peabody l\Inscmn of mel'ican 
Archi. 'Ology an<l Ethnology of Cam bridge, ::\fass., as also the Kentucky 
nfr r ity of Lexington. In gid11g an account of what has been <lone 
dnriug the year under review iu tLc line of natural lli tory we shall 
adopt, a in previous report , the geogrc phical order. 
In reforenc to Arctic m l'ica the coutl'ibution"' from Mr. l\faefarlane 
an ~Ir. :\foDougal of the fack uzi river di 0 trict have added. lar6·ely to 
th nrnterial pr viotl'ly 1·ec iv tl from that regi n, nu<l are of special 
interc:t in r 0·ard t Oology. The la, t invoic from l\Ir. Macfarlane i. 
foll. - (lnal to th . with which heh, . favored th In titution iu peeviou 
~ • •ar. ·, aucl ntitl , · him t th ·r dit of being tlJ lar 0 ·e t contributor to 
h ~' mith: nian 11 ction. , and of lrnvjn n- d u mor tlian any othe1 
J> 1-.·on in ma.kinn- kn wn th pr >tlne i u: Ull'l ·hara ·ter of th r n-ion. 
h ll'l .·pJor cl. Th rrc rd of . p" ·imeu' a.rin°· 1i.1 nam'"' ah •ady 
, , onn . t o, .. r t n thon:aml •ntri . in 1uding :ome of the choi t 
• 11 rilJuti n: t natural hi.1t ry and tlm lorry. .1. coll tion of bird 
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and eggs, including some new .species of the latter from west of Lake 
Winnipeg, has been receivecl from Mr. Donald Gunn, and of insects 
and birds from the vicinity of Hudson's bay from Mr. Jam.es Lockhart 
and Mr. B. R. Ross, to both of whom acknowledgments for valuable 
services have been frequently rendered in previous reports. 
Mr. W. H. Dall, who was mentioued in the last report as having suc-
ceeded Mr. Kennicott as chief of the natural history corps of the Russian 
telegraph expedition, remained after the abandonment of that enterprise 
to continue his explorations among the Indians and Esquimaux along the 
Yukon, and within the Arctic Circle, including the most northern pai·t of 
our new possessions. He has just returned and brought with him a valua-
ble collection of the natural productions, as well as illustrations of the 
ethnology of the regions he has visited. Mr. Dall visited. Sitka with 
the telegraph expedition, in 1863, then went to the Aleutian islands, 
and afterwards to PloYer b3,y, in Eastern Siberia. He spent the winter 
of lSG_G in the vicinity of St. Michael's, N orton~s sound; went the next 
spring, with a single companion, to Fort Yukon, near the head waters of 
the river of the same mune, and continued his explorations on eit,her side of' 
the Arctic Circle until September, when he returned to Norton's sound to 
report the result of his labors to the engineer-in-chief of the telegraphic 
expedition. But learning that the enterprise had been ab~mdoneu, he 
concluded to remain in the country aud continue the exploration on his 
own account. In the prosecution of this purpose he left St. Michael's 
in October, and spent the follo"ring winter among the Indians a.pd 
Esquimaux, in the region between the Yukon and Norton's sound. In 
the spring he descended the Yukon, and in July commenced his home-
ward journey. Hi~ collections are 1~icli in birds, eggs, plants, smaller 
animals, fish, fossils, and especially in ethnological illustrations. He 
also made copious notes on the physical geography, geology, and meteor-
ology of the country. The first winter-lSGG-'67-was very cold, the 
thermometer descending, near Nulato, as low as 6so·below zero. The 
second was much warmer; rain fell almost every day, and, with the 
exception of one occasion, the thermometer ranged from 10° below to 
8° or 10° above the freezing 1)0iut. As if, however, to compensate for 
tlJis, the spring was longer and colder than bad been known for 16 pre-
vious years. The short summers are quite warm, no snow remaining on 
the ground. Rapidly growing vegetables are cultivated by the Russian 
traders, sueh as turnips, radishes, and lettuce. An attempt to grow 
potatoes failed at St. Miehael's, although a similar experiment is saicl to 
have been successful at Fort Yukon. Tb.is part of the country is of no 
value in an agricultural point of view, but affords an abundance of rich 
fors. It is thickly wooded in the interior, principally with spruce, pop-
lar, and willow. l\fr. Dall was kiudly entertained ~ the inhabitants, 
who, on all the coasts· north of the Aleutian islands and on that of the 
Arctic sea, consist of Esquirnanx, while the inhabitants of the interior 
are IndLms. 
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The expenses of original outfit for malfing collections in natural his-
tory during the telegraphic expedition were defrayed by the joint 
contributions of this Institution and the Chicago Academy of Science. 
Subsequently the telegraphic company itself made liberal provisions for 
facilitating the same object, and for furthering, as far as compatible 
with the · primary intention of the enterprise, the advance of science. 
The costs of the expedition of Mr. Dall, after he left the service of the tel-
egraph company, were borne by himselt~ and the results generouslyprc-
sented as a, contribution to the cause to which he has shown himself so 
ardently attached. The transportation of all the collections from the west-
ern coast devolved upon the Institution, and but for the generous assist-
ance of the Pacific Ma,il Steamship Company, it would have called for a 
_ larger outlay than we could well have afforded. Since Mr. Dall's return he 
has occupied a room in the Smithsonian building, and has been engaged 
in arranging and labeling his specimens preparatory to the forma-
tion of a descriptive catalogue. While he has been occupied in this 
.work the Boston Society of Natural History, as Yvell as the Institution, 
has contributed to his support, with the understanding that the former 
is to have a portion of the duplicates set apart for distribution. 
Other collections of interest have also been received from Alaska, viz: 
those made by Mr. Bischoff, at Kodiak; and by Dr. Minor, in various 
localities visited during the cruise of the Wayanda; others still, from 
Captain ·white, of the same steamer; also from Captain Howard. and 
Mr. George Davidson, of the United States Coast Sun~ey. 
Western United States.-Thelnstitution still continues to receive speci-
mens from the Pacific coast, and frequent communications relative to the 
physical geography, meteorology, and ethnology of the country. Dur-
ing the past year among the more important collections from California 
was a series of nests and eggs from Dr. Canfield, of Monterey, and of 
birds an<l shells from Mr. R. E. 0. Stearn . But the most important 
exploration undertaken iuce the date of the la t report has been that 
under the <lirection of Mr. Clarence King, authorized by Oongres for a 
geological ·urvey of the 40 h parallel of latitud , principally in evada 
aud tlle we ,t m portion of Utah. The results of this exploration are 
e. p cially importa,nt from the fact obtained relative to the phy--ical 
o- orrraplly aud m t orology of he country. A base line in a north and 
:-;ou h dil' ction wa ' m a. uretl by a ' tronomical observation~ at the two 
_·tr miti .,, and. from thi · a net-work of triangles wa extended over the 
r 0 ·io11 . LU'Y y 1d, l>y which the opography was determined and the 
mat 'rial· fnrni ·hell of an accurate map of a, part of the ouutry previ-
on:l v imp rf · J kn wn. The party con:i t d of four geoloo·i t , 
iuc·luc1iu 0 • Jlfr .... iu 0 ·, f nr t po 0 Taph r., two botaui t., one zoolo 0 'i. t, and 
n m ·t orol 0 ·i:t.• 11th :p im n collect ,c1, :filliu 0 • 60 l>ox , with the 
. ·c·t'l i u f 11 · tan - ha Y 1J u r ,fr 1 tl at th Iu ·titut1ou, ::mtl 
ar• now in pr .,.,, f u·in,,· arran 001d for, udy<-ncl ·ul> e(]n ut<li tril.m-
ti n. r h tani ·al · 11 ·ti n hav l> n giv 'll in ·lrnro- to P1·ofo · or 
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Eaton of Yale Colleo·e for the c1etermina,tion of the species and their ' ::, ' relations to the flora, of other portions of the United States, but will finally 
be sent to the Institution, to the care of which all specimens collected 
by government expeditions are assigned. In the same connection it may 
be mentioned that Dr. Hitz bas continued his explorations on the upper 
Missouri, and contributed specimens of fossils, skins of birds, eggs, &c. 
At the last session of Congress an appropriation was made for explor-
ations under the direction of the Land Office. This survey, the conduct 
of which was consigned. to Dr. F. V. Hayden, extern.led over the Black 
hills, Laramie plains, the headwaters of the Little and Big Laramie 
rivers to Bridger's pass. It also inclutletl a survey along the Pacific 
railroad from Fort Saunders to Green river. The report of this survey 
bas been made to Joseph S. Wilson, esq., the Commissioner of the Lan<l 
Office, with whom all the specimens collected have been deposited. Dr. 
Hayden, however, made an independent su:,vey under the auspices of 
the Institution, along the eastern base of the Rocky mountains to Den-
ver city, and southward to the Sangre de Christo pass, across the San 
Luis Potosi park and the valley of the Rio Grande, and thence into New 
Mexico, returning northward tllrough the Poncho pass, across the Arkan-
sas into the South park, ~ml through this into the mining regions of Col-
orado. Besides the geological notes which were made during this 
expedition, a large number of specimens was collected; and as no appro-
priation of Congress was ma<:le for the transportation of the latter, the 
cost has been defrayed by the Institution. The specimens have been 
received and are now awaiting their examination and final disposition. 
Another exploration which will be mentioned under the head of 
ethnology, was conducted by Dr. E. Palmer, in the Indian territory, 
the collections from which were but little less important as illustrative 
of natural history than of Indian life and ethnology. Dr. Palmer is now 
in the Institution assorting the specimens and preparing his notes for 
publication . 
. Middle and South America.-Oolonel Grayson has been engaged in prose-
cuting his exploration in northwestern Mexico, and has furnished large 
collections of its ornitholo·gy. To hini more than to any other may justly 
be ascribed, says Professor Baird, a knowledge of the species of birds of 
that region. Under the joint auspices of the Smithsonian Institution and 
the Kentucky University, at Lexington, Professor Sumichrast, a well-
known naturalist long resident in Mexico, bas gone to the Isthmus of 
Tehuantepec to make observations and collections in natural history, 
which willdoubtlessthrowlightupon the geographical distribution of spe-
cies. Two boxes of i:;pecimenshave just been received as the first fruits of 
this expedition. Dr. Sartorius llas also continued his important contribu-
tions from Mirador. Explorations have been further prosecuted in Costa 
Rica, a region which has been the subjec,t of much attention on the part 
of tllc In titution, and a valuable collection of specimens has been 
received from Mr. 1\1. Calleja, made by llimself and Mr. J. Zeledon, as 
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well as contributions from Dr. Von Frantzius, from Captain J.M. Dow. 
Mr. Henry Hague, Mr. George Latimer, Dr. Destruges, and other cor-
respondents mentioned in the list of donors. A series of birds of the 
Galapagos islands has been presented by the Swedish Academy of 
Sciences through Professor Suncle'rnll, furnisliing us with the first illus-
tra-tions of the fauna of that group, so remarkable for its land and rnn,rine 
animals. Mr. vV. H. Hudson has continued to make collect.ious of bir<ls 
iu the Argentine provinces, and Mr. Albuquerque and Dr. Smith hm 
rendered the same service in regard to.those of Brazil. Specimens from 
Peru have been received from Dr. Selater, while Mr. SaJdn has sent 
types of several new species from Veragua, on the isthmus of Panama, 
E.x:plorations ancl collections in ethnology.-During the pn,st year greater 
effort has been matle than ever before fo collect specimens to illustrate 
the ethnology and archmology of the North American continent. This 
subject, it is true, has from the first been an object of interest to the 
Institution, as being a common ground on which the cultivators of 
science and of literature might ·harmoniously co-operate. It embraces 
not only the natural history and peculiarities of tlle different races of 
men as they now exist upon the globe, but also their affiliation,,, their 
changes in mental and moral develo11m0:i.t, and also the question of the 
geological epoch of the appearance of man upon the earth. So much 
interest has l>een awakened in the general subject, that Mr. George P ea-
body, with an enlightened liberality, has presented $1.30,000 to Ilarvard. 
Uuiversity, at Caml.>rid.ge, for the foundrLtio11 an(l mainteuanc3 of a 
mpseum and professorship of American ethnology and arch cEology, 
Although the funu.s of th.at establishment arc not yet folly a vaihtbl0. 
measures have been taken, under the direction of Profe•'sor J effries 
Wymau, to secure European specimens for comparisou, aml also to co1n-
mence the collection of original r-.;cord of the race' of our couUn nt. 
The S:.nithsonian Institution havin 00 iuaugnrated a number of r-;peeial 
explorations, embracing ctlrnol gy a' w 11 a.· nat ural hi ·tory, has 
in-vited tl.lc l'cabody urn ·emn t c -op rate iu th cnterpri.' : , b.)' con-
tributing- fund. , with a view i sh,trin°· tile r ~ult of the ex) cli tion . 
Thi• pro1>0sition has b3 n favorn,bly nt rtaiued, and an am>ropriation 
bcl'u nu:l" t:) a '.' i.'t an imp rta,nt .·pl ration of auci nt monnd.1., in 
Ycntuc!q·, md r hv di,.'ectirm of :\Ir. 'it.la y ~. Lyou. "\V ch 0 ri.'11 the 
hop• that, a. ' tll" fun<l' of th' Peab lly mu' um b come mor ~ nd m re 
arnilabl ', our unio 1 of •ffort t .- t n ' ively e_·alllin th mouum nt 
aad ·ollcc all tll r •lie' to illt1.1trat a ' foll asp ·il>l the arch· ]oo·y 
a1Hl •tlrn · Jon• .. or th \..Ill ric:Ul ' ntin nt, will bv crown d with succ ' 
Th, int r ·.t in th archt• olo 0 ·i ·al r main.· f Am 'l'i a i. by no mean: 
: 1tfi11 <l t tlli · ·:rn :1tr ·. T;t.! • ar c !1:i ''l' cl of much imp r tance in 
'..tlll' p · in h wa - f ·om1 ari~on with th ,'e of th old w rld, ancl sp ci-
rn •11: Jun- 1 "'11 <lili 0 ·e ntl, · ,., l'1·h f, r b • ·oll eetor: fr m abroad. ~Ir. 
' illiam >Ja ·km r , of Li,· 'l'P · 1, in par i ·ula1· a gentleman of w alth 
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and intelligence who has founded an ethnological museum at Salis-
bnrv has made se,reral visits to this country for the purpose of obtain-
~ ' 
ing additions to his collections. He has purchased of Dr. E. H. Davis, 
for a large sum of money, the archreo1ogical specimens described and 
:figured in volume I of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 
Though it may, perhaps, be a matter of regret that Congress did not 
make an appropriation for the purchase of these interesting specimens, 
it is still gratifying to the lovers of science, irrespective of nationality, 
that they will be perpetually preserved and rendered available for the 
advancement of ethnology. ,v11ne we ourselves were not able to retain 
in this country the originals, we have procured a complete set of fac-
similes in plaster, which, for general investigation, are nearly as valua-
ble as those from which they were taken. 
The Institution is indebted to Mr. Blackmore for a series of pho-
tographs of American Indians; a model of Stonehenge; a number 
of electrot;ype copies of ancient medals; and a copy of a . work writ-
ten by Thomas Inman, 1\1. D., for private distribution, on ".Ancient 
Faith embodied in Ancient Names." Mr. Blackmore is enthusias-
tically interested in ethnology, and devotes bis spare time, as well 
as a large portion of his ample means, to the prosecution of the 
subject. The museum which he has foimded and munificently endowed 
consists of specimens intended to illustrate the anthropology of every 
part of the world, and is freely opened to the public, either for casual 
visits or for critical study. An account of it will be given in the appen-
dix of this report, under the head of ethnology. vVe have found in Mr. 
Blackmore an efficient anrl liberal c~llaborator, who e'vinces a disposi-
tion amply to repay, iu returns of specimens and information, the con-
tributions we may be able to make to the stores he has already accumu-
·lated. In his late visit to this country he thinks he has found speci-
mens of the early drift, period, or of the first inuications of the works of 
man on the earth, not previously known to exist on this continent. The 
locality of these remains is about 50 miles from Fort Bridger, in Utah 
Territory, and will not be forgotten as a point of special interest in our 
explorations. 
It is now generally known that, in times long anterior to the dawn of 
authenti.e hi tory, the practice extensiYely prevailed of constructing 
human habitations upon wooden piles driven into the shallow water of 
lakes, remains of which have been found especially in Switzerland, but 
also in other countries. Upon these piles platforms were placed and 
habitatious erected, not for temporary occupation, merely, but for pro-
longed residence. Of these archreological remains accounts have been 
given in previous reports, and duriug the past year arrangements have 
been made, through the exchanges of the Institution, to obtain speci-
men. from the more important localities in which they are foun<l. 
The following is an a,ccoant of the more important exploi·ations and 
additions to the collections of the Institution which have been made 
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during the past year in the line of ethnology. The first in value is tha• 
already referred to as having been undertaken under the joint anspiccso 
the Institution and th~ Peabody Museum, by Mr. S.S. Lyon, of Indiana. In 
this exploration a number of mounds in Kentucky were opened,andmore 
than fifty perfect crania, with many imperfect on es, and a considerable num-
ber of skeletons, were procured. There were disinterred also about thirty 
vases more or less perfect, a large number of stone axes,hammers, orna-
ments, beads, bone awls, &c., the whole filling seven barrels and four 
boxes with extremely valualJle material. The crania and bones were 
referred to Dr. Wyman for special investigation, who reports that they 
had been received, that he had nearly finished cleaning the skulls, which 
would require many repairs, but that he hoped to do justice to a collec. 
tion which affords an opportunity never before equaled of examining the 
skulls of American aborigines. Mr. Lyon's exploration has also fur-
nished a series of ancient implements as well as casts of footprints 
sculptured in the rocks. Imitations of this kind, which have been fre-
quently found, were for a long time snpposed to have been formed by 
the actual impressions of hum:m feet when the rock was in a soft con-
dition, but subsequent investigations have shown them to be undoubtedly 
sculptured imitations of footprints. They have occasionally been fonnd 
in rocks containing pebbles, but in these cases the pebbles, instead of 
bearing evidence of having been pressed <).own into a plastic material 
by a human foot, show clearly that they have been cut by the tool of a 
workman. 
Professor J. W. P. Jenks, of Middleboro', Massacliusetts, who has for 
many years been collecting objects of ethnology, has, in a spirit of praise-
worthy liberality, allowed the Iustitution to select any specimens it 
might desire from his extensive cabinet. From the same place, some 
choice objects have also been received from l\fr. SylYester, as well as 
an iuteresting stone mortar and a stone axe, respectively the gift of Mr. 
E. Sllaw and Mr. U. Sampson. Mr. Gregory, of l\farblehea<l, has fur-
nished some desirable speeimen from eastern Massachusetts, as have 
also l\Ir. LeYi Cole, of Beverly, Dr. Palmer, of Ipswich, Mr. Blake, of 
Bo too, .l\lr. Burr, l\'.Ir . Bryant, Mr. Ja . T. A.me , &c. To Amher t 
College, through Profe or Uitchcock, the Institution is indebted for a 
large number of ' tone implement , from western Mas achusetts and Con-
necticut. Exploration of aneieut Indian grave, were al o mad , with 
c. ti factory re ·ult. , n ,ar Hingham, fassaclmsett , by Profe · or Baird, 
in conjunction with Dr. Br w r, [es rs. John B1·ewcr, T. J. Bouv , F. 
Burr, ' rri. h, and W ~ll . 
To Dr. vV. \ oo 1, of Ea t "\Vind or Hill, Connecticut, the In t itntion 
i nnd r obli O'ation for hi ' dilig nt effort to iu r a e it ar ·h olo 0 'ical 
· 11 -i n · a numb r f box have been r cei cl from him fill <l wjth 
< rti ·l . illu. · rati ve f tlle primithT t ue impl m nt of Conn cticu t . 
.,.aln l from an adjac ut lo ali t T ha,ve al.ob en rec iv tl 
I ·i 1 ontributi n of implement preYiou 'ly col-
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lected in Maine, New Brunswick, and Pennsylvania, were likewise made 
by l\fr. Boardman, Dr. To<ld, l\fr. Blake, 1\1.r. Haley, Mr. Leonard Pea-
body, Mr. Hollis, and Mr. J. Hamilton. From Colonel E. Jewett, of 
Utica, the Institution has received an extensive and choice collec-
tion of relics especially rich in pipes and ornaments, beads, amulets, 
&c., gathered principally in New York and adjacent States. lVIr. Robert 
Howen, of Tioga county, New York, has made several interesting con-
tributions in the same line, and others have been received from the same 
region at the hands of Mr. Stephen Forman arid :M:r. ,Jacob Stratton. 
Scarcely inferior in extent and variety to the collection of Mr. Jenks is 
one made by the late Hon. George M. Keirn, of Reading, principally in 
central Pennsylvania, but also in Texas and Ohio. In this is found the 
first specimen of a choice flint hoe, similar to that describerl by Professor 
Rau, in the Smithsonian Report for 18_63, a second specimen of which has 
just been received from Mr. Granville Turner, of Illinois. The collection of 
General Keim was presented to tho Institution by his children as a memo-
rial of their father, and a very large and choice cabinet of minerals bas, we 
learn, been given by them to Lehigh University with n, similar object. 
Specimens from western Pcnusylvania have been received from Dr. vVal-
ker. 
The pri]lcipal donations from the vicinity of Washington have been 
made by Mr. 0. N. Bryan, some of which a.re very choiee; by .:M:r. J. W. 
Slagle, and lVIr. Tyler. Specimens from the eastern shore of Vir ginia 
have been presented l>y Mr. C.H. Moore. Mr. W. H. Edwards, of✓West 
Virginia, has contril>uted a number of choice articles from the Kanawha 
river and elsewhere, som~ of them unique. Mr. E. A. Dayton, an 
esteemed correspondent of the Institution, in the course of an extended 
tour through Tennessee and Kentucky last year, took advantage of the 
occasion to gather collections, and awaken an interest in the su°Qject 
which has resulted in large additions to our cabinet. Our attention 
having been called by Mr. Dayton to a remarkable stone idol found near 
the mouth of a cave at Strawberry Plains~ Tennessee, a correspondence 
was entered into with~ its owner, Captain E. M. Grant, \Yhich resulted 
in its being sent to the Institution. The most important collection of 
ethnological material yet received, however, is that presented by Captain 
J. H. DeYereux, of Cleveland, Ohio, embracing a large number of nearly 
every variety of a_ncient stone implements, principally of Tennessee and 
Ohio, among them specimens of pottery of very different patterns 
from those usually met with. Some of them are remarkable for smooth-
ness of surface and symmetry of outline, as well as for the style of orna-
mentation. We have stated before that a series of casts of the principal 
objects described in the first volume of the Smithsonian Contributions to 
Kuowleclge had b3en purchased, and it may be mentioned in this con-
nection that other articles described in the same volume are in posses-
sion of 1r. W. S. Vaux, of Philadelphia, who obtained them through the 
purcha e of the valuable collection of Mr. James McBride of Ohio whose 
' ' 
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cabinet was · fTeely open for study to Squier and Davis. From Lie,1 
tenant Bel(}en and Captain Mills, of the United States army, Drs. C. 
O. Gray and Matthews, fine collections of dresses and implements of exi t 
ing tribes of Indians have been received. The most extensive serieR, 
however, of modern objects of this kind pertaining to the United States, 
and obtained during the year under review, is that gathered by Dr. 
Ed ward Palmer, in the Indian territory, including specimens relating to 
the Oo01anches, Kioways, and other neighboring tribes. The collection 
consists of war implements, such as bows, arrows, shields, battle-axes: 
hunting and :fishing implements, sncb as hooks; spears, nets, &c.; a 
large variety of .dresses, ornaments, including ear and finger rings. 
breast-plates, &c.; tobacco-pouches, pipes of various materials, bowls, 
spoons made of wood and.horn, a variety of whips, articles "ijsed for 
gambling, inclui:ling packs of cards made of skins, and bundles of sticks 
with which bets are decided, from the manner in which they; fall when 
thrown upwards; also floor coverings made of parallel sticks attached 
by sinews; the whole forming very complete illustrations of the manners 
and customs of the tribes before meiitione 1. 
Some of the most important additions of the year to the stone series 
were included in a collection presented by Dr. Yates, of California. 
This collection embraced, in addition to a number of ch~racteristic 
implements of the natives of California, moulds of those found uuder the 
lava of Table mountain, and which formed the subject of an animated 
discussion at the meeting of the American Association in Chicago last 
summer. Itis proposed to make casts from these mouldsfor distribution 
to the principal museums in this country and abroad. Exteusive collec-
tions were made in Alaska, duriug the year, by Dr. T. T. Minor, surgeon 
of the Uuited States steamer Wa,yanda, embraciug stone articles of SL1pe-
rior fiuish. Other objects, to which much value is attached, from the 
same region, httve been received from Captain Howard and Captain J. 
"\V. "\Vhitc; and very extensive collectious made by .l\fr. Dall are on their 
\my. Mr. R. .:\:facfadaue and l\fr. Strachan Jones have furnished con-
tinuation of collectionf; previously contributed, in articles rclati vc to the 
E. ·quimaux of tlle uortllern coast of .America. Tllanks to the co-opera-
tion of the ofliccr. of the Ilndsou's ay Company, among whom may be 
rn ntion ,(l :'11 1-.. Ro·:', Gaud.et, Hardir,,ty, and. Kil'kb.r, but especially 
)lacfarlan , th In:titntion i in po 'ession of what would app ar to be 
a foll r pr ', ntatiou of the life of tlle Esquimanx: of that region, as illu -
trate<l by th ir Jr _.,,e , weapon of war, their implement for fishing and 
th cha, ·e, honf'eh 1d articl s, ornam nts, &c. 
Iu thi: ·01111 ctio11 m ntion sbould not be omitted of a number of 
int 'l' •.tiwr :ton i111.>l mcut coutribntetl by ~Ir . I. r . Sc 1001craft of 
Ya:hiu 0 • on, th willo,v of th' eel ln"1t d tlmol 0 ·ist,. m of "·hich ar 
l •: ·ril "(l in hi: lab rat w l'k: on th Indian tribe~ of ..1.: ortlJ. .1c mcri a . 
.... m 11g oth ·1· arti ·l : for which th In:titnti :1 i · ind bted to the lib r-
alit · f - r:. ► cl1 1 ' 1 ·raft i: a a:t f the in,'cri1 tion on Dighton l o ·k: 
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:Massachusetts, sometimes supposed to be of Runic origin, but which, 
like the drawings on the same rock, are generally consiuered as having 
been made by the primitive Indian. occupants of that region. 
It will h:1Ve been observed that nearly all the mhlitious to the ethno- • 
logical collections referred to, have been from the United States and 
British possessions. Very important donations have, however, been 
received from other parts of America. Captain J. M. Dow, of New 
York, has presented the Institution with a collection of andent pottery, 
of stone images and implements from Nicaragua, Costa Rica, and Ohiri-
qui, some of them of remarkable character. Other specimens of Chiriqui 
pottery were inc1uded in the collection of Colonel Jewett, alrearly referred 
to. Mr. George A. Latimer, of Porto Rico, has presented remarka-
ble stone implements of the ancient inhabitants of the West Indies, 
among which is a specimen in the shape of an ellipsoidal stone ring, not 
unlike a horse collar in form, though rather less in size, being about 15 
inches in its largest diameter. It was possibly w-orn about the neck as 
a badge of office in public processions. From Captain Dow we have . 
received another wrought stone in the form of a large inverted U. It is 
conjectured that it might have been placed across the neck of the 
victim when stretched. on the altar of sacrifice. 
The occa.sion here presents itself of stating that in a commu~ication, 
through the Department of State, from Mr. de Cesnola, United States 
comml at Cypms, we were informed that a remarkable discovery of 
Phrenician and Greek antiquities bad lately been made in that island, 
and that two boxes of the specim.ens were in readiuess to be transmitted 
to Washington as presents for the National Museum. On the receipt of 
this information a letter was addressed to the Secretary of the Navy, 
asking that, i~ not incompatible with the rules of the service, some 
United States vessel, being iu the vicinity, might be authorized to stop 
at the island and procure the articles above designated. To this letter 
a prompt answer was received from the Navy Department, containing 
the information that orders in accordance with the request had been 
i s1-1cu to the commander of the Mediterranean squadron. The follow-
ing are some of the facts in regard to the discovery in question. In the 
month of December, 18G7, a Greek laborer, digging for building-stone 
within tbe precincts of a little village called Garn, found a very old oven-
shaped tomb, containing pieces of skulls and other bones, and also some 
cnrious colored vases. On examining the ground a few yarus iu circuit 
other tombs were found, indicating the existence of an ancient burial-
site. The discovery was kept secret from the authorities of the 
place, but was disclo ed to the foreign consuls on the island, by whom 
the search was prosecuted. The American consul, Mr. Cesnola, obtained 
from the Turki. h goYernment at Constantinople a firman allowing Lim 
to s arch for antiquities wherever he might desire. With this he suc-
ceedecl in di.·covering the existence of a series of Phrenician tombs 
bcnea_tli the ancient Greek burial ground. These. tombs, which were 
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oven-shape<l, with the mouth closed by large stones, were six and ah,, 
feet below tlrn level of the Greek interments, and from nine to elen1 
feet below the surface of the earth. . The articles found in the gran 
and tombs were of gold, silver, precious stones, bronze, copper, gla:·. 
marble, and terra cotta. The whole collection numbered 2,310 piece:' 
the expense of the digging, $7,300 in gold, was defrayetl by an asso-
ciation composed of the English, French, and American consuls, an<l a11 
English hanker. We need not say that the safe arrival of the porti011 
of these relics intended by Mr. Cesnola for the Smithsonian Institutioll 
,vill be looked forward to with much interest. 
But the explorations of the Institution in regard to ethnology han 
not been confined to the contents of mounds or to implements gathered 
from the surface of the ground, or brought to light by casual exca-vation, 
It is well known that in almost every part of the world contiguous to 
the sea there exist accumulations of shells collected into heaps or 
mounds. These mounds were long supposed to have been produced by 
natural causes, but comparatively recent investigations have shown that 
they are the remains of the festal or daily repasts of the ancient inhabit-
ants. Thus their examination becomes an object of special interest; yet 
nothing had been clone in this department of research in our own coun-
try until lately, when examinations were commenced by Professor Rau 
in New Jersey, Professor Wyman on the coasts of Florida, Maine, and 
l\Ia ·a.chu ett , and by gentlemen connected with the Essex: Institute, 
(now the Peabody Academy of Science,) in the -vicinity of Salem. 
l\fa. aclrn ett . During last summer; Professor Baird, of this Institu-
tion, aft r tc king part iu the Salem exploration, instituted an investiga-
tion a:-: o the hell-h ap of the coast of New Brunswick. In thi ' 
nt rpri · h received the voluntary assistance of Mr. G. A. Boardman 
I r. r odd, of t. t phens, l\Ir. Jo iah Simpson, of Sb. Davicl' , and D r. 
ark •r, f t. nclr w ·. They examined everal newdepo itoric", which 
. ·i •1<1 •d un xp ·t dly laro-e number of implement of horn, bone, and 
. ton< t g- th r with th r main of the animal which hau erved as food. 
f' thi. · .·pl rati n a full a uut will hereafter be prepared for publi-
·ation in th r por f 11 In titntion. 
r y' ar la ·n. ric u · ru ur and hell heap the only ource 
·r m "hi :h ~ h1 wl f h manner and cu toms of pre-hi toric tim 
ma,,· h a ·qnir cl. c rl. inhabitant of almo t every part of the 
Yorlcl ol· atl,·. n < o- f na ural caverns a place' of lwlter, and in 
1 he ha,.' l f h in li ·a i u" f th "ir former pre , nee. An examination 
I' th cl p . i : f , r h u h floor of th . avern , and sometim 
, . ·11 1 11 a h h in ·n1.· ati n · Ir duced by th vaporation of th . water 
·1 : rg l wi h Jim whi ·h ha clripr cl from the c ilinO', have oft u cli:-
•lo •11 h l rm•: f m n aml al• artificial impl m nt · mino-1 cl with 
l . , ' b 1 'Ill, 111 c f . · inc cllllmaJ. . f thi, kind in c ntral P nn-
1 • ' ,·:uun wa · ar ao· by Pr t or Baird n t 
I o-i al r main , but tho f th 
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animals which might have inhabited the cavern in previous geological 
periods. The debris which he obtained were carefully preserved, but 
not subjecteu to a critical examination. The Professor, however, has 
more re ent1y resumed the investigation in the light which new facts 
have shed upon the connection of these caves and their contents with 
the character, the pursuits, and the condition.of men in pre-historic 
times. An aecouut of the result of these researches will also, in due 
time, be published. . 
The ethnological specimens we have mentioned are not considered as 
mere curiosities collected to excite the wonder of the illiterate, but as 
contributions to the materials from which it will be practicable to recon-
struct by analogy and strict deuuction the history of the past in its rela-
tion to the present. In the case of the remaii;i.s of animals and plants, 
from which the geologist reconstructs the flora and fauna of ancient 
times, inferences are drawn from petrifactions, shells, bones and teeth. 
These, however, are not sufficient in the case of anthropology, and, in 
addition to the study of human skeletons and crania, recourse must be 
had to the relics of.the works of the men of the past; to the remains of 
their hoi1ses, tombs, fortifications, temples, implements, and ornaments, 
in order to determine their relation to the races which now inhabit the 
eartli. Ethnology, it must be admitted, is at present in an elementary 
condition : in the period throngh which all science must necessarily 
pass..!--that of the collection of material; and, consequentl,y, the only 
deductions which can be drawn to-day are principally of a provisional 
character: It is true that the evidences in favor of the greater antiquity 
of the appearance of man on the surface of the earth than has been 
heretofore· generally admitted have been accumulating from year to 
year, yet it can scarcely be said with fairness that the question is fully 
settled.. Other hypotheses than those which have been advanced may 
be suggested to explain the facts observed. But, be this as it may, the 
investigation should be prosecuted without regard to preconceived 
views. W ~ may rest satisfied that religion and true science cannot be 
at variance; the one properly understood, and the other rightly 1nter-
pret~1, mu~t agree in final results. In short, we should follow the rule 
laid llown by the Bishop of London in a lecture delivered at E<linburg, 
tliat: "The man of science should go on honestly, patiently, diffidently 
-observing and storing up his observations and carrying bis reasonings 
uuflinchiugly to their legitimate conclusions, convinced that it would be 
treason to tbe majesty at once of science and of religion if he sought to 
help either by swerving ever so little from the stra,ight line of truth." 
Cate however must be taken that the provisional hypotheses of science 
are not mi taken for absolute truths, and premature attempts be made 
to explain di crepnncies between the two great domains of thougllt, 
which, after all, may arise from partial views of the connec.tion of 
phenomena. 
~ 
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1f-use1.tm., and ca,re of specimens.-The exhibition rooms, to which th, 
public generall,y have admission, have been limited since the fire to th 
large hall on the fi.rst floor of the main building, and the apartment on 
the same floor in the southern projection, the latter containing ethno-
Jogical specimens of a large size, principally from Central America, thP 
former, the general collection brought home by the Wilkes Explorin
0 
Expedition, and the large additions since made to it hy the seYeral 
• 
explorations under the direction of officers of the general government. 
It is greatly to be regretted that in the original plan of the building 
proper attention had. not been given to the purposes to which it was to 
he applied. The spacious room, in which the rich collections of ornitho-
logy and ethnology are contained, presents to the eye a succession of large 
pillars which obstruct the view of the cases containing the specimens, 
and it is only by a separate examination of the contents of these case' 
that the value of the collections can be duly estimated. In :iJt~ing up 
the room of corresponding dimensions in the second story, an opportu-
nity will be afforded of adopting arrangements fa.r better suited for a 
comprehensive display of the vast number of objects with which in time. 
it will be furnished. 
During the past year, in addition to the rooms before mentioned, the 
west connecting range ha,s been provided with cases for wl1ich the Insti-
tution is indebted to the Commissioner of Patents, and to which will be 
transferred, in the course of a few weeks, the ethnological specimens from 
China and ,Japan, a part of which are still in the Patent Office. It is 
intended to lleYote the whole of this room to ethnological speci 10ns, 
especially those illustrating the dress of the different inhabitants ofN orth 
America. Tlrn we t wing of the building, previously occupied hy the 
Iibrar,r, i · temporarily appropriated to the alcoholic specimens, and to 
such other coJlectiom; as are uot of, pecial interest to the beneral public; 
it is u. ed al ·o for ·torilw dnplicatcs for di tribution. 
For th supp0rt of the mn ~ nm dmin°· the last year Congress appro-
priatccl , 1,000, while the a ·tuaJ xp u.,e of the care and. pre:ervation of 
the collection , iudep 11<.lent of th intere ·ton the cost of the building, 
wa upward of ·10,000. If t thi b added only 10,000 for th rent 
of tlle npartmrnt , it will b . n that the cost of the museum to the In ti-
tution cannot b rstimat d at 1 than $20,000 per annum. 
The stead · in ·r a:c in th r c ipt of pecimcns has been maintained., 
and ha: Cnll · quallctl in munb r and value that of any preceding year. 
Tht cliff ,rent a<l(1ition: w r 'fr m ISG differ ntparties, and " 'ere contain d 
in ''O.' b xe:, 1 D bnntllc., 10 jar. and can., 2 k 0 -. and 7 ca ·k:-i; 48.3 in 
all, iu ·lo:ing- rna11,v thon:all(l :p cim n., a detailed uotic of ,vhich ·will 
1 'f 1nut1 i11 th npp •ll(lix t thi: r port. It ·houl<l b remarhd that all 
th : :p<•c-imen: an not j11tc11decl t . well th numb r xhibitcd in th 
nati nn1 mu: •11m l>n that nJ: th ty1, :p~ ·im n of u ·ha are n 
alr<':ttl \. in tit <· lk<'tion ar • to 1J cl ,. ted to thi, purpose, and h 
up int . <•t' f r 1i 'trilmtion. 
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From the large accessions of specimens received during the year, much 
labor has been required merely to unpack, arrange, and catalogue th~m. 
The great importance should be borne in mind of prompt action in regard 
to affixing some permanent mark to each article so as to presevre all the 
data necessary to render it of value as material for scientific research. 
The locality and date of capture of every object of natural history, the 
name of the collector and donor, its association in place with other objects, 
its sex and age, are all points which can rarely be learned from the spe-
cimen itself and must be immediately recorded. This is done by affixing 
an ineffaceable nmnber to the specimen and making an entry correspond-
ing to that number in a bound record book kept in a fire-proof room. 
Whenever a specimen admits of it, tlie items above mentioned are marked 
upon the object itself, but as long as the numbers .and records are in 
existence the identity of the article can always be verified and the facts 
in regard to it ascertained. The determination of the exact name of the 
specimen at the time of entry is a secondary matter, as the specialist can 
at any time ascertain this point from the internal evidence; the other 
data, being entirely those of association, cannot be ascertained in the 
same way. . 
Special atte)?.tion has been given to the large ethnological collections 
belonging to the Institution, and considembleprogress been made towards 
their permanent arrangement. The smaller objects, such as pipes, carved 
bones, stone implements, &c., will be mounted as soon as practicable on 
suitable tablets; all the older articles have been washed with a solution 
of carbolic acid, to destroy the mould produced by the water with which 
the building was deluged at the time of the fire, and such of the new ones 
as are liable to attacks from insects have been impregnated with poison. 
Each object of the collection will have the name of the clouor,locality, &c., 
placed upon it, and the whole series will be completely arranged for· 
study and exhibition during the present year. The principal work in 
this branch has been done under the direction of Prof. Baird, by Dr. E. 
Foreman and Dr. E. Palmer. 
Other objects that have received attention in the way of rearrange-
ment and improvement are those of human and other crania, shells, 
mounted birds, nests and eggs, &c., in which labor Professor Baird hns 
been assisted by Dr. T M. Brewer, Dr. William Stimpson, Dr. E. Foreman, 
Mr. W. H. Dall, Mr. Zeledon, and Mr. R. Ridgway. 
Among the mo t interesting collections recei-ved from abroad, in return 
for specimens presented by the Institution, may be mentioned a series 
of minerals and rocks from the K. Ober-Berg Amt, of Breslau, and a 
skeleton of the moose of Europe, from the zoologicalrnnseum, Copcnlrn-
gen. The latter will furnish the means of comparing tlle European rn-
riety with the closely allied if not identical moose or'nortliern .Americf!. 
Of the living animals received from different parts of this conn try, it wil l 
suffice to mention a goltlen eagle, from Professor II. Shimer; a number of 
menopoma from Dr. Walker; gopher turtles from Dr. Wilson; and a 
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Rocky mountain salamander from Mr. J. 0. Brevoort. It will be reco]. 
lected that the living animals of a larger size heretofore presented tu 
the Institution have been transferred to the National Asylum for the 
Insane, under the care of Dr. Nichols. 
Distribiitfon of SJJecimens.-The distribution of duplicate specimens to 
public museums and in exchange has been prosecuted as extensively 
during the year as was compatible with the large additions continually 
coming in and requiring immediate attention. 1'he surplus material of 
plants, shells, minerals, and fqssils has been, however, to a considerable 
extent, made up into sets, and supplied as far as they would go to the 
parties having the :first claim. Other collections, however, will be ready 
for similar distribution as soon as the investigations connected with them 
and their arrangement into sets can be completed. The great amount 
of labor required for this will be evident when it is recollected that every 
specimen sent out is numbered and accompanied by a label giving the 
name, locality, and donor. Professor Baird, who has the special charge 
of this branch of the operations, has been assisted in his labors l>y a 
number of young gentlemen, who having been engaged during the sum-
mer in explorations, avail themselves in the winter season of the facili-
ties of the library, the collections, and apartments furnished by the Insti-
tution to prepare their reports for publication. Those who are at present 
-rendering service of the kind above mentioned are Messrs. Meek, Dall, 
Palmer, Zeledon, Bannister, and Ridgway. · 
Agreeably to the resolutions adopted by the Board of Regents at its last 
session, that" the distribution of specimens to foreign establishments, car-
ried on by the Smithsonian Institution, be continued and extended, but 
that at the same time proper returns be required," we have applied to 
the leading foreign museums which have been favored by our contril.m-
tious for desiderata especially needed in this country, and have the as ur-
ance that in due time valuable collections will be transmitted to us from 
all part of the world. 
Among the e tabli hment to which application has thus been made 
and a, favoraule re pon e rec i d, are: The British Museum and Royal 
Uoll geofSuro- on ,London; Ar ·hrnologicalMuseum,Zul'ich; Pnl>lie Iu-
eurn,Bern ; Iu~eum of Lau. ann ; AcademyofScience , and Botanical 
Gard n, t. > ter·burO'; Ro al fo eum, Lisbon; Ethnological iu~eum, 
Mo.· ·ow; Ethnolo 0'i al In um of Univer. ity of Chri tiania; Zoological 
lu. · um, op nha · n; Zoological Museum of Univer ·it of Berlin; 
·, 1 :.my of ·i uc and ational Iu emn of Antiquity, tockholm; 
Imp rial ol 0i alln titut , i nna · Unfrer ity of hil ; Philo ophical 
·i t ?, L ds· Ethnoloo·i al 1u um, Pari ; I lbourne i\Iu emn, u . 
trnfo. 
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granted under the express condition that they are to form the subject of 
investigation, the results of which are to be published by the Institution 
or some other establishment, and that in all cases full credit is to be 
given to the Institution for the assistance it has rendered. Furthermore, 
in the case of the preparation of a monograph, a full set of the type 
specimens, correctly labeled, is to be put aside for the National Museum, 
and the remainder of the specimens made up into sets for distribution. 
The following list presents the ~ore important cases of the loan or 
assignment of materials during the past year. · Some of the specimens 
have already been returned, while the remainder are still in the bands 
of the parties to whom they were intrusted: 
Crania of the recent and fossil bison, musk ox, &c., to Professor L. 
Agassiz, of Cambridge, Mass.; land shells of Central and South America 
to Thomas Bland, of New York; land and fresh water shells of North 
America to W. G. 'Binney, Burlington, N. J.; nests and eggs of North 
American birds to Dr. T. M. Brewer, Boston; birds of South America and 
Alaska to John Cassin, Philadelphia; Alcad:::e of N o'rth America to Dr. 
Elliott Cones, United States army; collections of American and foreign 
reptiles to Professor E. D. Cope, Philadelphia; fungi from the Indian 
territory to the Rev. 1\1. A. Curtis, Hillsborough, N. 0.; unfigured species 
of North American birds to D. G. Elliott, New York; diatomaceous 
earths and deep-sea soundings to Arthur lVI. Edwards, New York; Lep-
idoptera from various North American localities to W. H. Edwards, 
Coalburg, Va.; seeds of Boehmeria, received from the Department of 
Ag.riculture, to Dr. Earl Flint, Nicaragua; plants collected in Ecuador 
by the expedition under Professor Orton to Dr. Asa Gray, Cambridge; 
misceJlaneousspecimensof North American insects to Professor T. Glover, 
Department of Agriculture, Washington; general collection of birds of 
Costa Rica and Yucatan to George N. Lawrence, New York; American 
Unioniclm to Isaac Lea, Philadelphia; series of North American salaman-
ders to St. George l\iiivart, London; American Diptera to Baron R. 
Ostensacken, New York; Lepidoptera of Ecuador and Yucatan to Tryon 
Reakirt, Philadelpllia; plants collected in Alaska by various expedi-
tions to Dr. J. T. Rothrock, McVeytown, Pa.; birds of Buenos Ayres, 
received from W. Il. Iludson; and a series of small American owls, to 
Dr. P. L. Sclate-r and Osbert Salvin, London; miscella,neous collections of 
American Orthoptera to S. H. Scudder Boston· collections of American 
' ' Hemiptera to P. R Uhler, Baltimore; American myriapods and spiders 
to Dr. H. 0. Wood, Philadelphia; human crania from northwestern 
America and the ancient mqunds of Kentucky, also collectious from the 
ancient shell-heaps of Massachusetts and New Brunswick, to Dr. Jeffreys 
Wyman, Cambridge. 
Few persons are aware of the great extent to which this Smiths011ian 
material has been used by American and foreign naturalists, or tlrn 
number of new facts and new species which have been contributed to 
natural history through its means. A complete bibliography of tlrn titles 
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of the various books and memoirs containing in part or entire the 
r.jsults of these examinations, with lists of the new species, would form 
a large volume. Among the published results of the examination of the 
mate;·ials furnished by the Institution during the last year may be 
mentioned the following: 
A monograph of the Alcadre, by Dr. E. Coues, in the Proceedfogs of 
the I.)lliladelphia Academy of Natural Sciences; various herpetological 
papers in the same Proceedings, by Professor E. D. Cope; portion' 
of various fasciculi of his work on North American birds, by D. 
G. Elliott; monograph of the North American Lepidoptera, by W. 
H. Eel wards; catalogue of the birds of Costa Rica in the museum 
of the Smithsonian Institution, and some special papers in the annals of 
the New York Lyceum of Natural History and the Proceedings of the 
Philadelphia Academy, by George N. Lawrence-; paper on the Unionitlre 
in Proceedings Philadelphia Academy, by Isaac Lea; monograph of the 
North' American Diptera, Part IV, by Baron R. Ostensacken, pub-
lished by the Smithsonian Institution; catalogue of Alaskan plants in 
the Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1867, by Dr. J. T. Rothrock; 
list of birds' sent from Buenos Ayres to the Smithsonian Institution, and 
other papers, in the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, by 
Dr. P. L. Sclater and 0. Salvin; "on crania of Tschuktchi and Esquimaux 
tribes," by Professor J. Wyman, in the Proceedings of the Boston Society 
of Natural History. In aU these cases full credit is given for the aid 
which has been afforded by the Institution. 
The Secretary, during the past year, has given a large amount of 
thought and labor to investigations relative to light and sound as aids 
to navigation, in connection with his duty as one of the members of the 
United States Light-house Board. He ha.s also, in his connection with 
the National Academy of Sciences, de-'iroted nearly all hi time, for the 
space of two months, to investigations relative to the proper form of 
meters for gaugin °· the quantity of proof spirit. produced by di tilleries, 
in order to determin the amount of tax to be paid to the government. 
Profe or Ilaird Ii .. ' continu d hi. hr,e tigations relative to the birds 
of ,. orth .America, pecic Uy tho e of .A.la ka, the result of which has been 
tb addition f fift 11 p ci to those previou ly known to exist in thi 
dited a report by Dr. Cooper on the birds of 
0 ·ical urvey of that State under Professor J. D. 
v hitn y, and i' 110w llO'aO' d in tb preparation of a new manual of the 
omitholo()"y f h Tnit 1 tate . This work, which i to be illustrated 
b · mnn ron n °Ta viu 0 • on woo<l, will be publi ·bed by Little & Brown, 
of Bo. t n, in th cour. of n xt y ar. 
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tinue the system, at least in its present dimensions; and we embrace 
this occasion again to express acknowledgments for the efficient aid 
thus rendered to the cause of science and to the promotion of kindly 
feeling between the United St.ates and the other nations of the world. 
The following are the companies to which special thanks are due, 
namely, The Pacific Mail Steamship Company, North German Lloyd . . 
Hamburg American Steamship Company, General Transatlantic Steam-
ship Company, Pacific Steam Navigation Company, Inman Steamship 
Company, Cunard Steamship Uompany, California and Mexico Steam-
ship Company, and Panama Railroad Company. To this . list must be 
added several other lines which have granted similar facilities during 
the past year, namely, the Mexican Steamship Company, Union Pacific 
Railroad, United States and Brazil Steamship Company, North German 
Lloyd, (Baltimore line,) and the Atlantic Mail Steamship Company. 
Acknowledgments are also due for favors rendered in connection with 
roreigu exchanges to E. J. Davison, esq., Argentine consul; Jose I. San-
chez, esq!, consul of Venezuela; Senor B. Blanco, consul-general of Gua-
temala; L . H .J. d'Aguiar, consul-general of Brazil; R. 0. Burlage, con-
sul-general of Netherlands; Hon. E. Gutierez, minister from Costa Rica; 
to the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions; Real Socie-
dad Economica, Havana; Board of Foreig·n Missions, New York; Amer-
ican Colonization Society, Washington; Society of Geography and Sta-
tistics, Mexico; University of Chili; Bataviaasche Genoot~chap, Java; 
Institute of History, Geography, and Et.hnology, of Rio Janeiro. 
The Institution frequently receives applications from foreign govern-
ments and societies for official publications of the States or general gov-
ernment relative to certain branches of political economy, statistics, 
education, &c. During the last year a request of this kind was received 
from the Belgian government, desiring us to procure all the publications 
of the States in regard to public schools. In answer to our circular ask-
ing for these documents, a large and valuable collection was received, 
for which the thanks of the Institution were returned to the following 
persons, namely: to A. Rogers, second auditor of Virginia; T. Jordan, 
secretary of state, Pennsylvania; S. O. Jackson, assistant secretary 
Boar<l of Education, Massachusetts; J. A. Morris, school commissioner, 
Ohio; N. Bateman, superintendent education, Illinois; C. J. Hoadley, 
state librarian, Connecticut; F. Rodman, secretary of state, Missouri; 
R. A. Barker, secretary of state, Kansas; Ed. Wright, secretary of 
state, Iowa; C. W. Wright, secretary of state, Delaware; J.E. Tenney, 
secretary of state, Mi.clligan; and the secretary of state, vVisconsin. 
Another application of a similar character was received from the gov-
ernment of Norway for the publications of the United States relative to 
military affairs, which, on being referred to the heads of departments 
and bureaus, secured a large number of the desired publications. Ac-
knowledgments for these favors are clue to General E. D. Townsend, 
adjutant general; General A. A. Humphreys, chief engineer United. 
. 
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States army; Surge-on General Barnes; Paymaster General Brice; Gen-
eral Dyer, chief of ordnance; Commodore J enltins, chief of bureau of 
ordnance and hydrography, Navy Department; General Myer, chief 
signal officer. 
For official co-operation with the Institution in its various plans for 
the promotion of knowledge and important assistance rendered, besides 
th_e foregoing, we may mention Hon. William H. Seward, Secretary of 
State; Hon. Hugh McCulloch, Secretary of the Treasury; Hon. Horace 
Capron, Commissioner of Agriculture; General Meigs, Quartermaster 
General; l\fr.-Spofford, librarian of Congress; Professor J. H. C. Coffin, 
/ superintendent Nautical Almanac; and Commodore Sands, of the Na-
tional Observatory. · 
In 1867 a proposition was made to the Institution by the librarian of 
Congress relative to establishing and conducting a system of exchange 
of official documents between the government of the United States ancl 
those of other nations. In accordance with this, a circular was addressed 
to the different govermn_ents having relations with the United States for 
the purpose of ascertaining their views as to such an exchange. In 
every case the proposition was regarded with favor, and at the ensuing 
session of Congress an act was passed directing that 50 full sets of all 
documents published at the Government Printing Office should be set 
apart for the purpose in question, and appi·opriating a sufficient sum 
to defray the necessary expenses. Unfortunately, however, Congress 
neglected to direct the public printer to strike off the necessary ~opies 
for this purpose, in addition to the regular number previously required 
for the use of the government, and it was not until recently that the 
necessary legislation was procured to remedy this omission. As soon 
as the printing of the documents of the pre. ent session of Congress is 
completed, the exchange proposed will be initiated. In anticipation of 
the receipt of the c nnual , upply of the documents of our go\·ernment, 
several large packages contaiuiug document of foreign countries have 
been already rec iv 1 d. 
At the comm ncem ,ut of the y. tern of international exchanges, great 
delay and con ·i<l.eral.>1 . ·p 118' w r incurred in con~equence of custom-
hou ·e requirem nt and tariff duti ~·,but a the importance of the ystem 
became mor vid nt, and the r putatio of the Institution better e tab-
Jj 'hctl, one govcrnm nt aft r another con ented to the entrance of pack-
' ge · without examination and free of all restrictions, until at the pr ent 
time thcr i. no _. eption to thi · practice. 
Th fir -t ffort toward>' the tabli l11n nt of thi de irable condition 
f fr 
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able delay, and on further solicitation the rule was so relaxed that at 
present the Smithsonian agent finds no difficulty in obtaining the pas-
sage of the packages at a mere nominal charge through the custom-house. 
With the precedent of the British authorities the Institution experienced 
no difficulty in making a satisfactory arrangement with the French offi-
cers of customs. Packages _for Germany and central Europe, addressed 
to our agent, Dr. Flugel, are entered at Bremen or Hamb11rg, then 
transferred to the Leipsic custom-house, from which they are released 
on the formal application of the agent to the•authorities of the Zol-
verein. Parcels for Belgium and Holland are entered at Amsterdam, 
which is a free port. Those for Italy are entered at Genoa, which is 
also a port of free entry. In all cases of transmission of packages an 
invoice of the contents is sent to the agent, which serves as the basis of 
his application for remission of duties and charges. _ 
Libra,ry.-The works which have been received from all parts of the 
-world in return for the Smithsonian publications, after being recorded 
at the Institution, have been transferred to the national library in ac-
cordance with the rules given in former reports. They are there under 
the care of an accomplished librarian and a corps of able assistants, 
accessible to all persons who desire to consult them, during every ·week-
day of the whole year, with the exception of a month iu summer. The 
transfer of the library of the Institution still continues to be approved 
by all who have attentively considered the advantages it affords to the 
Institution, the government and the public. It has relieved the Smith-
son fund of a serious burden in the cost of binding and catalogu.,ing the 
books, in the pay of a librarian and his assistants, and in the expense 
of the maintenance of a separate establishment. It has enriched the 
library of Congress with a class of valuable works which could scarcely 
be procured by purchase, and it has facilitated the use of the books by 
collecting them in one locality, under the same system, readily accessible 
to the public. Some special works.required for immediate use are still 
occasionally purchased, and besides these a working library is retained 
at the Institution, principally, however, of duplicate volumes, while such 
series as are needed for special investigation are brought back for the 
purpose. The care of these and the cost of those purchased make up 
the small expenditure given in the report of the executive committee 
under the head of the library. · _ 
'rhe Library of Congress, or, as we think it should now be denomina-
ted, the " National Library," contains about 180,000 volumes, exclusive 
of unbound pamphlets and periodicals, and is rapidly increasing, the 
accessions during the :rear ending December 1, 1868, according to the 
report of l\Ir. Spofford, the librarian, amounting to 8,408. This libra.ry 
is emphatica1 y a library .of progress, for while it continues to increase 
by pmchase in its own series of standard works of all times, its addi-
tion , through the contributions to it of the Institution, include the trans-
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actions of tbe principal learned societies of the world, or the work 
which mark more definitely than any other publications the actu~ 
advance of the age in higher civilization . 
.1:\.n idea has, in some cases, been entertained abroad that the Institu-
tion, since the transfer of the library, no longer desires to receive book 
but measures have been taken to counteract thisimpressionand toassur 
Societies and other correspondents that no change in · this respect ha 
taken place in the policy of the Institution, and that books on all subject 
are still desired both for its own collections and for presentation to othe1 
establishments in this country. 
The foUowing is a statement of the books, maps, and charts received 
by exchange in 1868 : 
Volumes: 
Octavo ........................................ . 
Quarto ........................................ . 
Folio ............................... __ . ___ ..... . 





Octavo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,565 
Quarto......................................... 761 
Folio. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 279 
---3,uOj 
Maps and charts............................................ 13:1 
Total receipts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,509 
The following are some of the larger donations received in 1868: 
From the Royal Northern University, Christiania, 24 volumes and 27 
pamphlets. 
The Royal Society of orthern Antiquaries, Copenhagen, D volumes 
and 8 pamphlets. 
The Imperial Academy of Sciences, St. Peter burg, 25 volumes and 27 
pamplllet ' . 
From lli: l\Iaje. ty the King of Prus ia, " Kunstdenkmaler des christ-
Hcheu l\Iittelalter iu den I heiulanclen," 1st part, vol. iii. "Preussen' 
chlos ' r Ull(l Ue ·idcnz n, vou A . Duncker," vol. ix, and '' Scrip tore 
Ren m Pm ' :icarum, ' vol. iii; all in continuation of works previously 
nt. 
Tl.le Ilu gariau Academy of Sciences, Pesth, 51 volumes and 178 
pamphlet'. 
The Ducal Library, Old nburg, 3! volumes, consi ting of a serie of 
at cal ,ucfars au oth r ' tati 'tical work ·. 
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The Societe c1'encouragement pour l'Industrie Nationale, Paris, 14 
volumes "Bulletin:" 
The Societe Imperiale et Centrale d'Agriculture, Paris, 26 volumes 
"Memoires," 12 volumes "Bulletin." 
From the Museum de Donai, 11 volumes and 15 pamphlets : consisting 
principally of transactions and proceedings of societies. 
· National Library, Madrid, 12 volumes and 15 pamphlets. 
The Meteorological Office, ·London, 6 volumes, 37 pamphlets, and 16 
charts. 
The Hydrographic Office, London, 6 volumes, 10 pamphlets, and 43 
charts, giving the results of the latest maritime surveys. 
From the National Library of Greece, Athens, 112 volumes and 3!l 
pamphlets, principally on the philosophyandliterature of ancient Greece. 
Thomason College of Civil Engineering, Rourkee, 13 volumes and 4.4 
pamphlets. 
Royal Asiatic Society (North China branch) Shanghai, 4 volumes 
'' Journal." 
Library of Parliament, Melbourne, 10 volumes and 14 pamphlets. 
Real Sociedad Economica de la Habana, 630 volumes, 13 pamphlets, 
and 1 chart. 
University ·and Government of Chili, Santiago, 58 volumes, 13 pam-
phlets, and 30 charts. 
Massachusetts State Library, 11 volumes. 
Ohio State Library, 10 volumes. 
Vermont State Library, 11 volumes. 
But, perhaps one_ of the most interesting contributions is a work rela-
tive to history and philology published in folio parts of fac-similes of the 
national manuscripts of England, presented by Right Honorable the Sec-
retary of Statefor War. These fac-similesare executed with minute pre-
cision as to accuracy, by the photozincogra,phic process, under the direc-
tion of Colonel H. James of the ordnance department. The series includes 
documents belonging to each reign, from William the Conqueror to 
Queen Anne, arranged chronologically so as to illustrate the changes 
in the handwriting, and the language of different periods of Eugfa:;h 
history. A translation is given of each document into modern English, 
together with a short account of its history. The first volume extends 
from William the Conqueror to Henry VII, and includes autographs of 
each sovereign, beginning with that of Richa1·d II, and of many princes, 
prelates and nobles, whose names have become famous in history. 
Among the number are a series during the reign of Richard III, and 
several from the king himself. 
The second part is made up of fac-similes selected from the public 
records of the reigns of Henry YIU and Edward VI. Among them 
are holograph letters, and autographs of Henry VIII, Queen Catharine 
of Aragon, Cardinal Wolsey, the Emperor Charles V, Anne Boleyn, 
A.rchbi hop Cranmer, Queen Catharine Parr, A.nu of Oleves, &c. The 
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third part contains fac-similes of state papers, royal letters, and othf 
documents, both public and private, belonging to the reigns of Queei 
·Mary and Queen Elizabeth. Among those of the former are autr 
graphs of her Majesty and of her cousin and rival, Lady Jane Grey, holo 
graphs and autographs of King Henry the Second, of France, the King 0 
Hungary Cosmo de Medici, the Lady Elizabeth ofEngfa11d, ThomasGre 
ham, Roger Ascham, &c. Among those of the reign of Queen Elizabeth. 
besides those from herself, are letters _of Mary Queen of Scots and he. 
husband Bothwell, and of the most distinguished nobles of Scotland 
of John Knox, Sir Humphrey Gilbert, James VI of Scotland, Sh 
Francis Vere, Sir ,valter Raleigh, and other celebrated personages. Th 
exaggerated terms of courtesy which were in use among eminent per 
sonages at that period are illustrated by several examples in this ,ol 
ume. The publication of' the fac-similes of these valuable and interest-
ing documents is to be continued, and we learn from the preface tha 
similar fac-similes of the national manuscripts of Scotland have been 
undertaken, and those of Ireland recommended. 
It may be proper to recall the fact that the library of Smithso;, or so 
much of it as was received by the Institution, with his personal effect . 
was not <lestro,yed by the :fire, and has been placed in a suitable case for 
permanent preservation. 
Mr. Theodore Gill, who was formerly assistant in the library of the 
Institution, has been appointed one of the principal assistants in the 
national library, but he still continues his investigations iu natural hi · 
tory at the Institution, and acts as the intermediate agent between tb.e 
two establishmeuts. Miss J an.e Turner, who vindicates by her accuracy 
and efficiency the propriety of employing her sex in some of the depart-
ments of government, still continues to register the books as they are 
receh·ed through the extended system of international ~xchange. 
Gallery of Art.-The original act of Congress organizing the Institu-
tion directed that, in addition to the sup1)0rt of a museum, librm·~~, &c. 
provi ·ion should also be made for a gallery of art. In compliance with 
this direction a commenccl.llent was made by the purchase of a scl'ie' o ... 
valuaule enO'raviricr ·, illustrative of the progress of the art from the 
earlic t tim 'H, ancl al o a serie, · of Indian portn1its was rccci v d on 
d 'PO ·it. \ ith th e aml " llnmber of plaster casts of distinguished 
individual.·, priu ·ipally J.ouations, a collection of articles wa ' funned to 
which the mun of a 0·a1Icry of art wa · giveu. The Indian portrait . 
" ·hi ·h had l.>eeu cl po ·it c.l by the author, l\fr. Stauley, togeth 1r with " 
·e1·i •,• of portrait · al.·o f Indian , belongillo- to the g vcnunent, wer 
d •:t ·o · ·tl l> • th fir . :U or uuately the eugraviug ·, with fow xception..;. 
,v •1· • .-:1v ·<.l and ar now l 'po:itcd with the book · in foe library of n-
wa.· Yid 111t, how v 1·, that the proportion of he 'mitll ·on 
1mHl wlii ·h ·cmld l ·Yot l t th pur ·ha ·c of ·pe ·im n of art worthy 
0 n· •, (' '\ ati 11 in a puhli o·all l' . a tl1° ·eat of o· YCl'lllU 1nt wa· far 
mall d an · hi11••· f i111p 1tau' iu tl.li.- line. It wa th,:.rcfor, ,rith 
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gratification that the Regents learned that a citizen of Washington, 
William W. Corcoran, esq., with an enlightened liberality, commensurate 
only with his means, had. resolved to found an institution exclusively 
devoted to art. This design, which would otherwise have long since been 
folly carried out, was interrupted by the war. The large building which 
Mr. Corcoran had erected for the purpose was found necessary by the 
government for the use of the Quartermaster General and is still retained 
in possession of that officer. As- soon as possession of it is restored to 
Mr. Corcoran, which it is belim·ed will be done in the course of the 
present year, it, together with a liberal endowment equal in amount to 
the original fund of Smithson, will be given in charge to a board of trus-
tees, who will immediately proceed to carry out the views of the generous 
founder. In accordance with the policy which the Institution has 
adopted in regard to the library of Congress, the Agricultural Depart-
ment, and the Army Medical Museum, it will probably be ecnsidered 
advisable to enter also into friendly co-operation with this new establish-
ment, ttnd instead of attempting to support a separate gallery of art to 
turn over to it the articles which have already been collected, and_ thereby 
increase the space in the Smithsonian quilding for articles of natural 
history and ethnology. 
JJfeteorology.-It was stated in the last report that with the dimin-
ished expenditure·on the building, and the larger amount which could 
be appropriated to·the active qperations of the Institution, the reduction 
and discussion of the meteorological material which had been collected 
for 20 years would be resumed, and that we had commenced upon the 
rain-fall of the North American continent. Observations relative to this 
subject from upwards· of 1,200 localities were placed in the hands of 
the computers. This work bas been completed under the direction of 
Mr. Charles A. Schott, and will be put to press as oon as the illustra-
tions are engraved. We are confident it will be considered by all who 
are competent to properly estimate its value, as one of the most import-
ant additions to the climatology of North America and the agricultural 
interests of the community which has ever been made. The same com-
puters are now engaged upon the large amount of material relative to 
temperature, but the reduction and disci1ssion of these will require more 
time than that which has been devoted to the rain-fall. It is estimated, 
however, that at the rate at which the work is now going on, it will be 
completed in the course of the next year. 
The discussion of all the observations relative to the w1nds bas been 
resumed under the direction of Professor J. H. Coffin, of Lafayette Col-
lege, Pennsylvania, and will be prosecuted with as much rapidity as the 
nature of the subject, and the assistance afforded him, will permit. 
All the more important meteorological observations which have been 
collected at the Institution during the last 20 :years, are now in process 
of reducti.011, antl when completed and the results. published, we th.ink 
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they will fully justify the expenditure of the Smithson fund which ha, 
been devoted to this subject. 
The importance of a thorough knowledge of the climate of a countr.-
in relation to the well-being of the inhabitants can scarcely be ore;. 
estimated. The character of the. animal and vegetable productions 0 
any part of the world mainly depends on the climate, and if, as in 
geological periods, we suppose this in any case to undergo a change. 
we are certain; from the operation of general laws, that the fauna and 
flora of the region will undergo a corresponding change. It is true that 
civilized man has in a degree, through science, the power of resisting 
theinfiuence of climate to which his race has not been long subjected. 
yet if sufficient time be allowed for the weather to produce its effect, 
marked peculiarities of physical constitution and even mental charac-
teristics will eventually be produced, though these will be somewhat 
modified by the artificial conditions which have been introduced. Even 
a difference in the degree of moisture of the atmosphere has been shown 
by a critical observer to induce marked changes in the manne.rs and 
customs of Europeans in their emigration to this country. 
The average temperature and moisture of each region, as well as the 
periodical fluctuations to which these elements are subjected, are essen-
tial data on which to base the choice of special objects of culture and to 
estimate the probable results as to success or failure in a given number 
of years. It is a fact to which the statesman and the intelligent 
farmer cannot be too much alive, that the great material prosperity of 
this country in the past has been due to the large quantity of fertilizing 
material originally in the soil, and that this has been exhausted to a far 
greater extent than is generally supposed. It is well known that the 
same soil which in the eastern States originally y1elded 30, and in some 
cases 40 or 50 bushels of wheat to an acre, now produces but eight or 
ten. From a late estimate by the Commissioner of Agriculture the 
aYerage yield of the whole Unit d States i le s than 12 bushels, while 
that of Great Britain i' 28; the 0 Teat excess of the latter over the for-
mer must be mainly du to the improved methods of agriculture. Indeed 
with th laro-e :xt nt of virgin soil in this country, prouucing , ponta-
nemdy rich harYe t. , with the expenditure of a minimum amoun of 
labor, we hav had comparatively little necessity to adopt m thod of 
cient.ific ar,.ricultur , but w hav now arrived at the condition iu which 
wry year au w lem, nd will b made for tll application of know led o-e 
autl :-;kill of thi>' kind and for all th light which can be sh d upon the 
, ul~jcc·t l> T m t rol cry, chemi try, phriolo(l'y, a1Hl oth r branche. of 
, ' •i 'll ' . 
mith-
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period of the disturbance, and have also supplied a deficiency occasioned 
by the loss of the registers of 1860 in the fire which occurred at the 
Institution in 1865. For the purpose of exhibiting the extent of the 
material in possession of the Institution, and to give credit to the faith-
ful and persevering observers who have so long gratuitously furnished 
contributions to this branch of science, there is given in the appendix to 
this report a full list of all the observers and of all the stations where 
reconls h~e been made from the beginning of the year 1.849 to the end 
(1f 1868. The whole number of observers at present reporting to the Insti-
tution is about 400; of these 74 are furnished with full sets of instru-
ments. The number of observers under the direction of the army is 
upwards of 100, of whom 50 are supplied with standard barometers and 
other compared instruments. With this combined system, interspersed 
with full sets of standard instruments, trustworthy data is obtained for 
determining the general climatology of the country. It is true that 
many of the instruments in use are not as perfect as could be desired , 
yet they serve to indicate differences in the elements, and thus aftord 
the data for tracing the progress, as it were, 0f waves of atmospheric 
pressure, and also of waves of changes in atmospheric temperature. 
Anticipating the important benefits which may result to our system 
of meteorolog~cal observations, particularly to those which relate to the 
prediction of stol'ms on the Atfantic coast, we look forward with much 
interest to the completion of the Pacific railway. A well equipped 
physical observatory placed at the highest point of the road, namely, 
"Sherman's station," is very desirable, and we think it probable that 
assistance from the railway company may be obtained to establish and 
support an observatory of this character. 
During the past year a large number of rain gauges of a simple form, 
such as were mentioned in the last report, have been procured and dis-
tributed to observers in various parts of the country. This gauge con-
sists of a hollow cylinder of tinned iron 2¼ inches in diameter, and 12 
inches in height, coated inside and out with varnish to prevent rusting. 
The depth of rain is measured by inserting a graduated scale into the 
gauge, and noting the height to whieh it has been wetted, in tenths and 
parts of tenths of an inch. The quantity of water in a fall of snow is 
measured by melting a column equal in diameter to that of thP- gauge. 
This is obtained by pressing the gauge, mouth downward, through foe 
snow to the ground and isolating the contents by passing under the 
mouth of the gauge a thin plate of meta\. A rain gauge of this form, 
after an experience of many years, is found to give the most satisfactory 
re ults when used by ordinary observers. 
The diRcussion of all the material which we have coUected in regard 
to rain-fan,. has served to point out the parts of the country in which the 
regi,tration is most deficient, and exertions have especially been made 
to obtain Qbservations from the great plains of the west and at the base 
of the Rocky mountains. The gTeat current of the return tra<l.e wind, 
/ 
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which continually flows through the higher regions of the atmospher-
over the whole United States and which at intervals reaches thf 
surface of the earth, deposits its moisture, obtained from the· Pacific, 
on the Sierra Nevada and other chains of the Rocky Mountain system. 
and thus gives rise to the arid basins and woodless plains of the western 
portion of our domain. .A part, however, of this region may be rendere1: 
arable by means of irrigation, or, in other words, a portion of the pre-
cipitated vapor may be, as it were, reclaimed for agricultural-purpose ... 
by artificial means; and in determining the available resources of the 
country it is important that the amount of water, either in the liquid 
state or in the form of snow, which is precipitated in the mountains, 
should at least be approximately determined, and hence we have directed 
special inquiries to this point, supplying rain-gauges in all cases of 
explorations and giving definite directions as to ascertaining the depth 
of snow, the gauging of streams, &c. 
Much has been written on the subject of reclaiming arid wastes by 
planting trees, but the facts which have been collected in regard to thi" 
matter are frequently misinterpreted, and the result of much research 
in reference to it misapplied. ·It should be recoJlected that trees cannot 
grow without moisture and that they have no power within themselve 
to create this essential element of their existence. It is true that in 
some cases where moisture exists but is retained in an aeriform condi-
tion by the radiating character of the soil, or carried away by the wind, it 
may be precipitated and rendered applicable to the uses of agriculture 
by the judicious planting of trees; while it is equally true that there are 
other localities in which the necessary water for vegetation can never be 
procured by artificial means. The necessary data for the investigation of 
this question in relation to the western po1;tion of the great valley of 
the :l\Iississippi can only be obtained by extensive series of observations 
on the relative humidity and the direction of the moisture-beariug winds 
of different portions of the country. 
During the past year a self.registering barometrical apparatu , in-
vented by Professor George W. Hough, of the Dudley Observatory, has 
been er cted in the Institution, but owing to the position in wltich it was 
.fir t placed the series of record· has not been continuou., though from 
th records which have been obtained it would appear tlmt the in tru-
m nt i capable of gi, ... iu 0 • valuable re ults. This in trum 1nt consi.·t of 
an iron tub in the· form of a . iphon clo ed at the upper nd and filled 
with m r ·m· , and wo ylin<ler or dnun.· moved lock work, to 
tb .·urfac of which i,• a tache<l tbe paper r c fri110' the r o"i r . On 
h . mfa of th m rcnr in th ·ho1t r l 0 • f the iphon, i. an ivory 
float fa t n d y a fine thr ad to nc n<l of a lev r, th other nd. f 
wbi h rminate. b tw- n , o point conn cting th opp ·~te pol ? fa 
alYani · , trr~.... .1. • • on a. th m r ·m· b o-in t ri. ancl while 
i c: 11 inn ,. t , . c n<l th ucl f tll ln- r i.· pr , · d aO'ain t the upp r 
Im · mpl •tin,,. th 1 ·ir ·ui of an l ctro-maO'n 1 t, which uuloc - · 
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the printing part of the machine, and a record is made in the form 
of a.n ascending curve on the drums and on a slip of paper in figures, 
on the principle of the printing telegraph. When the m'ercury falls the 
motion of the pencil is reversed by bringing into operation a second 
electro-magnet by which is traced a descending curve. Two clrums are 
used, one giving the curve for two weeks and the other the same more 
developed for two days, the one serving as a check on the other. An 
interesting series of observations furnished from the United States engi-
neer depot at Willett's Point, New York, by General Abbot, exhibits 
the almost perfect parallelism of two curves for nearly a month, one 
by an apparatus similar to this at Albany and the other at Willett's 
Point, from observations with an ordinary standard barometer, the 
distance between these places being upwards of a hundred and fifty 
miles. The parallelism of these curves exhibits not only the probable 
accuracy of the self-recording apparatus, but also the extent in a north 
and south· direction of a wave of atmospheric pressure. The great 
improvement in meteorologjcal data must depend in future_on the intro-
duction of self-recording instruments, especially at important poinfa. 
Beside the contributions made directly froin the ordinary observa-
tions of the Institution, the following is an acccount of a memoir belong-
ing to meteorology, previously noticed under the head of publications : 
On -the evening of July 20, 1860, a meteoric fire-ball passed over the 
northern parts of the United States ancl the adjacent parts of Canada,, 
of so extraordinary a brilliancy as to attract the at-tent.ion of numerot1s. 
observers along its entire visible track of nearly 1,:foo miles. The phe-
nomenon was of so interesting a character that the Smithsonian Insti-
tution made exertions to collect observations in regard to it from its. 
meteorological observers and other correspondents, ·which, together 
with accounts from newspapers and other sources, were placed in the 
hands of Professor Coffin, of Lafayette College, for the determination of 
the orbit of the meteor. In order to correct the observations, in cases .. 
where instruments could not be obtained, Professor Coffin directed that 
estimates should be made of the position of the meteor, by means of an 
extemporaneous quadrant, consisting of a graduated paper attached to. 
a board, from an angle of which a small plumb-line was su.:pended .. 
'rhe edge of this instrument being directed to the .place in the heavens 
where tbe meteor was seen at its greatest elevation, gave approximately 
the angle of altitude. The meteor was first observed moving from a. 
point over the western shore of Lake Michigan, though it is not improb-
able that it became luminous when it was somewhat further west, as the 
sky in that region was obscure<l by clouds, and it was not until it had 
reached a point 150 miles further east that the :first reliable observation 
of it,• position was made; from this point many eyes watched its course,. 
until it disappeared ont at sea, in a southeasterly direction, beyond the 
islancl of Nantucket. Whatever may have been the orbit of this meteor 
before it became visible, it is obvious that the portion of the path that 
4s 
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was subject to observation was so near the earth as to be controllf 
almost entirely by its attraction, and not sensibly perturbed by othr 
bodies. The orbit therefore ascertained, is not the path of the meteori 
space, but that having the center of the earth in one of its foci. Pr1 
fessor Coffin proceeded with the data at his command, to determine tb 
path upon the assumption that the earth was a sphere 7,912 miles ii 
diameter, not taking into account its spheroidal form, nor the differem, 
between the +rue ancl the apparent zenith. In prosecuting the invest: 
gatioris, the method adopted w~s as follows: The parallax and positioL 
of the meteor were obtained by combining in pairs observations take1 
on or near the same vertical plane. Unfortunately, the number of pair 
of reliable observations was too few for much accuracy. An approXI-
mate orhit was, however, rletermiped, from which azimuths and alti-
tudes were deduced, and these compared with those given by the obser 
vations. The form of the orbit was then altered so as to diminish tbt 
discrepancies, and it was not until over fifty changes of this kind hat 
been made that the final result was attained.. The velocity per second 
relative to the earth's center, which best corresponded with observation~ 
was nine and three-fourths miles. The first approximate orbit satisfied 
the most reliable observations west of about longitude 76° or 77°; but 
further east the discrepancies were so great that they could be recon 
ciled only by a sudden change ~11 the curvature of the path, one at the 
point just named, and another two or three degrees further east. In thi 
vicinity of the former of these points a remarkable rupture in the body 
of the meteor was observed, where it separated into tw1) parts that 
appeared nearly of equal size, thus affording a rational explauation ot 
tue change in the elements. That a change should take place at a poin 
of cxplo:.,ion wfis not difficult to understand, but the fact that the 
meteor descended quite rapi<lly towardR the earth, until it reacue<l the 
merit ian of 74°, an<l aftel'wards ro e, was di1Ilcult to compreheml. The 
mo 't plan 'il>lc ·plauation wa ugge tcd by Profe or Lyman, viz 
that th , ·hangc in <lil'ectiou wa ' due to the increa ed re i tance of th 
ah' as the m 1 teor d •' · 'nd 1d into a den er portion. Au attempt wa .. 
made to d 1 dn · the q uautity of the change from this hypothe. ·i , ; the 
r 1 :nlt, how •y,r, wa. Hot ntir 1 ly ·atisfactory, an ·empirical ·han O'( 
l)('i11 ,. a ' ·mn din the path near longitude 74P. .A.n orbit wa , computed 
th' path of th m t ·or di Yid d itself into three sectiou ·, tb fir ·tan 
la.t of ind fiui ' I ngth, through 011ly a mall portion of ,vhich th 
m ,t ·or ,rn: Yi ·iol · the th r au iutermediat portion f lGO mile 
l 1 ngth, wh ' l'' i wa: mo ·t brilliant. Tb m ·t important omi.', ion · 
the ·al ·nlation f h 1 m nt · f thi m t or, accordin°· to Prof 
'I hcroidal form of th arth, whi ·h 
·am<· of import< u · in · mpari.-ou with tlle . mall h 1 irrbt f th m t 
hut with th· h l> that th• .-ubject mio-ht her c ft r r · fr at th, ban 
of otht r · a mor<• th ron ,,.h cli.- ·u.-.-i u h ondu<l. <l. to ·ligl tly mo<l.i : 
th ·I ·m •11t: · a.· t > < fiord "n unp rturb •d roit that would difl>r 
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little from the disturbed one, that the azimuths and the altitudes which 
he had already computed for the one might serve for the other. The 
velocity of the meteor, when nearest _the earth, was 9. 76 miles per second; 
its least distance from the surface of the earth was 8D.19 miles, at about 
the middle of New York. 
Correspondence.-As the coilaborators of the Institution generally 
resicle at a distance, the business with them is principally carried ou 
by mail. The same is also the case in regard to all the exchanges, and 
consequently the record of nearly a.JI the transactions of the Institution 
is cont:1ined in the correspondence. Besides those relating to official 
business, hundreds of letterF, are received during the year, containing 
inquiries relative to the various subjects on which the writers desire 
information. If these cannot be immediately answered without rn uch 
research, they are referred to collaborators who are experts in the vari-
ous branches of knowledge, and who can readily supply information in 
regard to subjects within the range of their special studies. 
In addition to the foregoing it may also be mentioned that there are 
four hundred meteorological observers, from each of whom several letters 
are received annually. The correspondence of the Institution being of 
such importance, it has been considered necessary to adopt a system iii 
regard to it, which consists in registering in a book prepared for the 
purpose, every letter received which pertains to the business of the In-
stitution. The mail is opened every morning by an assistant, who 
. assigns to each letter a number, gives a synopsis of its contents, and 
notes to whom it is referred for answer. ·The letters are afterwards 
bound in volumes and indexed. Press copies are kept of all the answers. 
An idea may be formed of the amount of labor bestowed upon this 
branch of operations, when it is mentioned that the :i;iumber of letters 
registered during 1868 was 5,141. This. does not include letters 
acknowledging. the receipt of donations from the Institution, which 
would swell the number of actna,l receipts by the mail to upwards of 
10,000. 
During the past year references of inquiries above referred to h,%ve 
been. made to the following gentlemen : Dr. Torrey, of New York; Pro-
fe sors Gray and Wyman, of Cambridge; Dr. Leidy and Mr. Isaac Lea, 
of Philadelphia; Professors Whitney, Brush, and Newton, of New 
Haven; Drs. Woodward, Otis and Craig, of the Surgeon General's 
office; Prof. Schaeffer and Mr. W. B. Taylor, of the Patent Office; Pro-
fes>;:or S. ewcomb, of the Naval Observatory; and Mr. George Gibbs 
an<lMr. J. H. Lane, of Washington. 
Groitnds.-The Smithsonian building, as is well known to the visitors of 
Washington, stands in the midst of a park, adorned with a collection 
of the principal ornamental trees which are susceptible of cultivation ir1 
thi ' climate. This forms part of . a reservation of the O'Overmnent 
denominated the "Mali," extending from the Capitol to th~ Potomac, 
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which, in accordance with the desig·n of l\Ir. Downing, was to be entire\· 
devoted to an e.xtensive park. · 
This plan has been revived by the present Commissioner of Publit 
* Buildings, General Michler, of the United States army, who stronglJ 
advocates an appropriation for carrying it into execution. On tht 
grounds adjoining the Institution to the west, also a part of the pro-
posed park1 within the last year a spacious building has been erected 
for the uses of the Department of Agriculture, and designs have beer 
made under the present Commissioner, General Capron, for the estab 
lishment of an extensive arboretum. With the renewed interest which 
has been excited on this subject, and the rapid advance of the city in 
wealth and population, we doubt not the original plan will soon be real 
ized. In the mean time, however, we would call attention to the fact 
that many of the valuable trees originallyplanted by Downing are being 
injured by the luxuriant growth and consequent crowding· of those too 
near each other. Though the visitors to the Institution-and the num 
ber of these is by no means small in the course of a .year, and from every 
part of the world-are delighted with the general appearance of the 
grounds and the picturesque effect of the building, yet their sense of 
propriety is shocked and. their olfactory nerves outraged, in approaching 
the building from the city, by having to cross that most disgusting ob-
ject known as the "canal," though for years it has done no service of 
any value in that capacity. It is, in fact, a Stygian pool, from which 
are constantly ascending in bubbles, as from a caldron, mephitic vapors. 
That part of it which bounds the Smithsonian grounds and those of 
the Agricultural Department, on the north, consists of a basin 150 feet 
wide, extending from Seventh street to Fourteenth street. Into this is 
poured most of the excrementitious matter of the city, which is suffered 
to decompose into offensive gases, and exposes with each ebb of the 
tide a mass of the most offensive matter conceivable. Tllis subject, at 
the last session of the Board of Regents, was referred i;o the executiv·e 
committee, who have given it special attention, and prepared a report 
which will b pre ented to the Board at the present session, and should 
be ordered to b publi ·bed.* 
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expense of the improYement, while the value of property south of the· 
canal would be greatly"'enhanced. 
Before concluding this sketch of the history of the operations of the 
Institution for the year 1868, it becomes my duty -to mention the death 
- of Mr. Wjlli.am B. Randolph, who for many year~ has acted as book-
keeper for the Institution, posting and auditing its accounts, and who 
· 'for GO years had been connected with the Treasury Department of the 
government. He was a gentleman of extensive information, a graduate 
of Princeton College, of inflexible integrity, esteemed and beloved by 
all who knew him. His life was prolonged with vigor of intellect be-
yond the usual term of . earthly existence, and he died on the 15th of 
May last at the age of 81. 
Since the death of Mr. Randolph the entire charge of the accounts 
has been given to the chief clerk, }\fr. William J. Rhees, by -whom they 
are prepared for quarterly examination by General Delafield and Dr. 
Parker, of the executive committee. 
In conclusion, from all the facts which have been giYen in this report, 
as well as in previous ones, we think it may reasonabty be claimed that 
the administration of the Smithson fund, on the whole, has been success-
ful. Though the Institution has been subjected to loss by casualties, 
and has been exposed to adverse conditions during the most troublous 
times in the history of the na 1fon, yet it has continued noiselessly and 
unostentatiously to extend its influence and benefits not only to every 
part of this country, but to all portions of the civilized world. This 
success, if mainly due to the definiteness of conception in the original 
plan, must, in no small degree, be attributed to the fact that the Chief 
Justice of the United States is the head of the B9ard of Regents, whose 
permanence of office, aside from other considerations, could not fail to 
secure, as has been conspicuously evinced in the case of both Judge Taney 
and Judge Uhase, a warm and intelligent interest in the affairs of the 
Institution. Neither is it possible to overlook, in this connection, t,he 
favorable influence of the policy which, from the first, has invested in a 
single officer, the Secretary, the executive charge of the operations, thus 
confiding to him their conduct and rendering him responsible for their 
results, without in a single case interfering with his acts. Moreover, 
simple justice would require that due credit should be given to the capa-
ble an.d zealous assistants whom the Secretary has associated with him-
self in carrying o~ the multifarious and arduous duties of his office. 
Respectfully submitted. 
JOSEPH HENRY. 
WASIIINGTON, D. c., January, 1869. 
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:.lhble showing the entries in the record books of the Srnithsonian Museum iii 
1866, 1867, and 1868. 
Class. 1966. . 
Skeletons and skulls.......... . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 100 
Mammals . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 8, 685 
Birds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . 45, 000 
Reptiles ..••....••................••..... ·. . . . . . . . . . . 6, 582 
:Fishes .......••.•.... _ ........ _____ ...... _ . _ •. _. ___ . 5, 591 
~f ~~::e~~:s. : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : Jug~ 
Mollusks . _.... . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 18,500 
Radiates.;.... ...... ... . .•.. ....... ....•. ... ... ... . 2,725 
Annelids ..............•..•. ·........ ... . . . . . . . . . . .. 110 
Ji'ossils . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 920 
Minerals.. . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . 4, 941 
Ethnological specimens . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 260 































Total ...•••.....•... · ..••..• : ........••••..... 119,101 132,3.22 142,400 
The total number of entries during the year thus amounts to about 
10,000; of which 4,000 are of birds, 2,000 of ethnological objects, 800 
of eggs, &c. 
A.p,proximate table of distribution of duplicate specimens, to the end of 
1868. 
Skulls and skeleton 
Mammals .......... . 
Birds .............. . 
Reptile ............ . 
} ishe ............. . 
Egg of bird ...•.... 
hell .. ........... . 
Radial ..... ..... . . 
'ru taccans ........ . 






















5, 152 Marine invert brate .. 
Plant and packng 
f ds. . . . . . . . . . . 13, :3.J 1 , 703 
•'o . ii . . . . . . ... . .. . . 3, :361 , !H7 
Iinernl:androcks... J, 7 J 6,0;'jt) 
Ethnlgy ..•....... J , -t I J, 04 
lu: ·t. . .•••.. .. . .. . J , J!)U I , H:37 
1utomu • ou a1 th ....••..........•..... 
Tot 1. ........ JJ~ -;, ':.m I 




























ADDITIOKS TO THE COLLECTIONS. 
r 
Additions to· the collections of the Sniithsonian Institution in 1868 . 
• 
Adams, Dr. A.-Nest and egg of white-winged crossbill, New Brunswick. 
Adams, W. H.-Arrow-head, Il1inoi~. . . . . . . 
55 
Agnew, Samuel A.-Fossils and Inchan relics, 1Vhss1ss1pp1. 
Albuquerque, Frederick.-Two boxes of ?ircls and mammals, Br~zil. 
~1mes, James T.-Beadt:i, &c., from Indian graves, Lake Supenor and Massa-
r chusetts. 
Andross, liV.-Inclian relics from Connecticut. 
Arnold, Benjamin W.-Phalangiclre and myriapods, Kentucky. 
Baggett, J. B.-Box of novaculite and associated minerals, Arkansas. 
Baird, Prof• S. F.-Stone implements, worked bones, shells, and bones of ver-
tebrates, from ancient shell-heaps in New Brunswick and Massachusetts; bones 
from cave near Carlisle, Pennsylvania. · · 
Barnes.-(See Surgeon General.) 
Bauerrneister, TV.-Box of minerals, Indiana. 
Belden, Lieutenant, U. S. A -Box Indian objects, Wyoming 'rerritory. 
Berendt, Dr,--:-Bottle of reptiles and nest of caterpillar, from Mexico and Gua-
temala; earth eaten by Indians of :Mexico. 
Berthoud, Dr. · E. L.-Box human bones a.ml fragments of mastodon, Colorado 
Territory. · 
Bischoff; .F'erd.-General collections from Japan, East Siberia, Gulf of Califor-
nia, and Alaska. 
Blackmore, W.-Collection of electrotypes of ancient British coins and medals; 
model of Stonehenge. 
Blake, Charles.-Stone axe, Massachnsetts. 
Bliss, L. vV.-Three skulls of mouml builders, Wisconsin. 
Boardman, G. A.-Indian relics, ancient Indian anchor, skins of birds and mam-
mals, and hircls' eg:gs from Maine, and bird skins from ~'lorida. 
Bolles, Rev. E. C.-Box of diatomaceous earth, Maine. 
Bowman, J. B.-'I\vo pieces marble, one of ash-wood, from Ashbncl, Kentucky. 
Brewer, John.--Relics from ancient shell-beds and Indian graves, at Hingham, 
Massachusetts. 
British ll!faseum.-One can of fishes from Zanzibar. 
· Brown, Dr. G. H.-Onc box petrified wood, jasper, agate, &c., from the vVest 
IndieR. 
Bryan, 0. N.-Inclian pottery and stone implements, -l\forvland. 
Bryant, Mrs. E. B.-Inclian relics, Massachusetts. • 
Burr, Feariny.-Brass trinkets from modern Indian graves, Massachusetts. 
Burroughs, J.-Geothlypis philadelphia and eo·O's New York. 
Calleja, Manuel L.-Box of birds, Costa Ric~~ ' 
Canfield, Dr. C. A.-'l'wJ boxes specimens of natura,l history from California. 
Car1nichael, Daniel.-Stone im]Jlements, Maine. 
Christ, Richarcl.-Stone axes, arrows, &c., Pennsylvania. 
Cole, Levi.-Stone sinker and arrow::i, Massachusetts. 
Coole, J . .llf.-Specimens of corundum £mcl emery Pennsylvania. 
Cope, Prof E. D.-Onc can of the fresh-water fishe~ of VirD'inia; one box miocene 
shells, :Maryland; one can alcoholic specimens. 
0 
' 
Corbin, N. J.-~One lamprey eel and one snake, District of Columbia. 
Curtis, Dr. 11[. A.-Field mice in alco ol. 
Dall, vV . . ll.-General zoological and other collections Youkon river Abska 
T erritory. ' ' 
Davidson, ·George, United States Coast Survey.-One hox gE.ological specimcus, 
two cans Eibell ·, and one lot of botanical s1)ceimen·s and s1)eci111ens of wood::: 
Al k 'I' . t , , as -a erntory. 
Davis, .llenry.-l)ackage shells, myriapocls, &c., Iowa. 
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Davis, Dr. E. H.-Oasts of North American antiquities, types of figures in 
"ancient monuments of Mississippi valley.~ 
Davison, C. E.-Lepidoptera in alcolwl, Michigan . 
.Dayton, E. A.-Indian implements, pottery, bones, and minerals, Tennessee . 
.Destruges, Dr. A.-Box of hircl skins, reptiles, &c., in alcohol, South Amerir!l. 
Devereiix, J. H.-'.rhree boxes Indian relics from mounds in 'l'ennessee, Ohi0, &c. 
Donahoe, Thonias.-Pileatecl woodpecker ( Hyl. pileatus) in the flesh. 
Dole, E. 1'.-Insects from Ol1io. 
Dow, Captain J. JJI.-Tapirus Bairclii, and other specimens in alcohol, mineral~ 
and fossils, insects, of Central .America; antiquities from Costa Rica and Ohi11-
qui. 
Earle, W. H.-JJ!Iallotus in clay nodule, Ottawa river, Canada. 
Eaton, Frank.-Indian stone relics, Pennsylvania. . 
Edwards, Dr: W. H.-'l'wo boxes of' fossil coal plants, Indian relics, &c., ,rest 
Virginia. 
Ellsworth, Mr.-Stone implements and marine animals, Massachusetts. 
Engelmann, Dr. George.-Series of Juncem, (American.) 
Feltz, George B.-Stone lwe, l\Iassachusetts. 
Fenton,. Elisha.-Minerals and Indian relics, PennsyJ.vania. 
Fernald, C. J.-Ancient pipe, Aroostook county, Maine. 
JJ~nk, Hi,1;go.-Specimens of ·wood of Mexican trees. 
Fitski, Edward.-Silver quartz, ~ ellerfield, Hanover. 
Fli1~t, Dr. Earl.-Oollection of plants from Nicaragua. 
Forte, A. E.-Box of insects, Lake Superior. 
Erolich, Jacob, jr.--One i11ferior maxillary hone, (human,) Arkansas. 
Gerris~i, Noah ·w.-Ii1dian relics, j\fossachusetts. 
Giraud, J. P.-'l'ypo of Ictents Audubonii, Tex::is. 
Glover, Prof: T.-Bone of liear, horns of spike buck, Florida; African .tattooing 
apparatus, Indian arrow-heads. 
Gordon, 'I'. W-1\Iole cricket, Ohio. 
Grant, Captain E. 111.-Stone idol from Tennessee. 
Gray, Dr. C. C., and Dr. JJiathews.-One box fodi,:m curiosities frum l\Iontana 
'l' erri tory. 
Grayson, Colonel A. J.-TLree boxes l>in1s, &c., l\Iazatlan, l\foxico. 
Gregory, J. J. ll.-Indinn relics, l\.Iassaclm~et.ts. 
Grinnan, A. G.-Bottle of r ptilet:i and Indian relics, Virginia. 
Gruber, ],'.-One box bird ·, Califomia. 
Gunn Donalcl.-'l'wo 1> XC' birds' •gcrs from we t of Lake Winnipeg-; zoological 
i,;pecimc1~ ·, II11dso1~'s Bay territory. 
Ilackenburg, Dr. G. P., nitcrl 'lrd arm.?f.-Bacnlite, 1\fanvaisc TerrcH. 
llaguc, lienry.- lcolwli · ·olle ·liuus and pecimeus of natural hi tory, 'ua-
t •mrt1u. 
Ila9e11umn . A.- ryolit c~c., recnlam1. 
llalcy, illr.-. 'ton<' ax' from .1.fain '· 
llwuilton, Jw11f,·.- 'ton ·l1i s l, P •nn 'Yh·nnia. 
llrwrnwnd PltilliJ>.-Low 'l' jaw ol' a porpoi:5e, )fa. sa ·hu tt . 
Jfrtlluw,·a!J, Oidron P.-Lar0 ·c· Incliau pc::--tl ,, :Jfas::whu 'ett:5. 
llrt/JJJ101td -JJr. illf}tt ·.-Bo,· Iuclia.11 r •l ie · from focliana. 
Jlwckiu.· , 'run1tel.-, ' ltnrk. tc.· th Mi::--::--is:ippi. 
lfrt ;.,.ru-d G. 1r.-. 'ulplt11r ·t Jf iron l' •nnsylvnuiu.. 
llid.d1N Tlw,ua.·-'l'hr'<' bottlc•s inse ·tH min •ml:- &c., Iinne.ota. 
lltld1<'ock Prr!/ Erl1 ·rml.-lnclia.n rcli ·s from ... · cw Eno-lancl. 
llil.:, H. H-t'olll'C'tion: of :p •c:im 'll!:-\of natnral hi:t 1'); geol cry, ancl etlrn loo-y 
Dakota and )lontana. 
JI 1orrr llffrr/j.-}Ii11 ·rn]::,; ancl Indian rcliC's nn, vlvani •. 
J!Jpl,in ·. Pro/ W. II.-~T •wly-f rrn ·d ·n.ntl t 11 , ..l w York. 
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Horan, Henry.-Skin and ske1eton of Maclagascar rabbit, and skull of ·go~t. 
Howard, Captain W. A., U.S. R. 111.-'rwo ske_letons of t~10 s~a otter, one skm 
of sea otter, (young,) ancl etlmological col1ect10ns1 Aleutian 1sfands. . 
Howell, R.-Inclian relics, sonthcrn New York. 
Hudson, W. H.-Box of bird skins, Buenos Ayres. 
- Ives, Frank.-Specimen of orthoceratite. . . . 
Imperial Bota.nic Garden, St. Petersburg.-Two boxes of plants, Russrn,n empire. 
Ja1nes, Prof Charles A.-Living horned frog. · 
Jeffries, J. B.-One box titaniferons ore, Virginia. 
Jenks, Prof J. W. P.-Large collection of Indian relics, Massachusetts. 
Jewett, Charles.-Recent marine shells, coast of Maine. 
Jewett, Colonel E.-Collectio'n of Florida shells, Indian relics, N cw York, New 
Jersey, &c. 
Jones Prof C. M.-GeoloO'iCtLl and zoological co_llections, Connecticnt. 
Keen;n, 1'. J. R.-Insects; fossils, and Indian relics, Mississippi. 
Keim, tlie late Hon. George W., through his chilclren.-Three boxes Indian relics, 
Pennsylvania. 
King, Clarence.-Fifty boxes of general collections, made in Nevada and Utah, 
during United States g~ological survey of 40th parallel. 
Larkin, E. P.-Birds, &c., in alcohol. 
Latirner, Georgc.-Six jars alcoholic specimens, and one oval stone ring, vVest 
Indies. 
Lawrence, George N.-'l'hree species of humming birds, South America. 
Linceum, Dr. G.-Zoological specimens and fossils, from 'l'exas, &c 
Lincoln, Benjamin.-Box Indian relics, Maine. 
Limpe1·t, VV. R.-One box birds' eggs, and two bird skins, Ohio. 
Lockett, S. H.-:--lYiinerals and fossils, Louisiana. 
Lockhart, James.-In sects, &c., of Hudson's bay. 
Logan, 1'homas 111.-Skull of Digger Indian, California. 
Lowe, Abram.-Relics ftom ancient shell heaps and Indian graves, Massachusetts. 
Lyon, S-iclney S.-Seven barrels and four boxes of bones of mound builders, and 
re1fos from mounds in Kentucky. · 
McCoinas, Dr. I. L ce.-Skin of Lepits americanus, (wl1ite,) two goshawks, and 
skull of reel fox, from Mary land. 
McCulloch, Hon. H., Secretary of the Treasury, United States.-Specimens of 
coal from Cook's inlet, A1aska Territory. 
McDougal, J.-Two boies birds' eggs, Y~ukon river. 
JJ1cFarlane, R.-Sixteen boxes, eleven packages, and one· keg , of specimens of 
natural history and ethnology, Mackenzie River district, Hudson Bay territory. 
JJ1aloney, H. D.-Inclian relics, Tennessee. 
JJierritt, J. C.-Indian arrows, Long island. 
Mills, JJ1ajor vV. II.-Bow, arrows, and equipment of Apache Indians. 
Minor, Dr. Th01nas T.-'I'wo boxes minerals, animals, and ethnological speci-
mens, Alaska Territory; clrawings made by Winnebago Indians. 
JJioore, C. R.-Indian relics, and skin of Jaculus huclsonicu,s, Virginia. 
Nelson, 1-'V.-Fnlgora, and large grasshopper and sea snake, Panama. 
Orton, Prof-Box of plants, Venezncla; can of alcoholic fishes, South America. 
Palmer, Dr. Eclward.-Ten boxe~ specimens of natural history and cthnologv, 
Kan::;aR and Indian territory. . ., 
Palmer, Dr. fJharles .-Stone gonge and axe, Massachusetts. 
Parker, Dr. N.-Bones from ancient shell heaps in New Brunswick. 
Payne, Dr.-Box of minerals. 
Peabody, Leonard.-lndian relics from Maine. 
Pearsall, R. F .-r. est and eggs of Empiclonax trailli, New York. 
Peyton, Robert E., M. D -Micaceons ore of iron, Virginia. · 
Follis, llfr.- 'late spear, Maine. 
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Powell, Prof-Two boxes birds. Colorado. 
R eei"e, J.1 F.-Co11ection of bird. skins, South America. . 
R eid, Peter.-Box of fl.int arrow-heads, New York. 
R einhardt, Dr. J.-Skeleton of Cervus alces, Scandinavia. 
Rice, Louis V.-Fossils from Lake Huron. 
BJJdifer, J acob.-1\1:inerals from Virginia. . 
Ross, A. 0 .-Indian relics and elephant's tooth, Zanesville, Ohio. 
Ross, B . R.-Specimens of Bernicla leucopsis, and other birds, fossils, &c., Hud-
son's -Bay territory. 
Safoin, 0 .-Four birds, and box of eggs, Central America. 
Sampson, Uriah.-Stone gouge, Massachusetts. . 
Sargent, Daniel.-One box flamingo eggs, from the Bahamas. 
Sartorius, Dr.-Collection of birds and alcoholic specimens, Mexico. 
Schoolcraft, Mrs. M. H.-Indian relics, axes, arrow-Leads, &c., and .plaster casts 
of inscription on Dighton rock. 
Schott, Dr. A.-Botanica1 and zoological collections, Yucatan. 
Sellman, Dr. J.-Sharks' teeth, :Mississippi. 
Seagrave, 0. B.-One snake and two lepediptera, :Florida. 
Shaw, Eben.-Stone mortar, Middleboro', Massachusetts. 
Sheppard, Lewis.-One milk snake. 
Sherwood, Andrew.-One box of rocks and fossils from Pennsylvania. 
Shimer, Prof Henry.-Living golden eag le, from northern Illinois ; bird skins 
from Illinois. · 
Slagel, J. W.-Indfan stone axe and other relics, and miocene fossils, from 
Maryland. 
Smith, Dr. J. B.-Box of birds, Bahia, Brazil. 
Spencer, Dr. L. B.-Stalagmite from Virginia. 
Starke, Mr.-Insects, shells, minerals, &c., Venezuela. 
Stearns, R. E. C.-ColJection of sbelJs, California. 
Steele, G.-Indian relics, California. . 
Stinson, Captain James.-1'ertiary shell s, New Brunswick. 
Stone, J. M.-li''ossil shells, Illinois. 
Stratton, Thomas.-'l'wo packages minerals, &c., Mt. Baker, Washington T er-
ritory. 
Stratton, L.-Indian relics from New York. 
Sumichrast, Dr.-Zoological collections, Orizaba, Mexico. 
Sunclevalt, Prof C. J., otockltobn.-Birds of St. Bartholomew and Galapagos 
i ·land ·, (for Academy of Science .) 
Surgeon General United States Army.-1\l incral., &c., Upper Missouri; box of 
min •ral ·coll • ·t ·c.l by Dr. B. B. Mile , United States army. 
Sylce fer , S. ll. - I ndian relic , l\las.·achusetts. · 
1'alen, Rei-. V - , 'p ciwcn of granit u ed in .Mormon temple Salt Lak. City; 
al ·o photograpli of the huilcliuo-. ' 
Tlta:i:ter L. L .-Turdu swain oni and pallasi, Mas aclrnsetts. 
Thoma·, JI., <r on .- ·omplete ·l·eleton, and separate head of Irish fo ·il elk . 
Tlwmp on, Rev. IJ.- ox fo ·il · an 1 Indian rc lici:;, Ohio. 
:n wmp on Jlr ·. J.-Oan ca1Ted l y ' i ·qually Iu<littn ·. 
Todd Dr. lV. II.- l lie from an i •nt ~hell ucJ.:; in ew Brnn wick. 
Tolman Ir.- n • ho. · bir ]t,; , rn· , lllinoi~. 
T,1;lcr 'amud.-ln lian ton' axe, Prin ·, •c ro· ·01mty, Maryland 
ll,·ith L 1 ·i ·.- 11 • :--p ·im ·n ·a.rfis!J, aud two boxer, lepiclopt •r, Ohio. 
~nirrr. ·it11 of 't. 1'/ion!a Co ·la Bica, 1 roJ: Lucien .Platt.-Two' boxe • miner-
• al~ (J ,. • • 
Vrm Pol Im Dr. . Il.-1 WO Ille lllmal.· 
Vun Frrnd.ziu. · Dr. L1.- in1s mam111c1l:-: ,. ·. fr m •o •ta Ri a . 
Vaktjil'lrl 1 ,·. E. 'l. George.- . 'hn of _\.rkan a · ·i ·kin, ri •p . 
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Walker, R. L.-Specimens of living menopoma, and one. box Indian relics, one 
living tortoise, and other collections, Pennsylvania. 
Walter, JiVilliam.-'l\venty-five bird skins, District of Columbia. 
Wilcox, H. B.-Fresh-watcr she11s, lVljchigan. 
Wilkes, Admiral Charles.-'I\vo stone axes, Gaston county, North Carolina. 
Wilson, Dr. S. TV.-Living gophers, ( Testuclo polyphemus,) Georgia . 
.. Wise, H. G.-Cock's spurs, New York. 
Woocl, Dr. rVilliam.-Indian relics, Connecticut. 
Wright, Oharles.-One box land shells, fishes, insects, &c., from Cuba. 
vVyman, Professor J.-Humerus of Alea impennis, from shell heap, in Maine. 
Yates, Dr. L. G.-Natural history ai1cl archmlogi'eal speeim0ns, California, &c. 
LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGES. 
Table showing the statistics of the Smithsonian exchanges in 1868. 
Agent and country. 
Dr. Ft=ilix Flugel, Leipsic: 
Russia ............................. . 
Germany ............•.....•......... 
Switzerland .........•.....•.......... 
Total ...••••...•.. --~- ......... . 
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Sweden ............................. __ 12 __ 29 2 __ 21 _ 650 
Royal University, Christiania: ______________ / __ _ 
Norway............................. 8 17 2 ~1 I 6jQ 
Royal Danish Society of Sciences, Copenhagen: 
Iceland ............................. . 
Denmark ...... ..................... . 
Total ..••••.............•••..... 
Frederic Muller, Amsterdam: \ 







25 .. ................ · •... 
27 2 21 6f>O 
,=-----_-___ --1--------_-_-c:,.==== =====I==== 
50 
26 
. 78 .••••. ...••. .. 
39 ............. . 
---- ---- -------,-----
Total ......•...•................ -~ __ 1_1~ __ 6_' 1_~ _ J ~ 
G. Dossange, Paris: 










Hll 15 157 4, 75 ====1=== R. Instituto Lombardo, Milan : 
Italy ........... ..................... _ J 91 5 = 53 1 1:__625 
W. W sley, Loudon: I==, I 
Great Britain and Ir land ...••........ __ 219 -----~317/ 2~ __ 2~1 7, 1::0 
st of tho world .....•••••...••..••..••.•.. ~/--177 ~ ~ ~:-ZO 
Grnnd Total..................... 1,129 / 1,557 104 1,057 31,171 
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Packages received by the Sniithsonicin Institittion froni parties in America, 
for foreign d'istribution, in 1868 . 
Address. 
ALilA~Y, NEW YORK. 
New York State University .....•.... 1~0 
l-'rufessor J. Hall................... 112 
ANN ARBOR, .MICHIGAN. 




Indiana Institution for Deaf and 
Dun1b ........................ . 
Indiana Institution for Education of 
Blind ........•.............•... 
IOWA CITY, IOWA. 
Iowa Grand Lodge Masons ..•..•••. 
Dr. P.R .. Uhler ..•......•........... · 2 ITHACA, NEW YORK. 
'f. H. Wynne ... --·------ ......... . 1 
Cornell University .. _ ••... ___ ..... . 
BOS1'0N, MASSACHUSETTS. 
LOWELL, MASSACHUSETTS. 
American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences........................ 130 James B.Francis .... __________ ... 
Boston Society of Natural History.... 275 
Massachusetts Board of State Chari• MONTREAL, CANADA. 
ties ...••..... - .. - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 62 
Public Library .. - --· .. - --· -···. .. . . 9 Dr. J. W. Dawson ...•.. ______ .... . 
Robert E. C. Stearns .• - --·.. .... ... . 5 
Dr. D. H. Storer .. - ....... ··---· .... 6 NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. 
F. H. Storer....................... 1 
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACffCSETTS. 
Cambridge Observatory ...•.....•... 
Harvard College .................. . 
Museum of Comparative Zoology .... . 
Professoi; L. Agassiz ........•....... 
American Orienta\ Society .. _ ...... 
Cabinet of Yale College .......... , 
5 Professor G. J. Brush .••.••... ~ .... 
2J Professor J. D. Dana ..•••• _._ ...... 
503 Professor E. Loomis ..•••.......... 
140 Professors Silliman and Dana ........ 
Professor A. E. Verrill ....••....... 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 
Chicago Academy of Sciences ..... 
COLUMBUS, omo. 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. 
74 
New Orleans Academy of Natural 
Science .... : .. _ ..... _ .. _ •.. __ .. 
Ohio State Board of Agriculture ....•. 
State of Ohio ..•. - ..... -.. - ....... . 
89 NEW YORK, NEW YORK. 
1 
Leo Lesqereux. - - - - ... - - - ......... . 30 American Bureau of Mines . _. _ ..... 
American Christian Commission .... 
DORCHESTER, MASSACHUSETTS. 
Dr.E.Jarvis .........••........... 
American .Microscopical Society._ ... 
5 
New York Lyceum of Natural His-
tory. . . . . . . .. _ ..... ___ • . . . ___ ... 
A. M. Edwards ...........•........ 
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA. D. Van Nostrand ..•••..... __ ...... 
Rev.L.G.Olmsteau .......•........ IQ NORTHAMPTON, MASSACHUSETTS. 
HAVANA, CUBA. State Lunatic Hospital.~._ .. _ ..•... 
Professor P. Poey ..•.....••........ 5 PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT. Academy of Natural Sciences ... _ •.. 
American Asylum for Deaf and Dumb. ]9 . 
Academy of Natural Sciences, ( Cou-
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Packages received from parties in America, &c.-Continued. 
Address. 
PHILADELPIHA, PA.-Continued. 
Am:ericau Entomological 8ociety .... 
Au ,eric1-1,:i Pbarmaceutieal Association. 
Am8rican Philosophical Society ..... _ 
Hbtorical Society of Pennsylvania . . . 
Pennsylvania Institution for Instruc-
tion of Biincl. .................. .. 
James J. Barclay .................. _ 
G. W. Childs ..................... .. 
Dr. Isa:rn Lea .................... .. 
Dr. J. H. Packard ...... _ .......... _ 
Edw Shippen, President of Board of 
Cvntrollers of Public Schools ..... . 
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY. 
A. D. Brown ...•••...•••••.•..•••• . 
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND, 
Edwin M. Snow ................. .. 
ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 
Darrow & Kernpshall ..••••.••••• · .. 
ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS, 
M. S. Bcbb ..•••..•••••....••••.... 
ST, LOUIS, MISSOURI. 
St. Louis Ac:i.dcmy of Sciences .•.... 
Dr. G. Engelmauu ............... .. 















S.\N FRANCISCO, CALIFORNii\. 
California Academy of Natural S~i-
ences ..•.....•••....•••........ 
SANTIAGO, CHILE, 
Unh·ersity of Chile ............... . 
SPRINGFIELD, ILLINOIS. 
A. H. W orthcn ..•••...••••.••••... 
TORONTO, CANADA, 
Canadian Institute ............... . 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 
American Nautical Almanac ....... . 
Columbia Institute for Deaf and 
Dumb ....................... .. 
Department of Agriculture ........ . 
Department of Education ........ .. 
Department of Interior ........•.... 
General Lan<l Office .............. _ 
Library of Congress .............. . 
Surgeon General United States army 
United ~tates Coast Survey ...... .. 
United Stat1>s Naval Observatory ... _ 
United States Patent Office ........ _ 
L. F. De PourtaJes ............... . 
24 
14 
A. R. Roessler. .................. .. 
Henry Ulke .................... .. 
ADDRE8S UNI{NOWN. 


















Dr. Edwards........... .... ...... 1:J 
F. N. Hassel quint . • . . • • .. 1 
Essex In titute ................... . 
A.Hyatt ...................... .. 




.Mr. Mary Mann.................. G 
G. . \.Vaguer.... . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. l 
1--
1 G, 054 
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1 received by the Smithsonicln Institution from Europe, in 18GS, /01· 
distribiition in Am,erica.. 
Address. 
ALilANY, NEW YORK. 
Albany Institute ..........••....... 
Bureau of Military Stat.istics ....... . 
Dudley Observatory ............... . 
New York State Agricultural Society .. 
New· York State Library, Albany .... . 
New York State Medical Society .... . 
New York State University ......... . 
State Cabinet of Natural History, 
Albany .....•. -••............ · .. , .. 
AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS. 
Amherst College ..••....•••........ 
ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND. 
United States Naval Academy ...•... 
ANN ARBOR, MICI-llG-AN. 
Observato1y: · .. ~ .........•••....... 
University of Michigan ...••....••.. 
ATHENS, ORIO. 
Ohio University ..•.•...•.•.....•.. 
AUBURN, NEW YORK. 
New York Lunatic Asylum for Con• 
victs .•.......•......•........... 
AUGUSTA, MAINE. 
State Lunatic Hospital ..••••...... _. 
AUSTIN, TEXA~. 
State Library .................... .. 
Texas State L unatic Hospital. ...... . 
IlALTJMORE, MARYLAND. 
Maryland Histori cal Society ....... .. 
· Maryland H ospital for Insane ...•••. 
Mount Hope Institution ............ . 
Peabody Institute ................. . 
BLACKWELL'S ISLAND, NEW YORK. 
City Lunatic Asylum ....•....•.•... 
BLOOMINGTON, I1' DIANA. 
Indiana State University .••••..••••. 
Address. 
BOSTON, MASSACHl'SF.TTS. 
5 American Academy of Arts and ~ci• 
4 ences .............•............ 
17 American Christian Examiner ..... . 
20 American Social Science Association. 
23 · American Statistical Association ... . 
3 American U uitarian Association .... . 
3 BostoriCbristian Register ........ .. 
Boston Society of Natural History .. . 
4 Bowditch Library ................ . 
City Lunatic A'lylum ............. . 
Massachusetts Historical Society_ .. . 
Massachusetts School of Technology. 
4 New England His tori co-Genealogical 
Society ...................•..... 
North American Review ....•......• 
Perkins Institution for Blind . 
3 Prison Discipline Society ........••. 
Public Library ...........•.....•.. 
State Library ....•......... ~ ...•.. 








Vermon~ Asylum for Insan~ ....... . 
BRUNSWICK, MAINE. 
Bowdoin College ........ _ .......•. 
Historical Society of Maine ...• . 1 •• • 
BURLINGTON, VERMONT. 
University of Vermont .........•... 
CAMBIUDGE, MASSACHUSETTS. 
American Association for Advance• 
ment of Science ................ . 
Astronomical Journal. ............ . 
Harvard College ................. . 
Harvard Natural History Society ... . 
Herbarium of Harvard College ...••. 
Museum of Comparative Zoology ... . 
Observatory of Harvard College ... . 
CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA. 
Charleston Journal of Medicine .... . 
Elliott Society of Natural History .. . 
Society Library . .......... _ ...... . 
South Carolina Historical Society .. . 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VIRGINIA. 
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Packages received from Europe, &;c.-Continued. 
Address. 
UHARLUTTETOWN, PRINCE EDWARD 
ISLAND. 
Royal Agricultural Society. - ••••••.. 
CHICAGO, ILUNOIS. 
Chicago Academy of Sciences-·----· 
Dearborn Observatory ......••...•.. 
Mechanics' Institute .....• - - ... - - - .. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO. 
Mechanics' Institute ... - ....... - - - .. 
Observatory •... - - .. - - - •..• - • - •••.. 
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI, 
Ge~logi~·al Survey of Missouri ••••••. 
Umvers1ty ................ · .. _. ___ .. 
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLIN.A. 
South CarolinaCollege ....•••• -----· 
Sta_te Luuatic Asylum .....••••.. __ . 
COLUMBUS, OHIO, 
·central Lunatic Asylum ..••• . 
Ohio LuuaticAsylum .............. . 
Ohio State Board of Agriculture . __ ._. 
CONCORD, NEW JJAMl'SIJIRE. 
New Hampshire Asylum for Insane .. . 
New Hampshire .Historical Society .. . 
DA l'.TON, OHIO. 
Southern Lunatic Asylum .......... . 
DECORAH, IOWA. 
Lathernn ollcgc ... - ..........••••. 
DE.' MOINE , IOWA. 
tatc of Iowa ............ --·--· ... . 
DETROlT, 1\1! IJIGAN. 
Iichigan tate Agricultuml , oci ty .. 
FL TC ·u, ... ·i;w YOJ!K. 
King ounty Lunatic ylum ..•... 
I'L ·. m.· , .. ·cw YORI. I 
uford !foll A ylutn ... _ ••.•....... 
u.i 
~~ t 
: J Address. ~ ~ ~,, ~ -~ 








Asylum for Insane ............•••.. 
FRANKFORT, RENTUCKY. 
Geological Survey of Kel}tucky ..... 
FREDERICTON, NEW BRUNSWICK. 
Board of Agriculture ..••...••...... , 
King's Col ega ......•••....••... ··1· 
Legislative. Lil.!rary ......• _ ....... . 
• I 
FULTON, MISSOURI. 




Kenyon ColJege ... _ ..•••••........ I 
GEORGETOWN, D. C. 
1 
1 Georgetown College ..•• ." .. · •....... 
GREEKCASTLE, INDIANA. 
1 Indiana Asbury University .... _ .... 
1 
60 HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA. 
1 
2 
Dalhousi~ University._._ ...... _._. 
Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Sci-
enye ... - .... - - ...••••...•...... 
IIAMI L 'l'ON, NEW YORK. 
:Madison University ....•.. __ ••.. _ .. 
IIANUVER, NEW lIAMPSUIRE. 
Dartmouth College .••••.. - - •....•. 
IIARRI "BURG, PENN, YLVANIA. 
'"'talc Library ..•...... - . - ........ . 
tale Lunatic llospital. •. - - ....... . 
HARTFORD, 0 "NE TI T. 
14 Retreat for Insane ......••......... 
I 
Young Men's Institute ......... _ .•. 
1 
I!()PH.I~SVII,LF:, KE T KY. 
" ei;tern Lunatic Asylum .. ___ ..... . 
I ."LJA;::-; P LI.', 1~·vrA "A. 
IIo. pital ~ r In ane .......• _ •...... 
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Packa,ge~received froni Europe, &c.-Continued. 
Address. 
INM.\NSVILLE, WISCONSIN, 
Wisconsin Scandinavian _Society •.... 
IOWA CITY, IOWA. 
Iowa State University ..•.•••••••.... 
ITHACA, NEW YORK. 
Cornell College .. _. __ . _ ....•• ,... •• __ .. 
JACKSON, LOUISIANA, 
Lunatic Asylum .••••••••••••••• _ ... 
_JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI. / 
State Lunatic Asylum ..••••.• _. ~ •.•. 
JACKSONVILLE, ILLINOIS, 
Hospital for Insane .•.....••••...... 
Institution for Biind ..•••.......•.... 
JANESVILLE, WISCONSIN. 
Institution for _Blin'tl ............... . 
JEFFERSON CITY, MISSOUR.I. 
Historical and Philosophical .Society .. 
JESUS ISLE, CANADA. 
Ousernitory of St. Martin ..••••..•.. 
KALAMAZOO, MICIIIGAN, 
Hospit~l for Insane ........••••..... 
KINGSTON, CANADA. 
Botanical Society of Canada .....••.. 
Observatory ...••.•.•........•..... 
KING STON, JAMAICA. 
J o.maica Society of Arts ...•......... 
LEUANON, TENNESSEE. 
Cumberland University ...••........ 
LEWISllUllG, PENNSYLVANIA. 
University ..... _ ................•. . 
LEXINGTON, KENTUCKY. 




Retreat for Insane .•••.••...••••••. 
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS. 
14 St!l,te _Library .••••••••••. _ ••.•••. 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY. 
University of Louisville •••••••.••••. 
MADISON, WISCONSIN, 
1 Skandinaviske Presseforening ..••••. 
State Historical Society of Wisconsin. 
State Library ..........•. _ .... ___ . 
Wisconsin Natural History Society .. 
1 Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. 
MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT. 




MILL CREEK, OHIO, 
Lunatic Asylum ...•••.••••••••••. 
MILLEDGEVILLE, GEORGIA, 
State Lunatic Asylum ..••.....•.•.. 
University .. _ ••..•..•..••••••• _ ••. 
MONTPELIER, VERMONT. 
State Library ......••••.. _ ..•.. _ .. 
M:ONTREAL, CANADA. 
Geological Survey of Canada 
His tori cal Society- ~ .... ., .. _ ....... . 
McGill College .........•.. ·---·· .. 
Natural History Society ........... . 
Societe d' Agriculture du Bas Canada. 
NASHVILLE; TENNESSEE, 
Hospital for Insane ....••.••••.••.. 
University of Nashville ...... ·---·· 
NEW URUNSWICK, NEW JERSEY. 
Geological Survey of New Jersey ~ .. 
NEWBURG, OIJIO. 
1 Northern Lunatic Asylum ..• _ ••••.. 
NEW HAVEN, ~ONNECTICUT. 
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Packages receivecl frorn Europe, &c.-Continued. 
Address. 
NEW HAVEN, CONN.-Continued. 
American Oriental Society ..•.•••••.. 
Connecticut Academy of Sciences .. __ 
Yale College .••••.••••••• _ .• _. __ ••. _ 
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. , 
New Orleans Academy of Sciences. --
NEW YORK, NEW YORK. 
American Christian Commission_ .. __ 
Americ~an Eclectic Medical R eview. - -
American Ethnological 8ociety - - ... -
American Geographical and Statistical 
Soyiety. _ .•.. ____ . __ ..•..• _ .• ___ _ 
American Journal of Mining •...•. __ 
Americ:a11 Institute, - ________ ....••• 
American Microscopical Society ...••. 
AstorLibrnry _____________________ _ 
Bloomingdale .Asylum for Insane ___ . 
Columbia College ... _. _____ .. _ .. _. _ 
Herbarium of Columbia College._. __ . 
Historical Socit'ty ... - _ ... ___ ... ___ _ 
Lyceum of Natuml History ... _. ____ _ 
l\ilerc:rntil e Librnry Association _. ___ . 
New York Academy of Medicine ..... 
New York Christian lnqui rer ------· 
New York ,Journal of .Medic:ine . . __ • _. 
School of Miues -----· ----·· ·-· - ___ _ 
United States Sanitary Commission. 
University ... _ •.. _. __ .. _ •• __ .. _. __ 
NORTHAMPTON, l\IASSACIIU ETTS. 
State Lunatic Hospital. ..••.• 
OXFOJlD, omo. 
.Miami Univer-ity_ ----· - ·-·. -··--· .. 
PfllLADELPIIIA, PE 'N' 'LVA ' IA. 
Academy of a.turn.I , t'ience . _ .. ___ _ 
American Entomological ·oci ty _. __ _ 
Am ricau Journal of .Medical 'cience - _ 
merican Pharma ·euti ·al As ocill-
tiun. -· _ . . - - .. - ..... - ........ · - . . 
Aru rican Philo pbic:al , 'ociety . .. _ .. . 
'entral Jligh 'chool. _ ...... _ ..... _. 
Franklin l o Litute. _ ..... ..... .. _. _. 
ll i:,torical ocic•ty of I nu. ylvania ... 
H ou e of l{t•h1g . _ .• •. .•••••..••••. 
J ournul of 'onrhology .... ...... _. _ 
Librnry 'ompa.ny _ .........•.... __ . 
~I di ·al 'hirurgical 1 evi •w . ••••• .• . 
l, ·rrntory of 'i1ar<l '1tlle~e ... __ .. , 
•uu ·ylvuuia Jlorticultural ·o ·i ty .. . 
l t.>t111:ylvuoi I lo. pit11l f11r I n ·,rn ... . 
I •no ylv1111ia 1u titutiou for J31tud .. . 
Address. 
PHILADELPHIA, PA.-Continued. 
17 Pennsylvania Jnstitution for Deaf 
20 and Dumb ____ ·-···· .•••........ 
13 Philadelphia HospitiLI..._ ......... . 
Philadelphia .Journal of Medicine ... . 
Philadelphia Society for Alleviating 
the Miseries of Public Prisons .... 





































Western ·.Hospital for Insane. __ .. ... 
PORTLAND, MAINE. 
Portland Society of Natural History. 
POUGHKEEPSIE, 'NEW YORK, 
Vassar College ..•.•. ---···~--· •... 
PRINCETON; NEW JERSEY, 
' C?llege of New Jersey •.• ___ ... --·. 
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND. 
Brown University._ •••...••••. ·- . . 
Butler Hospital for Insane. - - - - - .... 
Rhode Island Historical Society •... 
QUEDEC, CANADA. 
Astronomical Observatory. ___ •... _. 
Library of Parliament ............. . 
Literary and Historical Society of 
Quebec ... _ ... _ •......•....•. - .. 
RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA . 
Iusane Asylum_ .••••••....•.•.. - • - . 
RICHMOND, VIRGINI:\, 
State Library ...........• - ••.• - - - . 
ST. JOHN' , NEW OR UN \VICIC 
Tatura.l Hi. tory oc:i ty of w 
Brun wick .. ·-· ............. __ . 
ewfoumllaud Agriculturul ociety. 
T. LO J., 1111 0 RI. 
ut che Io titut zur Bcforderung 
von \ i ·:enl· hnfttn ....•.. _ ..... . 
I rcantil<' Libmry ..... ....... _ .. . 
t. _Loni_ Academy of cience ...... , 
Ill\" r tty .••....•.•.••••....•.... 
LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC EXCHANGES. 











ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA, 
Minnesota Historical Society ..••••• 
SALEM, MASSACHUSETTS. 
Essex Institute .••••••••.•••. · .•.•. 
SAN FRANCISCO, CALII:-'ORNIA. 
California Academy of Natural Sci-
ence .•.••..•.•••.• · •••••..••.•.. 
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA, 
Historical Society of Georgia. 
SHELBYVILLE, KENTUCKY, 
Shelby College .•••••.••••.•.•••••. 
SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS. 
McLean Asylum .••••••••••• 
STAUNTON, VJRGINIA. 
Western Lunatic Asylum .••. 
STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA. 
Hospital for Insane .••..••••••••••. 
TA UN TON, MASSACHUSET1'S. 
State :r ..... unatic Hospital •••••• 
TORONTO, CAN-6.DA. 
Magnetic Observatory ..••••.•••••. 
Ca~adiQ:n Institute .....•••.••.•.•. 
Un1vers1ty ..••.••••.•.••••••.••••. 
TRENTON, NEW iERSEY. 
.State Lunatic Asylum ..••••• 
UTICA, NEW YOnl{. 
1 American Journal of Insanity •••••. 
State Lunatic Asylum ...••.••••••. 
WASIU,NGTON, D. C. 
37 
American Nautical Almanac ••.••••. 
Bureau of Navigation ............ .. 
Bureau of Statistics ..•... , . . . .•••. 
Department of Agriculture .•....... 
49 Department of Education .•••••••.. 
Library of Cc•ngress .••...••••.•••. 
Light-house Board .............. .. 
Medical Department United States 
1 arrny ...•...........••. 
National Academy of Science ..••••• 
_N atioual Deaf-Mnte College ..•••••. 
Odd Fellows' Library ............ . 
1 Ordnance Bureau ........••••.•... 
Secretary of the Interior ..••••.••••. 
Secretary of War. ................ . 
State Department.... . .•••...••••• 
1 Treasury Department ............. . 
United States Coast Survey ....... . 
United States Government Hospital 
for Insane ..................... . 
1 United States Land Office ........ .. 
United States Naval Observatory ... 
United States Patent Office ........ . 
Washington public schools •••••••.• 
WATERVILLE, MAINE. 
Waterville College ............... . 
1 
WEST POINT, NEW YORK. 
United States Military Academy •••. 
5 WILLIAMSBURG, VIRGINIA. 
9 
2 Eastern State Lunatic Asylum.~ ••.. 
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS. 
American Antiquarian Society •••••. 
State Lunatic Hospital. •••••.•••••• 
Total addresses of institutions .................. _ ....... ~ ............. _.. 245 
Total addresses of individuals ...... ............................. _....... 191 
Total number of parcels to institutions ................................... 2,208 


































Sl\HTIISONIAN METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS IN NOP:. 
AMERICA AND ADJACENT JSLANDS FROM 1849 UP TO 
THE END OF THE YEAR 1868. 
Those marked with a* are deceaRed. 
Years of Ym 
·Nama of station. Name of observer. ob~erva• Name of sfat-ion. Name of observer. ob. 
ANTILLES. 
Sombrero Island ... Alexis Jufien ..... · • . . 
Si,mbrero Island ... Milton Brayton .. _ ... . 
DAHAJIIAS. 
Turk's Island ..... J. B. Hayne ..•...... 
Turk's Island ...•. J. C. Cri~son, Capt. 
W. Hamilton. 
Turk's Island ..••. *A. G. Carot-hers •... 
Turk's Island . . . . . United States consul . 
Turk'H Island ..... J. C. Crisson, United 
Turk'Hlsl.,SaltCay Samuel G. Garlund .. 
Stales vice consul. 
Nassau, N. P ...•.. A. M. Siµith ......••. 
BERJ\fUDA. 
Hamilton . . . .. . . . . Capt. A1cxander, R.E. 
Hamilton . . . . . . . . . Royal Gazette ... .. . . 
Shelby Bay ....... James B. Arnold .•.. 
St. George's ..... · .. James Crawford . .... 
St. George'!!-...... Centre signal Htation, 
Royal Engineers, 
in Royal Gazette. 
Ireland Island..... John G. Calder ..... . 
CANADA. 
Clifton ............ W. Martin Jones, U. 
, tates consul. 
Hamilton . . . . . . . . . Dr. \V. Crnigio ..... . 
KingHtou .......... J. WilliamMOD, (dirc'r 
Michipicoten .•.... 
1\-1outreal. ........ . 
l\lontrrul. ....... . 
Niagara .... ...... . 
Port N~uf. ....... . 
Kingston Observ'y.) 
Colin llunkiu ....... ·/ 
Dr. A. Hall . .....•.. 
l'hoH. Blnckwdl. ... . 
11. PbillipR ....... . 
ObHcrva:ions publis'd 
in tbe ~·aturaliste 
Can11di u. 
St. Martio 0 R, 11 ar l)r. Chas. mallwood. 
l\lontrrnl. I 
Stun bridge........ J. . Raker . .•..... . 
tanbridg . . . . . . . . A. II. ilmour ..... . 
, tratford . ........ . C. J. l\lac·gn•g-or . ... . 
Toronto .......... 
1 
:.11agn •tic Ob crvut,ory 
'l'oronto . . . . . ... . . 'apt. J. H. L •lroy ... 
COSTA IIICA. 
Limon ........... . 
,'ouJo~li ......... . 
an J o,e . ........ . 
on Jobe ••••...••. 
GUATE)lALA. 
uut innla....... . Antonin nnudas ... . 
HO~DURA .•• 
B••llz . . • • • . • . . • • . , . ockburn ...... . 




























Abbitibbe post .... 
Fort Anderson .. i 
Fort George . .... S 
Fort Liarcl .....•.. 
Fort Nascopec ..•. 
Fort Norman ..... . 
Fort Rae .... .... . . 
Port Rae, Great 
Slavo L. 
Fort Sin,pwn, Grt. 
Slave, L. 
Jas. Lockhart ..•. : .. 
R. l\Iacfarlane ..... f 
* R. Kennicott ...... . 
H. Connolly ........ . 
Andrew Flett ....... . 
Lawrence Clark, jr .. 
Mrs. Ln wrence Clarke, 
jr. 











Kenoqu missee .. . .. 
Lit1le ·whale River 
Moose Factory .... 
I 
Moose Factory to 
Lake Superior. 
ReJ River tie tr lem't. 
Thos. Richards...... l8fil-
Walter Dickson . . . . . 1862 
J. llfackenzie....... . J8,'i7-




H. Connelly. . • . . • . . . 1859-
Upper Park C1-1mp . Jnmrs G. Saw kins... 1855-
Upper .Park Cump. Col. W. D. Marlow.. 1855 
J\IEXICO. 
Chinamaca........ Chari es Laszlo ..... . 
Cordova . . • . . . . . . . J. A. H:eto ......... . 
Frontera, Tabasco . 
Mexico 
Mioi1itlan ........ . 
Miratlor . ......... . 
San Juan Bauti te . 
Tu8pau .. ....... . 
Vt:ru.Cruz ....... . 
NEW BRUNSWICK. 
Charles Lanlo .. ... . 
Prof. L. C. Ervf:!ndberg 
Chnrl~s La,zlo ..... . 
D:-. Chu~. ·artorius .. 
Cbarlcij Lanlo ..... . 












St. Johns .•••..... G. Murdock......... 1859-
1 ~1-'62 I NEWFOUNDLAND. 
1 56-'68 I St. J ohns ........ . 
I 49 . 
l 51-'52 I t. J ohns ........ . 
St. Johns . .••..... 
l 65-'(l6 
*Jno. Delnny , jr., nnd 1857-
* E. 1\1. J. D ·lany. 
TI. D. M . .Milit'y P oijt, 1849 
Rev. R. C. Cntiwell, 1868 
11-1. A. 
1 fi:!-'(i6 f NEW ORA ADA. 
l (lfi-'67 I 
1 67-'6 APpinwall ....... . 
Aspinwnll ....... . 
W. T. White, M. D.. l 57-
*J. P. Kluge, 1'11. D. .. I 6.>-
l 
Aspinwall ...•.•.. *J.P. Kluire, M. D., 1 67 




:M.I> . • 
J. Moseil. . ••• • . ••.... 1855 
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List of Smithsonian meteorological !tations and observ,;rs-Conti~ued. 
Norn, or ,totlon. I Norn, or ob,.,m. 
NOV A SCOTIA, 
Halifax . . . . . . . . . . . Roy11l Enginer,rs .. ... 
Halifax............ Col. W. J . Myers, F. 
B.M. 
Halifax . .••••.••.. Board of Trade ..... . 
Halifax........... R. J . Nelson .... .... . 
Horton . . . . . . . . . . C. F. Hartt .......•.. 
Pict6u, (Albion Henry Poole ....... . 
Mines.) 
Windsor.......... King'H College ...... . 
Wolfville . . . . . . • . . Acadiu College ..... . 
Wolfville . . • . . . . . . Prof. D. F. Higgins .. . 
Wolfville . . . . . . . . . C. F. Hartt . .... ... . . 

















Est. San Ysidro . . . George Latimer...... 1868 
SAN SALVADOR. 
La Union . • • . . . . . . Charles Dorat, M. D.. 1858 
ST. DOMINGv. 
V ANCOlJVER'S ISL· 
AND. 
Jonathan Elliott..... 1860 
Victoria........... David Walker. M. D 1863-'64 
ALAilAM.\. 
Ashvillii .•••••.... 
Auburn ..... .... . . 
.Benton .......... . 
Boligee .. ........ . 
Bon Secours ..... . 
Cahaba ... ....... . 
Carlowville ...... . 
Erie ......••..••.. 
Erie ............. . 
Entaw ........... . 
l~ish River .....•.. 
Greem.boro' ...... . 
Greeusboro' ...... . 
Green Springs .... . 
Havana .......... . 
Havana, Rix miles 
east of. 
Living,;ton ....... . 
Mel\1:itb'd P. 0 . : .. 
Mobile .......... .. 
Mobiie ........... . 
Monroeville ...... . 
Montgnm<'ry ..... . 
:Montgomery ..... . 
Moulton ......... . 
Monlton ......... . 
Moulton ......... . 
Moulton ......... . 
Oprlika .......... . 
Orvi!lo .......... .. 
Orville ........... . 
Prairie Blnff .... .. 
Prairi" Bluff ..... . 
'elma .......... .. 
Spring Ilil\.. ..... . 
Tnscnloosa . ...... . 
Tu~caloosa ....... . 
nion Springs .... . 
Uniontow11 ....... . 
Wetokaville ...... . 
Thomas M. Barker .. 
Prof. Jobn Darby .•.. 
Dr. Chas. P. Percival. 
Col. Horace Harding. 
W.J. Van Kirk · ..... . 
Matthew Troy, M. D. 
H. L. Alison, 1\1. D .. . 
Dr. Sam'] K. Jennings 
Dr. 'r. C. O~bornc ... . 
A. Winchell. ....... . 
W. J. Van Kirk ..... . 
Robert 13. Waller ... . 
N. 1'. Lupton ....... . 
IL Tutwiler . ....... . 
Prof. H. Tutwiler ... . 
S. K. Jennings, 111. D. 
Rev. S. U. Smith : .. . 
R. '1'. Meriwether .. .. 
Dr. S. D. North . .... . 
Rev. J. J . NicholijOll . . 
S. J. Cumming . ..... . 
~ 
Rev. J. A. Shepherd . 
W. L. Fo~ter ....... . 
Aud1·ew J. Harris. · .. . 
Thomas J. Pet.,rs .••. 
Prof. J. Shnck r lford . . 
A~hley D. Hu11t . ... . 
J. 11. ShicldH . ....... . 
Dr. S. K. JenuiugH ... . 




































Willia111 Hcudersou .. J867 
R. ~I. H<'yuolds . ..... · 181i7 
1Jr. , . K. Jennings... lf!58-'59 
A Cornette, S. J . . . . 18G6 
Pro! :M. Tuomey. ... 1853-'54 
George Ben ugh ... '... 1854-'55 
J. L. I11011ltrie .•• '. ... l · 68 
llcv. 1t. A. Cobus. . .. 1859-'60 
Bcnj. F. Holly....... 1849 
1851-'54 
Name of station. 
ALASKA, 




Fort Yonkon ...... * R. Kennicott. .... •.. 1861 
Nulato ........ : ... W . H. Dall.......... 1866-'67 
Sitka............... Dr. Alex. H. Hoff.... 1867-'68 . 
St . .Michaels. . .•• . . H. M. Tianni~ter...... 1865-'fif, 
St. Michaels....... J.M. BPfi.n........... 18G5-'6(i 
Unalakleet........ F. Westdahl......... 1866-'67 
ARIZONA. 
Fort Whipple .•.•. Dr. E. Cones, U.S. A. 1865 
ARKANSAS, 
Arkadelphia_·...... Dennis Barlow ...••.. 
Arkadelphia ....... Female College ..•... 
Bentonville·........ Paul Graham .....•.. 
Brownsville .... , .. B. F. Coulter ....... . 
Buckhorn ......•.. Armi~tearl Younger .. 
Doaksville... .. . . . . Mi~s Rue Mc Beth .... 
Fort Smith........ Rev. Francis Springer. 
GaineHville .. ... . . . Jmnl'8 T. Davies ... .. 
Green Grove . . . . . . Robert Burris, M. D .. 
Helena ...•........ 0. F. Russell .... .... . 













Little Rock........ Philip L. Anthony... 1849 
~ficco. .... .. . . . . . . Rev. H.F. Buckner.. 1860 
Mountain Home ... J. S. Howard... ...... 186l 
Perryville .......... W. H. Blackwell. ... • 1859-'61 
Perryv ille.. ....... H.F. Hardy.... .... . _ 1856 
Spring HilL...... P. I<'. Finley .......... lfl859 
Spring Hill.. ...... J. Reynolds.......... 1859-'60 
Spring Hill .....•.. P. F. Finley lflld J. 1860 
Reynold~. 
Waldron .......... · Geo. W. Featherstone. 
·wa,hington . ... . . . Alex. P. Moor!', M. D .. 
Washington ....... Dr. N. D. Smith ..... . 
Yellville .......... J. W. Weast. ....... . 
Yellville .......... W. B. Flippin ....... . 
CALIFORNIA, 
Auburn........... Robert Gor<lon ..... . 
Columbia .......... Silas Earle, M. D ... . . 
Crescent. City...... Robert B. Randall . . . 
Downieville ... .... 'l'. R Kibbe, 111. D- .•.. 
Folsom ........... Rev. S. V. Blakeslee .. 
Fort Yuma ............. . ..... . .......•.. 
Honcut.. . .. . ... . . .. Jomes Slaven ... .. .. . 
Honcut ............ J. Slaven and Mrs. E. 
Honcut . .......... . 
Mare Island ...... . 
llfarsh's Ranche . • • . 
Martinell ......... . 
Marysville ........ . 
Meadow Valley ... . 
Meadow Valley . .. . 
Meadow Valley ... . 
Mokelumne Ilill .. . 
Monterl'y ...... .. . 
Murphy's . .•.. .... 
Presidio of San 
Franci8co. 
S. Dnnknm. 
1\Ir~. E. S. Dunkum .. 
U.S. Naval Hospital. 
l!'rancis 111. Rogers ... . 
Edwin Howe ... ... . . 
W. C. Belcher ..... .. . . 
Jam es H. Whitlock .. 
Colbert A. Canfield, 
111.D. 
M.-::>.Smith ........ . 
Wesley K. Boucher .. 
Colbert A. Caufield, 
111.D. 
Ephraim Cutting .. ... 




























Presidio of San 
Franci~eo. 
D. F. Parkinson ...... . 1863-'fi4 
Presidio of San 
l<'ranciaco. 
Sacramento . ..... . 
Sacramento .. .•.. . 
Sacramento ... ... . 
Sacramento .. ... .. 
San ·l!'rancisco .... . 
Post surgeon .•...... 
Dr. I<'. W. Hatch . . , .. 
Drs. l!'. W. Hatch and 
'l'. 111. Logan. · 
Dr. 'l'. M. Logan .. .,,. 
CharleK Craft ....... . 
W. 0. Ayres, 111: D ... . 
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List .of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers.-Contiuued. 
Years of I I 
Name of observer. obHerva• Name of station. 
tions. 






Santa Barbara .... W.W. Hays, llf. D ... 
Sant .1 Clam....... Prof. 0. S. Frombe~ .. 
Sau ta Clara ..... .. L ewis A. Gould . .... . 
Spanish n.ancho. . . 111. D. Smith ..•...••. 
Spauis!J Rauche ... llirs. M. D. Smith ..••. 
Stockton.......... Dr. Roliert K. Ried . . . 
Stockton .. ... .. .- .. Walter 111. 'l'rivet.t ... . 
Union Ranche .•... \V. L. Dunkum .••.•. 
COLORADO. 
Central City....... W. D. McLain .•...•. 
Denver City....... D. C. Collier ....... . 
D enver City....... Fr1;d, J. Stanton ...•. 
Fountain.......... A.l'thur 111. Merriam •. 
• Oolcleu City....... E. L. Berthoud ... •.•. 
lllontgomery .•.... James Luttrell! ... ; .. 
111ountain City..... Dr. William 'l'. Ellis .. 
CONNECTICUT. 
Brookfield ..•...... Sunford W. Roe ..... . 
Canton .......•... Jarvis Case ...... .• .. 
Co!Pbrook. .. . .. . . . Mis~ C. Rockwell .•.. 
Columliia ..... : ... Vv.G.Y eomans .. .••. 
East Windsor Hill. P.A. Chadbourne ... . 
Georgetown .. ..... Aaron B. Hull. ..... . 
Grot<m ......•..... Rev. E. Dewhurst. .. . 
Hartford .......... Charles H. I-loadloy .. 
Middletown . .... .. Prof. J. Johnston .... . 
Middletown....... * Prof. A. W. Smith .. 
New Hnven ... .. ·.. H. G. Du Bois, jr ..•• . 
New llnvcn . ...... D. C. Leaveuworth . . . 
l\ cw Haven . ...... Prof. E. Cutler . ..... . 
New London .... ·.. Rev. Tryon Edwards, 
D.D. 
North Colebrook . . M. H. Cobb ........ . . 
:r,orwich .......... N. Scholfield ... . .. . .. 
l' lymouth ......... Dwigl1t W. Learned . 
l 'omfret. ..... .... . Rev. Daniel Hunt ... . 
Sulisl,ury.:.. ... • . . Dr. Ovid Plumb .... .'. 
Saybrook....... . . James Rankin ...... . 
\Yallingt'ord....... Benj. F. Ilarrison ... . 
'Waterbury ........ R ev. R. G . Williams .. 
" 'est Cornwall .. .. 'l'. S. Gold . .... .. ... . 
Windcor . . . . . . . . . . R.H. PhelpH .. ...... . 
DAKOTA. 
l:'ort nion .•...... 
Orccnwootl ... .... . 
Y ancton ......... . 
Yauclon .•........ 
Yun •ton ....••.... 
DELAWARE. 
l)i, Jnwnr •City .... . 
l)cn~r ........... . 
(; · ,rgctown .... . . 
l.,·we .•......... 
Milforrl. •.••.•.•.. 
• \\lllk . ..•...... . 
• ·, \\Ulk ••••••••• ,. 
-:••\\,Ilk ......... . 
.i. i\\JLr . ......... . 
• · ., nrk ........•.. 
•• Whtk •••• •••••• • 
• ·, n•k ........•. 
• · ., rk ..•....••.. 
Uu 1 •um ... .. • 
F. G.Riter .. ... .... .. 
Freemnn Norvell. .. . 
M. K . ..Arirn troug .... . 
G.D. Jlill ,G.W.Lnw-
8on, 11. U. WilliumK. 
II.G. Willi11mH .. .... . 
L. Vnnk1•kl . ... .. .. 
J.P. Walk •r ........ . 
Dr. I>. W. )luuld ... . . 
John llurtou ........ . 
It. A. M11r1l11 ........ . 
Prof. W. A .• ·orton .. . 
Prof. E. D. Porll' r .. . . 
Prof. W. A. 'rawford 
Prof'.\\'. A. 'rnwfonl, 
R . . :ll11r1i11. 
Prol.\V. A. 'mwforrl, 
H. ,\ . t\lurtiu, und 'l'. 
J. 'ruvt•n. 
1 ho•. J. 'rnv,•n and 
• Jr~. E V . I'orl cr. 
• Ir .f,. l> . 1'1,:ier ...• 
Hob••r '1nwlu1,J ... . 












































DIST, OF COLU.lllBIA. 
Georgetown....... Rev. C. B. McKee . . . 1860-'C' 
Washington....... U.S. N. Observatory. 1852-'1 
1864-r~ 
Washington...... . J. Wiessner .••. ..• . ·.. 1857-'~ 
FLORIDA, 
Alligator ..•.••••.. 
Atsena Otie . ..•... 
Belair . ......•..... 
Cedar Keys ...... . 
Cedar Keys .. .... . 
Chesnut Hill ..... . 
Fernandiua ....... . 
G11inesville ....•.•. . 
G'311.ou ... . ....... . 
Gcrdon ..•• ..... , . . 
Green Cove Spring 
Hibernia ......•. .. 
Jacksonville ..•.... 
KPy West (Snit 
Edward R. Ives ..... . 
Hon. Aug-. Steele ... . 
B enj. F. Whitney ... . 
Jud ge Aug. S teele .. . 
W. C. Andrus ...... . 
John Newton .•..•... 
* Henry l\L Corey .•.. 
James B. Bailey . .. .• 
P. C. Garvin, M D . ... 
l:l. B. Scott ..... . .•... 
G. A. Boardman ..•• . 
F. L. Bachelder ... .. . 
Dr. A. S. Baldwin •• . . 

















·Key W est (Mag-
netic Observa'y.) 
K ey West (Mag• 
netic Ob8erva'y.) 
Knox Hill ...•...• . 
L11ke City . .. . . ••.. 
George D . Allen . • • . . 1860-'61 
G. F. F erguson, and 
J. G. Oltm nus. 
John Newton ...•••.. 
.Edward R. Ives ..•••. 
Lake City......... Galen llf. Fisher ... '. . . 
L ak~ City . ........ R ev. W . W. Keep ... . 
Mieanopy . ..•.. •.. Dr. Jam eR B. Bean .. . 
Orange Hills..... . J ohn Newton .... . . . . 
Pengacola ..••..•.. U.S. Navy Yard .• •.. 
Pensacola . ..•.•••. 
Pensacola .•••.••.. 
Pensacola ..••..... 
Pensaco.la ..•• ..... 
Pensacola . ..•..•.. 
Port Orauge ...... . 
St. Augllstine ..... . 
St. Auguatine ..... . 
'l'allnbaKsee ...• .... 
'J'11llulrnssee . ...... . 
'l'allaha~Hee .. ... .. . 
Debee Anna . ..... . 
Warrington . ..... . 
GEOHGIA. 
Athens ...• •...... . 
Atlanta . •.•.•..... 
Atlanta ...... . ... . 
Auguota .......•• 
Augt1 Hta .......•. . 
Augusta ........ .. 
HoKtou ......•..... 
Clarksville .•. ..... 
Clu rkhville ....... . 
Covington .. ... .. . . 
Cnllod~n .••.•• .... 
Cuthbert ......... . 
l>atton ••••...... . 
Dnril'n ........... . 
Factory Mills ..... . 
ll illcboro ' ......... . 
Ma ou .• .. .. . .• .. . 
lllncon ........... . 
llltH·on ........... . 
l\lncli~on .. ....... . 
l illedg·vill ..... . 
lill<tlg1•v illo ..... . 
Pcnlh-ld ......... . 
l' •rry ........... . 
l'biluumtb ..••. .•. . 
J. Pearson, U.S. N . .. 
J. Pearson and Lieut. 
Jotie J,h Fry. 
Lieut. Joseph Fry ... . 
Lieuts. JoH. Fry and 
J. w. n e~tt'r. 
Lic-ut. J. W. Hester .. . 
J . M. Ilawks, M, D .. . 
Dr. John E. Peck ... . 
P . n. Mnumu, 111. D .. 
Ilcnj . l!'. "Whitner . ... . 
W. ::,, Bllg •rt ........ . 
Lardner U1bbon .... . 
J oh n ·1•wton ....•• . . 
'!'hay er Abcrt ...... . 
Prof. John D. Easter 
J. G. vYe~tmorelund . 
!!'red. D,·ckner & Son. 
William Huilws ..... . 
WilliHm Schl•·y ..... . 
Wm.II.Dough1y,M.D 
Hev. W. Blewitt . ... . 
,JurviH Van HuTl•n .. . . 
Col. J. H.. ' t1111ford . . . 
Benjamin F. Camp . . 
J ohn Durby ..... .. . 
Chari<·~ C. , eavey .. . 
J. R. l\IcAfee ....... . 
~h~:·leH _G raut . ..... . 
l•. 1. . Jl0p~on . .... .. 
r,li,. Glo,·er .. .. .. . 
11-fos L. J. Wliitm·y .. 
,John A . R ockwell .. . 
J. F. Adums .. ..... .. 
.l:'rol'.\Ym. D. Williamij 
J . lll. Cot1iog .. . .... . 
Pr<if. ', W. Lnnl' .. . 
Prof. J.E. Willl't ... . 
Dr. Ut>o. F. Cooper .. 
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Powellton . .....••. P. C. Penc11eton ..... . 
SHvannah .•••.•••. *Dr.John F. Posey . 
Savannah......... R. T . Gib~on ...... .. 
Sparta............ Dr E. M . P endleton. 
Suminerville . . . . . . Stephen Elliott Ha• 
bershflm. 
The Rock......... Dr. JAmes Anderson. 
Thomasville ..•••.. R ev. W. Blewitt. .••. 
'l' homson...... . . . . Dr. vV, 'l'. Grant .••. 
Whitemarsh Island R. T. Gibso:~ .....•.. 
Z ebulon ........... Mrs. J. T. Arnold ... 
IDAHO. 
Cantonment Jordan ,v. W. Johnson .•••.. 
F ·ort Benion ..••. :. i\1. C. RoA~eau .. ..••.. 
Fort Hallet k . • . • • . J . H. Finfrock ...... . 
}'ort Laramie...... Col. W 0. Collins . . . 
Fort Lammie...... A. F. Ziegler, M. D .. 
ILLIKOIS, 
Albany ..... ....... · Warren Olds ...... .. 
Albion .. ; ......... EdgarP. Thompson. 
Alton . .... ........ S. Y. i'lfoMasters .... . 
Alton............. Norton Johnson. .... .. 
Andalusia ... •...•. E. H. Bowman, M. D . 
Athens ............ Joel Hall. ......... .. 
Augusta .. • • .. • • . . Dr. S. B. Mead ..... . 
Aurora .••••.•..•. 
Aurora .......... . 
Batavia ..• • •. ..... 
Batavia ....•..•••. 
Batavia .. .....•.•. 
Batavia .......... . 
B ellevil le ......••. 
Belleville . .• . ..... 
Belh,ville . . ...... . 
Belvidere ..• •.•... . 
B loomington .. ..•.. 
Brighton .• .•...• :. 
Carbon Cl iff ... .• .. 
Carthage . ........ . 




Chicago .......... . 
Cl!icago ......... .. 
Chicago ....... . . . . 
Chicago ...•...•••. 
Chicago . •••• • .••. . 
Chicago . ••••••••• . 
Chicago .. ....... .. 
Chicago ... ...... .. 
Chicago . ......... . 
2t~.t~~0 : :: :: : : : : : : 
De Kalb ........ .. 
Dixon .••.•.... ... 
Dongola ........ .. 
D ubois ........... . 
D u Quoin ........ . 
Erl gar county . ..• . 
E dgington .. .... . . . 
E lgin . ..... ..... .. 
E lmira ....... . . .. . 
* Andrew J. Babcock 
A birmn Span !ding ... 
Prof. Wm. Coffin ... . 
* 'l'homp'n M,-ud, M. D 
E. Capen . .... . .... .. 
Frank Crandon ..... . 
N. 'l'. Baker ....... .. 
Dr. J ohn J. Patrick . . 
Dr. J. J. Patrick and 
N. T. Baker. 
G. B. Mos8 ........ .. 
J esse Alli.on .....•.. 
Wm. V. Eldrid~e .•.. 
Mra. Wm. S. Thomas . 
Samut·l J. vVallace ... 
Mr~. E. M.. A. Bell , 
·& Sam'! J . Wnllnce. 
H. A. Schauber . .... . 
H.ev. D. II. Sherman. 
Dr. Jos. Fiteh .....•.. 
Henry Titlcott . .... .. 
G. D. Hiscox . ..... .. 
Samuel Brookes . .. . . 
M. C. ArmHtrong and 
J . I-I. Roe. 
Gustave A. Boettner. 
A. M. Byrne, J. H. 
. R ue, aul.l otherM. 
John O'Oonoghoe .•. . 
Arthur M . Byrne ... . 
I saac A. Pool. ...... . 
J olln G. Langguth, j r . 
U. H. Moo1e . ..... . .. 
J ohn D. l'a, ker ..... . 
J . Tbo8. Li Lt le .. . . . .. 
R alph E. Meeker .•• . 
Wm. C. SJJencer ... .. 
U. ZiPgler .... ...... . 
,J. 'vV. 1:lrown ... .... . 
Dr. B. 11. Bowman .. 
Juo. B. Newcomb . . . 
Orcote8 A. Bl:iuclmrd. 
~ lmorl' .......... 1· W . H. Arlams .....•. , 
l. \·an ton. . ..... . * H. G. M•·acham .•. . 
Bvan. ton . ....... . 1 CltaK. E. l::imith ..... . 1 






































































Evanston ........ . 
Evanston ...•..... 
J!;va11ston ....... .. 
EvanHton ...•..••. 
EvanHton ........ . 
Farm bridge ....• . . 
Fremont Centre .. . 
Galena ........... . 
Galesburg ..•...••. 
Golconda ....... .. 
Granville ..•....•. 
Granville ........ . 
Hazel Dell ...... .. 
Hennepin ..••..••. 
Highland .••....•.. 
Hilhboro •..•.... . . 
Hoylt.on .•••• , .. .. 
Hoylton ........ .. 
Jacksonville ..... . 
Jacksonville .... .. 
* W. I-I. 1\forrison ... . 
H. W. Scovill.. ..... . 
Jo,. H. Gill and others 
Fred. J. Huse .•.. . ... 
Prof. Oliver Marcy .. . 
Elmer Bal cl win ..... . 
Isaac H. Sm'ith ... . .. 
Emil Hauser •....... 
Prof. Wm. Livingston 
Rev. Wm. V.Eldridge 
L. G. Edgerly ...... . 
J. L. Jenl;;ins ....... . 
Henry Griffing .· ... .. 
Smiley SheJJpard .•. . 
A. F. Baudelier,jr . . . 
John S. Titcomb . ... . 
J. Ellsworth ... .. .... . 
O. J. Mnrsh . ....... . 
Prof. Wm. Coffin .. . . 






















LRcon ............ · A. H. Thompson . • .. 18/-i7 
LPbanou... ... .. .. Prof. N. E. (), ,bl eigh. ]859-'ol 
Loam mi . • . • .. . • • . Timothy Dudley . .. • 1867-'68 
Magnolia. . . . . . • . . Henry K. Smith.... . 1866-'68 
Manchester. . .. . . . John Grant... .... . . . 1854-'(il 
l\iaucbester. . . . . . . John Grant and Miss 1862-'fi5 
Ellen Grant.. 
Man chester .••.•. . 
Marengo •.•..••••. 
John & C. W . Grant. l8G6-'ll8 
0. P. Rogers .. . .. : ... 
Marengo ••••. '..... 0. P. & J. S. Rogers . 
Marengo ........ . 
Monroe ......... .. 
Mount Sterling ... . 
Naperville ..... . . . 
Naperville ...... .. 
N,-wton ......... . 
North Prairie .... .. 
Olney ............ . 
OHceola ..••.••.•.. 
Ott'awa .: ....... .. 
<Jttawa ......... .. 
Ottawa .......... . 
Ottawa ....•...•.. 
Pariij ............ . 
P ekin .... ....... .. 
Peoria .•......... . 
Peoria ......•••.. ·. 
Plymouth ........ . 
Quincy . ..• •....•. 
Ridge Fann, Ver• 
milion county, 
Riley ... .' ...... .• . 
Rohia8on's Mills .. . 
Rochelle, (Alta) .. . 
Rockford .. ..... .. 
Sandwich ....... .. 
South Pass ...... .. 
South PaRK ...... .. 
South PaRs ...... .. 
Springfield .••.... . 
Tiskilwa .......•.. 
Upper Alton ..... . 
Up per Alton ..... . 
Upper Alton ..... . 
Up per Alton .... .. 
Wapella ........ .. 
W arsaw ......•••. 
Waterloo ...• . • ••. 
P. Rogers .......... . 
Silas Meacham ... · ... . 
Rev. Alex. Duncan .. 
Lewis Ellsworth ..... 
Milton S. Ellsworth .. 
R ev. Wm. V. Eldridge 
C. IL Bryant . ..... .. 
Rev. H. H. Bricken-
8tcin. 
ttt ~t~h;{li:r~·. ~: ·. 
Geo. 0. Smit~, ;\f. D . 
Samuel L. Shotwell .. 
Mr~. BmilyH.Merwin. 
C. L eving .......... . 
J. H. Riblet ... ..... . 
Dr. Fred. Brendel .. . 
1\1. A . Breed ... ..... . 
Dr. J. n. N. Klinger. 
Rev. G. B. Giddings 
ll.C. Williams .•.... 
E. Babcock .....•.... 
E . Brendel, M. D ... . 
Dauiel Carey .••..... 
William Holt ....... . 
N. E. Bnllou, M.. D .. 
F ,ank Baker ....... . 
14. C. Spaulding .... .. 
H. C. Freeman .... . . 
Geo. W. Brinkerhoff . 
Verry Aldrich ..... . . 
Prol'. P. P. Brown .. . 
* JJr. John James .. .. 
Anna Jam es .. .. . ... . 
l\'lrri. Anna C. Trible . 
T. Loni~ Groff ..... .. 
Benj. Whitaker ..... . 
H. Kunstur ... ...... . 
Waukegan ....... . Dr. vVm. Jo81yn ... .. 
1
, -vaverley ........ Timothy Dudl ey .. .. 
Wayuc-Kville .... .. J oshua E. Cantril. .. . 
Webt Sal~m .. ..... 1-frn ry A. Titze ... . .. 
,vest Urbana .... .. John Swain, ll l. D .. 
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List of Smitltsonian meteorological st~tions and observers-Continued. 
Years of Year,o• 
Name of ~tation. Name of observer. observa- Name of statior .. 
tion.s. 
Name of observer. obsen-a-
lLLINOIS-Con'd. 
· Willow Creek .... . 
Willow Hill ... . .. . 
'Winnebago Depot . 
Woodstock . . . . ... . 
Wyanet .........• 
Wyanet .......... . 
York Neck .••...•. 
INDIANA, 
E. E. Bacon . ..•.•... 
Henry Griffing ...•.. 
J. W. Tolman ...... . 
Geo. R. Bassett ..... . 
E. S. Phelps ....... :. 
E. S. Phelps and Miss 
L . E. Phelps. 
V. P. Guy ......••••. 
Aurora.·······.··· Geo. Sutton, M. D . .. 
Balbec· ........ .. . . Miriam Griest . ..... . 
Bloomingdale .... : Wni. I-I. Hobbs ..... . 
Bloomingdale .. .. . Mis~ M. A. Hobbs ... . 
Bloomington .•.... Prof. C. M. Dodd, 
assi~t.ed by T. H. 
Mallow and others. 
Cadiz ..•.• • ..•.... Wm. Dawson . ... .. . 
Cannelton ........ . 
Carthage .... . .... . 
Columbia ........ . 
Evan~ville ....... . 
Fort W ayno . .... . 
Fort W ayne ...... . 
Greenca8tle . .... . . 
Greencastle ...... . 
Indianapolis ... ... . 
Indianapolis .. : ... . 
Indianapolis .. •.... 
Indianapo!i~ ....•.. 
Jalapa ... .. .. .. .. . 
K endallville ...... . 
K endallville . ..... . 
Kni ghtfitown ..... . 
Lnfayftte ..... . .•. 
Lafayette . ....... . 
Lafayette ...... • . . 
Laporte . ..... ...•. 
Leo ...... .•..... . 
Logansport ....... . 
Logansport . . .... . . 
Lognn~port ....... . 
Madison .......... . 
Madi~on . . ....... . . 
:Madison ........ .. . 
1\fororn .......... . 
Michigan ity . ... . 
Michigan City ...•. 
Milton ........... . 
Miijhnwnkn .. .... . 
MuncilJ ........... . 
Munei<• ....... .. .. 
Ni,w Albnny ..... . 
Nl•w Albany ..... . 
' •w Albn11y ... . . 
'i,w, 'w,tlc . ... .. . 
'1•w 'nijtJ,, ... ... . 
'1·w Ourden ..... . 
: •w Jlnrmony . . .. 
w llnrmony .. . 
H amilton Smith,jr . . . 
Charles 111. Hobbs ... . 
Dr. I<,. McCoy and 
Miss Lizzie McCoy. 
John F. Crisp . ..... . 
Prof. A. C. Huestis .. 
llfos G . Webb ...... . 
Prof. J os. 'l'ingley .. . 
Wm. H. Larrabee ... . 
• Royal Mayhew .. .. . 
W . W . Butte rfield . .-. 
W . W. IlutterfieJd . 
and Mrs.13utterfie-Jd. 
vV. J. Elstun ......•. 
Albert C. Irwin ... .. . 
W. B. Coventry .... . 
J . Knauer . ... . ..... . 
D. D eem ........... . 
A.H. Bixby ... ..... . 
H. Peters . .. ... .... . 
haac E. Windle ... . 
R. M. Newkirk . .... . 
W . W~Spratt, M. D. 
Ch::u·Jes B. Laselle .. . 
bane Bartlett .. .. .. . 
'l'ho. B. II i> lm ...... . 
C. Barnel- .. . ...... . 
R v. nmtwl Collins . 
Oliver Mulv1•y .... .. . 
'l'homn~ H olrnes ... . . 
C. . Woodurrl ..... . 
W. \Voodbridge, Il. 
D. Angt-11, and II. 
Hlak1•. 
Dr. V. K!•rHey .... .. . 
• . '. l\luntleld ... . 
1~. J. Hie ..... ...•.. 
(l. W. II . K<•moc>r ... 
'. Burn •ff •••• : •••••• 
Dr. A h•x. lurtin .•.. 
Dr. E. , '. , rozif'r .. . . 
Prof. Jos. Tingley .. . 
Tho~. ll. R ·<lrling . .. . 
J>. II. Rober . . ... . 
,John 'hnpp<·l~mith .. 
Dr. D. I>. wen ... .. 
'•wport......... Dame! 11. Hob<•rts ... 
J>utok11 .. ..... •. . . A. P. Turn •r .••••••. 
1•.-1111ville • • • • • .. • • ,John (;, h·~t. ........ . 













































Hlrhmon1l. ....... . 
l' chmoml. .....•.. 
Hlcl1mon1l ...•.. .. 
H ch111on1I •..••••. 
HI hmon,I .•...... 
It I nnd •...... 
Dr. ,Jno. •r. Plumm r 
W. "•', /111 till ••••.• , 
Jn ph. Inor . ..•... 
. John ll11(:II' .•••• • •• 
J!dwnrcl ll. Rnmho ... 
J olrn Vol ntino ...••. I 
JNDIANA-Con'd. 
Rockville .•• · ...• • 
Rock\·illo . .. .... . . 
Shelbyville ....... . 
South Bend ..... . 
S .rnth Bend,(Notrn 
Dame'Univer'y.) 
South Bend ... . . .. 
South Bend ...... . 
South Bend .. ..•.. 
South Hanover .... 
Spiceland .. , .•.... 
Vevay ........... . 




H. H. Anderson ..•.. Je59. '& 
J. W. 1'enbroek ..... IB5~ 
J. 'I'. Bullock . ....... 18:i9.'6: 
Prof. Gardner Jones J8jl 
Prof. 'fhos. Vagnier .. 1858•'59 
MisR G. W ebb ... , .. . 
James H . Dayton ... . 
R euben Burroughs .. . 
Prof. S. I-1. Thomson . 
Wm. D awson .. .... . 
Charles G. Boerner .. 








Armstrong Acade'y l Prof. A. G. Moffatt . . 1849 
D oaksville... .. . . . P. P. Brown......... 18~9 
'l'ulequuh . • • • . . . . . T. B. Van Horne .... 1849 
IOWA. 
Algona ....•••••.. 
.Algona ..•••...... . 
Algona ..• .•...... 
Algona ..•......•. 
Atalissa . .•........ 
Bangor . ...•...... 
Bellevu e .......•.. 
Boom,boro ....... . 
Border Plains .... . 
Border Plains .... . 
Bowen's Prairie - .. 
Burlington ..... ••. 
Rurlingtou . ....•. . 
Burlington ....... . 
Ceres ..... .. . .... . 
Clarindn ...... ... . 
Clinton ...... . .. . . 
Clinton . ......... . 
Dnkotn .. ........ . 
Davc~ port .... ... . 
Davenport ....... . 
Davenport ....... . 
Davenport ... .. .. . 
Davenport ..• ..•.. 
F. McC"Y, M. D ..... 
F. McCoy anrl Miss 
Elizabeth McCo;y. 
Philip Dorweiler . ..•. 
Jam es H . Wnrren .. . 
B. Carpenter .....•.. 
I ,mae M. Gidley ....•. 
John C. l<,orey . . ... . . 
E. R al>eock . ......•. 
G. C. and W. K. Gos8 
Wm. K. Goss .... . .. . 
Samu <> ! \'Voodworth . 
Jobn M. Corso . .... . . 
Louisa P. Love .... . 
Mrs. Jnmes Love ... . 
John M. H ngensick .. 
S. TI . Kridelbaugh, 
M.D. 
Nntlrnn H. Parker .. . 
P .• J. Farnsworth ... . 
Wm. 0. Atkit1Hon . .. . 
Nathnn II. Pnrker .•.. 
A. J. Ffoloy .. . ...••. 
II. S. Finley ........ . 
II. , . 1''iolc>y nod W. 
P. Dunwoody . 
J . Chnmberlnin. W. 
P. Dunwoody, II. 
11. Bel lield. 
Dr. Ignntit t~ Lnu~er . 
11. II. Belfield rmd W. 
P . Duuwoody. 
J . Chamberlain nnd 
\V. P. Dunwoody. 
,T. Chnmberlnin ..... . 
(}eo. B. Pratt .. ..... . 
G. B. Pratt and l-lyd• 
nPy. ruith. 
D. , ', . hcldon ..... . . 
Rev. J. A. 'ush .... . 
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List of Srnitltsonian meteorological stations a·nd obscr1',,rs-:--Continucd. 
Name of station. 
IOWA-Continued. 
Fort D·odge ..•••.. 
GroYe Hill .....•.. 
Grove Hill .••..•.. 
Grove Hill •....... 
Gnttenburg ...... . 
Guttenburg ...... . 
Harris Grove .•.... 
He~per ........... . 




Iowa City ...•..•.. 
Iowa City ..••..••. 
Iowa City ......•.. 
Iowa Falls ..•..•.. 
Keokuk . . ..•...... 
Keokuk .....•.•... 
Keokuk ........ _ .. 
Kossuth .......... . 
Kossuth ......... _. 
Lyons ........••.. 
Lyons ........•... 
Lyons .......... . 
Manchester ...... . 
Maquoketa ....... . 
Marble Rock .... , . 
Monticello ....... . 
Monticello . ••..•.. 
Mount Pleasant ..•. 
Mount Vernon .... 





· Muscatine ...•..... 
Muscatine ..•. . .•.. 
Onowa .......... . 
Osage ............ . 
Pella ......•...... 
Plea8ant Plain .. _ .. 
Plea~ant Spring .. . 
Plum Spring ..... . 
Plum Spring ..... . 
Poultney ... : ..... . 
Qua~queton ...... . 
Rolfe .. .......... . 
R ossville .......•.. 
Sioux City .....••. 
Sioux City ....... . 
,·t. llinry's .....•.. 
Vernou Springs ... • 
Wa~hington ..... . 
Waterloo ......•. . 
\Varerloo ........ . 




Baxter Springs ... . 
Burli ngame . ..... . 
Cayn ga .. ......•.. 
Cel .. stville .. ...... . 
Council City .... _. 
~ ouuci! Grove ... . 
E mpon a ........ . 
F ort Riley ....... . 
l!'or t Riley ....... . 
Fort Riley ..•.... . 
Year11 of 
Name of observer. ohserva• , .Name of stati~n. 
Years of ii Name of observQr. observa. 
C. N. Jorgenson ..••. 
Dexter Beal ........ . 
Dexter Beal and W. 
W. Beal. 
Mr~. Celia Beal ...•.. 
Philip Dorweiler ..... 
James P. Dickinson . 
Jacob F. Stern ..... . 
H.B. William8 ..... . 
D. S. Deering ...... . 
Alex. ".;amp Wheaton 
MrA. D. D. Wheaton. 
Geo. Warne, M. D ... 
Hermann H. Fairall . 
W. ReynoldH .•..... . 
Prof. 'fheo. S. Parvin 
Nathan Townsend .. . 
MisH Ida E. Ball .... . 
Dr. J. E. Ball.. .... . 
Prof. K. M. Taylor .. 
Wm. P. Lf•onard ... . 
Isaiah Re, d .... .. .. . 
A. T. Hudson, M. D 
P. J. Farnsworth ..•. 
Dr. J. Me~sman ..... . 
* Allen Mead .. .. ... . 
Edward I<'. Hobart .. . 
H. Watley 
Chauncey Mead ...•. 
M. M. Moulton ...... . 
E. L. BriggM .. .. .... . 
Prof. B. Wilson Smith 
Prof. Alonzo (Jollins . 
T. S. Parvin .....•••. 
P. G. Parvin ......•. 
Sue! Foster . ........ . 
'l'. S. Parvin and Rev. 
John Ufford. 
Rev. John Ufford ... . 
Jo~ial.l P. Walton ... . 
Richard Stebbins ... . 
Rev. Alva Bu~h .... . 
E. H. A. Schee per .. . 
Townsend McConnell 
Rev. B. F. Odt•ll .... 
B. F. Odell and Miss 
















































Rev. B. 1". Odell..... 1859 
Dr. !3. F. Odell . ..... 1813-'51 
Dr. E. C. Bidwell.... 1853-'56 
Oscar I. Strong...... 1868 
CarlisJe. D. Braman.. 1837-'59 
tIJm~i:t1!~:~: ~i~;J~ 
D. E. Read . ......... 185:J 
Gregory Marshall... . 1861-'63 
C. R. lloyle......... 1861 
L. H. Doyle........ . 185!)-'64 
T. Steed .. .......... ~ 1864-'68 
David K. Witter..... 1867-'68 
Dr. H. n. Horn and 
!lfos Clotild,· Horn. 
Allen Crorkcr .. ..... 
!ngrn~am ,&: Hyland . 
L11c11rn 1'1~h . ...... . 
Wm. 11. Gilman .... . 
Rev. J. II. Drummond 
C:dmund I<'ish 
A. \Voodworth, M. D 
C. F. Oakfi!'lrl .. .... . 
Rev. David Clarkson . 
Dt·. Fred. P. Drew, 
U.S. A. 
















Fort Riley ••••.... 
Gardner ........ . 
Grtrdner .....•.••. 
Holton .... , •...... 
Junction City ..•.. 
Lawrence ........ . 
Lawrence ...• . ..•. 
Lawrence . ... ..• : . 
Lawrence ......•.. 
Lawrence ....•.•.. 
Lawrence ...• ..•• . 
Leaveuworllh . .... 
Lea venwort.h ...•.. 
Leavenworth ...•.. 
Leavenworth ..... . 
Leavenworth .... . 
Lecompton ..•...•. 
Lecompton ..•.•... 
Lecompton ....... . 
Leroy ............ . 




Manhattan ..•.... : 
Mapleton .....•.•.. 
Moneka ..•..••.... 
Neosho Falls ..•... 
Neosho Falls . . ... . 
Olatba .... ~- ..... . 
Jlidgeway ..•..... 
Topeka .......... . 
Wyandot ........ . 
KENTUCJfY. 
J. l\:L Shaffer and E. 
P. Camp. 
G. I•'. Merriam ..•. _ ... 
Jarr:eH Scof.t ..... .•.. 
Dr. J:m1es Walters .. 
E.W. Seymour, l\f. D. 
G. W.Brown ......•. 
W. J. R. Blackman .. 
A. N. Puller . ....... . 
'N. L. G. Soule .. ... . 
Geo. W. Hollingworth 
P .of. F. I-I. Snow ... . 
I-I. D. McCarty ..... . 
E. L. Berthoud ...•.. 
M. Shnw .......•.• · .. 
Dr. J. Stayman ..... . 
T. B. Stowell ..•..... 
Dr. Wm. T. Ellis .... 
Wm. A. McCormick 
David G. Bacon ..... 
J. G. Shoemaker .•.. 
haac '1'. Goodnow ... 
Rev. N. ·o. Pre,ton __ 
I. T. Goodnow and 
H. L. Denison. 
Henry L. Denison ... 
Agricultural College, 




B. l?. Goss 
Mr~. E.W. Groesbeck 
W. Beckwith ....... . 
0. H Brown ....... . 
F. W. Giles ...•..•.. 
John H. Millar ...•.. 
Ballardsville . . . . . . Dr. John Swain ..•.. 
Bar,lstown ........ *John H. Lunemann . 
Bardstown........ J. H. Lunemann and 
'!'hos. IL Miles. 
Bard,town ... : .... Tho~. H. Miles 
Beech I<'ork . . . . . . . Dr. C. D. Case ..... . 
Bowling Green,_ .. J. E. Youngiove ..••. 
Bowling Green.... F. C. Herrick ... ... _ 
Chiles burg . . . . . . . . D1·. Samuel D. Martin 
Clinton . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. •r. H. Cleland .. 
Danville . . . . • . . • • . 0. Beatty ....•...•.. 
Danville .... ..... . 
Drennon Springs .. 
11 ardiusburg ..... . 
Hardinsburg ...... 
1 
LPxington ....... . 
Lexington ....... . 
London ........... . 
Louisville ........ . 
Louisville ........ . 
Mavsville ........ . 
Miftersbnrg ...... . 
111illersburg ...... . 
Millersburg ...... . 
Newport ...••..... 
Nichohtsville . _ ... . 
Nolin ............ . 
Paducah ......... . 
Paris ............ . 
Pleasant Valley .. _ 
R. 1-1. Caldwell .... . . 
Pr0f. S. Y. Mc.Masters 
l\1,.rs. Mary A. Walker 
nnd J. C. Ilarbage. 
Joshua C. Barbage .. 
J. D. Shane . . . : ..... . 
Rev. S. It. Williams . 
W. S. Doak ......•.. 
Rev. S. n.. Williams . 
E. N. Woodruff .. _ .. 
E. L. Berthoud ..... . 
R(:V. J. Miller . .... .. 
Rev. J. l\liller, Rev. 
G. S. Savage. 
Dr. GPo. S. Savage .. 
Prof. 111. G. Williams_ 
Jo~. IIIcD. Matthews, 
D. D. 
J. Grinnell ... ..... . 
Andrew Mattison ... . 
L. G. Ray .. ... ..••.. 
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Years of Years of 




... O. Beatty ..••••••••. 
Russellv1lle ....•.. E. 111. Murch ..••••.•• 
Springdale, (near Mrs. L. Young .•••••. 
Louisville.) 
Taylors~ille . • • • • • . H. C. Mathis •••••• :. 
LOUISIANA. 
Bi>nton .•••••.•••• ~ 
Falls River ..... • .. 
Grand Coteau . .••. 
Independence . •••. 
Independence . •... 
Jackson ... . •.••••. 
New Orleans ...•.. 
J. H. Carter ..•..•... 
A. W. ,Jackson, M. D . 
B. F . Antbonios ..••. 
Col. t. n. Swasey· ... 
Mrs. l\f. J. Maukard .. 
Prof. W. P. Riddell .. 
* Dr. E. H. Barton .. 
New Orie.ans .••••. Lewis B. Taylor .•••. 
New Orleans .••••. 
New O:·leans .••••. 
}l"w Orleans . .' .•.. 
N ew Orleans .• .••. 
St. Franci.ville .••. 
Trinity .......•••. 
Trinity .••..•••••. 
Dr. S. P. Moore, U. 
S. A. 
Harrison Thomp$On •. 
Robert "IV. Fuster .••. 
E. L. Ranlett .••..••. 
B. R. Gifford ..•..... 
A. R. Kilpatrick, M. D 
Edwardl\lerrill, 1\1. D. 
Vidalia plantatio!1. Rev. A. K. Teele •••. 
J\IAINE. 
Bangor Stephen Gilman .••• . 
B~ngor · .·:::: . :-: :: : C. L. Nichola ......••. 
n,, Jfa~t.. .......... G. Emerriou Brackett. 
Bethel . . . • . . . . • • • . tie.v. A.G. GainP.s .••. 
Biddeford ....•••.. J .G. Garland .••.••• ·. 
niddeford .....•••. 
Blue JlilL .. ..... . 
Blue llill. ........ . 
Brunswick ....•. .. 
Bucksport ..•••••. 
Carmel . ...••.•.•. 
Ca1:1tioe . .••••...••. 
{.!ornirih . .•........ 
Corni~h . . .•...•••. 
D <'x te r . .. .. •• •. •• . 
Bat Ext-ter ...••. . 
Ea~tWilton .. ••• .. 
Ex t•r .•.•••.••... 
Foxcroft .•.•••.... 
J,'n·cclom ....••... . 
Fryeburg .•••.••.. 
C:-anliner ..•..••... 
(},1rd iner .•••.•.... 
Gard111cr •••..•.... 
Oardiner .••..•••.. 
II rtluud .••••..••. 
F . A. Smnll.. .....••. 
R ov. S. 11. lllerrill . •.. 
II. II. 0Kgood ....... . 
*l'rof. Parker Cleave• 
Jaorl. 
Rul'uK Buck .••••••• . . 
J. J. B ell .. .... . ..•• . 
Dr. J . L. t1•veoa . .•.. 
. W.Ouptill. ....•.. 
Siln~ \V Ht ......... . 
U. l•', \Villmr .......• 
, 'tt•ph u Oilmnn . .... 
ll1•nry H •ynoldH, and 
L aurigton Rty uoldH. 
1 r. J, 8. Wil KOU .••... 
111. Pitman . ..... • .••. 
E. ,\ , llttlll'r ..•..••••. 
U. ll. B11rrowK ..... . . 
li on. H. II. Gnrdiocr. 
R v. r~. Gartlim•r .•.. 
J.cv. l'.nmt RH.Gar• 
11i1wr. 
R. fl. (!urdiner . .••... 
K K Brown, , ', W. 
Ilull, L. , '. 8Lrlck• 
land, nnd olla•r~. 
P1·l1•g " ' ad worlh .... 
:II lton \V1•lch ...••• . 
l lt-11j. JI. 'l'uwl . ..• . . 
1;. 1'1t111au • .•••••••• 
\\'. n.1,,,r,1 ......... . 
A .1 I'. Moor ....... . 
B. !·', Will,ur ..•.•• , .. 
' , L. • "it•h11IK •••••••. 
.J, l'. Prati, J\1 .•••• . 
A. 11 . \Vytnun . ..•.... 
M. 011nl1I • .....•.••. 
\
0
1r:tll n. r:nton •..•. . 





























Rumford Point •••. 
Sebec ...........•. 
Sonth Thomaston . 
Standi,h .•••.••... 
Steuben ..••.••• •. 
Thomaston .••••••. 




WcRt 'vVaterville . .. 
Whitehead ...•.•.. 
Howard D. Smith . ••. 
S. Evelet h .. ........ . 
Rt-'v, E. Dewhurst .•.. 
\Vil limo D. Dana ••.. 
Henry WilliM ...•..•. 
,John \V. Adam8 .• : . . 
Waldo P ettingill ..••. 
Edwin Pitman ...•... 
Joshua l3artlett .•.•. . 
John P. Moulton ..•• 
J. D. Parker .•• •••... 
George Prince and 
Chr. Prince. 
'vVnrren Johnson . .•.. 
James Van Blarcom .. 
Ualvin Bickford .... . . 
Almon Robinson . .••. 
B. 1''. Wilbur ..•..•... 










'vVilliam~burg . . . • . Edwin Pitmau .•••.•. 
\Villiam~burg ...... E. Pitman .•... .... . . 
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Pri11ce George Uo. 
Aonapoli8 .. ...... . 
Annapolis . ..•..... 
Annapoli8 . .....•.. 
naltimore_ . .••.... . 
Baltimore . ..•...• . 
Bladousbnrg ..... . 
Cnton8ville ..•...• . 
Chestertown .•.••. 
Uhe~tertown ....• . 
Chesterto,vn ..... . 
UheMtertown .•.... 
Cumberland .. ..•• . 
Ellicott's lltil\8 ..•.. 
Emmitt, burg ..... . 
Emmitt~burg ..••.. 
l~redl'ri ·k ........ . 
Frederick ..•• .. •.. 
Fredrrick ..• •• .••. 
ll ngon,town . ..... . 
L citcr, bnrg . ..... . 
L1-itl'r8bnrg . ..•... 
L<'onnrdtown . .••. 
'•w Winrl~o r . ..• . 
Now \Vi n,lsor . ... . 
Nottingham . ..•.••. 
Oakland . .....•.••. 
Port Dopo8it ..... . 
Hidge . ..... .•.... . 
, 'nnrly Jlill .••..••. 
'ykosville ....•.•.. 
ykc8vllle ..•...•.. 
AykeK\'illo .. ...... . 
, ,. lnigot·H .••..... 
I 
nlon llridge .•.... 
\Valk!'r,wi\lo •.••.. 
Wo dliu"n . •. .. .. . 
J (iti..'(12 i fA S AC II U ETT. 
l ,;!J .. '60 
I (i;l-'6l Am hp rat. ......... . 
1 li7 I Tlulrlwln~vill ...•. 
l :i!J..'61 lluro tublo •••..•. . 
l\fontg. Johns, M. D.. 1861-'62 ' 
Prof. \V. I•'. Hopkin s .. 
A. Znmbrock , M. D . . 
\V. R. Goodninu . .. .. . 
Dr. LC>wi3 !<'. Stdner . 
.Prof.A lfr!!d l\1. l\1"y(lr 
Benj. 0. Lownd(\~ .... 
George S. Grape ..•.. . 
Jam eB A. P l' llr('C',jl' .. . 
l'rof. A. \V. Cl e.rk ... . 
H.cv. A. S 11tto11 ... ... . 
Prof. J. Ru sell Dut• 
to11. 
T. C. AtkinRon .. .. ••. 
Philip T abb ........ . 
Eli 8mith ... ... .... • 
Prof. (J. JI. J onrdan .. 
Dr. Low iH l•' . 't •iner. 
· Il cury E. linnHhcw .. 
lltiss II. T. B:irr . ... . . 
Huv, J. l'. urter . . •.. 
Lewi~ J. BPll ••..•••. 
J ac"b E. Ilc·ll . ..... . . 
Dr. AIPx. Mc'vVillinm·y, 
l'rof. J.P. Nelijon ... . 
Prof. J.P. Maguire . . . 
A. P. Di-tlrymplo ..•.. 
·L. ll. Cofrnn . ..... . . . 
Ii"tnry W, 'l'.horp •. ••. 
'l'.G., tagg ......... . 
! Hun~ Bond .. ... .... . 
Prof. William Ilacr . . . 
Prof. \Vm. Baer nod 
llll~a II. 111. Daer. 
1111~~ II. riJ. Dnet .. ... . 
n ,,v. Ja~., 'll'phrri~on 
Wanlugton Gilling• 
ham. 
Jokitlh Jon oR . ....... . 
















18j(i .. '(i3 
l8fi!)..'Cfi 
] 832, '34 
1s:;2 
















1 63- ' 
Prof. B. S. Rn~ll. . . •. 1P4!l--'6 
n cv. I::. Dr·whur.,t... . J ,;:i.:1;;j 
B. R. Giffo1 ,1......... 1 j2-'33 
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List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers:'"Continued. 
Name of station. 
MAss.-Continued. 
Boston .•••.•••••• . 
Bostou .•.••.••••.. 
Bridgewater .. . ~ ••. 
Bridgewater ....••. 
Bridgewater .••.•. . 
Bridgewater ..••••. 
Brookline .•••••• . 








Duxbury . ..••..••. 
Fall River .••.••... 
Fitchhnrg .•••.•... 




Gratton ...•• •.••.. 
Hinsdale ..•. . ...•. 
King,ton .......•.. 




Meu<lon . .••..••... 
Mendon . .•.••..••. 
Milton . .......... . 
Nantnrket ....• -. . 
New fled ford ..•... 
N, w Brdl'ord . ••••. 
New Bedford . .•... 
Newbury ..... ..•.. 
Newburyport ..... . 
North Attlljboro' .. 
North Billerica .••. 
Plninfidd ... ...... . 
Princeton ..•.••... 




Sandwich .. .•.... 
Son th Grnton ..... . 
F;outhwi k .. ..... . 
Springfield .••...•. 
Springfield ...••.•. 
Stocki.fridge .... •. . 
Tnuuton .••...•••. 
'l'opbficld . .••.•.•. . 
Topsfield ..• ..•.••. 
Topsfield ..• • ..... . 
'l'opsfield .• .• ...• . . 
Uxbridge ... , ..••.. 
West IJrnuis ..... . 
Wei.tfield .....•..• . 
Weijt Newtoti .. •• . 
Wqmouth .•.•.... 
Williamstown ...•. 
,villiams own ... .. 
Willio.mstown •.••. 
Williamstown .... . 
Williamstown .... . 
\V11li:1111Htown .... . 
W ood'K Hole ..... . 
Worcc~ter .••...•. 
YearH of YearH of 
Name of observer. ob,erva• Name of station. Name of ob~rvei-. ob~erva• 
tions. 
E.L.Smith .••••••••. 
E. L. Adams ....•••. 
MarHhal Conant ...•.. 
L.A. Darling ....... . 
C. W. Felt and others. 
Normal School ..•... 
Re,·. John B. Perry .. 
Martin N. Root ..... . 
* W. C. Bond ......•.. 
Harvard College Ob· 
servatory. 
AugustuR Fendler .••. 
D. H. Ellis ......... . 
Naval Hospital ..... . 
Geo. 1\1. Morse1 M. D . 
A. W.Mack ........ . 
Ji.mes Ritchie ...•.... 
Charles C. Terry .... . 
George Raymond ... . 
L. F. ,Vhitcornb ..••.. 
Gu~tavus A. 1-:lyrle . . : 
Henry M. Nelson .•.. 
S. Augu,hts Nelson .. 
R ev.Wrn.G. Scandlin. 
R e.v. E. Dtwhur,t ... . 
Guilforrl S. Kewcomb. 
•John Fallon ...•..... 
Charles J. Gilliss .•••. 
Geo. A. Cunningham. 
Jacob .Bachelder .•••. 
Henry Rire .......•.. 
Dr. John G. l\Ictcalf .. 
Rev. A. K. 'feele ...•. 
Hon. Wm. Mitchell. .. 
'l'honws Baiiey . •••.. 
Sam uel Uocl1uan ..••. 
Edward T. Tucker ... 
J ohn H. Caldwell .••. 
Dr. II. C Perkins ... . 
lfrnry Rice ......... . 
Rev. Elias Nason .•.. 
Francis Shnw .....••. 
Hon. John Brooks ... . 
Orrin A. Reynolds ... . 
Willi~m Dacon ..... . 
R.D.Mmsry ....... . 
Benjami11 Kent ...... . 
N. HarrowK, M. D ... . 
Alfred Collin . .. ..• · •. 
Amusa Holcomb .... . 
Lucius<;.Allin ..... . 
Francis "A. Drewer .. . 
Abraham 8. Peet .•.. 
Albert Scblcgel.. ... . 
Nathan vV. Brown .. . 
John H . Caldwell .•.. 
Arthur .M-. Merriam .. 
1'iduey A. Merriam .. 
Dr. Jnmcs R0bl.Jins ... 
Eugene Tappan ...•.. 
,. Rev. Dr. E. !Javis .. . 
.Tobn lL Bixby .. .... . 
Dr. N. Q. Tirrell. •.... 
C. l\f. Frreman . .•... . 
Prof.P. A.Chnclhournc 
D. J. Holme~, Ja~. Or• 
tou, Lavnlktte \Vil• 







































































I. McGN•, C. J. Lyon~, '1857-'59 
M. L.Berger&otherij. 
AH . ronomiral Ob~ev'y. J 8fi0-'68 
Prof. Albert HopkinH . 1868 
B. R. Gifford ... ...... · 1834-·;35 
S. I.!'. H11vt:n...... .. .. 184~-'52 
MASS.-Continued. 
Worce~ter ....••••. 
Worcester . ..•..•.. 
·w QfCeStcr .•••...•. 
'w orcester ..••.•••. 
W oi·cester ..••• 
JIUCKIGAN. 
Drs. Ed, A. Smith,_F. 
H. Rice, and others. 
Dr. Geo. Cbaadler .... 
John S. Sargent and 
others. 
Dr. H. C;. PrentisH .••. 







Alpenn .... : ••••.. J. W. Paxton ...•.••• 
Aun Arbor........ Dr. II. R. Schetterly .. 






Ann Arbor .•• : •••. Prof. A. W inchell .••. ' 1854 
1856-"57 
1855 Ann A,rbor .••.•••. 
Rattle Creek ..... . 
Brest .. ..••..•••.•. 
Brooklyn ..••..••. 
Burr Onk . ·- ••...•. 
Central l\'Iine ..•••. 
Clifton ........... . 
Clinton ........•.. 
Coldwater .••.•••. 
Cooper ....•• . •.•. 





DPtroit .•••.•.••. : 
Detroit .......••.. 
Eagle River ..•.•.. 
En.st Sngino.w ...•. 
Plint ...........• ,. 
Forestville .•..••.. 
~'01 t Gratiot . .••... 
Garlick ..........• ·. 
Grand HaveR ..••. 
Grand P..apids ..... 
Grand Hapids .••.. 
Graud Rapids .... . 
Grand Rapids .... . 
Grand Rapids ...•. 
Grand napicls ..... 
Grand Rapids .•... 
Grand Traverse ... 
Hollund .....•..... 
Homestead .••..••. 





Lak: George .•.... 
Lansing .••....••.. 
Lansmg . .......•.. 
Lansing .. ........ . 
Litcbfit-ld .......•. 
Lower Saginaw ... 
Manchester ..•.... 
Marquette .••..•. . 
l\Iarquette .•...... 
Marquette .••..... 






L. ·woodruff and A. 
Winchell. 
Dr. W. 11:I. Campbell. 
Dr. Tho~. Whelpley. 
Dr. M. K. Taylor .••. 
Charles BPtts .. , .••.. 
S. H. Whittlesey· ...•. 
Wm. Van OrdP-n, jr .. 
Elmore v\.Tainwrigbt .. 
N. C. Southworth .... 
l\'lrs. Octavia(). Walk• 
er. 
Chas. S. Whittlesey .. . 
Heuer Crane ....... . 
Wm. A. Raymond . . . 
*Rev. Geo. Duflieljl .. 
Dr. Zena Pitcher and 
L. S. Horton. 
U.S. Engineers ..••.. 
Dr. z~na Pitcher .••. 
l\1r,;. M. A. Goff .. .•.. 
Dr. S. F .. Mitchell ..•. 
Dr. D. Clark . . ..... . 
Lieut. C. N. Turnbull. 
Lic·ut. d. N. Turnbuil, 
U.S. A. 
Edwin Ellis, M. D .••. 
lfobcr Sqnier ....••.. 
Pranklin Everett ... . 
Dr. J. Hollbter . . .•.. 
Alfred 0. Currier .••. 
L. ll. Streng ....... . 
Edwin J\. Strong ... . 
J·. B. Parker ..••.•••. 
E. S. Holmes ........ . 
H. R. Scbetterly ..•• ·. 



































George E. Steele • •• . 186t-'fi7 
J. B. Mi □ ick . . . . . . • . 1865-"llll 
JJr. H. ll. Schetterly .. • rnit:~~ 
Harmon 1\1. Smith.... 1864-'fi7 
Milton Chase . . • . . • • . 1865-'1,7 
Frank Little . ........ 1868 
J. H. Foster and Ed· 1.e59 
war<! p,,rrtult .. . . . 1859 
Cl<'vcland Abhe . . . . . 1859 
J. (). Ilolmc~ -. .. . . .•. 1859 
Prof. R. C. Kedzie.... 18fi3-'(8 
R Bullard . .......... 1865- G8 
.Jame~ G. Birney .. ... l 849 
P . 111. Hea~ner, M. D. 1864 
Pder White......... 1851 
Dr. n. II. Blaker,jr.. 18:18-'61 
Dr. G. H. Blaker, jr., l8li2-'1·::J 
ancl l<'. l\I. Bacon. 
Rev. L.111. S. Smith .. 
1'homns Whelpley ... 
Capt. A. D. Perkins .. 
l\fos I-l. I. Whdpley .. 
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List of Smitlisonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 











Monroe Piers .•••.. 
Muskegon .••.••.. 
New llnffalo ...... 




Ottawa Point ..... 
Otsego .•....•••... 
Ot~ego ........... . 




Port Huron ..••.•. 
Port Huron ...••.. 




Saugatuck ..•.•. : : 
St. James ......•.. 
Sugar Island ..•... 
'!'awns Uity ..•.•.. 
'l'bunder Bay .... . 




Beaver Bay ...... . 
Beaver Bay ...... . 
Beaver Bay ...... . 
Beaver Bay .... .. . 
Bowles Creek .... . 
Buchanan .. .•.... . 
Burlington ......•. 
Cass Lake ....... . 
Cass Lake :\-liHsion. 
Chatfield ....•..... 
Danville ......... . 
Fond du Lac ..•... 
Forest City ..••••. 
Forest City ....•.. 
Fort H.ipley . ...•.. 
Grnnd Portage .... 
1Jns1i11gH .•..•••••. 
1Inzelwood ... . ... . 
II •nn pm county .. 
Itasca . ........... . 
Lac <Jui Parle . ••• . 
Luc qui l'urlc• .... . 
Lnk Winmbigobli• 
i h. 
Lnpham ....•...• . 
Lupham ..•..•.... 
Lnpham .•.•..... 
l1mk11to ... • ..••• 
.linm·IIJIIJ)i . ·•·•·· 
Mis8 Hden I. and 
Floreucc Whelpley. 
Mii;s F. E. Whelpley. 
John Lane ...••..••. 
H. A. Pattison ..•••.. 
J. n. Crosby .. .• . ••.. 
H . R. Schi.-:1terley .••. 
Rev. Geo. N. Smith . .. 
H. Selby ......•..... 
Edwin J<:llii;, M. D . .. 
John Oliver ..••.••.. 
Matthew Coffin .••... 
Milton Chase .••.•••. 
Henry H. Mapes ..••. 
Richard H. Griffith ... 
Joseph D. Millard .•• . 
James A. Weeks •••. 
James Allen,jr ..•••. 
Geo. A. Stockwell ... 
Cha~. 0. Smith, M. D. 
lKaac Stone . ••.•.•••. 
SethL. andG. P. An• 
dreWH. 
S. L. AndrewH, M. D . 
L. H. Strong ..•.•••. 
James J. Strong .•.. . 
U. S. Engineers . •••. 
U. S. Engine~rs .•••. 
J. 1. Malden ..••.•••. 
MiHs G. Webb ...•... 
C. S. Woodward ••• ·. 
Dr. B. F. Babcock ••.. 
'l'horr.a~ Clnrk . •..•.. 
Henry Wieland ..... . 
'l'bo~. Clark and C. 
Wieland. 
C. WiclauJ .•.....••. 
Andrew Stouffer ..•.. 
t, pbl'n WnlKll .•.•.. 
A. A. Hibbard ...•••.. 
Alonzo llarnnrd .•.•.. 
Rev. ll. P. Odell ..... 
T .. P. 'l'bick~tun ...•.. 
'l'bomas A . Kellett ... 
R·v. JoHtlJh W. llolt . 
A. '. ' mith ........ . 
lh•nry L . , ·mlth ..•.. 
lh·v. ,·. \V. Mnuncey. 
Hid111rd H11rdon ..... . 
'L'. 1,•. 'rhil'kHtun .•••. 
, . R RigLts .•.•..•••. 
J. ll. 'lough .•...... 
0.11.K ·llq .••.•••. 
Hev. , . I,, HiggK .••. 
s. H. 11110 A. L. l :ggd 


























































St. Anthony's Falls. 
St. Cloud ..••.•.•. 
St. Joseph's ..••••. 
St. Joseph's ..••... 
St. l'aul .••••••••. 
St. Paul .••••.•••. 
Tamarack .....••. 
Travers des Sioux . 
Waba8haw .. ...••. 
MISSISSIPPI. 



















B. C. Livings •.••.•.. 
A. Vnn Voorhies ..... 
C. F. Anderson • ..• . 
O. E. Gartison ..... . 
Rev. D. B. Spencer.. 
A. O. Kellum ....... . 
Rev. A. B. Paterson, 
D.D. 
John '\V. Heimstreet. 
bury. 
Mary A. Grave .•.•.. 
Rev. R. Hopkins ..•. 
Spencer L . Hillier ... 
T. J. R. Keenan .•••. 
James S. Lull .. .•... 
E.W. B eckwith ..... 
Rev. '1'. H. Cleland' .. 
Churl~s A. Folsom ... 
Rev. E. S. Robinson . 
Jnmes H. Vinctnt, .... 
Wm. H enry Waddell. 
Prof. Albl'rt Moore .. 
Wm. 111. Johnston ... 
'l'lrnmus Oakley .•• . . 
A. R. Gn·en ........ . 
J. Edward Smith ..•. 
'I'. W. l•'lorer, M. D .. 
David Moore ..•.... . 
J . R. C1ibbs .••..•.•. 
Geo. L. C. Davis .•••. 
J. Edward Smith •... 
* R. l\lcCary ..••.•••. 
Natchez • • . . . • • • • . W. llfoCory ....•••.. 
Oxford............ Prof. L. Horper ..... . 
Pass Christian . ..•. Rev . J. A. Sht-ppard. 
Paulding .•...•.... . Rev. E. S. Robin HOil •• 
Pott Gibfon. •. . • . . Prof. J. Boyd Elliott. 
Prairie Line .. .... . Rev. B. S. ltobiuson .. 
Vicksburg . . . . . • • . A. L. Hatch .••...... 
Wcstvill · ......... J. R. Cribbs .••...• .. 
Yazoo City........ Col. C. ll. Swasey .•.. 
JIIISS0URI. 
Allenton .......••. 
Athens . • .....•.•.. 
A11gustus ....... .. 
Bethany ..•....•. . 
Bolivar ..••....... 
Bolivar ..•.....•. . 
Booneville • ..•.•. . 
C11nton ........••. 
Cnnton .......... . 






: Dry Ridge ..•..•.. 
I I>un1l,e ....•.... . . 
EaKton .•.....••... 
Edinburg ..•...... 
E.Jina . ........... . 
Em ·r~on .••....... 
!•'tu mington ...... . 
Fon Pierre ...... . 
Aug. Fendler .••.••.. 
Johu 'l'. Caldwell. ... 
Conrud l\1ulliuckrodt 
D. J. Jleustnn ....•.. 
W. J. Vankirk .•••.. 
James A. Race .•.•• . 
Norris Sutherland ... . 
George l'. Ruy •••. . 
Dr. J. l\L Parker .•• 
Hev. James Knoud .. 
John Cnmpbell ..... . 
S. J . Huffaker ...... . 
D. J. Kirby ......•.. 
.M. L. Wyrick ....•. . 
Gtorgo Whitcomb ... 
0. ll. P. Ll:ar ..•.•.. 
'. :. Bailey . .••..... 
P. B. Sibley . ....... . 
John E. Vcrtr •es ... . 
J.C. Agnew ....... . 
W B. l<izer ..••.... . 
l • athan l'. Fore• ..•.. 
l•'r •d. Bchml'r . ..... . 
1 ;:;:J-'54 re •nfl1ld ....... . 8. H. Bowh•s, M. D .. 
0. D. Dultoa . .•..... 1 36 11 c:rl'c·nvlll • ..•..•.. 
J 1:7 llaoniliul . .••.•••. 
J,.!>2 ll111111ib11l . ....••.. 
I r: II arri,011 viJlp .•••.. 
] fi,>-' 17 II •m1ltit • ..••.•••. 
1 Gtl llnmuon ....... . 
. II. J>. Lrnr ....... . 
J,;rtw !I Duflleld, 111. D 
John C.:hri~tlnn ...... . 
John 1. Rmi1b .•..•. 








































































METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS. 
List uf Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 
Years of 
Name of station. Name of observer. ob~erva• Name of station. Name of obs11rver. 
M1ssoum-Cont'd. 
Hermitage ....... . 
Hornersville ...... . 
Jeffertion City ..•.. 
Kirksville ........ . 
Kirksville ........ . 
Laborvil!e ....•... 
Lan easter ..•...•.. 
Lexington ••...... 
Lexington ....... . 
L,·xington 




Richmond ........ . 
Rockport .•••..... 
Rolla · ............ . 
Springfield ....... . 
St. Joseph .....•.. 
St. Louii! .•........ 
St. Louis .•.•..... . 
St. Louis ..••...... 
St. L ouis .•.•..•••. 
St. Louis .•••..•... 
St. Louis ...•...••. 
St. Louis ..•....... 
St. L " uis ......... . 
Stockton . ........ . 
Toronto ......... . 
'l'renton ......... . 
Tu cumbia ....... . 
Union ........... . 
Union ........... . 
,varrensburg . .... . 
"\Varrenton ....... . 
Warrenton.· ...... . 
Waynet1ville ..... . 
Wet1tport . ....•... 
MONTANA. 
Miss Belle Moore .•.. 
W. H. Horner ..••... 
Nicolas De Wyl ...• 
Robert Byers, J\I. D .. 
J. H. Myers ........ . 
William Muir ....... . 
Jobu M. Weatherford . 
• Jo~eph A. Wilson .... 
GPO. "IV. Wilson, jr .. 
P. S. Wilson ....... . 
B. P. Hanan ....... . 
William Kaucher ... . 
W. F. Maxey ..•..... 
Charles Vogel ...... . 
R. W. Finley ....... . 
C. Q. Chandler,M. D. 
Homer Ruggles ..... . 
J. A. Stephens .•.. . . 
Edward B. Neely .... 
Dr. Geo. Engelmann. 
A. Wislizenus,-M. D . 
G. Engelman, M. D., 
and A. Wislizenus, 
111. D. 
Augustus Pencller .. . 
*J. H. Lunemann ... . 
Rev. P. W. Koning . . 
Rev. F. H. Stuntebeck 
Rev. I. Struttmans .. 
Wm. Wells ......... . 
B. D. Dodson ...... . 
'l'homas J. Conkling. 
Wm. 111. Lumpkin .. . 
Dr. ,v. Moore ...... . 
MisH Belle Moore ... . 
Rev. J.E. Pollock .. . 
Marion F. Hamaker .. 
Mnry A. Tidswell .. . 
B. G. Ling-ow ...... . 










































Benton City....... * Dr. H. M. Lehman. 1868 
Camp Cooke ...... * De. H. llf. Lehman. 18()7 
Cantonment Wright T. Koleski.. .. . . . . . . . 1861 -'fi;! 
Helena City....... Alex. Cump Wheaton. 18G6-'68 
NEBRASKA. 
Bellevue.......... D. E. Reed .•••...... 
Bellevue.......... Rev. Wm. Hamilton . . 
Bellevue . ......... H enry M. Durt ..... . 
Bellev1111.......... l\Iis8 RE. Caldwell .. 
Blackbird Hill~ ... . Rev. Wm. Hamilton .. 
Brownville........ Churl.--!! B. Smith .. .. . 
Dakota City....... IJ. II. Brown ....... . 
Deer Creek . . . . . . . Major 'l'ho~. S. 'fwiss . 
De Soto .. ......... Charles Seltz ....... . 
Elkhorn City...... Anna 111. J. Rowen .. . 
Elkhorn City ...... John S. Bowen ..... . 
Fontant!lle ........ John Evans .•.•.. .. . 
Fontanelle........ Henry Gibson ...... . 
Fort Pil'rre........ JI[. C. Rosseau ...... . 
Fort nion ........ E.T. Denig .. ....... . 
Glendale . . . . . . . . . . A. L. Child, M. D . ... . 
Glt-ndale .......... Dr. A. C. Cbild and 
llli R J. E. Child. 
Jonin . . . . . . . .•. . . . L. J. Hill ........... . 
K enobba.......... Bt-la White . ....... . 
Ne bra ka City . . . . Edgar E. Mason . ... . 
,·ebra .. ka City .... P. Zahner ... ....... . 
·nr~ery Bill . . . . . . R. O. 'fb,,mpson .... . 
Omaha . . . . . . . . . . . Wm. N. Dyr.rs ... ... . 




























Omaha .......... .. James P. Allan ..... . 
Omaha ..... ....... C. B. Wells ........•. 
Peru .............. J.111. McKenzie ..... . 
Rock Bluffs . . . . . . . II. U. Pardee .....•.. 
South Pa,s wagon C.H. Miller .......•.. 
road expedition. 
NEVADA . 
Star City ..••. .•• . R. C. Johnson ...••••. 
NEW HAMP8HlR~. 
Antrim .......... . 
Claremont ....... . 
Claremont .•.. .... 
Claremont .... .. . . 
Claremont ....... . 
i ·oncord ......... . 
Concord ...•...... 
Concord ......•... 
Concoril ....... .. . 
Concord ......... . 
Dublin ........... . 
Dunbarton .•...... 
Exeter ........... . 
Exeter ........... . 
Farmington ., ..... . 
Francestown ..... . 
Francestown ..... . 
Great Fall:; ....... . 
Hanover .......•. 
Isle of Shoals ..... . 
Laconia ......... t 
Lake Village ..•. ~ 
Littleton ........ . 
I,ondond('tTy ..... . 
London Ridge ..•.. 
.Manchester ...... . 
Rev. ,vm. Hnrlin .•.. 
F. N. Preeman ..•.... 
Arthur Chase .....•.. 
* Stephen 0. Mead .. . 
Linus Stevens ...... : 
Dr. Wm. Prescott ... . 
H. E. Sawyer ....... . 
E. P. Colby ......... . 
John 'I'. Wheeler .... . 
JarnPs C. Knox ..... . 
Rev. L. "IV. Leonard .. 
Alfred Colby ..... .. . 
l:ev L. W. Leonard .. 
Rev. Elias Nason ... . 
Louis Bdl. ......... . 
Dr. l\1nrtin N. Root .. . 
A. II. Bixby ........ . 
Henry E. Sawyer .••. 
Prof. Ira Young and 
A. A. Young. 
ThM. B. Luighton ... 
J .W.French, ugt .. L. ~ 
W.C.&W.111.Co .. 5 
Il<•bert C. Whiting .. . 
Robert C. Muck ..... . 
Isaac S. French, 111. D. 
Hon. S. N. llell ... ... . 
North Barnstead ... R. F. Hanscom ...... . 
North Dnrnstcad . .. Charles H. Pitman .. . 
North Littleton.... Rufuo Smith ....... . 
Portsmouth . . . . . . . Dr. C. Chnse, U. S. N . 
Portsmouth . . . . . . . ,John Hatch .... .. .. . 
Salmon Fallij...... GlOrge D. Sawyt.r .. . 
Shrlbourne . . ... . . 
Stratford •••....... 
Stratham 
Stratford ......... . 
'1.'amworth ....... . 
'l'op of Mt. Wash-
ington. 
Yventworth ...... . 
West Enfield ..... . 
NEW JERSEY. 
Fletcher Odell ...... . 
B. Gould Brown ... .. . 
Andrew Wiggins ... . 
llra11cb Brown ..... . 
Alfred Brewster .... . 
Joseph II. Hall ..... . 
P eter L. Hoyt . .•.•.. 
·Nath. Punnort ..•.... 
Belleville . . . . . . . . . Thos: B. Merrick .•.. . 
Bloomfield........ R. L. Cooke .......•.. 
Burlington........ Prof. Adolph Frost ... 
Burlington........ Dr. E. R. Schmidt. •.. 
Burlington ...... . Prof. A. Frost.and Dr. 
E. R. Schmidt. 
Burlington ....... . John C. Deacon ..... . 
Cinnaminson ..... . 
Cole's Landing ... . 
Dover .......... . 
William Parry ...... . 
Jamr,s S. Lippincott .. 
Howard Shriver .... . 
Elwood .. ........ . J. S. Pritts ......... . . 
Freehold ......... . B. F. Simpson and 0. 
Freehol,J ... · ...... . 
H. Willis. 
0. R. Wi.lis .•........ 





































































78 METEOROLQGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS. 
List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 
Year8 of 
Name of station. Name of observer. observa• Name of station. 
Years of 
Name of observer. obierva-
tions. 
N. JERSEY-Con'd, 
Greenwich ....... . 
Greenwich ....... . 
Greenwich ....... . 
Haddonfiel<l . ..... . 
Haddonfield . .•.•.. 
Lambertville ..... . 
Long Branch ...•. . 
Long Branch . .... . 
Morristown ..•••.. 
Morristown ...... . 
Morristown ...... . 
Morristown ...... . 
Mount Holly ..... . 
Newark .......... . 
New Brunswick .. . 
New BrunsV'!ick . . . 
New Brunswick .. . 
New Brunswick .. . 
New Brunswick .. . 
New fi eld ... ... . .. . 
New Germantown. 
Newton ...... .... . 
P11ssaic Valley ..•.. 
Paterson .......•.. 
Progresl! ......... . 
Readington 
Riceville ...... ... . 
Rio Grande .... .. . 
Salem .••......... 
.::;a lem .... ....... . 
Seaville .. •....•... 
Seaville ......... . . 
Sergeanbville .... . 
Tri:u ton . .. . ..... . 
Vindand ... ...... . 
\Voodstown . ..... . 
NEW ~IEXICO, 
Clarkson Sheppard .. 
C. ~hepp11rd and Mil:is 
R. .C. Sheppa rd. 
M;ss R. C. Sh<'ppard .. 
John Clement-, jr . ... . 
Sonrnel Wood ...... . 
Jacob S. Gary ...... . 
How;ird A. 8tokcs .. . 
Arch. Alexander .... . 
Dr. S. C. Thorut .. u .. . 
Miss E. E. Thornton 
Tb,,~. J. Beans ...... . 
Jos. ·w. Lippii -cott .. . 
Morgan J. Rhees, M:D 
W. A. vYnitehcad ... . 
Prof. Geo. H. Cook .. . 
E.T. Mack ... ...... . 
Edwin Allen ....... . 
Edwin Allen and G. 
vV. Thompson. 
Geo. ,v. Thompson .. 
E. D. Couch ... .. ... . 
Arthur B. Noll ...... . 
'I'hos. Ryerson, 11:L D . 
,vm. Brooks .....•... 
vVm. Brooks . ..... .. . 
'rhos. J. Benns . ..... . 
John l•'lcming ...... . 
Prof. L . llnrper ..... . 
Jerusha R. l'nlmer . . . 
C.111. Dodd .......•.. 
George Watson ..... . 
Barkt!r Cole ....... . 
E.C.C.,le .. .... . ... . 
John 'l'. SergPant ... . 
Ephraim R. Cook ... . 
Joo. Ingram, 111. D .. . 







































Pope's Expedition . James M. Reade..... 1855-'57 
NEW YORK. 
Arlam's Centro .... 
Albnny . ........•. 
.Albiou ........... . 
Alps ............. . 
Augelica ......... . 
A11l,um .. .....••.. 
Buldwin8v illc .... . 
B!•avcr Brook .... . 
B··llport. ........ . 
Bev<•rl •y ......... . 
Blnckwell'K I~land, 
N. Y. 
C. D. Potter, llf. D .. 
II. 111. Paine, 11:L D . . . 
L. F'. lliunirer .... ... . 
Jame8 II. Ball ...•... 
E. 111. Alba ......... . 
John B. Dill ........ . 
John Uowman .. .... . 
C. 8. vVoodward ... . 
II. \V. Titus 
Th OH. Il. Arden ..... . 
W.W. ,·ang•r, 111.-D. 
Brookhaven .. ..... E. A. , 'mith and 
daughter~. 
Buffalo ........... A. lf <'ijlllCr ......... . 
Buffulo . . . . . . . . . . . Elia 0. , nli~bury .. . 
BnfTalo . . .. . . . . . . . Dr. , . B. Hunt ..... . 
Hnffulo . . . . . . . . . . . W . D. Alll'n .. . .... . 
Buffalo . . . . . . . . . . . William 1v ri •••••••• 
F., . r-:n,inN•r ..... . 
1-:. \V'. J ohn on ...•.. 
l'rof. Aaron \Vhit .. . 
Pro!. \Vm . .'oulc ... . 
Anrlrrw , fulligon .••. 
'crnt·lin Chu t' ••••• 
'. Tl ,n1trm 'ha .. 
Prof O !'•mt ..... . 
11 . ~l. l'aln!, • t. IJ 
·, Ill • • • •• • • • J. t•. 'bapmau ...... 
N. Yom,-Con'd. 
Clyde............ . Matthew llfacki"e ... . . 
Constableville..... L . L. Fairchild ..... . 
Com:tantia....... . Sereno Clark ....... . 
Dansville .....•... Rev. Johu J. Brown. 
Dcpauvi!le........ Henry I-lass . ....... . 
East Franklin.... . Dr. J. W. Smith . ... . 
East Henrietta.... A. S. vVadoworth ... . 
Eden . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stephen Landon . ... . 
Eden ....... .'..... Anna S. Landon .. .. . 
Falconer .......... Laurens A. L angdon. 
!<'armer........... A. B. Covert ..•..... 
Farmingdale..... . John C. Merritt .... . . 
Fbhkill Landing .. * W. H. Denning ... . 
Flatbush .......... Rev. Thos. H. Strong 
li'!atbush.......... Rev. R. D. Van Kleck 
J<'latbu~h .......... Rev. W. ,v. Howard. 
Flat bush.......... Rev. E. T. Mack ... . 
Fordham ......... . John•Anbier . ....... . 
Fordham.......... Claudius Pernot 
Fordham.......... II. .M. P aine, 1\1. D ... 
Fordham ......•••. Rev. Joo. An bier and 
Prof. A. 'l' . Monroe. 
Fort Ann . . • . . . • • . P. A. l\foMoro , ..... . 
l<'ort Edward .. .... Prof. Solomon Sias .. 
Fort· Niagara...... L. L effman ... ... •••. 
Fredonia ..... ;.... Prof. D. J. Pratt ..... 
Friendship........ George W. Fries .. ••. 
GarrisonH . . • • . . • . . 'l'hos. B. Arden ..... . 
Geneva . . . • • . • • . • . Rev. W. D. Wilson .•. 
Geneva........... Job Elleston ...• . .••. 
Germantown ...... Wm. Tompkins .... . 
Germantown . ... .. Rev. Sanfo1·cl W. Roe 
Gouverneur ....... Dr. P.O. Williams .. . 
Gouverneur ....... Cyrug H. Russell ... . 
Glen's F alls . ...... Warren P. Adams .. . 
Great Valley ...... Katha lo Kelsey ..... . 
Havana . .......... Col. E. C. Prost . .... . 
Hector.......... . . David 'l' rowbridge .. . 
Hermitage . . . . . . . . A. A. Hibbard .. .•... 
Horn er . . . . . . . . . . . . Edwin C. Reed ..... . 
Rouseville . • • . . . . . Walter D. Yale ..... . 
In~t. for Deaf and Prof. Oran "'rY. Morris . 
Dumb, N. Y. 
Ilion.............. J. D. Ingersoll .. .... . 
Jam stown ........ Rev. Sanford ,v. Roe. 
J ericho, L. I . . . . . . Albert G. Carll ..... . 
Lake . ,........... Peter Ried . ... .. ..• • . 
Leroy . ............ L . 1!'. Munger ....... . 
L<•yden . . . . . . . . . . . C. C. Merriam ...... . 
Liberty .. ......•.. John F elt .. . ....... . 
Lima . . . . . . . . . . . . . Prof. S. A. Lattimore. 
Little Genesee .... Daniel Edw11rds .... . 
Lockport . . . . . . . . . E. Gidrlings . ..... .. . 
Lockport .......... JamtM B. Trevor ..•. 
Lodi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . * J ohn L t·ffertij ..... . 
Lowville.......... Irnh R Adams . .... . 
Lowville .......... J. Caroll House ..... . 
LyonH . . . . . . . . . . . . Or. E. W. Sylvester. 
1\Imlrid . ........... E. A. Do~·ton ....... . 
"Mornthoo . :. . . . . . . Lewis Hwift .. ...... . 
111cGruwville ...... J. llletculf. 'milh . ... . 
l\lcxico ............ John R. l•'n,nch . .... . 
.Iioavlllo . . . . . . . . . D. 8. Bu:1~ing nnd J. 
,v. Bu~ijing. 
J. W. Bu. Hing ..... . 
J cunt•ij LewiH ....... . 
William Day ....... . 
;~. A . .'mith nndllliss 
',, mith. 
Ezra l'nr111 •I e ..••.. 
H<•v. Hnrnuel John~on 
Jnrn, H 11. (;ordiner .. 
'nvnl, 'tntion .. 




































































METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS. 7~ 
List of Smithsonian meteoroloEical stations and observers-Continued. 
Name of station. 
N. Y0ill{-Con'd. 
New York ... 
Kew York, (East• 
em Dispensary.) 
New York ....... . 
New Yotk, (Ruth• 
erford's Obser• 
.vatory.) 
New York ....... . 
New York1 (N. Y. 
Skating ClulJ.) 
New York ....... . 
New York, (Uoluru• 
bia College.) 
New York, (Cen· 
tral Park Obser• 
vatory.) 
North Argyle ... .. 
North Hammond .. 
North Salem ..... . 
North Salem ..... . 
North Volney ..•.. 




Oswego . ......... . 
Oswego .......... . 
Otto .............. . 
Ovid ... .......... . 
Palisades ...•..... 
Palmyra ......... . 
Peekskill ........•. 
Penn Yan .....••.. 
Perry City ...... . 
Philipstown .. : ... . 
Pine Hill .•.• _ ..•••. 
Plainvill'3 ........ . 
Plattsl,urg ....... . 
Pompey ......•... 
l'ompey Hill ..... . 
Poughkeepsie .... . 
Rorhester ..•...... 
Rochester ........ . 
Rochester ......••. 
Rochester ........ . 
Rochester ........ . 
Sackett's Ilarbor .. 
Sackett'ri Harbor .. 
Sackett's Harbor .. 
Sag Harbor ...... . 
~arato_g:i, ......... . 
Saugerties ......•. 
Saugerties ..•..... 
Schenectady ..... . 
Schenectady ..... . 
Seneca Falls ..... . 
Seneca Falls ..... . 
Seneca Falls ..... . 
Seneca Falls ..... . 
'ennett ........ .. . 
Sherhurne ....... . 
i'11g Sing ... ..... . 
Fiktmt>nteles ...... . 
Slounsville ....... . 
Smithville ....... . 
Somerville ....... . 
South Edm1:11ton . . . 
South Hartford ... . 
floulh Tr nton ... . 
• ·pcncc:rtn YD •••••• 
Spenccrtown ..... . 
Years of Years of 
Name of ob!erver. observa• Name of station. Name of observer. observa-
tions. 
S. De Witt Bloodgood 1854-'55 
Caleb Swann and Dr. 1854-'Gl 
F1~li. ~~~:~·....... 1800-'61 
Charles 0. Wakely... 181:i0-'03 
Naval hospital.. 1860-'68 
E. B. Cook.......... 1863-'66 
Rev. JohnM. Aubier. 1865-'67, 
Prnf. Chas. A. Joy. . . 1865-'68 
Haden Patrick Smith 
Geo. M. Hunt ...... . 
Charles A. Wooster .. 
John F. Jenkins ..... 
Mrs. M. J. Lobdell .•. 
J. llf. Partrick ...... . 
R. Howell . ......... . 
W. E. Guest ..••.••.. 
Dr. Stillman Spooner. 
C. Strong .......... . 
J. IL Hart ......... . 
Capt. 'vV. S. Malcolm. 
Prof. Weston Flint .. 
J. W. Chickering .•.. 
W. S. Gilman, jr ... . 
Stephen Ilyde ...... . 
Charles A. Lee .•.•.. 
Dr. H. P. Sartwell .. 
David Trowbridge .. . 
'l'LoH. n. Arden ..... . 
Goclfrey Zimmerman . 
J. H. Norton ....... . 
Jo~eph W. Taylor .. . 
S. marshall lngalls .. 
John J!'. Kendall. .... 
Prof. C. 13. Waring .. 
Prof. Wetherell ..... . 
* Prof. C. Dewey . . . 
*Prof.111.111 l\Iatthcws 
H. Wells :Mathews .. . 
W. 111. L. Fisk ..... . 
U. S. Naval Station .. 
Mandriu Linus ..... . 
H. Metcalf ... . 
E. N. J3yram ....... . 
Walt1.:r H. H.iker ..•.. 
R. G. Williams ..... . 
Jnij, W. Grnsh, Jns. 
111. Al1:x:mder. and 
Le\'i 8. Packard. 
Robert 1\I. Fuller and 
Haren Y. Swart. 
Alexis A. Julien . .... 
auu II. A. Schanl.Jer. 
Eli,Jia Foote . ....... . 
J ohn P . .l:<,aircbild ... . 
ChaH. A. A very ..... . 
Philo Cowing ....... . 
Henry B. F:ellows .. . 
Hev. Jas. R. Haswell 
C. F. Maurice .. .... . 
'vV. 111. Bl'mtchan;ip .. . 
G. W. Potter .....•.. 
J. Everett Breed ..... 
Dr. F. B. Hough ..•. 
L. A. Bcnruijlcy ... .. 
Grcn\'illc 111. lnguls• 
bee. 
Capt. StorrK Burrows. 
A. \V. lllorehou~e ... . 





























































Spencertown. .. . . . Levi S. Packard ..••. 
Springville .••...•. J. W, I~arle ...•..... 
Springville. . . . . . . . Moses Lane ... ....•.. 
Stapleton......... Spencer L. Hillier .. . 
Suffern ..••.....•. James H. 'vVarren .. . 
Syracuse .•....•... Henry L. Dinsmore .. 
'rheresa .- . . . . . . . . . S 0. Gregory ...... . 
Throg's Neck ...... Francis M. Rogers .. . 
•r;~rog's Neck...... Miss Elizabeth Morris. 
'I 1oy. ..•. .. ...... John W. Heimstreet. 
· Troy ....••....•.. Prof. E. A.H. Allen. 
Troy . • .• . . • . . . . . . Prof. Dascom Greene. 
Troy . . • . . . . . . . . . . Wm. L. Haskin ..... . 
Utica............. Dr. L. A. 'l'ourtellot . 
Utica............. Joseph Graham ..... ~ 
Vermillion . . . ..... E. B. B;irtlett ...... . 
Wales .....•... .. . S. O. Carpenter ..... . 
Wampsville ..••... Dr. Stillman Spooner. 
Warsaw .......... J. P. Morse ...•...•.. 
Waterburgh ...... David Trowbridge .. . 
Waterford ........ John C. House ...... . 
w·atertown .••.• .. · Dr. P. O. Williams .. 
Waterville • • . . • . . . James M. Tower ..•.. 
Wellsville ..••..... H. 1\L Sheerer ..••••. 
'\,Vest Concord..... Lewis Woodward . .•.. 
West Day .•••. .•.. Jude M. Young ...•.. 
West Farms. . . . . . J. S. Gort.on ...•..•.. 
vVest Morrisailia... I. Zaepffel.; ..•...•.. 
White Plains...... 0, R. Willis ..••..•.. 
Wilson............ E. S. Holmes ...•.••. 
NORTH CAROLINA. 
Asheville . ~.. .. • . . W.W. McDowell ... . 
Asheville . . • • . . . . . E. J. Astrn .... .... . 
Asheville ......... J. I!'. E. Hardy,M. D. 
Attaway Hill ..••.. F. J. Koon ......••.. 
Chapel Hill . . .. . . . Prof. James Phillips .. 
Davidson College .. Prof. W. C. Kerr .... 
Gaston ............ Geo. F. Moore, lli. D. 
Goldsborough ..... Prof. D. M<'relle ..... 
Green,boro' ... .... Geo. F. Moore, M. D. 
Goldsborough ..••. Prof. E.W. Adams.·. 
Green Plains...... Sam'l W. Westbrook. 
Guilford Mio.e..... Alexander Wray ... . 
Jackson........... ReY. Fred. Fitzgerald 
KenansviJ:e....... Prof. N. B. Webster . 
Lake Scuppernong Rev. J. A. Sheppard . 
Lake Scuppernong D. Morrell .......... . 
Lincolnton ........ Dr. J. Bryant Smith. 
Marlboro' ......... Robert H. Drysdal'il .. 
Murfreesboro'..... Rev. A. McDowell .. . 
Oxford ............ John H. Mills ....... . 
Oxforrl. ........... Wm. R. Hicks, M. D . 
Raleigh ........... T. Carter o.nd '\,V. H. 
Hamilton. 
Raleigh........... W. H. Hamilton ..... 
Raleigh . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. Fisk P. Brewer. 
Rutherfordtown... J. 'vV. Calloway ..... . 
~tatesville ........ 'l'hos. A. Allison .... . 
Thornbury........ Rev. F. Fitzgerald .. . 
'rhornbury........ Dau. MorPlle ....... . 
Trinity College, Rev. 13. Craven .. ... . 
Warrenton ........ Dr. 'vV. M. Johnson . . 




Austinburg ...... . 
Austinburg ..•.... 
Austinburg ...... . 
Austinburg .•••... 
Dr. W.W. Spratt .... 
Prof. W. W. Mather .. 
,T. G. Dole and C. S. 
S. Griffing-. · 
David S. Alvord .... . 
J. G. Dole .......... . 









































































METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS. 
List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and obse1,,vers-Continued. 
Years of 
Name of station. Name of observer. observa• Name of station. 
lions. 
Omo-Continued. 
Avon............. Rev. L. F. Ward..... 1858-'60 
Bellecentre . . . . . . . Rev. H. Shields and J. 1857-'59 
C.Smith. 
Bellecentre . . .•••. Rev. Hobert Shields.. 1854 
Bellefontaine ..... . 
Berea ... ..•....... 
Bethel ........... . 
Bowling Green ..•. 
Bowling Green ... . 
Breck ville ....... . 
Cardington ....... . 
Centra:ia ..•..••.. 
Cheviot ......... .. 
Cincinnati. ....... . 
Cincinnati. .•..... . 
Cincinnati. .• ·~ .... 
Cincinnati ..••..... 
Cincinnati. ....... . 
Cincinnati ..••..... 
Cincinuati. ..•..... 
Cleveland ....... ~. 
J 'oseph Shaw ....... . 
Prof. G. M. Barber ' •.. 
George \V. Crane ... . 
W. R. Peck, M. D ... . 
John Clarke ........ . 
Rev. S. L. Hillier ... . 
Hubert A. Schauber. 
Hubert A. ·Schauber . 
Ebeuezer Hannaford. 
John Lea ........ : ... 
~'- \V. Hurtt ....... .. ,, 
Geo.,v. Harper .... .. 
A. A. Warder ...... . 
R. C. & J. H. Phillips . 
Eli T. Tappan ..... . 
R. 0 . Phillips ....... . 






















Cleveland ..••...•. Edward Wade ....... · 18:i2 
Cleveland .. ..... .. 
Cleveland . .•...... 
Cleveland . .••..... 
Edward Colburn . • . . 1858-'63 
U.S. Engineers...... 186U-'6J 
G. A. Hyde and l\1rs. 1862-'G7 
Cleveland . ....... . 
College I-Jill. ..... . 
College Hill . ..... . 
College Hill ..... . . 
Co liege Hill ..... .. 
College Hill ...... . 
Colliugwood ..... . 
Collingwood ..... . 
Coshocton . .. ..... . 
(.;olumbm1 ........ . 
Croton .• .. ... ..... . 
Croton ........... . 
Croton .......... _. 
Cuyahoga E'alls .. . 
Dnlla.trnrg ....... . 
}Jayton ......... .. 
Dayton ......... .. 
Dnyton .......... . 
Ea:t Cl 'Vl·lnnd ... . 
:BaKt Faidil'ld .... . 
]~a,t R uck port ... . 
Eaton .. ......... . 
}~di11l~u_rg . ....... . 
1'1a11klm ........ .. 
Fr·r<lom ......... . 
Freedom ......... . 
1-'r edom ......... . 
Onllipoliij ....... . . 
Gulhpulid . ...... .. 
Hyde. 
T. A. Srnurr ..•.... . 
G. S. Ormsby .•...... 
l'rof. R. S. Bosworth . 
Prof. J. II. Wil~on ... . 
J. W. Hammitt .... .. 
L. B. Tuckerman ... . 
Henry Dennett .. ... . 
Sarah B. Bennett ... . 
Thos. JI. Johnson ... . 
'l'heo. G. Wormley .. . 
l\Iurk Sperry ....... . 
Hev. E. '1'1,ompson 
and 111nrk Sperry. 
Rev. Elius Thompson. 
D. M. lfankiu ....... . 
F. G. Hill ......... .. 
Cooper l!'cmale Semi-
nary. 
Jos.(.;. J:'iHchtr, 1\1. D . 
L,·wiH Gron<•weg .... 
l\11'H. 1\1. A. Pill~uury .. 
. 13. lllc~1 illun ...•... 
l>r. J.P. Kirtland ... . 
Thomu~ J . L uroh ... . 
, mith , nufonl ..... . 
,Y. I ,. , 'c lwnck, !II. D . 
11. M. JJ avid,on ..... . 
lJ. l\l. lJuv id~on nod 
"'ilijOII 1Ju,·idson. 
\Vil~on Dnvidsou .... 
G. W. Lh•ckny ---·- · 
A. l'. Jlug"rd ....... . 
G11rn•ttwille . . . . . . ,varrcn Pi ·rco ..... . 
C:t-rrnuntowu..... . L. ,rOllt'W g •••..... 
Gcnnantown ..... I J.' . Hinkc•r<I ...... .. 
Or.111vill • .•....... Prof. P. (.'urll·r . ..... . 
Gmuvilte ......... Ur .• '. N., 'n nford ... . 
Harmar . ... ..... " '· L 1-'nlh·r ...... . 
J111l boron •h. .. . . lkv. J. ~lcD. Matb-
llill,1>0r11111:h .•••. -1 • .l •\~ ·:Jan ~- ...... __ . 
11111 t,,irough.. .. .. Dr. '. (' . 'nmmK .. .. 
Hiraui . .. .•• . . . . . . , . L llill i •r uud '. 



























Jl lrnm ............ , ' p1·11(.'1•r I. . Hillier... 1 :i6 
llin in .. • • • • ... ... • • I. l.111lwr .... .... 1 · :;f,-'GO 
II, m l'on .. ... l> r .. Jnhn Ill 011d•· ... J ,;•1-·uo 





Hudson .......... . 
Huron •......•.... 
lberia ...•••....... 
Jack~on , .•........ 




Jeffer8on ........ .. 
Keene ........... . 
Keene .........•.. 
Kenton ......... .. 




Lau caster ... _ ..•. 
Lancaster . .....• . . 
Lancaster ..••..... 
Lebanon ......... . 
Little Hocking ... . 
Little l\1ountain .. . 
M,idiHon ........ .. 
Madison 
Mansfield ........ . 
Marietta ........ .. 
Marietta ........ .. 
Morion . ........ .. 
Marion ........... . 
Martin's Ferry ... . 
Medina ..... .. ... . 
Medina ...... ... .. 
Middlebury ... ... . 
l\1ilnersville . .. . . . . 
Monroe county . .. . 
l\lount Auuurn ... . 
Mt. Plonsnut ..... . 
Mount 'l'nbor ..... . 
Mount Union . ... .. 
lllount Vernon .... . 
l\lount Victory .. .. 
Newark .......... . 
Tew ark ........•.. 
New Concord ..• . . 
N~w Litibon .. .... . 
~w Westfield .. .. 
North Bend ...... . 
North Fairfield ... . 
NortbW()OU .....•.. 
Norton ........... . 
Norwalk ..... . ... . 
Norwnlk ..•....... 
Oberlin ......... .. 
P rry1,burg . ..... . 
Port mouth ...... . 
Portsmouth ..... . . 
Portsmouth ...... . 
H,•pnl,lic ......... . 
1 Richrnond ....... .. 
Yearsor 
Name of observer. obsen·R· 
tiocs. 
Prof. C. A.Youngand 
E . W . Childs. 
Prof. C. A. Young 
and A. C. Barrmn. 
Prof. C. A. Young, E. 
W. Stuart. J.C. El-
lio tt, W. Pett.iugill, 
H. R. Watterson. 
Prof. 0. A. Young and 
J.C. Ellio1t. 
Edmund W. West .. ;. 
S. T. Boyd ....... .. . 
Geo. L. Crook ham .. . 
G. L . Crookham and 
M. Gilmore. 
S. 8. Wood ......... . 
l\L Gilmore .... .... .. 
J.B. Owsley, 111. D .. 
James D. 1-lt-rrick .. . 
Dr. E . C. Bidwell. .. . 
K Spooner ........ .. 
C.H. 'Smith, M. D .. . 
Geo. C. Huntingdon .. 
Prof. Jno. Haywood. 
Samuel Knoble ..... . 
L ewis M. Dayton .. .. 
H. W. Jatger ..... . .. 
W. E. Dnvis ..... ... . 
J. W. Tow~on ..... .. · 
Joseph C. Hatfield . .. 
James Fraser ....... . 
E. J . Ferriss ....... . 
R ev. L . S. Atkins ... . 
Mrs. Ardelia C. King. 
F. A. Benton ...... .. 
D. P. Adams ....... . 
Prof. J. W. Andrews . 
H. A. True ........ .. 
'l' . Chase .......... .. 
Charles R. Shrevo .. . 
Rev. L. l!'. Wurd .•. . 
·wm. P. Clarke ..... . 
lllichncl Beecher .... . 
Rev. D. 'l'hompson .. 
Enoch D. J ohnHOl'l . .. 
Senior clnkH Mt. Au• 
burn ~'emnle Inst. 
Davin II . Tweedy .. . 
William Lapham ... . 
Newton Anthony . .. . 
F. A, Benton ...... .. 
W. C. Hnmpton .... . . 
L ewiH M. Dayton .•.. 
!mac Dille . ......... . 
Prof., '. G. Irvioe ... . 
J. F. Benner .....•.. 
A , E. J•rome 
Rn. Warder ...... . 
O. Burrns .......... . 
Prof J. R. W. Slonne . 
W. D. Watkins ..... . 
G. A. Hyde ...... .. . 
R ev. Alfred Newton . 
Profa. P11ircbild aud 
DMcomb. 
Prof. J. N. Allen ..... 
Prof. ,J. IT. Fnircbild .. 
Fre<lerick A lien ... .. 
F. liolleubeck ...... . 
F. nnd D. K. IIollen• 
beck . 
Jnm1•H IT. Po ...... . 
D . H. 'otton, f. D . . 
Lu<l. Engelbr •cht. •. . I 
, ·t,·phl'n, . Dor~"Y . ·j 
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List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 
Years of Years of 
Name of ~tation. Name of observer. observa• Name of station. Name of observer. obs(srva• 
OHIO-Continued. 
Ripley .•.......... J. Ammen .......... . 
Ripley ........... . Dr. G. Bamback . ... . 
Ripley . . . . . . . . . . . . l\frs. M. M. Marsh ... . 
Russell Station.... J. vV. Garn ble ....... . 
Sandn~ky......... Thomas Niel!. ...... . 
Savannah......... Dr. John Ingram ... . 
Saybrook .. : . . . . . . Rev. L. S. Atkins ... . 
Saybrook.. .. ..... James B. Fraser .... . 
Seville .........•.. Rev. L. F. Ward .•.. 
Sharom-ille . . . . . . . Wm. F. Bowen ..... . 
Sidney ............ Joseph Shaw .. ..... . 
Smithfield...... ... D. I-I. '!'weedy ...... . 
Smithvillo ..•.••.. John H. Myers ..... . 
Smithville ........ Wm. Hoover .....•.. 
Steubenville . . . . . . R oHwell Marsh ...•. . 
Steubenville . . . . . . J.B. Do, le ......... . 
Springfield..... ... Samuel C. Frey .... . 
Toledo............ Sarah E. Bennett ... . 
'l'oledo......... .. . E. B. RaffcnRpergcr .. 
'l'oledo . ........... J.B. Trembley, M. D. 
Troy . . . . . . . . . . . . . Charles L. lllcClung .. 
Twinsburg ..• ..... N. A. Cbapman ..... . 
UnionYille . . . . . • . . Miss A. Cnnningbam. 
Unionville . . • . . . . . Mrs. Ardelia C. King. 
Urbana........... Prof. M. G. Williams. 
WeKt Bedford ..... H. D. McCarty ..... . 
Welchfield ........ B. F. Abell ......... . 
Wellington ....... . RoY. L. F. Ward . ... . 
Weoterville ....... Prof. Jno. Haywood .. 
Westerville . ...... Prof. I-I. A. Thompson 
Western Star ...... A. S. Stn,er ........ . 
West Union... . ... Rev. \Vm. Lumsden. ,v oostcr . . . . . . . . . . Eugene Pardee ..... . 
Wooster . .... .... . Martin \Vinger ..... . 
Williamsport...... J ohu R. \Vil kinson .. . 
Windham ...•..• .. Samuel W. Treat ..•. 
Yankeetown .•.•. . A. Jacque .... .... . . 
Yellow l:,prings .... vV. A. Anthony ..... . 
Zaue&fidrl . .... ... . John F. Lukins ..... . 
Zanesville......... L. M. Dayton ....... . 
Zanesville ......... Adam P et\·rH ....... . 
Zanesville .... ... . J. G. F. Holston, M.D. 
ORRGON. 
Albany . . . . . . . . . . . S. M. W. Hindmnn .. . 
Auburn . .......... RB. lron~ide ...... . 
Auburn . .......... S.111. W. Hindman . . . 
Corvalli~.......... A. D. Barn aid ...... . 
Fort Snyder ...... . J a m es A. Snyder ... . 
}'ort '1'1.Jompson ... \,V. H. \,Vaguer ...... . 
Ort"gou Ci1y. ...... Geo. A. Atkinson ... . 
Poi ti and.......... Geo. H . Stebbins . ... . 
Salem . . . . . . . . . . . . Thos. l!. Crawford . . . 
Salem . . . . . . . . . . . . P. L. Willis •......... 
PF.Nl\SYLVANIA. 
Abington ......... Rodman 8isHon ..... . 
Altoona........... W. R. Boyers .... ... . 
AltoomL. ..... .. . . Thomas II. Savery .. 
Ander,ville . . . . . . . R. \VciHer .. .. ... ... . 
B ·avl'r .. ........ . Rev. R. 'l'. Taylor ... . 
B ·rlford . .......... * Samuel Brown . ..•. 
B ·clford . .......... Rev. II. Heckerman .. 
Bellc·f,.ut o . ........ J. l. Burrell ........ . 
BendPr8villo. . . ... . Franklin ,v. Cook .. . 
Ilenrh•rsvillc . . . . . . T. B. 'ook & SonN .. . 
Ilerwick ...... ... . John Eggert ........ . 
B.-thl hem . . . . . . . . L. R. Htwbcmcr ..... . 
B ·thh•hern . . . . . . . . Kathan C. Tooker .. . 
B,-thk·hem . . . . . . . . Prof. A . M. :\layer ... . 
Blair ville ......... 
1 
W.R. Boyerij . ...... . 
Bloon1i?g Grove . . Joh~ G-rnt~wohl. ... . 
Brook ville . . . . . . . . D. B. DC'er111g .. ..... . 













































































By berry .......... John W. Saurman .. . 
By berry . . . . . . . . . . Isaac C. Martindale .. 
Canonsburg ...... . Prof. J. R. vVillimns .. 
Canonsburg....... F. L. Stewart ....... . 
Canonsburg....... Rev.Wm.Smith,D. D. 
Canonaburg ...... . 
Canonsburg ...... . 
Carlisle .......... . 
Carlisle ........ . . . 
Carlisle ......... .. 
Carpenter ....... . . 
Ceres . ........... . 
Chambersburg ... . 
Chromedale ....•.. 
Chromeclale . ..... . 
Clark£burg ....... . 
Connellsville ..... . 
Darby . .......... . 
Dyberry ......... . 
Easton ........... . 
Easton ........... . 
EaHton ........... . 
Easton ........... . 
Easton ........... . 
Easto!l ........... . 
East Smithfield .. . . 
Erie ............. . 
Ephrata ......... . 
I<'allsington . .. . .. . 
Franklin . ........ . 
Freeport ......... . 
F reeport .......•.. 
1:'reeport ......... . 
Freeport ......... . 
l:'lem_ing ........•. 
Fountain Dole ... . 
Germantown ..... . 
Germantown ..... . 
Germantown ...•.. 
Gcttysbnrg ....•.. 
Gettysburg ...... . 
Gettysburg ...... . 
Grampian Bills ... . 
Harrisburg .. ..... . 
Harrisbmg ....... . 
Harrisburg ....... . 
Haverford ...... . 
Hollidaysburg . ... . 
HoneHdale ....... . 
Horsham ......... . 
Huntingdon ...... . 
Ickesburg . . . · . . ... . 
Indidna. .......... . 
Indiana .......... . 
JohnHtown ....... . 
King,;leys .. · ...... . 
Lancaster ........ . 
Lancaster ........ . 
Latrobe .......... . 
Latrobe .......... . 
Lewisburg ....... . 
Lima ............ . 
Lima ............ . 
Lima .... ........ . 
Linden ........... . 
ilianchester ...... . 
Meadville ........ . 
Meadville . ....... . 
l\lcclia ....••..•.... 
Charles Davis .. .... . 
Lyceum J effer:ion Col. 
Prof. S. F. Baird ... . . 
Prof. Vi'. C. Wilson .. . 
W.H.Cook ........ . 
E. L. l\foN,.tt ...••••. 
R. P. StevenR ....... . 
vVm. Heyser, jr ..... . 
Joseph Eel wards ... . 
Joseph Edwards mid 
John H. Rrneclley. 
Barnet-Mc Elroy .... . 
John Taylor ........ . 
John Jackson ... ... . 
Theodore Day ...... . 
A. R. McCoy ....•... 
Prof. J. H. Coffin ..... 
E. L. Dodder .....•.. 
Selden J. Coffin ..... . 
Selden J. Coffin and 
G. S. Houghton. 
Geo. 8. Houghton .•.. 
James E. Tracy ..... . 
Benjamin Grant .... . 
W. H. Spera ........ . 
Ebenezer Hance .... . 
Rev. III. A. Tolman .. 
Dr. A. Alter .... ... .. 
Andrew Roulston ... . 
A.D. Wier .. ...... . . 
John H. Baird ...... . 
Samuel B1ugger .... . 
S. C. Walker ....... . 
S. Ebert ...... ...... . 
Tho~. Mer.ban and J. 
Meehan. 
Thomas Meehan ..•.. 
Prof. M. ,Jacobs ...... 
Rev. M. Jacob:i and 
D. Eyster. 
Rev. M. Jacobs and 
II. E. Jacob~. 
Elisha Fenton ...... . 
Dr. J. H eirnly ....... . 
W. 0. Hickok ....... . 
IC. A. M«rtin ........ . 
Dr. Paul Swift . ..... . 
J. R. Lowrie . ....... . 
M H.Cobb ......... . 
Miss Anna Spencr.r .. 
\,Vm. Brewster, M. D . 
Wm. E. Baker . ..... . 
lJ11vid Peelor . .. .. .. . 
Wm. D. I-l1ldebrand 
and David P eelor. 
David Peel or ....... . 
Francis Schreiner ... . 
F. A. Muhlenburg,jr. 
,John Wi~b .......•• . 
Prof. Rudolph Muller. 
W.R. Boyers ....... . 
Prof. C. S. James .... . 
Messrs. Edwards and 
l\Iiller. 
Joseph Edwards . ... . 
John II. Smedley ... . 
Jameij Barrett.: .... . 
Corydou 11.farkR ... .. . 
Prof. L. D. Williams . . 
'r. H. Thickstun ..... 
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List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 
Years of 
:N"ame of station. Name of observer. observa-
PENN.-Continued. 
Moorhead __ • ___ ... 
Morrisville .. ___ ._. 
l'l1orrieville •....• _. 
Moss Greve-·····-




Nazareth ____ .•..•. 
Nazareth ...•. _ .•. . 
Nazareth .......•.. 
Nazareth .. __ __ ... . 
Nazareth ......... . 
Kazareth .••..•.•. _ 
Nazareth ...•...•.. 
New Castle .. .... . 
Norristown ..•.•.. 
Northeast_ .•....•. 
North Whitehall .•. 
Oil CitY-·---·----· 
Oxford .... __ .••.. . 
Paradise .. _. __ ... . 
l'arkerville. _ ... _ .. 
Philadelpliia . •..•. 
Phil ad cl phi a . ___ .. 
l.,hiladelphia . . ___ . 
Philadelphi:L .. _. _. 
Philaaelphia ..• __ . 
Philadelphia •..... 
Philadelphia .. _ ... 
Philadclphi:1 . __ . _. 
. Philadclphit~ . __ .. . 
I>hilaclcl phi a .. _ .. . 
Philadelphia ..... . 
Pitt sbu rg . .....•.. 
Pitt~burg ..•• .... . 
Pitlbburg ...•. . ... 




Pittsburg . ••..... . 
l'itt,-burg ........ . 
l'lymouth :"1e.:tiog 
l'ocopson ........ . 
R. L. Walker .••..... 
Ebenezer Hance .... . 
l'lfahlon Moore . ... _ .. 
Francis Schreiner ... . 
Mary E. Hoffer ... _ .. 
Dr. Jacob R. Hoffer . . 
'l'homas H. Stewart .. 
F. L. Stewart ...... . . 
E.'l'.Klnge ··- ··-·--
E. T. Kluge and E. 
Kummer. 
H. A. Brickenstein ... 
J.C. Harvpy ......•. 
0. 'I'. Huebner ...... . 
O. 'l'. HuebnerandL. 
E. Rick~cckor. 
L. E . Ricksrcker . ... . 
E. 1\1. McConnell. ... . 
Rev. J. G. Halston ... . 
. John T. Millikeu ...•. 
Edward Kohler .••.•. 
James A. ·week~-··--
IIenry Duffield, M. D. 
Jacob Prantz ....... . 
Fenelon Darlington .. 
U.S. Kavy-yard . .... 
Lt. Jos.RP,·d, U.S. N . 
Dr. Paul Swift ..... . 
.J. F. C.:oorlies ... .. _ .. 
Prof. J. A. Kirkvat• 
rick. , 
U.S. 'avnl IIoKpital. 
J.C. Martindale, l'l1.D . 
P. Friel ....... ·-···· 
Homer Eachers ..... . 
Pt·nn 1\'m1ia llo~pital _. 
J. l'lf.Ellis .......... . 
Edward Fenderich .. . 
Dr. JI. Smyser_ ..... . 
,v. W. Wil~on ...... . 
Wm. Martin .... . ... . 
J ohn JlaHtingH and 
·wm. Jlfartiu. 
Wm. l\Isrtin uncl Dr. 
Al!'X, l'.11. 'pN'I'. 
Dr. Alex. 1\1. Sp,•cr ... 
Prof'. Rnctolph l\lull •r . 
l\Iurcu~ II. Con,011 .... 
l!'cuelon 1J1ulington .. 
Pottsville ........ . . Tohn Hu ghes ....... . 
Pottsville . . . . . . . . . Dr. A. ll1•gcr .. ...•. . 
I'ottsville . . . . . • . . R •v. B. H., 'm y11 ·r .. . 
l'ottwillc ...•..... D. Wa hhnrn .... ... . 
Handolpb'......... . rriu 'l'. llobbti .•.•.. 
Reading . • • . . . . . . . Jc,hn IIcyl I n er .... 
lteuding •.••••.•• . 
• ·crnntr,n .....•••. . 
S,-,, ic·kkyvillo .•.. 
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Name of station. Name of observer. olJ,en •. 
1ion ... 
PEN N.-Continued. 
Tioga............. E.T. Bentley ....... . 
Towanda .•••. .... S. J. Coffin, ·w. H. 
Dean, I. H. Kings· 
bury. 
Troy Hill......... Victor Scriba .... ... . 
Uniontown ..•..... Freeman Lewis .. -... 
Valley Forge...... C. P. Jones ........ .. 
vVarr1or's Mark.... J. R. Lowrie ; ...... .. 
Waynesboro'...... ·Rev. D. J. Eyler .... . 
Wellsboro' ......•. Henry vV. 'l'borp .. .. 
Westchester...... . Samuel Alsop . ..... . 
Westchester ....... Prof. A.G. Clark and 
T. H. Aldrich. 
Westchester .. _.... Dr. Geo. Martin ..... . 
Whitehall Station . Edward Kohler .... -, 
William,port...... H. C. l\loyer ...•..... 
Worthington...... Samuel i:icott. ..... .. 
Youngsville....... Dr. A. C. Blodget ..•. 
RHODE ISLAND. 
East Greenwich . . . E.G. Arnolcl ...•... -
Newport ..... _.... Samuel Powel. ..... . 
Newport.......... Wm. II. Cr:mdall. .. . 
North Scituate . • • . H enry C. Sheldon. - . 
Portsmouth ...•.• _ Geo. :\lanchester .... 
Providence .•. .•••. Prof. A. Caswell ..• . . 
Providence........ H. C. Sheldon ... ••.. . 
SOUTH CAll.OLIN A. 
.Aiken ............ H. W. Ravenel. ..... . 
Aiken . . . . . . . . . . . . Rev. J. II. Cornish . - . 
AnderRon ........ . 
Burrnttsville ..... . 
Beaufort ..... ...• . 
Black Oak ....... . 
Camden··· ·-·· ··· 
Camd:in ....•....•. 
Chnrle~ton ......•. 




Columbia .... .... . 
'olumbia .. ...... . 
Coln111bia ....... .. 
'olnmbia ... ..... . 
Columbia ...... .. . 
hdi,to Island ..... . 
Ocorgctown ...... . 
Gowcly~villc ..... . 
lliltou llcud ...... . 
Hilton Ilcnd .. •... . 
l'lfouut Pl •nHant .•. 
Orung1·burg .... .. . 
rangelmrg ..•.. . . 
, 't. John8 .. •...•.. 
St. JohnH .. ..... .. 
\\'nccamun ....... . 
\Vilkil18vill• . ..••.. 
E. S. Earle ......... . 
Dr. Jno. P. Barratt .. . 
Dr. M. l\L Marsh and 
Mrs. Marsh. 
Thos. P. Ravenel ... . 
J. A. Young, l'll. D .. . 
'.r. Cnrpet1ter ....... . 
Prof. L. lt Gibbcs ..•. 
Dr. JoH. J obm,on ... 
J. L. Daw~on, JII. D .. 
J os. J ohn ~on, l\J. D., 
and J. L. J>UW80ll , 
l'll. D., nod U. S. 
l'elzer, M. D. 
Col. W. \Vull ace .... . 
P. II. llor!Nton .... . 
Prof. J. ]3. White ... . 
Capt. '. C.:. 'l'cw ... . 
E. IL Burton, lit. D .. 
Snp't A nenal Acad'_y. 
}~. N. I•'ullcr .. ..... . 
Re\·. Al<'x. (Jleunic .. 
C.:lwrlea P, tty ...... . 
l'l-J:ij. J. W. Abort, U. 
8. E11g., Capt. C.:. 
H. 8ut1·r. 
Maj. C. H.. Sutc1·, U. 
IS. Engineer~. 
RN. Fuller, l\I. D .. 
'l'ho~. A. I:lliott ..... . 
Jo t:ph 'J'. Z,·nly .... . 
11. \V. Hnn-111:l .... .. 
'l'ho~. P. Hnn·m·l ... . 
ll<-\·. AIPX. GI •uuic .. 
Chu. 1' ·tty .......••. 
AnMtin............ S. K. Jenning~, M. D I 
An•tin. .. . . . . . . . . . T'. B Cn'h r, un .. ... . 
h11111111ooga ..••. . !Jr. G IJ. Blnk!'r .... , 
Clnrk ,·lilt· .•...••. Prof. W. )I. ,'rt•wa•t _. 
l>ixnn Spring • . • • . '1 ho~. L , ·awyn .... • 
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List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 
Years of Years of 
Name of station. Name of observer. observa• Name of station. Name of observer. observa• 
TEJSN.-Continued. 
Elizabethton ..... . 
Fayetteville ...... . 
Franklin ......... . 
Frienclsbip ....... . 
Greenville ....... . 
Knoxville ........ . 
Knoxville ........ . 
Knoxville ... ...•.. 
Knoxville ........ . 
Knoxville ........ . 
La Grange ....... . 
Lebanon ......... . 
Lebanon ......... . 
Lookout Mountain. 
Lookout Mountain. 
Memphis ......... . 
!lleruphis ......... . 
lllemphis .......•.. 
J\Iemphis ......... . 
Memphis .......••. 
Memphis ......... . 
Memphis ..•....... 
Nashville ........ . 
Nashville ........ . 
Nashville ..•...... 
Nashville ..... ... . 
Pomona .......•... 
Trenton .......... . 
University Ploco, 
Pranklin county. 
Charles H. L ewis .... 
Dr. W. W. McNulty. 
Jos. M. Parker, M. D. 
Dr. Robert •r. Carter. 
S. S. & W. S. Doak .. 
0. \Y. Morris ....... . 
Prof. Geo. Cooke ... . 
Prof. Geo. Cooke and 
L. Griswold. 
T. L. Griswold ..... . 
Stephen C. Dodge .. . 
J. H.. Blake ......... . 
Prof. A. P. Stewart .. 
Prof. B. C. J1lson .... 
Edward F. Williams. 
Rev. C. F. P. Bancroft 
U. S. Navy Yard ... . 
R. HarriK ........... . 
* 'vV. J. Tuck. M. D .. 
Dr. Daniel F. Wright 
Drs. ,v. J. Tuck and 
R. W. Mitchell. 
R. W. Mitchell, M. D. 
Edward Goldsmith ... 
Prof. Jas. Hamilton .. 
Wm. Rothrock ..... . 
James Higgins ...... . 
Fred. H. French . ... . 
J .. W. Dorige & Son .. 
Prof. Hamilton ..... . 































Walnut Grove .... . 
Winchester ...... . 
James B. Bean . . . . . . 1856-'57 
S. W. Houghton..... 1859-'60 
TEXAS. 
Aransas . ......... . Frederick Kaler ..... . 
Austin... ......... Dr. Saru'l K. J nnings 
Austin .. .......... J. W. Glenn ........ . 
Austin............ Dr. S . K. J ennings 
andJ.Vao Nostrand. 
Austin ............ Swante Palm .. ..... . 
Austin ............ J. Van Nostrand .... . 
:Ba, trop........... J. D. Cunningham .. . 
Bonham ...... . . . . Prof. Solomon Sias .. 
Bo ton...... ...... G. Freese 
Boundary Survey. John H. Clark ... ... . 
Burkeville . . . . . . . . Dr. N. P. \-Yest ..... . 
Cedar Grove Pl'n.. Tlennell Stevens .... . 
Chappell Hill . ..... W. II. Gantt ....... . 
Columbus..... ... . Dr. \-Y. G. De Graf• 
fenried. 
Cro~s Roads. ...... F. S. Wade ... ...... . 
Dallas ............ John 1\L Crockett ... . 
GalveHton ..•...•.. Drs. C. II.Wilkinson, 
H. A.McComly,and 
otters. 
Geological Survey Geo. G. Shumard ... . 
Gilmer ............ J. 111. Glasco ........ . 
Goliad ............ John C. Brightman .. 
GonznleR . ......... lllelviu H. Allis ..... . 
Greenville.... . . . . Dr. R De ,Jc,rnett. .. . 
Helena . .... ..... .. John C. Brightman .. 
Houi;ton . . . . . . . . . . * Dr. A. i\l. Potter .. . 
Ilou~ton . . . . . . . . . . l\1i,1H E. Baxter ..... . 
Huntsville ........ II. Yoakum . .. . 
Hunt.ville ......... J. II. Tlrown e ....... . 
ll unt, vil!e ........ T. Gibb~ ........... . 
Kaufman .. . .. . .... JamcK T. Rnyal .... . 
Kaufman .......... Jame~ Brown ..... .. . 
,Jefft! r.on .......... \V. T. EpJH:r8on .... . 
Lari~~n . .......... F. L. Yoakum ...... . 
Long Point ....... 
1 
!IL Rutherford ...... . 
Ntw Braunfels . . . . A. Forke and Otto 
Frieririch. 







































New ,vied ....... . T. C. Ervendberg 
New Wied ....... . J. L. Forke ......... . 
Pope'H Expedition . James l\I. Reade .... . 
Port La Vaca .... . J ames Gardiner ..... . 
Round top ........ . Bruno Sbuman ..... . 
San Patricio ...... . J. 0. Gaffney ....... . 
Sisterdale ........ . Ernest. Kapp ....... . 
Springfield ....... . T. A. 'l'urner ....... . 
Tarrant ....•. :•• .•· Dr. B. L. D'Spainand 
J.M. Ewing. 
Texana .....•..... William Colman .... . 
'l'urner's Point ... . James Rayal ....... . 
Union Hill ....... . Dr. Wm. H. Gant .. . 
,vaco ........... . Edward Merrill, M. 
D. 
Washington ...... . B. H. Rucker ....... . 
WclJhurville ...... . Prof. C. W. Yellowby 
Wheelock ........ . f'. Kellog ........... . ,v oodboro ....... . Dr. Jas. E. l\foke ... . 
UTAH. 
Gt. Salt. Lake City. H. E. Phelps ....... . 
Gt. Salt Lake City. H. E. Phelps and W. 
W. Phelps. 
Gt. Salt Lake City. W.W. Phelps ...... . 
Hanisburg ..•..... James Lewis ... . ... . 
Heberville . . . . . . . . Harrison Pearce .... . 
Rockville ......... Andrew L. Siber .... . 
St. George . . . . . . . . Harrison Pearce .... . 
St. George . . . . . . . . II. Pearce and G. A. 
Burgon. 
St. Mary•~........ Thomas Bullock .... . 
Vineland .......... Andrew L. Siher ... . 
Wamhip .......... Thomas Bullock .... . 
'\Vashington. . . . . . . Harriwn Pearce .... . 
VERMONT. 
Barnet ........... . 
Bradford ......... . 
Brandon ......... . 
Brandon ......... . 
BrattlPboro' ...... . 
Brookfield ....... . 
Burlington ....... . 
Burlington ....... . 
Calais ............ . 
Castleton ......... . 
Chmlotte ........ . 
Craftsbury ....... . 
Uraftsbury ....... . 
East Bethel ...... . 
East Montpelier .. . 
Lunenburg ....... . 
111iddlebury 
Middlebury ...... . 
.Montpelier ....... . 
l\fontpelier ....... . 
North Craftsbury .. 
Norwich ......... . 
Randolph ........ . 
Randolph ........ . 
Rupc:rt ........... . 
Rutland .. ........ . 
8axr)s' Mills,,· .... . 
Shelburne ..... ... . 
fl.pringfield .. .... . . 
St. Johnsbury ... . . 
St. John bury .... . 
\Vest Fairlee .... . . 
Wilmington ...... . 
I 
\Vooclstock ....... . 
Wood8tock ....... . 
Woodstock ....... . 
B. F. Eaton, l\L D ... 
L. W. BlisH .•. · •..•• , . 
* D. Buckland ...... . 
Hannon Bucklancl .. . 
Charles C. Frost .... . 
'l'. F. Pollard ....... . 
Prof. Zadok Thomp• 
son. 
McK. Petty ......... . 
James K. 'l'oby . .... . 
D. Underwood ...... . 
M. E. Wing .. .. . ... . 
Chas. A. J. Marsh .. . 
' James A. Paddock. 
Charles L. Paine .... . 
B. J. Wheeler ...... . 
Hiram A. Cutting- ... . 
Prof. \Y. II. Parker . . 
Harmon A. Sheldon .. 
D. P. 'l'hompson .... . 
M. llf. Marijll ... .... . 
Rev. Edward P. Wild 
A. Jnckrnan .. ..... . 
R. M. Manley ....... . 
Charles L. Paine .... . 
Joseph Parker ...... . 
* S. 0. Mead. ....... . 
J. C. Baker ......... . 
George Bli,;s ........ . 
Rev. J. W. Chickering 
J. K. Colby andJ. P. 
Fairbanks. 
Franldin Fairbanks .. 
L. W. BlisA ......... . 
Rev. John B. Perry .. 
Charl es Mar,ih .. .... . 
Lester A. Miller ..... . 





































































84 METEOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS. 
List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 
Years of Yeuriof 
Name of station. Name of observer. observa- Name of station. Name of observer. ob en-a. 
VIRGINIA. 
Anna ......•.•.•.. Rev: C. B. McKee .. . 
Alexandria........ Benj. Hallowell ..... . 
Ashland • . . • • • . • . . Samuel Couch ....•.. 
Berryville ..••..•.. 
Berryville ......•.. 
Bridgeton ........ . 
Bridgewater .... .. 
Buffalo .......... . 
Buffalo ....•...... 
Buffalo .......... . 
Cape Charles ..... . 
Clrnrleston ....... . 
Charlottesville .... . 
Charlottesville . .. . 
Christiansburg ... . 
Cobham . . .... ... .. 
Cobham Depot ... . 
Crichton's Store .. . 
Diamond Grove .. . 
Falmouth ... ..... . 
Fredericksburg ... . 
Fredericksburg ... . 
Fork Union ...... . 
Garysville ....... . 
Ga1·ysville •....... 
Gosport .......... . 
Hartwood ........ . 
Heathsville ...... . 
Hewlett'H ........ . 
Holliday's Cove .. . 
Johnson town ..... . 
Leesburg ..... .. .. 
Leesburg ........ . 
Lexington ....... . 
Lexington ....... . 
Lloyd ... ...•...... 
Longwood ....... . 
Lynchburg .....•. . 
Lynchburg .•...•.. 
Madison .......... . 
Meadow Dale ..•.. 
Middlesex ...... .. . 
1\lontcalm ....... .. 
:Montrooe .. - .... - - . 
1\lon tro~s ...... ... . 
Mossy Creek ..... . 
Mount Solon ..... . 
Mustapha ....... . . 
New England .... . 
'orfolk .......... . 
Portsmouth ..•.... 
PortHmouth . ...•.. 
Powhatan I1ill ... . 
Prince Edward ... . 
Miss E. Kownslar .••. 
Dr. R. Kownslar .... . 
C.R. Moore ........ . 
Jed. Hotclikiss .... .. 
Prof. G. R. Rossiter .. 
Samuel Couch ...... . 
Wm. R. Boyers ..... . 
* Jran G. Potts .... .. 
Jas. E. Kendall.. . .. . 
Chas. J. Meriwether . 
J. Ralls Abell ...... . . 
Wm. C. Ha5an .. ... . 
Chas. J. Meriwether .. 
Geo. C. Dickinson .. . 
R. F. A strop ..... . .. 
R. F. Astrop ....... . 
Abraham Van Doren. 
Chas. H. Roby ..... . 
B . R. Wellford ..... . 
Silas B. Jones ...... . 
T. S . . Heck with, M. D. 
Julian C. Ruffin . .... 
United States Navy 
Yard. 
Abraham Van Doren. 
J.C. Will3 ......... . 
J. F. Adams ........ . 
B. D. Sandero ...... . 
C. R Mooro ........ . 
N. F. D. Browne ... . 
Samuel X. J ackson .. 
Wm. IC Park . ...... . 
W. II. Ruffner ...... . 
Geo. 1,V. l:pshaw ... . 
'!'hos. J. W icklino .. . 
A. Nettleton . ....... . 
Chas. J. 111eriwother . 
Dr. A. M. Grinnan .. . 
James Slaven ..... .. . 
L. C. Breckenstein .. 
C'bns. J. M riwctbor . 
Ii. II. Faun ti roy . .. . 
Erlwd. E. , penco ... . 
Jed. Hotchkiss .... .. 























































Fort Colville . ..... 
Fort Steilacoom ... 
Fort Vancouver ... 
Neeah Bay ........ 
Neeah Bay ........ 
Port Townsend .... 
WEST VIRGINIA. 
Ashland .......... 
Burning Springs ... 
Capon Bridge ..... 
Crackwhip .... ... , 
Grafton .......... 
Hampshire county . 




Kanawha Salines .. 




New Creek Station. 
Point Pleasant .... 
Romney .......... 
Romney .. ..... ... 
Sititersville .... .... 
1rVardensville .. ... . 
Wellsburg ........ 
Weston .......... . 




Appleton ........ . 
Appleton ....... .. 
Appl ton ....... .. 
Appleton .... • .... . 
AHhland ......... . 
Aztalan ......... .. 
Baraboo ........ .. 
Baraboo ......... ·, 
Ilny City . ........ . 
l3ayfielrl •......... 
Dayllt•lcl .... ..... . 
Bellefontaine ..... . 
Brloit ..... ....... . 
Deloit ............ . 
Capt. Hague ........ 
David Walker, M. D. 
Dr. Barnes .......... 
James G. Swan ...... 
Alexander Sampson . . 
S. S. Bulkley ........ 
Charles L. Roffo ... .. 
Robert H. Bliven .... 
J. J. Offutt., 1\1. D .... 
D. H. Ellis ....... ... 
D. W. H. Sharp ..... 
S. J. Stumps ........ 
L. J. Bell.. ..... ..... 
Wm. Skeen .......... 
David L. Huffner .... 
James E. Kendall. ... 
1rV. e. Reynolds ... .. 
Dr. 1rVm. N. Patton .. 
D r. Thos. Patton .... 
Thos. Patton and J. 
W. Stalmaker. 
J. W. Stalmaker .... 
Hendricks Clark .... . 
W.R. Boyers ........ 
Marehall McDonald .. 
W. H. McDowell ... . 
Enoch D. Johnson ... 
D.H. Ellis .......... 
B. D. San ct.ors ...... . 
Bcnjflmin Owen .. ... 
W. C. Quincy ........ 
* Geo. P. Lockwood. 
Josiah W. Hoff ...... 
Prof. R. Z. Mason ... . 
John HickH ......... . 
Dr. 111. J. B. Hurlburt 
Prof. J. C. Foye . ... . 
Edwin ElliA ........ . 
James C. Brayton ... . 
Dr. D. F. I\Jillg .... .. . 
M. C. Woite . ....... . 
Edwin Ellis ......... . 
IIarve. J. N'ourse .. .. 
Andrew Tato ....... . 
'l'homt1s Gay ..... .. . 
Prof. S. P. Lathrop .. 
J. J\lcQnigg nod 1,V. 
Porter. 
Prof. ,vm. Porter .... 
Prof. Henry S. Kelsey 
Henry D. Porter . ... . 
Emil J-T::lnscr ... .... . 
George l\fatbews .... . 
D. Matthews ...... .. 
D. nnd G. J\1atth ws .. 
George l\Jatbews .... . 
S. Arm~trong . ...... . 
Fl nmucl R. elbert .. . 
Mi H 1\1. E. Bnktr ... . 
.M. TL Towers . ..... . 
Prof. A. W. Clark .. . 
ChaH. W. Kelly . ... .. 
L Vl'D~ Erldy . ...... . 
Ifrnry J. Shiatz .... . 
Orrin Din~mor .. .•.. 
J. Everett Dead . .... 
FallH or t. roix .. M. 'l'. W. Cbancl!Pr .. 
.l-' 1111~ r.f • ·t. roix .. Wm. 111. Blanding . . . 


















































l\lE'l'EOROLOGICAL STATIONS AND OBSERVERS. 
List of Smithsonian meteorological stations and observers-Continued. 
Name of station. Name of observer. 
Wis.-Continucd. 
Geneva..... . . . . . . Wm. H. Whiting .... 
Green Bay .•...... Col. D. Underwood .. 
Green Bay ........ Frederick Deckner .. . 
Green Lake....... C. F. Pomeroy ...... . 
Hartford.......... Judge Hopewell Cox. 
Hingham . ........ John Do Lyser ..... . 
Hudson........... G. F. Livingston .... . 
Jan<:sville . ........ J. F. Willard ....... . 
Janesv ille ......•.. Geo. J. Kellogg ..... . 
Janesville......... Dr. Clark G. Pease .. 
Janesville ......... Daniel Strunk ...... . 
Kenosha . . . . . . . . . . Rev. John Gridley .. . 
Kilbourn City..... James H. Bell ...... . 
Lake Mills . . . . . . . . Isaac Atwood ...... . 
Lebanon .......•.. J.C. Hirks . ........ . 
Lind.............. R. H. Struthers ..... . 
Madison........... Prof. S. H. Carpenter. 
Madison ..••....... S. H. Carpenter and 
J. W. Sterling. 
Madison ..•....... A. Schue, 111. D ..... . 
Madison.... . . . . . . Prof. J. W. Sterling . 
l\Iadison .......... J. Jennings ........ .. 
Madison . . . . . . . • . . Prof. J. W. Sterling 
and S. P. Clarke. 
Madison.... . • . . . . Prof. J. W. Sterling 
and Vv. Fellows. 
Manitowoc........ Jacob Liips . 
l\Ienasha .. ........ Col. D. Uudenvood .. 
Milwaukee........ I. A. Lapham ...... . 
Milwaukee .•...... Carl Winkler, M. D .. 
lllilwaukee........ P. C. Pomeroy .... . . 
lllilwaukce ........ Prof. E. P. Larkin .. . 
lll o~inee. .......... J. S. Pashley ... .. .. . 
llfount Morris ..•.. \Vrn. F. Horsford . .. . 
New H oloteiu ...... Ferdinand llachez .. . 
Ne~ Lisbon .....•. 
1









































Name of station. Name of observer: 
Wis.-Continued. 
New London ...••. J. Everett Breed ..•.. 
Norway .......••.. John E. Himoe ..... . 
Orlanah ........... Edwin Ellis, M. D .. . 
OtsPgo . . . . . . . . . • . . L. H. Doyle ..•...•.. 
Pardeeville ......•. S. Armstrong ....... . 
Platteville.... . . • . Dr. J. L. Picknrd ... . 
Platteville ........ A. K. Johnson ...... . 
Plymou1h......... G. Mo!lllei: .......... . 
Prescott........... Spencer L. Hillier .. . 
Racine ............ R ev. Roswell Park .. . 
Racine............ W. J. Durham ..... . 
Racine .........•.. Hiland W. Phelps .. . 
Ripon .. . . . . . . . . . . Prof. W. H. Ward .. . 
Rocky Run . • • • • . . W. W. Curtis ...•••. 
Rural. ......••.... R.H. Struthers ..... . 
Southport ......... Rev. John Gridley .. . 
Summit ......•.••. Edward S. Spencer .. 
Superior.......... Wm. H. Newton and 
L. WaHhington. 
Superior.......... L. and R. Washington, 
and C. Loring, jr. 
Superior ..•....... Wm. Mann . ........ . 
Superior.......... G. R. Stnntz and E. 
H. Bly. 
Waterford ..•..... S. Armstrong ..•...•. 
Vlatertown ...•... William· Ayres ...... . 
Waukesha........ Prof. S. A. Bean •.•. 
Waukesha ........ Prof, S. A. Bean and 
L. C. SlyP, 11:L D. 
·waupacca . • • . . . . . J. Everett Breed ... . 
Waupacca . . . . . . • . H. C. l\fead ......... . 
Waupaca . .••..... C. D. Webster .. .... . 
·wausau .....•.... 'vV. A. Gordon, l\L D. 
Weyauwega .•.... Melzar Parker ...... . 
Weyauwega ...... William Woods ..... . 
Weyauwega ...... John C. Hicks ...... . 
Weyauwega ....•. * Dr. Jas. Matthews . 








































86 LIST OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVERS • 
.Alphabetical list of rneteorological observers of the Smithsonian Institution. 
· up to the end of the year 1868. 
Name. State. 
.Abbe, Cleveland.. .. • . . . . . Michigan. 
.Abbott, l\f...... . . . . . . . . . Pennsylvania. 
Al.Jell, D. F . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ohio. 
Abell, J. Halls . . . • . . • . . . . Virginia. 
Abert, Major J. W....... . South Carolina. 
Abert, Thayer .•.•........ Florida. 
Acadia College........... Nova Scotia. 
Adams, E. L ..........•. _ Massachusetts . 
Adams, Prof. E. W ...... _ North Carolina. 
Adams, I. R .............. · New York. 
Adams, J. F . .'.... . . . . . . Virginia. 
Adams, J. F -·-........... Georgia. 
Adams, J no. vV • . . . . • . . • . ~faine. 
Adams, W. H ............ I llinois . 
Adams, W . P ........... . New York. 
Agnew, J. C _ ..•........ - Missouri. 
Agricultural College ...... Kansas. 
AH::ia, E. M _ ..•......... - New York. 
Alcott, vV. P...... . • . • . . . Massachusetts. 
Aldrich, T. H. _ ......... _ Pennsylvania. 
Al drich , Verry .... ·. . . . . . Illinois . 
Alexander, Arch ......... _ New J ersey. 
Alexander, Captain R. E _. Bermuda. 
Alexa,nder, J . M .......... New York. 
Alison, H . L ............. Alabama. 
Allen, Edwin ...... _ ... __ New J ersey. 
Allen, Prof. KA. IL ..... New York . 
Allen , Frederick ......... _ Ohio. 
Allen, George D - . . . . . . . . . Florida. 
Allen, Prof. G. N . . ...... _ Ohio. 
Allen, James, jr. ....... _ _ Michigan. 
Allen, J. P -.... ..... . ... _ Nebraska. 
Allen, ,v. D ............ _ New York. 
Allin, Lucius C .... _ . . . . . Massachusetts. 
Alli ·, Melvin I-L ..... _ . .. _ Texas. 
Allison, J es. e - .. _ ...... _ _ Illinois. 
Allii:;on, Thomas A .. .... _. No1·th Carolina. 
Alsop, Samuel.. __ ........ Pennsy lvania. 
Alter, Dr. D . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pennsylvania. 
Alvo1d, D. S ............. Ohio. 
Am men, J.... . . . . . . . . . . . Ohio. 
Auder.-on, C. P .......... Miuncsota. 
Audcr on, II. JI .... . .... . India111t. 
A11d1•r on, Dr. James . . . . . Oeo1·gia. 
Aud rsou, \V . H . . . . . . . . . Indiana. 
Audr •w. , G. P...... . . . . . l\1 ichigan. 
~ 11drew , Prof. J. \V . . . . . Ohi . 
Andrews, , ·(•lb L ......... ilichig,m. 
Audru:. W. () ........... 
1 
Flmi<fo. 
Augell,_B. l ··;·········· luui~~a. 
• 11thon10z, B. l• .......... Lou1.-mna. 
Autho11y, 'cw ton......... Ohio. 
Appl ·ynru, ,John .... . . .. . irgiuia. 
ArtJ •11, 'l hos. B ..••...... -J '•w Yo1 k 
r111. lroug, • I. K .......•. • Dukotn T •r. 
Arm trcmg, • · .......••... 1 \Vi. con iu. 
Arnold, E. '............. J hod1• I. hmtl . 
, rnold, ,J1111w B ........ · 1 H •rmndas. 
, rriol , • Ii . J. T • . . . . . . . • ·orgia. 
~ _rnu. < b •nu ory, \Yil, 
hum 'oil•,, .....•.•.. 
Name. 
Astrop, R. F .•.....• _ .•. 
Atkins, Rev. L. S ....•••. 
Atkinson, George A ... _._ 
Atkinson, William A ... . 
Atwater, H. H ......... . 
Atwood, Isaac .•....•... 
Aubier, Rev . J. M .•..... 
Austin, W. W .......... . 
Avery, Charles A ....... . 
Ayres, W ....... ·-·· ... . 
Ayres, Dr. W. 0-··· ... . 
*Babcock, A. J .......•.. 
Babcoefr, Dr. B. F ..... . 
Babcock, E ........ · .... . 
Babcock, E .. ..... ..•... 
Bachelder, F. L .•....... 
Bachelder, J . .. ........ . 
. Bacon, D. G ........... . 
Bacon, E. E ....•...•... 
B11con, Frank M .... .... . 
Bacon, 'William ......•.. 
Baer, Miss H. M ....... . 
Baer, Prof. ,v ..... ..... . 
Bailey, James B ........ . 
Bailey, S. S .. . ......• ... 
Bailey, Thomas ........ . 
Baird, John I-I ..•....... 
Baird, Prof. S. F ....... . 
Baker, Prank .........•. 
Baker, J .C .. . ......... . 
Baker, Miss M. E ...... . 
Baker, N. T ... ~ ........ . 
I 
Baker,. William E ...... -
Baldwrn, JJT. A. S ...... . 
Baldwin, Elmer. . .. . .. . 
I Ball, Miss Ida E . ....... . 
Ball, Dr. J . E .. . .... ... . 
Ball, James II ........ _ . 
Ballou, N. E .........•.. 
Bambach, Dr. G ..... ... . 
Bao croft, Rev. C. F. P .. . 
Bandelier, Adolphus P., jr. 
Bannister, 11. M .... .. .. . 
Bfubage, Joshua C .•••. . 
I Barber, Prof. G. M ..... . 
• Barker, Thomas M . .. ... . 
· Barlow, D ennis ........ . 
Barnard, Alo11zo ........ . 
Barmird, A. D .... ..... . 
Barnes, C ...•• .......•.. 
Barnes, Dr ....... .. .... . 
Barney, Uharle. R ...... . 
Barratt, Hcv J. P .... •.. 
Barr Lt, J am s ••••• • .••. 
Barrows, A. C ...•.. . ••. 
Bntrow11, G. l3 ..... ..•... 
Barrows, ' ........•.... 
Biurows, 'torrs ........ . 
Bartl ·ll, E. B .......... . 
Bartl •tt, l.aa .......... . 






















































, onth 'arolina. 
P enn ylvania. 
Ohio. 
Maine. 
Iassaclm ctt . 
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Alphabet-ical list of meteorological obsetvers, &c.-Continued. 
Name. 
"Bar ton, Dr. E. H ...•.•.. 
Bassett, G. R ........... . 
Batchelder, F. L ...•...... 
Baxter, Miss E .......... . 
Beal, Dexter ............ . 
Beal, W.W .........•... 
Beaman, Carlisle D .•••.•. 
Bean, D r. JamesB ..•.... 
Bean, Prof. S. A ........ . 
Beans, Thomas J ........ . 
Beardsley, L.A ........•. 
Beatty, 0 ............... . 
Beaucha mp, W. M ....... . 
Beckwith, E.W ........ . 
Beckwith, Dr. T. F ...... . 
Beckwith, W ............ . 
Beecher, Michael ..•...... 
Behmer, Frederick ...... . 
Belcher, W. C ........... . 
Belfield H. H ........... . 
Bell, Miss E. M.A ...... . 
Bell , Jacob E .........•.. 
Bell, James H .......... . 
Bell, J. J ............... . 
Bell, Louis ..........•... 
Bell, L. J ............... . 
Bell, Lewis J ........... . 
Bell, Hon. S. N ......... . 
Benagb, George ......... . 
Benner, J. I!~ .....•..••••• 
Beimett, Henry ......... . 
Bennett, Sarah E ........ . 
Benton, F. A .•..•........ 
Bel'endt, G ...•........... 
Berger, M. L ............ . 
Berky, W. II ........... . 
Berthoud, E. L .......... . 
Betts , Charles ....••...... 
Bickford, Calvin ........ . 
Bidwell, Dr.KC .....••.. 
Binkerd, J. S ....••...... 
Birney, ,James G ......... . 
Bixby , A. II ............ . 
Bixby, J.11 .........•... 
Blackman, W. J. R ...... . 
Black well, Thomas ...... . 
Blackwell, W. IL ....... . 
Blake, II ............... . 
Blake, J. R ............. . 
*Blaker, Dr. G. II . ...... . 
Blake lee, Rev. S. V ..... . 
Blanchard, Orestes A .... . 
Blanding, William M .... . 
Blewitt, Rev. W ........ . 
Bliss, George ........... . 
Bli s, L . W ............. . 
Bliven , Rubert II ........ . 
Blodgett, Dr. A. C ....•... 
Blodget, Lorin .......... . 
Blo<lg<'t, W. 0 .......... . 
Bloodgood, , '. Do Witt ... . 
State. 



























































P ennsy I vania. 
New York. 
Name. 
Bly,E.1-I. ............. . 
Board of Trade ........ . 
Boardman, G. A ........ . 
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Pitman, M .............. Maiue. 
Plumb, Dr. Ovid . . . . . . . . Connecticut. 
Plummrr, Dr. John T.... Indinua. 
Poe, James II ......... . Ohio. 
*Pollard, T. t'... ... .. . . Vermont. 
Pollock, Ilov. J.E ....... 1\lissouri. 
Pomeroy, F. C..... . . . . . Wisconsin. 
Pool, I ,aac A ........... Illiooi . 
Poole, II .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . Nova Scotia. 
Porter, E. D . . . . . . . . . . . . D elaware. 
l:'orter, Mrs. E. D ........ Delaware. 
P orter, II ory D.... . . . . . Wi sconsi n. 
Portc·r, Prof. W . . . . • . . . . \Visl·onsin. 
*Posey, Dr. Jobn P ...... Georgia. · 
Post 8urg ou . . . . . . . . . . . Kan:;as aud 
P lter, Dr. A. M...... . . . Texa!'I. 
*Pottn ('. D... ... ...... 'ew York. 
Pottt•r, . \V ...•........ New York. 
Pott , Jrn.n G ........... Virginia. 
Powel, ~a111u •l........ .. Uhod I. land. 
Prntt, Prof. U. ,J......... 'ow York. 
Pratt, 'cor,,e I.l......... Iowa. ---------------
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Pratt, Dr.J. F .......... . 
Prentiss, Dr. H. C ....... . 
Prescott , Dr. vV .... ..... . 
Preston, Rev. N. 0 ... .... . 
Prince, Charles ...••••... 
Prince, G ............•... 
Purdie, John R ......... . 
Purclot., E .............. . 
Purmort, N ... .......... . 
Quincy, W. C ........... . 
Raee, James A .......... . 
Raffens perger, E. B ...... . 
Rain, J ohn G ....•••••... 
Ralston, Hev. J. G ...... . . 
Rambo, E. B ..••••••...•. 
Randa ll, R. Il .•.••...•... 
Rankin, Colin ••••••••••.. 
Rankin, D. M .••••••••••. 
Rankin, J ames .•••••... • .. 
Ranlett, E. L ....•.•..... 
Raser, J ohn Heyl ••••••.. 
Ravenel, H. W .......... . 
Ravenel, 'l'hornM P ...... . 
Ray, Dr. John D .••••••.. 
Ray , L. G .....•••••.••.. 
Raya!, James T .••••••... 
Raymond, George ...••... 
Raymond, W. A ......... . 
Read, D. E .•••.....••... 
Reade, J. :M .. .......•.... 
Reasu re , Dr. F. M: .•••••.. 
Redding, Thomas Il ..•... 
Reed, Edwin C .•••••..•. 
Reed, I saiah ....•.•...... 
Reed, Lt. Jos .•.•........ 
Reid, J as. M .. .......... . 
Reid, Dr. Robert K ..... . 
Reid, P eter . .......••••.. 
Reynolds, Henry ..••••. . . 
l{eynolds, J ........••••.. 
Reynolcls, Lauriston ..... . 
Reynolds, Orrin A ....... . 
Rey nolds, R. M ..••...... 
Reynolds, W ...••....... 
Reynolds , W. C .• .••..... 
Rhees, Dr. Morgan J ..... . 
Rhoades, Dr. John •....•. 
Rhodes, W. Il. T ...••••.. 
Rib let, J. H ...••••••••... 
Rice, Frank IL . .•.••..•. 
Rice, Henry ..••.... • .... 
Richards, Thomas .•••.... 
Ricksecker, L. E ...••... . 
Riddell, Prof. W. P .•..... 
Riggs, A. L .......•...... 
Higgs, Rev. S. R . . .••.... 
R iker, Waller H ...•.•... 
Riotte, Hon. C. N ..••••... 
Ritchie, James ........•. _ 
Riter, F . G . . . . .....•... _ 
Robbins, Dr. J ames ... . . . 
Robert , D. II . .......... . 
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Robinson, Rev. E. S .... . 
Roby, Charles H ..••••.. 
Rockwell, Miss Charlotte. 
Rockwell, John A ...•... 
Rodman, Samuel. ..•... 
Hoe, J. H ......•.•...... 
Roe, Rev. Sanford W ... . 
Roedel, W. D .......... . 
Roffe, C. L ...... ---~--. 
Rogers, A. P ......... . 
Rogers, Francis M ..••••. 
Rogers, J. S .••••.••.... 
Rogers, 0. P ..••••...... 
Roos, Charles ...••...... 
Root, Dr. Martin N ..... . 
Root, Professor 0 ....... . 
Ross, 13. H, •••••••••••.• 
Rosseau, M.C ..•........ 
Rossiter, Profe;1sor G. R .. 
Rothrock, \Viliiam ..... . 
Ray, G. P ............. . 
Royal Engineers ....... . 
Royal Engineers ....... . 
Royal Gazette ..••••..•. 
Rucker, B. II .......... . 
Ruffin, David L ......•.. 
Ruffin, Julian C •••••••. . 
Ruggles, Hurner ........ . 
Russell, Cyrns I-I ....... . 
Russell, 0. F .......... . 
Rutherford, M ..••••..... 
Ryerson, Dr. Thom.as ... . 
Salisbury, Elias 0 ...... . 
Samms, Dr. C. C ....... . 
Sampson, Alexander .... . 
Sanders, B. 0 .......•... 
Sanford, S .....•........ 
Sanford, Dr. :-l. N ...•... 
Sanger, Dr. W.W .•..... 
Sargent, John S .•....... 
Sartorius, Dr Charles ... 
Sartwell, Dr. H. P ....•.. 
Saurman, John '\,\" ..•••.. 
Savage, Dr. G. S ....•... 
Savery, Thomas H ...... . 
Saville, J J ...••....•.. 
Sawkins. James G .•..•.. 
Sawyer, George 13 .•••••• 
Sawyer, H. E .......... _ 
Sawyer, Thomas L ..... . 
Scandlin, Hev. Wm. G .. . 
Scarritt, Rev. N ..•••... . 
Schauber, I-I. A ...•.•••.. 
Scbeeper, E. H. A ..... . 
Schenck, Dr. W. L . .... . 
Sr.hetterly, Dr. H. R .... _ 
Schlegel. Albert ........ . 
Schley, W . ............ . 
Schmidt, Dr. E. R ....••. 
Scholefiel<l N ........ . . . 
Schriever, Francis ...•... 
Schue, Dr. A .......•... 
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Scott, Samuel. ...•..••• •. 
Scovill, H. W .....•.•••.. 
Scriba, Victor .....••..... 
Seabrook, Thomas .••••... 
Seavey, C. C ....•..•••.. 
Seibert., Samuel R .••••.•. 
Selby, Henry ........•... 
Seltz, Charles ......••.... 
Seuior class, Mount Au• 
burn Female Institute ... 
Sergeant, John T ...•.•... 
Seymour, E ...•....••••.. 
Seymour, Dr. E. W ...... . 
Shackelford, Prof. J ..... . 
Shaffer, J. M ........... . 
S_bane, J. D ...••••.••••... 
Sharp, Dr. W. H ....... . 
Shaw, Francis .......... . 
Shaw, Jos ...••••....•.. 
Sha\Y, l\1 ............... . 
Sheerer, H. M ..••....... 
Sheldon, Daniel ..•....... 
Sheldon, D. S ..•••...... : 
Sheldon, H. A .......... . 
Shel<lon, H. C .......••... 
Shephard, J. A .......... . 
Shepberd, Smiley .....•... 
Sheppa1:d, lleojamin ..... . 
ShepJJard, Clarkson ..... . 
Sheppard, Hev. J. A ..... . 
Sheppard, Miss R. C ..... . 
Suennan, Rev. D. H .•... 
· Shields, ,J. H ........... . 
Shields, Rev. R ...••..... 
Shintz, ll. J ...••••..•... 
Shoemaker, J G .•••••..•. 
Short well, D. F ...•.•.... 
• Shotwell, Samuel L .. ... . 
Shreve, Charles R .... ... . 
Shriver, Howard ..•••.... 
ShumfLn, Bruno ..••...... 
Shumard, G. G .......... . 
Sias, Prole sor Solomon .. . 
Siber, Aodr. L ... ....... . 
ibley, P. D ... .......... . 
imp-,on, B. ~' ........... . 
Simp on, F. T .•..•....... 
Si sou, l{odman .......••. 
'keen, ,v .............. . 
'lade, l• rederick J ...... . . 
'laven, J . B ............ . 
'lav n, Jam s .......... . 
'I an<', Prof. J. l. W ... . 
,'lye, L. ' .............. . 
,'mallwood, Dr. ba.rles . . 
,'rnnll, 1".A ..•......•.... 
,'tn l·y, .John H ....... . 
, ' mith, A. ' ...•....•....• 
' .'mith . M ............ . 
, mi h, Prof. . \ . . . . . . 
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Smith, Sydney ...•..•••. 
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Smith, Rev. W ...•••.... 
Smurr, Dr. T. A ........ . 
Smyser, Dr. B. R .... ... . 
Smyser, Dr. H ...•...... 
Snell, Prof. E. S .••••••. 
Snow, Prof. F. H ..••... 
Snyder, Jnmes A ....... . 
Soule. Prof. W ....••.... 
Soule, W. L. G ........ . 
Southworth, N. C ..•. · •.. 
Spaulding, Dr. Abiram ... 
Spaulding, S. C ...••••.. 
Spates, 8amuel. ....••••. 
peer, Dr. Alex. M ..•... 
Spencer, Miss Anna .... . 
Spencer, Edward E ..... . 
Spencer, Rev. D. B ..... . 
Spencer, K S ...••••.... 
pencer, vV. C ..•.•.•... 
'pera, W. H ........... . 
perry, M .•.•.....•.... 
pooner, E ....••.....•. 
Spooner, Dr. . ........ . 
pratt, Dr. W. W ... __ .. 
priuger, Rev. Fr .••••. 
quier, ll. ...........•.. 
, tagg, 'l'. G .........•.. 
tnlnaker, ,J. \V ........ . 
tan ford, Colon 1 J. R .. . 
tantou, • red. J ....... . 
'tayman, Dr. J ........ . 
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Stebbins, Richard ..••••.. 
Steed, Ji' .... ............ . 
Steele, Hon. Aug . ....... . 
Steel«>, George E ....•••.. 
Steiner, Dr. Lewis F .•... 
Stephens, Prof. A. M ..... 
Stephens, J. A .•••••..•.. 
Stephenson, Rev. J a.mes .. 
Sterling, J. W ...... .... . 
Stern, Jacob T ...•••..... 
Sternbergh, W. H ....... . 
Stevens, Hennell .•..•.... 
Stevens, Dr . .T. L •.•••••. 
Stevens, Linus ......•••.. 
Stevens, R. P ...•.•••.... 
Stewart, Prof. A. P ..•••.. 
Stewart, F. L ...•..•..... 
Stewart, Thomas H .....•. 
Stewart, W. M ..••••..•.. 
Stockwell. George A ..••.. 
Stokes, H. A ...•••.••••.. 
Stokes, William A ...•.... 
Stone, Isaac ........•.... 
Stouffer, And ........•... 
Stowell, T. B .......••... 
Straetmans, H. I ........ . 
Strang, J. J .... __ .. ___ •.. 
Streng, L . H ......• _ ... . 
Stritklancl, L. S ......... . 
Strong, Edwin A ..••••... 
Strong, Oscar I. ......... . 
Strong, Rev. Thomas H .. . 
Strunk, Daniel ..•••..... 
Struthers, R. H ......... . 
Stuart, E. W ....•....... 
Stuart, Prof. A. P. S ..... 
Stumps, S. J ........•.•.. 
Stuntebeck, P. H ....... . 
Stuntz, G. R ...•••....... 
Stuver, A. S ........•..•. 
Suter, Captain C. R ..... . 
Sutherland, Norris ....•... 
Sutton, Rev. A .••••••••.. 
Sutton, Dr. G ...•••..... 
Swain, Dr. John .....••.. 
Swan, Caleb ...•.•.•...•. 
Swan, James G ......... . 
Swart, Haren V ....••.... 
Swazey, C. B .. _ ••.•..... 
Swift, Lewis ...••...•.... 
Swift, Dr. Paul. .•........ 
Sylvester, Dr. E. Ware ... 
Talcott, H .....•......... 
T11ppn.n, Eugene ........ . 
Tappan, E. 'f ........... . 
Tate, And .........•..... 
Tave!, B. l!, .•••••.•••.•. 
Tayloe, E. T ....•...••... 
Taylor, John ............ . 
Taylor, Jo eph W ....... . 
Taylor, Prof. K. M ...... . 

































































Taylor, Dr. M. K . . . . • • . Michigan. 
Taylor, Rev. R. T....... Pennsylvani:L, 
Teele, Hev. A. IL... . . . . La. and Mass. 
Tenbrock, J. W......... Indiana. 
Terry, Charles C........ Massachusetts. 
1\wv, Captain C. C .....• . South Carolina. 
ThatchPr, A. E...... . . . . New York. 
Thickstun, T. F . . . . . . . . Minnesota. 
Thickstun, T. F.... . . . . Pennsylvania. 
Thomas, Mrs. W. S .••••• lllinois. 
Thompson, A. H . . . . . . . . Illinois. 
Thompson, Rev. D ..••.. Ohio. 
Thompson, D. P ........ Vermont. 
Thompson, Rev. E . . . . . . Ohio. 
Thompson, K P . . . . . . . . Illinois. 
Thompson, George W .... New Jersey. 
Thompson, H. . . . . . . . . . . Louisiana. 
Thompson, Prof. H. A... Ohio. 
Thompson, Mrs. Phoobe .. Vermont. 
Thompson, R. 0 . . . . . . . . Nebraska. 
Thompson, Prof. Zadok .. Vermont. 
Thomson, Prof. S. H . . . . Indiana. 
Thornton, Miss E. E .... New Jersey. 
Thornton, Dr. S. C ...•.. New .Jersey. 
Thorp, Henry W........ Md. and Penn. 
Tidswell, Miss Mary A . . Missouri. 
Tingley, Prof. Joseph.... Indiana. 
Tirrell, Dr N. Q . . . . . • • . Massachusetts. 
Titcomb; J. S .•......••. Illinois. 
Titus, H. W ............ New York. 
Titze, H. A............. Illinois. 
Toby, James K ......... Vermont. 
Tolman, ,J. W . . . . . . • • . . Illinois. 
Tolman, Rev. Marcus A .. Pennsylvania. 
Tompkins, W .......... New-York. 
'fooker, Nathan C ...•••. Pennsylvania. 
Tourtellot, Dr. L.A ..... New York. 
Tower, James M ........ New Yoi'lc. 
Towers, M. H. .. .... .... Wisconsin. 
Townsend. Nathan...... Iowa. 
Towson, J. W . . • . • . . . . . Ohio. 
Tracy, George H ...•..•. Pennsylvania, 
Tracy, James E . • . . • . . . Pennsylvania. 
Trnvelli, J. I. ........... Pennsylvania, 
Treat; Samuel W ..•.••. Ohio. 
'l'rembley, Dr. J. B . • • • • . Ohio. 
Trevor, James B .... .... New York. 
Trible, Miss Anna C • . . . Illinois. 
Trivett, Walter M....... California. 
Trowbridge, David ...... New York. 
Troy, Dr. M ..•.•....... Alabama. 
True, H. A ............. Ohio 
* Tuck, Dr. W. J.... . . . . Tennessee. 
Tucker, Edward T .••••. Massachusetts. 
Tuckerman, L.B........ Ohio, 
Tuomey, Prof. M ........ Alabama. 
Turnbull, Lieut. C. N.... Michigan. 
Turner, A. P...... . . . • . . I ndiaua. 
Turner, David . . .•...... Virginia. 
Turner, T. A . • . • • . . • • •.• . Texas. 
Tutwiler. H . . . . . . . . . . . . Alabama. 
Tweedy, D. H . . . . . . . . . . Ohio. 
*Deceased. 
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Twiss, Thomas S .•...•.•. Nebraska. 
United States consul...... llat.Jamas. 
Ufford, Rev. John........ lowa, 
Underwood, D ...... ..... Vermont. 
Underwood, Colonel D ... Wisconsin. 
Upshaw, G. W ... ........ Virginia. 
United States engineers... Michigan. 
Vagnie1\ Thomas .... . . . . . Indiana. 
Valentine, John.......... Indiana. 
Valentine, Felipe .•.••.... Costa Rica. 
Van Blascom, J . . • • • . • • . . Maine. 
Van Buren, Jarvis ..••... Georgia. 
Van Doren, A ..•••••.•••. Virginia. 
Van Horne, F. B .•••..... Indian Territory. 
Vankekle, L ..••....••... Delaware. 
Vankirk, W. J •••..•••.•. Alabama. 
Vankirk, W. J ........... Missouri. 
Vankleek, Rev. R. D ..... New York. 
Van Nostrand, J ......... Texas. 
Van Orden, W ........... Michigan. 
Van Vorhees, A ..••••••.. Minne:iota. 
Von Frantzius, Dr. A •... Costa Rica. 
Verrill, G. W.,jr ........ . Maine. 
Vertrees. John E.... . . . . . Missouri, 
Vincent, J. H ............ Mississippi. 
Vogel, C ....••.......... Missouri. 
Wad dell, William H. . . . . . Mississippi. 
Wade, Edward .•... .•... Ohio. 
Wade, F. S ....•.•••..... Texas. 
Wadey, H ............... Iowa. 
Watlsworth, A. S ..... •... New York. 
Wadsworth, Gt>neral P.... Maine. 
Wagner, W. H ........... Oregon. 
Wainwright, Elmore ..... Michigan. 
Waite, M. C ...••..•••••. Wisconsin. 
Wakeley, C. C ......•.... New York. 
Walker, David, M. D ..... Vancouver's isl. 
Walker, J.P ..•.....•••.. Deluware. 
·walker, Mrs. Mary A ..... Kentucky. 
Walker, Mrs. Octavia C ... Mi~higan. 
Walker, R L . ......... .. Pennsylvania. 
·walker, 8. C ............. Pennsylvauia. 
Wallace, amuel J ....... Illinois. 
Wallace, Colonel W .•... - outh Carolina. 
Waller, R. B ............. Alabama. 
,valsh, tephen ...•••... Minnesota. 
\Valter, Dr. James .•...• . . Kan a.s. 
Waltou,Jos ph I ........ Iowa. 
Ward, 1 ev. L. l!, •••.•••.. Ohio. 
Ward, Prof. W. H ........ Wisconsin. 
Ward •r, A. A............ hio. 
'\ ard ·r, R. ll . . . .. . . .. . . . Ohio. 
Wariug, Prof. . ll . . . . . . . Tew York. ,v aru •, Dr.Georg . . • . • . . Iuwa. 
Wun ·n, James 11... .... . w ork. 
\Vum•n, ,Jam I ........ Iowa. 
,vu hbnrn, l) •••••.•.•••. P nn:ylvania. 
\Va. hiugton, L........... Wi. coo in. 
~~:•uki , ,\ . .. . . . • . • . . bio. 
,\'at on, •orit . . . . . . . . . . ' w J r ey. 
l ........ ·I bi . 
' •I• tit~ . . . . J an a . 
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Wattles, J. 0 ••.••.••••• 
Weast, .J. W ..•....•••• 
W eatherford, Johu M .... 
Webb, Miss G ..•..••••. 
Webb, Dr. Robert D ..... 
Weber, P ...•••.••...... 
Webster, Prof. N. B .... . 
vVPeks, James A ...... --
Weir, A. D .•••••••••.. 
Weiser, R ..•••.•....... 
Wellford, B. R .•••••••.. 
Wells, C. B ......•..•••. 
Wells, J. Carson •••.•••. 
Wells, W ...... ........ . 
West, Edmund .••••••••• 
West, E. \V .•••••• •••• •. 
West, L. W ..••....•.•. 
West, Dr. N. P ........ . 
West., ~ilas .••••...••••. 
West brook, Samuel \V ... 
W estdahl, F ..•......... 
\Vestmoreland, J. G .•... 
Wetherill, Prof ....•.•... 
Wheaton, Alex. Camp ... 
\Vbeaton, Mrs. Daniel D. 
Wheeler, B. J ...••.••••. 
Wheeler, John 'l' ....... . 
Whelpley, Miss Flor'e E. 
Whelpley, Miss Helen I .. 
Whelpley, Dr. Thomas ... 
Whipple, Capt. A. W ..•. 
Whitaker, B . ......... . 
Whitcomb, George ..•••. 
Whitcomb, L. :F ........ . 
W bite, Prof. Aaron .•.... 
White, Bela ..•....••••. 
White, Prof. J.B ...... .. 
White, Peter ........... . 
White, Dr. W. T ....... . 
Whitehead, W. A ....... . 
WhitfielJ, E .•....•••... 
Whiting, Robert C .••••. 
Whitiug, William II .... . 
Whitlock, James H ..... . 
Whitner, B I<' ••••••••••. 
Whitney, Miss L. J .••••. 
Whittle ·cy, C. S ....... . 
Whittlesey, S. lL ...... . 
Wickline, Thomas J ...•. 
Wieland, C ............ . 
Wieland, H ............ . 
Wie· ner, J ............ . 
Wiggin, Andrew ....... . 
Wilbur, ll. J? .......... .. 
Wild, l ev. Edward P ... . 
\ ilkin on, C. II., 1. D .. . 
Wilkinson, Jolm R .•.... 
,.Wilhi.rd, J. } .......... . 
\ illct, l'rof. J. E ...... . 
\ 1lliam, ll. C ......... . 
\Villilt.UIS, Ed.}!, ........ . 





Mich. and Ind. 
Alabama. 
Missouti. 
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Williams, Prof. J. R ...... Pennsylv:mia. 
Williams, Prof. L. D . . . . . Pennsylvania. 
Williams, Prof. M. G ..... Ky. & Ohio. 
WiLliams," Dr. P. 0 ....... New York. 
Williams, Rev. R. G...... N. Y. & Conn. 
Williams, Rev. S R.... . . Kentucky. 
Williams, Prof. Wm. D.. . Georgia. 
Willis, Henry ...•.•...... Maine. 
Willis, 0. R............. N. Y. & N. J. 
Willis, P. L ............. Oregon. 
Wills, J. C . . . .. . • .. .. .. . Virginia. 
Wilson, G. W., jr . . . . . . . . Missouri. 
Wilson, Joseph A......... Missouri. 
Wilson, Dr. J. B ......... Maine. 
Wilson, Prof. J. H ....... Ohio. 
Wilson, Lavallette ... ~... Massachusetts. 
Wilson, P. S ............. Missouri. 
Wilson, Prof. W. C....... Pennsylvania. 
Wilson, Rev. W. D ..••... New York. 
Wilson, W. W ........... Pennsylvania. 
Winchell, Prof. A . . . . . . . . Ala. & Michigan. 
Windln, Isaac E. . . . . . . . . . Indiana. 
Wing, M. E . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vermont. 
Winger, Martin . . . . . . . . . . Ohio. 
Winkler, Dr. C........... Wisconsin. 
Wise, John.............. Pennsylvania. 
Wislizenus, Dr. A . . . . . . . . Missouri. 
Withrow, Thomas F ...... Ohio. 
Witter, D. IL..... . . . . . . . Iowa. 
W oodbrir)ge, W. . . . . . . . . . Indiana. 
Woodbury, C. E .......... Minnesota. 
Woodbury, C. W .. ....... Minnesota. 
Wood, Samuel........... New Jersey. 
Wood, S. B .............. Ohio. 
Woodbridge, W .......... Indiana. 
Woodin, S. F ............ New York. 
Name. State. 
Woodruff, E. N ......... Kentucky. 
Woodruff, L .. . . • • . . • • . . Michigan. 
\Voods, W...... . • . . . . . Wisconsin. 
Woodard, C. S.......... Michigan & Ind. 
Woodard, C. S .......... New York. 
·woodward, Lewis ....... New York. 
·wood worth, Dr. A ...•... Kansas. 
\tVoodworth, Samuel. .... Iowa. 
Woolsey, Dr. W. W ..... Iowa. 
Wooster, C. A ........•.. New York. 
W orrnley, Theo. G.... . . . Ohio. 
Wray, Alex ............. North Carolina. 
Wright, Dr. Daniel F.... Tennessee. 
Wright, E. M ...... ..... Minnesota. 
\Vyman, A. H . . . . . . . . . . Maine. 
Wyrick, M. L ........... Missouri. 
Yale, Walter .0 .......... New York. 
Yellowby, Prof. C. W .. .. Texas. 
Yeomans, W. G ......... Connecticut. 
Yoakum, I.<,. L . . . . . . . . . . Texas. 
Yoakum, H .........•... Texas. 
Young, A. A .........•.. New Hampshire 
Young, Prof. C. A ....... Ohio. 
Young, Prof. Ira ........ New Hampshire 
Young, J. A ............ South Carolina. 
Young, Jude. M .... ..... New York. 
Young, Mrs. L .......... Kentucky. 
Younger, Armistead ...... Arkansas. 
Younglove, J. K ........ Kentucky. 
Zaeppfel, J ....•......... New York. 
Zahner, P.... .. . .. .. . .. . Nebraska. 
Zealy, Joseph T......... South Carolina. 
Zeigler, Dr. A. F ........ Idaho Territory. 
Zimmerman, G .......... New York. 
Zumbrock, Dr. A . . . • . . . Maryland. 
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' METEOROLOGICAL MATERIAL CONTRIBUTED IN ADDITION TO THE REG-
ULAR OBSERVATIONS, DURING THE YEAR 1868. 
Acaclimie Imperiale de Lyon.-J.v.(emoires do l' Academie Imperiale de 
Sciences, Be11es-Lettres et Arts de Lyon, c1asse des sciences, tome seiziem(·. 
Lyon, 1866-'67, Svo., 446 pages. [Contains: Observations Meteoro1ogiqne3faitr 
a 9 heures du matin a l'observa.toire de Lyon du ler Decembre 1865, an le 
Decemhrc 1866, par lVI. Aime Drian, sous la direction de M. Lafon, profc~scur 
a la Facu1te des 8ciences et directeur de 1'observatoire, 26 pp. Resultats de h 
nouvelle serie d'observations ozonometriques faites par MM. le Doctenr Leml1crt 
et F. Rassinier, durant l'annee 1866, 32 pp. Classification des phenomene 
pi·oduits par l'electricite meteorique dans le bassin du Rhone et aux alentour:-. 
par M. J .. Fournet, president de la commission des Orages, lue dans la seanct 
du 6 :Mars 1867, 122 pp.] 
Aguilar, F. C.-Boletino Meteorologico del observatorfo del Colegio Naciona 
de Quito, dirigido por los padres de la Compaiiia de Jesus, segundo aiio 1866. 
F. 0. Aguilar, S. J., Quito, 1868, 36 pages, 8vo. 
Asiatic Society of Bengal -J onrnal, Part II, No. II, 1868, containing abstract 
of the results of meteorologic:11 observations taken at the surveyor general's office, 
Calcntta, Sept.ember, 1866, to June, 1867, inclusive; also tables of mcar. 
monthly readings of the barometer reduced to freezing point, for 10 years, fro 
1856 to 1865, and of barometric curve and registered rainfall. 
Bache, R . .111.-Notes on the climate of San Francisco, California, and tablt 
of temperature. 
Berkey, W. H.-Meteorological record kept at Ossawatomie, Kansas, during 
the month of March, 1868. 
Boardman, G. A.-Meteorological observations made during the month l' 
January, 1 68, at Green Cove Spring, Florida. 
Boerner, Charles G.-A0count of tlie meteoric shower of November 13 an 
14, observed at Vevay, Indiana. 
Bruhns, Dr. C.-Resultate ans den l\foteorologischen Beobachtungcn ange· 
stellt an mehreren Orten im Konig-reich Sachsen in den J ahren 1826 I,· 
1861, untl an den fiinfundzwanzig K6niglichen Sachsischen Stationcn im Jahr 
1 66. ~ch den monatlichen Znsammenstellungen im Statistischen Bureau dt 
Kunig1ichen Ministerinrns des Innorn, bearbeitet von Dr. 0. Bruhns, DirectL 
der 8ternwarte und Professor tler Astronomie in Leipzig. Dritter Jalugang 
Leipzig, 1 68, 4to, 136 pp. · 
Bush, Richarcl J.-Meteorological observations made during the exploratio 
of the country betwe n Okhotsk and icolaefsk, East Siberia, in the eervicc, 
th "'\-Ve:tern nion rrelegraph ompany, October 21, 1865, to March 4, 1 61J. 
Chase, Pliny Earle, Philadelphia.-Ourves indicating the r lation of the IDOL' 
to tomperatnr at th nrfaco of tho earth. 
Chri tiania Cb ervaiorium.- feteorologiske Iakttao-elser, 1867. 
Cornelissen, J. D.- n th temp rature of the sea
0 
near the south point 
Africa. It . al 1 t r logica.1 In titute of the etherland , 4to. 
Cox, Juclge Jlopewell.-11 t orolocrical observations made at Hartford, Dod~ 
county, \Vi · n in, fr m pril, 1 59, to September, 1862; copied by S. G 
L'l.pham, for th mitb nian In titnti n. 
Dall W. JI.-)I •t urol cri al ob crvation. made at ulato, Alaska, fro 
D ·~· •ml, r 1, 1 66, to ... fay 26, 1 67, by W. IL Dall; a1 m •t oroloo-ica.l oh r 
vnt10!1. nt n lakleet, la 'ka, from ctober 19, 1 66, to Januarv 23, 1 u7 1,. 
1' . \\ ·. 1hlil. • 
Dru i , I' .. J.- h · rva.tion of t mperature near la gow Station, 
<·0111 ty, irginia. 
De lnt{JC A.- I t rologica.l r fl'i t r for tho month of October, 186 , 
un:n pnl, J n: 1 r. 
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Draper, Dr. Joseph.-lvieteorological observations made at the State . Lunatic 
Hospital, Worcester, Massachusetts, during tho years 1859, 1~60,, and _1861. 
Engineer corp~, [Jriitecl States army.-Hora,ry curves at ·w1llet s Pomt, New 
York, from 12 days' hourly observations, July 14 to July 25, 1868; 8vo, 2 pp. 
French, J.B., agent W. Lake C. o/ W. Manufacturing Conipany, Lake Village, 
New Hampshire.-Tables of rainfall at Lake Village and Laconia, New Hamp-
shire. · · 
Galveston City Hospital.-1\foteorological observations made at the Galveston 
City Hospital, Galveston, Texas, during the year 1867, by Drs. U. H. Wilkin-
son, I-I. A. McComly, and others. 
Gesellschaft fiir Natur-uncl HeUkunde in Dresclen.-Die Vertheilungen der 
Windstarke in der Windrose von Dresden, von Dr. Ed. Loisler; Svo. 
Gibbs, George.-Meteorological statement for the year ending October 31, 
1868, Sitka, Alaska 'J.1erritory. 
Gilman, vV. S .. , Jr.-W eather items, Palisades, Rockland county, New York, 
1868. . 
Hann, Dr. Julius._:_Die tberm.ischen Verbaltnisse der Lnftstromungen auf dem 
Obir (6,288 Par. Fnss) in Karnthen, mit 1 'I1afel; December, 1867. 
Die 'I'emperatur-Abnahme mit der Rohe als ein Function der Windes-
richtung, mit 1 'J.1afel; March, 1868. 
Znr Charakteristik der Wintle des adriatischen Meers, mit 1 Tafel; 1868. 
Hart, Charles H.-:fy.t:eteorological register _kept at Parana, South America, 
from October, 1843, to July, 1850, inclu.,ive. 
Heis, Dr.-W ochenschrift fur Astronomic, l\foteorologie und Geographic. 
Nene .l!..,olge, Elfter Jahrgang; (der "Astronomischen Unterhaltungen," 22ter 
Jahrgang.) Redigirt von Professor Dr. I-leis, in Munster, 1868; (8vo, each 
number eight pages.) 
Hoff, Alexander H., Assistant Surgeon UnUecl States Army.-Mcteorological 
statement for the year ending October 31, 1868. Sitka, Alaska 'rerritory. 
Huntingdon, George C.-Meteorological tables for Kelley's island, Ohio, com-
piled from ten years' observations, 1S59 to 1868 inclusive. Newspaper slip. 
Third annual report of tho Lake Shore Grape-growers' Association, contain-
ing article 011 climatology and grape culture, by George C. Huntington. Svo. · 
In§titut Egyptien.-Memoires ou travaux originaux presentes et lus a l'lnl'l1t.i-
tut Egypt.ien, publies sous les auspices de S. A. J\iahommed-Sa1d, Vice-Roi 
4'Egypte, sous la direction de M. le Docteur B. Schnepp, Secretaire de l' Institut 
Egyptien. Tome premier. Paris, 1862, 4to, 776 pages. [Contains: Etudes 
sur le climat de l'Egypte, par le Docteur B. Sclmepp, 192 pages. Dn_Khamsin 
et de ses effets; du Ble retrait, par M. Gregoire, membre de l'Institut Egyptien, 
14 pages.] (The Khamsin is a desert wind called elsewhere Simoon.) 
Jelinek, C.-Zeitscbrift dcr osterreichischen Gesellschaft fur Meteorologic. 
Redigirt von C. Jelinek uncl J. Hann. 8vo, Vienna, published twice a month. 
Jourdan, C. I-I., Prof.-Meteorological curves and summary of observation::; 
for 18681 at Monnt St. Mary's College, Emmettsburg, Maryland. · 
Kaiserlich-Konigliche Central-Anstaltfur Meteorologic ,und Erdmagnetismus.-
J ahrbucber der K . K. Central-Anstalt for Meteorologic und Erclmagnetismus, vun 
Carl Jelinek, Director, und Carl Fritsch, Vice-Director. N eue Folge, II Bancl. 
Jahrgang 1865. Der ganzen Reihe Xter Band. Wien 1867, 4to, 212 pages. 
J alirbucher, Wien. 1868, 4to, 205 pp. 
Kluge, J.P., M. D.-Meteorological observations made at Aspinwall, U. S. 
C., from the week ending Jannary 18, 1868, to week endin()' January 2, 1869. 
Koninklijk Nederlandsch Meteorolog. Instituut.-J aarboek voor 1867. Parts / 
1 an l 2, oh1ong 4to, pp. 244 and 114. 
K_oni?'lk~ijk Nederlandsch llfeteorologisch Instituut.-Meteoi-o1ogische W aar-
nem111gm m eclerla.ncl en zijne bczittingen, en Afwijkingen van 'I1ernperatuur 
en Ba.rometerstand op v~le Plaatscn in Europa. Uitgegeven door het Ko'ninklijk 
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Neder1andsch Meteorologisch Instituut. 1864. Utrecht, 1865. Oblong 4to, 30 
pages. · 
Lewis, Charles H.-'rhermornetrica1 record at Elizabethto1~, Carter county. 
East rrennessee, for the month of February, 1868. 
Lewis, Dr. James.-Hourly records for the year 1868, by his self-record-
ing barometer and thermometer, and r~ductions of the same, at Mohawk, Ne" 
York. 
Little, Frank.-'rhermometrical observations at Kalamazoo, Michigan, dU11nh 
May, June, and July, 1868. 
Livings, B. 0.-1\foteorological register at Smithfield, w·· abash county, l\Iin-
nesota, during the month of January, 1868. 
Lupton, N. T.-Abstract of m€)teorological register for 1868, at the Southern 
University, Greensboro, Alabnma. (Newspaper slip.) 
Macgregor, C. J., JJf. A.-Abstrnct of meteorological observations at Strat-
ford, Canada, for the year 1867. (Newspaper slip.) 
JJfacke!J, Robert.-'l'hermometrical record for July, 1868, at Island creek. 
Jefferson county, Ohio. . 
JJfagnetic Observatory, Toronto, Canada.-General meteorological register 
for the year 1867. 8vo, 6 pp. 
Marsh, Roswell.-Snrnmary of meteorological observations during the year 
1868. at Steubenville, •Ol1io. 
Merriam, 0. 0.-Meteorological report for the year 1868, at Locust Grove. 
Lewis county, New York. · . 
Meteorological Society, (British. )-Proceedings of the Meteorological Society. 
edited by James Glaisher, esq, II'. R. S., president. 8vo. London, monthly. 
Meteorology of England. By James Glaisher. Quarterly. 
Meteorologische Oentralanstalt der Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesell-
schcift-Meteorolog. Beobachtungen, 1867, and January and February, 1868. 
Michigan Boarcl of Agriculture.-Report for 1867, containing a paper on th· 
influence of forest trees on agriculture, and a meteorological register for 1867. 
by Professor R. C. Kedzie, State Agricultural College. Lansing. 
Miller, Lester A.-Maxirna and minima of temperature at Woodstoek, Ver-
mont, <1uring the month of November, 1867. 
llfoore, 0. R.-'l'hcrmometricn1 record for the month of March, 1868, a· 
Bridgeton post office, near Eastville, Northampton county, Virginia .• 
JJ!loultrie, J. L.-Summary of rainfall at Union Springs, Alabama, during 
1868. 
National Military School of JJ[edicine of Rournania, [through the United State, 
Naval Observatory, Wasl1ington .] Meteorological tables. 
N atumliste Oanadien.-[ Uontains: Meteorological register at Port N euf, Can-
ada, for 186 .] 
Natuij'orschende Gesell chaft zit Gorlitz.-Ab11ancllungen dcr Naturfor chen-
dcn Ge ·elhichaft zu 'orlitz. Dr izclmter Band. Gorlitz, 1 68, 8vo, 296 PP· 
[ 
1ontain · : 1 teorologi ·cbc Beohachtungen in Garlitz vom 1 December, 1 63. 
bi 30 'uvember, 1 GG, vou RP ·k. P. 125-20 .] 
~or -ke JJieteorologiske Inslitut.- 1 or ·k meteorologisk aarbog for 1867. 
Oh ·r-rmtory of p ala.- h ·ervations meteorolo<Tiques faiLes a l'olJ erYa-
t ir · d T p ·ala p 'ndant les an116c · l 55 ct 1 61. 
0 
Ou. erratoirc Royal de Bru clle ·.- nnal •s m ~teorologiques de l'ob ervafoir 
Hoyal <l' rnx 11 •::;, pul>li ~ 'l:l, au.· frai d • l etat I ar le directeur A. Qu t 1 
] > • ' . ' rc•1111 ·1 ' un • •. rux ·11 •;-4, 1 G , 4to 96 pp 
~>fl/1~1 , 'lf~mt '.- ... I ·t • 1rul 0 ·i ·, l r gi t •r l· ·pt at Au tin, Texa , from 1 60 t 
1 u 1. 111 ·ln. 1, ,. 
H1r,-i11 Pm . 1'. , .-, 'ummar~ f m t or logical ob rvatious at Iowa ity 
>\\ a, 1lu1 ing li · ) ur 1 G . v , 2 pp. 
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Pattison, H. A.-Report of meteorological observations at Muskegon, l\'IichJ. 
gan, during part of the month of Augnst, 1868. 
Physikalischer Vercin.--J ahresbericht des Physikalischen Voreins zn Fr~nk-
furt am l\'Iain, fur das Rechnungsjahr 1866-'67, Svo., 120 pages. [Contams: 
Verrnischte l\'Ieteorologischo N otizen, von Professor Dr. Opp01, 19 pp. U eher 
tao-liche BarometerschwankunO'en und da.s Gesetz der taglichen Drehung des 
Windes, von Dr. Berger, 20 pp. l\fetoorologische Notizen vom Jahre 1867, 
7 pp. Wasserhohe des Mains vom Jahre 1867, 1 page. Gowonnene Ergeb-
nisse aus den im J ahre 1867 angestellton meteoro1ogiscben Beobachtungen des 
Pbysikalischen Vereins, 4 pp. Graphische Witterungstabclle des Jahres 1867.] 
Poey, ]Jf. Andre.--Bibliograpbie Oyclonique, deuxieme edition, Paris, 1866. 
"Genera1ites sur le c1imat d11 ~f exiqne, et sur l'eclipse totale de lune du 30 
Mars dernier," Paris, Angust, 1866. . 
'' Sur l'inverr:ion dinrne et nocturne de la tempern,tnre jusqn'aux limites de 
l'atmosphere, et a sa repartition de l'horizon au zeuith," January, 1865. 
"Sur la non-existence sous le ciel dn Mexique, de la grand.e pluie d'etoiles 
filantes de Novembre, 1866, ct du retour p2riodique du mois d'Aout," 1867. 
" Snr la, non-existen.ce sous le ciol austral des retours p2riodiques des etoi1es 
filantes, et sur leur extinction gradnelle du pole nord a l'equateur," October, 1865. 
" Description d'nn •ozonographe ct d'un actinographe destines a enregistrer, do 
demi-heuro a demi-heure l'ozono atmospherique, et l'action c):iimique de la 
lurniere ambiante," December, 1S65. 
'' Romarques sur les colorations ozonoscopiques obtenues a l'aide du reactif de 
J aine (de Sedan,) et sur l'echelle ozonometriqne de M. Berigny," October, 1S67. 
''Travanx sur la meteorologic, la physique dn globe en general, et sur la clima-
tologie de l'ile de Cuba et dos Antilles," October, 1861. 
Appel anx nations Hispano-Amerioaines. (Meteorological circular.) 
Pratt, W. H -Account of me.teoric shower observed on the night of Novem-
ber 13 and 14, 1868, at Davenport, Iowa. · 
Radcliffe Observatory.-Results of astronomical and meteorological observa-
tions made at the Radcliffe Observatory, 1865. 
Ravenel, T. P.-Meteorological Jonrnal for the year 1860, kept at St. Joh n's, 
Berkeley parish, South Carolina, for the Black Oak Agricultural Society, by rr. 
P. Ravenel, secretary. Pamphlet, Svo, 15 pp. Charleston, 1861. 
Ray, Dr. John D.-Observations at Paris, Kentucky, during January to Ju1y, 
1855. 
Real Academia de Oiencias, &c., Hab'rJ,na.-:--Anales. (Containing meteorolo~-
ical registers.) 
Beat Observatorio de JJfodrid.-Observaciones Meteorol6gicas effectuadas on el 
Real Obscrvatorio de Madrid, desde 1° de Diciembre de 1865, al 30 de Noviem-
bre de 1866. Madrid, 1867. 16mo. 175 pp. 
Inforrne del Director del Real Observatoriu astronomico y meteorol60'ico do 
Madrid al Excmo. Sr. Oomisario Regio del mismo establecimie.nto. Madrid, 1867. 
16mo. 72 pp. 
Resumen de las Observaciunes l\foteorologicas efectuadas en la Peninsula desde 
el 1° de Diciembre de 1865, al 30 de Noviembre de 1866. Madrid, 1867. 16mo. 
364 pp. . 
R. o ~servatorio di Palerm1.-Bullotin0 l\feteorolocrico del R Osservatorio di 
Palermo. (Estratto del Giorn. di Scienzc Naturali e~l Econ.) 4to
1 
monthly. 
Rijks Observatorium, L eiden.-Ondersockino-en ombrent den Gang van l1et 
Hoofdnurwerk des Sternwacbt te Leiden de Pendule. Nohwii No. 17. Door 
] . Kaiser. 
Roche, E clouard.-Recbercbes sur les Offuscations du Soleil et les Mcteores 
Cosmiqne . P aris, 1868. 
Roy~l 1gricultural Society of England.-The Journal of the Royal Agricul~ 
tural ociety of England. Second series, Volume IV. London, 1868. 8vo, 
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· 294 pages. [Contains: Meteorology for the six months ending December 31. 
1867-5 pp. On the Temperature of the Sea and Its Influence on the Climate 
and Ao-riculture of the British Isles; by Nicholas Whitley, F. l\L S.-31 pp . 
.:, 'I'' kf Ruffner, TV. JI.-Weather notes taken at nbroo ~ arm, one and a half mile 
southwest of Lexington, Virginia, during the years 1867 and 18G8. 
Sawyer, Henry, United States consul.-Meteorological register at Paramaribo. 
Dutch' Gniana, from Jannary 12, 1868, to January 3, 1869. (Newspaper slip~. 
Scolei Nationale cle Medicinrt.-'I'ablou General de Observatiunele )Ieteori 
ologicc ale Scole1 N ationale de Meclicina fa.cute la Sptalul militar din Bucnre> 
in Anul 1863. Directorul scholei, Davila. observator: A. Lessman. (One largt 
lithograph sheet of tables and diagrams. Similar sheets for 1864, 1865, 1866, 
1867.) 
Scottish Meteorological Sociefry.-J ournal of the Scottish Meteorological Soci-
ety. Pnblisherl quarterly. Svo. Edinbnrgh. 
Scitdder, S. H.-1\foteorological observations taken during a trip to Cuba anJ 
the Isle of Pin s in the spring of 18G4. 
Shepherd, Sn iley.-Abstract of observations for each month of the year 186-. 
at Hennepin, Illinois. 
Sisson, Bodman.-A table showing the temperature of the seasons for t~e three 
years from December, 1864, to November, 18G7, inclusive, at North Abingdon, 
Luzerne county, Pennsylvania. 
Smiheart, Dr. C. F.-::M:eteorological observations made at liouston, Tex~·· 
by Dr. A. M. Potter, from September, 1862, to October, 1865. (Dr. P_ot~er ?1<:1 
October 10, 1865, and this register was prcsente<l to Dr. Smiheart by lns family. 
Societe lJfeteorologique de France.-Nouvelles Meteorologiques, pnb1iees s,Jn: 
les auspices cle la Societe l'vlcteorologique de· France. 8vo. Paris. pssuc, 
monthly.) Annuaire 1866, 1867. · 
Societa R eale di Napoli.-Rendiconto dell' Academia delle Scienze Fisiche ( 
Matematiclie: April, 1865, to l\fay, 1867. Quarto, monthly. [ April, 1865,_c011• 
tains: "Nuovo anemograf'o e1ettro-mao-nctico. lVfemorio del Socio Orclinano 1 
Palmieri;" pp. 105-106. June, 1S6l '' Tremblement de terrc de 18G2 elm_ 
les environs dn Lao Ba·ikal, (Siberie Orienta1c,) par P. Kropotkine et A. Pal -
bine;" pp. 181-195. August, 1865: "Se le osservazioni di meteorologica e!e:· 
trica fattc con l'elettrometro hifiliare e col condntore mobile siano compara1nh 
nota dcl Socio Ordinario L. Palmieri;" pp. 244-249. Septeni ber, 1865: "Pn 
cella magnetica contemporanea all' apparizione delle stclle caclen6; nota ~1,· 
L. Palmieri;" pp. 277-282. Jan nary, 18G6: "Sull' elettroo-rafo atmosfonc 
del Thomson; nota del L Palmieri;" pp. 19-21. April, 1866: "Intorno aL 
dot rminazione clella vera clirezione del vcnto; nota dcl L. Palmieri;" P. 
104-105. "Sopra nn nuovo metoc1o ordinato allo studio dell' elottricita atmo~ 
forica propo. to lal ignor Ion net alla 'ooieta delle Scienze Indu 'triali di Lion, 
nota del L. Palmieri;" pp. 124-125. August, 1866: "Dell' ozono c doll' an · 
oz no; nota L. Palmieri;" VP· 26 -270. Septemher, 1866: "Sul ricon;o deL 
t lle cadcnti n 11' go -t d 1 1 66; nota L Palmieri;" PI. 293-294. " 'nl. 
pr !-lsionc m c1i, del bar metro in apoli, t1edotta dalle o ·ervazioni del Pr :. 
Fan.·t ino Brio:chi; communicazi no cl •l 'ocio Ordinario A. de Ga:pari ;" p·. 
300-304. ,Jann, ry, 1 67: " 'ul1a pioo-o-ia di tell' cad nti prcvista 1 cl 1-s 
• ovc•mhr c1 1 pa. ato anno; communicazionc del L. Palmi ri;' p. 1 .] (Eat 
monthly 1111ml, ·r al· ontain · laily uoticc of the weather and metoorologi 
h. nvatio11. mad at npl 'H.) 
, 'orieta Rcole di ropoli.- tti cl 11' ac1 min. c1 1lle cienze 1 i 'ich ~fo'"' 
matitl1 '. rol. I . 'apoli, 1 65. 4to. 602 Pl. [ 1 ntain · : " 'opra nn 11110, 
ml1111wtro : ntoo-rafi ·o -2 pp.; ' ► 'nll' zon atm sf 1rico nnove in la<rini''-
1 pp.· • I <'1 p rioclo clinrno <1 •11 l •ttricita , tmo. f 'rica ,1 11 •n, atteneuz 
<· ,n rp1 ·llo 11 ·11 • c·orr uti t •l111rich -1· pp.; '' uovo nn mcwrafo cl ttro-m:c.:· 
111· i · ·-1 pp. Th . four arti ·le · ru· all by nigi Palmi 1tJ -
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Stevens, Linus.-Abstract of rainfall, &c., at Claremont, New Hampshire, 
ior six months eHding April 30, 1S68. . 
Stonyhurst Observatory.-1\foteorological reports for the years 1860, 1861, 
1862, 1863, 1864, 1865, 1866, and 1867. · 
Stumps, S. J.-Meteorological observations made in Hampshire county, West 
Virginia, from July l, 1868, to January 1, 1869. · 
Thornton, Dr.-Snmmary of meteorological observations taken at Morpeth, 
New South Wales, during the year 1865. · 
Trembley, Dr. J. B.-Meteoro1ogical synopses for the years 1865, 1866, and 
1867, from observations made at Toledo, Ohio. 8vo, 12 pp. each. 
Unitecl States Naval Observatory.-rrhe November meteors of 1868. Svo, 
10 pp. n.nd chart. 
Von Frantzius, Dr. A.-Gaceta Oficia1, San Jose, Costa Rica, containing 
abstract of meteorology of San Jose for the year 1867. 
Von Dettingen, Dr. Arthur.-Meteorologische Beobacbtungen angestellt in 
Dorpat im Jahre 1867. Redigirt und bearbeitet von Dr. Arthur yon Oettingen, 
Professor der Physik an der Kaiserlichen Universitat Dorpat. 8vo. Dorpat, 
1868. 118 pp. 
Waller, Robert B.-Meteoro1ogical observations made at Greenesboro', Greene 
county, Alabama, during the year 1862. 
Walton, J. P.-Account of meteors, November 13, 1868. (Newspaper slip.) 
Whitcomb, George.-Abstract of meteorological record kept near Charleston, 
Mississippi county, Missouri, from January to September, 1868, inclusive. 
Williams, B. O.-Thermometrical record for the month of February, 1868, at 
Ridge farm, Vermillion county, Illinois. 
Williams, S. R.-Abstract of observations for each month during the year 
1868, at Lexington, Kentucky. 
Wright, Captain J. W. A.-Facts in Meteoro1ogy. (Separate papers pub-
lished in the Alabama Beacon, Greensboro', Alabama. Newspaper slips.) 
Zrleclon, Jose O.-Observationes meteorologicas hechas en la ciudad de San 
Jose (Costa Rica) durante el ai'io de 1868. (Made at the O:6.cina Central de 
Estadistica and published in the Gaceta Oficia1, San Jose.) 
Unknown.-Abstract of meteorological register kept at Fort Yuma, California, 
during the year 1867. · 
Miscellaneous meteorological notes, Philadelphia . 
• 
.. 
REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
WASHINGTON, January 14, 1869. 
The Executive Com,mittee of the Sntlthsunia1J Institution respectfn11y suba. 
,the following statements in relation to its invested capital, the receipts a 
e1.rpenditures during the year 1868, and an estimate of receipts and propo, 
· appropriations for 1869 : 
CAPITAL INVESTED. 
1'he Smithson fund in the Treasury of tho United States on the 
1st of J amrnry, 1869, remains ns stated in the last annual 
report. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $650,000 1 
And in Virginia State 6 per cent. bqnds. . . . . . . . . . . . . $537 500 
With coupon bonds issued for unpaid interest to Jan-
uary, 1867 .. :................................ 19, 260 
72,760 
The va1ue of which at the present time may be estimated at 55 per 
cent. on the par value ................................. . 
Total invested capital ............................... . 
I 
RECE;IPTS IN 1868. 
Interest from the 'l'r1;asurer of the UnHed States on $650,000 
at ? per cent. for the year ending 31st December ......... . 
Prcnnum on sale of gold ................................ . 
Interest on Virginia Gs, old bonds, 2 per cent. on $53,500 for the 
fast six months of 1868, less brokerage .................. . 
:From sales of publications ......... . ......... - .. - - . - ... - -
From sales of old and useless material ..................... . 
Repayment of expenses of explorations from parties co-operating 
with the Institution .................................. . 
Repayment for freights incurre<l on account of parties sending 
uooks to foreign libraries .............................. . 
Cash balance in bank, January, 1 68 ..................... . 











11, 4 5: 
67, 4.33 
= 
REPORT OF. THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 
Statement in detail of expenditures during the year 1868 
BUILDING. 
For the reconstruction of parts of the building 
destroyed by fire, completed in 1867 and paid in 
1S68 .......•....•.................... - . 
Repairs of other parts of the building ......... . 
$18,457 20 
2,746 49 
Furniture and fixtures to meet the general wants of 
the Institution ............................ . 
Amount expended on the building ........ . 
GENERAL EXPENSES. 
For meetings of the Board of Regents ........... . 
Lighting the building, offices, &c .......... • ...... . 
Warming the building, offices, &c ................ . 
Postage ..................................... . 
Stationery ................................... . 
Printing labels, blanks, circulars, &c. . . . . ........ . 
Tools, materials for cleaning, binding records, &c., &c. 
Salaries of secretary, chief clerk, and assistants, labor-
ers, and contingent labor ..................... . 











PUBLICATIONS, RESEARCH:ES, &c. 
Publishing transactions, researches, &c., for Smithso-
nian Contributions, quarto . . . . . . . .............. $4, 633 09 
I\Iiscellancous collections, octavo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 177 45 
Smithsonian reports, Hlustrations, stereotyping, &c., 
octavo .................................... . 
Meteorology, computatior.s, &c .................. . 
Apparatus ................................... . 





LIBRARY, MUSEUM, AND EXCHANGES. 
For purchase of books and binding. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $77 5 42 
Literary and scientific exchanges ........ .......... 2,801 84 
Assistants in museum, janitor, watchmen, laborers, and 
for l~belling and arranging shells and ethnological 
specimens. . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 226 72 
Incidentals for museum-alcohol, bottles, &c. . . . . . . 1, 488 29 
Freight on books, specimens, and other J)roperty 
received and sent away ....... - . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2, 068 88 
Expenditures during the year ..... ~ •.... ·- ... 
D ducting this amount from the receipts of tbe year 
a~d cash in 1mnk on 1st January, 1868, as pre-
v10usly stated .............................. $67, 453 33 







. $10,352 74 
------
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EXAMINATION OF ACCOUNTS. 
rrhe committee lrns examined 576 receipted vouchers for payments made dur-
ing the four quarters of the year 1868. Evidence of the receipt of material· 
and property, and of services rendered, and payment to the claimants or legal 
representatives, was found for the whole amount expended during the year. An 
examination of the quarterly accounts current, h:mk-book, check-book, and 
ledger showed that the payments were made as required by the regulations pre-
scribed by th~ regents; and the cash balances stated in the accounts current were 
in the authorized depository after the. payment of all the quarterly account· 
charged in the abstracts of expenditures. 
In the receipts for the year 1868, the sum of $5,116 31 is noted as hav-
ing been received through the Department of the Interior, appropriated by Con-
gress for the preservation and charge of its property in the museum collecterl by 
government exploring expeditions. The expenditure of this sum ,vas m~de and 
accounted for in strict conforrni~ with the financial regulations prescribed by 
. the regents. 
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS l!'OR 1869. 
Interest on the Smithsonian fund in the treasury of the United 
States $650,000,. payable 1st July, 1869, a~d 1st January, 
1870, at 6 per cent. in gold ........................... ~. 
Probable premium on sale of coin ........ ~ ............... . 
Interest on Virginia 6 per cent. stock ..................... . 
Sales of useless property and other incidental sources during the 
year ............... _ ...................... __ . . . .... . 
Total income in 1869 ............................... . 
.A.PPROPRI.A.TIONS FOR 1869. 
It is proposed to apply the income of the year as follows: 
For general expenses.............. . . . . . . . . . . $15, 000 00 
Publications and researches. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000 00 
Library, collections for museum, and exchanges.. 10, 000 00 
Continuing the repairs of the building. . . . . . . . . . 5, 000 00 




13, 000 00 
1, 067 00 
500 00 
53, 567 00 
========== 
$53, 567 oc 
it will thus be seen t?at _the Institution has paid all its indebtedness; pr~vi~e · 
all needfnl accommodatl?n m the gradual reconstruction of parts of its bu~ldrn;; 
destroyed by fire; published large editions of.annual contributions to science; 
accurnn1ated a saving from its income of 1868 of $10 352 7 4 and an estimated 
savin<T of $8,567 from its income of 1869-makino- the sun; of $18,919 74 n5 
an availahle fond in January, 1870, to enable the I~stitution to conduct its opera· 
tion s on a ca h basi from the becrinnin<T of the vcar and to continue ancl exten 
it •' inv. tigations in the various brancb~s of phjrsic~l science; at the same time 
·upplyrng apparatus for warming the various apartments in the building. 
nn. TO ... , January, 14, 1869. 
RICHARD DELAFIELD, 
PE'l'ER PARKER, 
E xecutive Coniniittee. 
JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS 
OF 
THE BOARD OF REGENTS 
OF .THE 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 
WASHINGTON, January 20, 1869. 
In accordance with a resolution of the Board of Regenfs of the Smithsonian 
Institution, fixing the time of beginning of the annual session on the third 
W edneHlay of January in each year, a meeting was ca1lecl for this day. 
No quorum being present, the board adjourned to meet on Wednesday, 27th 
January, 1869, at 7z o'clock. 
WASHINGTON, January 27, 1869. 
A meeting of the Board of Regents was held at 7½ o'clock p. m. at the Insti-
tution. Present, Hon. B. F. Wade, Hon. W. P. Fessenden, Hon. L. Trumbull, 
Hon. G. Davis, Hon. J. A. Garfield; Hon. J. V. L. Pruyn, Hon. R. Delafield, 
Hon. P. Parker, Rev. Dr. John Maclean, Hon. S. J. Bowen, and Professor 
H enry, the secretary. · 
Mr. Wade was called to the chair. The minutes of the last meeting were 
rea<:1 and approved. 
'l'be secretary stated that since the last session, Mr. SaylesJ. Bowen had been 
elected mayor of the city of Washington, and thereby became ex-officio a mem-
ber of tbe board in place of Mr. Wallach, and that Professor Agassiz's term had 
expired, but a resolution reappointing him a Regent had passed the Senate. 
General Delafield, in behalf of the Executive Committee, presented the annual 
account of receipts and expenditures for the year 1868, with estimates for the 
year 1869; which was read, and, 
On motion of Mr. Pruyn, the report was adopted. 
General Delafield also presented the following report relative to the Washing-
ton city canal, which was read: 
Report of the executive committee on a resolution of the Regents of the Smithson-
ian I nstitution on the influences of the Washington city canal on the health of 
the population of the city, JJ!l.ay 15, 1868.* 
'.rho executive committee, to which 1\as referred the resolution of the Regents 
of the Smithsonian Institution of the 22d of April, 1868, instructing it to ascer-
.,,, Senate Mis. Doc. No. 95, 40th Congress, 2d session. 
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tain what measures are proposed to be taken by the city authorities of Wash-
ino-ton in regard to the canaJ, so far as concerns the Smithsonian Institution, 
ha~ examined the s11bject and now report, for the information of the Regents: 
'rhat the Washington city canal has been constructed under the authority 
granted bv the following laws: 
On the· 1st of l\iay, 1802, Congress passed an act incorporating the Wash-
ino·ton Canal Company, to raise $80,000, and construct a canal from the Potomnr 
to 
0
the Eastern Branch, to admit boats drawing three feet water to pass through 
the whole extent of said canal, with the right to charge and collect tolls an,\ 
wharfage. If not so completed within iive years, it was to revert to the United 
States. 
'rhis act ·seems to have expired by tho failure of the company to execute ~he 
work, and on tlie 16th of February, 1809, Congress incorporated other parties, 
to raise $100,000, with the same title, to constrnct the canal through pa~t ~if the 
city of Washington, as laid down on a plan of the city defining its limit~, to 
admit of boats drawing three feet water to pass through it_; and i~, at any ti~e, 
the canal shall become obstructed so tl1ctt boats and scows drawmg three fee· 
water cannot · pass through from the Potomac to the Eastern Branch, the com-
pany shall not collect tolls or wharfagc, and all the rights under this act shall 
cease, unless the canal is completed within seven years from the passage of the 
act. 
B efore the expiration of this seven years, and on the 6th of May, 1812, Con· 
gress authorized money to be raised by lottery for completing the canal, render-
ing it navigable, and draining the marshes and low grounds contiguous th~retu, 
and on the 7th of May, 1822, authority .was granted by Congress to the ~ity of 
vVashington to conh·act with the canal company to chano-e the dinJdion of pait· 
of the canal, to <.~rain and dry the low grounds on the borders of r~iber creek. 
On the 20th of May, 1826, the canal company was authorized to rncreasc the 
wiclth of the canal along the present boundary of the Smithsonian gro~m~s, an_n 
elsewhere, to 150 feet in width, and also to construct ha.sins; and w1th111 fi1r 
years shall constrnct the canal tlll"ough its whole leno-th to contain water at lea,t 
one foot in depth at ordinary low water. 
0 
. • 
On the 2d of May, 1831, the canal company sold all its interest to the city ot 
Washington, which was conveyed by a deed dated tbe 23d of Jnly, 1831; an, 
o_n the ~1st _of May,· 1832, Congress confirmed this sale, and enacted that all the 
right, title, mterest, property, and estate of the vVashino-ton Canal Company ~r 
vcstell in the mayor, aldermen, and common council, fo~ the aforesaid use, witli 
the proviso, that the canal shall he finished and completed, of the breadth ani'. 
depth and in the manner and within the time hereinafter prescribed, and nu 
otherwise. The a.ct then prescribes the width at different parts, and then tba 
the ca.na1, throughout its whole length and breadth aforesaid, aml the basins, sbal 
have a depth of at least four feet water at all times, and that the wLolc sb~l 
be walled on its sides, and made suitable for steam-vessels, to be used ther~u'. 
and finislied by the 1st of March, 1833, and iu default, all the rights and pm1· 
leo-es granted by this act shall eease, and determine. No tolls or wliarfage wei 
allowed to he charged or collected whenever the canal was ·so out of repair as.t 
i~1pedc the free_ navigation with fonr feet water. By the same act a11 the rig111, 
title, property, rntercst, and estate of the United States of in and to that px 
f. tl bl" . l . ' ' ' 1e pu 1c re crvation c e ·1gnatecl as the rna11, ,ms vested in the city corpor: · 
tion, in fee, to be old, and the moneys applied to the construction of the cana 
A :tre t of O fc t wide on the south sicl , in addition to the 40 feet landin!. 
\\a· al.-o authorized, and previous speciiiccl acts, conflicting with this act, we1 1,; 
r p ·nled. 
11 th· 2d f r iarch, 1 33, onm:ess appropriated $150,000 to aid in fn1fillin= 
tlw objc·~t: arnl_ r ·ci~1ir ·mcnt ?f tl1c act of 31. t of ::\fay, l '32, proYidccl the ci t; 
·orp rutum r ·1111<1111 h · l all title to the lau l v btecl in it lJy the 8th section ,:, 
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tbe act, and all the rights and privileges granted by the 8th, 10t~, 11th, 12th, 
J_ :3th, and 14th sections of said act. 
On the 3d of March, 1849, Congress appropriated $201000 for clearing out 
a ;11d deepenin()" that portion of the canal which passes through and along the 
p u?lic ground~, provided the city ~xpends a like sum in cleaning out and deep-
e-iung the other portions. . . 
On the 3d of March, 1851, Congress appropnated $20,000 for completmg, 
c1earing out, and repairing that portion o! the canal whJch pass~s throu_gh and 
along the public grounds, provided the city expends a like sum m clearmg and 
r epairing the other portions. · 
On the 23d of February, 1865, Cono-ress autl10rizecl the city corporation tc.· 
1 ay taxes * * to introduce the necessa~y sewerage and drainage facilities unde1 
01· upon the whole or any portion of any avenue, street: or alley. 
On the 16th of February, 1866, a bill was reported in the House of Repre• 
senta.tives creating a sewerage commission, with power to improve and regnlato 
-the Washington city canal, as may be necessary; and on the 6th of M~rc?. an 
amendment to the bill of t.he 16th of February, 1866, was reported, lumtmg 
-the number of commissioners to three, giving them power to adopt and lay down 
a complete and uniform plan of se-werage, as it may deem necessary and most 
advisable, with 1;eference to the public health and general interest; the city to 
raise $150,000 to execute the work by contract, and the United States not to be 
responsible fur an amount exceeding' one-half the outfay or expenses incurred 
under this act. r:I.,here was no further action on this bill or amendment. 
About the same time, to wit, on the 7th of March, 1866, the Senate of the 
United States passed a resolntion requiring the appointment of a boarrl of United 
States engineers, to report a plan for improvi_ng the canal and sewerage of the 
city. This board, on the 2d of April, 1866, made a partial report for the tem-
porary improvement of the canal, which the city authorities adopted, and appro-
priated $75,000 to carry into effect. 
Such is all the legislation on this subject the committee has been enabled to 
.find, up to the end of the year 1867; from which it appears the United States 
granted to a company the right to construct the canal in question, on certain 
conditions and for specified uses;; that this company sold all its rights to the 
corporation of the city of Washington, and the United States approved the sale 
and transfer, granted additional rights, and exacted additioirnl facilities, limiting 
the uses to navigation by steamers, barg-e-s, and scows over the whole surface and 
length of the canal and basins, from the Potomac to the Eastern Branch. No 
authority is found for convertin~ the canal into a sewer or recipient for the smver-
age matter of the city, no~ can the committee find that the purposes of the canal 
for navigation have ever been carried into full effect. It would further appear 
that the city can make no sale, transfer, disposition, or change of its rights, inter-
ests in and uses of the canal, without the authority of the United States, and it 
may well be questioned whether or not the city has lost all its rights in the pre-
mises, by failing to make the canal navigable, and using it as a sewer and 
reservoir for the excreta from a large proportion of the population of the city. 
PROPOSED ":ACTION. 
. On the 6th April, 1868, a bill was reported in the board of aldermen, grant-
.m_g to certain citizens all the rights now held by the city in the canal for a term 
of 30 years. ~t proposes to gra~t, for the sole u~e and benefit of the parties 
named, _all the rights, &c., of tl1c city to the canal, and all the rights conferred by 
the Umtecl Sta_te~, under the act of the 31st May, 1833. 'l1he corporators are to 
nanow t~e cx1stmg canal, and deepen it to one foot at low water, and finish 
tb.e same m June, 1873, and _ma~ colle~t tolls and dock.age. Tho company shall 
extenc1 all se,rers now leading mto stud C/1I;lal to the outer surface of the canal 
8 s 
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wall, ancl at no time interfere with the cmrn.l being used for sewerage. It was 
provided that this transfer, with the proposed modifications, be submitted to Con-
gress for approval. . . . . 
. rrhe mayor of the city, in a comrnumcat10n to Congress of the 23d Apnl, 1866, 
states that the condition of the canal is such as to require an abatement of the 
nilisance caused by deposits from the sewers, while the- bill now under considera-
tion of the council greatly increases and prolongs thi_s nuisance. 
rrhe committee concurs jn the opinion of the mayor of the city that the pro-
posed grant of the canal to a private corporation would be a grievous injury to 
the inhabitants of the city, and would defeat the much-desired object of both 
Congress and the community of securing the health of the city. 
The committee learns from the mayor that it is proposed to extend the Ches-
apea1~e and Ohio canal from Georgetown, through the city, to the deep water 
along the Eastern Branch, with the view of establishing a shipping port for large 
vessels, and depot for the Cumberland coal, thus sharing with Georgetown a_ml 
Alexandria the profits of this branch of industry. The project is one to _wlncb 
the committee should present no objection, provided it does not interfere w1th the 
general health of the city, or works necessary for promoting the health of the 
inhabitants. 
The committee considers that a canal for such a purpose, or any other, through 
this city, should not lock down to tide-water until it has passed entirely thr?ngh 
the city, ancl recommends that neither the existing canal, the proposed modifica-
tions, nor transfer of the existing canal to any private corporation, be appr~ved 
by Congress unless the subject of public health and , sewerage be first provided 
for, and insured against all hindrance and interruption for all time to come, aod 
that no sewage matter be allowed to enter any open canal whcdever, within the 
limits of the District of Columbia. · 
INFLUENCE OF THE CANAL ON THE HlD.A.LTH OF THE POPULATION, 
At the pre~ent_ time the Washington city canal is an extended ~esspo?l, tbe 
bottom of whwh is below tl1e level of low water, the surface varymg with the 
slow and gradual rise ancl fall of _the tide, wjthout any clirrent to act upon t~e 
bottom or of sufficient velocity to move insoluble ponderous matter that 1 
received into it. • 
rrhe sewage from the water-closets, ·kitchens, laundries, stables, cattle-pen~, and 
street gutters is now received into this immense trap, there to remain, w1th~nt 
power of any kind to carry it into the river or other p1ace to protect the cit_y 
against_ its pernicious effects and influences. . The existing sewers. now _enter _thi~ 
rnserv01r so much be1ow low water as to have caused one-half their entue hei~h 
to . be closed by _deposit, 3:nd as a consequence filling every snch sewer_ w1th 
poisonous matter mto the city to the level of the intersection of the water JD th 
canal with the inclined plane of the bottom of the sewer. This rn:1ss cannot liL 
rc~ovccl by any means now available. On the supposition that the can9:l re· 
c?1ves the s_ewage from a population of only 30,000 of the inhabita?ts_ of tbl 
city, the estimated annual cubic mass that is thrown into the canal is not le~-
t1Hm 300,000 cubic feet, or at the rate of 10 cubic feet per head per annum 0• 
·olicl and fluid human excrement. 
'I bi . fecal matter has for some years past been accumulating in the cana~, ii. 
proportion to the extent and number of sewers constructed from time to t111w 
with?ut any P?Wcr of_ remoyal of the solid parts, a.ncl only a, slight pO\~er fo~ 
m v1n<r tb flmd portions l)ackwards and forward., there being no contu1uon, 
force ev u the fl.ui 1 ancl soluble parts into the Potomac or Ea te1 
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-ejudicial to health. Observation has shown that the death rate is much greater 
:xi nrr .the population along these open sewers than in streets removed but a 
ort ch tancc from them. 
ri~he eiO'ns of animal life visible to the nakc<l. eye in small rivers after recciv-
g· ewage matter consists of myriads of minute ~vorm~, ~harac~eristic. of a11 
e ;rno-e water and may be reo-arcled as the last retnams of arnmal life which can 
. u "I'\·ive in su~b a localitv; a~d even these die off in summer. 
rrbe putrescence of tlie oro·anic liquids and deposits in the open sewers and 
ottom arnl beds of streams il.1 all weathers, and the evolution of noxious .gases 
herefrom, lead to the sensible contamination of the surrounding atmosphere, and 
o nsequently decreases the purity and healthiness of the air, and the discharge 
-f "ewage matter into streams and small rivers po11utes the water by the mixture 
o-f' much organic matter in a state of active putrescence. . 
.Analysis gives 15 to 80 grains per gallon of suspended matter, and from 35 
to 76 grains of dissolved matter, of the sewage of large towns. Of the former 
a.bout 35 per cent.um is orrranic, and of the latter about 28 per centum. rrhe 
organic matter consists of ~egetable and animal fibre with a soluble extractive in 
a high state of decomposition. rnie organic constituents give off such an abund-
ance of foul gases that they are a constant source of annoyance. These gases 
consist of about 73 per centum of light carhnretted hydrogen, 16 per cent.um of 
carbonic acid, 10 of nitrogen, and traces of su1phuretted hydrogen, ammonia, and 
~ putrid, organic vapor that is in the highest degree offensive. 
Every gallon of sewage will discharge from 1{ to 1½ cubic inches of this gas 
-per hour, and the fermentation continues for weeks. Whenever this gas escapes 
from privies, cesspools, or sewers, it causes disease, and finally sets up a putrid 
form of fever which is exceedingly fatal._ 
Every effort is made elsewhere to prevent the diffusion of these freticl gases 
into the houses and public ways, while iu vVashington we promote the evil to an 
incalculable extent and danger in that vast fermenting vat, the city canal. 
It follows t_hat the sewage of large populous cities and towns can only be con-
ducted into large rivers near the i;ea, that they may not contaminate the atmo-
sphere, and should never be discharged into fresh-water streams used or required 
for man or beast. 
If conducted into closed harbors or bays, they create such a deadly pollution 
as soon to lead to the most alarming consequences. 
. r.rhe magnitude of this evil, and the suddenness with which it may come upon 
us in its most fatal form, are. exemplified by the experience of London. rl'he 
committee asks attention thereto, as fully illustrating the evil we have to com-
l,at in this city, and the necessity of prompt attention: 
"On the introclnctiun of the water-closet system in London;. and the abolition 
of cesspools, with the increase of gas-works, the 'rhames began to give indica-
tions of receiving a larger quantity of decomposing matter than it could purify 
or get rid of by the tide movement. In 1856 it became apparent in the summer 
months that the river emitted a disagreeable stench. 1.'his became still more 
evident in 1857, and was obviously dependent on the increased attention paid to 
the removal of an refnse from houses by the aid of drainage. In 1858 the stench 
appeared with increased intensity, and especially in the neighborhood of the new 
houses of parliament. . Every one felt it w~Ls necessary to meet. so gigantic an 
evi1 .. rl'he river ha.cl become one elongated cesspool, ancl the effect npon the 
· t~ernmg popu1ation of its banks might he ju a short time of the most cfo.mstrous 
l~rnd. ln: 18?8 an act was passed for preventing, as far as practical, the sewage 
from pa: s~ng rnto the_ 'l'hames within the metropolis, giving aut_hority to expend.-
tln~e~ ~ml hons _of pounds sterling to effect the o?ject." 
. Iln::i ~xpe~·1cnce may very properly be received as a truthful representation 
of ~\~11at 1s b~1_ng don~ in t~1is city, and the consequences. 
l he specific granty of scw[Lge gases is lighter than that of the atmosphere. 
~ 
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Generated in larO'e volumes in t.he canal, and lower end of as well as in tho se,m 
it ascends the se
0
wers to escape at every higher leve1, and creates the pestilential 
influences heretofore referred to. vVe had some experience in this city in 1857, 
causi,w death and prolonged disease among the inmates of one of our hotel s. 
'Thus fhe deleterious gases ascend and the poisonous liquids descend, making the 
ventilation of ·the sewers as important as conveying away the solids and liqnids 
to insure the health of the city. No system of cleansing sewers by manual labor 
is justifiable. 
Laborers employed in this disgusting business in the culverts for fluid excre-
ments, as in the Paris syste1i1, are subject to two terrible diseases, both due to 
the deadly effluvium of freces, the one caused by ammonia gas, creating _distem-
pers of the nose and eyes, and the second by sulphuretted hyclrogen, rntrogen, 
anrl hydrosulphurettecl ammonia, causing sudden death. In the sewers fodl.uid 
and solid excrementa, as in London and Washington city, the effects are even 
more fatal. In the -report of the engineer relating to the London sewers, it is 
stated that he witnessed several cases of death, and others in which men were 
taken out insensible, after only a few seconds' exposure. In '\Varwick ~treet, 
Fi mlico, five men were killed, in 1852, by this gaseous sewage. rn1ree of them 
had gone into the sewer early in the morning, and, not returning for breakfast, 
alarm was felt for their safety. A surgeon entered the sewer and was killed on 
tl10 spot. A young policeman followed and was struck dead in a few minutes. 
On examination after death it was shown that he could not have made more than 
two respirations before death after enterin()' the sewer. On making an opening 
from the street into the sewers to get the b~dies of these men, the gases as they 
escaped were set fire to hy a match and burnt with a yellow flame, rising twenty 
feet. ·within three months of the date of the enginier's report three more lives 
were lost near Whitechapel by breathing sewage gases as it escaped from an 
opening made into another sewer. · 
It is now a well-established fact, deduced from the medical statistics of the 
English armies in ~ndia, and of our army in its marches during. the past tw_o 
years, that cholera 1s propagated mainly by atmospheres contaminated and poi-
soned by the excrement o-P cholera patients. 
In this city tho canal would he the reservoir for such matter, first to be con-
taminated by travellers from infected districts, sojournhw temporarily at the hotels, 
all tho sewers from which now or arc hereafter to empty in the canal. 
'l'he c?mmittee is of the opinion that the canal, as it now exists, is a great cause 
f<1r creatmg and propagating disease, and should at the earliest possible moment 
. be filled up ancl di::,continued for use as a sewer and reservoir for excrement all(} 
wa. te waters of kitchens, water-closets, laundries, and other sources of contam-
i1:a.lin_g matter, ~qcl i::, also of the opinion that, if the proposition of granting the 
city nght · to this canal be confirmed, the evils herein set forth cam1ot be effi-
cien~ly co~Tectec1 by any mem~s left in the power of the public authorities with-
out rnct~rnng a heavy expenditure to pnrcbase rights and property now proposed 
to ho gwen away. 
It j::; proper to ~tate t~1at part of this system of sewage, and, it is believed, the 
commen_cc~ent ~f makmg t~10 cai~al_ a reservoir and ces::ipoo~, was made under 
appropnations of Congress for lnuldmo- sewers from the Capitol and the execu-
tive building::, from :Fifteenth to Seventeenth streets. 
RE::UEDIES FOR TilE E:XISTUW EVILS. 
The ~mmitte ha pointed out the probable evil conseqnences of our exiBting 
·;y. tc:m of · ·warre1 as a re 'ult of m;inrr the canal as a cos pool ancl reservoir for 
t lie 1 ·cal rnatt ·r, from wh~ncc it cannot be removed by any cxisti11g means. It 
1,a: al:-o , hown lt~l.t th mr ancl wat r from the canal are coutaminated l1y the 
the ·1t;7, an_<l l roc1ncc fatal diseases ten ling to virulent epidemic..:, 
awl that h canal 1 n •Jtli •r 1lt for navin·ation •ewcrao·e or c.lrainao·c in its pr<.:-
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It remains for tbe committee to propose some method by which these edls may 
be remedied. 
1'be old, tllickly populated cities. and town.s of Europe have been _compelled, 
for self-preservation, to expend millions of money, and adopt~d a vanety of sys-
tems to remove excrement from the limits of their abodes. 
The sistems last adopted for Paris and London, at an immense outlay, give in 
general the main reliable features of the most acceptable plans. . 
In Paris metallic vessels for every family are so arranged that the solid faeces 
are separated from the urine. 1'he latter passes into street sewers of large 
dimem,ions, conductino- it, with. the surface drainage from the streets, into the 
Seine and the solids ~re removed from the dwellings by scavengers with carts, 
and c~nveyed some miles from Paris, where it is converted into dry poudrette and 
sold for rn~nure. No less than 278,000 cubic metres of these solid excrementa 
were• collected from the tenements in Paris and removed to La Vilette for con~ 
version into fertilizing matters in one year. . · 
In London a system commenced in 1859 of sewers at different levels, running 
parallel with the ·rrhames, receives all the house and street drai.nage, both solid 
and fluid, and conducts the same, miles below the city, into the river, to find its 
way to the sea. These longitudinal sewers drain the entire city surface of 117 
square miles, and are together 82 miles in length. Their fall does not exceed 
two feet per mile, and are carried over rivers, railways, roads, and streets, by 
wrought-iron aqueducts. Of the surface thus drained 25½ s,1uare miles are below 
the level of high water, and drained by a sewer of 10 miles in length. A part 
of the sewerage, or 14½ miles of this surface, has to be pumped up 17¼ feet to 
discharge it into the Thames; and at what is called the Abbey Mills Station, the 
whole mass of sewage is pumped up 36 feet to the le,rel of the outfall sewer. 
This system i$ peculiar in having culverts parallel with the river, to receive the 
sewage at high levels as far as practicable, and not allow it to fall into basins or 
valleys below the river surface, and by steam pumps raising all the sewage mat-
ter from surfaces below the river level into the main drains leading to the river. 
Another system is advocated, by which all the oxcrementa is received from the 
water-closets, both solid and fluid, into small boxes in the streets, from whence 
it is drawn l,y pneumatic portable engines into tight barrels, and thence .in its 
liquid state distributed in drills underground by p1oughs, as a manure for the sur-
rounding country. It is claimed to be the only effectual way' of removing this 
offensive matter and preserving tho whole of it for manuring the soil. 
With subsoil ploughing, rotation of crops, lime, marl, green sand, barn-yard 
manure, guano, and other fertilizers, the use of sewage matter is not likely to be 
acceptable to our agriculturists, and no demand will probably exist sufficient to 
absorb the quantities that by this system must be daily disposed of in summer 
and winter: 
1'he committee has come to the conclusion that we must constrnct the sewers 
of the city of W D,shington on levels above high water, and conduct them to dis-
charge their contents in the strong ebb current of the Potomac river at high water, ' 
that the eutire accumulation of twelve hours may have six hours of ebb tide to 
carry it towards the Chesapeake, which, with the annual freshets and constant 
flow of tho Potomac, will always carry it beyond tbe distance it can be brought 
back by the flood. . . · 
It is judispensable the outlet of these main sewers should be b·elow the Long 
bridge, (and as distant as practicable,) otherwise all the solid matter would accu-
mulate on the shoals between this bridge and Georgetown, ancl in time create as 
great an evil as the canal. 
1'o effect this 01?ject all the main sewers must be carried across the site of the 
present canal on closecl aqueducts or causeways, at tLe most adva.ntao·eous levels 
above l1igh water, and the~ce under the grounds south of the canal~ to suittt1>1e 
places on tbe bank of the nver, where closed and covernd reservoirs may be con-
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structed to retain the sewa()'e until the ebb-tide makes, when gates or valves ,,ill 
be opened to allow it to es~ape into the river, under the water surface, using the 
waters of Rock creek and the 'fiber to cleanse them. 
The present canal should then ceiise to be used for any other purpose than as 
an escape for the waters of the 'I'iber during extraordinary freshets, and for such 
surface drainarre as cannot be carried acroHs it into the sewers leading to the 
Potomac, and to this end must be filled up and reduced in size and form to an 
arched culvert. '.rhe proposed canal for commercial purposes, with an outlet in 
the Eastern Branch, should, in like manner, be carried over tho valley of the 
present canal on an aqnednct or causeway, and then through or along the high 
ground to the Eastern Branch. 
We have found that the canal is not useful for navigation. A railroad over 
the same ground, extended along the river front, with turn-outs and si<liI)gs to 
warehouses and depots, free to every owner of a car, wonld better ·snbserve_ the 
public welfare, it is believed, than any water transportat.ion that can be clenved 
from the existino: or other canal. Such a road for heavy traffic, with a well-
constructed paved street for light vehicles, and a paved walk along the south s~de, 
adjacent to the public reservations, connecting the Capitol, botanic garden, Snnth-
sonian, agricultural, and Washington monument grounds with the grounds about 
the President's house, would insure greater health, promote pnh1ic convenie~1ce, 
and greatly enhance the value of property now separated from the settled port10us 
of the city by an impassable barrier. These are additional considerations for 
using the site of the existing canal as a covered drain or culvert for surface water 
onlv. 
'.l,he committee has confined itself to pointing out t11e evil effects of the ex~st-
ing sewerage, the necessity for immediate correction, and a general plan therefor, 
l eaving it for the talent and genius of the most experienced engineers to select 
th~ most advantageous sites for the outlets of the sewers, at the most _clistw!t 
points from dense population, and mature the details of a project for carrying this 
system into effect. 
All of which is respectfully submitted by 
RICHARD DELAFIELD, 
For the Committee of the Regents. 
RICHARD WALLA OH, MaJJor. 
RICHARD DELAFIELD, U. S. Anny. 
PErrER PARKER, M. D. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 15, 1868. 
A!ter disciis:ion,and the nna1;1imons .expression of opinion that the canal was 
a nmsance which should speechly be abated, on motion of Mr. Pruyn the fol-
lowing resolution was adopted : 
"Resolved, 'l'hat the report of tho executive committee be accepted, and bhat 
the committee he authorized, in their di •cretion, to unite with the corporate 
authorities of Washington in a memorial to Congress for snch relief as may 
eventually le:u1 to an a1atornent of the nuisance complained of." 
n motion of General Delafield, it was 
"Resolved, That the vacancy in the executive committee be filled by the 
l ction of I cv. Dr. John Iaelean." 
l~rofe ·or lI nry presen~erl his annual report of the operations of the Institution 
dnrtn"' the yoar 1 G , wluch was read, accepted, and ordered to be presented to 
'ongrc 
n motion of •enoral Garfield, it was 
'' Re olcccl, ' hat the r rr •nts T •new their applicat.ion to Concrrcss to increa e 
tbC' annual appropriati n for th care of tl10 gov ·rnment collectiins to $10 GOO.' 




REPORT FOR 1868. 
The obj~ct of this appendix is to illustrate the operations of the Institution 
by reports of lectures and extracts from correspondence, as well as to furnish 
information of a character suited especially to the meteorological observers and 
other persons interested in the promotion of knowledge. 
MEMOIR OF CUVIER~ 
BY M. FLOURENS. 
Translatedfor the Smithsonian Institution by 0. A. Alemnder.• 
When a nation loses one of those men whose sole name would suffice for its 
own glory and that of an epoch, the grief which it feels is so profound that 
voices are raised on all sides to deplore the ·common ·calamity. There is a general 
emulation to pour forth the public regret at their tomb ; a universal impulse to 
make known all that can'be learned respecting lives so illustrious and so honorable 
to humanity. . . 
So it shouJd have been, and so in effect it has been in regard to M. Cuvier. Men . 
~f science, men of letters, · whole Academies, indeed, have already published · 
accounts of his life and person, and it would be too late to-day for the Academy 
of Sciences to say anything new of the great man whom it has lost. But, among 
the labors on which rests his renown, there are such as pertain more specially 
to this Academy, and the study of which is far from being exhausted. I allude to 
the progress, which the natural sciences owe to lVI. Cuvier, a progress which has 
renovated all those sciences, and which has so greatly extended them that it has 
in reality extended, through them, the reach of the human mind and the domain 
of genius. 
In M. Cuvier, therefore, I consider here only the savant, and even iii the savant 
shall, above all, consider the naturalist. }.,ontenelle -said, in his account 0f 
Leibnitz, that he had been obliged, in some sort, to divide and decompose that 
great man ; and that quite the contrary of antiquity, which had made one Hercules 
out of many, _he had made of Leibnitz alone, many savants. So it is necessary 
to decompose M. Cuvier, if we would at all measure bis genius; this great intel-
lect which, lilrn that of Leibnitz, "conducted all the sciences abreast," and which, 
not restricting itself to the sciences, diffused its light on the highest institutions 
of the state, requires, in order to be properly comprehended, as many separate 
discussions as it bas manifested different capacities. I repeat, therefore, that I 
here consider in M. Cuvier only the naturalist; but even so, my task will be 
immense, and, in venturing to approach it, I need all the indulgence of' those 
to whom I address myself'. 
The history of M. Cuvier, ·if we recall all that the natural sciences owe to 
him, is scarcely less in fact than the history of those sciences in the earlier part 
of the nineteenth century. 'rhe eighteenth had already communicated to them 
a rapid movement in advance. 1\vo indi vi<luals, Linnreus and Bnffon, had espe-
cia11y co-operated in prodncing this movement; and althongh endmved other-
wise with very different qualities, it is to be remarked, nevertheless, that it ·was 
from the same cans~ that both had failed· in their aim. Those phenomena, in 
effect, those beings, those facts, wl1ich the comprehensive genius of Linnreus 
sought to distinguish and to classify; those facts which the soaring genius of 
Buffon sought to combine and to explain, were not yet sufficiently known in 
t~eir intimate nn.ture to supply either their true classification or their real explana-
tion. 
'l'he primary merit of M. Cuvier, and it was by this merit that he communi-
cated from the first a new life to the natural sciences, was the distinct- perception 
* Read before the Academy of Sciences, 29th December, 1834. 
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that the classification as well as exp1anation of facts could be founded only on 
their inmost nature thoroughly understood. In a word, and taking into view 
only the natural history of a?irnals, tha~ branch of_ natural l:ist_ory i_n general 
which 1\1. Cnvier has most directly elumda,ted by lns labors, 1t 1s ev11lent that 
what had been wanting to Linnreus and to Buff on, ' whether for the classification 
of animals or for the proper explanation of their phenomena, was the adequate 
knowledo·e of their internal structure or organization; and it is not less evident 
that the laws of all classification, as of the whole :natural philosophy of these 
beinD'S, could spring only from the laws of that organization itself. 
It°will presently be seen that it was by the assiduous study of these fruitful 
laws that ltl. Cuvier renovated in succession zoology and comparative anatomy; 
that he renovated them one by means of the other; and that he founded on both 
the science of fossil animals-a science altogether new, wholly clue to his genius, 
and ·which has thrown light in its turn on the science of the earth itself. But 
before we come to these last and astonishing results, the fruits of so many grand 
conceptions ancl so many unexpected discoveries, let us first see what he lrns 
done in particular for each of the sciences j nst mentioned, in order that we may 
afterward be better able to comprehend and embrace in a ge.neral view what he 
has clone for all. I commence with zoology. · 
Linnreus, who of all the naturalists of the eighteenth ·century had exerted the' 
most general influence on the human mind, particularly in point of method, 
divided the animal kingdom into six classes: quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fish~, 
insects, and worms. In this Linnreus committed a first general error, for m 
placing in the same lino tLese six primitive divisions, he assumed that an equal 
interval separated them one from another; than which nothing ·could be le s 
exact. On the other hand, almost all these classes, especially the last, at one 
time separate animals the most nearly rnlated, at another unite those which are 
most incongrnous. In a word, classification, which has no other end but to 
mark the ti:ue relations of beings, in this instance almost everywhere severed 
those relations; and that instrument of method which only serves the under-
standing in so far as it conveys just ideas of things, communicated to it, nearly 
throughout, only false ideas. 
This whole classification of Linnrens was, therefore, to be recast, and ncarl_y 
the entire framework of the science to be reconstructed. Now, to attain _th)s 
end, it was first necessary to found the classification on organization, for it I ' 
organization alone which gives the true relations; in other terms, it was neces-
sary to found zoology on anatomy; it was next necessary to introduce into the 
method }tsel~ views more jnst an_d elevated than had been previously appli~cl. 
It was, m eflect, these elevated views a::, regards methGd, these profound stuche · 
on organization, which shone forth in tlie first labors of lVI. Cuvier : potent 
resource:, hy means of which lie succeeded in effecti1w successively the reform 
of a,ll the branches of zoology, one after the other, an~l in :finally renovating in 
its whole extent that vast and gra.ncl science. 
I have said that it was cl1ietly in tho class 1vcrmcs of Linnreus that disorder 
and confo ·ion I revailed. lie had thrown into it all anirnab with white blovd-
that i · to say, more than half the animal kingdom. It ,vas in tbe fin;t of hi. 
memoir::;, pnhlished in 1795, that M. Cuvier pointed 011t the oTeat difference ul 
the l> •incrs till then confonnclecl under thi · vague nanw of whittblooclecl animaL 
and tl1at h separated them with prcei ion from one another first into three grea 
cla c · : lliollu ·ks, which, liko the poulp, the c-uttle-Jish, tbe' oyster, have a heart. 
a C'ompl ·te va, cular y tern, nncl re::ipire hv ineans of lmrnehire or O'ills; in ecL 
whi ·h ha\'', in place of a, h art, nly a· ·implo dorsal vessel, ai~t1 respire hy 
trn here; a111l, la tly, zoophytcs-anilllals whose strneture is so simple as to ban 
gain· 1 tli ·m thi::1 name, si 0 ·nifying animal plant.·, nnd which luwe neither bear. 
nor vc,.; ·cl.·, nor distinct organ of r ' pirntion. By ·ul, Cl1uently formi1w tLre1• 
uth r ·la· ·cti-tCrmes, cru tacea, cchinodermata-all tho animals with ,\Lite 
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blood are found to be distributed into six classes : mollusks, crusta_ceans, insects, 
worms: echinoderms, and zoophytes. . . 
Everythin()' was new in this distribution; but everytlung was at tQe same tune 
so evident th~t it was generally adopted, and thenceforward the animal kingdom 
assumed a hew face. Moreover the precision of the characters on which each 
of these classes was founded, the perfect conformity of t~te .beings wl1ich :vera 
assembled nuder each of them could not but prove convmcmg to naturalists; 
and what doubtless appearecl t~ them not less worthy of admiration than these 
direct and immediate results, ·was the sudden light which thereby broke on the 
highest points of the science-the grand ideas on the subordination of the orga11s 
and on the oflice of this subordination in their employment as characters-those 
great laws of the animal organization thus and so early apprehended : tlmt all 
animals with white blood which have a heart have also branchim or a circum-
scribed respiratory oro-an; that all those which have no heart have only a 
tracliea; that whereve~ the heart and the hranchim exist, the liver exists; tha,t 
wherever they are wanting tho liver is wanting.* . 
· Assuredly, no one had as yet thrown a glance so comprehensive, so peuetrnt-
ing on the general ]aws of the organiza,tion of animals, ·and it was easy to fore-
see that if he should pursue the investigation of those laws with anytliing like 
'the same continnity, Cuvier, whoso first views had imparted to science so brilliant 
an impulse, would not be 'long in extending its boundaries in every direction. 
He has often recalled since, and even in his last works, this first memoir, from 
which, in truth, date tho genns.both of the grand renovation wbicl1 he effected 
in zoology and of the greater part of his most fandamental ideas in comparative 
anatomy. 
Never, indeed, had the domain of a science been so rapidly augmented. vVith 
the exception of Aristotle, whose philosophic genius had nogloctecl no part of 
the animal kingdoni, scarcely had any one studied, at any epocli, more than the 
vertebrate animals alone, at least in a general and thorough manner. rrhe ani-
mals with -white bloocl, or, as l\L Lamarck has since called them, the animals with-
out vertebrce, formed in some sort a new anirnrLl kingdom, almost unknown to 
natti.ralists, and of v;,hich M:. Cnvier had at once revealed to them as ·well the 
different plans of structure as the particular laws to which eaeh of these plans 
is subjected. _-\..11 these animals-so _numerous, so varied in their forms, and the 
knowledge of which has since so greatly extendetl the basis of general physi-
ology and natural philosophy-were then of scarcely any account to the physi-
ologist and the philosopher; and oven long after these great labors of l\L Cuvier 
of which I speak, how many systems have we not seen which, pretending to 
embrace under one sole point of view the entire animal kingdom, have embraced 
in reality only tlie vertehrata 7 So vast was the new route whieh he had traced 
for rn:tturalists1 aud so difficult was it found to follow him therein, on account of 
its very vastness. 
In this first memoir, then, :M:. Cuvier had succeeded in finally establishing the 
true division of animals with white. blood. In a second, taking up specially 
one of their elasses, that of the mollusks, he laid the foundations of his great 
work on those auirnals-a labor which oceupied him "for so many years, and 
"·hich bas produced an assem~lage of results the most surprising, perhaps, rrnd 
at least the most essentiaJly ne,;v of all modern zoology, as of all modern com-
parative n,natomy. _ 
1'il1 then there had been no example of an anatomy so exact :md bearing on 
so great a, number of fine and de1icate parts. Da,ubenton, that model of precis-
ion and exactness, had scarcely described with equal detail more than the skele-
ton and the viscera of quaclrnpeds; hero there ,va,s the same attention and a, 
* By the liver I mean a massive and compact organ, a conglomerate gland; in insects th~ 
secr:tion_s in ~ff~ct are n.ccomplished simply by tubes very long and slender, which float in 
the rntenor of the body aud are fixed only by the trnchere. . 
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still more eminent deo-ree of sagacity of observation transferred to all the parts 
of the animal-to its ~mscles, its vessels, its nerves, its organs of sense. Swam-
merdam and Pallas *who had em braced all the parts of the ani1pal in tbeiranatom-
, ' · · · 1 L izations had confined these to certam species; m anot rnr genus yonnet had 
confined himself to a single one; in the case of Cuvier there was an ·entirn cla~s 
of animals, and of all animals the c1as~ least known, of ·whi:'h almost all the 
species were desci'ibed and a11 the details, even the most delicate and obscure, 
of their 8trncture were brought to light and developed. 
The mollusks have a11 a heart, as n1ready said; some, however, have but a 
single one, like the oyster and snail; others h~v~ two ; others again, lil~-0 the 
poulp and cuttle-fish1 have as many as three d1stmct hearts. And _yet 1t wa 
with these animals whose organization is so rich, which have a bram, nen'es, 
org·ans of sense and of secretion, that it had been the custom to confound others, 
which, like the zoophytes and polypes, for example, have for their whole organi-
zation only an almost homogeneous pulp. . · 
r.rhe experiments of Trembley have rendered famous the polypus of fresh 
water, that animal which puts forth buds like n plant, and each pn,rt of which, 
separated from tho others, forms a new and complete individual. The whole 
structure of this singular zoophyte reduces itself to n. sac_.;._that is to say, ton 
mouth and stomach. · l\L Cuvier has made khown another zoophyte,t whose 
structure presents something still mo1;e surprising, for it has not even a mout_h; 
it is nourished by means of ramified suckers, like plants, nnd its internal car1ty 
serves by turns as a stomach nnd sort of heart, _for vessels enter it which con-
duct to it tLe nutritive juices, and other vessels issue from it which convey these 
juices to tlie memb~rs. · 
One of the most curious problems of the 'physiology of white-blooded animals 
which ba8 been resolved by M. Cuvier is tbn.t of the nutrition of insects. Insects, 
as Las been already said, have, in place of a heart, only a simple dorsal vessel; 
nnd, moreover, this dorsal vessel has no bn1.nch, no ramific:1tion, no particular 
vessel which either enters or issues from it. rrhis ·was already known through 
the celel,rated researches of M"alpigbi, Swammerdam, nnd Lyonnet. But .M. 
Cuvier goes much further; lie examines, one after the other, all the parts of the 
bodies of insects, and by this tletailed examination he shows that no sa.ngnincou.-
vessel, or, what amounts to the same thing, no circulation, exists in these am-
malfJ. Ilow, then, is their nutrition effected 1 
l\L Cuvier begins by remarking that the final object of the circulation is _to 
conduct the Lloocl to the air. Hence all animnls which Lave a heart have a cir· 
cumscribccl respiratory organ, whether lungs or brnnchire, and the b.lood retnmed 
from the members to the heart is invmiibly constrained to traverse this organ, 
iii on1er to be there subjected to the actio11 of the air before returning to t~e 
members. Bnt in insects t.Le apparatus of respirat.ion is wholly different. It b 
no lo1JO'er a circumscribed organ wliich receives the n.ir; it is an immense nnm· 
ber of eb.~tic vessels, on 1led traclie<JJ, which convey it iuto all parts of the body, 
and which tlms conduct it even to the nntritive flnid itself, which continually 
bath •s tlio, •e part·. In a word, while in other animals it is the nutritive flui rl 
·wl1ich hy me~ms of th· uirnubtion goes in search of the air, the plienomenun i 
rev 11 · cl in in ·ect/'J, aud it is the air, on the contrary, which <roes to seek tl1c 
nutritive fl.11ic1, and thereby renders all circulation t1Seless.:j: 
0 
Anotlier dbc JVcry of .M. Cuvier, 11ot less important, is that of the cirnnlatory 
n.pparatu · of rtain worms, such a tl1e earth-worm and loecl1, which 11ad un ti. 
th •n l><•en ·011l' uncled with tho ·o zoophvtes of a structure incornpamhly mon 
" I oli 111,11 nl o prt:c:edeJ him in the anatomy of sovorul molluscs, but of multivalve and 
biu1lve mollu. ·s on!y. 
t Tnm ly, tl10 blu rliizo tome. 
f \\- n.rr :1 pc11.kiug h11r only f pPrfcct insects. 'incf\ tho re8earcl1es of M. Cuvier whicn 
T h!L · nt pn·. •nt in view, M. ·ant lrn1:1 di s ·over din c rto.in lnrvoo a sort of circulation, 11 
rnthcr n ,,wr;cmeut of the bluc,d, which rn1.1v1.?rncnt, however, is not effected in vcssc18 proper. 
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simple, which live only in the interior of otbei· animals.* By a re.markable sin-
gularity the blood of these worms, with a circulatory appamt~s,t_1s red:· 9: new 
circumstance to show how inexact and 'Vacrue was the denommahon of ammals 
with white blood, given till then, in a general manner, to animals without 
vertebrre. 
By means of these admirable investigations M. Cuvier, it will be seen, had 
fixed the limits of the class of mollusks; he had dctBrmined that of the vermes 
with red blood, be had completely separated both from that of the zoophytes; 
finn1ly, he had marked the true place of the zoophytes themselves, thenceforth 
consigned to the extreme limit of the animal kingdom. liut a principle which 
he lmd employed in all these researches must needs lead him still further. rl'l1is 
principle is that of the subordination of organs or of cliaracter~. 
Method should not limit Hself, in effect, to representing- indistinctly the rela-
tions of structure ; it ought to mark, besides, the particular order of these relations 
and the relative imp·ortance of each, and it is precisely to this crnl tbrLt tbe prin-
ciple of the subordination of organs serves. Bernard and Laurent de J ussieu 
bad already applied this principle, as fruitful as it is infallible, to botany, but 
the zoologists had not yet ventured to make the application of it to their own 
. science, determined, no doubt, by the great number and complication of the 
organs which constitute the animal body, and which, for the most part, are 
wanting in vegetables. · · . 
The principle of subordination of organs could only be introduced into zoology 
when preceded by anatomy. The first step to be .taken was to know the organs; 
the determination of their relative importance could be only the second. These 
two steps accomplished, there rem3.ined. only to found the characters on the 
organs, and to subordinate these characters one to the other, as the organs are 
subordinated among themselves. Such was properly the object of the .An-itnal 
Kingdom, distributed according to its organfaation, ( Hegne Animal, &c.,) that 
great work in which the new zoological doctrine of the illustrious author is dis-
played as at length reproduced in all its entireness and co-ordi1iated in all its 
parts. · 
Dating from tl1is work the art of methods has assumed a new face. Linmeus, 
n,s is wen known, had seen in this art only a means of distinguishi11g species. 
M. Cuvier was the first who undertook to make method the very instrument of 
the gener.alization of facts. Method, viewed in itself1 is for him on1y the sub-
ordination of propositions, of truths, of facts, one to rmother, according to the 
order of their generality. Applied to tbe animal world, it is the subordination 
of groups among themselves, according to the relative importance of tl10 organs 
which constitute the distinctive characters of those groups.. Now, the most 
irnport:111t organs m;e also those which involve the most general resembhnces. 
Whence it follows that in founding the inferior groups on the subordinate organs, 
n.nd the superior groups on the dominating .organs, the superior groups will 
always necessarily comprise the inferior, or, in other terms, it will always be 
practicable to pass from one to the other by progressive propositions, Lecornirig 
more and more general in proportion as we ascend from the inferior groups 
towards the superior. -
Method, therefore, properly considered, is bnt the genernlized expression of 
~c~ence; H is science itse.lf, but science. reduced to its ... most simple expressions; 
1~ 1s still more: this linking together of facts according to their anafogics, this 
lmki~1g_ together of analogies according to their degree of cornprchensi vencss, is 
not lnmted to the representation of known relations; it brings to ligl,t a mu1titud0 
~f new r?lations, contained one in :mother.; it disengages them from one another; 
lt thus gives new forces to the understanding for perceiving and discovorino- · it 
creates for the mind new processes of logic. 
0 
' 
. ,. Namely the iut~stinal worms, that class of zoophytes which, for the most part can only 
live and propagate m the interior of the bodies of other animals. ' 
t Worms willt re£l bloud of Cuvier; annelides of Lamarck. 
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Hitherto l\f. Ouvjer had seen, fa each of these grand classes of invertebra 
animals, mollusks, insects and z·oophytes, only a group like each of the four 
classes of vertebrate animals, quadrupeds, birds, reptiles and fishes. It WM 
because he had as yet considered only the organs of circulation. 
In considcrin(r the nervous system, which is a much more important organ, be 
saw that ea,ch of the three great classes of animals without vertebrre corresponded 
or was equivalent not to . strnh or such a class of vertebrate animals taken sepa-
rately, but to all these vertebrate a11imals taken together. A first form of the 
1~crvous system unites n11 these vertebrate animals in, a single group; a second 
form unites a11 the mollusks; a third unites the insects to the wo1ms with red 
blood, and both to the crustacea, constituting the group of mticulata; a fourth 
form, finally, un,ites all the zoophytes. rrbere are thus four plans, four types in 
tl1e- animal kingdom, four embranchements, as M. Cuvier calls them; or, in plainer 
terms, and divested of everythi11g vague, there are four general forms of the 
nervous system in animals. · . 
In the sciences of observation and experiment the supreme art of genius is to 
transform qnestions from simple 11nestions of reasoning into questions of fact. 
:For more than a century the question had been debated whether, in animals, 
there was bnt one plan of organization, or whether there were several. This 
question, couched tm then in terms so vagne, is transformed by :M. Cuvier into 
this other question, positive nnd to the point, namely, how many distinct forms 
are there of the nervous system in animals 1 Now, as I have just said, there are 
four-one for the vertebrata,, one for the mollitsca, one for the articulcda, one for 
the zoophyta j these four plans or types compr1sing the whole animal .kingdom. 
Such is the light tl1rown upon the anim.al kingdom by the great work under 
considcra.tion tbnt, guided by this, the mind is enabled precisely to apprehend 
the different orders of relation which connect animals with one another; the 
relations of conformity ( cl'cnscmble) which constitute the unity, the character of 
the kingdom; the relations more or less general which constitute the unity of 
the ernbranclzements, of tbe clnsses; the more particular relations which constitute 
the unity of the orders, of tl1e genera. 
Nevertheless, this work of so vast a scope, of such immense detail, was not 
yet what l\l. Cuvier would have wished. lt'is the property of genius always to 
S(:e something beyond and ·better than aU that it has done. And, indeed, though 
all the species had been reviewed in this great work, the greater part of them 
hatl been scn.r0ely more than indicated; it was, therefore, ouly an ahrit1gec1, not 
a cowplcte system of animals. Now, tlie idea of a complete system of animals, 
a system in which all the species should be not only indicated, distinguished. 
classified, but represented and deseriued in tlieir wl{ule structure, was one of 
those with wliich M. Cuvier was most constantly occnpied. Hence, scarcely 
was this great treati~e on the auimal kingdom terminated, when another wa 
alrca1ly commenceLl, n.nd on a pfan nut less vast. I mean the "Natural History 
?f rishcs," ( Histuire naturelle des poissons,) the first volume of wl1ich appeared 
lll 18~8. 
After Laving effectet1, in the earlier of these two works, the complete reforrr... 
of tlie s,r tern of animal , what he had wished in the second was to show, by 3 
dctail:c1 and t1wroug11 ~xpm;ition of all the kuown species of a class, ·wliat conld be 
lone for all otli ·r ·pcci ,s and a,ll other classes. With this view Le Lad cho ·en 
the class of Ji1:,lies as 1'ci11g, among ull those of the vertelJrata, the most nnmerous, 
the l ·a::t knowu, and that mo ' t emiclicd 'by the recent discoveries <,f traveller~. 
'l'h l~t' 'L ,tu_thors of note in _i ·hth?olo(J'y, Bloch and Lacepcde, were starc~l) 
a ·qnn.mt ,,1 wnh so many ~peCH'.S of fi ·h n.::; 1,400; jn the work of l\I. UnY1e1 
th· 11nmu r of p ,ci •s w nl 1 have anwnntecl to more than 5 000; the entire 
~v1Jrl- woulc1 hn.ve i~ ·lucl cl not 1, ·ti ~lurn 20 ulnmes, all the mate;ials w re placed 
111 1rclc!·, rm,1 the mu' vol111n s ,vl11 ·h ma<le th 1 ir appearance in le s than ix 
:ear:-1 inlly att' t the word rfnl rapidity "ith wl1i(jh it wn.s intended thn.t thi 
va ·t und ·rtaki1 g h ul< pro · ed 
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Pressed by want of time I must deny myself all details on this work, so 
astonishin(J' for its extent, and yet still more astonishing for that profound art in 
the formation of genera and families, of which the author seems to havede1ighted 
to unveil the most hidden secrets, and for that science of characters which no 
one ever possessed in an equal degree; results of experience and fruits of a 
genius anivecl at its foll maturity.* 
Such is the assemblage of great labors by which M. Cuvier has renovated 
zoolocry ; but a reform still more important, and of which that is in reality but 
the cgnsequence, is whn.t he had already effected, or was at the same time effecting 
in comparative anatomy. It is impossible to speak of the progress which this 
science owed to the researches of M. Cuvier without profound respect and even 
grateful acknowledgment; he himself regarded this branch of ,investigation, and 
with justice, as the regu1ator of all those which relate to organized beings, and 
death surprised him still meditating that great work which he had consecrated 
to it, and in which, collecting anew all its forces, his vast genius would have 
undou bteclly appeared in all its grandeur. But though this work remained 
unaccomplished, its principal elements subsist, as they are scattered in various 
memoirs, especially in his Lewns cl'aiiatmnie comparee and his Recherches sur les 
ossenients fossiles, immortal labors which hav.e communicated to comparative 
anatomy snch an impulsion that, after having been so long the most neglected. 
of the branches of natural history, it has suddenly outstripped and talrnn the lead 
of all of them. 
The history of comparative anatomy counts three epochs clearly marked-
the epoch of Aristotle, that of Claude Perrault, and that of Cuvier. Every 
one knows with how much genius the foundations of the science were hid by 
Aristotle among the ancients. But what is not as well known, though not less 
worthy of being so, is the force of intellect with which Claude Perrault, at the 
middle of the seventeenth century, undertook the reconstrnction of the entire 
science from its very base-that is to say, from the consideration of particular 
facts. His descriptions are the first assured step taken by comparative annfomy 
in modern times. Daubenton advanced it still another, for he rendered those 
descriptions comparable. Vicq-cl' Azyr went yet further. Rich through the 
labors of Daubenton, of Haller, of . Hunter, of Monro, of Camper, of Pallas, 
Vicq-d' Azyr embraced comparative an~tomy in its completeness; he brought to it 
that penetrating genius which sees in science the end to he attained, and that 
spirit of sequence which attains iL; and by no one more than by him was that 
great reform promoted which l\L Cuvier finally achieved for the science·in question. 
It was certainly fortunate for this science to have passed immediately from the 
hands of one of these two eminent men into the hands of the other. Vicq-cl'Azyr 
had thrown on it the glance of the physiologist; M. Cuvier threw on it more 
particu1arly that of the zoologist, and ,ve may' concede that it had an equal 
need of being considered nnder both these points of view. It may well be 
thought that its reform would not have been so complete and its influence so 
general except that, having been by turns studied and adapted with a view both 
to zoology and physiology, it has become alike for both the guide and the lumi-
n:wy. 
However this may be, comparative anatomy was still but a collection of par-
ticular facts touching the structure of animals, '\','.hen M. Cuvier transformed it 
into the science of the general la,rs of the animal organization. After havino-
transfor~necl, as. we have sce~1., the zo?1oq"ical method from being a simple 11ome1~ 
~lature mto _an mstrurnen_t of genera.l1zat10n, he now pro_cee_ded to dispose the facts 
m comparative anatomy m ~nch an order that, from then· s1mp1e collocation have 
proceeded so many admirable and progressively ascendinO' laws• as for ex~mple 
b h k . l f' 1 . fi ' · 
0 
' ' ' l at eac -m( o orgn.n ins its xed and dctermmed modifications; that a, con-
.. Ree, r~~pecting this work, the developments which I present in my Histoire des T~ava-ux 
de M. Cuoier. . 
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stant relation connects all modifications of the organism with one another; tba 
certain organs exert on the collective animal economy a more marked and 
decisive inflnence, whence the law of their subordination; that certain facts of 
organization necessarily involve the presence of each other, while there are such, 
on the contrary, ns are incompatible and exclusive, one of the other, whence the 
hnv of their correlation or coex-istencc; besides so many other laws, so many 
other general relations, which baveJ in the endJ created and developed the 
philosophic part of the science. 
Among so many discoveries, so many particular facts with which he ha 
enriched that science, I must necessarily confine myself to a citation of the mo t 
prominent, and still the catalogue of even these will be far from complete. The 
researches of Hunter and of 1,tnon had already afforded valuable contributions 
to the theory of the development of the teeth; it ·was Cuvier who carried this theory 
to a perfection beyond which there can be little to desire. Those little bones 
which we call teeth appear at first glance to be very simple, and scarcely to 
merit the attention of the observer. These little bodies, however, are very 
complex ; they possess secretory organs, as their germ, their proper membrane; 
secreted substances, such as their enamel, their ivory; and each of these sub-
stances appears in its turn, each at a fixed epoch. They spring up, are devel-
oped, push forth their roots, die, fall, and are replaced by others with adrni_rahle 
order and regularity. Nor is it less admirable, though under another pomt of 
view, that all the circumstances of their organization and development are to-
day rigorously demonstrated. It was chiefly through a study of the teeth of 
the elephant, where everything is seen 011 a large scale, that l\f. Cuvier succeeded 
in establishing the precise epoch at which each part of the tooth is formed, a~d 
by what mechanism it. is formed ; how each of these pasts, having perform~tl ~L 
function of productive organ, disappears; how the entire tooth disappears_m its 
turn to give place to another, which will also have its development, both m the 
whole and in detail, its point of complete organization, and its decay and its ~all. 
Perrault; Herissant, Vicq-d' Azyr, had, before Cuvier, distinguished some pomr 
in the structure of the vocal organs of birds; he has made that strncture known 
in a general manner and by detailed comparisons. It was he also who fiN 
placed in a clear light tbe singular arrangement of the organ of hearing, and 
still more singular arrangement of the na~a1fossm in tho cetaceous tribes. . 
Every one knows the marvellous metamorphosis experienced by the frog m 
pa.·sing from the state of fretns or tadpole to the adult state. It is known thltt 
after having respire<l, in the first case, by gills, like the fishes, it respires, in the 
second, by lungs, like the terrestrial animals. . M:. Cuvier has taught us_ the 
stn:cture of the organs of respiration and of circulation in a species of rep_til~--
wlnch presents something · still more cmious. 'rhe frocr is by tm'ns a fish m Jt. 
first stage, a,nd a reptile in it~ second. 'rhese new reiti !es, still more singnlar. 
Rt1Ch as the protcus, the axolotl, the s-iren, are all their life reptiles and fish• 
have all the time both branclzia: or gills and luno·s, and can hence breathe alter• 
natcly in the air and in water. t> 
l\I. Cuvier agai1: was tbe first _to give a connected comparison of t~rn bra~n i· 
the fonr clas c::i of vertebrate animals; the first to point out tho relations of tL 
d ·vclopment of that oro-an with the development of jntellio-e.nce, a branch · 
c mparn.tive nnatomy which has jncc become so fruitful and txtensive; the fir • 
j~1 fo1 ? to cl dnc_e in a rigoron manner from tho respective quantity of re ~in,· 
ttu11 of th :::e an1111a1 , not only tl10 deo-ree of their natnrnl heat but that of ii. 
tl1 •ir oth r facnltieR, their force of mov~ment, their suutility of perceptjon, the· 
rnpi(lity of (li()'e 'tion . · · 
. Hnt ,tlte mo ·_t n Ycl and brilliant application whi h ·he has made of com pa•· 
t1Yc m1a.tomy,_ 1. that :dii h_ relates to Jo sil bones. hvcry one now know tL 
tli · 0 ·l1 h wl11ch w' mhn1Ht preHent , almost everywhere, irrefntable trace~ -
i-tup ·nduu rcrnlution . The production· of the actualcrention, of living natur 
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everywhere cover tl1e remains of an ear1ier creation, of . a ruin~d nature. On 
the one hand jmrnense masses of shells and of other rnarme bodies are found at 
great distances from any sea, at hejghts to which no sea could now att~i?, aud_ 
from thence have been derived the first facts jn support of all those trad1t10ns of 
deluges preserved among so many tribes of mankind. On the ot~wr hand, the 
larae bones discovered from time to time in the bowels of the earth, m the caverns 
of the mountains have o-iven rise to those other popular traditions, not less 
diffused and not less anc~nt, of races of giants which have peopled the world in 
its first ages. . . 
rl'he traces of the revolutions of our globe have, therefore, at all tmies un-
pressed the minds of men, but they long impressed them in vain, and only with 
a fruitless astonishment. For a Jong time, indeed, ignorance was carried to such 
a point that an opinion very nearly universal, and I speak not here of popnlar 
opinion, but of the opinion of savants and philosophers, regarded the stones 
charged with the impressions of animals or plants and the shells found in the 
earth as sports of nature. "It was necessary," says Pontenelle, "that a common 
potter, who knew neither Latin nor Greek, should dare, about the end of the 
sixteenth century, to say in Paris, and in the face of all the doctors, that the 
fossil shells were real shells, deposited heretofore by the sea in the places ·where 
they 'we.1,·e then found; that animals had impressed on the figure-bearing stones 
all their different figures, and that he should boldly defy the whole school of 
Aristotle to contest his proofs." 
1 'l'his potter was Bernard Palissy, renowned for having made barely a first step 
in a route traversed since then by so many great men, and wliich has conducted 
them to such astonishing discoveries. In truth, the ideas of Palissy could 
scarcely be expected to attract notice at tlie epoch when they appeared, and it 
was not till about a century later-that is to say, t°'vard tbe close of the 8even-
tcenth century-that they began to revive, and, again to recall an expression of 
Fontenelle's, "to thrive in the world as tliey deserved to do." But from tbrt 
time such was the activity put forth, both in collecting the remains of organized 
bodies buried be11.eath the surface of the earth and in studying the strata which 
contain them, ancl under this twofold relation so rapidly were significant faots 
multiplied, tliat some bold and perspicacious minds were not afraid even then to. 
combine them in generalizations ancl attempt to ttscend to their causes. It was,. 
in effect, at the close of the seventeenth century, and during the first half of the· 
eighteenth, that the celebrated systems of Burnet1 Leibnitz, Woodward, Whis-
ton, and Buffon made their appearance--a.11 of them premature and more or less. 
erroneous, no doubt, hut pioductive of tliis advantage, that they accustomed tlie· 
human intellect to contemplate these astounding phenomena in a philosophic· 
spirit, and not to shrink from measuring itself against them. 
Another advantage, of even greater moment, was, that all these systems, by 
exciting a strong interest, present1y drew toget.lier from all parts observations at 
once more numerous, precise a,nd complete; the first effect of which was to over-
turn all that was imaginary and absurd in those systems; and the second, to, 
found on their ruins the true theory, the positive history of the earth. 
The eighteenth century, which advanced so rapidly in so many directions, per-
haps witnessed nothing more rapid than tlie progress of the science of whieh 
we are speaking. 'rlie same century which in its first moiety had seen all the 
systems just spoken of, structures as brilliant as frail, either rise or fall, this cen-
tury saw, in its second, the first foundations of the enduring monument which 
'~was to succeed them, cast by the hands of a Pallas, a Deluc, a de Saussure, a 
Werner, a Blumenbach, a Camper, and others who so ably seconded. them. 
Among these advances it is proper that I should here especially recall those 
which relat_e !o the_ fossil remains of organized bodies. It was these remains, in 
effect, subs1stmg witnesses as they are of so many revolutions so r.n::mv vio1ent 
subversions sustained by the gfobe, ·which had given rise to tlie :first hj'.·pothesis. 
9 s 
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of tlrnfantastic geology; and it was again t~i ese remains which, in the hands of 
U. Cuvier, furnished the results the most evident and the laws best ascertained 
of the positive geology. The researches of 1\1. Cuvier were principally directeJ 
to the fossil bones of quadrupeds-a part of the animal kingdom till then little 
studied under this new point of view, bnt the study of which was calculated to 
lead to consequences much more precise and decisive than that of any other 
class. 
I have already mentioned the large fossil bones discovered at different epochs, 
and the absurd ideas of giants, which were renewed at each discovery which wa:; 
made of them. Daubenton was the first to overthrow all these ideas; it was lie 
wlw first applied c0mparative anatomy to the determination of the re~rnius in 
question; bnt, as he himself avows, this science ,vas as yet far from bemg s~-
ciently advanced to furnish , in a11 cases and with sufficient certainty, the specie: 
or genus of animttl to which an unknown and isolated bone might appertain, and 
yet such was the problem to be solved. The memoir in which Daubenton 
attempted for the first time the solution of this important problem was of the 
date of 1762. 
In 1769 Pallas published his first memoir on the fossil bones of Siberia. It 
\ms not without surprise that the demonstration was here seen of the fact t?at 
the elephant, the rhinoceros, the hippopotamus-animals ·which at present ~,e 
only under the torrid zone-had heretofore inhabited. the most northern portions 
of onr continents. rl'he second memoir of Pallas could not bnt excite still more 
wonder, for lie there reports the fact, which coul<l scarcely seem credi~)lc _at 
that time, that a rhinoceros had been found entire in the frozen earth w1tb 1"' 
skin and fl esh-a fact since reuewed, as is known to all in the elephant cliscoY-
ered in 1806 on the shores of the Glacial sea, and so ,;ell preserved that dog: 
and bears devoured its fie-sh and disputed its remains with one another. 
'!'he impube once comrnnnicated by Pallas the relics of animals of the soutl . ' . were soon found, not only in the conntries of the north, but in an the regions 0•1 
the old as well as new world. Buffon from these facts hastened to deduce L1~ 
h_ypot~esis ?f th? g~adual refrigeratio~ of the polar regions ood o~· the suc_c~·: 
s1ve m1grat10n of ammals from the north to the south. But the last-fact obsen t~ 
l'.y Pallas, an.cl which Las just been cited, had already overthrown tl1is as ump-
t1011. That fact effectually demonstrated in the most formal manner, that the 
1:cfrigeration of the g'lohe, far from havi~o- been o-radual l1acl on the coutrary 
• ._, t, b ' ' , 
nccessanly be~n sudden, _inst~ntaneous, without any gradation; it demonstrate 
that the same mstant wl11ch clestroyed the animals in question had rendered_ tt 
~o~ntr~ of their habitat glacial; for had they not been frozen as soon us kill~ 
1t 1s evident that they could not have' descended to us with their flesh and S~i ... 
nn~l every part in perfect preservation. rl'he hypothesis of gradual refrigerat~1; .. 
ucmg thus untenahle, Pallas snhstitnted that of an irruption of water comm.: 
!'rom the sontl1east- a:1 irrnption which, he maintained, would have transport 
mto the north the amrnal · of India; hut tl1is second hypothe::;is was not m~ 
happy than t~ie first, for ~he fossil nnimnls are very different from those_ of Intl!.~ 
mitl mdeed from all arnmals now livino·-a final fact more extraordmary tl~ 
tlian all which preceded it, and which it ~vas reserved for M. Cuvier to place w 
th ' deare t ]io·ht. 
'l'l~ fa t of an ancient creation of animals entirely distinct from the exi-ti~ 
crcatiun, and loner .·iu ·e entirely Jost, is the fnndameutal fact on which re't tu 
m~,~t evi~l nt proofs of the revolutions of the globe. It cannot, therefore. 1 
wit~1011t mtP_rr t t~ o1,_ rv l1ow the iclea of this fact, as •ureclly the mo ,text 
>l' 1mary whwh c1cntific res •ar ·h bas 1,een •nahl •d to di cover and to pro\"• 
hail it· fir t ri . , it · ·uh, qu nt 1 ·v •lopm nt, an 1 final confirmation. 
"\\i hav' .·' n how, towanl th cnrl of th• sixteenth c ntury Bernard Pali-,. 
h_, 11 •nturc:d, !ir:t muon<>· the modern.·, to maintain that the bones, the impr1• • 
1011 ·, th iu ·.:1l ·h ll , 1;0 long regarcle 1 a::; ca ·ual freaks of natnre, were 
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remains of real creatures the veritable spoils of organized bodies. In 1670 
AuO'ustine Scilla renewed the opinion of Palissy and sustained it with vigor. 
Sl1<~rtly after, in 1683, Leibnitz lent to it the authority of bis name and ~eni~s. 
Finally, from the first half of the eighteenth century, Buffon reproduced it with 
still more splendor, and dir(jctly made it popular. 
But are these oro-anized beino-s, of which innumerable relics are scattered 
everywhere, the analogues of tho~e which are now liv_ing, wheth~r in tl:e plac~s 
where these relics are found or in others i or have, mdeed, thmr specrns, thmr 
genera, perished i It is here that the difficulty lies, and we ~·nay well believe 
tliat this difficulty would never have been resolved, at least with complete cer-
tainty, as long as the inquiry had been restricted, for example, to the study of 
fossil shells or of fishes. It would have availed little, in effect, to find new 
shells, new fishes; we should have 1ieen always at liberty to suppose that their 
species were still living, whether in ,listant seas or at inaccessible depths. Not 
so, however, as regards quadrupeds. The number of these is greatly more lim-
ited, especin.lly for the larger species, we may count on a.ttaining a knowledge of 
all of them-how vastly more easy then to satisfy ourselves whether certain 
unknown bones belong to one of these species still living, or whether they pro-
ceed from such as are lost. 
rl'his it is which gives to the study of fossil qnadrupeds a peculiar import-
ance and to the deductions which may be drawn from it a force which deduc-
tions derived from a study of most of tl;e other clasf?eS could not possess. Buffon 
seems to have felt this. It, was chiefly on the great fossil bones of Siberia and 
Canada that he sought to sustain the conjecture (for, in view of the state of 
comparative anatomy at the time when he wrote, it could he only a conjecture) 
of certain lost species. Besides, even this conjecture was so imperfectly estab-
lished in his own mind, at least in relation to quadrupeds, that after having 
regarded, in his Theorie de la Terre, all the animals to whic~ these extraordinary. 
bones had belonged as lost, he afterwards declared, in his Epoques de la Natilre, 
tlrn,t he no longer recognized more than a single lost species-tha,t which ha£ 
been called the mastodon-and. that all the other bones in question are merely 
those of the elephant and the hippopotamus. 
Camper went much further, as might have been expected, for comparative 
anatomy had not fai]erl to advance by long strides since the days of Bufton. 
In 1787, in a memoir addresser!. to Pallas, Camper boldly enunciates the opinion 
that certain species have been destroyed by the catastrophes of the globe, and, 
moreover, sustains it by the first really positive facts, though still very incom-
plete, which had yet been advanced in its support. 'rhus, in proportion to the · 
determination of fossil bones has been the progress of the idea of lost animals, 
and it has always been by the light of comparative anatomy that this progress 
was accomplished. It was, in effect1 this light of comparative anatomy which 
had been wanting to so many laborious researches of so many naturalists. But 
it is easy to see that towards the epoch of which I speak, towards the close, 
namely, of the eighteenth century, everything was prepared for the long-sought 
solution ; that the moment was at hand for some revelation, some complete and 
definitive result respecting these strange and marvellous phenomena. 
The 1st Pluviose, an IV, (February, 1796,) being the day of the first public 
session he1'1 by the National Institute, M. Cuvier read before the assembled body 
his memoir on the foss'il species of the elephant compared with the living species. 
It was in this memoir that he announced, for the first time, his views on extinct 
animals. 'rhus, on the same day when the Institute opened the first of its public 
sessions, was opened also the career of the greatest discoveries which natural 
history has made in our age : a singular coincidence, ,vhich the history of the 
sciences should not fail to mark and commemorate. 
1\1. Cuvier had now initiated that brilliant series of researches and labors 
which occupied him so many years, and which, during the whole time, called_ 
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forth renewed surprise and admiration on the part of l1is contemporaries. In tbi· 
first memoir he does not confine hii11self to demonstrating that the fossil elephant 
is a distinct speoies from the existing species-that it is a species extinct and 
lost; he expressly declares that the greatest step wl1ich could be marle tO\rnrds 
the perfection of the theory of the earth, would be to prove that none ·of tho,e 
anima1s whose remains are found dispersed over nearly all points of the globe, 
any lonaer exist. He adds that what he then established in regard to the 
elephanthe would soon establish in a uot less incontestab1e manner in regard to 
the fossi1 rhinoceros, bear, and deer, all of them species equally distinct from 
living species, all of them equally lost. Finally he concludes with thef~llowi~c, 
remarkable words, in which be seemed to announce all tbat he bas smce ch·-
covered: "If it be asked why we find so many remains of unknown animals, 
while we find none of which it can be sairl that they belong to species that we 
know, it will be seen how probable it is that they have all pertained to the 
creatures of a world anterior to our own; to creatures destroyed· by some cat~s-
trophe of the globe; to creatures whose place has been filled by those wlnch 
exist to-da v ." 
Thus th~ idea of an entire creation of anima1s anterior to the actunl creation, 
the idea of an entire creation destroyed and lost had at last been folly conceived; 
and had found an utterance which proved to be a final solution of the doubts 
which, for a century, had so strongly occupied the human mind. 
But, in order to transform into a positive result views thus vast and elevated, 
it was necessary to assemble from all quarters tlie remains of the lost animaL: 
to pass them in review, to study them under this new aspect; it was necessary to 
compare them a11, one after the other, with the remains of living animal~; an~, 
first of al1, it was necessary to create and determine the art itself by which this 
comparison was to be made. 
Now, for a right conception of all the difficulties of this new method, this ne~ 
art, it is sufficient to remark that tbe debris of the animals in question, the/osszl 
bone~, are almost always isolated and dispersed; that often the bones of several 
species, nncl those tbe most diverse, arc minO'led in confusion; that almost always 
the::::c bones arc mutilated, broken, reduced to fragments. It was requisite, ther~-
forc, to refer each bone to the species to which it pertained; to reoonstruct, 1f 
pos ·iblc, the complete skeleton of each species, withont omiting any of t~ie 
pieces Yd1ich were its own, without interc~1lating any which were foreign to it. 
Let us now represent to omselves this confused interrnino-ling of mutilated and 
imperfect relics assembled together by M. Cnvier; let t~ conceive each bone, 
e~ch portion of a 1one, takiug its place under his skilful band, each uni tin<1 
itself to the houe or _porti?n ~f bone to which it had pertained; le_t. u· 
observe all tho e spc(J]es of annuals, destroyed for so rnany ages, thus nsm<1 
1,cforc u in their various forms, with each character each attribute restored, and 
we shall carccly realize that we are witnessing a simple anatomical operation, 
~m.t rntl1cr a , o~t of r~snrrcction; n~r will it abate anything of the prodigy that 
1t 1 a resnrrect10n effected at tlic vowe of science aud of O'enius. 
I say at the 'Wice ?I s~ie1!ce. 'l'be method employed 0by M. Cuvier for tlii 
wondcrfn! reconstruction lS, 111 effect, but the application of the general rule of 
comparative anatomy to the determination of fossil bones. And these rule 
them, elves arc a not le ' grand, less admirable discovery than the surprising 
re nlts to wliich th v liaYc led. 
It has 1,e 11 .'CCn alrnvc lww a mtional principle, that of the subordination of 
01prms, C'Y ry,rberc applied, cv rywherc reproduced in estab1ishing the grou1 · 
ot tl1e m thu,1, had chaiJO' ·d the fa ·c of the classification of the animal king-
dom. , 'l li · prin ·ip_le whi ·h presid _cl ~t the recon -truction of lost specie. i-
tlt~t of th · co>Td<:ttwn of form , a prmc1ple by mcan.i of which each part o1 an 
nnmm1 may ~ gw 'n by a h tb r part, and_ the whole animal by a single pan. 
In a. m ·ham. m a c mplex, nncl y t as ossentmlly a unit as that which constitute:: 
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tbe a,ni.mal frame, it is evident that all the parts must necessarily be constructed 
one with reference to the others so as to correspond, to adapt ther_nsel ves to one 
another, to form, in a word, by their assemblage, o~e being, _one unique s1st~m. 
A single one of these parts, therefore, cannot change its f~rm without necessitating 
a change in form of all the others. Hence from the form of one part may be 
deduced the form of all the other parts. 
Suppose a carnivorous animal; it will neces~arHy_ have the organs of s~nse 
and of movement; the claws, teeth, stomach, mtestrnes, adapted. ~or sce~tmg, 
seizing, tearing, digesting its animal p~·ey, and all t~rnse conditions will he 
riO'orously linked with one another; for, 1f one be wantrng, the others would be 
without effect, without result; the creature could not subsist. Suppose, on the 
other hand, an herbivorous animal; all this assemblage of conditions will have 
changed. The teeth, the feet, the stomach, the intestines, the organs of mov_e-
ment and of sense, will all have assumed new forms, and these new forms will 
always be propmtioned and relate<l one to the others. From the form of a sin-
gle one of these parts, therefore, from that of the teeth alone, for example, we 
may infer, a,nd infer with certainty, the form of the feet, that of the jaws, that 
of the stomach, tliat of the intestines. 
All the parts, all the organs, are deducible, then, one from the other ; and 
such is the rigor, such the infallibility of this deduction, that M. Cuvier has been 
often known to recognize an animal by a single bone, nay by tlie facet of a 
bone; that he has been known to determine unknown genera and species from 
a few broken bones, and this from such or such a bone taken at random, recon-
structing in this way the entire animal from a_ single one of its parts, and causing 
it to reappear, as at will, from each of them; results which cannot be recalled 
without recalling in effect all that admiration, mingled with surprise, which they 
at first inspired, and which is not yet exhausted. 
'l'hat precise and rigorous method of distinguishing bones confounded together-
of rc~·erring each bone to its species; of reconstructing the entire animal from 
some of its parts-that method onc.e conceived, it was no longer by isolated 
species but by groups and masses that these extinct populations, antique monu-
ments of the revolutions of the globe, reappeared. An idea might then be 
formed not only of their. extraordinary appearance, bnt of the prodigious multi-
tude of their species. It was seen that they comprised creatures of all c1asses, 
quadrupeds, birds, reptiles, fishes, down to crustacea, mollusks, and zoophytes. 
Nor, though I speak here only of animals, does the study of fossil vegetables 
fornish consequences less curious than those drawn from the animal kingdom. 
All these organized beings, all these first occupants of the globe, are distinguished 
l>y their proper characters, a,ncl often by characters the most singular and 
grotesque. . 
Among the quadrupeds, for example, we first observe the pala?,otherium, the 
anoP_lotherium, those strange specimens of pachydermata, discovered uy M. 
Cuvier in the environs of Paris, and of which none bearing this peculiar cliarac-
ter has descended to our times. Afterwards comes the mammoth, that elep,hant 
of Sibe.i.-ia, covered with long hairs and a thick wool; the 1nastoclon, an animal 
almost as large as the u1ammoth, and whose teeth, armed with points, long 
caused it to be regarded as a carnivorous elephant, together with those enormous 
loths, the megathe1·iwn, the megalonyx, animals of which the existing species do 
not exceed the size of a, dog, while some of those which are lost equalled the 
ln.rgest rhinoceros. Still more extraordinary were the reptiles of those first acres 
9f the world,* whether from their gigantic proportions, for there were Z,izarif as 
large as whales, or from the singularity of their structure, for some had t.lie aspect 
of the eetaceu or marine mammifers, and others the neck and l>euk of birds and 
even a kind of wing. . ' 
.,. Suc_h as the megalosaurns, which ·was more than GO feet in length; the ichthyosaurus and 
t~e pleswsaur~s, ~v hose members are_calle<l those of the cetacea; the pterodactyls, which iw.vo 1.1 
,ery long proJect1on from the autenor extremity, bearing a membrane or sort of wing. 
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And what is still more surprising is that a11 these animals did not live at one 
and the same. epoch ; that there were several generations, several population~, 
so to speak_, successively . c1:eated and destrored. Of thes~ M. Cuvier ha 
counted as many as three d1stmctly marked. ~ he _first compnsed the mollusks, 
the fishes the reptiles, all those monstrous reptiles JUSt spoken of; among them 
were a1r~ady found some marine mammifers, but no terrestrial mammifer, or 
scarcely any, then existed. 'l'he s~cond ep?ch was chie~y characterize_d bythose 
stranO'e species of pachydennata of the environs of Pans, above ment10necl, and 
it wa~ now only that the terrestrial mammifers began to predominate. The third 
was the epoch of the mmnmoth, the mastodon, the rhinoceros, the hippopotamus, 
the gigantic sloths. A remarkable fact is that among all these animals there is 
scarcely one of the quadrumana j scarcely one of the ape tribe.* And still 
more remarkable, there was no man ; the human race therefore was neither 
cotemporaneous with any of these lost species nor with the catastrophes which 
destroved them t ' 
'I'ln~s, then, after the age of reptiles, after that of the first terrestrial mammi-
fers, after that of the mammoths and mastodons, arrived a fourth epoch, a fourth 
succession of created beings, that which constitutes the actual population, tbat 
which may be called the age of man, for from this age only dates the human 
species. rrhe creation of the a.nimal kingdom, therefore, has undergone several 
interruptions, several successive destructions; and what is not less wonderful 
tl1ongh altogether certain, is, that there was an epoch, the first of all, when no 
organized being, no animal, no vegetaule existed on the globe. 
All these extraordinary facts are demonstrated hv the relations of the remains 
of organized beings to tl;e strata which form the cr~st of the globe. Thus th~re 
was a first epoch when these beings did not exist, for the primitive or primorchal 
formations contain none of their remains ; the reptiles prevailed in the following 
epoch, for their remains abound in the formations which succeed the primitive; 
the i:;urface of the earth has been several times covered by the seas_, and again 
left dry, for the remains of marine animals cover turn by turn the remains of 
terrestrial animals and are alternately covered by them. 
rI'IJUs has science, guided by genius, ueen enabled to ascend to the most remote 
epochs of the history of the earth ; to compute and determine those epochs; to 
mark both the first moment when organized beings appeared on the globe, and all 
the variations, modifications, and revolutions they have experienced. It were unjust 
donhless, to convey the impression that all the proofs of this great history haYO 
lrnen collected by M. Cuvier; lmteven where others nJter him have made discoverie 
in tlie ·ame field, some portion of o-lory must redound to him by whose foot tep 
they have been gnided. It may be saicl, indeed, that the more valuable tho::-e 
discoverie , tho more important n.11 those which shall be rnarle in the fotnre, the 
more will his renown he enhanced, even as the name of Columbus bas been 
exn]tcd in proportion as the navigator,;: who have come after hi111 have rendered 
better known the whole extent of his conlJnest. 
'l'his unknown world opened to naturalists is undoubtedlv the most brilliant 
discovery of 1\I. Cuvier. Yet I clo not hesitate to place hesi'~1e it that other di ·-
covery, in rny 'ye not le s important, of the true method in natural history. 
'l'lie need of method · to onr understanding arises cqnally from the need it ha 
of di tingui hing in order to know, and the need it has of ge,ieralizing what it 
1rn<m.· in order to be ahle to embrace and clearly to conceive the greatest po · i-
*, ' inc· the above was " ·rittrn some remains of apes have been found among fossil bones. 
, 'e 1/ist. dts travoux de .ill. Cuvier. 
t Mor rec nt inve. tigations have led to a different conclusion; from these it seems to baYO 
be n e: tabli b cl that the appearance of man upon earth must be cm-riecl back much further 
than ha. be ·n g nE.'mlly supposed ; that he witues eel more tbau one of the catastropbe· 
nll~t<focl_ to, nncl wn. oblig d to dispute bi mundane inheriuinco with several of the gigantic 
r lnor1ow; nnimal: of the" third pocb." ee mithsoniao Report for 1867, ''Manas a cotem• 
pornry of th wiunmoth, &c. "-TR. 
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ble number of facts and of ideas. All method has, therefore, a double ol,jcct, 
namely the distinction and the general'ization of facts. Now, till M. Onvior's 
method'bad been limited to separating and distinguishing; it was he who made 
of it, as I have already said, an instrument of generalization, -by which 110 has 
rendered a lasting service not only to natural history, but, I venture to assert, to 
111 the sciences. 
For method, understanding thereby the true method, is essentially one. _Its 
>bject everywhere is t-,o raise itself to the most general relations, to the most s1m-
>le expression of things, and in such sort that all those relations shall spring 
,me from the other, and all from particular facts which are the origin and source 
of them. It is this which Bacon meant ,vhen he said that all our sciences are 
hut generalized facts, a phrase wlfrlh admirably denotes the process followed by 
M. Cuvier. 
'I'his generalization of facts was, in effect, the potent instrnment by which he 
created the science of fossil remains; by which he renewed, in every part, 
geology and comparative anatomy; by which he was enabled, in every order of 
facts, to pursue them to their principle, and their nltimate pripciple, carrying 
zoological classification to its rational principle, the subordination of organs j 
founding the reconstruction of extinct animals on the principle of the correlation 
of forms j demonstrating the necessity of certain intervals, certain interruptions 
in the scale of beings, by the very impossibility of certain coexistencies, of cer-
tain combinations of organs. It is in this habit of his intellect of ascending in 
everything to a principle nnassailable and demonstrated that we must seek tho 
secret of that inimitable clearness which he sheds over all the subjects of wliich 
he treats; for clearness results in all cases from the ordering of the thonghts 
and the unbroken chain of their inter-dependence. It is in this habit, moreover, 
tl1at we find the reason why his opinions, in every kind, are so fixed, so final; 
it is because he never contents himself with isola.ted and fortuitous relations, but 
always ascends to those which are necessary, and of these allows none to escape 
him. · 
In l\L Cuvier two things equally strike us: the extreme precocity of his views, 
for it was bv his first memoir on the class verm.es of Linmeus that he reformed 
not only that class, but, through it, the whole of zoology; it was by his first 
course of comparntive anatomy that he recast the entire science and re-cstab-
fo;he.d it on a now basis ; it was by his first memoir on fossil elephants that lie 
laid the foundation of a science wholly new, the science of extinct animals; and 
again, that spirit of sequence, of perseverance, of undiverted constancy, l>y which 
he developed and fertilized his views, consecratiug an entire life to establish, to 
demonstrate them, to mature them by experiment, to transform them finally from 
simple views, fruits of a bold conception, of a sudden inspiration, into truths of 
fact and observation. 
If we follow this celebrated man in the different pa.ths he has traced, we find 
thronghout those dominant qualities of his genius, order, comprehensivenfss, 
elevation of thought, clearness, precision, force of expression. We :find all 
these qualities united to a style still more animated, varied, and forcible in those 
Eloges Historiques which long formed so large a part of tho charm and eclat of 
the public meetings of the academy. On these memoirs praise has been alre:-idy 
lavishly bestowed, nor ·would it be easy too highly to extol the spirit and anima-
ti?n which diffuse through them so much movement a,nd lifo; the art of so 
piquantly recounting an anecdote or painting a characteristic; the vigor of con-
ception which binds all ,the parts of the discourse into a whole so compactly put 
together that it might seem to have been creatc<.1 at a single stroke; the sino·u1ar 
aptitude, in fine, to rise to the most varied and comprehensive consideration~ and 
to depict_ so_ m~ny ~~ifforent personages in a manner equa1ly just and striking. 
If exammed with somewhat closer attention we remark, and with perhaps even 
greµter pleasure, the same sagacity of observation, the same analogical subtlety, 
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the same art of comparing and subordinating, of ascending to the ultimate gen-
eralization of facts, here transferred to another field; · and, in addition to all this, 
those luminous and p~netrating touches which suddenly arrest the attention of 
the reader and transport him to the level of an el evated order of ideas. 
M. Cuvier seems, in·effect, to have been destined to give a new character to 
wliatever passed through his hands. Into his instructions upon natural history 
he introduced those philosophic and general views which l1ad scarcely before 
penetrated to the schools. In his eloquent lectures the history of the science 
became the histor? of the human mind itself, for in going back to the causes of 
their progress and their errors h e was al ways careful to point out that those 
canses were to be found in the right or the wrong processes which tl10 human 
mind had pursued. It was here that, to use one of his own happy expression u, 
he subrnittecl tlie human mind to experiment, showing, by the whole testim~n~ of 
tlie history of the sciences, that the most ingenious hypotheses, the mo~t hnlliant 
systems, do but pass and disa.ppear, and that facts n,lone remain; opposmg every-
where to the methods of speculation, which have never -produced any durab_le 
result, the met4ods of observation and experiment, to which we owe all the dis-
coveries and all the real knowledge which constitute the actual heritage of man-
kind. 
Ahl in what mouth could these great results, drawn from the history of science-
that exper·irnental theory of the human mind, if I may so speak-have more 
authority than in his 1? Who has shown himself more constantly attached_ to 
observation, to experiment, to the rigorous study of facts, while at the same tnue 
enriching his era with truths _the most novel and sublime 1 . 
Since men have observed wjth precision, a,nd have pursued experiment rn a 
consecutive manner, a space of some two centuries, they ought, it woultl ~ee~1• 
to have renounced the mania of seeking to divine, instead of observing j_ f?r'. m 
the first place, it must prove wearisome in tho long run to be always cl1 vi~mg 
unskilfnlly; and, in the next place, it should by this time have been recogmzecl 
that what we imagine is always below what real1y exists, and that, in a \~onl, 
and to consider only the brilliant side of our theories, the marvellous of the 
imagination is always very far from approaching the marvellous of nature. 
'l'be delivery of M. Cuvier was in general · grnve, and even somewhat slow, 
especia1ly towards the opening of his lectures ; but soon his uttera.nce becam_e 
animated by the movement of his thoughts, and then this movement, ?om_mum-
cated by the thought to the expression, the penetrating voice, the inspmit10n of 
his genius reflected in bis eyes a.nd on his features, all conspired to produce upon 
his audience the most vivid and profound impression. One felt exalted even 
less by those grand and unexpected idea.s which shone throughout than by a 
certain force of _conception and of thought which seemed by turns to arouse n:nd 
penetrate the mmd of the bearer. Into the ca.reer of the professor he earned 
the same character of invention as into the career of research and discovery. 
After h:wing remod lled the school of comparative anatomy at the Jardin des 
Plantes, ·we have een him convert a simple chair of natural hi -tory at the Col-
lep:e of lfrnnce into a trne chair of tho pbiloRopby of the sciences : two crea-
tions wl1ich well portray his genius, and which in the eyes of po .. terity mu t 
refle ·t lionor on om age. 
?II. nYiPr ha J ,ft memoirs of hit:i life, designed, as be himself write,;, for him 
wlio .. hon1d have to pronounce hi· eulogy bcf~re this Academy. 'l'he care whicl 
11 ' lia. tl11~.- takC'n i~ foNor of my anditory makct:i it imperative on me to a~ltl 
sc!m<· cl ·tail tal en from tho. e memoir. : '' I have composed (he says in heg-m-
mng) R many 6loges historique. that th re is no pre~nmption in thinking that 
<~llH'. one will ompo ·• mine, and knowino- by experience what it co ts tlie author 
of tln.- R rt of writi11°·' to h ·ome informed rcHpcetino- the life of tho e of whom 
t11 ·y l1n.ve to speak, I wi.-h to ·par tlmt trouble to l1im wl10 •ha.11 occ;upy him-
self \\ith my own. Liunren ', Tenon, aucl other.', pcrhn,ps, have not juclgec.l thi 
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attention to be beneath them, and they have therein rendered a service to tho 
history of the sciences. 'l'hese (he contin~ies) ar_e·re~pect~ble e~a!nples, _an;~ 
which I may oppose to those who shall tax me on this pomt with a tnflrng vamty. 
He did not foresee that the details of his life were destined to become so popular 
that he \.Vho should have the honor of pronouncing his eulogy would scarcely 
dare to reproduce them. 
Georcrc Cuvier* was born' Auaust 23, 1769, at Montbeliard, a city then belong-
ina to tl1e duchy of vVurtembe1~, but which has since been reunited to France. 
His family was orio·ina1ly from : village of the Jura which still bears the name 
of Cuvie1:. At thi era of the Reformation it had established itse1f in the little 
principality of l\fontl)e!iard, where some of its !11embers have filled distinguished 
places. 'l'be grandfather of M. Cuvier was of one of the poorer b1:anche?; he 
was town clerk. Of two sons whom he had, the second entered a Swiss regiment 
in the service of France, and lmving become, through good conduct and bravery, 
an officer anrl chevalier of the order of merit, married, at the age of fifty years, 
a woman still quite young, and whose memory should be dear to posterity, for 
she was the mother of Cuvier, and, moreover, his first preceptor. 
A woman of superior mind, a mother full of tenderness, the instruction of her son 
soon became her whole occupation. Although she did not know Latin, she made 
him repeat his lessons; execute his drnwings·under her eyes; read to her many 
hooks of history and literature ; and it was thus that she developed, that she 
nourished in her young pupil that passion for reading, and that curiosity about 
all things, which, as M. Cuvier himself says in the memoirs intrusted to me, had 
• formed the mainspring of his life. 
At an early age there was seen in this child that prodigious aptitude for alJ 
mental labor, which still later formed one of the distinctive traits of his genius. 
Everything aroused, everything excited his activity. A copy of Buffon, which 
he finds by chance in the library of one of his relations, suddenly kindles his 
taste for natural history. He immediately sets about copying the figures and 
coloring them from the descriptions-a labor which, at so early an age, certainly 
denoted a sagacity of observation of a high order. 
'11be residence of the young Cuvier at the academy of Stuttgard is too ,vell known 
to be long dwelt upon. 'l'he sovereign of a small state, Cha.rlcs, duke of Wur-
tem berg, seemed to have proposed to show to the greatest nations what they 
might do for the instruction of youth. '!'here were here collected in a magnifi-
cent establishment more than 400 pupils, who received the lessons of more than 
80 masters. Here were trained, at the same time, painters, sculp,ors, musicians, 
diplomatists, jurists, physicians, soldiers, professors in all the f?Ciences. Of the 
higher faculties · there were -five: law, medicine, administration, military art, and 
commerce. 'l'he course of philosophy finished, the pupils passed into one of 
these facnlties. Cuvier c110se that of aclmini::;tration, and the motive he assigns 
for it shonld be reported: "It was," be says, '' because in this faculty there wa.s 
much to do with natural history, and, consequently, frequent opportunities of 
herborizing and of visiting the cahinets.7' 
Everything in the life of a great nian interests us, but doubly so whatever 
serves to throw light on tl10 process of bis labors. Vv e would gladly follow him 
tlt~·ough the whole course which Le has traversed in changing the face of the 
sciences, and even from his earliest steps would divine something of the direction 
an~l chara?ter of his thonghts. It has just been seen that our naturalist, yet a 
clnlcl, at sight of the first figures of natural history which fall into his hands at 
once conceives the idea of coloring them after the descriptions. vVhile stili at 
Stuttgarcl one of the professors, whose lectures he had translated into :French, 
makes him a present of Linnmus. It was the tenth edition of the Syste11ie de 
le£ na~ure, and this book forms, for ten years, his whole library of natural history. 
But, m default of books, he bad the objects; and this direct, exclusive study 
"' His name in full was Georges Leopold Chretien Frederic Dagobert. 
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of the objects engraved them much better in his mind than if, to use bis own 
expression, he had had at 'his disp9sal any number of prints and description:. 
Besides, having neither figures nor descriptions he made them for himself. 
Still, all these excursions into natural history had not interfered with the prt'· 
scribed studies; he had borne off almost all the prizes; had obtained tbe order 
of chevalier which was accorded to only fl ve or six of all those young person ·; 
and, according to appear~nces, he might have promptly obtained an appointment. 
But, fortunately for him and for natmal history-and these two destinies were 
thenceforth inseparable-the situation of his parents did not. permit him.to wait. 
It was necessary for him to decide, and the place of preceptor having_ b~en 
offered to him by a family of Normandy at the moment when he was qmttmo 
Stuttgard, he hastened to accept it, and at once set out for 0aen, where he 
arrived July, 1788, being then something less than 19 years of age. 
From this moment hi s passion for natural history acquirerl new force. The 
family of Herici, to which he was attached, went to reside a,t a country seat ?f 
Caux, a short distance from Fecamp. It was here that our young naturalist 
lived from 91 to 94, snrrounded, as he says, with the most diversifi~d produ~ts, 
lavished upon him, as if in emulation, by the sea and land ; al ways m the mHLt 
of such objects, almost without books, having no one to whom he could commu-
nicate his reflections, which, thetefore, only acquired the greater depth_ and 
energy. It :vas at this period, in effect, that his mind began to ?pen for itself 
new paths; 1t was. then that at the sight of some terebratulce, dHnnterred near 
Fecamp, he conceived the idea of comparinO' fossil with living species; that the 
dissection of some mollusks suggested to hi~ that other idea of a reform t? 1,' 1 
introduced in the methodical distribution of animals• so that the germs of 11. 
two most important labors, the comparison of fossil ~vith living species, and the 
reform of the classification of the animal kino-dom ascend to this epoch. 
From this epoch also date his first relations' with M. r.ressier, whom ~h~ 
storms of the rcvolntion theu retained at Fecamp and ·who had there occupie,, 
for some time the place of physician-in-chief of th~ military hospital. M. r!r:?-
sicr co t1ld not sec the young Cuvier without being struck with the extent ~f. lu: 
knowledge. He first 0110':tO'ed him to deliver a course of botanv to the phys1man 
of Iii::; hospital; he after~,a,~ds wrote to all his friends in Paris~to impart to the~u 
the !iappy discovery which he had made, and especially to those of the Jcm~ 
des Plantes, who at once conceived the idea of callincr the young uatura~J.! 
tliitl1er as assistant of lVlertrud, then in charge of the detartment of comparatJY 
anatomy. "Often," sayti l\i. Cuvier, in reference to this circumstance, "has · 
phrase of _M. 'l'es~ier; in his l~tter to M. de J ussien, recnrred to me: YoUi remei~ ·
be1_-, he saH~, that it was I who gave Delambre to the academy j 'in another 1co k 
tl~is ... a_lso w1lt be a Delamhre." It was to 111. 'l'essier, tlierefore, that the Academy 
oi Se1encc.· owccl both Dcla.mbre an,1 Cuvier. A man who shonld have remler 
but tl1ctie two sorviccs to tl1c sciences miO'ht count on the respect and gratitnd 
of all who cnltivatc th m. Bnt how mnclt more vivi<1ly do such incidents tone 
u::; w_l1cn_ they embclli~h a life wholly consecrated to science; its progress_ aJ 
1 
app11cat1011, and ::;pent rn a lollg s11eces::iion of usefnl lahors a11c1 virtnons actwn, . 
It ,rns ~aic1 l>y .l!~ontcn?llc to .he a piece of gorn1 fortune on the part of sas~Il°' , 
,rlwm th ·1r rcp11tat10n 111wl1t n.itenvanls call to the capital, to have ha.cl ]ei,-.n 
to lay np a good .tuek of f1111d::; in the repose of a province. :M:. Cuvids t. 
was ::;o goocl that :;om• rn,111tli::; after l1i::; arrival in Pari::;, in 1795, his repnt:.it~ 
nlr •a.<ly cc1na.lletl tl1at of tl10 most cclcbra.tetl nn,tnrali ts, an<1 the same year, wln 
wn · al.-o that of llte CH•a.tion of the National Intititutc he ·was named a,ljnnc 
Da11h~1_1tol! _a11d Lac ~jll'<l •, who funned the 11nclcus of tli'c section of zoolocry. T 
yc•,tr lollow111g- 11 · cum111e:llcetl tl1e comsc which h came so rapidly eel •orate l : 
th' c:_<·ntml : <·liool of the l 1a11tlico11. In 1799, th death of Dauhenton lec1 to 
app•J111t111C111t totlH• 11111l'l1111or, illlportn,nt cl,air of natural history at the colle~ · 
1- ran'.'"; a111l in l 02, .J1crtnu1 ueing dead, he uccamc titular professor at t 
,f u.rclm des l)lcmles. 
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It will be recollected that tho functions of secretary of the Institute ~vere at 
first temporary. l\L Cuvier was called, among the first, to fu1fil these functions 
in his class, and soon afterwards, in 1S03, a new organization of the learned 
body havino- re-established the perpetuity of these offices he was chosen per-
})et~al secretary for the physical or natural sciences, with nearly entire un~nimity. 
It was in this new capacity of perpetual secretary that he composed h1s mem-
orable Report on the progress of the natural sciencessince 1789. Delarnbre had 
been charged with the report on the mathematical sciences, and thus each class 
of the institute was called upon to present one on the sciences or arts which fell 
within its province. It is well known with what state the Emperor received 
these reports. The peculiar satisfaction which that of M. Cuvier gave him was 
expressed by a happy turn of words. "He has praised me," said the imperial 
personage, '' as I like to be praised." '' And yet," remarks lVI. Cuvier, "I had 
done no more than invite him to imitate Alexander, and to make his power 
instrumental to the progress of natural history." But this sort of praise is pre-
cisely that which. must most flatter a man who had comprehended all kinds of 
glory, and would willingly remain a stranger to none. We are at liberty to 
think, morover, that the praise which has no other object but to induce a sover-
eign to do worthy tl1ings is not unworthy of a philosopher. 
To all these occupations, as historian of the sciences, perpetual secretary, pro-
fessor at the Museum and at the College of Prance, M. Cuvier added several 
others. H e was nametl member of the councH of the University in 1808, and 
master of requests in 1813. Nor was the Restoration insensible to his merit. He 
preserved his position, and was even invested with new functions. Appointed 
successively counsellor of state,* president of the commission of the interior, 
chancellor of public instruction, and finally, in 1831, peer of Prance; his genius 
embraced all orders of ideas and lent itself to all kinds of labor. 
It may well be supposed that he was a member of all the learned Academies 
of the world; for what Academy could have afforded to omit the inscription of 
hi s name on its list 1 And that which is an honor, of which there were few 
examples before him, he belonged to three Academies of the Institute, the Acade-
mie Franr;aise, the Academy of Sciences, and that of Inscriptions and Belles-
letters. 
His great renown brought to him, from all parts, whatever occurred in tlie 
way of observation and discovery. It was, moreover, in great part his geuius, 
his lectures, his works, which animated all observers, and everywhere created 
them; and never could it have been said of any man with more truth than of 
him, that nature heard herself everywhere interrogated in his name. Hence 
there is nothing comparable to the rich collections which he created at the museum, 
ancl which were all placed in order by him. And when we think of that direct 
study of objects which was the principal occupation of his life, and througl1 ·which 
he has occasioned the outgrowth of so many results, it cannot surprise us that 
he was often heard to say : " 'l'bat he believed himself to have been not less 
useful to science by his collections alone than by all his other works." 
In tbe course of a career so full of success and of honors, lVI. Cuvier had sus-
tained not a few severe blows. He had lost his first two children, either a few 
days or a few years after birth ; the tl1ircl, who was a son, died at the age of 
seven, and a.11 these sorrows were renewed, and with far more bitterness, when 
he lost his daughter, a young latly of rare qualities, who offered, not only in 
mind but in features, no faint resemblance to her fatl1er. In all the rnisfortm1Ps 
of life his consolation was ordinarily sought in rfcloub1ed labor; but a, consola-
tion still more efficacious consisted in the a.ffectionate attentions with which his 
family, arn1 above all, Madame Cuvier, were sedulous to surround him. 
If we consider the numerous public appointments of M. Cuvier, his uninter-
~ He was also buron aml grand officer uf the Le{J'ion of Honor. It is well to recall these 
titles; a nation honon; itselt by thus bestowiug the~. 
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mitting resen,rches, his voluminous and important ·works, it seems nstonishingtla 
a single life could have sufficed for so much. But, besides the superior facu1tie of 
his understanding, he possessed an ardent curiosity which impelled him to the pur-
suit of all knowledge; n, memory which partook of the wonderful, and a facili y 
, even still more wonderfnl of passing from one labor to another imrnelliately. 
without effort; a singular faculty, and which, perhaps, contributecl more than 
any other to multiply his time and his energy. Moreover, no one ever made 
thorough, and, if I may thus express myself, so methodical a study of the art uf 
not losing a single _ moment. Each hour had its stated labor; each labor had 
' a cabinet which was destined for it, and in which all wa.s found that related to 
that labor; books, drawings, objects. Everything was prepared, everything 
foreseen, so that no external cause might intervene to distract or retard the mint! 
in the course of ·its meditations and researches. rrhe address of lVI. Cuvier "\\a, 
grave, and bis was not a politeness vvhich diffused itself in words, hut he possessed 
a goodness of heart and a kindness which were prone to proceed always directly 
to action. It might bo said that in this kind also he dreacled any loss of time. 
I need not, in concluding, recall to my auditors that death, so much deplored 
and so sudden, wl1ich surprise] him in tho midst of so ma,ny la.bors ancl great 
designs. '!'hat event is too recent, the remembrance too painful, and the regret 
of his colleagues in this Academy, still vivid and profound, are the homage mo~t 
wortl1y of his memory.'" Besides, in my feeble sketch of the labors of this great 
1i1an, I l1ave less considered the man than the savant. I have chiefly sought to 
retrace that series of sublime truths for which the sciences are indebted to hi.5 
genius, a genius which is henceforth immortal. · 
.His glo_ry must increase with the progress of the sciences which he m:eatec1. 
Time, wluch effaces so many. other names, perpetuates and surrounds with an 
ever renovated lustre the memory of those rare individuals who seem to hare 
revealed ne.w a?tivities in the int;llect, and to have given new forces to thou~h!. 
And as the~r m~n~1s, outstripping their age, hacl posterity chiefly in view, soit 1: 
only po~tenty, 1t 1s only the succession of ages, from which they can expect all 
the grnt1tnde and admiration which is clue to them. 
11 M. Cuvier died Sunday, May 13, 1832. 
HISTORY OF THE WORKS OF CUVIER.• 
BY M. FLOURENS. 
~ rnnslated for the Smithsonian Institution, by C. A. Alexander. 
I.-OF METHOD CONSIDERED IN ITSELF.-R.A.TION .A.L METHODS.-EMPIRrn.A.L 
METHODS. 
Method is a part of logic ; it is the n.pproximation of like things, and the sep-
aration of things unlike. Hence, there hn.ve n.lways been methods, especia11y in 
natural history, where the number of objects is so great. It was in vain, then, 
for Buffon to revolt against methods; in proportion, as passing from quadrupeds 
to birds, he sees the number of species increase, he himself resorts to methodical 
approximations ; he groups together like species, he constitutes genera j "he 
silently submits," says M. Cuvier, "to the necessity imposed on a.11 of us, of 
classifying our ideas in order clearly to represent to ourselves their ensemble, their 
collective import." Aristotle himself had a method, and indeed an excellent one, 
at least for classes. t He knew that the cetacea are mammiferous :j: he distin-
gnishes in animals with white bloocl, the mollnsca, the crustacea, the insects, &c. § 
After the revival of letters the learned were content at first with the method of 
Aristotle ; but it was soon found necessary to extend it. 
Natural history always resolves itself into specific objects. Method really aids 
us only in so far as it leads to species; and since it should lead to species, it is 
necessary that it should embrace all species. Now, before Linnmus, it was cus-
tomary to stop, in several classes, at the genera; in other classes, while proceed-
ing to species, only a few were particubrized. Linnmns proposed that method, 
the distinctive catalogue of beings, should embrace them all; no species, there-
fore, was neglected; all were studied, independently of their sh~pe, size, relative 
utility; all were named. Twenty years after Linmeus, the number of known 
beings was quintupled. 
On the other hancl, specific, names did not yet exist, only generic ones. Lin-
nmus founded a nomenclature. Each species had two names: a substantive name 
for the genus, an adjective name for the species. II The name of the species no 
* From the " Histoire des Travaux de Georges Cuvier," by M. Flourens, late perpetual 
secretary of the French Academy of Sciences, &c. 
t,See the fine eulogy of M. Cuvier himself on the principles of Aristotle: "Far be it 
from us to detract from the glory of the great philosopher whom we recall. We think, on 
the contrary, that it is necessary to revive his principles, if we would give to natural history 
all its perfection, and we observe with satisfaction that they are beginning to revive." A 
surprising thmg, surely ! Aristotle had already discovered tbe great principles of the science 
twenty centuries ago; and to rediscover those principles we must come down to Cuvier. 
; "The dolphin," he says, "has teats, and suckles its young. "-Hist. oj Animals, Book If. 
External differences do not, in his eyes, mask internal resemblances; he places the serpent, 
'Yhich has no memb~rs, by the side ?fthe lizard, which has. "The serpent," he says, "en-
tirely resembles the lizard, by snpposrng the latter to be lengthened and retrenching its feet." 
~ The strong envelope of the shell, however, imposes on him; and to the four natural 
el~sses: mollusks, crustacea, insects and zoophytes, he improperly joins that of the testacea. 
St1ll, an attentive perusal of the work of Aristotle shows us a surprisino- number of just 
concepti_ons,. even in wh~t may b_e called the anatomy of detail. "The ea1~" he says, •· has 
no opemng mto the bram, but mto the palate of the mouth. "-Hist. of Animals · Book l 
This y:as a plain indication of the eustachian tube. ' · 
II It is th~s _second name, proper to the species and commonly an adjective, which Linnreus 
calls the trivial name. . 
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longer changed, for species is a thing fixed and changes not; bnt the name of 
the genus might change, for the genus only denotes relations, and refations may 
va,ry in proportion as the mnu ber of species varies. r:niese simple ideas had, 
till then, not been comprehended. 
But Liunrens, who rendered these two great services, is perhaps, of all nat-
uralists, he who most contributed to the prevalence, at least for a certain time, 
of the use of artificial methods. Now, an artificial method gives only the name 
of species; the natural method alone gives the name and the relations of specie' . 
An artificial method may conduct to names, even while placing in approxima-
tion objects the most dissimi]ar, and for the very reason that it gives only the 
name of objects. 11.'hus the connections not being consecutive, the artificial 
method is not of a logical order. That method is alone logical in which species 
the most similar are placed beside one another, and species the most unlike are 
furthest removed from one another. Eacl:i group therein has the greatest possible 
number of common properties. And if the groups are contained one in another, 
if we ascend from one to others by a series of propositions more and more ge~-
eral, \Ve possess the science entire. But what are the means for arriving at thi ' 
logical or natural method 1 These means are of two orders: rational or empirical. 
An organized being is a, whole; its different parts, therefore, have necessary 
relations to one another. Now, the more important any part, that is to ~ay, the 
more essential by the order of its functions, the more do its modifications mvo~ve 
corresponding ones in all the rest. Everything, therefore, consists in kn~wmg 
the relative importance of the parts, and in subordinating one to the oth~r m the 
method, as they are subordinated in the organization itself. In this resH1_es the 
whole rntional princip]e of method. 11.'bus, the nervous centres, the brain, the 
spinal marrow, by which the animal is essentially what it is, give the first group" 
of the method ; the respiratory and circulatory centres, tbe lungs, tlie heart, hy 
means of which it partakes of its present life, give the second; the digestive cen-
tres, by which it sustains that life, give the third, and so on in succession. . 
. Th~ natl~ralists have only succeeded hy long tentatives in conducting the dis-
tn~ution of animals to the point of perfection which it has reached; th~y ~iaYe 
n.rnved at that point a posteriori; they mio-ht have n.rrived at it a priori, by 
the direct d?ter_minn.tion * of the relative imp~rtance of the organs. Now, so far 
as the relative vmportance of the organs is known, we have a rational method; a 
method a priori. When the relative importance of the oro·ans is not known, " e 
are gnidec1 by their constancy j we have then only a methil a posteriori, a.n ew-
pirical method. 'l'he most constant or(J'an is reo-ardecl as the most important ; 
1 ::, ;::, 1 . t ie constancy of a relation, taken as a fact supplies the reason of that re at10n, 
until that rea,::;on is known. ' 
~bus, for example, ~11 ruminating animals have the foot cloven; all anJmal: 
wlnch have horns, run11n:1te, &c. rl'hese are constant relations, but what 1s the 
reason of this constancy 1 vVe know it not. And yet, since these relation are 
con_ taut, we may employ them, with confidence, in our methods. Again, in ect:; 
which breathe by moans of trnchere, are deficient in cono-lomerate and compa ·· 
gln.nrls. rnwir secretory organs are on1y canals or simpk tubes. We know a 
present the reason of this fact. It is because animals which respire by tracbere 
!u vc no circulation, and there needs n, circulation to make the blood penetrate 
mto cong1om rate and compact glands. But before the reason of the fact w. -
known? the fa.ct it elf was known; it was shown to be constant; n.nd from t~e 
V<'ry r.1rcum tance of it being con tant, it might thenceforth be employed 1 
lll ·thoc1. Con tancy, th rcfore, reprc ents importance. 
'I hu:, th re are two kind of method, or, to •peak with more exactnes , tb ere 
.• ,Direct_rlet~rmination, which is only obtained through phy iology. And herein, a ha b 
11~1 eMly sn1~, 1s the true secret of the gret1 t rci;ug obtained by M. Cuvier. It was becatc 
In va. t ger~m: mbrn.cerl all- o.no.tomy, physi-:>logy, zoology; and mo.de each of those scien~ 
co-op ·rnte m turn to the progress of the others. 
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are, for method, two distinct states : the rational and the empirical. And as 
method is always bound to be natural, when, in order to become so, it has no 
longer the rational way, it becomes so by the empirical ·way; when it has no longer 
the known importance of the organs to direct it, it is guided by their constancy. 
II.-CL.A.SSIFIC.A.TION OF THE .A.NIM.AL KINGDOM. 
* * * Linmeus divided the animal kingdom into six classes : quadrupeds, 
birds, reptiles,.fishes, insects, and worms. No precise limit circumscribed these classes 
in which the cetacea ·were found among the fishes; the cartilaginous fishes among 
the reptiles ; the crnstacea, the articulated worms, animals which have a true 
circulation, were ranged among the insects which have none; and the intestinal 
worms, the polypes, the infosoria, the mollusks, even certain fishes were united 
and confounded in the class vermes, the last and most chaotic of a11. * * 
Into this class, in effect, Linn:::eus had introduced endless confusion, and Bru-
guieres left it just as Linnreus had done. So little attention was still paid to the 
internal organization of these animals that the last-named author, for example, 
taking for mollusks all that had no shell,' separates from the class in question, 
under the name of testacea, all that have a she11, as if the slight external character 
of having a shell hindered the testacea from being true mollusks by virtue of their 
entire nature or internal organization. 
It was in 1795 that M. Cuvier pointed out the extreme difference of the objects 
c0nfounded in this class, and separated them distinctly, one from another, after a 
detailed examination and agreeably to characters derived from their organization 
itself. This examination produced a new general distribution of animals with 
white blood into six classes, mollusks, crustaceans, worms, insects, echinoderms, 
and zoophytes. From this new distribution of the white-blooded animals dates 
the revolution of zoology. 
Still later M. Cuvier associated the crustaceans with the insects, on account of 
the common symmetry of their parts, and the articulated structure, a.like common, 
of their members and body ; he separated the annelids, or worms ·with red blood, 
from the intestinal worms; for he pointed out that the former have a_trne circn-
la.tion, a distinct nervous system, an articulated body, while the others have• 
neither circulation nor distinct nervous system, nor body properly articulated. 
He showed that the mollusks, which have so rich an organization, a brain, eyes, 
often very complex, sometimes ears, always numerous secretory glands, a double 
circulation, &c., should in the first place be raised greatly above the po1ypes and 
other zoophytes, the greater part of which have not even distinct organs; and 
with which, nevertheless, they had been so long ranged ; and, in the next place, 
that the collective assemblage of these mo11nsks formed a group which, by the 
importance of its general characters and the number of species which compose it, 
corresponds not to such or such a class or fraction of the vertebrate animals, but 
to all the vertebrata joined together; and then, taking up each of the great masses 
of the animal kingdom, he saw that scarcely any of the genei:al divisions there-
tofore admitted could be sustained, at least with the characters and limits which 
had been thus far assigned to them. For instance, it was customary to oppose 
the vertebrate animals to the animals without vertebrm, as if these two divisions 
had been of the same rank; and to designate equally by the name of class the 
whole of the mollusks and a mere fraction of the vertebrata, as if, in effect, the 
whole body of mo11usks was only equivalent to a fraction or subdivision of the 
vertebrata, &c. Now, since the infinitely varied organization of the animals 
without vertebrre was at last known, i~ was iT?-possible any longer to pretend that 
there was not, between all these vaned ammals, vastly more difference than 
between certain vertebrates and certain .0thers. But if~ of these two divisions 
one comprised structures far more varied than the other, the one could not b~ 
equivalent to the other ; they were not of the same rank; they should not then 
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he ca11ed by the same name. In like manner, since the organization of tbe 
mollusks bad become 1rnown, it could no longer be pretended that there were 
not between these . animals many more differences than between the animals of 
a sinO'le class of vertebrata; and consequently again, since there was no parity 
betw~en the beings comprised in these two divisions, there was no parity of division, 
and there ought, therefore, to be no parity of name. 
But this was not all. By still comparing the structures, and taking them for 
a gui<le, it was not less evident that the crustaceans united to the insects, and these 
two groups to that of the worms with red blood, or annelids, formed by their 
Importance, by the number of their species, by their structures so essentially diverse, 
a tl1ird division, similar either to that of the vertebrata or to that of the mollusks; 
and that all other animals, united thenceforth under the name of zoophytes, formed 
a fourth division similar to each of the three preceding. Considered ~1~d~r this 
new point of view the animal kingdom presents therefore four g1~and d1v1~10ns or 
branches : that of the vertebrata. that of the molluscas, that of the articulata, 
and that of the z.oophyta. . 
Each of these di visions is formed op a particular and distinct plan; that is_ to 
say, one which cannot be reduced to that of the others ; and they are all hke 
one another in being of the same order; that is to say, that the beings th~.v. include 
present, in their structure, similar or equivalent resemblances or d1flerences. 
r.rhns the vertebrata have their plan, the mollusks have theirs, the articu~ata, 
the zoophytes have theirs, and all these plans are alike circumscribed; that 1s to 
say, that no shading, no intermediary, no lien, can make them pass from one to 
the other without a rupture, without a saltus. A kind of circumvallatiou separates 
them. W o can pass by modifications more or less graduated from man, ?on-
sid.ered in his organization to the other mammifers, from mammifors to lmd , 
from birds to reptiles, from reptiles to fishes ; but from fishes to mollusks, from 
m?llnsks to articnlata, from articulata to zoophytes, there is no longer any grad-
~t1on or natural transition. All at once the plan changes and a new form shows 
itself; but taken in itself this new form, this new type, is equally constant, preva-
lent, u~iform; all the mollusks repeat as exactly their own type as the v~rteb!·ata, 
.th~ art1c~lata, the zoophytes, repeat theirs. · Thus, in the immense cha.in of the 
ammal kmgdom there are four Q"reat forms four O'rand types and there are but 
i• '-' 7 b ' our. 
This capital fact is equally worthy of note whether we consider it as showing 
~bat, with the exception of a few secondary modifications, all animals enter exa~tly 
mto one or the other of these great forms, or whether we consider it as s½owmg 
~hat uct:veen. each of these great forms there is no shading, no gradation, no 
mter~edmte for_m. ~he ~ertebrata alone bav(;) a spinal marrow, a long rn~dullary 
c?ne, mto tiie sides of wlnch enter the nerves, and which is enlarged at its ante-
nor oxtrmmty to form the enccphalon; they alone have a douule nervous system, 
that of tho spina1 marrow and that of the great sympa.thetic ; they alone have _a 
canal compo eel of bony or cartilaginous vertobrre. But all of them haYe tl11 · 
spinal marrow, this groat syrn1 athetic these vertebrre • all have senses to the 
numuer of five, horizontal jaws to the ~umber of two rod blood a muscular heart. 
a sy tern of chylil'erous and absorbent vessels, a liv~r, a splee~, a pancreas, kid-
ney , &c. In a, word, the more we examine their whole organization the more 
re::; m h1nncc do we discover. 
But the more differences do we also find as regards the other ernbranchment. • 
Th mollu ks, for example, have aLo a brain th01wh infinitely reduced; but 
th y 11n.v _no ,·pinal marrow, and conseqnently ~o ve1tebrre; they have no 0TCU 
i-;~·1np~th ·ti·, and tl)cir sino-le nervous system, instead of being placed above ~h ~ 
<l1c-<•, t1y' ·anal, a.· m the vertebrate animals, i al wnvs pla ed with the cxccpt1<. n 
o! th ' ,in(J'l gan,,.lion which rcpr cnts the hrniu, 'i>e]ow th~t canal, being con-
E-ignc·<l to th vi. c ·rn ; in fin , they Lave n ithcr a trne skeleton nor absorh n 
Ye.• ·l:, nor, pl ·cu, nor pan Tea:, u~r vena-porta, nor kidney ; the organ of smell 
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is wnntinO' in all · that of siO'ht in many; a single family possesses that of hearing, 
&c., but tliey an' have,a coriplete and 'double system of circulation, ~ircumscribecl 
respiratory oro-ans a liver &c. In a word, if, by the want of a spmal marrow, 
of vertebrm, of a ~keleton', a great sympathetic, ~c.,. they differ essenti~lly from 
the vertebrates, they s~em, by the richness of thell' vital organs, by their double 
circulation, their respiration, their liver, &c., to come immediately ~fter th_em, and 
hence to deserve to form the second of the four branches of the amma1 krngdorn. 
The third or that ·of the articulata, differs not less from that of the rnoUusks 
tha,n these a'iifer from the vertebrata. 'rhe animals of this branch have a small 
brain lik:e the mollusks, and this small brain is also situated upon the resophagus ; 
but, what is wantino- in the mollusks, they have a sort of spinal marrow com-
posed of two cords ~hich run along the belly and unite themselves with it from 
space to space by knots or gang1ions from which issne the nerves; and yet this 
spinal marrow, which distinguishes them from the mollusks, does not associate 
them with the vertebrntes, for, inversely as regards that of the vertebrates, always 
placed above the digestive canal, it is always placed below. By an opposite 
inversion the heart, which is below this canal in the vertebrata, is a,bove in the 
articulata; and what I have ~ust said of their spinal marrow may be said of their 
skeleton, when they have one; it is that this skeleton, while it divorces them 
from the mollusks, is not a feature which unites them with the vertebrates; for, 
inversely to that of the vertebrates, which is internal and covered by the muscles, 
it is external and covers the muscles. Again, in a word, the features which sepa-
rate the articulata from the mollusks are essential and profound, and such as decide 
the nature of beings, and the features which seem to connect them with the 
vertebrates do so only in appearance. 
'l.1he fourth branch presents characters not less circumscribed, not less deter-
minate than the others. The first of these characters is that all the parts are· 
disposed around a centre, like the radii of a circle ; the second is the degrada-
tion, the successive simplification of their structure. From the first charncter is 
derived the name of radiata, or animals of which an the parts are rndiate or 
stellate; and from the second that of zoophytes, or animal pla,nts, animals which, 
in the. simplicity of their organization, a,pproach ·most near1y to plants. 'I'hus 
the ~nimal kingdom has four great types or forms, a.nd a little consideratio.n will 
disclose that each of these general forms of the body depends on the form itself 
of the dominant system of the anima1 economy; that is, on the nervous system . . 
Th<5 vertebrate animals have a trunk on each side of which all their parts are 
symmetrically arranged; it is because their nervous system forms a central med-
ullary ccme, from each side of which proceed, in symmetrical order, the nerves of 
al] those parts. The mollusks haNe a mass like body; it is because their nervous 
syslem bas but a confused arrangement. 'ro the body of the artic1;ilata some 
degree of symmetry is restored, but it had been first impressed on their nervous 
system; the body is articulated externally, for the nervous system is articulated 
in the interior; in fine, even in the radiated animals, whenever the last vestiges 
of the nervom; system are distinguishable it presents that star-like form which is 
affected by the whole body. 
'Ihe form of the nervous system, then, determines the form of the animal ; 
ancl the reason of this is simple: it is that, on tl\e whole, the nervous system is 
virtually the animal, and all the other systems are present only for its service 
and suste~t~tion. It is in nowise surprising, therefore, that, the form of this sys-
tem rema.inrng the same for eacp embrandment of the animal world, the gen-
eral form of each should remain the same; nor that, this form changing from one 
embranchrnent to another, the form of each embranchment should change. 
* * * Having thus seen that the modifications of the nervous system o-ive 
th_e first gr:oup_s, the first divisions or embranchments, it follows from the principle 
of ~ubordination of characters, which is but another expression for the subordi-
nation of the organs themselves, that the modifications of t_he organs o_f circula.-
10 s 
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tion and respiration, which come immediately after the nervous system in tbc 
order of their importance, will give the first subdivisions, or the classes. The 
vertebrate anim,als present either a simple and complete respiration, with a, dou-
ble circulation, which is the case with the manimifersj or a double respiration 
and dont)le circu1n.tion, which is the case with birds; or a,' simple respiration, but 
complete one, since it is always aeria.l,' and this combined with a simple circula-
tion, being the case of reptilesj or a double circulation,. combined with an incom-
plete, that is to say an aquatic, respiration, which is the case with fishes. Hence 
the vertebrate animals are distributed, according to their organs of circulation 
a.nd respiration combined, into four classes-the mammifers, birds, reptnes, and 
fishes. 
So it is, also, with the mollusks j some have three hearts, others two, others 
one: of these hearts there are such as have but a single ventricle and a single 
auricle; others a single ventricle and two auricles; others, again, a single ven-
tricle without an auricle, &c.; in :line, certain mollusks respire by a pulmonary 
cavity, others by branchire, &c.; and it will be readily conceived that the co_m-
bination of all these variations of respiratory and circulatory organs will furmsh 
classes of mollusks as it furnished the classes of vertebrata. The classes of 
mollusks, th us determined, are six in number-cephalopods, gasteropods, acephalates, 
pteropods, brachiopods, and cirrhopods. 
'l1he combination of the organs under consideration will give us, likewise, n.nd 
in even a still more striking manner, the subdivision of the third branch 
into four classes: the annelids, whose blood is red like that of the vertebrata; 
the crustacea, whose blood is white like that of all other animals wit.bout verte-
brre, and which, moreover, have a heart placed in the back, &c. ; the arachnids, 
which have for heart only a simple dorsal vessel which sends forth arterial bran_ches 
· and ~·eceives ~enous _ones; and insects, which have no vessels at all, ~e1t~er 
arteries nor vems, which have only the vestige of a heart, and whose resp1~·at1?n 
is not effected by circumscribed organs, but by trachece, or elastic vessels d1stnb 
uted through the whole body. In this branch of the articulata we obser:e, 
therefore, the transition from animals which have a circulation to those which 
have none, and the co·rresponding transition from those which respire by means 
of circumscribed branchire to those in which trachere distribute the air to every 
part. _,, 
It is in t~e fourth, branch, or that of zoophytes, or the radiata, that we 
observe the {ltsappearance, the gradual and successive fusion of all the organ 
into the general mass. 'l1hus, some of these animals have still closed vessels, 
distinct organs of respiration, &c.; others, which have neither such vessels. for 
circula.tion not such organs for respiration. have still visible intestines; it is only 
~u the last _of all that everything seems r~cluced to a homogeneous pnlp; and ~t 
1s on the different degrees of compiication in their.structure tba.t is founded theJ..r 
subdi vit-ion iuto five classes: echinoderms intestinal worms acalephs, polyps. 
and infusoria. * * * ' * * ' * * 
'~'hus the n_erv?us syst~m has furnished the branches j the organs of circu-
lation anc1 rcsp1rat1on c~mbmed, tlie classes j and it is easy to conceive that or~~n~ 
more ~ncl more subordmate would successively supply the orclers, the fam~l ws. 
the tribes, tlie genera, the sub-genera, in a wonl, the whole scaffolding of the 
111etl1od. 'l lrn · as regard the mammals, for instance, (for it would detain us too 
1011°· to follow the unfolding of the method in all the ch ses,) the com1ined 
r,ran: of touch and of manclucation divide this cla s into nine orders: man, wh 
lia tlir ·' ort of teeth, (m lar, canine, and inci ive,) and who ha the O]Jposable 
thumb on the two anteri r •xtremit,i s alone· the qu.adrumana which have al· · 
tli' thr ·ort.· of teeth, and, mor •ov r, the oppoRahle tlmmh o~ the fom cxtr m-
1t1 • ·; th' crunirora, whi ·h acrain l1av the three sorts of teeth, but no oppo. able 
ll)11'.11t, and c~Jll: qu •n ly n _hand , wh,ich have only f eet, bt1t feet of which the 
d1g1t .• oru · me movabl , hk' th ·o of the two above orders; the rOllcnts, who~e 
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toes differ little from those of the carnivora, but which have only two sorts of 
teeth, the molar and incisive; the ed,entata,. in which order the toe~ have become 
less movable and are almost confounded with large claws, and wluch have never 
any teeth but the molar and canine, sometimes only molar, and sometimes none 
at all · the marsupials, or animals with a pouch, a smaU series collateral to the 
three preceding orders, some of them corresponding to the carnivora, others to the 
rodentia, and others to the edentata; the ruminants, which form a strikingly dis-
tinct order in view of their cloven feet, their upper jaws without true incisors, 
their four stomachs; the pachyd,ermata, which comprise all the other quadrupeds 
with hoofs; and the cetacea, which are wholly destitute of posterior extremities. 
'l'he principal modifioations of the combined organs of touch and manducation 
having given the ord,ers, secondary modifications of these same organs will sup-
ply the families j an~ modifications more and more subordinated will give all the 
other groups, the tribes, the genera, the sub-genera, until we finally reach the 
species for which the whole scaffolding is constructed. 
Thus, to confine ourselves again to a single order of the µiammifers, that of the 
carnivora, for example, it has just been see~1 that one of the characters of that 
order is to have . movable toes. Now, if we suppose these toes to have become 
very long, and to be united hy membranes, so as to form an organ of flight, as 
in the bats, we shall have the family of cheiropfera j if we suppose that the 
animal, the toes remaining free, supports itself in walking •on the entire sole of 
the foot, or, on the contrary, that it walks only on the ends of its toes, we shall 
have in the first case the tribe of the plantig;·ad,es, and in the second that of the 
digitigrades. And similarly as regards the organs of manducation, it has been 
seen that this order has three sorts of teeth, and it is this which constitutes its 
character as an ord,er j but let u8 suppose that .the molar teeth (which by their 
f~rm always decide the diet of the animal) are feeble and furnished with conic 
points, and we shall . have the family of insectivora j or that these same teeth 
have become stronger, and, instead of simple conic points, are armed with parts 
more or less incisive, ai1d we shall in that case have the family of carnivora j 
and in this latter family, according as the molar teeth are entirely cutting or 
incisive, or more or less mingled with blunt tubercles, we shall have either the 
genus bear, of which almost all the teeth are tubercular j or that of dogs, which 
have only two tubercular; or that of cats, &c., which have none tubercular, and 
which consequently are exclusively carnivorous, while the dog is capable of re-
ceiving a certain amount of vegetable nourishment, and the bear may be entirely 
nourished on vegetable food. And herein lies one of the necessary relations 
between the organs which enables us to calmrlato with considerable certainty the 
proportions of the alimentary canal, from the extent of the tubercular surface of 
the teeth of animals, compared with the .cutting or incisive surface. 
What has been here said might be easily exemplified as regards all other 
families, tribes~ and genen1; and it will hence be seen that the simple placing of 
an animal in one of these groups, teaches us as exactly as the most detailed 
description, all that relates to the organization of that animal, or to the degree 
of organization which corresponds to th~ group in which it is placed. Let me be 
told, for instance, of some creature that its place is in the genus cat, and I shall 
at once conclude not only that its molar teeth are all sharp or inci::;ive, as being 
a _cat, but further, that it lu~s three sorts ef teeth, movable toes, &c., as being car-
nivorousj that it has a donble circulation and a complete respiration, as being 
a mammal j that it has, also, a spinal marrow, a canal composed of vertebr~ 
five senses, &c., as being one of the vertebrata. Thus I shall know the whole of 
it~ organization from its place alone, and what will remain for me to say of it 
will, of course, be rednced to a few words, for the indication of its proper or 
specific characters. 
~ o:v, as the number of known beings is immense, and, immense as it is, can-
not f:ul to be much more augmented, we perceive the advantage of being able 
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thns to substitute a few words for a complete description; of having to Ray notbinll' 
of each species hut what is proper to it; of being able to supply, by its plac~ 
alone, all that it has in common with all the rest of the kingdom; bnt we al.u 
perceive that, for method to afford this advantage, it is necessary both that all 
its groups should be rigorously subordinated among one another, and that each 
of them should comprise only beings of , the same structure. 
Groups well constituted, alone admit of general propositions. Without gen-
eral propositions there can he no method; without method no brevity; tbe high-
est merit of a11 science in which the number of facts is immense, as it is in cverv 
branch of the history of tlrn beings of nature. A genus, a f a;mily, an order, ili-
constituted, stands in the way of every general proposition relating to that genu~, 
family, or order. Thus, by placing the siren and the eel in the same genus, 
Gmelin rendered it impossible to rny anything gene1:al 1Jpon that genus j b;· 
placing the cuttle-fish and the fresh-water polyp in the same order, he made it 
impossible to say anything general upon that order j and by placing the rnol-
luslcs, the worms, and the zoophytes in the same class, Linnreus had rendered every 
general proposition relative to that _class impossible, &c. . 
By means of well-constituted groups, then, we are enabled to say, at one.time, 
for all the species they contain, what it would .have b een necessary, othenv1se, to 
repeat as many times as there had been species remaining dispersed· and detached. 
But, among all these groups, and under the point of view with which I am he.re 
concerned, the genera have an importance which is proper to themselves.. It 1s, 
tl1at being the first approx.imation of species, a11 the rest of the scaffolding is, so to 
say, founded upon them, and an ill-constructed genus would suffice to break the 
unity of a family, of an order, of an entire class. Besides, being nearer to ~he 
species, the more they !Shall combine only such species as are conformable w1~h 
one another, th e less there will remain to say for each of them; and it is herem 
that may be seen aJl the inconvenience of those large genera, into which, even 
of 1ate, so many incongruous species have been thrust, and all the advantage of 
intersecting those genera by sub genera-a happy expedient which forestn,lls con-
fusion, by approximating in a closer manner the species which 'Present resem-
blances more particular or more intimate. * * * * * * 
But all this work of genera, sub-genera, &c., of which we have been speak-
ing, supposes a work not Jess considerable, the positive establishment, nam~ly, 
of species-a point in which the animal kingdom presented not less confus10n 
than in all the others. It was not sufficient to have remodelled or created almost 
all the divisions of that kingdom; it was incumbent on M. Cuvier to revis~ all 
the species, to revise them one by one, and even their synonymsj for sometIIDe· 
several were confounded under the same name, sometimes a single one passed, 
under different names, for several; and .this criticism of so many names, imposed 
right or wrong, on such a number of species was assuredly neither the part of 
the work ·which offered least difficulty to the 'author nor tl1at which has saved 
his successors least cm barrassment. It suffices in effect to cast the eyes on tbe 
works upon natural hi~tory which have appe~red sine~ the first edition of the 
Regne animal, to sec the happy fruits which l1ave resulted from these labors 
upon synonyms of which I now speak, :ind tha,t art of establishin()' · divisions in 
the compreh_en iv~ gene~a of which I had been previously speaking. 
I have said, w1th rel rence to branches and ao-ain with reference to classe:. 
that •ach of ~hc. ·e gronps is defini~cly circu~scribed; as much may be said of nL 
oth r group. m every degree. Lmnreus htu1 pronounced that "nn,ture makes n 
leap·;' aucl Bonn t, that "the clttLin of beings is but one continuou·s line." TLe 
Y ry r ver of the~e propo::;itions would bC" much more exact. The truth i , tha 
the c1ifli r nt groups arc eparn.tcd from one another by intervals moro or le~, 
11.arkcd and pr foun 1; and there if-l, in the very oro-anization of the animal , an 
vi 1 •nt r a on f r all th int rval •. b 
' he organization of an animal i::i ouly, in effect, a certain combination of org 
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bnt all com binatfrms of or(J'ans are not possible. For example, a stomach of one 
of the carnivora necessaril; supposes incisive teeth for rending its prey, movable 
toes for seizin O' it &c. : for a lil{e reason, animals with hoofs are, of necessity, all 
herbivorous b~ca~se th,eir immovable toes would not allow of their seizing a liv-
ing prey-their molar teeth, with a flat crown, could no~ te~r it, &c. 'l'here is a 
necessary harmony therefore, which regulates the comhmat10n of organs; there 
are such as exclud~ one another, such as necessitate one another, so that all com-
binations are not possible; and it necessarily follows, if only from the fact that 
all combinations of organs are not possible, that there .must be.certain gaps, cer-
tain chasms between the possible combinations and the impossible, or between 
different groups of creatures; and that this sort of hiatus is determined by the 
laws or conditions under which these creatures exist. 
The first edition of the Regne · animal (which itself succeeded the Tableau 
elementaire de l'histoi're naturelle des animaux, wherein the first germs of Cuvier's 
ideas on classification had been developed) occupied but four volumes, the second 
five; of which the last two, relating to the crustaceans, tlie arachn,ids, and the 
insects, were the work of M:. Latreille, vvho, as l\f. Cuvier himself pronounced, 
bad, "of all the men of Europe, studied those animals the most profoundly." 
It may well be supposed that a work of the nature of that of which we speak, a 
work which, . on its appearance, became at once the guide of all zoologists, would 
be translated into all languages. It was so, in effect, into English, by M. Grif-
fith; into Italian, by the Abbe Ranzani; and into German, by M. Sohinz. 
UL-NATURAL HISTORY OF FISHES.* 
•This work may be considered under two distinct reiations: under that of the 
great number of new species with which it has enriched zoology, and under that 
of the application which the author has therein made of the empirical laws of 
method to a definite class of the animal kingdom. I shall say but a few words 
on the woi-k considered under the former point of view, which would adapt itself 
but little to the philosophical studies which I have in band. 
Aristotle knew and named 117 kinds of fish; Pliny knew bnt 95 or 96 ; Oppian 
names 125; Athemeus, 130; JElian, 110; Ausonius names for the first time the 
salmon-trout, the common trout, the barbel and some other fresh-water fishes. 
In all, the ancients had distinguished and named 150 species of fi~h ; only about 
40, therefore, bad escaped the research of Aristotle; and, ris regards the structure 
of these animals, nothing was added to what he had said. In the middle of the 
16th century Rondelet, l?elcm, and Salviani make their appearance; the three 
original anthors who founded ichthyology. Belon describes and names about 130 
fishes; Sa,lviani, 99; Rondelet, 244, of which 197 belong to the sea and 47 to 
fresh water. Neglecting some secondary authors, if we come to Ray and Wil-
1ough by, we find tpe number of known fishes n,lready more than 400; the same 
is nearly the case with Artedi and Linnreus; there are about 1,400 in Bloch and 
Lacepede; there are nearly 5,000 in the work of M. Cuvier. * * * * 
But to come at once to the philosophical part of the work under consideration, 
we proceed to the distribution of species, or rather to the views which have guided 
the author in that distribution. Aristotle had recognized that the true characters 
of fishes consist in the branchice (gills) and in the fins. The class of fishes is 
composed, therefore, of vertebrate animals with these appendages; the features 
common to all being the vertebrce, or, more exactly, an inter-rial skeleton, (for 
the vertebrre do not alone compose that skeleton,) the branchice and the fins. 
l'be differ~ntial features are a? osseous or a cartilaginous skeleton; gills, now 
free, now fixed; fins, soft or spinous; ventral fins placed uy turns before, behind, 
.. The first volume A.ppeared in 1828; 8 of the 20 volumes, which the work was intended to 
comprise, were published before Cuvier's death, and several others have since made their 
appearance through the .care of M. Valenciennes,,the coadjutor of Cuvier for the entire work. 
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or under the pectoral; teeth pl::u:;ed by turns on the intermaxillaries, the maxillaries, 
the vomer the palatine, the tongue, the arches of the branchiaJ, &c.; the 
form of th;se teeth, plate-like, villiformipointed, &c. ; the opercula or covers of the 
brancbire, ·whether smooth, scaly, serrated, sharp-pointed, and armed with spines, 
or obtuse and without spines, &c.; and it is on the varied combination of 
these differential features or characters that all the different methods which have 
been successively imagined for the classification of fishes dei>end. 
It will be readily understc<Jd that he who should employ but one or two of 
these characters would have only an artificial or incomplete method, like Linn::eu ; 
that he who should indistinctly employ them all would have only a confused 
method, li1rn so many ichthyologists, and that the natural method-that is to say, 
the exact and complete one-consists at once in employing them a1l1 and in 
employing none but according to the relative order of its importance. 'fhere are 
two points, in effect, which control the ~hole idea of a natural method: one to 
employ only true characters j the other to accord to each of these characterson\y 
the precise degree of its importance. But, to employ only true characters-tba~ 1s 
to say, not to attribute to such or such a species such or such a character wl11ch 
it wants, and, reciprocally, not to suppose it destitute of such or such another 
,vhich it possesses-we perceive that it is necessary to know all the species. On 
the other hand, to attribute to each character only the degree of its importa~ce, 
we perceive that this complete knowledge of species, in itself so vast and so diffi-
cult, still would not suffice, and that it is, moreover, necessary to have _compare~ 
these characters under all their relations; that it is necessary to have vaned, multi-
plied, exhausted all their combinations. 
Now, on these two points which constitute, in fact, the whole of ichthyology-
that is to say, both for the determination of species and the valuation of the 
characters according to which those species are coniposed or discriminated up to 
the time of 1\1. Cuvier-everything was yet to be done. The species of fi~bc 
were not known; the proof of it is in every paa-e of the book we are cons1denng. 
No jnst idea existed of the characters which decide their union or distribution, 
the proof of which is found in those perpetual transpositions undergone by the 
same species in the different classifications of authors. * * * * 
IV.-LECTURES ON COMPARATIVE ANATOMY.*-LAWS OF ANIMAL ORGAN· 
IZATION. 
Two _great laws control and comprise all the others; the first is that of organic 
correlations j the second that of the subordination of organs. 
A necessary correlation binds all the functions one to another. Respiration, 
wb_en excc~t~d in a circumscribed respiratory organ, cannot dispense with circu• 
ln.t10n, for 1t 1s necessary that the blood should arrive at the respiratory organ. 
the organ which receives the air) and it is the circulation which carries it thither; 
circulu.tion cannot dispense with irritability, for it is irritability which deter-
mines the contraction of the heart, and consequently the movements of the blood; 
mu ·enlur irritability, in turn, cannot di spense with the nervous action. And if 
one of the ·e things is changed, it is necessary that all the others should change. 
H ·ircnlation i · wanting, the respiration can no Iona-er be circumscribed j it i 
u cc.-..•f4ary that it slrnuld h come general, as in insects-? the blood no lonaer seek-




'l'hcr ar organic conditions, therefore, which call for one another; there are 
nch a. xclude one another. A circumscribed respiration necessarily demand ' 
a pnlm nary ·irculation; a general respiration renders a pulmonary circnlation 
u.· ·le · ·, and xclnde it. Ev rything is thus regulated by necessary relation· . 
~ ~'wo vol um~ of tl~is work appeA.red in l 00, three more in 1 05. In the former, M. 
nv1. r ha<1 ~or )rn; con.d,1utor M. Dumeril; in the latter serie he was a. sisted by M. Duvernoy, 
who 1. publi hmg u.t the present time a sec9nd edition of the entire work. 
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The mode of respiration is in constant depe_ndence _on the cii:culation, which car-
ries the blood to the air, or ·to the organ which re~e:ves the air; t~1e !orce of _tl~e 
movements is in constant dependence on the qu~nt1ty of the 1:esp1ra~1?n, for 1t 1s 
respiration which restores to the rnnscular fibre its exhausted ll'ntab1hty. 
The quantity of respiration everywhere determines the vigor, the rapidity, and 
the kind of movement. rrhe movement which requires most muscular energy is 
that of flying, and the bird has a double respiration. 1'he n?ammal has move-
ments more limited, and jt, .has a simple respiration. The reptile has ~novem~nts 
more feeble still, and it has but an incomplete respiration. The bird respues 
not alone by its lungs, but hy its whole body. 1'he a.ir, after having· tr:wersed 
the lungs, which are transpierced like a sieve, penetrates into the cellules of the 
abdomen, into the cavities of the hones, &c. It is, therefore, not alone the blood 
of the lnngs, but the blood of the whole body, which respires. The mammal has 
but a simple respiration, for there is but the blood of its lungs which respires; 
but this simple respiration is complete, for all the blood of the body passes 
through the lungs before returning to the members. Finally, the revtiles have 
but an incomplete respiration; their pulmonary circulation is only a fraction of 
the general circulation ; there is but a part of their blood which respires, or 
which, returning from the members to the heart, passes from the heart to the 
lungs before returning to the members. Hence, the reptiles have only cold blood, 
only s1ow movements, interrupted by long reporn; they are all subject to hiber-
nating torpor, &c. On the other hand, fish have a complete pulmonary circu-
lation; but they have only an aquatic respiration, that is to say, an imperfect 
one, since they have, for respiring, 0nly the small quantity of air contained in the 
water; quite th~ contrary of what has been just said of reptiles, ·which have an 
aerial or perfect respiration, and an incomp1ete pulmonary circulation. · 
Now, these two things are mutually compensatory : an aerial or perfect· respi-
ration is compensated by an incomplete pulmonary circulation, and a comp1ete 
pulmonary circulation by an aquatic or imperfect respiration. Fish, therefore, 
ba,Te only cold blood, like tlrn reptiles-only movements which require little 
muscular energy, &c. 'l'hus, there are in vertebrate animals four definite degrees 
of respiration : the complex respiration of birds, the simple but complete respi-
ration of mammals, and the incomplete respiration, incomplete by two different 
means, of reptiles and fishes. Aml there are four kinds of movements which 
con-espond to these fom; degrees of respiration : the flight of the bird, which cor-
responds to the duplicate respiration ; the step, the leap, the run of mammals, 
which correspond to the complete, hut single respiration; the crawling of the 
reptile, a movement by which the animal does no more than drag itself along 
the ea:-th; and the swimming of the :fish, a movement for which the animal.has 
need of being sustained in a, liquid, the specific gravity of which is nearly equal 
to its own. And as of movement, so too of digestion. · The greater the capacity 
of respiration, the more rapid the digestion. 'l'he most rapid digestion is that 
of the bird, the slowest that of the reptile; the bird surprises us by the frequency 
of its repasts, the ro_etile by the durntion of its abstinences. 
Everything in the bird is formed for flight. It required a wing of wide sur-
face to strike the air; for this wing large muscles were needed to move it; these 
muscles required very la.rge bones for their insertion. And the bird has a sternum 
developed into a salient blade, into a crest, it has a pectoral muscle rela.tively 
e_normous, ~c. So much for the exterior; internally, it has a duplicate respira-
tion, an ammn.1 heat and muscular energy which correspond to that respiration· 
anc~, for this duplicate respiration, it has lungs perforated like a sieve, air-cells: 
:vlnch are the appendix of its lungs, &c. Nor did all this suffice; my own ex1-ier-
n~e~ts ~ave shown that the_ brain is. _composed of three parts essentially 
d1strnct: the cerebrum, exclusive seat of mtelligence; the cerebellum, seat of the 
* See my Recherches experimentales sur les proprietes ct lts fonctions du systeme nerveux 
&c. Second edition, Paris, 1842. ' 
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principle which governs or co-ordinates the movements of locomotion ; the 
medulla oblongata, seat of'the principle which controls the movements of respira-
tion. Now, in the bird, the part of the br:1,in which, relatively to the brain of 
other vertebrate animals, predominates, is precisely that which governs or co-ordi-
nates the movements of locomotion; it is the cerebell,um. All the parts, all the 
functions, all the modifications of the parts and of the functions, are therefore 
formed each for the others, and all for· a given purpose. 
We have seen this as regards respiration, as regards the act of flying, &c. It 
is easily shown as regards digestion. rrhe system of an animal is, in effect, by 
no means ai~ arbitrary thing. It is not by hazard that incisive teeth coincide 
with a single stomach; flat and dull teeth with a multiple stomach; flat teeth, 
a multiple stomach, with a herbivorous diet, &c. A single one of those things, 
necessarily supposes all the others, or excludes them all. An animal with long 
intestines, a multiple stomach, flat teeth, is necessarily herbivorous. A c~rniv-
orous animal l1as, necessarily, incisive teeth, a single stomach, short intes~me,s; 
it l1as, moreover, ancl just as necessarily, divided and movable digits, to seize its 
prey; a,nd, even in the brain, it has a peculiar instinct which impels it to ~ou_r-
ish itself on flesh. Never will such an instinct nor an incisive tooth co-exist m 
the same animal, with a foot enveloped in horn, for these things are incompatible 
and contradict one another; the animal in which they presented them.selves 
together could not subsist. The laws of organic correlations, properly viewed, 
are the very conditions qf the existence of beings. 
After the law of organic correlations, comes, as we have said, the law of the 
subordination of organs. A recognized e-ubordination everywhere subjects cer-
tain orga.ns to others : the organs of locomotion to those of dige~tion ; the organs 
of circulation to tliose of respiration; all functions and all organs to the nerv?us 
system. Circulation, for instance, does or does not exist, according as res~ira-
tion is conducted in such or such a manner. All animals with a circnmscnbed 
respiration (the vertebrata, the mollusks the crustacea &c.,) have, necessari_ly, 
a circulation; for it is necessary that th~ blood should ~rrive in the organ wluch 
receives the . air, and it is the circnlation which carries it thither. The insects, 
in place of a, circumscribed respiration have a general respiration, executed by 
means of _traclie_re, which carry the ai/ everywhere; in their case, there was no 
need of C1rculat10n, and there is none. 
rl'l~e sa~ne subordination connects the organs of locomotion or of prehension with 
the cltgestwn. And such is the force of this subordination that one of these organs 
seems incapable of making any proo-ress without ma,nifesti1w a similar pro()'re s 
in the other. 'l'hus, for example, th~ ruminant animals have~in o-enerai, neith~r 
canine nor incisive teeth in ~he upper jaw, and there are but five::, bones to t~eir 
tarsus j the camel has canmes, and even two or four incisives in the upper ~a'Y, 
:md aheady we observe an a,dditional bone in the tarsus because the scaphoid 1s 
li,ere not con ·olidated with the cuboid j further, the com:rion rumiuants have, for 
the whole fibula, only a sma1l bone articulated at the base of the tibia, and the 
chevrotain or moschus, which l1as canines well developed., has a distinct and 
complete fibula, &c. 
V.-COMP .A.R.A.TIVE OSTEOLOGY. 
This branch of science, sprung from the labors of Dau benton of Camper, of 
Palla ' h~' l,ccomc, in tho hand::; of lVI. Cuvier, a new instrum~nt; it was by 
comra~·n.tl\- o te 1 cry that be reconstructed tbe lost species of ancient world , ; 
ancl it 1:; w 11 worthy of remark that in this lono· ancl laborious series of re earche, 
:~11d ·ffor~ · none of ~be cl_ arned men ever div~rg cl from the domain of po iti,·e 
fact:. ~ neh cffi tlV ly 1 ' the mpir of these fact over the human mind that 
~xc ·p in t~1 ·ir cl ·fau~t, it scarcely v r throw. it. lf iuto the domain of con-
JC ·tur and hn oth · ·1 • n nlmo::;t every line it is ouly wbeu the facts arc not 
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known or beo·in to be exhausted, that recourse is had to systems; and what is 
unfort~nate fgr the history of science is not the mania of systems, ·which prevails 
before the acquisition of facts, but that which seeks to reproduce itself afterwards. 
The oTeat work of M. Cuvier on Joss'il bones shows that there is not a single 
bone a t:isinale part of a bone, of which the study is not valuable, necessary, often 
indispensable, for the distinction of fossil species from exis.ting species. This 
work seems everywhere a living proof of the saying of a celebrated writer, that 
never, except in the profound study of details, have the secrets of nature been 
surprised; and it cannot be observed without pain that while there remain to 
be discovered any of those facts of which the least circumstances possess such 
an importance, so many authors turn awa_),4 from this curious and solid research 
for so many other research<:Js as vain as they are idle; these, for example, choosing 
to discover, in any event, all the parts in each ; the entire body in the head, the 
members in the jaws, the thorax in the nose, &c., those, making by turns the 
pieces of an apparatus pass into another, in order thus to arrive at a unity of 
number which this overturning of everything does not itself yield th~m. 'The 
object of 1\1. Cuvier, it may easily be conceived, was not to follow the authors in 
question into these researches, more hardy than philosophic; he nowhere pretends 
to find in an apparatus either representations of parts foreign to that apparatus, 
or constant numbers of pieces or bones, but he seeks how far the correspondence 
of these 'pieces goes and where it stops. 
At no epoch has it been possible to compare the different beings which compose 
the animal kingdom without remarking, at "the same time, their resemblances· and 
their differences, and the difficulty has never been other than to fix the precise 
limit between the analogies which constitute, on the one h::md, the characters 
more or less general of species, and the differences which, on the other, constitute 
their characters more or less distinctive and peculiar. Hence arise two branches 
of the same study, which both elate from the first ages of science; one the search 
for analogies, the other the search for differences. , Now, it is readily conceivable 
that, according to the epoch, such or such of these researches should appear more 
or less important in relation to the other; but, at bottom, it is easy to see that 
one always supposes the other, H.ml that it is neither the _evident analogies nor 
evident dissimilit.udes which could ever have been the subject of serious discus-
sion, but, in truth, the real differences hidden under apparent analogies, or 
inversely, the analogies hidden under differences. In a word, as it is impossible 
to mark the point where dissimilarity commences without marking that where 
analogy ceases, it would be impossible to carry the study of differences as far 
as M. Cuvier has done without recognizing the point where the analogies com-
mence; and perhaps it ,,vas necessary, in effect, to exhaust fo:st the study of differ-
ences in order to be sure of allowing no analogies afterwards to stand but such 
as are real and incontestable. . 
However this may be, the profound sentiment that an immense analogy, or 
rather that analogies of all kinds bind together more or less all the .beings of the_ 
animal kingdom, is a sentiment which, as I have just said, dates from the first 
ages of science. 'rhe whole woi·k of Aristotle bears on the conformity of the 
different species with one another, and of all with man, taken as a common term 
of comparison. Buffon wonders at the constant uniformity of design, and asks 
if this latent resemblance be not more surprising than the apparent differences 
(Hisioire de l'ame). Daubenton points out the conformity of strncture in the 
greater vart of the skeleton, and particularly in the foot-thH.t is to say, the part 
?f the_ skel:ton which v~ries the most (D~sc~-iption du cheval). Camper, in two 
rngcrnous chscourses, * dilates on the astomshmg analogy between the structure 
• Discflurs sur l'analogie qu'-il y a entre la structure du corps ltumain et celle des quadru-
pcdcs, 8\-c.-Belon, before Camper, by placing vertically the skeleton of a bird bad rendered 
conspicuous a m~ltitude of relations till then unnoticed, with the human skele'ton. Flis wire ~ 
de la nature cs oiswux, ~c. 
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of the human bo<ly and that of quadrupeds, birds, and fishes, and sbows Low h\" 
gradna.l changes from a horizontal to a vertical attitude, it is possible "to tr;1ni-
form a cow into a bird, a quadruped into a man, &c." Finally this striking idea 
is seen pervading the writings of Vicq-cl' Azyr, who says that" nature seems alway. 
to work after a primitive and general pattern, froni which she deviates only rn·~ 
reluctance; that we observe everywhere those two characters ·whichseemimprend 
on all beings, that of constancy in the type and variety in the modifications."• 
Nevertheless, this opinion of a constant uniformity of design, of an astonishing 
analogy, of a primitive and general pattern, rested as yet only on a perceptiou 
vague and more or less confused. And it is in onr own times alone that tbiB 
complicated question of tbe analogy of structure has been disentangled and 
divided; that it has adopted as a field of discussion determinate and preci 
facts; that, become a positive question, it is capable of being discussed in a 
rig-orous and detailed manner. 
~'.f his question has been te~med the question of unity of organizationj it might 
quite as well have been termed the question of variety of organization; all depend 
in effect on the point of view under which it_ is considered; for since tber~ are 
different species of animals, unity here supposes necessarily a certain vai:1ety; 
and since, on the other hand, these different species all resemble ?ne n,not~1e~: 
at least on that common ground which consigns them to the same kmgclom, 1_t b 
evident that this variety necessarily supposes also a certain unity or conformity. 
1'he true title of the question, or rather its true object, was therefore the dete_r-
mination of the limits where stop, by turns, the resemblances and difference~ m 
the organization of animals; an organization at once so similar and so vaned. 
Once divided, as I have just said, the question has taken quite another aspect. 
'l'he general resemblance of animals has been no longer concluded from some 
particular resemblances, nor limited to certain branches, to certain classes. A. 
regards the osseous system, for example, it had been presently perceive(~ t~at. 
only pertaining to vertebrate animals, this system can only yield results l1m1te•I 
to ~bat err~lwanchment, to that type. The resemblances of the osseous sy t~,1. 
which testify so f:trongly to n common ()'round-plan to a unity of structure, testify 
to them; therefore, only in reference to the sole type which possesses an osseou3 
system, the type of vertebrates. . 
. ~onsi?ered collectively, the osseous system forms the skeleton, whic? 15 
chv1ded rnto several parts: the apparatus of the vertebrre, that of the cramum, 
those of thf_e f
1
'ace, of the ear, of the hyoide, of the opercula, of the ribs, of the 
stern nm, o t 1e shoulder, of the pelvis, of the limbs. Now there is not n. mor~-
ucr of this diversified apparatus which does not, in the different classes, vary m 
the form, the number, the complication of the pieces which constitute it. F?r 
the mo t part, and saving the variations just spoken of, they are reproduced m 
all. There are, however, some wl1ich are wantino- in such and such a cla : · 
there are ome which aro the exclusive attribute of~ si1wle one. 1'he que tion 
is to eo :vhat is t?e pa~ti_cular character of each apparat~s in each class; that L 
t~ sn,f, ol _what p1~ces 1t 1s there composed, what there is the form and tLe com-
l,mat10n of those pieces. Now, such an examination sbows that' amon()' all the: 
parts of ,vhich the skeleton is composed, some are essential, and hencc
0
more con-
stant; other accessory, and hence more variable• that the vertebrre, the crn-
i-1i111n, which lodg~ the spiua.l marrow, the enceplial~n, may readily vary fr~m one 
·la.:~ to another rn the number and form of their bones, uut are found 111 all: 
tl1at, on th ontrary, the os ·iclcs of the ear tho opercula the liml,s, &c. n l 
ac· · •~s~iry anc_l ·nb?~·dinate parts, may be wanting, and arc s~ in effect, when tL 
011cht1011s of aud1t1011, of re:-:piration of locomotion are no lono-er the am • 
11 l · ' ' 0 1 sc ar ana ocr1es, then, grallnatecl like the importance of tl1e parts which p, · 
·nt th ·m; a :h part has itl, pl"opcr li'mits, both of variety and analogy; eac 
·11 nl,1 h ·tncl, ·cl apart; an l it micrht hence be sail that there i a I articul. 
• ee soecia.llv hi~ mAmoir "Sur Lr, vrtrallcle des extremit6s. &-c ." 
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comparative osteology of each osseous appar~tus, as there is a general compara-
tive osteology of the whole system. 
The cranium that most complicated apparatus of the skeleton, presents, in 
all mammifers ~ composition very nearly the same; we may there follow each 
bone, from m;n to the qnadrumana, from the qnadrumana to the carnivora, to the 
rodentia, to the edentata, the pacbydermata, the ruminants, the cetacea; every-
where are recognized frontals, parietals, occipitals, temporals, the sphenoid, the 
ethmoid; and they are everywhere recognized as well by their position as their 
use. It is as much if the interpa.rietals appear to be wanting in certain species. 
It is the same with the face. 'l'he bones of the nose, of the cheek, of the jaws, 
of the palate, &c., are never wanting. 'l'l10 lachrymals alone fail in the phocre, 
the dolphins, &c. All other differences of number are but apparent, and result 
only from the greater or less promptness with which, according to the specie~, 
the bones or parts of bones, constantly separated in the first stage of life, unite 
and are confounded in adult age. It is thus that, according to the species, the 
occipital, the parietal, the sphenoid, the temporal, &c., appear sometimes single, 
sometimes double, triple, or quadruple; but when we recur to the fcetus the occi-
pital is always divided into four parts, the parietal into two, or rather into four, 
counting the inter-parietals, which, in the end, constantly become united there-
with, the temporal into four, the body of the sphenoid iutu two, &c. rrhus, in. 
the mammals, there is a normal number for the boJJ.es of the cranium; and when 
this number appears masked by the obliteration of the sntures in the adult state, 
the primitive division is always reproduced and restored in the fcetal state; and 
what I say of the bones of the cranium may be said also of the bones of the 
face, and of their more numerous subdivisions in the earlier stages. 
It would naturally be curious to see whether this singular ana1ogy was main-
tained in the other classes, in the birds, the reptiles, the fish ; whether the same 
nun1ber of bones is there everywhere reproduced; whether, masked in the adult 
state, it wonld appear in the fretal; whether, in fine, reptiles and fish, in which 
the bones of the cranium are always much more numerous, could be regarded as 
corresponding in this re.spect . to the early age of birds and mammals. T'his 
interesting question wa.s successively treated by M:. Cuvier in reference to rep-
tiles (Reserches sur les ossemens fossiles, tome 5,) and to fish (Histoire naturelle 
d,es poissons;) it will suffice to indicate here the manner in which he has resolved 
it re1ati ve to reptiles. 
The reptile whose head presents the most striking traits of conformity with 
that of the rnammifers is the crocodile; from the crocodile M. Cuvier passes in 
succession to the tortoises, the lizards, the serpents, nnd finishes with the batra-
chians, which conduct from reptiles to fish, as the crocodile from reptiles to mam- · 
mals. The head of the crocodile is composed of a much greater number of 
bones than that of tlie adult mammifer, but by recurring to the fcetus of this 
bst class we recognize in the bead of the crocodile and tba.t of the rnammifer 
very nearly the same number of bones. 'l'hus 1\L Cuvier, after having fonnd in 
the crocodile, and in the same place as in the mammals, the intermaxillary 
bones, the maxillary, the nasal, the lachrymal, the juo-al, the palatine, the ethmoid,* 
the body of the sphenoid, the parietal, finds also, ~1,nd again in the same place, 
the occipital, but divided into four parts, as it is in the fretus of mammals, the 
great wings of the sphenoid, vestiges of its lesser wings, its internal and external 
pterygoid wings, but all these parts separate from the body of the bone, as they 
all are, except the· last, t in the mammal at its earliest age; finally a temporal 
;, With i!s cribriform lamina, its lateral wings, its superior ·cornets, its vertical lamina, but 
all these p~eces or depende1;1ces _of the ethmoid, in great part, in a cartilaginous state. 
~ For tlrn1 r~ason ~I. Ci:v1er gives the spe?ial name oftmnsverse bone to tbe external ptery-
go1d apophys1s, ~h1ch, 1~ the mammals, 1s not at any ag·e effectually separated from the 
great temp~.Hal wmg. It 1s, therefore, not properly a new bone, but a dismemberment of 
the sphenv1d, as the frontal bones, anterior and posterior, are dismemberments of the frontal. 
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bone, but composed of four bones, as it is in the footal mammals, the squamosa.1, 
the mastoid, the cavity of the tympanum, and the pe_trous bone; There remained 
only the bones which correspond to the frontal to reduce to analogy, but these 
bones are six in number in the crocodile, and as the frontal of mammifers is never 
divided out into two, M. Cuvier was obliged to admit here a peculiar dismem-
berment of this bone, a dismemberment which, in the crocodile, or, to speak more 
generally, in the greater part of oviparous vertebrates, subdivides each of the 
two frontals of mammals into three others, the principal, the anterior, and the 
posterior frontals. 
· 'I.1his determination of the bones of the head of the crocodile, compared with 
those of the head of mammals, being once established, it is easy to refer to it, as 
a sort of type, the bones of the head of all other reptiles, particularly tortoises, 
lizards, and serpents. 'l'hus, ·with due regard to the differences of form and _pro-
portion, the greater part of the bones of the crocodile reappear in the head of the 
tortoise; but this head wants the nasal bones, which are here represented only 
by cartilaginous lamime, the transverse or external pterygoid and the lachrymal 
bones. Moreover, the parietal, which is single in the crocodile, is double in the 
tortoise; but in the lizards this parietal again becomes singl~, the lachrymal and 
transverse bones reappear, a new bone is disclosed which M. Cuvier calls columella, 
&c.; all but slight differences, which do not hinder us from recognizing throughout 
the predominance of one same plan in the heads of the crocodile, the tortoise, 
and the lizard. . 
A new and more difficult study commences with the batrachians. First, the 
general composition of the head is singularly 'simplified. We find here only t~e 
two lateral occipitals, with neither upper occipital nor basilar; a single spbeno1d 
with neither temporal nor orbital wings; a single bone replaces at once tbe 
principal frontal and the ethmoid; there are no posterior fronta1s, but there are 
two anterior frontals, two parietals, and two petrous bones. Nor is the face 1es 
simpli.ficcl, for the transverse forms only one with the pterygoid, the temporal but 
one with the tympanic, and there is no mastoid. The cranium of the frog, there-
fore, bas but 10 bones, oue ethmoid, two frontals, two parietals, two occipital, 
one ~phenoid, two petrous bones; its face has but 16, two intermaxi1lars, ~wo 
max1llars, two nasals, two palatines, two vomers, two pterygoids, two tympamc, 
and two jugals or zygomatics. In all, its head has but 26 bones, while that of tbe 
crocodile has nearly 40. And this difference of number presents itself in each par-
ticular apparatus of the face; thus the lower- jaw of the crocodile has six bone' 
on each side, ancl each side of the jaw of the froo- has but three, &c. 
I have said that the apparatus of the vertebrat is, with that of the cranium, the 
most constant; each vertebra may itself be considered as a small distinct appa-
ratus, compo~ed of a certain number of bones, which is not the same for all the 
vertebrre in each species, n_or for each vertebra in all the species; the atlas of 
the crocodile has six bones, its axis has five ; the atlas of the tortoise bas only 
four, that of the monitor three, &c. But it is chiefly by their total number tha 
the vertebrre vary from one class to the other, and even in the different orders. 
the different genera of each class. Not to depart here from• the reptiles, the 
crocodile, for example, ·has 26 vertebrre-7 cervical, 12 dorsal, 5 lumbar, and 2 
sacral; 200 are counted in the adder, the boa, &c.; the fro,,. has but nine. A, 
regan1s other apparatus of the animal system, being only a~cessory, the greater 
part may be wanting, and is wanting, in effect, in such or SLWh a class, such or 
' nch an order, such or such a genns, &c. 'l'be hinder extremities fail in the 
cetac 'a, h ,th the anterior and I osterior extremities in the serpent, the ribs are 
ab nt in the frog, the auricnlar apparatus in fl ·hes, &c. 
otl1in0' is hett r calculated to give a ju t idea of the manner in which a certai 
gen >ral conformity is combined in certain ca ·cs with all the variations of <let.· 
than what i .- en in the shonldcr an l the sternnm. The shoulder which is c m-
po · ,c1, in the mammifer, of but one bone, the scapula, or of two, tbo scapula an 
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the clavicle, has ahvays three in the bird: the scapula or omoplate, the clavic1e, 
and the coracoid bone; it has only two in the crocodile, the scapula, and the 
coracoid, the true clavicle being wanting; the three bones ren.ppear in the lizards; · 
there are two in the tortoise, the scapnla and coracoid, or perhaps three, for there 
are traces of a clavicle; there are certainly four in the frog, the clavicle, coracoid, 
and an omoplate, divided into two pieces; and, what is remarkab1c, it is precisely 
of these two pieces of the omoplate that the shoulder of fishes is composed. 'l'he 
sternum in the crocodile is a single hone ; in the tortoise it is a1 way!'l composed 
·of nine pieces; it recovers in the lizard the simplicity whichitexhibits in the croco-
dile; it has but two ossified pieces in the frog; a sort of sternum is hardly dis-
coverable in certain fishes; in the mammals, on the contrary, itis highly developed; 
here we count as many as seven, eight, nine pieces, placed ordinarily on a single 
line; and as to hirds, there are five pieces in the gallinacea; there are not more 
than two in ducks; its composition is again changed in pigeons, in sparrows, in 
birds of prey, &c. 'JJrns the sternum not only varies from one class to another, 
it varies in the same class, and that in the very class of birds where, in general, 
unity or conformity of organization is so constant and conspicuous. . 
But, in reference to this question of osteological unity in vertebrate animals, 
there are two apparatus which have a peculiar importance: these are the auricular 
and the hyoid apparatus. By the auricular apparatus we here designate a chain 
of small bones, placed within the tymp_annm of the ear, and which extends from 
its membrane to the fenestra ovalis. In the mammals we count alway::; four 
of these small bones, the mallens, _the incus, the lenticular, and the stapes; in 
the birds we find but one, formed of . two branches, one of which adheres to the 
tympanum, the other presses upon the fenestra ovalis; in like manner a single 
ossicle replaces, in the crocodile, the four small bones of the ear of mammals; it 
is a stapes stil1 more simple than that of birds; * there is but a single ossicle in 
the tortoise, the lizard, the serpent; in the frog, the auricular chain might b~ pro-
nounced somewhat complex did it not remain in great part cartilaginous; lastly, 
in the sa1amanders, the sirens, the protei, the last auditory ossicle itself, the 
stapes, is reduced to a E?imple cartilaginous p1ate. From this to the complex 
apparatus of the mamma1s is certainly a wide interval, and when we thus follow 
step by step this successive simplification, when we arrive thus at that final 
reduction of the whole apparatus to a simple cartilaginous p1ate, we recognize 
the full force of M. Cuvier's opinion that this apparatus, after having dit>appeared 
in the aerial vertebrates, is not all at once restored in the class of fishes, there to 
form the opercula, and that these opercula are consequently a special apparatus 
appropriate to this latter class. . 
'l'he facts which concern the inverse progression of the hyoid apparatus, that is 
to say, its gradua,l development from the mammals to fishes, are still more import-
ant, an<l, in relation to theories of the skeleton, more decisive. In man this appa-
ratus is composed of five parts: of a body, of two branches or anterior processes 
which suspend the hyoid to the cranium, and of two posterior ones which suspend 
the larynx to the hyoid. Even in the mammals the apparatus undergoes great 
modifications, depending on the form of its body, the soldering of this to the pos-
terior branches more or less promptly, the number, shape, and proportion of the 
anterior branches. In birds these anterior branches are no longer attached to 
the cranium, ·but simply pass around and behind it; to the back part of the body 
of ~he bone is soldered a single slender bone, on which rests the larynx, nnc1 
which, jn itself alone, represents the two posterior branches; in front is another 
bone which penetrates into the tongue, being the lingual bone. 
The hyoid of the crocodile is one of the most shnple. lts body consists of a, 
* We might, in truth, give the name of malleus to that branch which in birds and croc~-
diles is inserted in the membrane of the tympanum, but still there would be neither incus nor 
lenticular ossicle. · 
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thick and broad cartilaginous plate, without any very distinct vestige of the pos-
terior branches, and a single ossified piece, representing the anterior branche:. 
'l'he .hyoid of lizards is much more complex; and that of the tortoise even more 
so than that of the lizard. * * * But it is in the batracbians, chiefly, tha 
the hyoid acquires importance, and thus leads by degrees to the hyoid of fLhe., 
so rich and complicated. To explain this richness of the hyoid apparatus in 
fish, recourse had been had to a pretended intercalation whieh has taken place 
of pieces borrowed at once from the sternum, the larynx, and the ribs. It will 
be perceived that the metamorphosis of the frog, which, in its first period, respires 
by hroncl1ire or gills, like the fish, which at a later period respires by lung~, like 
the land animals, and the bronchial apparatus of which changes by degrees, 
and visibly, into a true hyoid, should have settled all difficulty in this respect. 
l\I. Cuvier, therefore, made this singular metamorphosis a detailed study; he 
followed it in its whole progress; he saw the branchire and branchial arches ~uc-
cessively fall; he saw the proper hyoid of the adult frog take shape proportion-
ably; and at no time, even at that of the greatest complication, when tbe bran-
chial arches and the . branchire existed, neither did the sternum nor the lary~x 
take, nor could they tal\e, any part in this whole composition; for the brancbial 
apparatus still very distinctly exists, with all its parts, which are clearly to ?e 
seen, as well as the larynx, with its dependent lungs, and the stern11rn, with 
the bones which rest against it. 'l'be hyoid of the salamander is metamo~·pbosecl 
like that of the frog, and the branchial apparatus, in the same way, still very 
distiuctly subsists, although the larynx, tbe lungs, and the sternum, are als~ pre;;-
ent; and all this acqnires new force from what is observed so plainly m ~he 
axolotl, the proteus, the siren, animals in which the hranchial apparatus ex1 t· 
simultaneously, and in a constant manner, with the larynx, the tracheal artery, 
&c. 'l'he branchial apparatus is, therefore, only a more complex hyoidia~ appa-
rafos, and not one resulting from the combination of parts foreign to 1t, and 
derived from neighboring organs. . 
Each apparatus bas, therefore, its proper constitution ; it has its marked mer~ 
ments an.cl decrements ; its parts change from one class to another in form, 1.n 
number, m complexity; and it is these very chano-es which determine the orgamc 
characters of classes, of orders, of genera, of ~pecies. What, then, n~ust. be 
undcn;tood by unity, or, to speak more exactly, by conformity of orgam.zatzm~. 
hy conformity of plan, in the vertebrate animals, at least in what regards th~u: 
o::i::-ieous system, if not an assemblage of graduated analogies, more -constan_t 1~ 
the e · ential apparatus, more variable in the accessory, and of which tho lmnt 
cannoL he given, for each apparatus, except by the direct and consecutive stndy 
o_f all the modifications of that apparatus, in all the classes 1 Now this consecu-
tive study of an apparatus through all the classes and of all the graduated moc'.-
ifications which it undergoes from one class to a~other, is precisely what consti-
tutes the most distinctive feature of 01wids method, anil the point which ou~bt 
perhaps mo t to fix the attention of rio-ht-mindecl inquirers · for it is on tl1e 1'1"'· 
orous and Rpecial adaptation of the mcthod to its object, th~t depends the exact-
n'.'• '. of the r •sn1ts. Now, what is here the qnestion ~ Of following, ot recog· 
111~m~ an a.I paratus throu~h. all it::i metamorphoses of number, of forn_i, of co~-
phcation o1 part . And 1 1t not plain that to lose sio-ht of a single wtermedi-
at •. mc~amorphusi would uffice to render impos ibl~ all recognition of tuo.: 
wl11cl1 follow, would l>e to lo,;e the thread which connects one with the other, nay 
to ~o ·c the apparatus it elf~ 'l'hc principle of successive and graduated moditi-
~atwn_~, •rnployc<l hy_ f. uvier, is one, then, of tl1c most fruitful as well a mo:-
m~r ·111un · 111 an. of mv ' ,'lirration with which he ha enri ·hed ciencc, and tl c 
on! v 011 whi ·h can rriv , in a . ure and pre ·i ·e manner both the determi11:1ti n 
of ca ·h apparatu~, ancl the limit of its analorries or its dis~imilarities in each cla.,::-. 
• b 
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VI.-RESEARCHES ON FOSSIL BONES.* 
The first object of this work is the comparison of fossil with liying species; 
and this comparison bears principally on two classe~ of vertebra_te am!11als: mam-
mals and reptiles. rrhe author commences this comparative history of the 
species of the ancient and the actual world, with the pachydermata; he contin-
ues it with the ruminants, the carnivora, the rodentia, the edeotata, and the ceta-
cea · and concludei:: with the reptiles. 'The fundmnenta1 reslllt of the whole 
worl~ is, that no fossil species, or scarcely any, at least in the two classes of niam-
mifers and reptiles, has its analogue among living species. It has been already 
said that to arrive at this result, it was necessary that the author should review 
a11 the fossil species, that he should compare them all, and one by one, with all 
the livina species, and it has been shown to what precise, rigorous, and almost 
infallible laws he has subjected the admirable art ol reconstructing all the!! i 
lost species from their scattered rell'¼'1ins. I shall apply myself here cbieflJ +1 
another ·point": that of the particular ancl det..q,i}ecl comparison of fossil with exiot-
ing species. 
I begin, as :M: . Cuvier lias done, with the pacbydermata. This family, natural 
as it is, was almost entirely overlooked by Linnreus. Storr, who had cle::trer 
conceptions of rt, characterizes it by this definition : mammals with hoofs with 
mo·re then two toes. But without speaking of the anoplotherium, a fossil species 
which has only two toes, and ,yhich is not the less a true pachyderm, it is 
evident, from a consideration of the whole structure, that the solipeds should be 
united to the ordinary paebydermata. 11be number of the toes, therefore, can 
no more be taken into consideration in this family than in the others. Cuvier 
defines it: animals with hoofs, non-rurninants. Before him, the order or family 
of pachyderruata comprised but five genera: the elephant, the rhinoceros, the 
hippopotamus, the tapir, and the hog. M. Cuvier introduced into it two othei.· 
genera, the horse and the dama.n. * * * Considered in their relations to the 
revolutions of the globe, the fossil pachydermata form two groups: the pachy-
dermata of loe>se and alluvial formations, ancl those of the plaster quarries, so 
ahu:qdant1y accumulated in the environs of Paris. rro the former pertain the 
fossil elephant, mastodon, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, horse, &c.; to the second, 
the palreotberium, the anoplotherium, the lophiodon, the antbracotherium, the 
cbreropotamus, the adfLpis. All the species of the first of these two groups are 
now lost ; but the greater part of its genera subsists. Not so with t.he second, 
in which both genera and species are equally extinct. * * * Beginning 
with the pachydermata of loose and alluvial formations, the first of these animals 
which U. Cuvier studied under this new point of view, of the comparison of 
fossil W!th living species, was the elephant. 
'.rill then, almost everything relative to this singular quadruped was alike 
unknown. It was not known, at least with any .precision, whether there was 
only a single species of elephant 01· several species, nor, ,vith stronger reason, 
whether the fossil bones might be referred or not to the living species. 'I1he first 
truly specific distinction of these animals, that which is founded on the structure 
of their molar teeth, only goes back to Camper. Blumenbach had also se<"n this 
difference in the form and nnmber of the laminre of the molar teeth, which dis-
tinguishes the elephant of Africa from that of the· Indies; but so far this was 
all, and it is to Cuvier that we owe the deterrninn.tion of all the other differ-
ences, derived from . the hones of the s!rnll, from those of the face, ~nd of the 
* The first edition of this great work, published in 181~, was · scarcely more thiin the 
reunion of the memoirs, iuserted successively by the author, in the Annales du Museum 
d'hi tuire n1uurelle. The second edition appeared from 1812 to 1824. It is not only enriched 
with a g1eat _number of new fo.cts, but the entire work is recast throughout, and arranged in 
more me_thod11;~l_ order, Tqe third edition i_s of 1828, and is distinguished from the second 
by ccrtam add1tious to the lnlrudu~twn, wb!ch latter has been often printed separately, and 
has become celebrated under the title of Discours sur Les revolutions de la surface du globe. 
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entire skeleton. He shows that it is from these, bones, especially those of the 
slrnll as well as from their teeth, ears, &c., that the two living species, that of 
Afric~ and that of India, are distinguished from each other; thus the species of 
India bas the head long, the forehead flat, or even concave, while that of Africa 
bas the l1e:1d round and forehead convex; the former has the laminre of its molar 
teeth in the form of wavy or festooned ribands; in the latter these laminre are 
lozenge-shaped; this last bas larger ears and tusks, &c. As to th~ fossil species 
or mammoth of Russia, it is essentially distinguished from the two living species, 
and in particular from the species of India, to which, however, it is most nearly 
allied, by its molars, the laminre of which are closer and straighter, by the alveoli 
of its tusks, which a,re longer, ·by its lower jaw, which is more obtuse, &c.; 
finally, the entire individual, discovered in 1806, on the coast of Siberia, has 
tauglit us that it ·had two sorts of hair, a reddish, coarse, and tufted wool, and 
long, black and stiff hairs.* To this it may be added that the bones of this 
last species are never found but in a fossil state, and that, on the contrary, the 
hones of the other two species are never found in that state. The fossil is, there-
fore, a lost species. Further, its bones, dispersed th:i·ough almost all the coun-
tries of the world, are al ways found in tho same strata as those of the mastodon, 
the rhinoceros, and the hippopotamus. All these species, then, are of the same 
epoch, and are all alike extinct. Among them the species which approaches 
nearest to the elephant is the mastodon; it was of the same general form, h~d 
f~et of the same strncture, a proboscis, a~d long tusl~s; yet these. wer~ ess~nt1al 
differences, as well from these tusks bemg curved m the opposite direction to 
those of tho elephant as from the circumstance that the molar teeth, instead of 
being formed of transverse laminre, presented a simple corona well furni ::;hed 
with tubercular or mamillated prominences. The mastodon is the largest of 
fossil animals, yet Danbenton fell into the error of referring a part of its bones 
to the elephant and another part to the hipp-epotamus. W. Hunter pointed out 
that tho mastodon differs sensibly from both those ::J,nimals. Camper showed 
that it more closely approximated to the first than to the second. Finally, M. 
Cuvier has completely demonstrated that the mastodon was neither elepb~nt 
nor hippopotamus, and that, though nearer to the former, it is essentia11y distm-
guishecl from it by its jaw-teeth; and that not only as regards species but genu~. 
'l'hat genu~ itself alreal1y comprises as many as six species, of which_tbc mot 
celebrated 1s the great mastodon or animal of the Ohio, which has left its bones 
only in North America. Another species, long confounded with the fatter, ha 
Leen di tinguished from it uy M. Cuvier; this was the niastoclon with narrow 
teeth, the Lones of which are found in both continents. Of four other specie , 
two pertainc,1 to America and two to Europe. The o-enus of elephants showeu 
us but one s1 ecics destroyed; the entire genus of ma~todons has perished. 
'l'he genus hippopolamus, which, so far, is known to possess but one livinc, 
species, numbers already several fossil species. 'I1be first or laro-est ancl the only 
one regarding \Vhich some imperfect notions were entertained bef;re J\f. Cuvier, 
differed nearly as much from the living species as the fossil elephant from livin(l' 
elephants. A sec~ucl, the small fos::;il hippopotamus, differed much more. T~e 
others arc as yet little known. 'I1Le bones of the hippopotamus -accompany, m 
many places, those of elephants and mastodons, but they are much more rare; 
the upper Val d'Arno is hitherto the only site where they have been found in any 
abundance. 
Aft r tho genu' hippopotamus comes that of the rhinoceros. Here, as with 
th~ r t, the o te?logy and _the distinction of living species are alwa.ys the two 
point uf companson to wlnch tl1e whole tudy of fossil bones and species refer:: 
* '~bo bone which_ w~re shown nt I 1~ris, towards the comm ncement of the J7th century, 
a b mg tho bone:-; ot King Teutobuchus, nod which wtire the subject of a long controver - " 
b~lween lfabicot an<l I iolan, n.rc now at the museum. They aro not those of an elephant, · 
l{1olo.n thought, but of the masto<lon. 
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itself. We know at present four living species of the rhinoce~·os: The first is 
the rhinoceros bicornis of the Cape, which has rno1ars, hut no mc1sors; the sec-
ond is the rhinoceros ~nicornis, of the ·Indics, which has i11ci~ors scpnra,ted from 
tbe molars by a vacant space; the third, the rhinoceros of Surnat1:a, a~pe~;i,rs to 
form as it were an intermediate species between the two precechng, ior 1t has 
two l10rns like the rhinoceros of the CRpe, and incisors like that of India. r.rhe 
fourth is the rhinoceros itnicornis of Java. rrhus, there are four living species; 
two having one horn, two having a .second horn. r.rhe numher of f?ssil species 
is not clearlv established. The most celebrnted, that whose nostnls are sepa-
rated by a bony partition, is found _in Siberia, and in different parts of Ger-
many. The second, that ·whose nostrils are not separated by a bone, bas heen 
thus far found only in Italy. Both species had two horns, and both appear to 
have wanted incisors. As to other species, to the number of two or tlJree, they 
::-..re as yet indicated on1y by a few fragments. · It was to the species with parti- _ 
tioned nostrils that the entire rhinoceros, withdrawn in 1770 from the ice on the 
"banks of the Wilhou·i, belonged. rl'his rhinoceros was covered with a, thick coat 
of hair, much like the fossil elephant, which seems to pr9ve that both could live 
at the north. "'l'hus," says M. Cuvier, "the cold countries which surround the 
pole must have 1rn,d, at tho epoch which preceded the last revolution of the gloho, 
the great pachydermata, as they have now the great ruminants; the musk-ox, the 
bison, the e]k, the Canadian stag, tho reindeer, the great carnivora, the white bear, 
the morse, and so many large seaJs." 
We know, as yet, only the lower jaw of the elas11iotheriuni, a fossil genus of 
Siberia, discovered by 1\1. Fischer, a g-enns entirely lost, like the mastodon, and 
which, to judge from tl1is jaw, mnst, in form nnd stature, have approximated to 
the rhinoceros. The genus cquus lw,s left a great number of its hones, mingled 
wiLh those of the elephant and rhinoceros; but there has been thus far no osteo-
logical difference observed between these fossil . species and the living species; 
and. what is not less singular is, that none has been found, at least none sufii-
ciontly fixed and decided to be really characteristic, between the different living 
species of this genus: the horse, the ass, the zehra, the quagga., &c. The hones 
of the hog have not yet been discovered in any strata so old as those of the fos-
sil elephant, horse, arnl rhinoceros. M. Cuvier gives, however, the osteo1ogy of 
this genus, for his work has two objects equally important: the determination of 
fossil species, and the elements and means of this detennirn1tion; that'is to say, 
the general Jaws of comparative osteo1ogy. 'J'hus, it is only to establish this 
great assemblage of osteological facts and laws that he gives the description of 
the daman, for neither have tbe remains of this animal been found among fossil 
bones. The daman, a small animal of Africa and Arabia, passed for a rodent. 
:M:. Cuvier shows that it is a true pachyderm, and the one, indee<l, which of all 
others, approaches near~st to the rhinoceros. A genus not less singular than 
that of tbe daman, and the osteology of which was not less unknown, is that of 
the tapirs. 1-'hese number at present three living spe0ies: two of America and 
one of the Indies; and M. Cuvier describes several fossil animaJs related to the 
tapfrs.* · 
The e1cp1rn,nt, the rhinoceros, the hippopotamus, the mn,stodon, &c., as here 
deseribed, were the pachydermata of the alluvial formations. vV e see that all 
their species are distinct from the living species; that they are aU lost, [l,ncl that 
they ·were all destroyed at the same epoch and by the same catastrophe; for their 
hones are found in the same deposits, everywhere united and mingled toaether. 
'l'be fossil pachy<lermata which we are about to consider are all of anothe/'epoch, 
and one mnch more remote; and ne::i,rly aH of these were discovered by JVI. 
Cuvier, in those plaster-quarries of Paris, which have thence become so celebra-
.,. As regards his gigantic tapir, we now know that it is a very different animal from the 
tapirs. This great tapir of M. Cuvier is the Deinotherium giganteum, the head of which has 
been n:i~de known to us by MM. de Klipstein and Kaup. M. Cuvier scarcely knew any 
part of 1t but the molar teeth. 
11 s 
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tecl ; they a.re the palceotherium, the anoplotheriuni, the chceropotamus, the adr1pi·. 
The bones of all these genera- most of which include several species- were 
mingled and confounded together. It was necessary to begin hy separating them· 
it was necessary, then, to assign each bone to its species, and fina11y to reco1.-
struct the entire skeleton from each of them; and it ,vas here that the rnetLt, 
devised hy the author for this reconstruction was exhibited in ~L11 its efficacy. 
In regard to fossil species, the teeth are always the first part to be studied 
ancl the most important; for it is from th~ -teeth that it must be determiu(-d 
whether the animal was carnivorous or herbivorous, and even, in some case1-, to 
what particular orcler of snch animals it pertained. l\L Cuvier then lwsing 
re-established the complete series of teeth ,,1hich were found to he most common 
among those which he had collected, soon saw that they proceeded from t,Yo dii-
ferent species, of which one was provided with prominent canine teetl1, and whicl 
the other wanted. 'J'he restitution of the teeth thns gave two species of pachy-
derrnata: the one with prominent canines, being the pal<Eoi-J1eriumj the ot11er. 
without them, or with a continuous series of teeth, the anoplotheriu1n. li'mtber. 
this restitution of itself showed, in each of these species, the type of a _ne1r 
genus ; t,vo genera related to the tapir and rhinoc!3ros, hut two genera ent!l'ely 
lost; for no living pachyderm reproduces, even generica11y, their dental system. 
And such, on the other hand, ·was the rigor of the zoological laws foll u1red 1,y 
tl10 untlior, that the teeth having given him two distinct genera, it ?onld not ~ie 
doubted tlmt all the other pa.its of the skeleton, tbe head, tr~nk, feet, all mm-
gled indiscriminately with one another and with these teeth, would be also o 
two different genera. He at once foresaw, tl1erefore, for each of tliese genera, 
a head, a trunk, feet of a pnrticnlar form, as he bad found · for them m:i appro-
priate dental system ; and he was not long in fin<ling all that he li ad f_oreseen. 
'l'he teeth being re-established, the restitution of the heads claimed lns atten-
tion, and it was soon evident that these also were of two genera. Next to the 
teeth and bead, tlie feet are the most characteristic part of the skeleton, and 
their restitution gave likewise two genera. It remained, therefore, only t? rc_fer 
each foot to its head, and each head to its dental system. Now, the rest1tutwn 
of the l1incl foet had shown them to be of two kinds, some with three toes, othe_r~ 
only two; and the restitution of the fore feet had yielded the same result. Ara;.-
ing himself, µy turns, of the general analogy of the species which he rcprodn~e 
with the nearest living species, and of the partiqnla.r relations of pr~port)Ou 
and size· of the different parts in qucstiou, one with another, J\I. Cnv1er fir,• 
united the hind feet with two toes to the fore feet with two, and repeated th 
process with those liaving three; and ahvays guided by tho same analogy! tli 
same relations, he united the -former with the dental system which was de titnt 
of prominent canines, !),nd Hie latter ,vith the dental svstcm which l1acl them. 
I-I.c thns ur~.i~cd in succession, for each genus, all the bones of the hcacl, the trnu ·. 
the extrcm1t1cs ; he reproduced, finally, the entire skeleton aml searcc1y "·~ 
tliis 0 -reat labor terminated when, liy a sin◊'ular hazard a ne~r]y complete skel · 
ton of one of them, found at Pan tin, cami to confirm 'an the results which ba 
ue~n olJtained. In this sl~eleton, so fortunately discovered, all the bones "·c. 
m11t c1 too·ethcr as :M. CuY1er hac1 uni ted them· nature havi1w acted no other-
wi.-e than the aclmfraule bws discerned by him ~nd his own ,tont1erful sagacit. 
ha<l act ·d. 
A finst p cies of each rrenus being in this manner reconstructed, tl1cir numl • 
w_a:· 11ot low in augmenti1w. U. Uuvier soon counted five species of anoplufl · 
num · an<l not les than J 1 or 12 JJalccoilteriums. A11 the former arc from tl 
·11viro11.- of Pari::i; the 1110 ·-t common was of the size of the a . · another of that 
th_' hew; a, third, of that of tl1 gazell •; a fonrth, of that of th~ hare; a fifth ,-. -
i:.;till hlJHt~lcr. .Au lJO' the p. l: oth •riurn · there were, n.t Pari::i alon , , eYen pet; 
on' tl1 • , 1z o_f tl1 . hor.- , on of th tapir, on of tli i,lieep, one of the har , 1.:· , 
another pcc1c::i ch ·covered n ar rl au·, nearly qnalled in size the rliinoccr 
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The palreotherimn which, at Paris, always accompanies the anoplotherium, is 
accompanied almost everywhere r;lse by another gen.us not less _renrnrkabl~, and 
which by a sin:O'ular exception, 1s absolutely wanting at Pans, the lophwclon. 
;'Lis 1~ew genus,
0
also approximated greatl~ to the tapirs, l_ike the -palmotheri~1m 
and anoplotherium; is, like these last, ent1rely lost, and hke them, already nch 
in species. M. Cuvier has made l~nown a dozen, all of Fran?e. T;1e genus 
chceropota-mus and the genus aclapis number each but one species. '1 he genus 
anthracotheriurn numbers two, ofie of which, approached the rhinoceros in size. 
The two former genera are of the environs of Paris; the third was first found 
near Savona, n,nd afterwards in Alsace and Velay. . 
·with these numerous pachydermatn, first among terrestria,l mainmals to ' 
occupv the earth, 1\L Cuvier collected the remains of carnivora of the genus of 
the cl~g, the genet, the raccoon, &c. ; ri, bat of the genus vespertilio ; a species of 
clidelphys; two rodents, one pertaining to the dormouse, the other to the sqnirre~; 
six species of birds, relics of -the crocodile, the trionyx, the emys, and certam 
species of fresh-water fish. But to restrict ourselves to the pachydermata which 
form, beyond comparison, the most important part of this antique animal colo-
nization of the globe, we lrnve nearly 40 species and five genera totally lost; 
and what is not less noticeable, none of their species are found mingled with 
thqse of the elephant and the mastodon. rrhe two classes of animals belonged 
therefore to two essentially distinct ag·es. 
'l'o the pachydermata succeeded, in l\L Cuvier's investiga.tions, the runtinants. 
It is only in the ,alluvial formations that the bones of these abound, and here 
two gener.n- especially show themselves in great nnmber: the stag and tl10 ox. 
* * * It is in the caverns of Germany, England, France, &c., that the fos-
sil remains of the carnivora especially abound. After having extricated the Hv-
ing species of tbese animals from the confusion which had tlrns far attended their 
determination, l\L Cuvier proceeds to describe the fossil species-four species of 
bears : tl1at of the caves, the most numerous of all, the arctoicl bear, the inter-
mediate· bear, the bear ·with flattened teeth; a hyena, almost as abunchnt as 
that of the bears, which is most so; two tigers, a wolf, a mou-ffet, two weasels! 
a glutton, &c. T'he fossil roclentia are not numerous. rl'he great beds of the 
loose formations have yielded hitherto but one large species of the beaver, called 
l,y l\L Fischer the trogontheriitm. rrhe bone breccia gives two species of the 
lagomys, two of the rabbit, of the field mouse, tho rat, &c. 
rrhe order of tho eclentata has two fossil, but gigantic species: the megalonyx, 
of the size of the largest ox, and the megatheriu1n, of that of the largest rhi-
noceros. 'l'hese two enormous species are from America. An unguiculate 
phalanx, found in a canton of -the Palatinate, not far from the Rhine, indicates 
a third species related to the pangolin, and quite as gigantic as the two others. 
So much for the inhabitants of the land formations. 1'he cetacea all pertain 
to strata essentially marine. Herc, with the cetacea, occnr the amphibious m:1111-
ma.ls, the seal and the walrnss. A first group of these marine mammals, whose 
osteology and living species themselves were then so little known, preceded all 
the- terrestrial mammals. 1'heir remains disclosed to 1\1. Cuvier bones of the 
dolphin, the lamantin or manatee, and the walruss. A second group had suc-
ceeded the p.alceotheriumsj and nmong them M. Cuvier recognized a dolphin, a _ 
w1ia1e, and an entire genus wholly lost, the ziphiits, related to the sperm whales · 
ancl hyperooclons. 
"\Ve come now to the r_eptiles. M. Cuvier considers in succession the crocodiles, 
t?rt~iscs, lizards, batrachians, and concludes with the extraordinary family of 
the ichthyosaurus and tbe plcsiosaurus. rl'he fossil crocodiles are very numerous, 
U. Cuvier having described as many as fifteen species. The fossil tortoises ure 
e~en_ m?rc numerous still, from sixteen to seve1:teen species hnving been already 
d1 cr:mmated ; among them, several of the trwnyx, several of the emys, or the 
tbrtoise of fresh water, several of the chelrmia, or tortoi::ies of the sea, and some 
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terrestrial tortoises. The order of batrachians has but one foss1, species: 1.P 
r;igantic salamander of CEningen, or the pretended fossil man-the homo dilu, ·· 
testis of Schenchzer. r:I.'he order of reptiles which presents the most extra-
ordinary fossil species is that of the saitrians. In the first place, most of th .. m 
were gigantic. A first species, the great saurian of Manheim-the laccrtagigantia 
of Scemmering, the geosaurits of M. Cuvier-was twelve or thirteen feet in 
Ieng-th; a second, the mosasaurus, the great sanrian of the quarries of Mm--
tricht, l9ng taken for a crocodile, was more than twenty-four; and a third, truly 
gigantic, the megalosaurus, was more than seventy. Here, then, we have a liz-
ard which surpassed the largest crocodiles, and in size even appror.cbed tbe 
wha1e. This, it is known, was discovered by Dr. Buck1and, in the oolitic bedi 
of Stonesfield, near Oxford. M. Cuvier further makes known some rem~ins ~f 
the fossil monitors of 'l'huringia, of a great saurian at Honfienr, of a g1gant1 
saurian in the quarries of Uaen, &c. . 
The genus of pterodactyls, or flying lizards, though not remarkable for 11: 
size, is eminently so for its singular structure : a very short tail, a neck very long, 
a bird's beak, a finger of the anterior extremity prodigiously elongated, and thn. 
elongated to support a sort of wing. There are two species of pterodactyh: 
one of the size of a bat, the other rather larger. It is needless to add that the 
genus is wholly extinct. But something still more strange in point of ~tructure 
is that presented by two other genera of saurians, both likewise extmct: tLP 
ichthyosaurus and plesiosauritSj the former uniting at once the snout of a dol• 
phin, the teeth of a crocodile, the head and sternum of a lizard, paws of_ t~e 
cctacea, but to the number of four, and the vertebra: of a fish; the btter JOJn-
ing to these paws the head of a lizard, and a neck of such inordina~e lengtl~ tha 
more than thirty vertebrre are counted therein. Both these extraorchpary a_mmaL 
were found for the first time in Eno·1and but have since been discovered m Ger• 
b ' ~ many and France. The discovery of the first of these genera ·was due !o ,_;. 
Eve_ra.rcl Home; tliat of the last to Mr. Conybeare. Already four species 1 ' 
the 1chthyosaurus are known, and five of the plesiosaurus. 
'These reptiles, so numerous and so varied, crocodiles, tortoises, the vast sal-
amander, the strange or gi()'antic saurians joined with crustacea, mollusks, z ~ 
p11y te~, fi shes, marine ma~1rnals formed 'the first ani"mn.l colonists which occ' · 
pi~d the globe; the second were those of the epoch of the palreotherium; tL 
thud, those of the epoch of the mastodon ; the fourth are those of th~ a~tn· 
epoch. "Without counting the last, there have b een three distinct eras of arnTL 
life: that of the reptiles, that of the palreotberiums, that of the mastodons; at 
~fter oa?h successive family of living beings, the sea has returned to repo se -
itself of tho land, ·rctreatino- afterwards in favor of a new order of creature• 
for marine strata constantly ;:,succeed to the tcr.i;estrial strata and n,nimals wbil 
have lived in tho sea constantly succeed to animals which ha~e lived on dry ]an 
S uch is the ass~mhlage of fossil species, reconstructed hy 111. Cuvier. :' 
have seen the precise laws on which this reconstruction is founded. The hl~ 
est of _t l1 esc la\\" ._' is t he principle of the correlation of formsj a principle by me .. 
of ,rlnch we arc onabl c<l, to a certain point, to <leter11.1ine from each part all t 
others; for caeh part has a necessary relation to fLll tlie others and all to ca 
'l'l 1 . · ' 1 . ~ rns, ant to cite agam a new e_xamp lc of tlris great law of organic corre ah~ -
the form of tho teeth, an 1 even, m certain cases, the form of a single tooth, g1r 
tliat <:f tl10 _condy~e of tli_e ja~v; th~ form of this condyle g ives that of . 
gl noul cavity wl11 h receives 1t; tlns condy le, this cavitv crive the zygom, 
arch, the t mporal foss, in which the mnsc1es arc attached\~l~icb move the j· 
'l'lic form ol' all these parttt, tliat is to ·a,·, th mode of manducation aiye-. 
st ma ·h, tl1 int ·tin .·, lbut is to av, th• ;node of dio·e tion • this aaai1~ <Tive::i 
1 fl . • b I ::, t,. m c ' o pr· H'n ·1011, or the form of th• fo 1 t ; for if the n.nimal is herbivoron--. 
ha· 11 n ·cl_ f_ the £· •t xccpt to :npport it· h ly, it will •nffice for it to b. 
h of: i an'.1 if it i · c~n~ivo~·ou.·, .it_ wil~ n ·c ·arily rcqniro, n the contrary, divi 
fc t tha 1 · to ay d1g1ts for · ·1zrng 1t. Ir y and te~tring it. 
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By proceeding thus from one p:trt to another, we apprehend the relations which 
bind each of them, first to that which follows, and then nearer and nearer to a.11 
tlie others, even to the most remote, without the chain of relations being ever 
at any part broken or detached. From each part, and even in appearance the 
most insignificant part, ,ve may therefore infer all t\10 others, and the entire 
animal itself. 
For example: that claw of the pangolin, found in the Palatinate, huge a,s it 
is, demonstrates of itself a lost species; and from this claw alone we might infer, 
as M. Cuvier well says, all the revolutions of the globe. In effect, this claw 
necessarily gives us a toe, and this toe a limb, and this limb a trunk, and this 
trunk a cranium, a head, proportionate all with one another; thnt is to say a 
gigantic pangolin, consequently a lost species, consequently revolutions, subver-
sions experienced by the earth, and which have destroyed that species. But I 
confine myself here to recalling those great laws on which I have dwelt at more 
length elsewhere, and which astonish us less, perhaps, by their extent than by 
the amount of evidence which they carry with them. 
MEMOIR OF OERSTED. 
BY C. 1\1. ELIE DE BEAUMONT,* PERPETUAL SECRETARY OF .THE FRENCH ACADEjlY OF 
SCIENCES. 
[ Translated for t!te Smithsonian Instituti011 by C. A. Alexander.] 
Science, like nature, is one; the frontiers of states, the limits of popu1ation·. 
arrest not its propagation. In all civi1ized countries men ca1cu1ate with the 
same figures, measure with the same instruments, avail themselves of the same 
classifications. Scientific bodies anirnated by a common spirit co11ect, by ana_lo-
gous means, the results of the general labor; and all .these associations, to gin 
a bio-lier sanction to their mutual collaboration, have desired that the mo~ 
omiifent and celebrated of the savants of foreign countries should constitute a 
part of their official list. 
Among the illustrious persons on whom the Academy has successively con-
ferred the title, so justly coveted, of one of its eio-ht foreign associates, few haYe 
better justified the distinction than he to whom ;e owe the knowledge that the 
marinds compass and the lightning conductor present only clifforent effects of 
identical1y the same physical agent. . . 
Jean-Christian Oerstedt was born Auaust 14, 1777, at Ruclkjobmg, m t~e 
island of Langeland, one of the smallest 
0
of the archipelago of Donnrnrk. Hi: 
fatl10r exercise<l the profession of apothecary, ancl, althouo-h the town of Rndk-
jobing tlien counted less than 1,000 inhabitants, he had full occupation. For 
fear t!i:it the young Christian should not be properly looked after in tl~e pat_ernnl 
<l.wellmg, ho was sent every clay to the house of a wio--maker, whose wife enJoy<:d 
the confidence of l1is parents. A brother, one year j;'ounger, ,vho became in ~fter 
lifo the celebrated jurisconsult Andre Sandoe Oersted, acccornpaniod h_im tlnthe 
tho foll?wing year. Tho wig-maker and his wife formed a warm attachment f 
the two brothers. The wife tm1o·ht them to read• the husband instrnctCLl the 
in ~orman, ,Yhi~h was. his motlfer tongne. 'l'hd pupils made rapid progre~ 
owing, perhaps, 111 reality more to a happy natural aptitude than to any tale~ 
in tlw teachers, hut which sufficed to induce many other families to send tberr 
own children likowi~o to this improvi:;ed school wiiere knowled()'e was impmt 
so qnick1y and so well. The wio·-rnaker transformed into sch~o1master, dail. 
read to hi · pupils some pao-es of ~ Germ~n Bible which was thus pernsccl fr 
beginning -to end, and aft~rwanls, in great part' read over anew. It ,rn~ t: 
~1aily task of t~1e young Christian to translate w~rd hy word into l)anish wL 
had been read 111 German, and this exercise so far profited him that at tbe •'-. 
of sc,: 0 11 years ho often eu1barrassed by his citations those who sought to p_ut. · 
· no-ac1ty tn tho test; whence the gossips of the vicinao·e used to say of hi 
1.'hi child w ill not live; he has too much sniariness ! 
0 
" Uea? at tho annual _public sitting of tho Academy, December 29, 1862. . 
t I wnte the n'!-mo of Oersted as it Las always been written in the publicat10ns of · 
Acad my_. Jn tl11s th~ Gorman orthography hn been followed, while it would perhap l:. · 
be: ·n_ pn:lt> ralJle to ~ontorm_!o the Daui h ortl_iography, in which the name i written Or~· 
c,r without tLc n~aJ~t.culo Or~ted. In Denmark it is pronounced Eursled, whi:L i · a l o . 
. ,erm.'~1? pronunc1!Lllou f the word OLrstcd, whence we arc wrong in habitually pronounc 
1t u~ ii 1t w re w11tten Erstcd. 
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The wiO'-rnaker further tmwht him additicon and subtraction; it was a11 he 
himself lnfew of arithmetic; b~1t with a slight help from others, and !.1 b,)ok fonnd 
at his fathe1Js the child was not slow in learning H10 rest as far·&-a the rule of 
three inclusiv~ • no .equivocal proof of unusual precocity of intellect. An extrn-
ordin~.ry 111011101:y was early remarked. in ~1im, a,nd ·was rc!aine~ till death, et1nally 
with a11 the other happy endowments which he had received from nature. 
·w11en Christian had reached the age ,of 12, he and his brother, who was then 
11 entered as_ apprentices tlie pharmacy of their father, whereby their secret 
wi~bes were at first contravenell, for both ha.cl conceived the project of devoting 
tbemsel ves to the study of theology. 'l'he elder of the two, however, soon began 
to acquire a taste for p11arma,ceutical . operations, and labored zealously in tho 
paternal laboratory, reading at the same time all the books of chemistry and 
· natural history which fell into his hands. Thus early was developed the incli-
nation which led him to tho study of nature. A stnd·ent in theology <lai1y devo-
ted some hours to the instruction of the brothers in Greek and Latin. 'l1he elder 
applied himself moreover to the acquisition of the French, tho younger to that of 
the Eno·1ish langmwe. From this period the former evinced a clocidoc1 taste for 
poetry,::, a taste \vh~h adhered to him all his life. He trans1ated abont this 
time several odes of Horace and a part of the Henriacle into Danish. 
'l'hose rather precarious means of instruction still bore happy fruits. In the spring 
of the year 1794, the brothers, aged respectively 17 ancl 16, were qua1ified to pro-
ceed to Copenha_o'en, wlwre, after but a few months' preparation by a ~killfo I master, 
who perfected tliom in the study- of the ancient languages, they sustained with 
much honor an examination a,t their exit from the academy. Some two years 
afterwards Christian, who had in tlie mean time earne<l testimonials of distinction 
on all hands, bore off an academic prize for his reply to a question "On the 
shades to be observecl in tho choice of expressions, according as one writes in 
prose or in verse." Fina1ly, during the autumn of 1799, he obtained tlie degree 
of doctor of philosophy upon the presentation of a thesis in metapliysics, (cle 
fo_rma metaphysiccs clemcntaris natu1·ce cxtcrnce.) _ 
In the year last named, and those immediately following, he pub1is11e<l divers 
short dissertations a,nd critical analyses, which ,vere generally inserted in the 
periodica,l collections. He thus evinced in tnrn the tendency ·of his mind to 
literature, to poetry, a,ncl to philosophy. These formed, indeed, only an accessory 
occupation; but, apa.rt from his · natural predisposition, favorable circnmstancr-s 
rendered these momentary efforts of singular advantage in the c1eve1opment of his 
faculties. His brother, with whom ho always lived in the most cordial intimacy, 
had chiefly devoted himself to tho study of philosophy, ancl the habit, which was 
maintained during life, of a daily interchange of ideas, lecl our physicist to a profit-
able participation in the same pursuit. Having become familiar with the 
writings of Kant, Fichte, Schelling, he caught sight of a great general bw of 
unity in the physical world, which continued always to be one of the llfl,hitnal 
subjects of his meditation. Struck at the same time ,vith tho beauty of natural 
laws, lie became sensible of something profoundly poetic in nature, 0;1 which 11is 
innate taste for poetry seized with avidity. 
His first essays, which hac1 fixed the attention of the citizens of Copenhagen, 
pbced him on terms of friendly intimacy with most of his young cot.empornries 
,rho were rising into distinction, pmticnlarly with Oelensch1ager, who, as a poet, 
achiove<l some years ?,ftcrwards so brilliant and well-merited a reputation. This 
attractive intercourse impelled him to the study of belles-lettres. 'ro no import-
aut production of Danish or Gcrrn:m literature, or of the older French literatnre 
was he a ~tranger. His admirable memory was gar!1ishecl with the choicest pas~ 
sages, which,. even at ~n aclva!iced ·age, he ,:7as w_ont to cite with singuhr apposite-
ness. J.. J or c1H1 110 fail. sumet1mes to excrrnse his own poetic powers, arnl, in the . 
eyes of per ons competent to jndge of Dn.niE<h verse, an Ode to the French which 
he eompo::;cd about this time, :1ppe:1red to give indications of genuine tn.le'nt. A 
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lrnppy concurrence of circumstances bron~·ht Oersted also into in~ercourse with 
Steffens, and the- two brothers Uynster, with whom he long continued to main-
tain philosophical nnd even theological discussions, which, whatevertlieir vivacity, 
were never permitted to interfere with the claims of u. reciprocal friendship. 
'l'he recti tude of his judgment always prevented. these accessory exercises of 
thotwht from impairing the progress of bis scientific studies; bnt they clitl nut a 
littl/ contribute to draw general attention to him; a kindly attention which 
oTeatly facilitated tlie development of his subsequent career. 
b Of that career positive science was always the basis, and his success was rapid. 
At his examination in pharmacy, May 20, 1797, ho astonished his jndgc~ by the 
extent of liis knowledge, and0one of them, on going away, havitJg mot with Pro-
fessor Manthey, proprietor of the pharmacy in which Oersted had labored, 
addrcs::;ed him in these words: "vVLat n, candidate is this yon have sent us; he 
knows wore than all of ns together!" 'l'he following year Oersted obtained a 
new- prize from the Academy; this time on a question of medicine. In 1800 
Professor Manthey, l>eing about to travel abroad, devolved on him tbe direction 
of his pharmacy, And nominated him to supply his place, <luring absence, in. the 
lecture-room of the Academy of Surgery. 'l'he same year Oersted was rece1red 
as adjunct of the faculty of medicine. . 
At this epoch he occupied himself very actively ·with chemistry. Ther~searcbe 
of vVintrel on the simple galvanic chain had already led to the concept10n of an 
electro-chemical theory, and Ritter had inferred , from the ordinary chomica,l and 
electrical facts, the identity of the forces whieh produce them. The labors of 
Berthollet on the bws of affinities had also introduced new general views on 
chemical forces. Herein lay the subjects of Oerste<l's investigations duriu~ the 
years 1799 and 1S00. Earlier studies bad prepared him for the~3 general VJC\:0 , 
and efforts to surmount certain lines of demarcation estaLlished in science lJy d1s-
-tioctions too decisive, had even directly revealed to him some of them. An 
analysis of the chemical philosophy of l!\,urcroy, read by Oersted in 1799 to tbe 
Scandinavian society, and printed the following year in its bulletin, is unfortu-
nately the sole trace which remains for the puLlic of these first essays. We ~nd 
there the alkalis a,ncl earths already ranged in a single series, which, commcnc_mg 
with the most energetic alkalis, terminates with a body rather acid than alkaline, 
silicium preceded by ~iluminium. 
But, in 1800, the discovery of the electric pile by V ulta threw all the chemist: 
into commotion. rl'hroughout Europe there was a desire to witness its effecb. 
Everywhere were constructed similar piles or colunnis formed of pairs composed 
, each of :1 disk of copper and a cfo;k uf zinc, pairs superposed on one anothe.r and 
separatec1 by. a piece of moi::;tenecl cloth. Soon, every one, in the modish as m the 
learned world, knew by experience the straiwe shocks a,nd sensations felt in the 
wri::;t , in the elbows, when in each hand is lielcl a metallic wire terminating a 
one of th~ two opposite poles of the pile, and one is thus placed in the course o~ 
the electnc current to which the pile gives rise. Oersted was not ·amon~ tb_t 
la::;t to make experiments with this wonderfnl in::itrnment. Having applied r 
c:pecially to the decomposition of divers saline solutions, he gave expressio~ t< 
tln · fir::;t law, that the quantities of alkalis and acids set at liberty in a solut10n. 
1,y_tlw action of the pile, are in proportion to their respective capacities of 0 atu-
rat1on. Here, then, was a step in tlie career in which he was destined one clay 
to i1n111ortalize himself. 
Ocr::itcd was now 23 years of a()'e; the time haLl come for him to trave1, a. ii: 
tliei~· y ,~th, the ~rman and Sc~ndinavian savants almost alwayi:; clo. lies,·· 
ont _111 180 1_, and 111:-; abse11ce extended to two ancl a half years. Everywber 
h ·. 1oun<1 with ~he l_ca.rn~l~ a reception ,~hich snq assed the hopes of his fri en~l,. 
I l1 .- natural anunat10n, JOin ,1 to a cand1<l and unaffected self-rel iance, stood lm 
11• li ·tt r t a.cl tkm the trongest letters of r commendation. His conntenam: 
.t· ·m ·d t announce a certain timidity, Lut no sooner did any subject awaken i 
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him a special interest, such as a po:nt of science ~? discnss or error to com~at, 
than he was seen to put forth a bol<lness? a for~o of intellect, an. eloquence whwh 
would scarcely have been suspected from his modest exterior and reserved 
demeanor. 
He first traversed a great part of Germany, passed_ six months a~ Berlin, an~ 
sojourned for some time at Fribu:·g, Jena, an~ M_umch. A new hf? then am-
mated that.country. Poets and plnlosopbers of ermnence had there given to the 
human mind an unexpected impulse. rl'his movement ?ore especially on tbe 
natural sciences and that assemblage of somewhat vague ideas ·wh ch was called 
the pl1ilosophy' of nature was in process of development. Oersted, with his 
philosophic and poetic views on the unity and the beauty _of nature, was_ suffi-
. ciently disposed to lend attention to the new German doctnncs, and he lnmself 
avows their influence bv sayinO', in the preface of one of his works: published in 
1813: "The philosophy of niture, which has been cultivated within 20. years 
in Germany, might also assert its claim to sorn.e of the views which .we a.re about 
to offer." Y ct he never allowed himself to be turned aside from the severe and 
positive study of facts and of experiment . 
. He enjoyed constant conversations with Klaproth, Hermstadt, Paul Erman, 
Trommsdorff, withKielmeyer, the master and friend of Cuvier, with the celebrated 
vV erner, nt Fri burg, and with the profound mineralogist and crysta11ographer vV eiss. 
He met also Fichte, Schelling, Franz Baader, Schleiermaclier, 'l'ieck, and the 
two Schlegels. But he associated himself m0re particularly with the ingenious 
physicist Ritter, already celebrat(:d for his experiments in galvanism, in which 
he had established, among otherthi'ngs, that a constant development of electricity 
accompanies tho phenomena of life. 'rl10y executed in common a series of 
remark.able experiments, and Oersted conceived from that time a high opinion 
of tho scientific capacity of his collaborator, whieh frequently appears in his 
writings, and particularly in the following passage of the preface of bis Researches 
on the Identity of Chemical and Electrical Forces, pul1lished in 1813: "Hitternmy, 
in this respect, he regarded as a creator.* His grand conceptions, and his 
labors encountered with a zeal which obstacles and sacrifices were incapable of 
subduing, have shed light on almost all parts of the science'." Oersted often 
expressed the opinion that, ·with more of sequence in his labors, Ritter would 
have discovered the electric pile before Volta. · Unfortunately Ritter joined with 
a very ingenious mind great eccentricity, which crippled his pursuits and abridged 
his days. 
After sojourning some time at Munich with Ritter, Oersted published at Ratis-
bon, in 1803, a small work entitled JJiaterials for a Chemistry of the XIXth 
Century, in which occur highly interesting views respecting the new horizons 
opened to chemistry by the disco,very of the Voltaic pile. Before parting with 
Ritter, wbo remained at Munich, Oersted had rendered him services which could 
only liave been inspired by a warm and sympathizing friendship. He proceeded 
afterwards ·to Paris and passed there 15 m@ths in habitual intercourse with 
Cuvier, Haiiy, Vanquelin, Charles, Berthollet, Biot, Guiton-Morvean, Thenard · 
assiduously following the co~rses of the distinguished professors and sometime~ 
making communications, on his own experiments, to the Philomatbic Society: 
Durin~ l1is stay at Paris he translated into :E'rench a German memoir of Ritter 
on the pile a charger, or secondary ·pile, (Ladu.ng's Sciule). 'l'his translation 
accompanied hy notes on the experiments made by himself was presented t~ 
the first class of the Institute and printed in the Journal cle 'Physique nnmher 
for Brumaire, an XII, (1803.) Ritter, who had co-operated in the translation bv 
an uninterrnpted · correspondence with Oersted, was folly satisfied with it an;l 
even avowed that he comprehended himself in the French version better tl;an in 
his own original German text. He die~ soon afterwarcls, and Ocrste<l, independ-
* tle~ Hesea:rclws sur l' lntlcntile des Furctis CltimirptP.S et Electriques, by M. Oersted trans• 
la ted frorn the German by M. Marcel de S<::rres, 1813, p. 10. ' 
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ent1y of liis own original ideas, remained the representative and, in some sort, the 
heir of those of Ritter, of whom he had been the last co1laborator an<l in terpreter. 
Some prepossessions, whatever their origin, perhaps the fear of being received 
with a certain superciliousness, bad led Oersted to pass almost tl10 "·bole time 
of his sojourn in Paris \Vithout going to present to the celebrated Fourcroy, pro-
fessor of chemistry at the Polytechnic School, a letter of professor l\f anthcy, of 
Copenhagen. He decided at last to do so at the instance of the charged' uffaire' 
of Denmark. The elegance, the clearness, the authority with which Fonrcroy 
diseharged the funqtions of profcf:,sor, gave him great ascendency over his pupil~; 
but, out of the chair, he did not al ways sufficiently di vest himself of tbc magis-
terial dignity. He congratulated the young and modest Oersted on having co~e 
to Paiis and havino- acquired a lrnowledo·e of so many remark.able men, supenor 
0 0 
1 1 " 1· l beyond doubt to aU the chemists of the north. " I must aclrnow Cl gc, rep 1~c 
Oersted, "that you possess at Paris more dexterity than exists elsewhe~·c m 
chemical manipnlations; but there id scarcely to be found in the north a_ s1~1gle 
chemist wl10 eannot read in the original the Sysfeme des connaissance~ clm1~1ques 
of M. cle :E'ourcroy, which few French chemists could do for works wntten m t~e 
Scandinavian languages." r:ro the question, if ho had seen the Po1ytccb~1c 
School, Oersted replied of course affirmatively, and Ifourcroy having made him 
duly sensible tl1at this school gave to Paris a great superiority over Denmurk, 
Oersted rejoined, with perhaps too ingenuous a confidence: "I ad'.nit tb~t my 
country wants much which is needed for the fruitful development of che_m1stry, 
but I do not despair of contributing hereafter to establish there sometlnng no 
unlike the Polytechnic School." Upon which, Fourcroy begged him, som~wbat 
honica1ly, to be sure to presei·ve, when he returned borne, a kind reco1lect10u of 
the l!'rench chemists. 'l'his Oersted did not fail to do, and I shall show further 
on how he proved it. 
In returning to Denmark, Oersted traversed Holland, and, at Harlem, made 
a great number of electrical experiments with the lea.med physicist Van niarn:n, 
At Bremen ho contracted a friendsh ip with the astronomer Olbers, and mr1 
'l'revfranns, celebrated for bis labors in physiology and comparative ~natomy. 
and finally re-entered his_ country in tho month of January, 1804. On 111s retum. 
tl10 duty, at first temporary and limited to three years, of delivering lecture on 
physics at the University of Copenhagen was confided to him ; in 1806 be wa 
named professor extraordinary of physics in tho same university. He hacl her 
the fir:5t opportnni!y' of combining his scientific views in a systematic sh~pe, th 
outline of w11ich ho preserved dL1ring his entire life, only modifying certam par,· 
according to tl1e progress of science. 
His lectures commanded a 1aro·e attendance • they bore a form ,rhich "' · 
pecnlia~· to hi1~self. The_ skillf'ul professor us,;a11y commenced i~ a snbcln:· 
tone, ,nt~1 _1Jart1cular _cons1clerat1ons and expbnations; freq1iently, rn~1eec1, wi 
!,be defi111t10n. of certam expressions, turning on the translation of techrnca1 \\'Or -
mto tho Darnsh language. Assnrccl thenceforth of beino- ful]y understood, h 
followed tl10 loo·ical course of idea and warmino-hv dcoT~es collected the fa· 
• . ) • b ., b I . 1 : 
mto groups, and tl1esc gronps rnto a wl1ole still more comprehensive. 'lhe u _-
mation of tlie 1 ctnrc, in givino· more freedom to his deliverv called forth h 
fa,·urite thought· on the nnity, the heauty of nature and fio·ure~ and image" l • 
sent~<l th m.-clYc_ wliich k cnly interested his auditor , o~pccially the you1,~ 
po_rtwn of t_liem, f?r tho e ,rli had already followed other lectures were more ::e 
}H'H,Ccl at . till flnc1m 0 • something unusual in his. 
It wa:; ' m ·times 1,jccte 1 to Oersted that he saw or imaO'ined in natnrc c 
1-inations mu ·!1 111 r . rnti~nal than those which can be oxr°ectecl to occnr iu 
a. :-(:mhla;'<' of mat 'rntl ohJ ·ct.·; lmt he replied tlrn,t nothing i · too rational to 
:l tnhut ·d to tli l ·upr ·me]' ·a n wl!ich lH~ ' created c,·erythin~. On Rll ·h a tL 
lt ,,oulcl li · ·a.-y u aro-uo a, 1ono- tune witl1out comin<r to an nuderstan,lin ll'. I 
wuul l l, • o plu11g • iuto tho l ·pth · of tho ·o •rman discu ·sion::; in "·Lich 
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many a subtle genius has exhausted itself without exhausting th_e subject. But 
the ~bscurity of these <lepths is sometimes quite u la mode on the shores, always 
a lit tle foggy, of the Baltic sea. · . 
It seems certain, however, that the lectures of Oersted were well r~ceived by 
the youth and the public of Copenhagen, _for they .,~ere always :nnch ireq\1~nted, 
and thev secured for the professor an emment pos1t10n among lus fellow-c1t1zens. 
He was· not lono· in establishino- aoTeeable relations with persons of the highest 
position.in the C~'tpital of Den~~rk~ and even _with thepri_nc~s of the l~?yalfarnily. 
But a part of h1s success mwht also be attnbutecl to lus lively and mtellectual 
conversation, to the frequent :i_'ticles which he put forth on various subjects, and 
to the works which he published at this epoch, such as his Considerations on the 
history of chemistry, his E xperiments respecting the figures produced by nodal 
lines on vibrating surfaces, a subject to which Chladni had already devoted an 
important work; and a Discourse on the pleasure produced by sound, a disconrse 
in which he developed, under a point of view peculiar to himself, the laws of 
the beautiful. 
H e thus continued to publish, as he had done from hif? youth, a mnltitude of 
memoirs and articles of more or less extent on different subjects relating to the 
natnral sciences and to philosophy, a11 of which met with appreciative readers. 
Kevertheless, Copenhagen was not a center to which everything converged rn3 
is P ari s or London. In a city of secondary 'importance one may k eep himself 
informed of what is written, but the inconvenience is soon felt of not kno\ving 
what is talked about in the learned world. Oerntecl, who had need of direct 
communication with entire Europe, felt himself impelled to undertake new expe-
ditions. He set out for Berlin :May 7, 1812, where he passed three months and 
gave to the press, in the Germm1 language, one of his most important works, 
entitled "Views of the chemical laws of nature," (Ansichten der chemischen 
Natitrgesetze.) In passing through Germany he visited Oken, Sclnveiger, and 
R egel, and established friendly relations with the ingenious physicist Seebeck, 
who, some years afterwards, made the discovery of thermo-electricity. He then 
revisited Paris, where he made quite a long stay, and, about the miclclle of the 
year 1813, returned to Copenhagen, there to receive anew from his countrymen 
tok ens of the cordial consir1eration which he had long before ii1spirecl. 
In 1814 Oersted published, in the programme of the university, an essay on 
a chemical nomenclature common to a11 the Germano-Scandinavian langnages. 
T he names proposed were so happily appropriate to the genius of those tongues 
that they were generally adopted, and are still in use in all the countries of the 
nor th. In ] 815 the Royal Society of Sciences of Copenhagen, having lost its 
excellent secretary, Bngge, Oersted was chosen to replace him, and, tlie same 
year, tho King named him a chevalier of the order of Danebrog. 'l\vo years 
afterwards the university cunferred on him the title of professor in ordinary, 
(professor ordinarius,) a title superior to that of professor extraordinary whieh 
he had borne for more than 10 vears. · 
About this time Oarstecl unde°rtook a remarkable series of experiments on the 
compressibility of water, ancl found almost exactly, though by new means of his 
own invention, the numbers which the celebrated Eno·lish phvsicist Canton had 
obtained hd f a centurv before. ;::, · • · 
I n 1818 and 1819 ·he undertook, with MM. Esniarch and Forsclihnmmer, 
explorations in the island of Bornholm, for the purpose of examinino- its o-ool<)O'ical 
. . 'h f l 1· ;::, 0 b constitut10n wit re erence to t 10 wor tmg of the coal and iron ore which are 
found there, and ho made these investigations the subject of several pnblica-
~ons. 'l'his wa~ th~ commencement of. a geological study of Denmark, estab-
lished .on new_ scientifi_c bases. Oer~tecl, however, was li.nable to prosecute tliis 
operation, wh1ch1 contmned by lvI. :E orschhammer, has given to Denmark tho 
excellent geological chart well known to this Academy. · 
The journeys to Dornholm di<l not interrnpt the habitual conrse of Oersted's 
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publications on science and philosophy. Among his memoirs on physics shoulfl 
ho particn1ar1y cited 01i.e on the trongh-l?attery, executed in conjunction ,Yith Li-
friend, Professor Esmarch. Another work, entitled Principles of the New Chem,. 
istry, which nppeared at Copenhagen in 1820, had been composed for the auditor' 
of his course, with a view to placing within their reach the doctrines taught in 
his numerous writings on chemistry and electricity, and particular1y in his Vic1cs 
of the chemical laws of nature. First printed at Berlin, as I lrnve said, thi-
exposition of his favorite ideas had been translated into French by M. Marcel 
de Serre~, and published at Paris, in 1813, ,vith the concurrence of its author 
and that of our distinguished colleague, l\f. Chevreu1, under the title of Researcl~es 
@n the identity of chemical and electric forces, a title which c1ear1y defined 1t 
o~~t . 
'l'his learned and ingenious work, dedicated to the author of the Statzque 
Chimique, our illustrious Berthollet, was in truth the principal fruit of the labor' 
and meditations of Oersted from his earliest youth. A citation of some passage-
of this admirable hook will suffice to give an idea of the profound and orig~nal 
views which had presided over its composition : "* * * * Tho ?hem1cal 
part of the natural sciences,'' says Oersted, "is far from having attamecl the 
perfection which tl1eir mechanical · part has rcache<l, and cannot, like the latter' 
deduce from a small number of principles, already connected with one another, 
all the other principles; but it has been obliged to seek each particulai: propo-
sition, each part\cular law, by means of experiments undertaken solely with !hat 
·particular view. Now the greater part of these laws have hitherto so little 
enabled us to sec the bonds which nnite them, that it was necessary to be con-
vinced, by general considerations, of the unity which exists in all the works of 
natnrc, in order not to be deceived as regards that nni'ty. . 
"rl'he actual state, in 1813, of the ch~mical part of the natural sciences m1gh 
be compared to that of their mechanical part before Galileo, Descartes, Huyghen> 
and Newton had tanglit us to reduce the more compound movements to therr 
most simple principles. Before these illustrious physicists, it is true, a great num-
ber of irnport~nt facts were known, oven some remarkable series of facts, liut 
that great prmciple of unity to which science owes its present high degree of 
pcrfediun l1ad not yet been arrived at. * * * *" 
Oersted SltW this great principle of unity in the uniformity of the generalla.\"\": 
of mechanics, ~nd he found an example of the dualit3;, which also he ~~ery-
wbe_re sought, m the two forces which concur in producing circular or cm:Y1lme· 
motion. 'l'o find examples of the confusion which had preceded the di::;coY~t:" 
of these forces, it is sufficient, he said, "to read what was written on the cla~s1ti-
cation of motions by the celebrated Bacon who, a.lthouo·h a cotemporary ' -
Galileo, still speaks of a violent and natural ;notion and ol'so many other kind~ 
of motion , which he know no better how to reduce 'to a sinO'lc principle than d 
the chemi t" at the present time know how to red.nee the affi~ities of the alkali '• 
aci~L, earth , oxides, combustible bodies, and oxygen to one identical primiti\-e 
act10n. * * * * 
"By reforri_ng all motions to their fundamental 1aws, the mechanical part o 
the _natura.~ scJCnces," add.· Oersted, "has been raised to that present degree of r r-
fcction wln h embraecs all the movements of the nniverse as one areat mechamc 
pr hlem, who e solution enables us to calculate in advance an i~finitudc of par-
ti ·ular ph norn na. In order to prepare the cliemical pnrt of the natural ci n · 
for a lik · pcrfocti,Jn, wo mn ·t endeavor to rcdnce all chemical action. to th 
primitiv f r ·~ which proclncc them; we shall then al o be in a po"ition 
C'al ·nlat nll th· ·licmical propcrtie · of tho primitive forces and their Ja,Y . 'Ill ' 
d1cmi:try ~H.•ino· only occupied with th · propertic , this whole cicnc will . 
c·,'.m·crt •rl mto a th ·ory of force. t whi ·h mathematic, may he applied an,l 1 
will tlt ·rehy n ·qnir p rliap. n w apa itic ·, like those which L:we l>een l riY 
fr m th · appli ·ati n of math matic~ to movcm nt. 
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" The discoveries which have been m:1<le since the commeiicement of this 
centurv mav so far contribute to advance chemistry towa,·ds this state of perfec-
tion tl{at I 11avc thou()'ht it would he usefnl" (it is still Oersted who speaks) "to 
collect, here the scatte~ecl matcri::i.ls, in order to attempt the formation of a system. 
A first attempt of this kind cc1,n, doubtless, be lm_t imper!ect; but it must at l~st 
be necessary to take this first step, and _I have )uclgecl 1t. proper not to de,t_er 
takinO' it, * * * * for the investigator of natnre will make no great crs-
cove1} except in so far as ho shall have a certain idea which _leads him t? pr?-
ponnd, so to say, his questions to nature, as well as a cl~termmate scope for h~s 
observations. 'rhe object, therefore, of the sy::,;tcm winch we here prcsei:t :8 
chiefly to draw attention to certain important problems, and to serve as preh1m-
nary to other more perfect systems which the rt1.picl progress of science will not 
fail soon to call forth. It is only by the united efforts of a groat number of 
savants, and after some generations, that chemical science can attain that degree 
of perfection which, with perhaps too much boldness, we have ventured to n.nLici-
pate. 
" It will not be nselcss, at our first step in this undertaking, to cast a, gln.nce 
over the space which we shall have to traverse. vVe sha11 commence our 
researches by a general classification of all the inorganic bodies according to 
their chemical nature. We shall then present some considerations on the chem-
ical actions host known, in order to prove that all the chemical phe1~omena which 
have been stncliecl up to this time may be attributed to two forces diffused through 
all nature. We shall show that these forces act not onlv in the immediate con-
tact between two bodies, but that they can n.lso be trans1;1ittcd, by some medium, 
from one to the other. 'rhis will lead us to discover, independently of electrical 
considerations, the chemical action which we have recognized in galvanism. By 
means of these successive approaches we shall be al>le finally to present the 
cheu1ical forces in the state in which they are most free, and to render evident, 
at the same time, the identity of those forces with electrical forces.''* 
I should have abridged this long ptLssage still more than I have done, had I 
not desired that it should he comprehenclecl to what extent, according to Oersted, 
is t_o be fonnd in the general uniformity of the laws of cliemical composition that 
great principle of unity which, agreeably to his philosophical conceptions, exists 
in all nature, and, at the same time, the duality which he also sought there in 
the two electricities, positive and negative. '' Finally," Oersted continues, " we 
s11all endeavor, in order still better to prove the universality of the two chomiaal 
or electrical forces, to show that tl10y also produce the mag-netic phen01nena arnl 
the principal changes in organic nature."t 'rhese lines already contained, so to 
say, the programme of the great discovery which he was on tho point of making. 
In this work, as in his earlier essn,ys of 1799, Oersted placed aluminium in the 
rear of tho allrnline earths, t as less alkaline than all these latter, and indeed 
almost an acid. After alnminium came silic1um, more acid than alkaline; while 
glass, he said, might be considered as a salt.§ It will be admitted that from 
thence to the theory of the silicates there was but a step; this new advance ·was 
achieved some time afterwards by Smithson Tennant; bnt, as every one knows, 
it was Berzelius, beyond aU others, who developed tho theory of the silicates. 
The work of Oersted, which the limits prescribed to this notice do not permit 
me completely to analyze, contains a multiplicity of views ; all eqnal1y marked 
l,y justnes::,; of thought, and more than one of which offers even at this day some-
thing of the piquancy of novelty. 
In another passage, seeking to find among authors already become antique-
s~ch as Win_tcr1! Ritter, &c.-:-the fir~t rudiments of the ideas which occupied 
11111, and wlnch 1t was the obJect of 111s book to develop, Oersted added : "'rlw 
;, S~e Rechrc!tes sur l' identite des forces ~!timiques et electriques, p. 2. 
t Jb1d, p. 9. + Ibid.; p. 57. 9 Ibid., p. 60. 
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advantage wbich ,re may attain over these predecessors of onrs will be, for the 
greaLest part, due to the profound researches of the celebrntcd Berthollct, ancl to 
the grand discoveries of Davy and Berzelius, three illustrious savants on the 
possession of whom our era, c:an never cease to pride itself." 
rl'licrc was the more merit on the part of Oersted in thus ranking Berzeliu~ 
among the great lights of chemistry, inasmuch as Berzelius; rather younger than 
himself, was his rival in tho branch of the science to which he attached the mo::;t 
h1terest; a,nc~ it should never be forgotten that if the honor of having compl~tely 
unfolded tho electro-chemical system reverts to Berzelius, Oersted had anwed 
before him at a closely analogo·us result, although one less developed. ~'or the 
rest, what at the present day is of most import to the memory of Oer~tccl m rela-
tion to this work, is perhaps the palpable proof found therein of lns ceasele:s 
preoccupation with the subject of electrical phenomena. He h~cl conferrc~l 
great improvements on the pile; he was one among the most practiced expen-
mentors in employing it; he had formally indicated magnetism as one of the 
phenomena of wl1ich it would some day furnish the explanation, and no o~c "·as 
better prepared than himself to advance to the practical realization of tl11s new 
conquest . 
Yet all tl1e attempts thns far made had remained unfruitful. rrhe expec1ie~t 
had becu tried of placing the two poles of a battery as highly charged as pon 
ble in a para1lel line with the poles of a strongly magnetized neec~le; no c~ect, 
however, had been produced. Nevertheless, tho conviction st1_ll premilctl, 
especially with Oersted, that a relation must exist between galvn.111s1.n _and elc~-
tricity. 'l'he route to the discovery was unknown, though hazard m1gnt open It 
unexpectedly. 
Fortune, it might be said, ceased to be blind at the moment wl:e~1 t~ 0 cr:;led 
was allotted the privilege of first divining that it was not e~e~tn~1ty m :·epo-~ 
accumulated at the two poles of a charged battery, but electnc1t? 111 rno, cmen. 
alon()' the conductor bv which one of the poles is discharo-ed mto the 0tlier, 
o .J :::i • 1 · 1. f 
which would exert an action on the rnao-netized needle. vVlnle t 1111 m~g u 
this-it was dmin°· the animation of a le~ture before the assembled pupil -
Oersted announces°to them what he is about to try; he takes a magnetic nec~le, 
places H near the electric battorv waits till the needle has a,rrivecl at a. statc 01 
rest; then seizing the conjnncti;~ wire traversed by the current of the ba!tcry. 
he places it above the mao·netic needle carefully avoidino· any manner of ~ol-
1. · r o ' o ' t!Oll 1s10n. r he needle-every one plainly sees it-tho needle is at once in mo · 
1'be qnestion is resol vecl ! Oersted has crowned by a great discovery, the 
labors of Lis whole previous life. ' 
It was on t.he 21st July, 1820, that Oersted communicn.ted to learned Europe 
the important fact with w,hich hi::; genius had just enriched science. !-1° cun· 
signed it ~o. a ~mall tr~ct written in Latin, of only four pages in 4to, wl11cb, no -
w1thstanclmg: _its conCJ_seness, presentpcl with perfect clearness, tho result ! 
rnoi:c t~a,~ ,fi!ty exper~r:1ents, ~ncl left scarcely a,nything to he ·ac1dec1 ~~ ~\ 
snbJect. I lus com po ·1t1011, entitled E xperimentri circa ejfectuni, etc.-(Exp, n 
mcnts on the effect of the electrical conflict upon the magnetic nc~c11c)-w, -
adclrc eel the same day l>y post to all the societies in Europe which occn,_y 
th •mHCl\' • · with th natnral ·cicnces. A French translation of it :1ppearcil.' 
th n11111b e:r of the Annales cle chiniie et de11hysiqiw for A1wnst 18,20 froin wbic 
I 'b o ' ' trnn~cn e a few exr rcssions 01111 loyocl by Oersted on this occa ion: . 
' 'l he fir t x?erim nts on the subject I undertake to cxplnin wor rn~de 1 
th. 1 ·t1~rc' wluch I o-ave ln t winter on electricity and magncti m. The . 
. vine: ·tl m o-cn rnJ, that th magn tic needle cba.ngecl it::; dire ·tion tbrono-h t. 
rnf_lnc.•11e of th voltaic npparatw, an<l tlmt this •ffect took place when the ·U'· 
·nit _wa,· fo~-m •d. _nncl not wli •n it wa,::; int rrupt cl; a proce::; · which bail h 
att ·1nptccl 111 nuu by celebrated phy ·ici ·t::i, some y a,r::i L,ofore. But, n · . 
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experiments Imel been macle with an: ~pparntus of_ small energ_Y, the_ effect of 
,rhicb was not so f-trikino· as was called for h.v the unport:mce of the fact to be 
established I invited m~ friend Esmarch, judicial councillor to his :Majesty, to 
unite with' me in repeatino· them with a more powerful apparatus. Vv e had 
also for associates ancl witnesses the Chevalier cle Vlengel, l\11\1. Hauch and 
Reinart, professors of natural history; Jacobson, a very skillful p~ysician and 
chemist, and Zeise, professor of philosophy. I made other e~pcnments w~10n 
a.lone, and if these taught me anything new, I took the precaut10n of rcpe:1tmg 
them in the presence of these eminent m0 n of science. * * =K• In order ~o make 
the experiment, we put iµ communication the opposit~ poles of the vo~t::uc appa-
ratus by a metallic wire which we will call, for brevity, the conducting or con-
junctive wire · and we fvill desio·nate the effect which is manifested in this con-
dur.tor a.nd a/ound it durinO' the ~oltaic action bv the term electric conflict. 
~ V 
'' Let us suppose now that the rectilinear part of this wire is horizonta], an<l 
placed above and parallel to a magnetic needle · freely snspende~ ;# ~ "'' t~1e 
latter wi11 move in such a manner that, under the part of the conJunctive Wll'e 
which is nearest to the negative pole of the appa,ratus, it will deviate towards 
the west. ;;: * * If the conjunctive wire is arranged horizontally under the 
needle, the effects are of the same nature with those which take place when the 
wire is above the needle ; but they act in an inverse direction-that is to say, the 
pole of the needle, under which is the part of the conjunctive wire that receives 
the negative electricity of the apparatns, inclines towards the east. ,:« * * 
It appears, from the facts stated, that the electric conflict is · not in closed in 
the conducting wire, but that it has around it quite an extensive sphere of activ-
ity. VV e may conclude from the observations that this conflict acts by a vorti-
c:11 or whirling movement." 
Such was the theory of Oersted: we shall presently see that he was less 
happy in bis theory than in his experiment. _ 
In publishing the memoir of Oersted in the Annales de chi1n1.e et de physique, 
M. Arago adcled a note in which he said that the results there recorded, "how-
ever singular they might appear, are accompanied by too many details to leave 
room for any suspicion of error." H e cited, moreover, the experiments of veri-
fication rm1de ia his presence, at Geneva, by M. de la Rive. 
The explanation proposed by Oersted for tho capital fact which he had just 
discovored, recalled in some respr-cts the vortices of Descartes. 'l'his did not 
much savor of the spirit of the present epoch; it met consequently with but 
little acceptance. At the end of barely a few weeks, Ampere had replaced it 
by another, based on a law of attraction. I borrow the recital of this scientific 
event from the spirited and learned Eloge of Ampere, read by l\L Arago to this 
Academy, 21st August, 1839: . 
"The discovery of Oersted reached Paris hy Switzerland. In our weekly 
session of :MonJrLy, 11th September, 1820, an academician who had come fro_m 
Geneva" (i t was U. Arago himself) "repeated before the Acn,demy the experi-
ments of the learned Dane. Seven days after, Ampere laid before us a fact 
much more gencra,l than that of the physicist of Copenhagen. In so short an 
interval of time he had divined that two c:rnjunctive ,vires, thnt two wires 
traversed by electric currents, would act one on the other; he had devised 
extremely ingenious arrangements for rendering these wires movable, without 
the nece::;sity of detaching the extremity of each of them from the respective 
poles of their batteries; he hacl realized, transformell these conceptions into 
instruments susceptible of operating; he had fim1lly submitted his capital idea 
to a deci8ive experiment. I know not if the vast field of physics ever presented 
so admirable a discovery, couceive<l, made and completed with equa,l rapitl~:ty. 
"Of this brilliant discovery of Ampere the followin()' statern:mt may suffice: 
!wo parallel c?njn?ctive wires attract each other when ;lectricity travo~·ses them 
m the same (hreet10n ; they repel one another, if the electric currents move in 
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opposite directions." rnie sequel of Ampere's labors sbowcd '' that the rccipro-
~al action of the clements of two currents is exerted in conformity ,Yith the line 
which unites their centers; tliat it depends on the mutual inclination of tho:;e 
clements, and that it varies in intensity in the inverse ratio of the square of the 
distances." Ampere finally succeeded in establishing that a conjnnctirn "'ire 
wound into a helix with yery close spires, is sensitive to the magnetic action o 
the earth. For many weeks there was to be seen in his cabinet "a conjnnctiYe 
wire of platina whose position was determined by the action of the terrestrial 
globe." Ampern, by constructing a galvanic compoos, had shown that the force: 
which act in the magnetic needle arc electric currents, and by his learned calcu-
lations on the re0iprocal action of those currents he accounted for all the action~ 
which the conjunctive wire of the pile exerts, in the experiments of Oersted, on 
the mag-netic needle. 
Electro-magnetism had thus become the common glory of Oersted and Ampere. 
arnl renown, by uniting tho 11ames of these two illustrious savants, not mmat-
urally calls attention to the resernbbnces or the contrasts which existed between 
them. 
They were throughout nearly cotemporary, Ampere having been born tlrn 2~tl 
January, 1775,and Oersted the 14th August, 1777. Both had entered upon life 
in a very modest condition as regards fortune; both ba,cl lrnd slender means of 
instruction, and had at first informed tl10mselves with little help from master~ 
and even little from book::1. Oersted had composed poetry not <iestit11 te of 
merit; Ampere, in bis youth, wrote :French verses replete with de1icacy and 
grace, some of which have appeared to :M:. Arago no unworthy ornamenL !0r 
l1is en logy. Oersted always saw in the Larmonies of nature a poetry_ supen~ . 
. to all other poetry ; Ampere, in the evening of his life, composed 111 La.tin 
verse a general tablet of the classification of the sciences, in which elega.nr·e 
disputes the palm with precision. . 
Oersted, a declared disciple of Kant, applied his ideas to the m~tenal _worl 
as_ a consummate physicist; Ampere, an enthusiastic sympathizer w1~h !;ame '.le 
Bmu1, Royer Collard, and Cousin, exercised his acute and pow@rfnl facultI· 
ancl manifested a lively interest in clisentano·]ino· the rno::;t subtle problems· -
metaphysics. Both ,rere skilled in comrnuni~ati~O' to their learned instructirn 
a peculiar attraction, though each in a different lcind. Each of them has le:· 
among friends, colleao·aes pupils remembrances foll of that affectioHate admi-
ration which can neve~· be' effaced'. 
Oersted made his first scientific essays in the pharmacy of his father\ bef, ) 
all else be was a chemist. Ampern, at the ao-e of thirteen borrowed from th 
pnhlic library of Lyons the matheiriatical wu~·ks of Berno:1illi; he was l,orn . 
$C?rncter, but the Encyclopedia having been 1:is first book, he had, from 11 
rnfancy, ei:nl1racecl all tbe branches of hnman knowledge and had even h:c . 
profound rn many of them. M. Ara()'o has felt authorized to say of h11n. 
speaki1:g of his ~auors in chemical ch~ssification, "that, during one of tl:e 1. • 
r:volnt10n of cie?ce, _A_mperc, the geometer Ampere, proved always m . 
nght, even when Ins op1111ons were opposed to those of almost all the chemi-
of the worlt1." 
·without er ted, ele tro-ma()'netism mio·ht not have existed· without Aro · · 
it mio·ht hav' h en confined t~ an excceclin()'lv cnrious but limited cxperime 
'1'11 -?peration o_f Oersted _and Ampere made it, in ~ very little time, a. c 
pl •te SCICll ·c, a c1ence de ·trn •cl to chano·e the face of the wor1cl hy the 
prh,in<r appli?a.tio~ of it which have bee~1 a,lr 'ar1y realized, and in which i 
·111ploy •cl •nt,re w1thont di,tinction a to the rio·in of its different part . 
I Lave oft ·n Leard it a k. <1 wh wa tli tr~e inventor f the electric 
ar: pl1. Rel' •r ·nc·' l1a h n made t in()' n~on · plt,· ·ici t , who in the cour 
!1 1" la.t · 11ti1ry tran:mitt •cl t a ii tan· , bv r;eans ~f tho cl ctri · • l 
1n. tantan' u · ignal ·. · \\ 11 might the lea.{-11 tl, when the brother ' l.i 
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had in 179"2 invented the aerial teleo-rapl1, recall the fact that the Gauls bad 
' ' 0 • t· ~T • l transmitted distant signals by means of wooden beams set m mo 1011. .1., eit 1er 
the ·Gauls nor the older physicist~ bad created any regnlar means of correspond-
ence. 
Amono- those whom I have the honor of addressing, several ma,y be able, like 
myself t~ recall the memorable lectures which M. Ampere delivered at the Ool-
le;e of France at the commencement of 1832, in which he had the boldness to 
e{iwess his ideas on the relations of the structure of different classes of animals 
in contrndiction to Cuvier, who lectured in the adjacent amphitheater; ingenious 
ideas which M. Cuvier overwhelmed at each lecture with peremptory facts, 
and which M . .!mpere, accommodating himself to those facts, reproduced still 
more ingeniously in his subsequent lecture. In this course, naturally much 
frequented, and which was in substance a course of experimental physics, M. 
Ampere spoke one day of electrical currents, and, after having represented on 
the table four small magnetic needles with rhetallic wires suitably encompass-
ing them, h~ explained how an electric current transmitted at will in such 
or such a manner, by means of these wires, would cause a declination of such. or 
such of these needles in definite directions, so as to produce divers combinations, 
to each of which might he attributed the value of one of the letters of the 
alphabet; how, in fine, by varying at will and with the rapidity of writing the 
mode of propagation of the electric current, words, phrases, discourses might be 
formed by the succession of these conventional letters. 
M. Ampere particularly cherished this idea and often recurred to it in con-
versing with .his friends ; but his fertile imagination did not stop with a single 
process, and sometimes, instead of needles, he proposed the employment of vases 
filled with water in which shoul.cl be produced alternately disengagements of 
ox·ygen and hydrogen by the decomposition of the liquid. On the whole, it is 
impossible to deny that from that time the fundamental idea of a future electric 
telegraph existed among the auditors and friends of M. Ampere. There 
remained nothing more than to execute it practically. Such execution was 
rendered much more easy by the result of the experiments of lVI. Arago on the 
momentary magnetizati~n of soft iron by the electric current, and by the 
knowledge of the laws of the remarkable phenomenon of induction, established 
by M. l!"'araday. 
Every one knows how, frow station to station, long metallic threads, placed 
on insu~ating snpports, have been stretched in order to transmit the electric cur-
rent from point to point. In the first arrangements of apparatus for this pur-
pose, in that e~pecially which M. Wheatstone established between Paris and 
Versailles and which was in operation in 1845, the electric current was produced 
by magnets, for which vv·as afterwards substituted an electric battery, as being 
susceptible of more en·ergetic action. The conducting wires were reduced, for 
each apparatus, to a single one, the mass of the earth sufficing for the return of 
tbe current. 1'he needles were also reduced to a single one, which stopped in 
any desired position before a dial-plate bearing on its circumference the 25 let-
ters of the alphabet, the 10 numerals, points, &c. To bring the needle to a 
certain radius of the dial and to a definite lotter, the clentated wheel on which 
it depended was made to traverse a suitable number of notches, by as often 
interrupting and re-establishing the electric current. rl'his idea of. suspending 
and restoring the current hy interruptions variously diversified, ,vas the most 
es ·ential addition which had been made to the fundamental idea of Ampere. 
'rhe in~erru~tions ~nd re-establishments ?f the cur:·ent occaEion, so to speak, a 
success10n of electric waves, comparable, m a certam measure, to the sonorous 
wav~s by means of which our voice i~ propagated, but infinitely more rapid. 
Smee these first essays, the mcchamsm employed has been sino-nlarly varied. 
rrhe dials and needles have been suppressed ancf replaced bv otbe~ combinations. 
A multitude of ingenious instruments, cut-offs, pole-chaiigers maniriulators 
12 s ' '.1.~ ' 
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e?ectro-magnets, magnets varioitsly cmnecl, have been devised hy a throng of men 
of ta1cnt. 'I1his . pursuit., still so new, is one of those in which the inveutiH: 
spirit. of our age ha.s most favorably displayed itself; but, whatever the proce:;~, 
it tLlways sub::;tantially consists in operafo1g, at a distanee and even beyond the 
seas, with the electro-magnetic currents of Oersted and Ampere. 
[This statement can scarcely be considered as correct, even in view of the 
rhetorical license of the eulogist. The currents used in telegraphing are, strictly 
sµeaking, neither the discoveries of Oersted nor of Ampere, but of Volta and of 
Farntfay. 'rhere are throe different forms of the telegraph: first, that of pure 
electricity which transmits messages by a galvanic current: and makes signal. 
1,y sparks or by marks o:q. chemical paper. Second, that of the needle moved 
by a galvanic current, fir~t suggest.eel by Ampere. Third, t!1at of an electro-
magnet which produces sounds, ancl also marks on paper at a distance. The fir r 
of these depends essentially on the discovery of Volta, and the other two on the 
primary fact of Oersted, extended, applied, aud modified by others.-J. H.] 
In a very interesting account of Oersted from which I have borrowed many 
of the det~ils here cited, professor Hauch: of Copenhagen, compares, "'.ith_ no 
unjustifiable enthusiasm, his master Oersted discovering, after long rned1tation. 
the action of the pile on the magnetic needle and thus opening for science ~or-
izons altogether new, to Christopher Columbus discovering America, after banng 
dreamed all his life of the existence of a great continent beyond the ocean.* 
He might lmve added that Oersted, more fortunate than Columbus, encountered 
no Americns Vespueius to di.;pute with him the glory of his discovery. Ampere. 
the most modest of men, had need of no o·lory but his own, if, indeed, be erer 
occupied himself with that; and moreovcr~in electro-magnetic science, the pa~r 
of Oe~·sted a~1d of Ampere liave remained perfectly distinct. If the fnnd~ment-: 
expcnmcnt 1s the incontestable property of Oersted, the developments_1mmed1-
ately added by Ampere were the fruit of a spirit of invention which yields ~1." 
in merit to the most original el'periment, and of an analytical science wlrn:,, 
could only Le met with in a geometer 1ike Ampere, and, it may be added. 11 
th_ose _colleagues of ours who bore a pa.rt in his calculations, lVL Savary, 1L 
L1ouv1lle, and our actual president l\L Duhamel. 
It _pertained to the members of this Academy, the colleagues of Ampere, to. 
first rn proclaiming all the merit of Oersted. · 'rhe occasion was embraced ,n , 
~ho arc!or which, in such circmnstances, is always native to it. We read accor · 
~gly, m the statement regarding the prizes awarded, 8th April, 1822, as follow, : 
* Tl:ie first idea _of this comparison reverts to Sir John Herschel, as may be seen_by ~ 
fo1lowm~ letter of M. de Humboldt to Oersted, a transla'.ion of which has been obhgID,, 1 
commumcate<l to me by M. de la R.oqnette, former consul of Frauce in D enmark: 
"Assuredly, M. Councill?r, it _wi,l be a pleasure to the King to see you again and 
express to ,rou how muc~ h1~ MaJ_esty is personally flattered at receiving amo~g us a ~a~ 
your cele,bnty. Yon are mv1ted tor to-morruw noon to the King's table and m the eveni -
at tile ~ew palace to the first repr.csentation of Medea i11 the Court Tt,eater. * * "' 
1 have J_ust read to-night in Herschel's Study of Natural Pltilasophy, p. 340, this fine pa,, -
c~u\eru1og yon: . "!rt_ Oersttd there is sorrietlttng wlticlt reminds us of t!te obstinate n~lter 
oj Colll,mbus tu_ Ins notions of lite necessary existence of the new world, and the sn~e lnstur 
Oerstl'.(/ s beautiful dtscovery may serve to te1tclt us * ·!I * * . " This is a JUSt cu. = 
xpre :e<l in very iogeniom; term . With the highest consideration, your obedient, . 
"A. DE HUMBOLDT, 
A second_ l tter of M. Humboldt to Oersted, also communicated to me by M. d 
Roqnette, WIii further contribute to show with what regard and cordiality Oersted 
r •ce1v <l at Berliu: 
" ~fay I connt, d ar doctor, on the pl a. ure of seei11g you again before your depnr 
I ~e·;!r • not only Lo r a.cl on · more your i ostructive memoir 011 tbe repose of tho vulc n 
t , t~arngua, lHIL al.-o to have ,·ome doubts re pectiug 'cttiier resolved. The King 
to u111v1• to-d_ay! I ball be occup :ed nutil Friday. On tlmt day or the followin"'. m_ 
flat ' :r my •It w11h the: hope of i;eeing you at Berl1u I " * •)f * With di. tiugm-
con:11d ·ration, · l:. A. DE nu:uBuLD'f. 
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"The Academy announced in its public session of the 27th March, 1820, that in 
that of March, 1822 it would award the prize of mathematics, consis~ing of a gold 
rnecl al of the value 9f 3,000 francs, to the best work or memoir on pure or 
applied mathematics, which shall have appeared or been communica~ed to the 
Academy during the space oftwo years which are acco7ded to_ competitors. 
'' Many physico-mathematical researches, worthy of high praise, have appeared 
in that interval. * * ,x: But the importance of the discovery of the action 
of the voltaic pile on the magnetic needle, a discovery which furnishes a new 
principle to applied mathematics, and which has already given rise to interesting 
applications of analysis, has determined the commission to award to it the prize 
of mathematics. 'l'he commission charged with the examination of articles for 
the prizes of mathematics is in the habit of adjudging those prizes without t11e 
co-operation of the Academy. But as the discovery in question is not explicitly 
comprised in the programme, it has been thought that the authorization of the 
socioty should be invoked for awarding the prize to this admirable discovery. 
rrhis proposal having been submitted to the delibera,tions of the Academy, was 
unhesitatingly adopted." · 
A place having soon afterwards become vacant among the correspondents of 
the Academy for the section of physics, the nomjnation of M. Oersted to supply 
it took place 9th ,June, 1823. In the sequel, the highest scientific distinction at 
the disposal of the Academy was conferred on him, 11th April, 1842, by his elec-
tion as one of its eight foreign associates, to replace the distinguished botanist 
de Candollc. 
rl'he just eclat which had attended the discovery of Oersted, by no means 
. diminished his desire of sometimes placing himself in personal communication 
w_ith the savants of other countries. In 1822 he again went to Germany, 
where, independently of those who more peculiarly ranked as savants, Goethe, 
the illustrious poet, to whom · nothing in the domain of inte11ect was alien, 
received him with distinction; as is testified by the manner in which Oersted's 
discovery is spoken of in several passages of his writings. 
Oersted was now, for some time, engaged in thermo-electric experiments with 
Seebeck, and afterwards came to Paris in 1823. The Academy shared the 
p1easnre which he experienced on taking his place in its ranks, and, during his 
sojonrn, was entertained by several series of experiments which he . performed 
in its presence, not the least curious of which were those executed in common 
by himself and lf'ourier.* In lhese, bats of bismuth -and of antimony soldered 
together alternately and forming a closed c~rcuit, were employed. By heating 
or cooling the solderings, electrical currents were produced which appeared more 
abundant b ut less intense than the currents developed by weak hydro-electric 
action, and gave occasion to many interesting observations. 
T owards the middle of summer Oersted passe.d into England and Scotland, 
and was received, as he had been in France, with a cordiality and attention 
which testified the high estimation in wbic.h the author of the discovery of 
electro-magnetism was equally held in those countries. On his return to Co·pen-
hagen, he resumed his life of labor with more ardor than ever. rrhe north of 
Europe then exhibited the spectacle of a brilliant scientific arena. At Stock-
holm, Be.rzelius, one of the princes of chemistry, at Copenhagen, Oersted, one 
of the princes of physics, formed, as it were, two centers of labor and discovery, 
around which gravitated, like so m:my brilliant satellites, men destined them-
selves to a j ust and well-earned celehri ty-Arfvodson, Nordenskiolcl, Bonsdorfi; 
JUitscher1ich, Gustave and H enry Rose, &c. 
rl'l1e noble emulation wl1ich esta blished itself between the. laboratories of the 
two capitals is easily conceived. Oersted reapplied himself to chemistry. 
Resnming at the end of a quarter of a century his investicrations of 1799 on 
alumina, he accomplished, in 1824, a work which placed hit~ in the rank of the 
" See Annales de c!tim. et de physique, t. xxxii, p. 3i5, (April, 18.23.) 
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most eminent practical chemists, and obtained, after prolonged efforts, the ch1o-
ride of al1,tniinu1n. No one before him had effected the decomposition of alu-
mina. Yet he did not succeed in insulating the aluminum; this last and impo1t-
ant step was reserved for l\L Vohler, the distinguished chemist of Gotlingen. 
Still later, our young ancl learned colleague, lVI. Henri Sainte-Claire Deville 
has formerl of aluminum a new and valuable element of metallurgic industry. 
One of the last labors of Oersted relates to the celebrated diamagnetic di.:-
coveries of our illustrious colleague M:. Faraday_, whose experiments bad alrea<ly 
added so many curious facts to electro-magnetism, as well as to the researche· 
made on the same subject by some German savants, especially by M. Reich, of 
l!'ribnrg. 
Oersted presented his first results to the Royal Society of Sciences of Copen-
hagen, 30th June, 1848, and gave a review of them in the Com,pte Rendu of the 
transactions of the society. He soon afterwards drew up a more compke 
memoir, which bas been published in French.* Therein he recognizesadccrea:,· 
ing magnetic progression which includes the magnetic bodi.es properly so-called. 
tbe attractable diamagnetic bodies, the repellable · diamagnetic bodies. . The 
magnetism of these last may, according to him, be considered as negative, if w_e 
regard the magnetism of iron and of the attractable diamagnetic botlies a~ pu:+ 
tive. Oer~tecl showed herein that, experiment in hand, he always kept lum:;elf 
.1breast of the progress of physics, and particularly of electro-magnetism. 
In effect, the weight of years never relaxed the activity of Oersted. Wer_e I 
to undertake a bare enumeration of the researches and writings of ev,cr~ k~~d 
which he executed at Copenhagen during the last twenty-five years of l_us hi., 
I should much exceed the time at my disposal. But, while omitting tlns ~u!.; 
catalogue, in which are numbered nevertheless important memoirs on clcctm:ny 
and magnetism, on the compressibility of liquids and of gases, on tbe l_ica 
developed hy the compression of water, on capillary phenomena, works of lit~r-
ature and philosoi)hy, &c.,t I feel bound to point out what contributed in quite 
·1+ See Annalcs de C!tirnie. et Physique, 3d series, t. xxiv, p. 424, (December, 1848.) . 
t The following note, for which I air. indebted to 1\1. de la Roquette, makes us acquamted 
with one of these last works: 
"Oersted published, about 1850, two volumes under the title of Aanden i N?turen_. 
philosophic wo1k which appears to me of hicrb import; it forms a series of treatises m whi 
the author introduces us, in a manner at bonce philosophic and popular, to the study 
nature, by rcvealiug to us the eternal spirit which determines a11 its pbeoomeoa, and ·h 
relation under which this spirit exists towards tbe material and intellectual world. Tn 
following is the substance ot tbe tracts or chapters of which the work is composed: 
"Vol. L (1) Of spirit manifested in rnatler. The author develops what is constant r 
immutable in the continual changes of bodies; it is the single thought or design_wh, 
exists the.rein. The unity of this thought pertains to nature, for tbc natural Jaws. wlnc}i are 
cour;tant and invariable, are laws of rea~on; not of the reason which is in us, but ol_tl! ' 
which p~cvails ir_i the enti_re uniyei•s~. It is the assemblage of laws determining the actI¥ Y 
-0f an olJJect, wh1ch constitutes its real essence. These laws, which may be properly ca, 
tLe ideas of natu1e, form in every object a unity which may be qualified as the es_senu 
~neauiug of the obj,~ct or its idea. This idea docs not exist solely in tbe thought; it 1 r• · 
1zctl, on the contrary, in the acting forces of the objects. The being of the object is thu, 
animated or living idea. In on.ler to place the c interesting reflections within the reacL : 
all, th~ author has_ recourse to the fo1:m of dialogue, like Plato, Fontenella and Fe~elon_: b 
tyle 1s at ouce Sllnple aud clear, rich and varied. (2) The fountain and the Jet d ~ 
Ile )1e1e char~cterizes the ~ifforent imp essions produced by this phenomenon. (3) I 
r ·lat1on betw en the concept10n of nature by thouO'ht and that w hieh is effected by help 
t~e inlligin_ation. ( 4) , 'uperstition and inereuulity°in their relations to the natural srien 
(v) All ex,~tence cousidercJ a· the empire of spirit. (G) The culture of the science' re 
re ·1•nted ns a won;Lip offered to God. . 
." \' ol. II. . \I) Tl_ie r lation of the naturnl sciences to poetry. (2) The relation of t 
·1e;ncc•s to cl11l r ·nt 11npo:tnnt rrotions of religion. (:3) Of the salutary influence which 
• tudy aucl 1','!1ploy!n ut of thP natural , cicnce mu ·t exert ou the intellectual developmen _ 
1111111. ( 1) 1 wo di.-comsc:; on cca. ion of the reunion of th candinavian naturnli :t. . 
• 11 th pa.• ug from tlH' . chool to active life. (6) Compari on c,f ao •ient autl mo 
t1111 • : thr. anthor her <lemon. tru.tes that neither th worl<l uor humanity have deteriora' 
thnl tho t mpemturc of the air bas uot chauge<l · (the phy:ical state of Greeulan<l wu . • 
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a special manner to the hon~r of Oe~·sted, hy obs~rvin.g that, in him, the fav?n; 
of fortune never weakened his devot10n to the duties of the savant, and that after 
havin<Y made a discovery whose brilliancy rendered it difficult further to aug-
ment l1is reputation, he believed that he still owed to science and his country 
the constant trilrnte of assiduous labor. · 
. It was one of the happy events of Oersted's 1ife that he witn~ssed, in 1829_, 
under the reian of lTrederic VI, the founding at Copenhagen of a Polytechnic 
School. Of this lie was named director, an honorable title which he retained 
till his death: We will not examine whether this Polytechnic Scl1001, in which 
courses \vere appropriated to the arts and trades, entirely resembled om: own. 
In such a country as Denmark, less extensive than civilized, it is necessary to 
unite ma.nv branches in order to compose a solid faggot. rI'he object was, in the 
main, analogous, and the very name of the school was a memorial of the first 
journey of Oersted to Paris, as well a.s an homage rendered to the celebrated 
school of Monge and :F'ourcroy. 1n· the Danish institution, Oersted coutinued to 
profess physics til1 his last year, with unremitting zeal, animation and success. 
As director, he treated the pupils with ~ mixture of kindness, sagacity ancl 
firmness which secured their unreserved devotion and wi1ling obedience. 
During his third journey, Oersted found himself crossing the channel from · 
France to England, on his forty-sixth birthday, 14th August 1823; it _is an anni-
versary which the people of the north style the clay of one'sfete. Accustomed 
in Denmark to pass it in the bosom of his family and friends, he was now left to 
his solitary thoughts; and these naturally reverting to his country, inspired him 
with the design of foun<ling something on his return which should be at once a 
prafitable and pleasant memorial of the vows which on this occasion he addressed 
to his distant home. rrho p1an of a society for the promotion of the study of 
nature formed itself in his mind, and was so thoroughly wrought out during the 
short na\7igation, that nothing was required on landing at Dover hut to reduce 
it to. writing. The plan met with cordial acceptance in Denmark, and by a,id of 
the new association, courses of na,tural history were established not only at 
0openha.gen, hut in other cities of the country; nor has this institution since 
cea~ed to bear tl{e useful fruits which Oersted had anticipated. 
He was also member of a literary society. Iu connection with this a monthly 
publication was edited, in which he often inserted articles on the most varied 
subjects, not excepting religions and philosophical ones. He belonge<l, more-
over, to an association cst.ablishecl for the right use of the liberty of the press. 
In fact, his co-operation seems to have been claimed almost universally· at 
Copenhagen, nor was a sense of its value without frequent manifestations in other 
cities of Denmark, and even in those of the neighboring countries. To the last, 
he was accustomed to make numerous excursions as well into the north of Ger-
many as into the Scandinavian peninsula, in att<tndance oh the assemblages of 
naturalists which were held at different places. It was a cherished idea of his 
that, throngh these assemblages, not only might the exchange of scientific views 
be facilitated and a more imirnate union among the representatives of science be 
c.emented, but that their benefits might he extended to a wider circle by exposi-
tions placed within the reach of all and contributing to introduce, even among 
the popular masses, the habit of comprehending and mntna1ly exchanging their 
idioms and form s of literature; especial iy was it his hope that the three Scan-
hundred years ago, the same that it is to-day;) the olive bad in France, eighteen hundred 
years ago, the same l)mit in the north which it ha-, at present ; the men of antiquity were 
not stronger and attamed not a more advanced age than those of modern times ; the human 
r~cc, f~r from retrogr~ding, has made sensible progress in regard to morals. (7) The rela-
tion of the natural sciences to different ages aucl to their philosophy; * " * Christianity 
and mental cultivation as lending each other mutual supJJllrt." 
The interest which this work P-xeited in Germany led to its translation unner the title 
of Dtr Utist in der Natur, (The Soul in Nature). [lt was als:> truuslated into Englisll.] 
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dinavian rnitions might thus become, as it were, three branches drawing in · m-
mon their intellectual nourishment from the same radical stock. 
It was never the misfortune of Oersted to witness any diminution of reputa-
tion. In 1846, in the sixty-ninth year of his age, he again traveled into Ger-
inany, France and England. In an interesting notice of Oersted read 7th No\·em-
ber, 1851, before the Royal Society of Sciences of Copenhagen, M. Forchham-
mer, who had accompanied him, tells us that this journey resembled an ovation. 
In England, especially, Oersted was received by the most eminent politicialli 
and men of science with a distinction which lias rarely been the portion of a 
stranger, and, above all, of a simple savant. His purpose was to take part in 
the meeting at Southampton of the British Association for the Advancement of 
Science. In one of the sessions of that body, Sir J obn Herschel, made an 
address to him, remarkable for the signal and intelligent justice which it ren-
dered to his scientific labors. 
Honored in his vnblic; Oersted was happy in his private life. His younger 
hrotber, whom he had taught to read under the roof of the wig-maker of Rud-
kjobing, ever continued to be his faithful and intimate companion. The latter 
ha.cl himself acquired great ce1ebrity by his labors in philosophy and jurispru-
dence, and had filled the position of president of the Royal Society of Copen-
hagen. Only with the death of the elder 1>rother terminated the auspicioll5 
habit, contracted in childhood, of daily exchanging their impressions and idea,. 
In 1814, Oersted had espoused l\Iadernoise1le Brigitte Ballam, daughter of a 
Lutheran minister of Kjedby, in the ~slo of Moen, and found in her an acco~-
plishecl companion, whose character, adrnirab1 v adapted to his own, formed their 
mutual happiness. Of five clauo-hters and tl;ree sons born of this union, only 
three of the former and two of tl~e latter survi vod Oerstec1, to be the consolation 
of their mother. One of his daughters is married to M. Sharling, profes ·or ,)f 
cliernistrv in the University of Co1)enh1:wen lono· known for important researcl ~ . ~ . * 5 ) b on respiration. 
Around Oen,ted, however, there existed a still more extensive family. It ,, .. 
composed, we might say, of the whole city of Copenhagen, wbei:e h_e- '~':\..: · 
mnch loved as esteemed, as much esteemed as admired. Of this his fclh · · 
citizens gave liim a toncbing proof in the latter days of bis life. The day (ith 
Joveml>er, 1S50) which marked the fiftieth anniversary of his entrance n1 
pnblie duti es, and was what is ca1led in the north his jubilee, was celeuratc<l ~.v 
a gon~ral fc8t!val in D enmark, with the some-what quaint forms of ~entolll 
good-fellowslnp, 1.mt accompanied by n, substantial testimonin,l of grn,t1tutlc t 
the man who was re 0 ·arded ns the honor of tLe whole nation. It hatl h 
determined by the friend s, the pnpils, and indeed the simple admirers of the P ~-
lo, op her, to make this the occasion of securino· to him for the remainder of b 
life the po scssi,m of Fasaneuhof, (Pheasant-~onrt) a delio·htfol summer : 
den co in the garden of Frederick ·huro- 'l'he ch dice of tl~c dwelling wa. 
~uneh the rnor? dC'licate and _so !nuch tl~ more pleasing tu Oersted fr?m it ' har· 
mg been prev1on::,ly tho hahitntwn of Ochlenschlao·er tlw friend of his youth. 
Oer~ted w~ · corn·\ncted thither OH the day of hi~ j~1bil00. At the same ti_ 
the l 111~ ra1,;oc1 111111 to the rank of councillor of private conforen?e , a t • 
nev •r ~cfurc c_on fcrrc~1 on_ a profo ·sor of tho university, and much higher t 
that of co_nnc1llor of ordinary co11fernnce ·, which Oen;ted had borno fur 
year::.. lfo:; l'.11 t, _executed hy a celebrated statn::try, was set up at Fa ancu -
111 pr· ·en ·o of an 1m111cn e crowd, in which were intermino·lccl the most illn -t. 
pcr::.ona<r 'S of the king lom. '1'110 rector of the unive1~ity formally pre ,·1 · 
:\ I [is tr:ati. eon ro. pi ration was published. iu 1 -1:1, some months hefo;·c the r~ 
_I._ l. An<li al a_1_1d Gavarret on th e 1:1amc subJed. ( See Comptes Nendus of the Aca<le . 
• <· 1 ·lltPS, t. xvii, p. t:W5.) :\1. Al1•x1mclrc , OerRted, son of the celebrated juri t M. · 
' .in 11/ • •r. _tecl, u.ncl n(•pbew of tlie reuowuetl physicist is at pre.;eut professor of bo t· 0 
Lu: ui',•er sty of Cop •uhageu. ' 
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him with the (J'old rino- of a doctor on which was en(J'ra.vecl a hea<l of Minerva 
encfrcled witli°diamonds. T'he Seigniory of th0 asso~iation of students notified 
him that he had been elected an ho~10ra,ry member of that society, and a, dep1,1-
tation of the Guild of arts and trades tendere,i him thanks for what he had done 
in behalf of the industry of the country. 
To all the discourses addressed to him Oersted replied with a force, a com-
posure and a choice of expressions which snrprised the assistants. rl'be cboir of 
the students commenced and terminated tbe fete with a chant, the words of 
which had been composed by one of the best poets of Denmark. In the <}\:en-
ing a procession with torches and a new chant by the students greeted the ohJect 
of this enthusi:u,tic commemoration. 
'rhe day on which classes so numerous and so diversified had vied with each 
other in testifying for him their affection and admiration must have. been to 
Oersted one of the sweetest of his life. He had received from his sovereign and 
his fellow-citizens the most exalted testimonials of esteem with ·which any Dan-
ish s::want had been ever honored, and; in spite of his modesty, his conscience 
could not have failed to insinuate to him that he was not unworthy of them. 
The hope of passing his last years, surrounded by his family and dedicated to a 
tranquil scientific activity, in the smiling retreat which his countrymen had. 
thought proper to offer him, was calculated to blend the satisfaotion of the heart 
with the consecration of his renown . Yet this pleasing hope was but a decep-
tive gleam, and although his mind, still vigorous, and l1is frame replete with life, 
seemed yet to promise length of days, it wa.s not granted to Oersted so much as 
to take possession of his new domicil, for before the return of spring he had 
ceased to live. 
He died at Copenhagen, 9th March, 1851, at the age of seventy-three years and 
seven months, removed uriexpcctedly and in but a fe'>v days, by a simp1e 
catarrh contracted by studying uf a morning in too cold an apartment. His 
death was a profound and general grief for the city of Copenhagen and for all 
D enmark.* In that grief, this Academy, in comnion with the whole scientific 
,vorld, bore no indifferent or simulated part. 
Oersted was replaced in the list of our eight foreign associates by the cele-
brated chemist of Berlin, M. Mitscherlich, to whom crystallography is indebted 
for the most important progress it has made since HaLiy. M:. l\1itscherlich had, 
in his youth, associated himself with the labors of the Scandinavian scienLific 
school; and this choice, justified by other reasons, might he regarded as n, new 
and last homage rendered to the memory of Oersted as well as to that of Ber-
zelius . 
.l' o scientific body had been backward in crowning with its suffrage the great 
diseovery of Oersted. To make an en nmeration of more than fift.y societies 
which inscribed bis name among those of their correspondents or their foreign 
a sociates, would be little less than to drnw up a complete list of the principal 
Aca.r1emies of the two hemispheres. More than one sovereign had been emulons 
of associating himself with the movement of public opinion in his behalf. He 
,vas advanccc1 to the c1ass of grand-cross of the Danish order of Danebrog, 
grand-cross of the Swedish order of the Polar Star, member of the order of 
l\Ierit of Prussia, ancl officer of the Legion of Honor. 
Oersted was not only eminent as ·a physicist•, profound as a thinker, he ,vas 
a man of rare excellence of character. Author of one of the capital discoveries of 
the century, promoter of one of the schools which confer most honor on his country 
founder of man:r important scientific ancl literary institutions, clear to the youtl{ 
and to tl~e pub:ic of Co~enhag~n, _,vhorr~ he had chan:rnd during 50 years by a 
system of puetic and pl11losoph1c 1deas m harmony with their natural instincts, 
,. Two hundred thousand persons, preceded by the princes of the royal family, followed 
the body of Oersted to its restiug place. 
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he had never failed to avail himself of t.lrn credit which his high pos1t10n in 
science h:1d given him with an enlightened government, and even of the frien,1-
sbip of a well-informed King*, to render innume~·ab1e services to studious yonth. 
to savants less fortmmte than himself, to n, mn1titnclc of persons whom he recog-
nized as worthy of his ccmntonance. Had his clrnracteristic modesty not equa,lcd 
his other merits, he also might have adopted the boast ascribed by a poet to hi 
hero: 
Some little good I've done-it is my noblest work. 
* Prince Christian of Denmark, who reigned afterward un<ler tbe title of Christian V 111, 
was an eminent mineralogist and deeply versed in many ptirts of the sciences. 
NOTICE OF CHRISTIAN FREDERIC SCHOEN.BEIN~ THE DISCOVERER OF 
OZONE. 
T1·amlaled for the Smithsonian Jnstitzition, from the "Ascltives des · Sciences .Physiques et 
naturelles," Geueva 
'l'he death of 0. F. Schoenbein has sent a pang of regret not only through 
Switzerland but through the scientific world. vVe cannot better fnlftl the painful 
duty of reviewing the life of this eminent man than by borrowing the following 
pages from a notice·published ip tlie Basle Nachrichten, for which we arc probably 
indebted to the pen of Professor Ha.genbach: 
'l'he mortal remains of Christian Frederic Schoenbein liavc been carried to 
their last resting place. He has been so suddenly arrested in a life full of activity, 
so abrnptly called away, that we can hardly realize he has ceased to he among 
us. 'l'hese pages which we now consecrate to his memory can only faintly express 
the sentiments awakened in us by the loss of one so much beloved and so much 
mourned. The complete appreciation of his scientific career cannot be given in 
a few rapid sketches. 
Schoenbein was born the 18th of October, 1790, at Metzingen, Suabia. From 
his parents. he received a, limited, though religious, ednGation. He leftthe pi1,ternal 
roof at the early age of 14, in order to enter an establishment for the rnanufactory 
of chemicals ; but a mere pnwticn,l career could not satisfy his aspirations; the 
occupation only awakened in his youthful mind an ardent desire for the more 
elevated science of chemistry. He commenced the study of Latin, and went to 
the universities of 'riibingen and Erlangen. After he had finished his studies at 
the universities, he taught chemistry and physics in a scl10ol at Keihan, near 
Ruclolstadt. Afterwards, he pursued his scientific education in England and in 
France, and at length, in 182S, went to Basle, where lie was installed as lecturer 
on physics and chemistry. 'rhis office was formerly intrnsted to Counsellor 
M:erian, wbo still continues his active career among us. An attack of illness 
obliged him to discontinue this course of instrnetion, by which he had rekindled 
the love of those sciences which of olcl were so brillia,ntly represented at Basle 
by such men as James and Daniel Bernoulli. 
In 1835 Schoenbein was elected full professor of physics and chemistry in the 
University of Basle, and discharged the duties of this position without interruption 
until 1852, when the professorship was divided into two distinct chairs, he retaining 
that of chemistry and continuing in it until the time of his death. 'rhus, Schoen-
bein ltas been connected with onr university nearly 40 years, and has never, except 
temporarily, during that period quitted Basle; his two longest jomnevs, the one 
to England the other to Germany, are well known from L the accou;1ts of them 
which he bas published, ancl to which the mingling of serious and humorous 
observations with scientific reflections and sketches of personal a.dventnres give 
a peculiar charm. 
Scbocnbein " ·as married in the year 183,5, but tbe tranquil happiness which 
he fonnc1 in domestic lifo was unfortunately disturbed hy the sudden death of 
his el<lest daughter in 1859, an event which sadly a.ffiicteLl bis entire household. 
His energies were unreservedly consecrated to science, ancl he always remained 
fa.ithful to the cou?sel~ of hi,s master, t~ie celeb_rated S~bdling, who taught him 
to rcgurcl her n,s bis brnle. Thus all l11s facultws, all lus efforts were continuallv 
exerted to draw nearer each day to scientific truth, and to penetrate ever rn01~e 
profoundly into the mysteries of the forces which govern the cha,nges of the · 
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ma,terial universe. He worked with ardor and an indefatigable perseverance, 
and all the time he could command was employed in his experiments; even the 
short wintry days found him at early morn iu his laboratory. When astonish-
ment was expressed that one of his advanced age should he so cager in the pur-
suit of science, he was wont to say, with a, smile, that he knew "there remained 
for l1im but little time in which to work, and that there wns still much fl::tx upon 
his dist3,ff'," 
Ho preserved to tho end all the freshness of his faculties as well as tho juvenile 
enthusiasm with which from tho first he had made known his discoveries to his 
colleagues and to the scientific world. 
Among the works of Schoenbein we may first mention those which relate_ to 
subjects which arc neither entirely physical nor entirely chemical, but which 
rather appertain to both, such as bis researches upon the passivity of iron and 
of other metals; the changes of color of bodies under the influence of tompcrn!u_re; 
the chemical action of lnminons rays, am~ finally the theory of volta.ic cloctncity. 
In this latter domain he has thrown much light upon the well-known controversy 
rnlative to the theory of contact and chemical action; in studying with impar-
tiality tho two opposite opinions, and in demonstrating wherein they were faulty· 
Ile ascribes tl10 origin of voltaic electricity to cliernical action, nlthough he sh~wetl 
a positive difference between the electricity developed in the open current of_ !he 
battery and thn,t ,vhich produces the emrent and the chemical deco111pos1t10n 
which are manifested when the current is closed. 
His researches on tl1e voltaic current date from 1 S3G to 1840 ; since that epoch 
bis views relative to the source of the voltaic current l1ave become gradnally 
a.doptecl hy physicists in general. In 1839, while in England at the meeting of 
the British Assoeia,tion, he made the personal acquaintance of the cclebrate_d 
English 1:1wyer and physicist, Grove, ,rl10 presented at the session a smaJ1 volta:c 
battery, of which the cells were constructed of the bowls of tobacco pipes; tlw 
was the fin;t cxliibition of the celebrated constant batterv which bears the name 
of its inventor. As Schocnbcin had been engaged on" a similar investigation, 
we soon see the two physicists pursuing the same ohject. 1'hey planned one_ of 
those batteries of large size, and thus prodncecl an apparatus which, in proportion 
to its dimensions, exhibited an unusual electro-motive force. 1'hi3 first large 
constant hnttery i:s still preserved in the Museum of Phvsics at Basle, a souvenir of 
Schocnboin and of Heussler, a friend of science brought up among us, wh~ bor~ 
th? expense of its construction aucl gave it to our academy. The possess10n or 
this apparatus gave to Sehoenuein a frosh incentive to resnme witb new energ_y 
his researcl1os upon the relations of electric and chemical forces. Thanks to tl11 
~a_ttery it became possible to decompose water into its clements in greatc1: qu~m-
t1t10s _than had over h_efore been clone; it was during an experiment of this ~rncl 
that, m the autnmn of l 839, be perceived a peculiar odor from the oxygen ohtm?e l 
by th_e dc_co~Jposit~on of wat_er s;milar to tliat produced when a, large clectnc· 
machme rn m activ_e operation, or when a discl1arge of lightning takes pla?c 
between a cloud ana the e:11tl1. 'l'bis odor lie at fin,t attributed to a new un-
stancc_ mix .cl in small quantities with the oxygen, and as this body ought to lrnr_ 
a special name, after con ulting with his colleague, M. W. Kiscber, he gavC,, 1 
that of ozone. 
_Ili . ~r..:t pnl lication of tbc discovery of ozone excited but little attention in_ t e 
scicnt1f1c worlcl. But nowi:;c di h artened bv this lie continued his investign.t10 
with a per~istency nly to he met with amo1;0· tho;o who are tlioroun·hly po~._c:::::: 
·1 1· II . b b 1 v,:1 t. 1 a ~n )J ct. pur ·u cl clurrng 29 years, or what may ue consiclcrcc1 t 
a t1 v hf' ~fa m:rn, th '. arnc encl, the study of the chemical properties of oxyrr<:1 · 
a ln.hor wlJJ ·)1, thonrrh 1t might appear to lead io no Yaluahle re ults, i re~. I_ 
• 1111 ·t ·cl with th· J.ll'~pcrti • of one of th, most important clements of onr g11· . • 
In ·011 .; q_n nc oi lJJ · own rc,~ar ·h • ancl those of oth •r pbysicist , Schoenl .. 1 
wa · ouforc ·d to renounce tho 1 lca that ozono was an elementary substance,~ 
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to rccoanize in it a pecnliar condition of oxygen in which it is endowed with 
b • 
special properties. . . . . . 
vVo cannot here enumerate the many d1scovenes connected with this suhJect, 
and still less retrace the important steiJs that lrnve been made in the domain of 
cl1ernistry and of physiology in connection with it; we must limi~ oursel v.es to 
tl10 remark tliat Schoenbein has contributed much to enlarge the field of science 
in tl1is direction, and as the names of Priestley, Scheele, and Lavoisier are men-
tioned in connection with the early discoveries relative to oxygen, so the name 
of Schoenuein -\\'ill always be recalled when we speak of the new form under 
which this element appe~trs, ancl the varied action, when thus changed, it pro-
duces upon organic and inorganic lJOdies . 
.A.mono· the discoveries which have renderec1 Scl1oenbein known, even bevond 
the scientific world, we must mention tliat of gun:cotton. ,.l'l1is snbstanc~ was 
not doomed merely to administer to the rnn,levolent passions of men, and to play 
n,destrnctive part in war, as its name woulcl seem to indicate; the subsequent dis-
covery of Schoenbein gave it fuuctions of a m.ire pacific character; a solution of 
gun-c.otton in ether forms collodion, an admirable dressing for wolmd?, and a pre-
cious ingredient in the art of photography. The first application of collodion as a 
medicinal a.gent was made at the instance of Schoenbein by his friend, Dr. 
J nng, of Basle. · 
1'be tardiness that Schoenbein found in the acceptance of his ideas on their 
first presentation ,vas afterwards fully compensated by the approbation they 
received from all parts of the scientific world. 'rhe most distinguished philoso-
phers of Germany, of France_, and of England adopted essentially by his views, and 
several learned societies, among others the academies of lhance and Munich, 
elected him a corresponding member. 
His manner of working deserves to he noticed. However important the results 
at which he arrived, the means that h~ employed for obtaining them were extremely 
simple. There is no doubt that the great progress made in modern times in the 
construction of apparatus and instruments of research has had an important influ-
ence on the development of science, but the investigations of Schoenbein show 
us what can be effected, at least in s•::-p1e lives, without the aid of costly t1pplianc1JS. 
Scl10enbein y,·as so much occupied with his special researches that it is not 
surprising be did not keep entirely posted np in the general progress of chemistry. 
Though he by no means confinecl himself exclusively to the special objects of 
bis investigations, yet he could not give to other brauches that study ,vhich was 
necessary to render -them folly appreciated. He did not fidopt the views and the 
methods of the leading chemists of thi::i day; lie often compared the production 
of the varied combinations of the sanie elements with the rotatiou of a kaleidoscope, 
giving constantly new images, donhtless amusing, but not very instrnctive. He 
~ilso frequently compared chemical phenomena to a theatrical exhibition, in which 
many regard only the denouement of the last act, while it is often in tho develop-
ment of the drama, that the most interesting truths are exhibited. In the judg-
ment which he formed of the ideas of other philosophers, Schoenbein may have 
1,een at times somewhat prejudiced. 'rhe vivacity of his mind often presented to 
him in too str011g a light the defects in the conceptions of others, while the pre-
occupation of hi::; thoughts with his own ideas left him no time to reHect upon them 
"·ith calrnuess aud impartiality. 
His peculiarity as a professor will remain as a precious souvenir to many. It 
follows, from " '.h~it ,rn l1ave said relative ~o l1is mauner of work, that his specblty 
,rns not to exh1b1t the actual state of science and to deduce from it the various 
theories which have been devisecl. The most renmrlrnble feature of his course 
,ms the arr1or of his connection n,ncl the clearness with whid1 he discussed his 
farnritc subject::; ; it was not only instruction in science hut also the love of science 
itself that h~ imp_arted to his pupils, and for which many among them will alw:ws 
remember 1nm with gratitude. " 
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Schoen bein did not limit his instruction to the course of the university; be under-
stood in the best possible manner how to impart his knowledge to others. Abo,·e 
all, we should speak of the activity which he imparted to the Society of Natural 
Sriences of Basle, of which, during 40 years, he was a prominent member; be con-
sidered it as a dear friend, to whom he always first confided his most important 
discoveries . . The published proceedings of this society give the entire series of 
the results of his scientific labors. The Helvetie Socictvof Natural Sciences lost 
in him one of its most zealous a1~d valued mem bcrs; he~ almost al ways animated 
the meetings of the physical section hy interesting com1nunicatinns, a;1d this year, 
at the session of Einsiedeln, his al,sence was noticc<l and deeply regretted; the 
society, feeling the ·want of his cliecring presence, transmitted to him by tele-
graph a friendly salutation ; alas, this found liirn npou a sick Le(1, soon to become 
his bed of death. · All the inhabitants of Baslo, interested in sciences, were 
indebted to him for the series of interesting lectnres which he addressed to the 
public of that city. In former days ho ga,ve complete conrses of popnlar instruc-
tion, and in later years he did not refuse to share the efforts of yonnger me1~ in 
the organizations for the same purpose. But his enthusiasm for instructrng 
extended beyond the confines of the lecture-room, in society, in the street, even 
at the refreshment saloons he lrnC\v how to o·ive a scientific turn to conversation b . . . 
without assnming the pedantic tone of a master. Sc110enbein knew how to gam 
the hearts of ~ill by his amiable <p.m1ities, and consecprnntly numbered mauy 
friends. But his general popnlarity did not prevent him from contracting close 
friendships, to which he remained faitlifol during life; lie was intimately attached to 
several of his colleagues, of whom some have preceded him to the tomb; tho yonng~st 
of his associates felt that it was not only henevolence but a true friendship wlnch 
attached him to them. Among the fo{:eign philosophers with whom ho was on 
terms the most intimate, arnl with ,vhom he re(J'nlarlv corresponded, we may 
mention Faraday, Grove, Liebig·, ·Wohler Eisenl~hr l;ettenl10fer, Sainte Claire 
Deville, and Sebetellen de l\fctz, antltor :>f a well-k:10wn work on ozone. 
'l'he meetings of tho Helvetic Society furnished him the opportnnity of int~r-
course with the savants of Switzerland. He was particularly associated with 
::M:._ .M. Escher, Studer de la Rive, Pictet., I-foir, Dcsor, Lang, and many younger 
J)h1losophers who also shared hi s friernlship. 
If we would snm up in a single sentence the character of Schoenhein, we shou1d 
say that at all points of view he represented an individual of peculiar develop-
ment; ho was an original in the best sense of the term, a,nd snch men ongl1 L to 1,_e 
more appreciated, as they become ever more rare in our aO'C of universal melh-
ocrity. Scl1oenbcin was a cornp1ete ma,n, for although a~ absorbing idea,_ the 
love of science, governed his entire life yet all his other faculties hn,d received 
an entire and vigorous development. '1lis 'general health was good; he ·wa 
lrnnlcned against exterior i11flucnces. It is but a, sh ort time· since he worked 
during tLc middle of winter in au unheated laboratory. For several years be 
suffered occa ·ionally from attac1rn of gout, from which,.however, lie always com-
pletely recovered. On this account he resorted duri1w the vacation of la::-t 
s1m1m?r, to Willlbac1, thinking to fortify himself f~r the approaching winter. In 
retnrnmg, however, h was detained at Sauersbcro· near Baden Baden, at the 
l1ous of a fric•nd by ~n abscess on his neck, whid1, tt;,pidly assuming a dange1:ou 
c~iaracter, rc11dercd lus r ·turn home impossible. 'I'be grca,test care and rn~c11?al 
md onl,l n?t arrest the march of this di ·ca::;c, ancl un tlie 20th of August he died 
P n.c fully 111 tl1' hou ·e of his kind anc1 attentive host. His obsequies took place 
at Ba ·] , th 1 21 of 'cptcmh r. 'l'hc foneral ,\'.a::i conducted by friend s, amon:= 
"·horn wa Ei ' •11loltr, who ha 1 Yi oi led him on l1is tlcath-hel1. A lonO' train o~ 
0 11 n.gu ·:, pnpi~~, r •lation, , and admirers n.ccompn.niccl him with eu~otiom; o 
tl p ·O1Tow to L1:3 la ·t rc:3ting place. 
APPENDIX TO NOTICE OF SCHOENBEI~. 
fThe phenomenon called passivity of metals mentioned in the .foregoing eulogy 
as one of the discoveries of Schoenbein, consists in the fact that iron, for example, 
which under ordinary conditions, is readily diso1vecl in nitric acid, may while in 
a pect~1iar state remain for weeks in the same 1iquid without being acted on. 
rl'his phenomenon is, without doubt, due to a galvanic action, which, when the 
iron is first plunged into the iiquid deposits a coating of oxide which protects 
the metal from the further action of the acid. rro illustrate this Jet a piece of 
clean iron wire be immersed in stronO' nitric acid. together ·with a slip of platinum, 
the former beinO' introduced first ancl the two connected with the ends of the wire 
of a galvanometer, a powerfn1 current will be inducted at the first completion of 
1.he circuit, the iron acting as the positive metal, but the strength of this current 
will quickly decline to a small amount and. then remain constant for sev~ral 
days, The iron thus 'treated is no longer attacked when plunged alone mto 
nitric acid, and is said to be passive. Instead of using a galvanometer, which 
was merely introduced to prove the existence of a galvanic current, the same 
effect wi11 be produced. by touching the iron wire while the acid is acting on 
it with a piece of gold or platinum, also immersed in tlie liquid, the action will 
immediately cease and the iron become passive. ·when an iron wire in the 
passive state is plunged into uitric acid ai~.d the upper encl tonched with another iron 
wire, as soon as dipped into tho acid tho latter also becomes passive. In these experi-
ment, the iron, which is rendered passive, acts as the zinc element of a galvanic 
pair, and is rapidly covered with an oxide which protects it from further action except 
of a very feeble character. In this state it may serve as the copper or negative 
metal of a galvanic pair, and renlly performs this part in the second experiment 
in wl1ich a galvanic conple is formed by the contact, while in the acid, of the 
passive and. non-passive iron. rrhe formation of an oxide sufficiently thick to 
protect the iron is not produced in r.itric acid, of ordinary strength, unless a gal-
vauic arrangement such as we have described is adopted, but if it be plunged into 
very strong acid the action, though violent for an instant, will soon cease, and the 
metal assume the passive condition. If this wire be withdrawn from the acid 
and exposed to the air for a short time, or rubbecl with sandpaper, it will resnme 
its ordinary state. An iron wire may also be rendered passive by holding it for 
a few minutes in tl1e flame of a spirit lamp. -
Other metals-namely, silver, copper, tin, aluminum, µnd especially bismuth? 
may be brought into the passive state by the method~ we have mentioned, bnt 
the effect is not as marked as with fron. Dr. Haro constructed a galvanic 
battery in which the platinum was represented by iron in tho passive state, hut 
the action was capricious; thongl1 at one moment powerful at another it became 
almost nothing-. 
Another discovery of Schoon boin, mentioned in the foregoing sketc11, is that 
of gun-cotton, a very explosive substance, produced by steeping cotton-wool in 
fuming nitric acid, or in a mixtnro of nitric and sulphuric acids, afterwards wasliing 
and drying the procluct. This discovery was announced by Schoenbein in 184.'.i, 
~:mt tho mode or preparation was lrnpt secret. It was, howovoL soon rediscovered 
rnclependently by l3ettger and Otto, whi1e Kopt improveil tho process of pro-
duction Ly tl1c addition of su1plrnric acid to tbe active liquid. From the firs t it 
was proposed as a substitute for gunpmvdcr, over which it possesses the advn,n-
tagcs of lmrning without smoke, and leaving no residnum to foul the chamber of 
the cannon. Large estabfo;hmonts were erected for ·its preparation, but the 
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oc.;eurrence of several severe accidents during Hs production, attended with great 
loss of life, caused it to be regarded as too dangerous for military purposes, and, 
accordingly, its manufacture was fos: a time almo~t abanclone~. Within the last 
few years, however, the attempt to make use of 1t as a substitute for gunpowder 
has heen renewed and brought to a successful issue by an Austrian officer of 
artillery. · 
Gun-cotton is used in military operations in the form of a spun yarn, in which 
it conducts combustion slowly in the open air at a rate of not more than one 
foot per second. rrhis yarn is used to form cartridges· for large guns, by being 
wound round a bobbin, so as to form a hollow spindle and thus give an inte1ior 
surface for the action of tho flame and the production of the most effective explo-
sion. r:I.'he effect of the explosion of gun-cotton under water is remarkable; tbe 
action is so instantaneous tha.t the water has no time to yield, and consequently 
transmits the impulse as a solid material ; hence it is unnecessary to pla~e the 
charge in immediate contact with the body to be destroyed. In one experiment 
two parallel rows of piers, 10 inches thick, in water 13 feet deep, with stones 
between them, vvere blown to pieces by a barrel of 100 pounds of gun-cotton, 
placed at a distance of three feet from one side and eight feet under water. It 
r,iade a breach of 15 feet, and threw tho water to a height of 200 feet. In another 
experiment with 400 pounds of gun-cotton a vessel was blown up, the pieces P:O· 
jected into the air to a height of 400 feet, and the fishes for nearly half a mile 
around were so stunned as to float on the water. The rapidity of expansion and 
great elast.ic force of gun-cotton renders it a valuable agent in blasting. It 
power when exerted against a great resistance, as in the case of splitting a rock, 
when compared with that of gunpowder, is in the ratio of 6¼ to 1. . 
The discovery which has rendered t-he name of Schoenbein most extensively 
known is that of ozone. Before the end of the last century Van Marum, of Hol-
land, had observed that when an electric discharge was passed through oxyge? 
the latter acquired a peculiar smell and the power of attacking mercury, but _it 
was not until 1840 that any notice was taken of tliese facts, when Scboenbem 
published his first papr.r on ozone. In this he announced the fact that in_ the 
de_compositio1: ?f water, by means of a galvanic battery, an odorous gas ,~as g1_ven 
off at the pos1t1ve pole, and tbat this might be preserved for a long ~ime ma 
·well-closed vessel. He also pointed out the fact of the similarity of this odor to 
that which accompn.nies a discharge of electricity, especially from points, and 
also the slow oxidation of phosphorus. Opinions as to the cause of t~e od~r 
were long divided, but through the experiments of Schoenbein and the mvesu-
gations of Andrews, and 'l'nit, and others, it is now generally referred to oxygen 
in a chnnged or allotropic condition. . . 
One. o~ the sim1 le, 't methods of exhibiting the production of ozone consJS_ts m 
trnnsm1ttmg a current of oxvgen throtwh a rrlass tube into the sides of " 'l11ch a 
. £1" . 1 " t, b ' pmr o p atmnm wires 1ave been seale<l, with their points a small di stance ap_art. 
qn co~necting 0:10 of tb?se wires with the prime conductor of an electric macbme. 
m act1_v~ oper~t10n, wlnle tl_ie ot~1er is Cl)llnected with the ground_, the odor ot 
ozone 1s mmwcliatoly perceptible m lhe stream of gas. But in order to produce 
a ma,ximnm effect. it is nccessnry to transmit the di::;charrre silently in the form of 
a bru_ 'h or a -tar, ,:ince , parks appear to prodnce an ~pposite effect, and ~re. 
t~ercfor , to _lie avo1decl. Ozonized air may also be obtained by placing a, tick 
o1 ·lean, 11101 t phoi:;plwrn ' in a bottle of air or oxyrren ·when after an hour t 
so, th' mcll of ozouo will be ohviou~'· 'l'he stiek ir 1;l10spli~rn is then to 1 
tak '11 011t an<l th' ga' washed with water to remove the pl10spl1or in , ncid. r 
0~1m_c may at on ·c be proclu · •cl hy plunging a heated gb.·s rod iuto a mi::dm 
,t_: 1r aucl a_Yap?r of tlt ·r. 'I'\10 o·alvnnic cl composition of water acidnt t 
wnh l-iulph1_n:1c a ·Hl or 1,C'tt ,r, lH-'rh:q>~, ,vilh the alclition of chromic acid, affor1--
a_ th· po,·1t1v p~>lc a, larµ;_c . . 'npply of . zon '· 'l'bo gcncrnl charactcri tic . f 
zon' arc tho·' of a.n xy<l1zmg ag •nt; 1t corrodc:s organic matter, a l.wwn 1 
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its cner()'etic action on the caoutchouc tul1es through which it is conducted. It 
blenchei most vegetable colo1:s; H chang~s th~ black sulphide of le_ad into white 
sulphate, the yellow ferrocyamde of potassrnm int~ the red ferrocyamde. It oxy-
dizcs moist filin(J's of iron copper, mercury, and silver. In some cases, however, 
b ' 'd f. db . ozone acts as a deoxvdizin(J' a(J'ent. It decomposes perox1 e o iron an anum. 
It exists in variable· qnantiti;s in the atmosphere, and its presence is indicated 
by wlmt is ca11ed ozone test-paper, namely, paper steeped in iodine of potassium, 
w·bich is rendered brown by the liberation of the iodine. If starch be a,dded to 
the solution in which foe paper is steeped the ozone produces a blue color; bnt 
according to some authorities this test is not as reliable as tliat of the solution 
of the iodide of potassium alone. As ozone is an energetic oxydizing agent, it 
combines with animal matter and other impurities in the air, and hence its 
absence, as evinced by the want of coloration in the test-paper, is considered as 
an indication of the presence of malaria in the atmosphere of the locality in 
·which such indications are observed. It is evident from what has been stated 
that ozone must be produced in the atmosphere by electrical discharges, but 
whether it exists from other sources in the air is at present unknown. Neither 
are the test-papers we have mentioned decisive proofs of its relative quantity, 
since there are other substances generally present in the air which are competent 
to produce sirnibr effects. 
One of the most p1ausible hypotheses as to the nature of ozone is that of Clau-
sius, who considers all gases, whether sirnp1e or compound, as made up of a num-
ber of atoms combined .together to form molecules. 'fbat, for instance, a mole~ 
cule of oxygen consists of at least two atoms, and that it may happen that a 
portion of each of the great number of molecules which exists inn given quantity 
of oxygen can be decomposed into two atoms which distribute themselves in 
their . separate state among the remaining undecomposed molecules, and that 
these isolated atoms, which in tlieir relations to foreign bodies must differ from 
the molecules of ordinary oxygen, constitute ozone. 
In accordance with this hypothesis, the production of ozone by passing elec-
tricity thrnugh oxygen or atmospheric air may be attributed simply to the repnl-
sive power of the electricity by virtue of which the two atoms of oxygen, being 
charged with the same kind of electricity, are driven apart, as in the case of the 
"·el1 known experiment of. two pith-balls. ·when oxygen is evolved in the 
decomposition of water, a similar repulsive separation takes place at each pole 
or electrode, but most of the atoms immediately combine again upon_ the elec-
trodes to form ordinary oxygen. A small portion only of tbe atoms remain in a 
separate condition, and tbese constitute the ozone with which the oxygen is 
mixccl. Finally, in the case in which ozone is developed during the oxidation 
of phosphorus in moist air or oxygen, we may suppose that the atoms which 
make up the oxygen molecules are in different states or degrees of elect1foity; 
that one of these tends more energetically to combine with the phosphorus than 
the other ; and that tho latter, removed from the sphere of its attraction by 
tho heat generated in the combination of the former, remains in an isobted con-
dition. The fact that these atoms do not immediately recombine into molecules 
to form ordirrnry oxygen may be due to their similar electrical state. "\Vhen 
ozonized air is heated, the ozone disappears, because the high temperature deter-
mines the union of the atomt:i as it does of hydrogen and oxygen in the 
application of a flame to a mixture of these t,,,..o gases. It has been found 
that the ozonifoation ,of oxygen by the electrical spark or brush can only be 
carried on to a certain extent_if the o~o?e remain mixed with the oxygen; but if 
the ozone be removed as rap1<1ly as 1t 1s formed by the oxidation of silver all 
the oxygen may be gradually converted into ozone. In this case, when' the 
n\1m:ier of separate atoms l>Ccorne ~oo great ii:, a ~-iven space, tl1ey are brongbt 
w1tl11n the sphere of mutual attraction; combmauon ensues, and the ozone dis-
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appears as fast as it is produced in the reproduction of ordinary oxygen. The 
power of combination with meta.ls and other bodies exhibited by ozone becomes 
a consequence of.this hypothesis, inasmuch a~ separate atoms must from analogy 
have more combining power with foreign bodies than atoms which arc already 
in combination with each other. 
The hypothesis of Clausius is very suggestive, and with a few supplementary 
assumptions can be .made not only to render a pbusible explanation of kno"·n 
phenomena, but also to indicate 1~ew experiments. It must be stated, however, 
that it is at variance, as presented in tl1e foregoing sketch, with the experiments 
of Soret on the density of ozone. This chemist finds, from an elaborate inves-
tigation, that when ordinary oxygen is converted into ozone its density is 
increased instead of being diminished, as it should. be, according to the hypoth-
esis of Clausius. This result was arrived at by two different methods, tbltt of 
absorption and that of diffusion. Both gave approximately the same result, 
from which it appears that the. density of ozone is one and a half times that of oxy-
gen. According to the hypothesis of Clausius a molecule of oxygen consists. of ~wo 
atoms, und may be represented by 00, while an atom of ozone would be md1ca-. 
ted by 0. From this it is evident that the density of ozone should be only one-
half of that of oxygen. In order to make the hypothesis of Clausius ::!gree "·ith 
the result obta-ined by Soret, we must suppose that while an element of oxygen 
consists of two atoms, and is represented by 00, an element of ozone con-
sists of three atoms represented by 00,0; that when by electrical repulsion or 
other action, the two atoms of oxygen are separated, one of them immediately 
unite_s with a molecule of ordinary oxygen and tho other to a second m?leculc, 
formmg two molecules of ozone out of three molecules of oxygen. Or, mother 
words, by the decomposition of one of three molecules 00 00 00 of oxygen, and 
recomposition with the remaining two, we shall have two molecules 00,0 00,0 of 
ozone. It is not necessary that we should · limit a molecule of oxygen to two 
atom_s; on tho con_trary, we may suppose that it consists of an inrlcfinite nu~1h<;r 
p~·o~1dec~ we admit !hat nnder the action of electricity or other forces it b 
chv1ded mto two port10ns, each containing an equal number of atoms. In tbc 
pre ?nt state of science, if we adopt the atomic constitution of matter, we mu~t 
consider what ,ras formerlv assumed as the ultimate atoms of bodies, as group' 
of atoms held i_n rc1ativ? 1;o_sition by attracting and .repelling forces. ~t is only 
by an assnmpt1on of this kmd that we are enabled to obtain a mecbarncal con· 
ception of matter in any degree applir,able to various chemical and physical 
phenomena.] J. II. 
MEMOIR OF ENCKE. 
BY G. HAGEN. 
Translated/or the Smithsonian Institittion by C. A. Alexander.• 
Last year died the director of our observatory, Professor Encke,. Besi_des his 
other scientific and serviceable labors, he a,cted for eight and thirty years as 
secretary of the physico-rnathematical class of our Academy, a:1d during that lo~g 
interval administered the affairs pertaining to the office with the utmost chs-
interestedness, skill and discretion. · 
J obmrn Franz Encke was born in Hamburg, September 23, 1791. His 
father, archdcn,con in the Jacobi-church at that place, died four years afterwards. 
Although his mother brought to the rearing of her eight children remarkable 
energy of character. yet the moderate pension which the family still drew from 
the church by no means sufficed for the expense of extem;ive studies. 
As a preparation tor the business of life Encke _first resorted to a private school 
kept t,y Hipp, the author of several mathematical works, and later, from 1805 
to 1810, frequented the J ohanneurn, where Hipp was still his teacher. Under 
these circnmstances he very early developed a singular predilection for mathe-
matical studies. At this time he voluntarily imposed on himself the task. of 
repeatedly going over the collection of problems propounded by :Meyer-Hfrsch, 
and is stated in the pmting certificate a.warded him, October 11, 1810, to have 
been a model to his school-fellows for diligence, correctness of deportment, and 
modesty. . 
I t was now that he expressed to his mother the wish to study astronomy, and 
his two elder brothers, who had entered into trade and who recognized his talent, 
devoted themselves to the furtherance of his purpose, which·they were enabled 
to gratify through the intervention of the pastor, Schafer. Dming a year he 
attended a gymnasium in Hamburg, and proceeded in 1811, shortly after the 
death of his mother, to Gottingen. Here an older fellow-countryman named 
Gerling introduced him to Gauss, whom he was accustomed afterwards to regard 
as pre-eminently his instructor, and to whom he referred almost exclusively his 
mathematical and astronomical culture. ]!~specially instructive did he consider 
an entirely private course (privatissimum) which, together with Gerling, he 
attended in the summer of 1812, at the residence of Gauss, who, on his own 
part, in a letter to Schumacher of this date, already calls Encke '' his highly 
accomplished and well-informed pupil." , 
Political events led Encke, in the beginning of 1813, to enter into tho Han-
seatic artillery service. He waR engaged in the bloody fight for the fortress of . 
Gobrde, September 16, where Wallmoden attacked and defetitecl the corps 
which D avoust had despatched thither under Pecheux. He also took part, the 
following month, in Tettenborn's bold adva.nce upon Bremen. In the honorable-
idischarge granted him, June 24, 1814, he is styled sergeant-major of cavalry. 
He resumed his studies in Gottingen, but as the war broke out anew th~ fol-
lowing spring, he at once decided, in company with his younger brother who-, 
.,. Abhandlungen der konigl. Academie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1866. Read 5th , 
J uly, 1866, before the Royal Academy of Sciences at Berlin 
13 s 
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·was studying theology, to serve under the Prussian standard. He seems to have 
affixed to his offer of service a testimonial wherein . Ganss certifies that Encke 
had ci at first attended and afterwards borne an active part in his manifo1d astro-
nomical occupa.tions and labors, and had manifested throughout distinguished 
ta.lent, great diligence, and uncommon knowledge." The brothers were required 
to undergo an examination, which, in the case of our astronomer, at least, wa' 
never repeated. He received, June 10, 1815, the commission of second lieu-
tenant of artillery, and was first ordered to rrhorn, and later to Graudenz . . . 
Enck.e would, probably, like his brother, have still further pursned a military 
career had not Von Lindenau, the director of the Seeherg observatory, at the 
recommendation of Gauss and Gerling, offered him in the beginning of 1816 the 
place of adjunct therein. This induced him, to ask a discharge from the arm:, 
·which was accorded on the 8th of March. Hereupon he went once more to 
Gottingen, and remained there till July 5, 1816, when his nomina~ion to ~he 
observatory was confirmed. The appointment was by no means dazzlmg. 'lhe 
salary was but $15 a month, and the place of service consisted of a garret~~o 
lowly that he touched the ceiling when he raised his hand above his head. 1ot 
the less did there go forth from hence such labors as soon turned the gen~ral 
attention on the young astronomer. With so much zeal did Encke apply him-
self to his duties that only once a week did he leave the observatory and go to 
Gotha. 
H e first occupied himself with tbe newly discovered small planets, especia!ly 
Vesta, "~ hose orbit be traced with superior accuracy, and of whos~ appn:rent motion 
he pul>lished the ephemerides. Another labor, if one of snhordrnate 1mportan?e, 
was not withont consequence by placing him in friendly corresponclm~ce with 
Bessel. The Fu1ndarncnta Astronomice bad been printed at Got.ha, and Lmc~enau, 
on w horn the correction of the press devolved, transferred this task to his a~s1sta~1t. 
Encke, however, did not confine himself to a c0111parison of the manuscnpt with 
tltc impression, bnt repeated the calculations. H ence Bessel says, in the preface 
to hi. work, ' ' ].\fr. Encke, who occupies the second place in the Seeb~r!? 
observatory, b1'.t who would be an ornament to the first, has given l:irnse1f wnh 
unsurpassed slnll to the revision of the imprint even to the cletect10n ancl cor-
rection of the errors of the manuscript. I must 'acknowledge this with the n~ur• 
th21,nkfulness, inasmuch as l1is time is worthily occupied with his own astronomi "!: 
researches, iLnd between us no other bo1Hl exists than that which embrace a-
who devote thernsel ves with zeal to the same science." 
'I1he first of the more important l abors of Encke telates to the comet of 1 12. 
Thi· ha<l. beenobservedfortwo monthsat all the ~reater observatories. Euck 
hnd, at his first residence in Gottingen, and therefo~c immediately on the appear· 
ance of the comet, begun the calculation which in the well-considered and carefu 
employment. of numerou,• ob"ervations and the 'exact execution of extended c•Jm· 
putations, takes _rank with_ the most admirable inve5tigations of this natnre. ,!' 
·wn. crowned with a special result, since an elliptical orbit corresponded WI 
the r •volution of nearly 71 years. 
H ow importa11t th is cfo;covery was considered at that time is seen from a letter 
of B •:-;,•?1 H : "~ OU have adduce l t li e strongest proof for the shortnes~ of th 
n•volu~1011 of tlns ?omet, ancl placed tho _result in the clearest light. 1v e ha~· 
now, :111 ·cw' b •gm more narrowly to ob erve ancl to calculate tbe comet. q 1 
otlH'r vi ·w · to maintain. Ilalley' comet seemed only to be an exception. -
rr~an!::; that of _lhcrs, I carcely trm~tcd my own calculation, as tltit:i gave lm 
~mclclli_n,r ~- ,·oh~t1011. Your · i · 110w tbe third. Our ucccssor·s, through an ex 
mv ·~t1 _Cl'at10n ol th planet-ma.: . , will be enabled to rccoo-nize the true mov 
111 •ntof th' hcav nly bodi ·s with a pcr:C ction of which we have scarcely an itl " 
.,!,n tlw s cond volum of the Zeitschrift far Astronomic mid verwandte 
ll· ~.,7 cl seq. 
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Encke immediatelv thereafter addressed himself to a similar yet more trouble-
some inquiry. The" editors of the Zeitschrijt /ii~ Ast~onmnie ~rn,d chosen as the 
thesis for the prize offered by Cotta,_ the co~1pu!at10n of the orbit of the _comet_ of 
1680. This comet on account of its lurnmos1ty, the length of its tail, which 
comprised 80 degre~s, as well as the durnt~on of its visibility, had presented ?ne 
of the grandest phenomena of which tho lnstory of the heavens makes men~10n. 
It had been extensively observed by the astronomers of the period, cspf;CI~lly 
by Flam steed, Newton, and 
1
Cassini, though the observations had b~en lnmted 
to the measurement of the distances of the fixed stars, and the cornets place had 
been in part only estimated, inasmuch as the observers had been content to sup-
pose the body bisected by tw·o great circles drawn through four neig~1boring ' 
stars, which cfrcles only approximately touched it. . 
Encke wrote to Bessel that, at the special request of Lindcnau, he would attempt 
the solution of the problem, and with this view requested the comrnunica,tion of 
a number of stellar positions from the catalogue of Bradley. With this request 
Bessel at once complied, but expressed the apprehension that the result vvould 
scarcely justify the expenditure of time, as he deemed the observations too uncertain. 
And, indeed, of so large a number of measurements there were b_ut few that 
were available. In ,many cases it .was @ven uncertain from what fixed stars the 
distances were measured. Nevertheless it was found, on critical examination, that 
]Tlamsteed's observations disclosed a high degree of accuracy, since their probable 
e1Tors amounted to but 15 seconds of arc spherical. With due regard to planetary 
disturbances this orbit was also shown to be elliptical, and the period of revolu-
tion was found to be 8,813 years. 
Gauss cordially congratulated Encke "on this admirable prize essay, to which 
he was indebted for- so much pleasure." Bessel expressed himself in more 
specific terms : "It is without example that the more ancient observations have 
been red need to so small a probable error. ·vv e learn from this, that to a good 
astronomical result there is indispensable, besides a tolerably good instrument and 
a capable observer, an able calculator also. If the last be wanting, the rest is 
little worth." . 
Together with these great labors Encke occupied himself in many ways with 
the· incidental calculation of cometary orbits. As often as one was discovered, 
and had been for some time observed, he was accustomed to publish, not only 
its orbital elements, but, to facilitate further observations, its ephemeris as well. 
'I'he constant practice and fine perception which guided him in the choice and 
grouping of the observation~ enabled him to arrive with wonderful certainty at 
a correct result. A remarkable example of this was furnished by the tliird comet 
of 1819, for which Encke, from some scanty Marseillese and a few Milanese 
observations, so accurately ca.lculated the elements of an elliptic orbit and n, 
revolution of 5-z years, that on the re-discovery of the comet at the Bonn obser-
vatory after seven revolutions (in the year 18.a8) no important qualifications were 
admissible. This practical knowledge and perspicacity led, no doubt, to the 
discovery through which Encke's name is most generally known_. . 
A comet was discovered November 26, 1818, by Pons at Marsei11es, tlie path 
of which, as Olbers soon remarked, was nearly coincident with that of tho comet 
of 1795 and 1805. It had been already surmised that the orbit was elliptical 
and the period of revolution short beyond example. The elucidation of this 
remarkable circumstance was probably undertaken by many astronomers, though 
it was Enckc who first succeeded in shedding complete light upon it. 'fhe time 
of revolution amounted to 1,207 days, or nearly 3} years, and it was this comet 
respecting which Bessel had expressed a conjectural opinion tlrat it moved in an 
elliptical orbit.* 
In a communication on this comet Olbers extols "the ski11, the care, and the 
----------------------------------
* In the Berliner Astronomiches Jahrbucli for 1822, which ,v,as published in 1819. 
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.f!enius" which Encke had favililhed on the calculations. Bessel, who had heiml 
~f the comet during an absence from Konigsberg, wrote to one of his scholars: 
" It becomes clearer and dearer that this comet is the most important scientific 
discovery of the present century." Olbers also expressed himself in the same 
terms in a letter to Bessel. 
Althongh the short period was in itself of the most pregnant consequence a 
affording the prospect of a more certain determination of the masses of the planer 
which exert an influence on the comet, yet further investigation soon led the way 
to another wholly unexpected result. Encke found, in effect, that this comet 
had been observed, also, in 1786, and hence four times in all, while no less than 
seven times in the interval its return had not been noticed. From a compari on 
of the three intervals between the observed transits it resulted, with all due 
allowance for the planetary disturbances, that each revolution, as regards the 
next prece(ting one, had been shortened by about three hours. . . 
Olbers was the first to conjecture that the comet encountered a certam _res1:t~ 
ance whereby its approximation to the sun, and, consequeritly, the s~1orte~m~ of 
its period of revolution might be accounted for. Encke concurred m this v1en-, 
while Bessel dissented from it. In the correspondence between the .tn·o, the 
reasons for and against the hypothesi& were, for many y~ars, fully discussed. 
In 1830 Bessel writes: "What admirahle results are yielded by carefn1 labor 
is now again seen in the conformableness of that unk.nown disturbance which 
you call resistance. Of the existence of such disturbance there can be no doubt, 
·~or could there he long ag·o, but that it is a real resistance becomes more pruble-
rnatica,l to me the more I reflect upon it." 
Encke continued assiduously to observe this comet, which he always called 
the comet of Pons, though his o,vn name was, with perfect justice, commonly 
applied to it. Before each of its returns he made known its ephemeris in order 
to facilitate observation, and as the shortening of th~ period of revolution_ con-
stantly recurred, in which fact he saw a confirmation of the above hypotbe~1s .. Le 
dev~lopcd, in 1831, his theory of the movement of heavenly bodies in the r~srntJ_n.! 
mechum. For the constants introduced the values admitted of determ111at1t.1 
from foregoing observations. ' . 
Halley's comet, whi~h re-appeared in 1835 after a period of 76 years, occupi 
':'ery exactly t_he same positions which Rosenberger had· previously c~lculated 
fro~11 _the ear~ier observations. By this body, therefore, the hypotb_es1s of th 
res1stmg meclmm was not confinned thouo·h it was by no means dec1cledly cou-
tradictecl, because neither the earlie; rneas~rements nor the masses of the plane·~ 
relied upon as a ~round of _calcnl~tion could be regarded as aitogether c:rtairi; 
perhaps, al ·o, tlns comet 1mght have a denser mass, and the effects of resistance 
be on that account not so conspicuous. 
_'11~ie come~_cli_scover~~l still ~atcr ?Y ~..,aye seemed at last to remov? the dou_ 
prcv10usly ex1stmg. lhe penod of this body 71-- vears ·was accordmg to )I l-
1 J , • 1 · · ' 2 ,/ ' ' lE 1. er s compntat.10n, s 101tened. at each revolut10n by about 17 hours, :11_1c ' nt 
s~owecl (Berliner Asironomisches Jahrbuchfur 1864) that this acceleration coul i 
with very c~osc_approximation, be explained by the resistance which ~lie cm .. • 
of shorter c1rcmt had undergone. In the meantime Moller commurncated 
r sults of a more rigorou' calculation (.Astronomische Nachrichten vol. 64 . • 
145 ) _in which_ were. considered thos~ quantities of the second 6rcler in h 
co-orclmates of tho ch turbancos which arise from the chanaes su8tained l>y • 
1 m nts throu~h. the addition f new fuu lamental place~ at tbe more re~ · 
r t~U"n • ~y tln · 1t wa.· foun_d po_ ·ihle to bring nll the three phenomen~ 1~ 
hm mony without th ~ ·sumpt1on of th re ·isting rnetliun1. 'rhe errors remrum -
,. •r w ·r , tl!roucrh thi s pr coduro, it is true, considerably oTcatcr than after t 
fir.:t ·a'. ·ula.l10n, hnt )foll •r ntcitain c.1 tho hope of boin~ able by a renew 
arnl :tn ·t ·r ·alcnlu.ti n, to attain a ·till cl . er conformity. w "'iV11;ther tber fo 
J, a • · ~ ·om t docH r do · not confirm tho hyp the is of tho re isting meiliu 
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or, in more general terms, that of a yet unknown cause operating upon both 
comets, still remains nndeci<led. . 
Two other important investigations of Encke related to tbe sun's pai:allax, as 
derived from the transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769, the last of wlnch Cook 
bad observed at 1,ahiti. After co1Tection of the observations, revised by 
Father Hell in Vienna, Encke found the parallax to be 8 .. 57 seconds. "You 
have turned to account," wrote Bessel, '' w~1at had been collected by the expen-
diture of vast sums and hy the efforts of many, and thus those efforts have first 
achieved snccess and still point onward to a step in adva.nce." ri~liis magnitude 
of the parallax was for a long time generally accepted; but . subsequently, from 
the opposition of Mars and the disturbances of the moon, was estimated at 8. 9 
seconds. The difference between this value and that found by Encke arose 
from the circumstance that the position of the places of observation was not 
ascertainet1 with the requisite precision. After a more accurate determination of 
this point in later times, the sun's parallax, as deduced from those old observa-
tions, bas been shown by PownJky to amount to only 8.832 seconds.* 
Enck.e's personal position had so far changed, soon after his accession to tbe 
observatory, tha,t the charge of its management had devolved on birn, at first 
, partially, through the interrnitting attendance of Lindenan, and soon wholly, 
from tl10 absorption of the latter in n,dministrntive affairs. As no otber duties 
claimed his time, Encke could now resign himself to scientific labor with free and 
entire devotion. 'l'he value which be placed upon this rare immunity is seen 
from a letter in which lie declined an appointment tendered him of a professor-
ship in the University of Greif'swald. 'l'be chair of mathematics and astronomy 
had there become vacant by the death of Professor Droysen, in 1814, and for 
some years no snccessor was appointed. Bessel ca11ed Enck.e's attention to this, 
and as, in regard to external circumstances, the situation presented gre~it advan-
tages over that of Seeberg, proposed to rec.:omrnencl him for it. · 'rhe philosoph-
ical facu lty at the same time consu1ted both Gauss and Bessel in regard to a 
choice. 'l'he preference of Gauss fell upon Gerling, who had already approved 
himself as a teacher, though next he recommended Encke, whom, in regard to 
knowledge and capacity, he rated quite as highly. Bessel, on the other hand, 
named Encke in the first place: "Ho is a young man whose character is as 
amiable as his acquirements in astronomy and mathematics are distinguished; 
nor is his skill as a practical astronomer less so. :Many are the admirable labors 
for which we are alreaJy indebted to him, evincing a diligence and conscienti-
ousness beyond praise." 
To tl1 e question now addressed l>y tbe faculty to Encke, whether he would 
permit himself to be placed in nominn,tion for the office, be replied, March lG, 
1818, as follow8: "My place here as adjunct of the observatory I l1ave now 
occupied for two years, and mnst, in justice, regard it as 'eminently fortmrn.te, 
seeing l1ow much my student years were uhridged by the distract.ions of the war, 
that I have been assigned to a position so wholly free from the demands of 
other bnsiness, provided with so excel1ent a· stock of instruments, under a direc-
tor (Herr Von Lindenau) whom Germany honors as one of its first astronomers, 
and ,rliero, in short, it is permitted me to 1ive exclusively for science. r:l'his posi-
tion has at present so far changed that the director, invo1 ved in many qther aflairs1 
and . but j nst returned after a year's absence, has no prospect but to be again and 
repeatedly absent in the course of the current year. Under these circumstances 
my employers have taken occasion so clearly to indicate their ,\'ish tluit I should 
remain here, tl1at I should little respond to their previous kindness were I not 
ready to forgo the great advantages profforod me by the Grcifswalcl University. 
"[This element bas ~een recently investigated at ~he Naval Observatory, vVashington, by 
Protessor Newcomb, from all the more valuable data of recent times and its value is thus 
fixed at 8'' .e5, with a ·probable error of not mQre than two or three h~ndredths of a second. 
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How highly soever, therefore, I may appreciate the honor of the proposal made 
to me, I am under tho necessity of declining its acceptance." 
\Ve learn from a note by Gauss that the ducal government l1ad taken the 
occasion of this call to increase the salary, and also to confer upon Encke tLr 
title of professor. Two years later he ,vas named vice-director, and in 1 ~2 
director of the observatorv. 
In the fast named year· w al beck died in Abo. En eke, though wic1elr solic-
ited to propose for the vacant place, could not be induced to comply, though 
here again the opportunity of greatly bettering his circumstances was presentetl 
to l1im. 'l'he grounds of his refusal were freely communicated to Be?s~l, and 
among them we find his recently contracted marriage : he was umv1llmg to 
transport his young wife to so northern a latitude. 
Not the less did the discomforts and inconveniences of the residence at the 
observatory continue to be sensibly felt. ·During storms it was impo_ssible to 
leave the building or have access to the city. Even with moderate wmc1s _the 
stroke of the penclulnm clock could not be heard, and thus the olJservat10n' 
were rendered difficult. Particularly annoying to Encke was the loss ?f t~e 
library, which belonged partly to Zach and partly to Lindenan, and wl11cl1, m 
1822, was withdrawn by both owners. At last, however, the prospect ~f a 
favorable change offered itself. Tralles, till then secretary of the p~ysico-
rnatbematical class of our Academy, had died in 1822. Gauss was nomrnat_e<l 
as his successor, but at the close of 1824, after long negotiations, peremptonly 
declined the offer. At the same time Bode took his discharge, and it tbtr 
·became practicable to unite with the above named place that of director of the 
academical observatory. 
B~ssel wrote to Encke, l?ebrnary 16, 1825, that this place had been offere_rl 
to lnm, hut that ho had unconditionally declined, because he could not '.eave ~1 
own observatory. He bad named Encke as the only one suited for it. . r:I_be 
acai1e~y had approved of the proposition, and committed to him the ~egotrntH n 
respectmg it. He goes on to say: "You will see what rare .fruits w1ll .Procee 1 
froru om co-operation. I know your modesty, and feared that you m1g½t ~1 · 
deem yourself qualified. 'I1o any such ol,jection I opp0se the ±inn conv1ct11 n 
that yon, and you alone, are folly qualifietl for the position; and I expect Y 
on this point to believe me rather than yourself which in view of your modetity 
cannot be so very difficult." ' ' 
Encke answered tlrnt he hoped indeed that he was competent to the con~inu-
ancc of the journal ( Jalwbuch) and the execution of astronomical calcu1atwn~. 
though he must absolutely dc01ine if tl1e demands went any further. Beti~. 
who was just settiug out on ::i, journey to Berlin wrote, M~trch 20 : "I "1ll 
make inquiry about cvcrythino-, and when 1 lean; that vour ,risbcs in regard 
the definite occupation can be ~omplietl ,vith, a11cl if a sui'tahle provision be ~tif -
lated, I shall, in your uame, say yes. Do 11ot be smrtJcd at this liberty wllll 
I am taking. Yun c:an limit it by a lotter which will reach me at Berlin. 
'nch a letter accordingly came, but it contained no decided refusal, and hen 
Bes,;el c uld.write iu reply : "You have not forbidden the aoTeeement, so In 
hultl yon fa t ; you arc now one of us." 
0 
'l1lie_ :loc.:tion which ensued in the a,cademy was confirmed l>y the bi~ 
f\nthunt1 · , and Encko was named J unc 21 mernl)er of the academy, secret 
<,~ th<·. ·la. l-4,. and director of the observatory. '1'11 ducal mini::;try, :.it t~e 111 '. 
uf w_hwh ~111d!•1rn.u then stood, soon after accorcl d him a discliarge from ? 
pr 'v1011 · 1tnat10n, adcling that it <lismi::; •cd so distin<>'ui•::;h d an official \\1 
r ·gr ·t, ancl 0_11ly uot tu l~e a hindran · • to lii::; prospects in life.'' 
11.n ·k' arrt ·<lat ll rlm, 0 ·toh •r 11 l 2D. Ile soon felt himself on al 
';·ith tlic llmic · <l ·volv •d u him, and fonu(t omplete •ati::;faction in their _. 
. haru ·. II wa · ~10t boun~l to n~al·c r •port· to the univcr ·ity, l,ut be voluntan. 
· d~,~,t '.'~ tl1 · prnc:t1 · tl1 ·. Jullo"-11w y •ar. By th philo ·ophical fa ·ulty of 
lll\ '1. ll · h · h ,u rnry lipl ma of Ju0tur was ·onf •rrc<l u him, 'epteruL r 1 
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1826, as a testimonial "to the sa;acious mathematician and successful investi-
gator of the cometary system''-nfathematico sagacissinw, conietarwn indagatori 
(elicissirno. 
Previously to these events an important scientific undertaking had been set 
on foot by Bessel-the editing, namely, of stellar charts, which should represent, 
in 24 sheets, the zones included between 15° north and 15° south latitude, with 
all the stars to those of the 9th and 10th magnitude, which conld he discerned 
· with a :E'rau~nhofer comet-searcher of 34 lines opening and tenfold ma,gnifying 
power. Very soon after Encke'f: accession the academy invited the friends of 
astronomy to participate in tbe enterprise, stipulating a suitable honorarium for 
each available slieet. It was Encke who undertook the corrospondmrne in reganl 
to the repartition of the task, as well as the critical examination of the sheets 
and care of tho engraving. rl'he business part thus assnmed, while in itself the 
most unthanldnl of the whole, was rendered more difficult because those who 
contracted engagements often failed to fu1fil them, and sometimes what was pro-
duced did not answer to the requirements. At the close of 1S5S, and hence 
after 33 years, the last sheet made its appearance. 'I'ho results of this under-
taking surpassed, even before its completion, all expectation. The first discov-
ery of a new planet, Astrrea, occurred in 1845, a.nd others rnIJidly followed. At 
present, with the use of these charts, or in consequence of the completeness rep-
dered attainn.ble by them, 81 planets have been detected, while the discovery 
and obseryation of comets h::we been essentinJlv facilitated. 
The editing of the astronomical Annual ( Jalirbuch) had still occupied Bode 
on his withdrawal from the observatory. '.rhe tables for 1S29 h::-Ld already ap-
peared and the calculations for the following year been begun, when Bode died, 
November 24, 1826. Encke undertook the continuation, and as tbe tables in 
their then extent and precision no longer satisfied the new demands of science, 
it wa,s found necessary to give them greater enlargement n,nd completeness, as 
well as to employ a still more rigorous computation. If Encke in this la,bor 
availed himself of extraneous help, it was still so exacting that he was con-
strained at once to forego his lectures at the university. 
'What acceptance the new Annual found with astronomers may be gath-
ered from Bessel's letters. "'l'his is indeed a,n ephemeris," he said, "such as it 
sl1ould be. You make an offering of yourself for astronomy, and one can but 
wish that the progress which you aim at in doing so may indeed be realized, and 
tl1at the result may correspond to the magnitu<.le of tho sacrifice. I l1ave al ways 1 
thought that an ephemeris of this calibre must produce great results, but I had 
not believed that any one wonlc1 subject himself to so great a troub1e)' * * "I 
have been completely charmed with your work, and confess that I can imagine 
notl1ing more complete. It is a11 excellent. But explain to me, I ·pray, wl1y it 
is that the French l1ave not a Connaissance des J.'ems and the English a Nautical 
Almanac snch as your Year-book affords, althongh both, and especial1y the latter, 
do not want for money to pay hosts of calculators. But what is absent, in fact, 
and is a1most always absent, is the clear insight into 8cience and its true wants." 
In the course of the following year many complementary improvements were 
introduced, the Annual for 1844 being espe~·.ally enlarged, at the instance of the 
ministry of commerce, by several extensive tables for the use of mariners. '.rhese, 
however, were Lut little employed in the Prussian marine, chiefly for the rea~on 
that the sea charts ·were com;trncted with reference to another meridian tl1at of 
Greenwicl1, and tho nautical tables in question were withdrawn from tlie'Anmrnl 
fur 1852 and the following years. 
'l'he Berlin observatory, in Dorothea street, which Encke had nndertakon to 
conduct, answered not lo1)g to the demands of the new astrononw. It l1nd been 
ere?tocl in 1711, a_nd WltS fnrnished_ with the i~strnmcnts cones.ponding to tlrnt 
penod. It wa: situated, at first, without tbe mty, hut Berlin liad in the mean-
time spread so much in tb~t direction that high_ buildings ovcrtopped it. A lJOut 
the year 1800 the necessity was seen of addmg an additional story, but tho 
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steadfastness of tlie instruments was thereby still more prejudiced, and the con-
cussion of the intercourse in the streets himlered all exact measurement. To 
thi s must be added the continued noise and the impurity of the atmosphere. 
Encke wrote, soon after his arrival, to Bessel, that the only serviceable instru-
ment was the Frauenhofer heJiometer, though this, too, could scarcely be used 
on account of the insecure stability. The best thing about the observatory "\\US 
the library, limited as it was. 
After Bocle's death the erection of a new observatory was canvassed, and if 
at first Encke expressed himself with some humor about the proposed destina-
tion thereof, he nevertheless soon entered earnestly into the scheme. Bessel 
urged him to consider well " whether the satisfaction h1 the possession of an 
observatory or the hindrance to those labors to which he owed his renown1 were 
greatest." •. In a following letter it is said: " I regard you as the astronomer on 
whom the superintendence of the calculations is obligatory. Others have ot~er 
functions : you, my dear Enclrn1 can undertake nothing new without neglcctmg 
what has earlier claims upon you, and is in reality of more -essential importance. 
Be cautious, I pray you, in this matter." 
- Encke now addressed himself to Humboldt with the request that he would 
decide upon the proper .objects of an observatory for this country. Ordinary 
observations, such as can here he scarcely conducted, are at present, he argned, 
without value. lf it were proposed to afford opportunity for serviceable astro-
nomical observations, a new observatory would be indispensable. rrhis commu-
nication led Humboldt to second the movement for building a new obser~atory, 
" -hich ,vas authorized October 15, 1828, at the smne time with the ordermg of 
several important instruments from artists of the best repute. The purchase of 
a large refractor, which :E'ranenhofer bad nearly :finished, immediately followed. 
Encke's questions ~rew from Bessel a prompt answer respecting ~he ji:dicious 
arrangement and eqmpment of the observatory hut still accornpamecl with p1:e-
ca1;1tionary ·_cou~sels: ''I think that neither y~ur efficiency nor satisfaction w1ll 
ga~n. auythmg 1f yon convert yourself into an observatory astronomer. ~n my 
op:mon the observatory should not be the main point with you. An ass1sta~t. 
adJunct, or whatever yon may please to call him should do the work therem. 
Immeasurably more is to be done in order to sav~ the material collected from 
bciJJg lost and suitably to nse it. If this is once accomplished, it will be then 
for you to show to what ends further observations may be directed with the mos: 
fruitful resnlts.'' 
Iu the beginning of 1835 the bnildino- was finished tho instruments soon after 
put. in position, and the activitv of tht new observ~tory commenced ,rith the 
observation of Halley's comet. ~ rrhe observations which since that epoch, ha...-e 
been_ instit~1te~l, partly hy Encko himself and pa:tly by his as1oistants, have been 
puuh ::,hecl 111 fuur volumes, which will soon be followed by a fifth. 
How clo:;e were tho friendly relations between Bessel and Encke is seen from 
tli c foregoing communications. 'l'hey were knit still more closely when Encke 
to<!k cLargc of tho _corrections of the press for . the Funclamenta A stronom~a:. 
After Be::,sel, on a Jomney in 1819, had formed a persona] acquaintance with 
Bucke, he wrote ~o him: "I sec in you not only a firm stay of astronomy in Ger-
rn:rnYi lmt a chenshed a~d out::,poken friend; both considerations prompt me _ 
\Y1:d1 th~t yon honld con~111ue to accord to me a portion of your affcctionatercganl. 
~)n ln.· rctnrn to Komo- ·berg Besf:el poke with enthusiasm of the gifted an 
Ct-timal,l • a.troJJomer who ·e first fabor::i had deservedly raised him to the hicrhe 
con. ickration. 'l'h · corre:-pond 1 11cc which follo,vocl \.~as not restricted, like th, 
l, ·t \\' ' •n Oll, •1-.· and B •:-:s ,1, to scientific ·omm1rnications and the more, e1i • 
affair.· ol: lif' · h11~ wa:, ratlt r n ·onfid 1 ntial int rcommqniol·1, which emhrnce l 
OIH' ·. tli •1r r •. p tt~v' ·nt_,rpti.·c , wh •th ·r begun or contemplat d, and tbe frank 
1•,ll('ttlll <·:s <Jll_. nhJ<' ·t:-. i ev ·ry natnre. It iH not to he diso-ui , d, however tl 
l, ·- · ·I !!:t\'<' fr ·er cop to hiH f · •li110·, whil 1'....nck oft n ob erve<l a ert .. · 
11 ,,rr · · ,r r' •n· '. 'l'hi · intercour o ha 1 already iastcd some years, when 
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find Bessel constrained, as it were, to beg of "the highly respected professo1J' 
that he would not allow their correspondence to languish. " Yon cannot do me 
the injustice to suppose that any one in the world is de~rer to_rnc and more highly 
confided in than yourself. Wherefore, then, a forrnahty which, 011 my part, has 
been long ago discarded?" . . 
That views and conceptions should sometimes lrn:e d1ffer~cl was, of course, 
inevitable. 'l'h0 difference8, however, were calmly discussed m the correspond-
ence bn-t thev failed not prooTessively to become more and more pronounced and 
' •. '=' • l b d "I freqnent. 'rlie lust friendly letter Bessel closed w1t 1 t e wor . s, cannot 
inmo·ine that different relations should find an entrn,nce between us." Not the 
less° however did such re1ations find entrance, and that immediately. The 
' ' l . l . 1 1 .d . occasion was given far less by any single controvertec pomts w 11c 1 ut n:n_sen 
in the course of astronomical journalism than by the contrast of personal pos1t10n. 
Bessel, easily excited in oral as in written intercourse, as warmly maintained the 
opinions which he conceived to be right as he emphatically repelled those opposed 
to them, and so sometimes forgot that he who had begun ea,rliest had not only 
erected himself into a master, but exµressly assumed a higher and more influ.ential 
position than was his due. Thus in one of the last letters Bessel styles himself 
'' the experienced friend," and, as snch, thought himself authorized to counsel and 
warn, whereupon Encke explained "that he could only take the course whicl~. 
a1oue was consonant to his nature." . 
' Since 1837 only a few formal and professional letters had been exchanged.: 
When Encke, however, in 1845, sought to obtain Bessel's views with regard to 
a .new edi tion of the treatise of Olbers on the calculation of the orbits of comets, 1 
he made, as in earlier years, v:01rious communications respecting his own labors; 
and added the assurance of his deep~st concern for Bessel's afflictions. The 
answer, besides the desired opinion, conveyed a thankful acknowledgment. At 
the close of the same year Encke communicated .the first result of the stellar ' 
cba::.ts· in the discovery of a new planet. A mutual approach was ·thus again in 
progress, when some months later the death of Bessel occurred. 
r.rhe words which, from this p1a.ce, Encke 20 years ago dedicated to the memory 
of Bessel, contain the fullest recognition of his great services in behalf of 
astronomy, but make no mention of the friendly relations which had existed 
between them. On that subject nothing could be ventured without, at the same 
time, recalling their later ·and well-known estrangement. However much tha,t 
estrangement is to be regretted, it now no longer forbid8 us to recur to a friend-
ship which no't only emlured with singular devotion for 30 years, but was of 
great importance for the advancement of science. 
I t only remains to recount the ?ccupations of Encke's life during the last ten 
years. The extensive calculations for the Year-book, if, to a certain extent, 
devolved on the assistants, continually required his co-operation, and the more 
as the J111merous newly <liscovered planets were to be taken into consideration. 
'l'he academical functions connected with the editing of the stellar charts, the 
discourses before the university, the participation in the observations at the 
observatory, and in the accnrate testing of the new and older. instruments there 
deposited, together wi th his activity in the commission of studies for the military 
acaclern.v, and in the depntation respecting the calendar, to say nothino- of the 
ma,nifok1 inevitable cl(•mands which await the director of nn observatory in a 
large city; all those appear so engrossing that we hftve only room for ,v"ondcr 
that Eucke slionld still have found time for the communication of so larcre a 
number of scientific papers to the transactions of the academy, the astron~rni-
ca,l Year-book, and various mathematical and astronomical journals. l\lany 
of these relate to the execution of calculations, such as the method of 1oast 
squares, in t~rpol~tion, the mechanical quadrature and the like. They arc chiefly 
of astronorn1ral 1mport, and bear relation to the parallax of the· sun and moon 
the dimensions of the terrestrial globe, the constants of the Berlin obscrvatorv' 
tbe masses of the plan ts, the determination of the orbits of planets and tho;; 
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of comets ; tlrn latter as well with reference to paraJ>0lic as elliptical and hyper-
holic orbits; the calculation of occu1tations and transits, the testing of different 
astronomical instruments, and in an especial manner the disturbances ari::,ing 
from the approximations of the heavenly bodies. Not only did he set forth in 
more than one treatise, and, with singular clearness, rnles for the calcn1ation of 
tbcse disturbances according to the old metho<l of Lagrange, as perfected by 
Ganss and Bessel, but almost simultaneously with the younger Bond at Cambridge, 
in America, he suggested a new method by which tlie calculation of the orbital 
elements of many of the recently discovered small planets was essentially facili-
tated. By this, instead of the changes which the disturbances produce in the 
elements of the orbits, it was proposed immediately to calculate those which the 
rectangular co-ordinates undergo. 'l1his method, if somewhat uncertain for long 
periods of time, was, on acco11nt of its convenience, extensively employed, till 
tlie Inter method devised by Hansen became more generally introduced. Encke 
also composed some physical treatises on dioptrics and the ballistic problem, as 
well as several popu1ar lectures on different astronomical subjects. 'I1he lat~er, 
though hut partially pnh1ished, were distinguished for an ingenious co-orclinatwn 
of facts, and were received with nnqua,lified app1ause. 
rl'owards 11is numerous fri ends and acquaintances Encke maintained that 
uprightness of intention which, with his sympathetic and open nature, his cle~r 
and unperverted judgment, won l1im the highest consideration and love. In his 
domestic circle the course of a serene life was disturbed by no loss until, in 1856, 
the news arrived of the death of his second son at Rio J nneiro. 
On the 17th of November, 1856, Encke foll in the street from sudden veliigo. 
A1thongh the apprehensions at first felt wore not realized, yet the rare vigor ?f 
earlier years did not retnrn. A new and severe loss hefcll him the next year m 
tl1e death of hi s l,rother, the same with ,rl10m ho bad entered the Prussian artil-
l ery, 45 years before, and who liad since been advanced to tlio rm1k of lieutenant 
general. A few years Iater h e l ost his sister, who liad lived in his Louse. In 
}'ebruary. 1 '63, lie sustained an apop1ectic attack, from which ho so farrcconretl 
a~ to be able to r~tnrn t,c his labors, and even to jonrney to Leipsi~ in on1~1: to 
w1tn~ss t he m~1:t1als _ 0£ hi s old scholar, professor Brnlms, bnt lns ~ond1t10n 
r>mamed so cnt1ca l that soon all in tellectna,l effort was forbidden 1nm. He 
therefore pent the ::::ummer with his friPnds in Gosbr and vVernio-erode, and, on 
hi s return, wa .. still bent upon resuming hi s la burs, bnt hi s pltysicia1~ the mure eff~ ·-
t1~al~y t? pr:•vcnt tliis, ordained him a ucw junrncy to Kiel ; from Kiel he wen_t mt~ 
lns j~m1ly rn Decc111 ber, 1SG3_, to Spandau, where liis eldest son was esta-blisl~e( 
A t ~11. · 11rg?1!t and ol't repcatetl reqnest h o was permitted hy hi s medica l arh?~n 
again to v1::::1t t lie ob:wrvatory. Hore li e travun,ed with interest tl.1e obs01T1 -
roorns, :rnd lllarked "ith panienlar atten tion tl10 chaiwed crectilm of the <Trea 
refractor, which w:1s now borne upon n. stone pilla r iu~tead of the old wooden 
snpp~rt. I_le Roo~1 tired, however, a11d returned contente<1ly to Spandau . . F1:11m 
tlns time lm, llOcldy strength niHl mental :tcti vitv contiuned to decliuc, until 
second apoplectic attack occurred in Jul v of t l1 e 1{ext vear and was fo]lon·etl hy 
compl •t ' paralysis. A pain1e~s death ;.eleased liim, ·2Gtl; August, 1865, from 
long uffcrino- ·. 
lf h1:eke' · :l'rviccs in bcl1a,lf of astronomy secure him an endnring rcme -
l mu!c:e, it ·untmne ' also to ·urvi,-o in the grateful recollcdion of his numcro -
p11p1ls. In tl1 . ·alcuhtion.· for tlte Y car-hook, as well as in the prosecntiun 
other a tro110111wal lalwrs, ho ddightod to :find himself smToundet1 hy yo 11 _ 
1wo11le, to wboHc instrneticm in a,ll parts of k nowlcdo·o he o-ave him ·elf with 
t l j. . .:i b 1. r:tr · n ent or co11vc•y111°· it; vcr entertainin<r with Lhem tlio most friendly rri.-
t1011:, a1Hl tl111~ wiulliu<r to tl1c pnnmit of hi· HC'ien ·ea n11m her or pupilti nnecprnH 
]>_'l'liap. h_y any utbcr n.·~ruuom r. Alllong them may he conn tet1 the pr .... 
<lir('(·tor:,; of !ii' oh. ·rvatonc-..· of l3 ·r1in Bre ·lau, Leipsic, Hambnrg, Bilk, C11p -
liarr1•11 11 ·l:-m!.d'or:- all(l Dublin ,rho with mm1v others have contributed thw 
tl . . ·1· 1 ' ' • ' 1t·n- CICllll 1 • uhur · greatly tu ·xt 'IH1 Lis r ·1mtation. 
MEMOIR OF EATON HODGKINSON, 
PROl<'ESSOR OF ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON. 
BY ROBERT RAWSON. 
(From tlie Transactions of the Literary and P!tilosopltical Society of Mancliester, England. 
vol. JI, third series, 186:\.) 
The subject of this memoir was born, of respectable parents, at the. small 
villaffe of Anderton, in the parish of Great Budworth, Cheshire, on the 26th of 
Febr~rn.ry, 1789 ; died at Eglesfield House, Higher Broughton, Manchester, 
June 18, 1861, in his seventy-second year, and was interred at his native village. 
His father died when he was about six years of age, leaving his mother with three 
children, whose education and maintenance depended upon her exertions and 
prudence. He left his native village, with his mother and sister, at the age of 22, and 
came to reside at Salford, Manchester, where he remained the greater portion of 
his after life. He was elected a member of this society in the year 1S26, and 
he enriched the society's memoirs with the following importf111t papers, thus laying 
the foundation of his reputation as a sound mathematician and an original thinker: 
"On the 'rransverse Strain and Strength of Materials," (read :March 22, 1822.) 
"On the Chain Bridge at Broughton," (read Pebruary 8, 1828.) 
"On the Forms of the Oatenary in Suspension Bridges," (read February 8, 
1828.) 
"A few Remarks on the Menai Bridge," (read December 12, 1828.) 
'' Theoretical and Experimenta,.l Researches to ascertain the Strength and 
best Forms of Iron Beams," (read April 2, 1830.) 
"Appendix to the Paper on the Chain Bridge at Higher Broughton, Man-
chester." 
'' Some account of the late Mr. Ewart's paper on the Measure of :Moving 
Force, and of the recent applications of the Principle of Living Forces to esti-
mate the effects of Machines and Movers," (read April 30, 1844.) 
He occupied in succession the distinguished positions of vice-president and 
president of this society. He was a leading member of the British Association 
for the Advancement of Science from its commencement, ancl contributed great1y 
to the interest and efficiency of the mathematical and mechanical sections. He 
nl~o gave active help to the association in several valuabl~ reports on pure and 
m~x~d science. These reports, which have in a great degree assisted in main-
tammg the high scientific renown of the association, are as follows: 
'l'hird report, 1833: "On the Effect of Impact on Beams." "On the direct 
Tensile Strength of Cast Iron." , 
:Fourth report, 1835: "On the Collision of Imperfectly Elastic Bodies." 
:Fifth report, 1835 : "Impact upon Beams." 
Ho h':'lr! the distinguished position of vice-president of the association in the 
year 1861. 
In the year 1841 he was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society, ancl contrib-
uted to its transactions t\vo elaborate papers: 
"Experimental Researches on the Strength of Pillars of Cast Iron and other 
materials," (read May 14, 1840.) 
The r.im of this paper was greatly extended in the second communication: 
"Expcrimenta1 Researches on the Strength of Pillars of Cast Iron from various 
parts of the kingdom," (read June, 1857.) 
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For the first paper tbe council ·of the Royal Society awarded the gold medal 
as a mark of their appreciation of its practical investigations. 
He was appointed professor of tbe mecl1anical principles of engineering at 
University College, London, on the 6th of February, 1847, and lectured during 
the sessions of 184 7 to 1853, inclusive. ln 184 7 he \Vas appointed a member of 
tlic royal commission to inquire into the properties of wronght and cast iron and 
their a,pp1ication to railway strnctures. · 'rI10 results of his labors in this impor-
tant inquiry are given, with marked reference to their magnitude and efficiency in 
the commissioners'report of 1849. He wa,s consulted by the late Robert Stephen-
son in reference to the constrnction of that great nation a] work, the tubnlar bridge 
over the l\fonai straits. His experience and mathematical knowledge enauled 
him to suggest and carry out a series . of experiments, at the cost of seyeral 
tLonsand pounds, with a view to investigate the bearing properties of wrought 
iron rivited tubes, and to satisfy the mind of this great engineer as to the sta-
bi1ity and safety of the Britannia and Conway tubu1ar bridges. He edited an 
edition of" Tredgold on Cast Iron," to which he added a second volume, giving 
an account of his own experiments \nd discoveries, published by W eale, 1 46. 
The title of the second volume is, "Experimental R esearches on the Strength 
and other Properties of Cast Iron, with the development of New Principles, ca]~u-
lations deduced from them, and inquiries applicable to Rigid and 'l'cnacious Bodies 
generally." . 
'l'he most novel and important conclusions here given are as follows: 
'l'he strengths of Jong pillars of cast iron, wrought iron, cast steel, and 
Dantzic oak, of tho same dimensions, are in proportion to tho numbers l ,00~. 
1,? 45, 2,518, 109. Cast iron is not reduced in strength ·when its temperature 1s 
raised to 600° . 
. 'rhe sets, in cast-iron b eams, vary nearly as the square of tho fore? of de_flec-
t1011 ; hence any force, however small, ,vill injure the elasticity of cast uon. 
'l'lie strength in t<'ms of beams approaching thu best form is measnred hy tlie 
formula 2.166ad-:-l, where a= area of section of bottom flange in the middle 
d= the depth in inches of the beam, and l= tho distance in feet. 
_A ~enernl investigation of the position of the neutral lino is given on tbe 
l?rmc~ple tl1~t tb~ forces of extension and compression of a particle vary as an; 
fonct10n of 1ts chstancc from the neutral line. 'rhis includes everv hypothe~,, 
,rhich has ueen proposed in order to compute the strenoth of ma.terial bodie 
subjected to strains. 
5 
BIRTH .AND EDUCATION. 
As I have already stated, l\Ir. Hocl,2Jinson wn,s born at Anderton, Che bi, , 
in the year 1789. Ilis father, a respe'etahlc farmer, died of fever ,vhen his~ 11 
Eaton "·as about Rix years of n.ge, lca,ving l\1rs. Hodgkinson wi th two clanghter~ 
and a son. On hi:-;fathcr'::;clcce::tse his mother determined to continnctlwfarm · an 
uy imlnstry, thrift iness, n,nd lrnsiness-likc habits she was onnb1c<1 to educate h 
c11il,lren respectaLly, and to i:;cnd her sun to the Gramrnnr S d 10ol of N ortliwicb. 
At thi. "d1ool he r 'CCiY c1 tl10 rndiments of a c1assica,l cclncation as li e ·tudi 
t]10 Latin, Greek, ::md IIobrcw language::; under th e immediate' snpcn·i::;ion 
th' hra 1 nrnster, l\Ir. Littler. This was done to meet th o wi:;h of his undc, t 
Ile,. ~Icnry llo<l 0 ·kimmn, rector of Abcrfi eld, Berkshire, who wns ver,v a11xi ' 
tl1~1t ln s n ·ph 'W :--h_onl l he edncatcd ,Yitli a view of going to Oxford or Ca . 
1mdcrc, to pr •pare for the clrnrch . 'l'he desire of his uncle was, for a time gn 
fa•cl an,1 th liope was :tron<T]y indulged that one clny Eaton Hodrrkin n "·, 
1,' n. Rtrnl nt of one of the uni,- ~rsities ; licnc:e tlic ·tnd v of cla s~s in hi · earl. 
Y'!nth ~,·:1.· ·011.·itl ·r ·cl indi:-;pcn:abl , although it wns not exactly in confonni. 
~ntl~ 111 : ta.t •: arnl ha.1,it · ,f thon<Tht, a at. n early ao·e he was naturally 1 
lll ·l1u •cl to the tudy of ma.LL •matics than of languages. 
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To the severe treatment which he here suffered, l1is cousin, Mrs. · Thompson, 
attributes tlie nervous tremor of his hands and speech which continued with him 
throurrh life and was a serious impediment to his success. The Rev. Mr. Littler 
was a
0 
very ~evere disciplinar~an, and ~f a bo)'." c_ould _not le~rn he tried to flo~ it 
into him; and young Hodgkmson, owrng to h1S maptitu_de for langnag.es, bavrng 
received a sound thrashino· for not having learned 1ns lessons perfectly, was 
removed from the o-rammaf school a:p.d placed in a private E-chool in Northwich 
of far less pretensiins, but more in unison with his aspirations. . .. 
rrhis private school, to which he was removed because he chc\ not show a 
decided taste for the study of languages, was conducted by Mr. Shaw, a gen-
tleman of superior mathematical attainments, and possessing ~Teat tact in teach-
ing· and in the general management of boys. It i.r~ts at this school that lUr. 
Hoddi.inson finished his youthful education. He obta,med a good degree among 
his s~hoo1-fellows, and a distinguished position in the affections of his master. 
The instructions of l\fr. Shaw in mathematical subjects were folly appreciated 
by Hodgkinson, and consequently he made rapid advances in the variotts st.ndies 
to which his attention was directed. Here he laid the foundation of that math-
ematical knowledge ,vhich he afterwards applied with singular success to the 
extension and development of the theory and practice of the strength of mate-
rials. The bias of Mr. Hodgkinson's mind at this period, and the positiori in 
which bis mother was left, seemed to require a reconsideration of his future. He 
was now growing iri stature as well as in knowledge, and his mother found Lim 
very useful to her in the outdoor work on the farm; therefore it was deemed 
desirable to abandon the idea, once strongly entertained, of prosecuting her son's 
education with a view of entering the church, and to allow him to devote his 
attention and energies to the skilful management of farming. 
Mr. Hodgkinson therefore gave up all thoughts of the church, and Latin, 
Greek, and Hebrew were changed for more congenial subjects of study. Ho· 
comrneuced at once his career as a Cheshire farmer; bnt although he felt it a 
duty to assist his dear mother, and meet her wishes to the best of his ability, 
stil1 he made but little progress in his new vocation. :Farming, which had been 
thrust upon him by sheer necessity, was not suited to his genius; hut he pur-
sued it for a time as a paramount duty, from which his conscientious devoted-
ness to his mother and sisters would not allow him to escape. 'rl10 seeds of 
pure and mixed science, which had been thrown broadcast into his youthful 
mind by Mr. Shaw, were now beginning to germinate, and to rise from their 
latent state into foll and sensible existence, creating, as they advanced to matu-
rity, new wants and fresh desires, which could not be gratified by farming or the 
society of a Cheshire village. 'l'he fruit thus developed at the village school 
indicated, with unerring certainty, a different direction from Cheshire farming or 
the church. His mother saw this, and she was readv to bend to circumstances 
which she .could not successfully resist. Hence he persuaded her to give up her 
farm in Cheshire, and embark her small capital in a pawnbroking business at 
Salford, Manchester. Their friends advised this step, as the best to promote 
the interests of the family and satisfy the thirst of Mr. Hodgkinson for sciontific 
knowledge and society. 'l'he family, therefore, moved from Great Budworth, 
Cheshire, to Salford, Manchester, in the year 1811, when Mr. Hodgkinson was 
about 22 years of age. 'l'his step was the turning-point of his career, and but 
for this in all probability he would have past a life of inglorious ease in a Che-
shire village, unknown as a cultivator of mathematical and physical science. 
. Ilis resiclence in Manchester was soon productive of important consequences; 
. bis habits of thought became fixed, :.i,nd the line of scientific inquiry in which he 
was to advance was not long left indeterminate. Manchester at this period was 
in it_s youthful vigor ; it contained n1en of great intellectual endowments, each 
anxious to distinguish himself in somo department of useful knowledge; among 
these the names of Dalton, Henry, and several others stand out pre-emin~nt. 
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The business, under the control and management of lVIrs. Hodgkinson, assisted 
l>y her son and daughter, was successful. . . 
l\fr. Ho-c1d-:inson's spare moments from busmess were now entirely devoted to 
readina- anv standard works on science which he coulcl procure. 'I1he works of 
Simps~n, Emerson, and Dealtry contributed greatly to his knowledge. He read 
tliese authors with earnestness n,nd fidelity, and was wholly indebted to them for 
his knowledge of the higher departments of mathematical research. Many of the 
self-tanght men of the last and the beginning of the present century lrnYe 
expressed tbeir obligations to 'l'homas Simpson and ·William Emerson. Their 
" ·orks, wbatevcr prqjudice may think or say to the contrary, were the best stand-
ard works of the age; and it may be affirmed that the scientific literature of 
the eight.ee11th century is accurately and faithfully reflected from the pages of 
the weaver of l\Iarket Bosworth, rrrwrnas , Sirnpsmi, and the Hurworth -rillage 
schoo1master, ·William Emerson. These humble but highly gifted men were more 
catholic in their writings than are the authors of the present age. 'I1bey ,uo e 
to instn1ct the mass of mankind, but the writers in these days 1abor for a special 
purpose, which is limited in its operation: they write only- to supply the dai ly 
rontine of the school, without casting a single thought beyond its boundary. 
'l'he late Rev. Robert Murphy, a Cambridge rnathematicia.n of distinguisherl 
eminence, speaks of Thomas Simpson as an analysist of first-•rnte genins. (. ~e 
"Uurphy'ti Equations.") M. Clairaut, when in England, pftid Simpson a ,1.;1t 
at Woolwich, in order to compare bis own investigations on the motion of tLe 
moon's apogee with the investigations of Simpson on the same subject. 'I1his fact 
a1one shows the high position in ·which Simpson stood in the estimation of the mo~t 
eminent mathematicians of Europe. · 
In consequence of his ardent love for scientific pnrsuits, Mr. Hoclgkin~llll 
became acquainted with the most gifted men then living in Manchester. _Dr 
Dalton, Holme, Henry, Ewart, Sibson, ,Johns, Fairbairn, were among the scie1.-
tific friends with whom he could freely converse on suhjects which possessed a 
mntnal interest. In l1is mathematical readina he souo-ht and obtained the hel,1 
of Dr. Dalton, who was then a private teacl~er of mfthematics in nfoncbe.ter. 
He 1Jecame one of Dalton's pupils, and read with him the works of Lagran~ ·. 
Laplace, Euler, and Bernoulli, whose writings were now engaging the attent11 
of the best and foremost mathematicians of EnO'lancl. These authors had l,e 
instrumental in producing a great cha.no·e in thi mathematical sciences at Cai .. -
bridge; their investigations were models of eleo-ant ala-ebraical demonstratic • 
b~th wi~h regard to symmetry of :1otatio1~ and ~ubject-~natter of inquiry .. 'l' ~ 
friend_ lup of paJton a_nd Hodgkmson, cemented by genial minds and kmdr 
pnrsmts, contrnuu<1 unmterrupteclly till the death of Dalton. Though each_ 
t.ltesc men had his di stinctive field of labor vet each cou1d hold converse wrh 
the other on their re::;pectivc researches, and 'Mr. Hodo-kinson entertained throu.! 
l_i~'c a prof ~nnr1 respcct_fo~· the high ch_aracter and great chemical cliscovcrie~ of 1 ·-
inencl.. ! he exte~1t of his rna~lwmatwal reading at this period may be e tnna· 
l>y rc!cmng to his paper entitled "On the 'l'rnnsvcrse Strain and Strength 
l\Iaterial ," printed in the fourth volume of this society's memoirs. 
HIS CIIA.RA.CTER. 
The late Profc sor IIodgkinson, Jike a true philosopher, was sati ficd wi~b 
!-mall lmt ad qua.to comp tency, and, retiring from bu. iness at an early per: 
lie <1 ·vo ·cl ~ long life ~ncl rare rucntal gifts to the development of science. .\. 
_ a p1 a.-111°· r ·flcct1011 that while many men very eminent in the l1i ·tor: 
• c:1 · 11 • l1av' Juul to \\"ait a 1 n time before their di •coverics have been re -
1!iz_ ·cl nncl. aclopt •<1, Ir. IIodO'kin · n liacl the unu ual plea. urc of "ccin!! 
J!·111 t,; • f _111 • ~a.hors c1ppre iatcd an l applic l to the con truction of great I 
t1 ·al llgmc ·nng ntcrpri · ·. 'l'he youtbful days of Ir. Ilodgkinson wen; 1 
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marked by pr1:icoci0us talents and wonderful achievements ; still he. possessed, 
even in youth, a quick perception of the relations of abstr~ct ~rn,gmtu_des, and 
manifested, like Newton and Stephenson, a strong propensity for makmg sun-
dials. 
J\Innbood developecl in him a profound inte11ect, a highly cultivated inte11i-
gence, unwearied perseverance, and a kind and an affectionate . heart: He dis-
charged every relation of life with fidelity, and has l~n behmd 111111 ~ n::une 
great in the annals of science, reflecting every n~anly virt~10, and unsullied b_y , 
any act of me~mness. He was, however, very Jealous of the products of 111s ' 
own mental labors, which he regarded as personal property, and wns also cqun,lly 
just in the use of the mental property of other cultivators of science, as he 
would not appropriate the conclusions of any man without dne acknowledgment 
If he did entertain any hostile feeling, it was aga,inst those who, as he con-
ceived, were unscrupulous in their appropriation of the fruit. of other men's 
brains. His sense of justice would not allow him to show the slightest sympa-
thy with this class of offenders. · · 
'l'he efficiency of Mr. Hodgkin son's lectures at University College, am1 of his 
oral instruction generally, was somewhat circumscribed by his hesitancy of speech. 
'l,his peculiarity interfered with his usefulness as a speaker and teacher, and 
rendered his explanations of subjects, even those with which he was most familiar, 
somewhat tedious to the student. And it is perhaps one of the greatest evidences 
that can be recorded of the power of his mind, that he was thought worthy, in 
spite of his embarrassed address and slowness of speech, to be installed in a pro-
fessorial chair in one of the leading scientific colleges of the king~lom. As a 
relaxation from severe mental toil, he cultivated a taste for general literatnre 
and the architecture of the middle ages. 0.f late years he frequently travelled, 
both on the continent and in the British empire, to examine those stupendous 
cathedrals and other public buildings which adorn western Europe, and which 
testify to the good taste, piety, and inte11ectnal culture of the age in which they 
were built. He was fond also of investigating the remains of antiquity. And, 
what is valued nbove all by a man of science, he enjoyed the friendship and 
esteem of his contemporaries, who were able to estimate his worth, appreciate his 
ta,le.nts, ancl apply his discoveries to useful purposes. 'l'he most eminent engineers 
of the age placed unbounded confidence in the results of his experiments, 
believing them to he faithfully recorded and accurately reducecl. to meet the 
requirements of mathematical forrnnhe. As a confirmation of this, it may be 
stated that the engineers' pocket and text-books of the present time ai·e full -of 
Hodgkinson's formulre for calculating the strength and deflection of pillars and 
beams . 
.l\Ir. Hodgkinson was twice married, but without issue in each case. His first 
wife was Miss Ct1therine J olms, danghter of the respected Rev. William Johns, 
a distinguished member of this society, who contributed 1:1,11 interesting paper to 
its memoirs, entitled "Remarks on the Use and Origin of Figurative Lan-
guage," ( vol. ii, new series.) His second wife wt:i'.s Miss llolditch, daugl1ter of 
Henry Hold.itch, esq., captain in the Cheshire militia. 'rhi@ lady, who is now 
left to mourn her loss, devoted her powers to comfort and sustain lier husband 
when his health and memory would not admit of his having recourse to his favor-
ite pursuits. Of late his great mental powers became prostrate, and his mem-
ory failed so much that it was obvious to his friends the time had arrived when 
l1is faculties required repose. In tliis state of mental lassitude the services of 
Mrs. Hodgkinson were of great value to him. It is not unusual ,vith men 
whose mental powers have been overstrained by excitement and hard labor that 
the desire for intellectual activity does not cease when the physical power neces-
sary to sustain it is feeble. Mr. Hodgkinson was the subject of this painful 
experience : the desire for mental activity continued unabated to the last· and 
it wa.s only a few months b~fore his decease that he was engaged in arra;1ging 
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his papers, with a view to pub1i~h them, so that they might ?e. more accessible 
to enn·ineers than thev now are 111 the volumes of learned socrntles. 
JUt Hodgkinson's ·religious emotions were silent, devotional in the highest 
sense-not sectarian; they were strictly confined to the channel between his 
l\faker and l1is own soul. And in this ·way they were purified hy the truth from 
l1cavcn, hearing the precious frnit of meekness, charity, and implicit confidence 
in Him who is all and sustains all. His religion was the arbiter of his life, the 
jn<lge of the many and important obligations hchveeu God, his fellow-man, and 
himself. His end was peaceful, and he has left a name marked by strict in teg-
rity, which will be well remembered in the walks of science for ages yet to 
come. 
Let us now pass on to notice more in detail the works of Mr. Hodgkinson, 
·which have raised him to a good degree among his contemporaries, and will also 
be the introduction to future thinkers in the same field of labor which he suc-
cessfnlly cultivated. 
"On the Transverse Strain and Strength of Metals," (read March 22, 1822.) 
The objects aimeil at in this paper are, as stated by the author, to unite, in a 
general formula, the commonly received theories in which a11 the fibres are con-
ceived to bo in a state of tension; and next, to adapt the investigation to the 
more general case, where part of the fibres are extended and part compressec1, 
and to seek experimentally for the laws that regulate both the extensions and 
compressions. The manner in which these objects have been sought and dl:vel-
oped is a model worthy of every commendation, of clear, sonnd, geometrical 
rea <ming and refined artifice. And the data necessary to give practical effect 
to the various analytical formulre have been obtained from experiments, than 
·which noue have been recorded witq. greater fidelity and less contortion t~ meet 
the rleroan<ls of particular theories. No painstaking or expense was considered 
too great to make the results of the experiments successful and trustworthy, so 
tl1at the engineer and philosopher alike could place implicit reliance upo1: them. 
J n theso experiments there is recorded for t11c first time an element which ha' 
furnish eel a tl101110 for many a~imated 'discussions of lat~ years among: philoso-
pl1ers nnd practical engineers, and which became an important object of ~-e_scarch 
m all Mr. Hoclgkinson's subsequent experiments, viz., set, or the cl1ffcrence 
Lct,reen the original position of a strained body and the position which it assume ' 
when the strain is removed . 
. 'l'l1is point, which is full of foterest and important consequences to the prac-
tical man, cannot now be discussed. On examination I believe that I shall Le 
Lorne out in the statement that, notwithstanclino· the number of books which lurrn 
Leen written during tbe 1ast 30 years on tlie ~tre11 0'th and strain of matcri~L, 
some of a more amLitious kind, and otbers ha.vina the humLler object of be1_ng 
u 'Cfol in communicating information to the artisan
5 
still there is none from ,ylnch 
a clearer ancl more satisfactory exposition of this 'subject can he gathered tLan 
from tlie paper a.l>0ve referred to by l\Ir. Hodgkinson, in the volnme for 1 :;:;. 
'l'lic 'l'usc.:an p~tilusop~rnr, GrLlileo, has the merit of first proponndi1:g a theory'.:. 
tLe ·trength ?1 rnaterrn1s, ancl applying the unerring principles of geome~ry: 
tL' cornpntat1on of tho strength of beams of o-iven dimenRions. With Le11Jm·z 
0ricrinatcc1 tlie idea of the for o of exten ·ion gf a fibre hein(J' proportional to i 
list an cc from tl10 lower ·iclo of a bent beam. James Bern~ulli first SlJCTCTc,· 
~h' notion ~for j~ never assumed any other shape in hi:; mincl) of a neutrnl li 
rn the ·eet1011 of rnpturo. But to tho late Professor IIodo·kinson belono·e<l t 
rn rit_ f givinO'. practical cff ·ct, in this paper, to the hap11y suggestion of 
Jl(J11l11 _l,~· sh<~wmcr, Lot~1 theoretically and experimentally, the trne me~lwd 
cl ·t rm1n111~ lll tho ·cct1on of fracture, the exact po ·ition of tlie neutral line: .. 
of crLl ·ulating- the tr ngth of tho heam. . 
lu orcler, then, to show ruoro clearly the steps taken by M:r. Hodgkinson 
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the establishment of sound practical views_ of this subject, !t will be necess~ry 
to give a brief exposition, by reference to diagrams, of the history of the sect10n 
of fracture. 
Every beam of material is ~iff. 1. 
supposed to be composed of an 
indefinite number of parallel 
:ijlaments in the direction of 
its length, and the breaking 
of the beam necessitates the 
breaking of each of the fila-
ments of which it is composed. 
Suppose a beam AB, placed 
on the fulcrnm OF, to be bro-
ken at the section ODIEFL by A 
the weights W and w, suspend- w w 
ed from the points G and H. 
· 'l'he theory of Galileo assumes the beam to turn about the fulcrum OF, and 
each of the filaments (nm) in the section of fracture OLD to sustain an equal 
force. This hypothesis implies thr incompressibility and extensibility of the 
material. Leibnitz, the great rival of Newton, assumed the beam to turn 
about the fulcrum 01!.,, as did Galileo, but assumed, what experiment has con-
firmed, the force of each filament in the section of rupture to vary in proportion 
to its distance from tl1e fulcrum OF. 'l'his theory implied the incompressi-
bility and exttlnsibility of the material. James B~rnoulli, to whose labors 
science is under great and varied obligations, in reviewin,g the theories of Gali-
leo and Leibnitz, felt convinced of their incorrectness, and that of course they 
could have _no f~vorable response Fls, .2. 
from the voice of nature. He as-
sumed, or rather suggested, the ____.:'E:;;::~-· ___ _ 
beam (fig. 2) to turn about the line 
Nn, which is now commonly called 
the neut1~a1 line, and the filaments 
above Nn to be extended, and those 
below Nn to be compressed. He 
supposed, with Leibnitz, the force 
of each filament to be proportional 
to its distance from N n, the neutral 
line. B 
This theory clearly indicates the compressibility and extensibility of the 
material, and so far agrees with all recorded experien~e. Bernoulli never pushed 
this idea beyond a suggestion, and it remained unfruitful in consequences till 
Mr. Hodgkinson, in this paper, followed it up, and fixed, for the first time, the 
exact position of the neutral line, ancl made it subservient to the computation of 
the strength of a bearn of given dimensions. We can scarcely exaggerate the 
importance of this · step, as it forms the connecting link between the correct 
assumption of Leibnitz and the complete theory of the transverse strength of 
beam. Without the position of the neutral line, the section of fracture appeared 
dark ancl uncertain, and we now wonder that the determination of this line had 
escaped the penetration of Professor Barlow and others who had examined the 
subject. 'l'he opinions here expressed are founded upon the results obtained by 
reading the works of the best authors previous to 1822. 
Dr. Robison, Playfair, Barlow, Dr. 0. Gregory, and Sir J. Leslie are suffi-
ciently known in the walks of science to justify the assertion that their works on 
elementary subjects represent the true state and progress of the knowledge of 
the strength and strain of materials. Playfai1Js "Outlines of Natural Philoso-
14 s 
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ph v " a work of great merit and well adapted for the time in which it appeared, 
co~tains only the following paragraph on the subject of the neutral line: 
"But it is also said that a tube of metal has been found to support a greater 
transverse strain than a solid cy Ender of the same diameter; or that a cylinder, 
when bored in the direction of the axis and a considerable part taken away, was 
strongu than before." '' This must undoubtedly arise from a change taking 
· place in the position of the fulcrum or hinge round which the fracture is made. 
In the case of a cylinder, and indeed of all solids, the fulcrum is not the mere 
outward edge, but a point in the interior, on the one side of which the fibres are 
elongated and on the ot_her crushed together. 'I.1he point, then, which serves as 
the fulcrum, will be found within the solid, at a greater or less distance, as the 
parts resist lengthening more than crushing. 'l.,he consequence of this is that 
when the centre of gravity and the fulcrum are brought nearer to one another, 
tbe strength of the beam or bar is diminished. When the heart of a solid mass 
is cnt ou( as is supposed of the cylinder, the fulcrum, or the axis of the frac-
ture, is perhaps kept nearer to the smface than when the whole is a solid mass. 
'l'his, at least, seems to be the most probable account that can -at present be 
given of a phenomenon not a little paradoxical and not yet sufficiently exam-
ined." (See Playfair's "Outlines," vol. i, p. 153.) Professor Barlow, in his 
"Essay on the Strength and Stress of Timber," published in 1817, at page ~2, 
shows in a.n admirable manner the inaccurate views of Dr. Robison respectmg 
the determination of the neutral line, hut fails entirely to remedy the defect. 
Barlow proposes, what is equally ineffective, to fix the position of the neutral 
line, by supposing the mpments of the extenr.ed fibres about the neutral axis to 
he equal to the moments of the compressed fibres about the same line." Sir J. 
Leslie, in his" E~ements of Natural Philosophy," published in 1823, at page 
234, states thn,t "m the case of a horizontal beam supported at both ends, but 
depressed by its own weight, the upper surface becomes concave and the under 
surface convex. The particles of the upper surface are therefore mutually con 
~1ensed; in a, certain intermediate curve the particles are not affected longit~1d 
mally, though bent from their rectilinea1 position. 'l'his curve of neutral act10n 
ma,v be assumed in the middle of the beam." Dr. 0. Greo-ory, in his "JUcchan-
ics," published in 1826, at page 122, vol. i, states, in refei~nce to the subject of 
the neutral line, "There is, moreover the consideration that, when a beam 
deposited horizontally, or nearly so, is n;ptured by a vertical pressure, H, horizon-
tal stratum, from end to end, is compressed, and the other portion extended ~r 
stretched, the thin lamina between these two being reo-arded as a neutral axis. 
'l'bis, again, is a curious topic of inquiry." This auth~r gives several theorie.: 
of the strength of materials from Venturoli, not any one of which contains the 
?onect dete~·mination of the neutral line. From these quotations of the be~ 
mformed wnters, are we not justified in the inference that to the late Profe~:-• r 
~Iodg~in~on belong~d the meri~ _of first accurately conceiving the true mechan-
ical prmmple by wluch the pos1t10n of the neutral line in the section of fracture 
could ue dctennin~d 1 He did this by equating the forces of extension with the 
forces of compress10n-a method which is now universally adopted in compu -
ing the strength of beams. 'l'bis method of fixirw the neutral line, like · 
n w ~11ctl1oc1 ·, ~clvn.n?ed to its p_resent position by s1o~ degrees; but, after many 
conflicts and ch ·cuss10ns, the trmmphant declaration of Professor Barlow, at t e 
JJ1:iti ·h A. ociation of ~833, established this great principle, ~hich was first _c_ n-
ce1~ d by ~Ir. ~Iodgkm on, who, single-handed, had maintainen his po m 
ao-arn ' t th formidable powers of acknowledged a11.thorities. Professor Bar 1, ' • 
. 1. " rn 11 . re1~ rt ~ the ~re ent tate of Our Knowledge Respecting the tren __ 
o_f I~terrn,l ·, pnntcd m the third volume of the reports of the British A s,: · -
tiun for th lvanccment of S ience, 1 33, very justly alludes to this uh) 
and -tal · a follow : " [r. lloclgkinson, however, in a very ino-eniou p ... 
r ad at tho Ianche -ter Philosophical Society in 1822, has pointed out an e 
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in my investigation, by my having assumed t~e momentum of the forces on each 
side of the neutral axis equn,l to each other, rnstead of the forces themselves. 
Thts paper did not come to my knowledge till the third edition of my essay was 
nearly printed off, and the correction could not then be made." 'rhe Ilev. Dr. 
Whewell, in his "Analytical Statics," refers to this paper, and gives the inves-
tio-ation of the neutral line on the same principle as that adopted by Mr. Hodg-
kinson who always maintained that "we could see no cause why it should be 
rejecte~l especially since it seems to us to be everywhere consistent and just." 
(See M~nchester Philosophical Society's Memoirs, vol. iv, p. 241.) It appears 
that his friend, Dr. Dalton, took great interest in the deductions of this paper, 
and discussed them freely with_ him as be proceeded with his experiments, which 
will ever be regarded as marking an epoch in the subject of the strength of mate-
rials. Indeed the theoretical investigations of this paper, though new and 
important, form only a small portion of its merits. The experiments recorded 
in it established the laws, '' tha,t the extensions of the fibres of a bent beam were 
proportional to the forces during the early stages of flexure; but as the exten-
sions arrived nearer to fracture they increased faster than the forces,'' and, '' that 
so long as the forces are moderate and are applied in the direction of the fibres, 
the compressions will be as the forces; but when the beam becomes bent the 
fibres, being then crushed, offer a feeble resistance to the force." These results 
were obtained direct from the unening voice of nature. The first of these laws 
was announced by Dr, Robison, as a general law of nature, on the simple 
authority of a few experiments on the slips of gum caoutchouc and the juice of 
the berries of the white bryony, of which a single grain will draw to a thread 
two feet long, and again return to a perfectly round sphere. ( See "Manchester 
Memoirs," vol. iv, p. 252.) 
"On the Forms of the Catenary in Suspension Bridges," (read February 8, 
1828, vol. v.) , . 
The chain bridge at Bronghton, Manchester, whfoh broke down by a troop of 
soldiers marching over it, and the celebrated Menai suspension bridge, built by 
Telford, had stimulated inquiries ref:pecting the best form of such structures. 
These inquiries, naturally enough, led to a reconsideration of the catenary, a curve 
the properties of which, under given conditions, were first discovered by James 
Bernoulli. (See Les1ie's '' Geometry of Curved Lines.") 
In this paper a great degree of generality is given to the catenarian curve. 
After the known properties of the common caten11ry are clearly investigated, 
the formulre are then applied with great ability to determine the form of suspen-
sion bridges when the weight of catenarian chain, the weight of the roadway, and 
the weight of the suspension rods are taken into account. The introduction of 
these complex, though necessary, elements into the question led to tho forma-
tion of the following difficult and comprehensive differential equation : 
adx f dy =bz+cy+e xdy (~,) 
where x, y are the current co-ordinates of a point in the curve, and z the length 
of the curve from this point to the lowest point. rrhe explanation of the con-
stants a, b, c, e is as follows: 
a=the tension of the curve at its lowest point. 
b=the weight of a unit of length of the curve. 
c=the weight of a unit of length in the roadway, which is supposed to be 
divided transversely into sepa.rate parts, and may include any weio-ht uni-
formly distributed over it, with that of the suspension rods below the 
horizontal line. 
e=the weight of a unit of vertical smface in the suspending rods, the rods 
b eing here supposed to be uniformly distributed, and indefinitely near to 
one another, ancl therefore reckoned as a uniform surface. 
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This differential eqn::i,tion, under given conditions of the constants, is treated 
in thi~ paper in a very able manner, showing great command over the resoutcea 
of modern analysis, and facility in the use of the varied artifices employed in 
the integration of differential equations. The results arrived at have been refe1Ted 
to by the ablest writers of the age, Dr. Whewell and the Rev. Canon Mose-
ley-by the former in his '' Analytical Statics," where the solution of equation 
(A,) as given by M:r. Hodgkinson, occupies a distinguished place; by the latter 
in his "Engineering and Architecture," in which the labors of our late friend 
are honcrably mentioned: · 
'' rrhis problem appears first to have been investigated by Mr. Hodgkinson in 
the fifth volume of the 'Manchester Memoirs;' his investigation extends to tho 
case in which the influence of the weights of the suspending rods is included._'' 
After such testimony it would be presumption on my part to enter more into detail 
on this paper. 1'o a modern student, however, the notation and procedure adopted 
ma:y possibly contrast unfavorably with the notation and procedure whi_ch charac-
tenze the elementary works of the present day. 110 such student, 1f tbe1:e bo 
any, I would suggest that in forming an opinion on a paper like this, wn lten 
more than 30 years ago, it would be unfair to exclude the comparison of the state 
of mathematical and physical science at that period with the present. It mu ~t 
be remembered that Lord Brougham and his coadjutors in a great work ha\"e 
done much to popularize and spread amongst their countrymen a knowledge of 
tho arts and suiences. These interesting subjects can now be read as they ha\"e 
?Orne from the hands of Euler, Lagrange, and Laplace, by means of cheap pub-
lications, which are within the reach of the humblest artisan. In consequence 
of tliis, it is not high praise to state that questions in mathematics w~icb could 
have been accomplished with difficulty 30 years ago can now be readily soked 
by the present methods, which are now extensively known amongst the y~oth 
of all ranks in society thi:ough the wnrmino- stimulant of competitive examma-
1inns. In tl1is statement I am anxious not to be misunderstood, and to guarl 
agaiust giving an opinion as to the question "Has mathematical power increa e_J 
in the degree commensurate with the increase of mathematical learning 1" 1'hi~ 
will form a nice question for the future historian of the inductive science tJ 
c!ctermine: I may, however, express my views on this debatable qnestion;: 
far as to say that I have but little confidence in the products of unnatural growth 
of any kind. 
'I1here is a very marked difference in tlrn mathematics of this and bis former 
] 1aper " On the Strength of Materials." The great battle between the dots_ ar. 
1he d's hacl been fought at Cambridge University with earnestness on both ide:-: 
nn 1, hicfly through the invincible courao-e ancl inexhaustible armory of Wo · 
1on ·c, l)eacock, Babbage, and Herschel 
0
the d's of Leibnitz wrested the victory 
from the dots_ of Newton. The effects
1
of this victory, which has produced_ 
gtf'at change m the mathematical literature of this country are clearly een 1 
tl1i pap~r, the principles investigated in which are appli~cl to the numeri_ 
eornpntation of the strength and strains of the Menai and Broughton suspens1 
br;<lges. 
" 'l'heoretical ancl Experimental Researches to ascertain 
bf', 't l?01m of Iron _Beam ·,'' (read April 2, 1830.) 
\Vb th ·r we con ·1dcr the theoretical exposition of the section of fracture. -
1bc faitl1f~11ly recorded experiments and their practical deductions, we _m -
r ·~~1d tln · par r as the most valuable and original contribution to the h1-- .· 
of tlt1• ·tre1wth f materials which this century can boa t. There is no work 
our lano·uao- ' on th am ul,j ,ct which contains sounder theoretical view : 
tli. •r i: n :1 whi ·h an l, more pm ti cal than it ha , been to me t the dem •. 
111 th n (l'm 1:s an l the nr ~1it ct. From the th >orctical expositions here -:_ · 
of Ii · n utral hue, th :p 'nments to determine the stron(l'e t beam were cl •n 
·uc •.; folly can-iccl out. b 
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The result was the discovery of the celebrated '' Hodgkinson's Beam," t11at 
is the strono·est beam which can be made from a given weight of material 
a~d a given length and depth of beam. Ge?rge Stephe~1son, who was at this 
time chief engineer to the Manchester and Liverpool Railway Company, took 
great interest. in these experiments, and he ~as frequently. present when they 
were made. Several pages are devoted agam to the subJect of the neutral 
line, indicating, from the manner of its discussion? that_ the subject was not at 
this time clearly fixed in the minds of the foremost mvestigators; and no one can 
read these pages, and the views of Professor Barlow, without feeling convinced 
that the learned professor has scarcely done full justice to Mr. Hodgkinson in 
reference to the fixing of the neutral line in the section of fracture. rnie state-
ment of Prof~sor Barlow, in his report to the British Association, and in bis 
essay "On the Str~ngth of Materials," would lead to the conclusion that Mr. 
Hodgkinson had only rectified a small error into which he, Barlow, had inad-
vertently fallen. This is not a complete statement. Mr. Hodgkinson did much 
more ·than correct a slight error in an adopted theory ; he showed the fallacy of 
the theory which it appears Professor Barlow had obtained from M. Duleau, 
a distinguished French writer. There can be no doubt that Mr. Hodgkinson 
· was the first to give the correct theory of fixing mathematically the position of 
the neutral line. Mr. Rodgkinson's paper was published in 1822, and we find, 
in 1824, Dr. \Vhewell, in his "Mechanics," stating, "I would gladly have given 
a section on the strength and fracture of beams had there been any mode of 
~onsiclering the subject which combined simplicity with a correspondence to facts. 
The common theory, which supposes the material incapable of compression, is 
manifestly and completely false ; and though Mr. Barlow's experirrients and . 
investigations give us much information, they do not appear to lead to any con-
c1usions sufficiently general and simple to authorize us to present the subject as 
an elementary one." (See Preface, page xii, Whewell's ·" Mechanics," 1824.) 
It is obvious that the learned professor had not seen Mr. Hodgkinsor/s paper at 
this time, or he would have given, without doubt, in this place the same chapter 
wbi0h he published in his "Analytical Statics" in 1833.* 
'l'ho first series of experiments in this p~per show that in .cast iron the exten-
sions and compressions from equal forces are nearly equal. Tredgoln asserted 
that the same force which destroyed the elasticity of a body by tension would 
destroy it by compression. The next two experiments clispro.ve this tLssertion, 
and show that the resistance to compression in cast iron is greater than to exten-
sion. This discovery is im'portant, and modified considerably the best con-
structed cast-iron beams of this period. The succeeding experiments, which are 
many and carefully recorded, were devised for the purpose of extending the con-
sequences of this practical discovery. And I shall here avail myself of the 
Rev. Canon Moseley's concise and able exposition of the experiments and reason-
ings of Mr. Hodgkinson by which he established the best form of cast-iron beam: 
" Since the extension and the compres~ion of the material are the greatest at 
those points which are most distant from the neutral axis of the section, it is evi-
dent that the material cannot be in the state bordering upon rupture at every 
point of the section at the same instant, unless all the material of the com-
pressed side be collected at the same distance from the neutral axis, and like-
wise all the material of the extended side, or unless the material of the extended 
side and the material of the compressed side be respectively collected into two 
geometrical lines parallel to the neutral axis-a distribntion manifestly impossi-
ble, since it would produce an entire separation of the two sides of the beam. 
'' The nearest practicable approach to this form of section is that represented 
in the accompanying figure, where the material is shown collected in two thin 
-1 have Dr. Whewell's authority, in a letter which I repeived from him a. few days ago, 
in stating thn.t he had not seen Mr. Hodgkinson's paper when he wrote his "Mechanics" of 
r2i1. 
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but wide flanges, but united by a rnmow rib. That which constitutes the 
strength of the beam being the resistance of its material to compression on the 
one side of its neutral axis and its resistance to extension on the other side, it i: 
Fig_3. evidently a second condHion of the strongest form of any 
giyen section, that when the beam is about to break acros· 
thn.t section by extension on the one side, it may be about to 
break by compression on the other. So long, therefore, as 
the distribution of the material is not such as that the com 
pressed and extended sides would yield together, the strongest 
form of section is not attained. Hence it is apparent tba.t the 
strongest form of the section collects the greater quantity of 
the material on the compressed or the extended side of the 
beam, according as the resistance of the material to compres-
sion or to extension is the less. ·where the material of the beam is cast iron. 
whose resistance to extension is greatly- Jess than its resistance to compression, 
it is evident that the greater portion of the material must 'be collected on the 
external side. 
" Thus it follows, from the preceding condition and this, that the strongest form of 
section in a cast-iron beam is that bv which the material is collected into two unequal 
flanges joined by a rib, the greater flange being on the extended side, and tLe 
proportion of this inequality of the flanges being just such as to make up for the 
inecpmli~y of the resistances of the material to rupture by extension and co?1pre·-
sion :espectively. l\:fr. Hodgkinson, to whom this suggestion is due, has chrected 
a s~nes of experiments to the determination of that proportion of the flanges liy 
which the strongest form of section is obtained. 
" 'l'he details of these experiments are found in the following table : 
Number of ex- Ratio of the . section of Area of whole section in Strength per square inc 
periment, the flanges. square inches. qf section. 
1 1-1 2.8~ 2368 
2 1--2 2.87 2567 
3 1-4 3.02 2737 
4 1-4.5 3 .. 37 3183 
5 1-5.5 5.0 3346 
6 1-6.1 6.4 4075 
"In the first five experiments each beam broke by tearing asunder of t 
lowe1; flange. The distribution by which both were about to yield together-
that is, the strongest distribution-was not, therefore, up to that period reach_ 
At length, however, in the last experiment, the beam yielded by t~e compr_e.::..,i 
of the upper flange. In tlns expenme~ 




therefore, the upper flange was tbe weake, 
in the one hefore it the lo·wer flange wa, -
weakest. For a form between the two, tLt 
fore, the flanges "·ere of equal streng~ • 
resist extension and con1pression respecm-. I. 
and this was the strongest form of seen . 
In this strongest form the lower flang~ ha 
times the material of the upper. It 1 re 
sented in the accompanying figure. In the 
form of cast-iron beam or girder n eel\;~ 
these experiments, there ·was never att· 1 
.F a strength of more than 2,885 pound:, 
. square inch of ection. There wa th 
fore ~~ tl11 £ rm a gain of 1,190 pound per square inch of the section. 
l\H,-ftlth: tli , tr TIO"th of the beam.'' ( 'ee Moseley'if' "EnofoeerinO' and 
t ·ctm,, · art. 411.) 0 0 
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The Rev. Canon Moseley further observes on this point, "It is only in cast-
iron beams that it is customary to seek an economy of the material in the strength 
of the section of the beam; the same principle of economy is surely, however, 
applicable to beams of wood." 
'I1his victory over the material foe is entirely Mr. Hodgkinson's own ; and, 
usino- the language of the president of the. British Association at Manchester, 
1861 there is no one· to divide the honor of this useful achievement with him. ' . 
'l'he Hodgkinson beam is really what its name would imply, as he originated the 
conception and pursued it with judgment and industry until the best form of 
beam was fu11y determine<l. This beam has been the pole star for engineers 
and builders during the last 20 years, a period in which construction ot" all kinds 
bas been in great demand, and in which the ingenuity and skill of the constructor 
has been confronted with many and formidable difficulties. Railways, ship-
building, and public works of various kinds have opened out new channels for 
tlie application of cast and wrought iron ; and whe.n this material is placed in 
new and untried positions, it is no little point ·which is gained when its tensile 
and crushing strength is determined, and the best form investigated 'by which 
the safety of large structures is secured. This was the life-work of Professor 
Hodgkinson. 
It is a great thing, which no man of science lightly appreciates in these days 
of mental activity, for a man to point to a useful discovery and claim it as his 
own without a rival, to .say to himself, (his own precious reward;) "I drew it 
forth from the dark chaos in which it had been entombed for ages to the. light 
of day, and now I leave it as a legacy to my countrymen, trusting that the chance 
of calamities such as that which happened at Hartley Colliery, ·where 200 men 
lost their lives by the breaking of a cast-iron beam, may be diminished, if not 
entirely obviated." In this paper l\fr. Hodo-kinson acknowledges his deep 
obligations to the liberality of his friend Mr. F~irbairn, in procuring for him the 
bcarnR whereon to experiment. 
'I'he contributions of Professor Hodgkinson to the "Reports" and "Sections" 
of the Britil?h Association were numerous and important. In proof of this it is 
only necessary to refer to the opening address of the president, Professor Sedg-
wick, at the meeting at Edinburgh in 1834: "The association may claim some 
credit for having brought into general notice the ingenious investigations of Mr. 
Hodgkinson of .Manchester." 
In the Report of 1833 there are two papers by Mr. Hodgkinson: 
1. "On the Effect of Impact of Beams." 
2. "On the Direct Strength of Cast Iron." 
In the Report of the British Association of 1834, we find an extended inquiry 
into the collision of imperfectly elastic bodies. After alluding to Newton's labors, 
a.s recorded in the '' P1incipia," Mr. Hodgkinson proceeds to describe the methods 
by which his experiments were made, and derives from them the following non-
clusions: · · 
1. All rigid bodies are possessed of some degree of elasticity, and among 
bodies of the same nature the hardest are generally the most elastic. 
2. There are no perfectly hard inelastic bodies, as assumed by the early and 
some of the modern writers on mechanics. 
3. The elasticity, as measured by the velocity of recoil divided by the vel(;city 
of impact, is a ratio which (though it decreases as the velocity increases) is 
nearly constant when the same rigid bodies are struck together with considerably. 
different velocities. 
4. rl'he elasticity, as defined in 3, is the same whether the impinging bodies 
be great or Sffi:all. 
5. 'l'he elasticity is the same, whatever be the relative weights of the imping-
ing bodies. · 
6. On impacts between bodies differing very much in hardness, the elasticity 
with which they separate is nearly that of the softer body. 
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7. In impacts b.etween bodies whose hardness differs in any degree, the result-
ing elusticity is made up ol the elasticities of both, each contributing a part of 
· its own elasticity in proportion to its re~ative softness or compressibility. 
rrhe following rule, given by Mr. Hodgkinson, agrees remarkably well with 
the results of experiments: 
Let c =the elasticity of A } d t • d b A t 'k' · t A, & t'= ,, B as e ermme y s n mg agams , ~c. 
m =modulus of elasticity of A } as determined by extending the material 
m'= " B in the ordinary way. 
tm1 + t1m 
Then tb.e elasticity of .A. against B 
• m'+m · 
This paper concludes with a table of elasticities of 60 various substances used 
in the construction of buildings, &c. 
'l'he Fifth Report of the British Association contains·a paper on the" Impact 
of Beams." 
The author has deduceq. from the experiments the following laws: 
1. If different bodies of equal weight, but differing considerably i~ hard~ess 
and elastic force, be made to strike horizontally with the same velomty ~ga1~st 
the middle of a heavy beam supported at its ends, all the bodies will recoil with 
velocities equaJ to one another. . 
2. If, as before, a beam be struck horizontally by bodies of the sam~ weight, 
but different in hardness and elastic force, the deflection of the beam will be the 
same, whichever body be used. . 
3. The quantity of recoil in a body, after striking against a beam as above, is 
nearly equal to what would arise from the full varying pressure of a perfectly 
ebstic beam as it recovered its fo1m after deflection. 
4. The effects of bodies of different natures striking against a hard, flexible 
heam seem to be independent of the elasticities of the bodies, and may be cal-
culated, with trifling error, on a supposition that they are inelastic. . 
5. rrhe power of a uniform beam to resist a blow given horizoli).tally 1s the 
same in whatever part it is struck. 
6. Th_e power of a heavy uniform beam to resist a horizontal impact is to_ the 
power of a very light one as half the weight of the beam, added to the weight 
of tbe striking body, is to the weight of the strikin!! body alone. . 
7. The power of a uniform beam to resist fract'ure from a light body fallin 11 
upon it (tL.e strength and flexibility of the beam being the same) is greater 
as its weight increases, and greatest when the weight of half the beam, ad~ed 
to that of the striking body, is nearly equal to one-third of the weight which 
would break the beam by pressure. . 
rrhere cai:i be but one opinion as to the importance of these deductions, duect 
from the v01ce of nature, made, as they were, at a time when such an appeal wa~ 
uy no mean common. · 
Thero are ,·evernl interesting problems on impact, of a high mathematical 
clrnr~cter, _solv ,c1 in this paper. In these inquiries Mr. Hodgkinson _i v~ry 
par~10ular m acknowledging his many obligations to his friend Mr. J!_all'bairn. 
engm er, of Ianchester, to whose labors and liberality practical science 1s deeply 
ind bted. 
'\V ' now pa~s on to notice his contributions to the transactions of the Iloy,u 
'ocicty. 
nth Philo ophical Transactions for 1840 there is an extensive inquiry by )Ir. 
Ilod,rkiu n, "On th 'tr ncrth uf Pil1ar • of a 't Iron and otbc.r Material .' 
'~ ht• hj ' t of tLi . inquiry i8 to ·upply a desideratum in practical mechanic, 
wlu ·h kul h n pomt 1 ont hy r. Robison an<l Profc . or Barlow. In onl r 
t ac nmpli:h thiR it wa. n c ·:-mry t in. ·titut a erics of exp nsive experim nt.: 
m r Yan ·<l o.nd ·xt ·n ·ivc than an which ha.cl hitherto b en made public. T e 
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subject was mentioned to l\fr. Fairbairn, who at _once, :vith_ his char~cterh,.;wliber-
a1ity, supplied bis friend with ample means for mvest1gat_m~ expenmen1ally _the 
strength of cast-iron pillars. For this paper the council for t~e Roya . S?mety 
awarded Mr. Hodgkinson the royal medal as a mark of their appn crn~10n of 
his labors, the value and importance of whic~ are confirmed by every ngmeer's 
pocket-book in Europe during a period of 20 years. . 
The inquiry is naturally divided into two parts, viz., long pillars and short 
pillars. 
LONG PILL.A.RS. 
The first object was t0 supply the deficiencies of Euler's theory ?f the strengt~ 
of pillars, if it should appear capable of being rendered pr:ahically useful, and if 
not, to endeavor to adapt the experiments so as to lead to useful results. For 
this purpose solid cast-iron pillars were broken, of various dimensions, from five 
feet to one inch in leno-th, and from half an inch to three inches in diameter. In 
hollow pillars the length was increased to seven feet six inches, and the diameter 
to three inches and a half. 
With pillars of cast-iron, wrought iron, steel, and timber, whose length is upwards 
of 30 times their diameter, the strength of those with flat encls is three times as 
great as those with rounclecl ends. · 
Experiments were next made upon pillars with one end flat and the other end 
rounded, and the result is summed up in the following interesting and impor-
tant law: 
With pillars of the same diameter and length, both ends rounded, one encl rounded 
ancl the other flat, and both ends flat, their strengths are as l, 2, 3, respectively. 
When the pillars were uniform, and the same shape at both ends, the fracture 
took place in the middle. This was not the case when one end was flat and the 
other rounded, as the fracture then took place at about one-third of the ler.gth 
from the rounded end. Hence, in these pillars, the metal may be economized 
by increasing the thickness int the point of fracture. 
It follows, from Eulds theory, that the strength of pillars to bear incipient 
flexure is directly as the fourth power of the diameter, and inversely as the square 
of the length. 
'l,his incipient flexure was sought for by Mr. Hodgkinson without success, 
and he states his conviction that flexure commences with very small weights, 
such as could be of little use to load pillars ,vith in practice. Although lVIr. 
Hodgkinson was unable to find the point to which Euler's computations refer, 
still he has shown that Euler's formula is not widely from the truth when applied 
to the breaking point of the pillar. From a great number of experiments Mr. 
Hodgkinson deduced the following formula for pillars with rounded ends: 
D = diameter of pillar in inches. 
L = length of pillar in feet. 
W = brealcing-weight in tons. 
D3.76 
Then, W = 14.91}_7 • 
The above rule applies to pillars the length of whi'ch is 15 times the diameter 
und upwards. Perhaps not quite so low as 15 times the diameter in large pillars, 
as there is a reduction of the strength of such pillars, owing to the softness of 
~he met_al in larg_e castings. 'l,his remark is significant, and gave rise to many 
1nterestmg experiments at Portsmouth dockyard bv the royal commissioners 
conducted by Colonel Sir Henry James. w ' 
When the pillars are flat at the ends, the formula becomes 
D3.55 . 
W=44.16 - - . L1•7 
This ru1eapplics to pillars whose lengths Yary from 30 to 121 times the iliameter. 
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SHORT PILL.A.RS. 
In order to estimate the breaking-strength of short pillars, l\'Ir. Hodgkinson 
considered the strength of the pillar to be made up of two functions. 
1. To support the weight. 
2. 'J1o resist flexure. 
When the breaking-weight is small, as in long pillars with small diameters, 
then the strength of the pillar will be employed in resisting flexure. When the 
breaking-weight is one-half the pressure required to crush the pillar, one-half of 
the strength may be considered available to resist flexure, and the other half to 
resist crushing. And when the breaking-weight is so great as in the case of short 
pillars, it may be considered that no part of the strength of the pillar is applied 
to resist flexure. These two effects may be separated in all pillars by diYiding 
the pillar into two portions, one of which would support the weight without 
flexure, and the other would support the flexure without crushing, to the extent 
indicated by the preceding formulre. 
Let c = the force which would crush the pillar without flexure. 
Let P = the utmost pressure the pillar would bear without being weakened 
by crushing. 
b = breaking-weight as calc'ulated by the preceding formulre. 
y ~ the actual breaking-weight of short pillars. 
y l c 
. · 'b = b3 where P=-4° 
c+4 
The value of c is obtained from the formula 
c = (area of section) X 109,801 pounds. 
The reasoning by which the above formulre are established is well deservinc, 
of attention, and shows that the author was a worthy successor of Euler, Lagrange, 
and Poisson in this important branch of pract.ical ·science. 
HOLLOW PILL.A.RS OF CAST IRON. 
. Mr. ~odgkinson has shown that solid pil1ars with rounded ends and enla~ged 
1~ ~h~ middle are stronger than uniform pillars of the same length and wei~ht. 
'l lns 1s proved to be the case in hollow pillars. The formulre for the breaking-
weight of hollow pillars, as derived from experiment are as follows: 
w = breaking-weight in pounds. ' 
D = external diameter in inches. 
d = internal diameter in inches. 
L = length in feet. 
For pillars with rounded ends, 
D3,7G-d3.7s 
W=29074 L1·7 • 
i,or pillars with flat ends, 
D3-55_d3.5s 
w=9'9318,---=-a-=-- . L1•7 
The strcnO'th of short hollow pillars must be calculated in the same manne-" 
n the ·~renO'th ot: hort olid pillars. 'l'bese formulre, derived from experirnen 
~rn. le w1th rrr at Jnclgmcnt and care embody our present knowled<Te and p 
tic • of ca,t-iron pillars for bearinrr-p:1rposes. ::, 
' 'l h w. r f a t-iron Pillar to Re ·ist Long-continued Pre sure.' 
lr. IIocl':l{ln o!1 ha r c d cl in thi · paper several very interc tin.CT exp 
~ nt' _on tlu · ubJ ct. Two b am., r nnclecl at the encl , ix feet lon<r and 
m ·h d1a.mctcr, were ca "t of Low .r ioor iron, o. 3. 'l,he first bore a "eigh 
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1,456 pounds during a period of fro~ five ~o six ~nontl1s, and then _broke .. Tlrn 
second broke with 1,500 pounds laid _on 1mme~iately_. From_ this expenrnent 
Mr. Hodgkinson jnferred that time has but little, 1f any, mfluence on the 
strength of cast iron. . . 
This inference seems, at least to me, to be theoretically conect. If tho weight 
laid on the beam and its molecular forces be statically equal, the forces will 
remain in this state of equilibrium until the molecular forces are weakened by the 
influence of unequal temperature or other causes. Our knowledge, however, of 
this practical subject is indeed very limited. 'rhe inquiry would amply repay 
any one who has the ability, opportunity, and means to pursue it. l\'Ir. Hawk-
shaw has made some admirable remarks on this subject jn his evidence before 
the royal commissioners in 184 7. ( See Report, page 296.) 
1'he opinion of experienced engineers appears to be that vibrations produced 
by continual impact and cl1ange of temperature affect the strength of iron to a 
greater extent than a continued strain, which preserves the molecules of the iron 
in the same fixed position. ·Mr. Rastrick, in his evidence before the commis-
sioners, gives the result of an experiment made by a friend, hearing on this ques-
tion, at Pontypool Iron Works. He hung a bar of fron, an inch square, up by 
one end perpendicularly, and contrived a small hammer to be continually ham•• 
mering jt; after a period of more than 12 months the bar of wrought iror .. 
dropped in two. 
'l'hat the internal structure of iron becomes changed by continued vibratious 
is commonly believed by engineers of experience; but in what way this change 
is produced, both in speciality and magnitude, does not appear to be very definite. 
One thing, however, seems clear, viz., that wrought iron is more affected by 
vibrations than cast. The evidence giv.en before the commissioners on this 
important question is very striking, and contains all the practical information 
which has been recorded or known on the subject. Mr. Fairbairn states "that 
if you take any material whatever; and destroy its original form, and repeat the 
changes, it is only a question of ' time how long it will be before it breaks." 
According to my view, this statement from an engineer of so grea,t experience 
should convince those whose duty leads them to the application of iron, timber, 
and stones to the erection of structures, the first characteristic of which is stabil-
ity, of the existence and destructive nature of vibrations. Notwithstanding 
these views on the effect of continued vibrations, there are not wanting engineers 
of great eminence who think the subject of hut little practical importance, how-
ever interesting it may be in a scientific and philosophical sense. 
The late Robert Stephenson refers to the beam of a Cornish engine, and 
states that it receives a shock 8 or 10 times a minute equal to about 55 tons, 
during a period of 20 years, without the slightest perceptible change in its struc-
ture and strength. -
The connecting-rod of a locomotive engine is another illustration in point: 
"One I know," says Mr. Stephenson, "which has run 50,000 miles, and received 
a violent jar eight times per second, or 25,000,000 ·vibrations, and yet there is 
not the slightest appearance of change in the strength of tl1e connecting-rod." 
The same distinguished engineer says, with respect to the q ues,ion of the 
~ffect of _vib;·ations on materials, "as to the change being produced in wrought 
iron, whrnh 1s a very popular and almost universal theory now, I have not known 
one single instance in which I have traced it to its origin, where the r0.asonino-
is not deficient in some important link." On the whole, Mr ,Stephenson attache~ 
but little importance t9 the question of vibration in a practical sense. . 
. Mr. Brunel, in answer to the question whether the inte~nal stru~ture of an 
1ro~ beam becomes altered by a succession of slight blows at a low temperature, 
as m rails long used, railway axles1 or springs or carriages, says, "I have turned 
my a_ttent~on a good deal to this inquiry, and I have long acted on the assumption 
that iron 1s so changed; but I must confess that I have doubts as to the fact. 
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And I believe that if the subject. were thoroughly examined it would be found 
that the different appearances shown by iron when broken arise from the com-
binations of the causes producing fracture as often as from any change in the 
texture of the material itself. This opinion was strengthened by various speci-
mens of irons broken, some with a fibrons fracture by means of a slow heavy 
blow, and some with a crystalline fracture by means of a sharp, short blow. Mr. 
May refers to the case of a cast-iron beam of a steam engine, vibrating hundreds 
of thousands of times per annum, being as good at the end of 20 or 30 years as 
when first put up. In this case, though the strain has been in opposite directions, 
and constantly varying, still the vibrations have not weakened the beam. On 
the other hand he says, "I have seen a cast-iron gun absolutely broken across 
by many years' dropping pig-iron upon it." 
In order to facilitate the calculation of the strength of short pillars, l\Ir. 
Hodgkinson has given the crushing strength of a great variety of timbers used 
in practice. Tlie above is hut a hasty and imperfect glance at this important 
paper, which appeared at the time when the railway system was developing 
itself by means of the application of cast and wrought-iron pillars to the con-
struction of bridges, &c. No engineei· who has in future to deal with this sub-
ject must omit the reading of this paper. . 
In the Philosophical 'I'ransactions for 1857 there is another paper by l\Ir. 
Hodgkinson on the strength of pillars. The object here is to confirm the con-
clusions of the first paper by means of larger experiments, made by an appara-
tus throe times as great as the apparatus used on the former occasion. Having 
been unsuccessfol in finding the weight producing incipient flexure, Mr. Hodg-
kinson devoted his attention to finding the breaking-weight, the deflection1 and 
cl<;crement of length produced by the weight laid on the pillars. ~he pill~rs 
with both ends rounded broke in one place, in the middle; but the p1llars with 
both ends flat broke in three places-the middle and at each end. When one 
encl was flat and the other rounded it broke at one-third the distance from the 
rounded encl. 
rl'hc formu~re in the former paper are here slightly corrected, as being more in 
accordan?e Vi:ith the results of larger experiments. 
Thus, m pillars whose ends are flat and well bedded, the formula becomes 
D3.5_d3-5 
W=42.347 V-63 ' 
instead of 
D3.s5-d3·ss 
W= 46.65 L1·7 , 
as given in the first paper. 
It is· a ~atter o~ observation long recorded, both by Mr. Hodgkinson ~nd 
other oxperm:c°:t~hs~s, that the metal in large castings is not uniform in densit~, 
the den ·1ty d1m1m -bing from the outside of the castinO' to the centre. Hence 1t 
was jn tly inferred that tho crushing, tensile, and trfnsverse strength of large 
ca 'Lings wonl<1 vary, being the greatest towar<ls the outside and less toward the 
c ntr . In ca t-iro? pillars ~f 2½ inches diameter, the crushing force varied frot 
3? ton' p_cr 'lnare rnch out Hl • to 33~ tons per square inch centre. l\ir .. IIod!!-
km ·on <11 ·covcrctl that the difference in tho strcncrth between the outside ro. l 
ccntr of laro-e ca tings is rnnch Jes than in small ones. Colonel 'fr llenry 
Jame · fonJH1 that he c ntral pnrt of bars of iron ·planed was much weaker t 
~>car trn.11:v. ·me ·train than l1ar · of the same ·izo. By planin(l' out tbrce-founh 
111 11 liar: from the ·entro of two-in ·h sqnarc an l three-inch square bar th 
central portion wa little m re than lia1f tl1c tr •no-th of tl1at from an inch ln · 
. 'I It' fall of the railway l1ri lg ov •r tho riv 'r D a.t lie. tor, when e\· m 
11n. w1•1: lo:t, 1 ~1 )Ir. Hoc1gl-in:on t invc tigat the po ition of the ten--~ · 
r cl., wln ·h w ·r · mtcndcd n auxiliary ·upp rb:i to the structure. The part1c · 
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Jars of this inquiry have escaped my memo1:s, but _I well remember t~~t Mr. 
Hodo-kinson showed on the clearest geometrical evidence, tha.t the pos1t10n of 
the t~nsion-rods was 'not only no additional support to the stability of the bridge 
but positively aided its downfall. :'his circumst~nce induced Mr. Steph?nson to 
reconsider the construction of the bridge, and devise a new arrangement for these 
auxiliary supports. It was at this time, and in consequence of the accident above 
alluded to that Mr. Robert Stephenson made the personal acquaintance of Mr. 
Hodo-kins~n the friend of l1is father, the man to whom he had steadily looked 
as hi~ autho;ity and guide in the application of iron to railway purposes. When, 
therefore Mr. Stephenson was engaged in the novel construction of the Conway 
and Britannia tubular bridges, he requested the assistance of his friend Mr. 
Hodo-kinson in fixing the bem; form and dimensions of tubes. 'rhe experiments 
which were devised and carried out by Mr. Hodgkinson with a view to answer 
the above questions are recorded in the report of the royal commissioners 
appointed to inquire into the application of iron to railway structures. 
Mr. Hodgkinson, by these experiments, sought- . • 
1. To ascertain how far the strain upon a square inch at the top and bottom 
of the tube would be affected by changing the thickness of the metal, the other 
dimensions being the same. 
2. rro obtain the strength of similar tubes. 
3. To find the strength of tubes of varions forms of section in the middle, 
and to furnish means of judging of the proper proportions of the metal in the 
bottom, top, and sides of the tube, 
4. To ascertain the relative strength of uniform tubes to hear a weight in · all 
pm-ts of their length; and whether tubes, tapering in thickness from the middle 
towards the ends, according to theory, would be equally strong in every part. 
5. To obtain the resistance of the tubes, previously tried vertically, to bear a 
side pressure, with an intention to ascertain the effect of the wind upon a tube. 
6. 'ro ascertain the strength of small tubes of different forms of section to 
resist best a force of compresflion applied in the direction of their length. 
7. To ascertain the resistance of wrought-iron plates to a crushing force in 
the direction of their length. , 
8. To determine the strength of tubes to sustain impact, with reference to 
riveting. 
9. '110 determine, by bodies let fall upon tubes, the·probable effect, if any, of 
trains rushing rapidly upon tubular bridges, to produce resilience, or springing 
up at the ends. · 
10. To determine the transverse strengt,b of tubes stiffened in the top with 
cast iron, joined with wrought iron, to increase the resistance of the top to a 
crushing force. • 
'l'hese are important practical problems; and' when the issue is considered, viz.: 
the continued stability of the Conway and Britannia tubular bridges, they 
required for their solution great skill in the subtilities and artifices of mathe-
matical and experimental science. 'l'he answers which Mr. Ho<lgk.inson obtained 
to the above problems were deemed by Mr. Stephenson to be so satisfactory as 
to enable him with confidence to build the tubular bridges. 
A concise but clear exposition of these answers is given by Mr. E. Clark 
before the commissioners appointed to inquire into the application of iron to rail-
way purposes. (Ree report, page 359.) 
It was impossible that such assistance in the execution of a novel design 
could be lightly esteemed or inadequately appreciated by the great engineer. 
Hence, in the history of these tubular bridges, wh~"re Mr. Stephenson is anxious 
to record the merits of his a:ssistants, he frankly acknowledges his deep ohliO'a-
tions to the mathematical philosopher "for devising and carrying out a serief of 
experiments which terminated in establishing the laws that regulate the strength of 
tubular structures, in a lflianner so satisfactory that I was .enabled to proceed with 
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more confidence than I otherwise should have done." ( See vol. i, p. 35, of the 
"Britannia and Conway Tubular Bridges," by E. Clark, esq.) 
rrhis cteclaration of Mr. Stephenson completely disarms all future praise or 
detraction with respect to the part which Mr. Hodgkinson took in the execution 
of the tubular b1idges. It places him before the public in his right position as 
a most important contributor to the success of an enterprise which will represent 
the engineering skill of the present time, and will be the admiration of future 
ao-es. E. Clark, esq., who superintended the building of the tubular bridges, 
s;eak.s in the highest terms of the importance of Mr. Hodgkinson's labors in 
fixing the proper dimensions of the bridges. 
We are indebted to him also for nearlv the whole-~f the mathematical calcu-
lations in reducing the experiments which were made into a form fit for applica-
tion to :.i large structure. But we are also indebted to Mr. Fairbairn for a great 
portion of the practieal construction of the bridges. 
1'he answers given by Mr. Hodgkinson to his inquiries, and which rendered 
such signal .service- to the engineer in the execution of his novel design, are as 
follows: 
1. The value of(/) the strain upon a square inch at the top or bottom of the 
tube is constant in material of the same nature, while it varies from 19, 14, to 
7.Jf tons when the thickness of metal varies from .525, .272, to .124 of nn 
inch. The determination of (/) is the chief obstacle to . obtaining a formula for 
the computation of the strength of tubes of every form. 
1'he strength of the Conway tube was calculated to bear 1,084 tons when the 
value of (/) was taken at 8 tons, and the deflection about 15¼ inches in the 
middle. 
2. 'The strength of similar tubes was sommvhat lower than the square of their 
linear climen:-sions, being about 1.9 power instead of the square. 
3. The tubes may be reduced in strength and thickness towards the ends, 
corresponding to the ratio indicated by theory, viz., that the strain at any point 
of the tuue is proportional to the rectano·le of the two parts into whieh that 
point divides the length of the tube. 
0 
4. 'l'he power of the tube to resist a vertical strain is to its power to resist a 
strain on its side, as from the wind, as 26 to 15, nearly. 
5. 1'he resistance of tubes to crushing follows th~ law of cast-iron pillars 
when the crushing force is not more than S tons per square inch. It appears, 
however, that cast iron was decreased in length double what wrought iron was 
1y the same weight; 1ut the wrought iron sunk to any degree with a weight of 
12 tons per square inch, while cast iron required double the weight to produce 
the same effect. 
6. '!'lie power of plates to r~sist buckling varies nearly as the cube of the thi~k-
ne ·s. l\ir. Clark refers to this property as beino- most useful in the construction 
of the tubular bridge. 
0 
7. The tubo bent by pressure had borne a deflection of fivo inches without 
seriou injnry; but its riveting was destroyed by repeated impacts deflecting it 
throngli le . than one inch. 
. Ile ·ili nc is perceptible, but vory small. 
9. 'l'l1e intro lnction of ca t iron on the top of the tube would be attended with 
a<~vant~o- in re i ·ting the force of compression. Practical objections, howcwr. 
of a non nature prevented 1r. Stephenson from availino- Limself of the power 
of ca.t iron tor it compre i n. Ho thou<Tht it advi able::, to increa e the tbick-
nc.·: of wr?nght ir?n to resit compre i ~1, rather than use a combination 
~vr 11":ht with ·at ir n. It ruay be tate l that fr. tephen on ha u,ec1 c. 
mm for Ii purpo · r comm n led by Ir. Ilodo-kin on with success in tub :-- f 
·111all,•r lirn 'n , ion · thnn the on way tn be . b ' 
. In 1 ·4 7 :i~r. ~Iodo-~~u ·on wn_ appoint l ono f the corn mi ion er to inquire 
mto tl appltcnt10n ol iron to railway tructure ; nnd during the space of " 
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years the whole of his time and a?ilities were devot~d to the subject~ of t!1is 
inquiry. The exertions, both phys:cal an? mental, which he made at th~s per10d 
for the advancement of enO'ineerrno- science were so great as materially to 
affect his health and prostrat~ his po~ers. Immediately a~ter the p_ublication of 
the commissioners' report in 1849, he sought the restoration of his exhausted 
faculties by a tour on the continent of Europe. · . . 
His labors for this commission are published in the report, and comprise 114 
closely printed paO'es. The high importance of these labors may be, to some 
extent inferred frgm the circumstance of the commissioners pointing them out 
for sp~cial notice. "Although we are aware that to point out the labors of indi-
vidual members of the commission would be impossible, and that it may appear 
invidious to single out one for praise, we cannot resist the expression of our 
thanks to Mr. Hodgkinson for the zeal and intelligence with which he has car-
ried out the remarkable series of experim~nts which are detailed in the appen-
dix A to this Report, and which constitute a large proportion of those which 
have been already described." (See the Commissioners' Report, page 15.) Such, 
then, was the estimate of the labors of Mr. Hodgkinson by Lord Wrottes1ey, 
Professor Willis, Colonel James, Mr. Rennie, and Mr. Cubitt; and it has l)een 
amply confirmed by the engineering experience of the last 13 years. 
rrhe objects for which Mr. Hodgkinson sought in this inquiry were-
1. 'l'he determination of the longitudinal extensions and compressions of long 
bars of cast and wrought iron by weights varied by equal increments, up to that 
producing fracture. . 
2. The establishment' of general formulre connecting the longitudinal exten-
sions, and compressions, and sets of cast iron with the forces producing them. 
3. To determine the deflection of horizontal bars produced by various trans-
verse pressures, and to compare the effects with those produced by impacts. 
4. To determine general formnlre c6nnecting the transverse pressure, the 
deflection, and· set remaining after the pressure was ·removed. 
If e = elongation of a bar of cast iron one inch square and (l) inches long by . '· 
a weight w, 
e e2 · 
then w = 13934040 l -2907 432000P. • 
If d=compression of a bar of cast iron one inch square and (l) inches long by 
a weight w, 
then w=l2931560t-522979200~:. 
These formulre were derived from the mean results of four different kinds of 
cast iron. 
The mean tensile strength was found to be 15,711 pounds per square inch, and 
the ultimate extension was 1-600th of the length of the bar. 
With respect to wrought iron, the extensions and compressions were found to 
be nearly proportional to the pressures producing tl1em. 
The extension is proportional to the pressure up to about 12 tons per square 
inch; after this the pressure is not proportional to the extension. rl'he weight 
necessary to elongate a bar of wrought iron to double its length is 27,691,200 
pounds, which is usually called the modulus of elasticity. One striking and 
important fact was elicited by these experimental researches, viz., cast-iron bars 
are decreased in length double as much as wrought-iron bars by the same pres-
sure; but wrought-iron bars sink to any qegree with little more than 12 tons' 
pressure per square inch of section, while cast-iron bars require three times the 
pressure to produce the same effect. It appears, also, that the tensile force of 
cast iron depends lmt little upon the form of the sectio:i, except so far as the 
form contributes to the better consolidl:ltion of the casting when in a fluid state. 
The above results were obtained for the commissioners by the individual 
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labors of Mr. Rodgkinson himself, who alone is responsible for their accuracy 
usefulness, and general adaptation to promote the ends of physical and engin-
eering science; but there were other important results obtained by other mem-
bers of the commission, to which jt may not be deemed out of place to refer. 
'J;he experiments at Portsmouth dockyard, conducted by Colonel Sir Henry 
James, and the · discussion of the results by Professor ,vmis and Professor 
Stokes, were also the work of the commissioners. And it would be no easy task 
to over-estimate the value of these labors, both on account of the novel nature 
of the experiments and the mathematical deductions to which they conducted 
when placed in the hands of Professor Stokes. . 
Colonel Sir Henry J am~s and Captain Galton snhjected cast-iron bars, placed 
between fixed, supports, to l00,000 successive deflections, at the rate of four p~r 
minute, by means of a cam. ·when the deflections were one-third of the ~ltI-
mate deflection, the bars were not weakened; when, however, the deflections 
were one-half of the ultimate deflection, the bars were broken with less than 
900 depressions. 
Professor Hodgkinson subjected cast-iron bars, firmly fixed between supports, 
to 4,000 continued impacts. When the blow was such as to deflect the bars 
one-third of their ultimate deflection, they resisted the concussion of 4,000 
impacts without injury·; but when the blow was such as to deflect the bars one-
half of their ultimate deflection, no bar could resist 4,000 depressions. '.rhese 
results strikingly confirm each other. 
Colonel James and Captain Galton caused a weight equal to one-half the 
breaking weight of the cast-iron bar to be drawn backwards and forwards fr~m 
one encl of the bar to the other. The bar was not weakened by 96,000 tran ... its 
of the weight. No perceptible effect was produced in wrought-iron bars by 
10,000 successive deflections, each of which was equal to that produced by half 
the breaking weight. . . 
Professor Hodgkinson notices the followino- results which he ol;)tained from his 
experiments on the impact of cast-iron bars: 
0 
All cast-iron bars of the same sectional area require the same blow to break 
them in the middle. 
T_be deflections of wrought-iron bnJ.·s produced by the striking ball_were pro-
port10nal to the velocity of impact; but in cast-iron bars the deflect10ns were 
gr;~tcr than the _p~oportion to the veloc~t,y of impact. 
I he rn?st stnkrng and novel experiments, however, were those made by 
Colonel Sil' Henry James and Captain Galton, at Portsmouth dockyard. The_e 
gentlemen const~·uctecl a large apparatus by which weights could be made_ t 
move_ ?ver ca~t-1ron beams placed horizontally between fixed supports, °\\It 
velo~1tie varrrng from O to 30 miles per hom. These experiments dev?lope 
the smcm~ar iac~, at variance with the impressions of the most eminent engme~r:: 
that a tram pa mg over a bridge at a given speed will produce a greater deflection 
tl~a~1 t!rn,t prodnccd by the train being placed upon the bridge in a state of 1:epo:: • 
'l ln · important fact_ w_as confirmed in all i'ts entirety by the larger ?xpenmen 
made by the comm1 s10ners on tlie Ewell bridO'c on the Epsom hne, antl t 
God ·tone hricl o-e, on the 'outhea 'Lem line. 
0 
' 
olon l James found that when a carriage was loaded with 1,120 ponncl. • n 
plac '"l at re t upon a ca 't-fron bar, it produced a deflection of six-tenths of. 
rnch; when, however, the carriao-e moved over the bar at the rate of 10 m1 
per li ur, the deflection was incrca ·eel to eirrht-tenths of an inch· wben the 
of the c~rria"' was increa · cl to 30 mtle })Cr hour tho clcflecti~n was incr 
t one rnch and a hulf, which i • mor than double the tatical · deflection. 
foll w~ from _thi · that a much le · wci,rht wiV break a bar of cast iron wh n · 
rn v v r 1t at a gr at l' tl than if it be plac d at rest upon the bar. 
linr. , wh ·n hro~{ n .u r a load pa ·in o- vcr tb m, were fractured at point h Y . 
th 11· ntrc , ft n mto f ur or fivo piece , indicating tho unusual strains to\\ 
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they had been subject. From t1:ese tme~pccted ~esults ~bere is no appea1, l:?W-
ever much they may be at variance with the 1mpress10ns_ of the most ~ifted 
eno-ineers. It now remains to connect these results with well-established 
mtcbanical laws, a problem of great _difficulty_, ~110 solution of which has been 
accomplished by the labors of Professor Willis a-r_id Prof~ssor Stokes. (See 
"Preliminary Essay on the Effects proct.uced by causmg Weights to travel over 
Elastic Bars," by the Rev. Robert Willis, F. R. S., &c.) 
By neglecting the inertia of the bar, as being small in relation to the moving 
• weight, Professor Stokes has shown ~hat-
~ =S + i-cvls r 
D=central dynamical deflection of the bar, produced by the weight moving 
at the velocitv V. 
: S=central statical deflection produced by the same weight. 
· l=tbc length of the bar in feet. . 
Hence the dynamical deflection is double of the statical, when the velocity of 
the moving weight is v 2 times the length of tlrn bar between the supports. 
These results were not readily accepted by practical men, a,s they had been 
accustomed to connect high velocities of the train with s~all deflections of the 
bridge over which it passed. 
The late Robert Stephenson, in his evidence before the commissioners, states 
that he had seen the deflections less as the train passed over than when it was 
in repose. From the observations which he bad made he felt quite satisfied upon 
the po1.nt, that no revision of the practical rules respecting the deflection of the 
bridges was necessary. "You will sometimes find," he adds, "nn exceptional 
case occurs, if the engine happen to jnmp on the sp1fogs, which may, of course, 
accidentally occur; but if it be a mere question of velocity I do not think it 
increases the strain upon the girder. There may be a lateral strain backwards 
and forwards when the whole train comes into play and causes a jerk." 
M:r. Locke, after making many experiments with locomotives passing over 
bridges, arrives at the conclusion that there is but little difference in the deflec-
tion between high velocities and low. " If there be," he remarks, ' 1 three or 
four bad rails or joints upon the top of a bridge there is far more effect produced 
upon the bridge. A bad joint is more serious than 10 or 12 miles' increase or 
diminution of velocity." 
Ur. Hawkshaw's opinion is, that there would be a greater deflection in a bridge 
by running a weight over it than by allowing the same weight to rest upon i-t, 
because there is al ways an irregularity in the surface of the rails, and the force 
of impact is thereby brought into activity. ,v. II. Barlow stood under a wooden 
viaduct while a heavy goods train. passed over it. There was a slight deflection 
produced by the heavy train, but the express, with a much lighter engine,·and 
moving at a greater speed, produced a much worse effect. It seemed to pro-
duce a wave throtigh the bridge, as it ought to do from the ordinary principles 
of dynamics. This load was passing over the bridge in a very few seconds, and 
therefore the total deflection is performed by the weight in a few seconds; and 
it therefore becomes a kind of blow-the descent of a heavy weight-and the 
bridge has not time to accommodate itself to the deflections required of it. These 
deflections are propagated throughout the structure, _and may prove mceedingly 
dangerous and disagreeable. . 
Ur. Ilastrick always considered that wh.en a ·weight passed rapidly over a 
structure, there would be less ~eflection than if it were stationary. He takes the 
example, for comparison, of a· man skating upon ice, and states that if he remain 
stationary for a length of time he would soon go through the ice; but be may 
skate over it without any danger of going through, because the ice has no time 
to break. 
15 s 
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Mr. Brunel's impression ·was that where the rai1s are perfect the deflection is, 
as it ought to be, less with a weight passing rapidly over it than -when it rests 
upon it; "but the experiment is so difficult to make, from the number of inter-
fering causes, that perhaps my impression is still only prejudice rather than 
positive information." · 
l\Ir. Cubitt, engineer of the Great Northern railway, could perceive no differ-
ence in tlie deflection of a large girder between the weight being stationary upon 
it and passing over it at a great speed. The experiment w.as made upon a girder 
47 feet span, and a heavy locomotive e:r;i.gine, the deflection being a tenth of 
an inch. 
':I.1he opinion of Mr. Charles Fox, engineer, is very decided on this point. He 
states positively that, if the rails have been carefully laid over the portion of the 
line resting upon the bridge, less deflection is caused in the girder by a load 
passing at a high speed than at a low one, and that there is less deflection with 
any rate of speed tlian when the weight is stationary. "I imagine this arises, 
in a great measure, from the short time there is to overcome the inertia of t~e 
mass ; of course the higher the velocity the less time is expeµded in the tram 
passing over the liridge." 
Mr. Glynn, of Butterly Iron ·works, Derbyshire, thinks that, if the strength 
of the beam were not great in proportion to the stress it had to sustain, the 
weight, l1eing stationary upon it, would tend to deflect it permanent1y more than 
a weight passing ra,pidly over it. "'l'his opinion is not formed from experience; 
experiments on the subject would he very desirable." · . 
rn1is is the testimony, conflicting as it is, of the highest authorities m ~be 
engineering profession respecting a most important part of their practice, v:iz: 
the permanent stability of strnctures over which thousa,nds of people arc bemg 
continually conveyed with rapid velocities. 
Perhaps th'3 simplest method to gain the conviction that the dynamical deflection 
of a structure is different from its statical deflection is to place a weight, capable 
of 1~otion, a,nd prodncing a sensible deflection, on the middle of a hori_zontal 
flex1blo ueam, between fixed supports. Let us now inquire what effect 1s pr<?-
du?ccl by moving th~ weight to a point very near to its original position. It 1· 
evident t11at the we1gbt, being at the lowest point of the beam, cannot mo,e 
from tliis position without the a,pplication of a, force. 'l'be effect of tliisforce upon 
the m?vin~ weight and flexible beam will, of course, depend upon its magnitu'.ie 
and duect10n. If the direction of tbe force be vertical whn,tever may be 1r 
rnao·nitnde, it will not produce any horizontal motion in the moving ·weigLr. 
If the direction of the force, however, is not vertica.l, the case is very differ~n 
'l'lie movable weight, abandoned to the influence of gravity and the r~act1 n 
of tl1e beam, will Lave a complex, vertical and horizontal motion, while the 
~cxible beam will be, from ~he same cause, put into a state of periodic~l o ~ill .. 
t10ns, the number and amplitude of which will depend upon the movmg fore • 
FiJ, 5. 
A C . B F 
~-~ 
D 
an 1_ i_ncrti~ of th bc~m. Let A B be the fixed fmpports of the beam, AD B · 
po.-1t1~n. after th weight 11as he n pla eel upon it. If tlie point E in the 1, 
1.· sn(hc1 ntly n ·ar to D, th •n th• ]in D l., ma v be on idercd 'tmight; prod 
l> Ji .. . me(• th l horizontal lin An in ~,, ancl pnt th a,no-lc D ~, B=O. 
th· fore~• II appli '<'. to llH>Y the w •io·l1t from 1) to E upo~1 the inclined I 1. 
. ) 1·,, Ii• 111 t_lH· • 1r ·et1011 of I E. It i.- evident that tl1c fore I can b dccom1 · 
mt,, two, ,·1z. II '-ill U a ·ting Y ·rticn.11 upward ·, and II co, o acting horizu1: . 
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from D to E. If we examine the effect of these two decomposed forces it will 
he fnnnd that the force II cos 0, which is nearlv equal to H, since tlie angle 0 
is small, will produce an elongation in the be~1J{ AD, and a compression ~n the 
beam D B. When the elongation of A D 1s greater than the cornpress10n_ of 
DB the beam between the snpports. is increased in length; hence the nndclle pouit 
D iv here the weio-ht is placed is moved v-erticall v as well as horizontally into , b , u • 
another position. From this force alone the beam would become a ,vreck 1f the 
force H, or the velocity with which the weight is move~ from D to E, was suffi-
ciently larcre · but to prevent. this caJastrophe, the vert1eal component force H 
sin O dimi~isl;es the reaction of the weight and beam. rr11e vertical force of the 
weight, instead of being the weight alone, is now diminished by H sin o, and is 
become W -H sin o, where Wis the weight of the movable body. The effect 
then of the vertical component is directly opposite to that of the horizontal com-
ponent ; and it is evident that under certain conditions either one ·or the other of 
these two forces nmy prevail. Hence the indications of theory a.re in harmony 
with the observations of engineers, and folly justify the conflicting evidence 
which they have given on the subject. Sometimes the conditions of the moving 
weight and the beam arc such as to produce a statical deflection greater than the 
dynamical, and somet.im~s the conditions produce a dynamical deflection greater 
than the statical. rrhe computation of the effects of these component forces is 
attended \\ith great difficulty, as they bring into foll activity the elastic forces 
of the beam and. its inertia. rl'he solution, however, of this intricate problem, 
under certain restrictions, viz., when the weight of the beam is small compared 
with the moving weight, and tl1e deflection small compared with the length of 
the beam, has been given hy Professor Stokes. (See "T'ransactions of the 
C:1mbridge Philosophical Society," vol. viii, p. 707.) 
'The same distinguished analyst bas given another solution to this problem 
when the mass of the moving weight is neglected, or the effect of the weight 
reduced to a travelling pressme. The exact solution of the problem lies between 
these extreme cases, and is therefore circumscribed by the labors of Professor 
Stokes in such a wanner that it can be approached to any degree of proximity 
required. The general dynamical eqnationsfrorn which the dynamical deflection 
is cornpnted are so complex tliat a complete solution of the problem, as exhibited 
in practice by the moving weight l>eing sustained. by the beam in two points, is 
not likely soon to be furnished. Still, what has been accomplished by Professors 
Willis and Stokes is snfficicnt to show to practical engineers that the startling 
results of Sir Henry James and Captain Galton, as obtained at Portsmouth, and 
confirmed on the Ewell an<1 Qodstone bridges, are indicated by dynamical bws, 
the truth of which cannot be controverted. If this be true-ancl there can be 
li ttle doubt of it-no engineer will be justified in neglecting a just estimate of its 
effects on the stability of structures on the safety of which human life depends. 
Tbe commissioners appointed to inquire into the application of iron to railway 
structures have rendered essential service to the public by the discovery 11,ml 
experimental development of tbe difference between statical and dynamical 
deflection in iron girders. It is trne tliey _have not exl1austed the subject, nor 
divested it wholly of its perplexity; but they have gained a positive and useful 
result, by showing to practical e11gineers the falsity of their position when they 
~ffirm that dynamical deflection is ,Llways less thtm tho statical. I may state, 
m conclusion, tbat Professor vVilfo;, l>y a train of reasoning which depr.nds on 
the a umption of each particle of the beam moving into its position, forming 
the trajectory, at the same instant of time, has shown that the inertia of the beam 
i tl1e same as it would he by placing half its weight at the centre. 
This result is derived from a principle wl1ich is purely bypotlietical, and tho 
concct determination of which is the chief diflicnlty in the rnatlicmatical discus-
sion of the problem. In the Appendix B to the commissioners' report, Professor 
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Willis has given the following dynamical equation, from which the trajectory of 
the curve described by the moving load may he computed: 
dzy g ga4 y 
• dx2=v2-V2S (2ax-x2 f 
y and x are the rectangular co-ordinates or' the moving weight, the origin being 
at the extremity of the beam ; y is vertical and x horizontal. 
V =the velocity of the moving ·weight. 
2a=the length of the beam. 
g=the .force of gravity. 
S=the central statical deflection. 
This equation, and the reasoning by which it is established, accidentally fell 
into my hands during the time the commissioners were considering it, and in 3. 
. letter to ~he secretary, Captain Galton, I pointed out the hypothetical principle 
on which the equation is founded. This principle is, that the reaction between 
the moving weight and the beam is equal to the weight which would be ne~es-
sary to deflect the beam, when placed on it at rest, as much as the travellmg 
load deflects it. This position is purely hypothetical, wliich may or may n~t 
give results approxirnatiug to the truth, according to the dimension of the quanti-
ties which constitute the fixed data of the problem. It is not improbable that 
this reaction, the amonnt and direction of which influence the IJ)otion of the 
moving weight over the beam, is continually vibrating between a maximum 
amount and zero, and tLat many tim<?s during the passage <?f the weight over the 
beam tho reaction may be nothing, and therefore the movin·g load be abandoned 
to the influence of its own gravity only. However this m·ay be, it is certain that 
its amount is never accurately measured by a formula which produces an accelerat-
ing force of 
ga4 y 
S (2ax-x2)2' 
as given by Professor Willis. 
rl'l1is su1ject bas received considerable attention from l\fr. H. Cox, in a pnper 
entitled '' Dynamical Deflection and Strain of Girders" which is printed in tbe 
"Civil Engineer and Architects' Journal" for ~epte~nber, 1848. It app~ar 
that M:r. Cox. bas established, from ·the principle of vis 1.:i1.:a, that tl10 monu!!' 
body ~annot rn any case produce a deflection greater than double the central 
cfoflect10n, the elasticity of the girders being supposed perfect. Professor Stok • 
l1owever, has sbown that this conclusion of Mr. Cox is not true· that among tl e 
source · of l~boring force which can be employecl·in deflecting the girde1: ' _Ir. 
Cox has om1tted to consider tlte 1.:is viva arising from tho horizontal motion 
the body, and therefore has been led to an inference ·which is uot correct. T h 
recorded exp.orimental _facts. connected ,vith the dynamical deflection of bridgt: 
and bars of uon are given m the report of the commissioners as follows: 
EWELL BRIDGE. 
The span is 4~ feet;, the sta~ical deflection produced by the engiile _and ten~e 
39 t~nd, and w 1ght of h~lf bndrre 30 tons, was only .215 inch. This deflect.1 
was mcrea eel to .245, w1th a spe cl of 37 miles per hour. A speed of 61 
per hour produce l a deflection of .235. 
Greate t dynamical cl fl ction 
Statical deflection 1.i4. 
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GODSTONE BRIDGE. 
The .spa~ is 30 feet, the ,,;~ight of en9ine and ten~er 33 t~n~, and ~vei~bt of 
half bndO'e 25 tons· the statwal deflection was .19 mch. 'I his was mci:eased 
0 ' to .25 by .a spe~d of 49 miles per hour. 
1'he dynamic:1.1 deflection 
Statical deflection l.3l 5, 
showino· q,n increase of nearly one-third. 
A p~ir of steel bars, two f~et three inches by two inches broad and one-fourth 
in-ch deep, gave the following results: 
Velocity in fee~ p~r ~econd . .. - _· _____ -- -- --1-- ----115 
Central deflect10n mmches-- __________ -- -- . 70 I. 02 
14 129 I 34 144 
1. 32 1. 45 l 1. 30 1. 03 
A bar of wrought iron nine feet long, one inch broad, and three inches deep, 
with a load of 1,778 pounds, g~ve the following results: · 
Velocity-infee~pe:s~cond. ____________ : _________ 1------115 129 136 , · 43 
Central deflect10n m mches _________ • _. ___ . ______ - . 29 . 38 • 50 . 6.2 • 46 
In the commissioners' report Mr. Hodgkinson bas given the results of a variety 
of experiments on the transverse strength of cast, mixture of cast and wrought, 
and wrought iron. The experiments were made with great care, anr1 every 
source of error that could be was eliminated, notwithstanding the trouble· and 
expense· which such a procedure necessitated. Still there wn,s a great difiiculty, 
which was always felt by ML Hodgkinson, and which occupied, at various times, 
much of his attention, viz., to connect the breaking-weight of the b_eam with its 
deflec6on in stfoh a manner as to indicate true praetical results. For this pur-
pot;e he entered into a very general theoretical investigation on the transverse 
flexure of beams, ,vhich is given in the second volume of Tredgolcl "On the 
Strength of Cast Iron;'' but, in order to make the results of this very genernl 
investigation practical, he is compelled to assume~ first, that the for ces of exten-
. sion and compression are proportional to the extensions and compressions; 
second, that the force of extensi<fn is equal to the force of compression ; third, 
the reaction at the points of support is always vertical. It is not surprising, 
then, that a formula, based upon so many assumptions, should fail to represent 
correctly the relation between the breaking-weight and the dimensions of the 
beam; this is exactly what hns taken place. 
The discordance here alluded to has arrested the attention of W. II. Barlow, 
esq., C. E., :E'. R. S., and the results of his investigations are given in two very 
interesting memoirs, printed in the "Transactions of the Royal Society" for 
1855-'57. It would be great presumption on my part to enter into any profound 
criticism on the mode of procedure and results of these memoirs, revisec1 as they 
have been by Professor Barlow, who is justly distinguished by his genins, high 
attainments, and long life devoted to the interests of science ; but still it ma,y 
not be out of place here to make one or two oliservations which occurred to me· 
while reading the memoirs. I quite agree with Mr. Barlow that there must be 
other forces in operation when a beam is broken transverne]y than those simply 
and usually designate<l tensile and compressive. If a beam is broken transversely, 
and tbe existence anc1 position of the neutral surface are n,dmitted, then it is not 
difficult to conceive the existence of a third force between two nc1jacent larninm 
unequally extended or compressed. 
'Ihis is really whn,t happens, and the existence of which was well known to 
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Mr. Hodgkinson, who thong ht it to be so small in practical cases that Hs accumn-
la~ed action would not produce much effect on the.breaking strain of the beam. 
Be thiR, however, as it may, there is some little difficulty in subscribing to all 
that :Mr. Barlow advances on this important and interesting subject. In the ik· 
p1acc there might be an exception taken to Mr. Barlow's method of fixing tLe 
position of the neutral line. Doe::; he not fix it by an appeal to bis senses rather 
than by the result of the mathematical analysis of the dctta•he has obtained from 
cxperi~JCnt 1 # r:rhe position which he fixes upon, viz., the centre of the beau.. 
necessarily involves the equality of tensile and compressive forces, a conclu ·ion 
which is not justified by Mr. Hodgkinson's experience. In the second pla~e 
Mr. Barlow makes it appear that the error in the breaking strain of a bea~1 15 
nearly one-half by neglecting the force of adhesion between the adjacent :amm~. 
VV e hardly think this conclusion is based upon sound premises1 although 1t n~ce~ 
sarily follows from the results of a formula wl1ich has been obtained by consider-
ing only the two forces, viz., tensile and compressive. But it is hardly fair on 
the part of Mr. Barlow to institute a comparison between the resistance to flexw:e 
and the results of a formula CW =iadf7 l) in which that resistance tofiexu!·e 1' 
neglected, without applying the well-known corrections to that formul~. ~ Len 
a beam is strained to a considerable extent the deflection becomes sensible, anduf 
conrse the reaction at the sup1:iorts, being perpendicular to the surface of th~ beam. 
makes an ang1e with the vertical. This circumstance affects the above formula 
in two ways: first, it ~1lters the amount of the moment about a line in the neu!ral 
surface; and, second, its tendency is to change the position of th~ neutral lme. 
Therefore, unless these corrections are approximated to and applied· to ~he for-
mub, it is not safe to infer, as Mr. Barlow has done, that, by neglcctmg !he 
res~stance to flexure, the ordinary formula only gives nearly half the Lreakmg 
weight. 
Another source of error is in the law "ut tensio sic vis,'' as it is well kno~-n. 
from ~~r. IIodgkinson's experiments, that the forces of extension and com pre::. -~on 
are neither equal nor vary with the extension and compression when the tra_n 
are large. I quite agree, as did Mr. Hod o-k.inson with Mr. Bar1ow as to the ext:, _-
cnce of a resistance to flexure in the tran~verse sti·ain of beams besides the ordi-
nary forces of !ension and compression ; but the mode of estimating thi~ re::; ·~: 
ance to flexure m Mr. Barlow's second memoir amounts to the assumptwn th 
the force of extension varies by a law expressed by ax+b, wl1ere a and b 
?onstants, _and x the distance of the particle from the neutral axis. I may a?~l 
m condus1011, that Mr. Iloc1o·kinson has computed the tensile and compre::.:-_, 
forces, :ubjcct to a law mu?h more general than the one here alluded to, "1 
great c1carne s and aclaptat10n tu include practica,l cases. . . 
l\Ir. Barlow's two memoirs, however are the first on this subject to m 1 · 
tl1e oxi:;;teuce of a, di stinct force to rcsi~t flexure • and althouo-h I do not ee . 
force uf his comparison of the resistance to fle;ure with the ~·csults of the ': · 
llftry f~mnula, or the theoretical method by which 110 estimates its ~mount , 1 I 
can ,nth confidence recummcnd these memoirs to the eno-ineermg studeu 
1, ·ing ,rnrthy of his attentive perusal. 
0 
Iu ·onclucling this memoir of one of the most distinauished member 0 
• 11 ·iety, l c~nnut help f~e1ing that the description herei~ given of bis c_har,_ • 
all(l 1:thor::, fall· :-;hort of the real position which they occupy in tho pul~hc mm_ 
ni.Hl alt 110110-h ~ have had much pleasure in reading and collating the cfo,cuY 
of Mr. _Uodgkmf4on, I rc,0Tet tbat the })reparation of this memoir h~. not 1 . 
plac:c•<l 111 a1,lt·r hand·. One thino-, however, consoles me, and supphc:;; m · 
:l~ 1 ainplc r '\\arcl, ,vhi ·h n 01·ilici::,rn · on my effort can po:;; ibly cancel an l 
1. l lian· 1, · •t~ ·11°·arred, to tho 1., 't of my ability, in the endeavor to peq, 
tl! · 1!. ·mory o.f a great and o-ood ma,n, who:e ino-nlar praise it j::, to hasc 
lu. lil<: u11 l 111 •· 11T ·at pow •r::, for th o-oocl of maukincl with a oi1wle aim to 
"lld . 1 1 . . b ' 0 .. c·11 nc.: ·, wit I ut l c:mng ,r gaining p cnniary rcwarcl. 
RECENT PROGRESS IN RELATION TO THE THEORY OF HEAT. 
BY A. CAZIN, 
Translated for the Smithsonian Institution.* 
The study of heat presents a remarkable example of the connection which 
exists between the physica.1 properties of matter. Restricted a~ the limit~ of 
this disconrse must necessarily be, I propose on the present occasion to consider 
heat under two points of view only, first in its rebtions to light, and next in its 
relations to movement. It may thus be practicable to furnish a rapid sketch of 
the actual state of this part of physics. 
The fact that the same bws are applicable to the propagtition of heat ancl 
to that of lio-ht, is one which science leave~ no longer in doubt. To every expe-
riment in optics there corresponds a simibrexperirnentin thermotics. 'l'he methods 
of observation are to-day carried to such perfection that 1\1. Desains has Leen 
ab1e quite recently to reproduce with heat the remarkable phenomenon of the 
luminous interference from striated surfaces. 
A pencil of horizontal luminous rays tmverses a plate of glass on which ~re 
traced parallel lines extremely 'close to one another, (6,000 lines in an extent of 
one inch.) rrhis pencil is divided by tho plate into many distinct pencils, 
which spread themselves in fan-shape in a horizontal plane, and we see, on the 
screen upon which these pencils are made to fall alternate intervals of light and 
obscurity. With the violet light the dark intervals are not so large as ,vith the 
red. r_rhis is the phenomenon of diffraction discovered by Frauenhofer. By 
applying a thermo-electric battery, the most delicate of thermometers, at different 
places in the plane where the pencils tmnsmittecl by the luminous rays are 
distributed, M. Desains has verified the existence of pencils of heat distribnted like 
those of light. Moreover, by causing obscnre hen,t, proceeding from a solar pencil 
which has passed throug;h M. Tyndall's solntion of iodine in bisu1phide of carbon, 
to fall on the rays, M. Desains has observed that the intervals without he1:Lt 
are greater than the obscure intervn,ls given by the rod light. Remark now the 
gradation : the violet is more refrnngible than the red, the red more refrangible 
tban the obscure heat, consequently the magnitude of the intervals destitute of 
rays varies in inverse proportion to the refrnngibility. 
Several other experiments in optics have been transferred by M. Desains to 
the domain of radiant heat. I will. cite one of those relating to the polariz:1tion 
of obscure heat. The rays of heat employed issue from a common oil bmp; a 
lens of glass collects them and causes them to converge on a prism of Iceland 
spar achromatizecl. Two pencils issue from this spar: that which is called the 
ordinary pencil enconnters a second prism of spar like the first; it is bifurcated 
in its tnrn. Of the two pencils thus obtained, that which is called orclinary-orcli-
nary fn,lls on a lens and converges townrds the thermo-electric battery. vVhen 
the principal sections of the two spars are perpendicular, neither lio·ht nor bent 
arrive ·at the battery; the ordinary-ordinary pencil is said to be extinguished. 'If 
?no ~f the spnrs be now made to turn upon itself, light ~incl heat immediately a,ppear 
m this pencil. Let us now p1ace bet.ween the two spars a trouo·h wntaini1w 
11 yndall's solution; the luminous mys are arrested, anll beyond tli~ Iro1wh the1~ 
remains only the obscure hon,t. The destrucLion of this l1eat is complete when, 
* From the Hr,vue des cours scientifiqucs de fo France ct de l' etran.ger, "Associution· 
Scieotifique <le France, (conferences de la Sorbonne,") ldo7. 
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the principal sections of the two spars are perpendicular. Here, then, we ha. ve 
the experimental demonstration of the polarization of obscure heat. 
Lot us next place between tho trough and the second spar a lamina of quartz, 
the tbermo-electrie battery manifests heat anew, just a,s if, without interposing the 
quartz, we had caused the first spar to turn by a certain a,ngle. It is- usual to 
say that the ordinary pencil which issues from the spar is polarized in the prin-
cipal section, and that the transmission of this pencil through the quartz c:mses 
the plane of polarization to revolve. ':Co conclude the experiment, we cause the 
first spar to turn until tbe orclinary-orclinary pencil which encounters the batterJ 
is extinguished anew, and the angle of this rotation measures the rntation of the 
plane of polarization. · 
'I1he perfect reseml>lance of a luminous and a calorific ray has led to tho infer-
ence that the forces which are at play in the two radiations place matter in a i:;imilar 
state of movement. W oulcl we figure to onrsel ves a state of movement capable 
of producing al1 the phenomena of light, we have but to imagine an infinitude of 
particles situated upon the ray and oscillating from one side to the other of an 
intermediate position, like the particles of a chord which yields a sound; two 
consecutive particles act one on the other in snch a way that every moclificati?n 
of movement in the one indnces a determinate modification in the other. Wlnle 
a particle executes a complete oscillation the ~ovemont is transmitted to a certain 
distance which is called length of wave. Here we have the point of departure 
of the theory of undulations ; the same hypothesis is applicab1e to heat. . 
lTrom the fact that the propagation of heat and light takes place :is we11 m a 
vacuum -as through ponderablc bodies, the ahov.e hypothesis must be tl~ought 
incomplete unless it be supposed in addition that the matter which transmits the 
n~dnlutions is different from po'nderab1e mn,tter; to the former, therefore, bas been 
grven tho name of ether. Were this vibratino· matter even of the s~me nature 
,vitb tl~o matter of ponderable bodies, it would ~till be usefu1 to employ a special 
word to in<li?ate t_hat _it _is in a particular state, capable of propagating_ light? as 
the purpose m usmg 1t 1s to represent to onrsel ves the possible mechamsm of the 
phenomena, we should, above all seek simplicity· of lano-uao-e, and the use of 
1 h l . ' ::, :::, t 10 p raso uminous ether satisfies this condition. 
It rna,y naturally be asked whether there is a calorific ether distinct from the 
luminous ether, or w bother one sole ether is sufficient for the mechanical repre-
sentation of the racliation of light and of that of boat. Only one, it is evident, 
should be_ admittccl,•if that suffices for the explanation of all the known fact , ~nJ 
the question here relates to facts which ta,ke place in the material world, out ule 
of ournel ves and independently of our ::;;ensations. r:t'o tho well-known researche~ 
of: )I~l. J a,min, Masson, and Dclaprovostaye, which corroborate the hypothe:-is 
o( a mg1o ether, we should now add the late investicrations of M. Desairn; on the 
rotation of the plane of polarization of the rays of ob~t;m·c heat in pa::;sing through 
qnartz. 
·when the question relates to luminous rays we know that the rotations of the 
plane of polarization arc inversely proportional to tho squares of tho le1wth::, o · 
wav '. If there be luminous rays liaviuo- a lcnoth of wave four times 0-reat•r 
than that of the violet rays, their rotatign acco~dino- to thi • law wonld be 16 
time ·. ·mall r than tho rotati?n of these ]~st. o,~ JU~'.L Delap/ovostaye aud 
Desmns had heretofore e::itabl1 ·hed that calorific rayr:3 and lurninons ray:, of the 
same length have the sam rotation. And now 1\1. Dcsains shows ui:; that the 
ray of ob: cur? hca sn.ti fy the law ati enunciated, and among these ray::; there a 
snch a.· htw , m fa t, < rotation lG time:, lo:;s than that of the violet anc.l a lcngt 
of wav' fonr times greater. ' 
In:t ·a,1 ~>t' a. · ·nm!11g tltat two like )'$tern. of waves propagate, the one h 
lt o l!er l_1g~1l wlnle tll('y m1 lcrgo the .·amo moclificn.tion · by rcilcction a 
r frnC"l1on 1 · it not mor<• :-imp] • lo acl111it hut a ,·i1wl syi:;tcrn tho lo1west w:l\' 
pro lucing th · ·lfoct. of heat, awl chc ·Liorte ·t tho e ~flight? 'Such ii:; the imp 
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of the principle of the identity of h_eat and l~ght; it explains ~11 observed pecu-
liarities of radiation, whether chermcal, calonfic, or lummous. 
If we would comprehend, for example, how a solution of sn1phato of quinine is 
luminous in a dark chamber, when it is placed in the ultra-violet region of the 
solar spectrum 1 Imagine a series of tuning forks of different ~agnitndus assem-
bled tocrether in the same place, and a sound produced at a distance. Several 
of the forks will be thrown into vibration, namely, those which are capable of 
rendering the harmonic sounds of lhe exciting sound. Sonorous waves, longer 
than the incident wave, will proceed from the forks which render grave har-
monic sounds : the exciting sound will have generated graver sounds. Such is the 
analoo·y of fluorescence. '1.1he radiations incident to waves too short to excite the 
retina
0 
generate in the sulphate of quinine longer wavoo, which nre capable of pro-
ducing the sensation of light. Inversely an obscure radiation of a wave to<, long 
to be lnminous may, by encountering certain bodies, occasion therein more rapid 
ethereal vibrations, and generate shorter waves, which shall be luminous. 'l'hese 
vibrations are analogous to those whi'ch correspond to the sharp harmonics in 
the acoustical experiment which I have adopted for exemplification. Here we 
have the image of that kind of calorific and luminous phenom'enon which lVI. 
Tyndall has termed calorescence. 
'l'he ray of heat which penetrates into a body is absorbed therein either in 
whole or in part. So long as the question concerns a solid or liquid body we 
feel no doubt as to the exactness of this proposition; it is the simplest expression 
of observed facts. But when it relates to a gas or to vapor the absorption is 
much more difficult to demonstrate. We owe to 1\1. Tyndall, in England, and 
· to l\L Magnus, in Germany, the experimental proof of the absorption. of heat by 
gases and the measure of that absorption. 
The experiments of M. Poui1let on the solar heat long since taught us that the 
atmosphere retained a considerable portion of the mys emanating from the sun; 
but which of the gaseous elements of the air exerts the greatest absorption 1 At 
present some approximation has been made to the solution of this important 
question, and I ·shall attempt to show at what point it has arrived. 
To ascertn.in the absorption of heat by a gas, we will take, like M. Tyndall, 
a tube of plate-tin of the length of two metres, which bears a tubulure in the 
middle ancl a tubnlure towards each end. A pencil of obscure heat traverses this 
tube, and encounters the thermo-electric battery; The calorific effect indicated 
by the galvanometer is due, in part, to the rays which pass into the tube parallel 
to its axis, in part to those which have undergone sunr1ry reflections on the walls 
of the tube; the . tube contains at this time only common air, naturally humid. 
We exhaust this air by the tubnlure of the middle, by means of a pneumatic 
machine; as the tube is open at both ends the atmospheric air enters freely, and 
notwithstanding the removal of the strata of air, the needle of tr.e galvanometer 
remains at rest. If coal gas be no\v introduced through the terminal tubulures 
the deviation of the needle diminishes, which shows that heat no longer traverses 
the tube as freely as before. Arrest the introduction of the gas by continning 
the action of the pistons of the pneumatic machine, air replaces the gas, and the 
needle returns to its former deviation. From this experiment it is inferred that 
coal-gas has an absorbing power superior to that of atmospheric air. 
M. 'l'yndall vn.ried this experiment by causing dry air to pass into the tube, 
and observed an augmentation in the deviation of the needle of the galvanometer. 
From this he_ conclndes that the absorbing power of humid air is greater than 
that of dry air, and that aqueous vapor exerts on heat a considerable deo-ree of 
absorption. A great number of experiments mn,de by other methods has ~cl him 
to the same conclnsion. On the other hand M. Magnus, in operating after M. 
~yncfall's or by other m~tbods, found th·at hum!d air acted very nearly as dry 
au·, u.ncl that any great difference was only manifested when water exists in the 
air in a vesicular stateJ similar to the water of clouds. 
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The experiment of l\'L Tynda11, of which I have attempted to give an idea, 
seemed to be of a nature to decide the question in favor of the English physicist. 
Bnt it is in reality a very complex question, as is shown by the latest obsen-a-
tions of M. Wild, of Berne, and those of M. Magnus. 'I1he state of the wall of 
the tnhe exerts a highly important influence on the effects obtained. It is true 
that humid air communicates less heat to the battery than dry, if a tube polisb ecl 
on the in?er side be employed. But if the tube be blackened or lined with 
velvet an.inverse effect is observed; humid air then conveys more heat to the 
battery than dry. The complication of the phenomenon is connected with the 
con:lensn.tion of the vapor of water on the walls of the tnbe. It appears. there-
fore, extremelv difficult to measure the absorbing power of aqueous vapor by the 
methods which have heretofore been practiced; all that can be concluded from 
numerous observations up to the present time is that this power is not so con-
siderable as J'IIL 'l'yndall thinks. If we consider, however, the terrestrial atmos-
phere in relation to the vesicular water it contains, absorption will appear due 
principally to that water, and the climatological conclusion of M. Tyndall be 
free from objection. . 
_ In what light should we regard the mechanism of absorption? If we admit 
in botlies the existence of ponderable parti cles and an ether, we can suppose that 
the rnoven1ent of the ether is transformed into a different movement, effected by 
tl1e particles of the body when absorption occurs. We are led to believe t~at 
this transformation is more facile in cum pound bodies that in simple, fron: see:ng 
that the absorbent power of the former is in general greater, and we can 1magme 
compound bodies to be aggregations of particles whose form is opposed Lo the 
vibrations of the ether. M. 'l'ynda1l says that simple gases are to_ compound 
gases \\"lrnt a smooth cy linder, revol vinO' in water is to a wheel with pacltllPs. 
'rhe verification of sud1 a law is of very° great imp~rtance, and we thus s~e how 
tlic n'search respecting the absorbent powers of O'ases and vapors may disclose 
remarkable correlations between the different properties of matter. 
In the same way that we just represented. to ourselves the absorption of beat 
hy gases, we can also represent its emission; it will be the transmission of the 
movement_ of the particles of gas to the ether, and two gases will prese~t !be 
same relation between their absorbent and their ernissive power::,. 'rhe enns~10n 
of heat by gases is well established by the experiments of MM. Tyndall ~nd 
l\Iagnus ;_ there rc1~ains no nncertainty but with reg,ard to the numbers which 
meaimre 1t. On tln::, head new researches are indispensable. 
'rliere exist other pheno111ena calculated to reveal to ns the relations of beat 
m:d light. It has been long Trnown that tho refractive properties of bod~es rnry 
with the temperature, and the study of this variation must greatly contnbute to 
om knowledge of the constitution of bodies. M. Fizeau bas been occupied with 
this stndy for many years, and he has Leen led to the 01·jo·ination of a new expe-
rimental method, the principle of wl1ich I proceed to expE'tin. 
'~'h~ heat ab ·urbed .. by a body is employed to prodnce many effects, a_mo11g 
,vl1rnh ~- the change o1 its volume. When tlie question relates to a body suffic1eutl. · 
volnrmnon., the methods practicell leave notbinO' to desire. It is not so, howe\·e, 
in regar l to hodie. · wl1i h can Le ol>tained 0~1ly in snrn,11 frn(l'mcnt , such ' 
-ry~tal.·. _'l'he pn~cc s o~· I. Fizcan is essentially a::, follows;° 'l'he solid fr..~-
mcnt, h:wm_o·. tl1 • f rm of a lamina with two parallel faces, i::, pbceu on a ho -
zrn_1 tal 11~ •tall1c plan , , up ported by three long adj 11::iting screws. 'l'he upp 
po1~1 t.· of thc~c ·ere\\· npport a plan of gla::,s, beneath which i, the olitl lam 
cl1?1g-nccl_ to l>e tuchecl. Dy worh110· tlie::,c •crew, the lower face of the p.a 
0 1 rda.·: 1. · hrouo-lit parall •l to tl10 nppcr face of the ·oli 1 at a distance of ab ~ 
t\~·o lullldr 'lltli. of a 1~1illi111_ trc. Bv ca11 ·i11g ray· of simi1le liO'ht to fall perpe 
<1H·11larly on tlw lamma, nno-,, alternately brilli::tnt a.1Hl obscure will Le ..., 
r ·fl<•<· •11 on lhc l:itl<•r. If th• thi ·knc:~ of tlic ·mall stratum of air interp 
·t,, · ·n h · gla · · a.ud the oli l be gruduully iucrea ·ed, the ring::, approach 
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centre by a centripetal movement;_ the central d~rk ring be.comes a ~la~k point 
and· disappears; the second dark nng ~ias take~ its place; disappears m its t_nn~, 
and so on in succession. Inversely, 1f the thiclrness of the stratum of air 1s 
diminished the movement of the rings is w1 ntrifogal; a point appears at the centre, 
o-rows larC"~r becomes a rino-; then a new rino- is formed at the centre, and so 
b ~, 0 0 l f 1. in succession. ·when a ring proceeds thus to occupy the p ace o anot 1er nng, 
we know accordino- to the laws of lio-ht, that the thickness of the stratum of 
air has v~ried by ;half leno'th of th: wave; for yellow light this variation is 
294 millionths of a millimeti~. Observation of the rings, therefore, will enable 
us to know the slio·htest variations in the thickness of the stratum of air. 
0 . 
The apparatus is placed in an air-bath, and is gradually heated. If the solid 
lamina dilates it tends to diminish the thickness of the stratnm of air; the three 
screws, on the contrary, by dilating, tend to increase that thickness. The resnlt-
ing effect will be a diminution or augmentation of the thickness, and consequently 
the cent rifugal or centripetal movement of the rings will be observed, according 
as the dilatation of the lamin~ shall be greater or less than that of the surews. 
From the degree of displacement of the rings we deduce the dilatation of the 
lamina. 
'This method, the precision of which is extremely great if we take all the pre-
cautions indicated by 1\1. Fizeau, enables us to resolve a grea.t number of qnes-
tions relating to the properties of crystals, and to establish new relations between 
heat and light. Thus there existin acr_vstal three rectangular directions, which 
are called axes of elasticity, around which are grouped the most remarkable opti-
cal phenomena, and also the phenomena ofeondnctibility and electricity discovered 
by De Senannont. 1'hese axes play the same part in the phenomena of dilatation 
by heat, and the ingenious researches of'_ M. Fizeau have now completed our 
knowledge of the admirable structure of crystallized so1ids. Among the numerons 
unexpected results at which he bas arrived, I may cite the contraction of the 
iocforet of crystallized or amorphous silver at every temperature which has been 
employed, an~1 the existence of a maximum of density for the beryl, the protoxide 
of copper, and the diamond. 
I pass now to the second part of my subject, the relations w~1ich exist between 
heat anLl movement. During the heating or the cooling of a body, there are in 
general three sorts of effects to be considered, the variation of temperature, the 
external mechanical labor which results from the cha,nge of the volume of bodies 
and from pressures exerted on their surface, and the internal mechanical labor 
which consists in the clumge of aggregation. '.rhere are definite refations betwc•en 
these effects a.ncl the quantities of heat lost or t'l.ined by the body,· and the dis-
covery of these rebtiuns is one of the most remarkable advances of modern 
physics. It serves as the basis for the mechanical theory of heat. 
It i:s now well established by experiment that a given quantity of heat is 
equivalent to a definite mechanical labor, as if heat were convertible into labor, 
and vice versa. 1'his experimental law leads us to regard the effects of beat as 
the result of the movement of the particles of bodies, and to frame hypotheses 
which enable us to conceive of this movement; but such is not the obj ect of the 
mecl1anica,l_ theory of heat. Without forming any hypothesis respecting the 
nature of heat, it only sets forth a small nnmber of principles, a sort of postu-
lata snggestecl by experiments, and it links together all the known facts by means 
of <reneral relations deduced mathematically from those principles. It is a physical 
theory in the rigorous acceptation of the word. · 
Till_ now two fundamental principles have served as a point of departure; but 
ac~orchng to the recent researc]les of l\L Hirn, tho second principle would be a 
rat1onal conseqnence of the first, so that thermodynamics wonlcl seem based in 
~-caliLy on the so!e. principle of the equivalenqy of l~eat_mul of labor. So important 
1s tmch a, propo ·1t1on that I conld not pass 1t by 111 silence. 
Tlw thermodynamic theory ha::i opened a new horizon to all those who study 
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the physical and ·natural sciences. Admirable as has been its previous career, it 
6as before it the most brilliant future. When our illustrious Ampere hacl divined 
tho connection which exists between magnetism and electricity, electrodynamics 
was founded, and brilliant discoveries arose on every side. Our own generation 
oas no canse to envy its predecessor; to the former pertains the credit of the 
development and application of thermodynamics. The formnlas deduced from 
this branch of science have undergone the test of experimental scrutiny, applied 
by M. Regnanlt and other physicists; those formulas have other tests to undergo, 
by suggesting new experiments which had probably n·ever been attempted without 
them. 
rl'he ·scientific association of France will contribute to this progress by facili-
tating and stimulating research. In this spirit its committee of physics has 
cliarged me with the study of the properties presented by saturated vapors when 
they undergo expansion or compression, and the results obtained have been pub-
lished. The creation of new apparatus has led to other researches. It is thus 
tLat l\L Him and myself have recently solved an important problem, respecting 
which there had not, to our knowledge, been any previous experimental infor-
mation. I may be permitted here to give a statement of that problem: "A 
vapor supersaturated with heat is suddenly expanded hy producing an external 
labor, without addition or subtraction of heat; what is the relation of the pressure 
to the temperature during thr expansion i'' rl'liere is an agreement between the 
results we have reached ancl the principles of thermodynamics; they prove that 
the changes of volume in vapors are accompanied by a considerable internal 
labor. 
rl'l1c Ja.ws which govern the internal labor of bodies are of the highest importance 
towards a knowledge of the constitution of matter, and yet those laws have bee!1 
scarcely so much as surmised. To this day, experiments have bad for then· 
principal object the relations of heat and of external ln.bor; it is from these exper-
iments that Lave been deduced the numerical data now in use. 1'he experi-
ments relative to internal labor are more difficult and more rare. We have had 
recently the rescr.rches of 1\1. Edluug, in Germany, on the thermic effects of t?e 
traction of metal::;. The principal experiment, ancl which the author has subm1~-
tcd to careful study, is tho following: Along a st01it piece of vertical wood_ 1s 
arrallged a k1,r of metal terminated below by a ring, and firmly fixed l~y 1t~ 
upper extremity. 1'hrough the ring a stronO' iron lever is passed, one extremity of 
which re ts 011 an axis attached to the piece
0
of \Voocl at a short distance from the 
ring, and the other extremity bears a basin at nine times that distance from the 
ring. ·when we place on tl~is basin a weight of 60 kilograms, we exert on the 
uar of metal a traction of about 600 kilograms, the lever being of the second 
order. A thermo-electric battery has 011e of its faces applied against the bar, an•l 
a galvanometer shows the depression of the temperature. Let us now gradually 
lift tho weight in order to allow the bar to return to its primitive length; the 
galvanometer indicates a corm ponding elevation of temperature. Finally, if 
we suclclenly remove the weight, there is ao-ain an elevation of temperature; 
but tlti · time O'reater than before. n 
How i. this phenomenon to be explained 1 Let us consider the bar as elon-
gatc<l l>y the external traction; its particles have taken ·such positions that the 
int ·rna) f rec form an equilibrium to the external forces. If we snppre~ tl.e 
1a tcr the hody r nmc · it::i origi nn.l v lnmc thronO"h the effect of the intern 1 
force.·, !in'.1 th r is an in ernal labor expcnclecl j th~re is a, manifestation ther 
for· ,nthm the hocly it elf of a quantity of heat proportional to that labor an 
co 11 . "'l't ·11tly n, ·pontancon: levati n oft mpcrntnre; it is here taken for grant 
tl1a tltP calorific a<;tion of n j,,.lJhorino- hodi •s may be overlooked. 
111 pla · of. wlcl 'nly .'npprc · ·i1Jrr the tracti,,n, let l\8 a.llow the molecnlarf r 
!<> ~-,, t11r · l.1 ho l~· litt~ • 1,y 1ittl •, tu it. ori,,.inal vulum , hy grn.cl11ally clirni -
1 h111_; th· ior · o! tract10u. 1 he external labor Lhuti produced will corrc.:;p 
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to an equal part of the internal 1abouxpended, and the other 1?art will be equi va-
lent to the heat made apparent, consequently, to the elevatH?n of tem~erature. 
This elevation will be less, therefore, than that of the precedmg operut10n, and 
the difference will be proportional to the external labor produ~ed. 
But this operation may be ren•rsed1 and_ when we proceed m such_ manner_ as 
to dila,te the body mechanically, there 1s an rnternal labor produced wlnch remarns 
greater than the· e:ternal laLor expended; !he clifferen?e of these two labors cor-
responds to the disappearance of a proportional quantity of heat, hence a spon-
taneous lowering of the temperature, · · 
Thus experiments of this kind furnish us a relation between the external labor, 
the internal labor, and the heat created or destroyed. On the other hand the 
mechanical theory establishes a mathematical relation between these quantities. 
It is practicable, therefore, to submit a consequence of this theory to the test of 
experiment. Such is the object which l\L Edlung proposed to himself, and it 
may be said that the verification has been as complete as possible. But it does 
not appear possible to draw from such experiments the exact vnJue of the 
mechanical equivalent of heat, on account of the impossibHity of preventing the 
calorific influence of neighboring bodies. As the traction is not instantaneous, 
neither can the thermometric effect be so; the effect which we observe is there-
fore too small, and the theoretic formula which serves to calculate the mechanical 
equivalent yields a value too great. If we establish a system of corrections in 
regard to the effect of the surrounding bodies, the ul).certainty is not less great, 
because of the minuteness of the thermometric effect that is measured. 
By the side of the speculative researches which have aggrandized our knowl-
edge respecting heat within a few years past, of which I have been able to sig-
nalize but a small number, may be ranged cert:,,in interesting experiments which 
have been devised for the popularization of science, and with which most of us 
are already familiar. I have selected one of those which we owe to the celebrated 
English professor, M. Tyndall, because it is the reproduction of a striking natural 
phenomenon. I refer to the intermittent eruptions of water and vapor met with 
in Iceland. l\f. Bunsen has fornished a very simp1e explanation of voka.noes of 
this kind, which are called geysers, and M. Tyndall has very ingeniously imitn.ted 
them. 
Imagine a pit of a depth of twenty ·metres, and a breadth of three ; at the 
bottom there is water heated by the volcanic substances which proceed from the 
depth of the earth. The different strata of water occur under pressures increasing 
from above downwards, since each stratum must sustain the pressure of the atmo-
sphere and that of the column of water which is · above it. 'rhe temperature of 
ebullition of these strata will therefore increase, in like manner, from above 
downwards. Let us consider a stratum having a temperature a little below t1rnt 
of its ebu11ition, under the conditions in which it actual1y exists: if its pressure 
?e diminished, it is thrown into ebullition. 'l'his is precisely what takes place 
m the geyser. Aqueous vapor being formed at the bottom of the pit, where the 
heat is strongest, lifts up the strata of water above. . If one of them be raised 
sufficiently high, it pass8s into a state of ebullition; the water which is below it 
is less compressed ; it ·boils in its turn, and a mass o_f vapor is instantly formed 
at the bottom of the pit. 'I1his vapor expels the upper strata of water, and itself 
issues with them, forming an immense sheaf-like jet. Tbe expelled vapor io 
cooled, becomes liquid, and falls back with the projected mass of water; by its 
re-entry the temperature of tbe pit is reduced, and ebullition is suddenly arrested. 
We now hear a concussion proceeding from the formation of new bubbles fs 
water, because_ al1 the p~rts of t.he pit are not instantaneously chilled; until 
finally, repose 1s re-estabhshecl. But the central 1ieat gradua11v restores the col-
umn to its [ormer state, a1~d a new eruption takes ~lace. In· the experimental 
c1cmonstratrnn, the geyser 1s represented by a tube of metal two metres in lenoth 
surmounted by a basin. It is filled i.vith water, and two sodrces of heat are estab: 
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lished-one at the bottom, the other 60 centimetres higher up. By regulating the 
beat, the ·water of the latter region is maintained at a temperature a little below 
103 de2:rees, and therefore cannot boil; but if the strata of the bottom are raised 
to 105 '-'degrees, tliey are thrown into ebullition, and the steam raises the middle 
stratum. This is immediately reduced to vapor, and the erruption takes place. 
The mixture of water and steam falls back into the basin, re-enters the tube, and 
a certain interval elapses before the fires can re-establish the temperatures requi-
site for a new erruption. 
In thus presenting to my auditors a view of some of the recent researches of 
physicists, I have endeavored to indicate the philosophic tendency of those 
researches. They lead us to presage new advances which will draw closer the 
bonds which science has discovered between the various forces of nature. Is it 
enongh for us to picture to ourselves tho mechanism of phenomena by the help 
of ingenious hypotheses 1 . Hypotheses are useful to tho physicist for the dis-
covery of the numerical laws, which reveal to us the harmony of the universe; 
they do not suffice for the philosopher who wishes to ascend higher in the search 
for causes. But to the data of experimental science it is necessary to join prin-
ciples of a wholly other order, the geim of which has been implanted in our sou1:s 
by tbe Creator . . 'I1he origin and essen<"e of natural forces are questions of p_b1-
losophy ,vhose solution, if it is possible, exacts all the powers of investigation 
of w Lich the human mind is capable. 
THE PRINCIPAL SOURCES OF HEAT.* 
In selecting as tbe subject of this discourse the principal sources of heat, I 
have proposed to give a very simple example of the connection which exists 
between rn1tural phenomena, even those to which we might, if we contented our-
selves with a superficial examination, deny a community of origin. But when 
mental practice has habituated us to observe what surrounds us, a,nd to draw gen-
eral conclusions from our observations, when we have learned to read, in some 
s?rt, tl1e. gr'3at book of nature, we hesitate no longer to recognize tbe co~ncc-
tions wluch escaped us at first, and we seek an expression for those connect10ns; 
when we have found that expression, we have constructed a physical theory. 
'l'hc theory which will serve me to show the connection of the sources of heat 
is very 1:cc~nt; it is a11uring from its very simplicity. But being a wo:k pur~ly 
ht~man, 1t 1s lmt a rongh portraiture, a pale reflection of the grand umty " ·lnch 
reigns throughout nature. All the merit of this theory consists in its l)eing bet-
ter than those which preceded it, and in seemino- to approach nearer to the truth. 
'l'his must jnstify us in adopting it. ::, 
Let w:; um1erstanc1, then, the limits to wl1ich we are restricted; as far as con-
cerns us at present, to explain a phenomenon is to show the connect.ion which 
exists Lctween that phenomenon and a general principle which is the expression 
of a fact more simple than experiment has revealed to us. I shall commence by 
c 'tah1ishing tlie fu~rlamental principle on which I propose to sustain myself. 
'\Vl1en a ball o~ 1vor.y fall~ on a horizontal plane of marble, it rebounds ~nrl 
retu~·ns alm?st to 1t pomt oI departure. Repeat the experiment, by replacmg 
the 1niry " ·1th lead, and the ball will ri se to a less bcio-ht in rebounding; hut 
now it will gr w ,varm, which was not the case with th~ hall of ivory. an:--
sof~ bocli ' or liquids to fall; these will no longer rebound, and if we mea"nr · 
~Ii ·1r t ·mp :·atm: w hal1 find the heat created by the imp:1ct to be greater tba ... 
rn tll(' pr •v1011 m tan . 
It)· · now ~cn<!wn that v ry pound of every ponderous body, which lo e ir-
'°.'lncny by lall111rr from n, li •io-ht f ab nt 720 feet, and which docs not rehonnd 
1i. Pila~<·· fL <p1:mtit of h at ·apablc of rni ·incr by one dccrrcc the tcmpcrat llf 
• C,11,jfn ,1c1· d1 M '1t:i11. ", oircc :;cientifiqno d 
d<- lu 1 rune , ·c., July, 1 67. 
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of a pound of water. This datum of experiment serves as a basis for all cn1cula-
tions relating to the mechanical theory of heat. 
Here then there is a source of heat whose importance cannot escape our 
attentio~. C~nsider the innumerable falls of water which exist npon the earth, 
the waves of the o~an which resemble immense cataracts, incessantly renewed, 
arid if we ·would represent to ourselves the enormous quantity of heat they pro-
duce, tak~ as an e:-:ai~p1e the falls of the Rhi~e at Schaffhausen. !t has been 
calculated that this smgle water-fall creates m a day the heat rcqmred to melt 
12,000 tons of ice. 
Nor is heat created by the impact of heavy bodies alone. When any force 
lias pnt a body in movement, it often happens that this movement is aJterwards 
armibibted, that is to say, it stops without being communicated to other bodies, 
and heat becomes appar_ent. 'I1his is seen in the well-known experiment of the 
fire syringe. vV e exert a. muscular effort on a piston ; this compresses the air, 
and our force seems fruitlessly expended. Bnt if it is not employed in commu-
nicating motion, it serves to produce heat; the compressed air is lieated sufii-
ciently to kindle gun-cotton. VVe will lay it down then as a principle that heat 
may arise from the destruction of movement. 
Our habitual sources of l1eat are chemical combinations. I take sn1 plrnric 
acid, diluted .with water, in which I have immersed a small ba.lloon containing 
ether; I put zinc in this acid; a lively chemical action is produced, and tho mix-
ture is sufficiently heated to throw the 6ther into ebullition. The jet of vapor 
rushes out by a slender tube, and mn.y be made more com,picnous by kindling it. 
The solution of zinc in an acid is therefore accompanied by a disengagem.ent of 
heat. · 
The heat disengaged in a chemical reaction is often sufficiently intense to pro-
duce incandescence, and when the viv3;city of action is very great, an explosion. 
I shall cite some examples recently discovered, without going however into detail. 
A leaf of paper is moistened with pyroligneous acid ; we touch it with a. glass 
rorl coated with a mixture of sulphuric acid and hypermanganate of potassiam, and 
the paper irnmedia.tely takes fire. Again, we let fall some drops of tho essence 
of anise on the same mixture placed in the bottom of a glass; there is now both 
incandescence and explosion. 
'1.1 0 manifest to my auditors the connection which exists between the heat cre-
ated by impact and that created by chemical action, I take an example, well 
knowu, but on account of its simplicity, serving better than the preceding for the 
purpose of explanation. 'rhc powdered iron, suita.hly prepared, takes fire when 
exposed to the a.ir. Wha.t is it that occurs in tLis phenomenon~ One of the 
elements of the air, oxygen, combines with the iron a.nd forms a brown powder, 
which is called oxide of iron. If tl10 iron he weighed before and after the com-
bination, it will be found to have increased in weight; this proves the fixation 
of the oxygen in the iron. Now, we shall very well represent to ourselves the 
mechanism of the combination, by imagining that the particles of oxygen have 
been precipitated on the iron and l,ecome fixed, just as the stone which falls on 
the earth remains fixed to the soil. Heat, then, has been created by the impact, 
and the connection we sought is established. . 
The chemical sources of heat are so important in the arts, that I sl1all more 
particnlarly dwell upon them, with a view to point out the recent improvements 
of wl1ich they have been the object. It was only the combustion of charcoal, 
accelerated by the insuffiation of a considerable quantity of air, which for a long 
time was made use of in inrlnstry; such is tho fire of tho smelting furnace, which 
can melt iron, but is inca1)al)le of melting platina. This metal, as precious as 
gold, could be melted by no known chemical process until quite recentl v, when 
the means were devised by 1I. H. Sainte-Claire Deville. At present we melt it 
very easily by the con~1rnsti_on of illuminati~1g gas with pnre oxygen. In this }Jro-
cess the oxygen coutamed m a gasometer issues by a CO}Jpor pipe terminated by 
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a tip of platina. This pipe is in the axis of a second and larger pipe of cop-
per, wl10se extremity is a1so of platina. The illuminating gas issues forth, fill-
ing the iQterval comprised between the two pipes. vVe liave thus a jet formed 
by a mixture. We kindle this j€t and introduce it into a furnace composed oflimc; 
the flame whirls with resonance in the midst of the furnace, hoa,ts it intense1y, and 
issues by a lateral opening. It is by this opening that we introduce the platina. 
under the form of thin laminre. Each lamina disappears as if swallowed up, 
and a sparkling liquid trickles to the bottom of the furnace. 
We stop the jet of flame arnl uncover the fur1:ace; the liquid p1atina is so 
dazzling that we may extinguish the gas burners in the liall, and we are illu-
minaterl as by the electric light. We pour the liquid in a vase of limestone, 
and can see its perfect fluidity. By degrees it grows cool in the air, aud finally 
becomes a solid; but it is so heated that it will remain a long time luminous. 
When there is need but of a moderate heat, the comlmstion of illuminat~ng 
gas by tho ordinary air is often preferable to that of coal, and the construchon 
of apparatus for warming by gas is at present carried to great perfection. The 
principal improvement is due to the distinguished German cl1emist Bunsen, who 
has devised an excellent arrangement for completely burning the gas. 
The Bunsen burner is essentially formed of two concentric pipes; the gas 
is conducted into the inner one; the external pipe being open at the two_e~trc~-
ities, the atmospheric air natura11y enters, mingles with the gas, and it 1s tlu_' 
mixtme which is kindled. 'l'he flame is but slightly luminous, bnt yr,ry hot; if 
we prevent the access of air, the flame becomes brilliant, because the car~)on of 
tl1e gas is not immediately burned by the oxygen of the air, and it rcrnams for 
some time as a solid· dust raised to a very higL temperature. It is the prcs.ence 
of tl10 free carbon wliich enables the flame to be illuminative; the form of the 
burner for giving light is such that the carbon is not burned so soon as tbe Lydro-
gen of the gas, while in the burner 0£ Bunsen it is burned at the same time. A 
single one of these burners, of a suit.able size, is sufficient to melt silver. 
At present the Bumen burners are of the greatest service in our lnbora:0 -
1ies; tbey arc employed for heating the tubes for cl1emical analysis, and quite 
recently an arrangement has been contrived which secures for this mode of h_eat-
ing tho greatest regnlarity. The mixtnrc of air and gas issues by some si:xty 
small holes pierced in a cylinder of fire-proof earth, and all these small ~~me· 
rai e the cylillder to a red heat, in snch sort that tho caloric is uniformly d1ffo..:cd 
in all directions. Some hnndrecl jets of thi::; sort, suitably t1isposed around a 
gla ·s tube, raise all its points to the same temperature without ri sk of fracture 
or cfo;torLion of the tube. Is it possible to attain a temperature sufficient f~r the 
fusion of platina hy burning simJ?ly a mixture of air and coa1-gas? It 1 the 
presence of nitrogen, an element of tho .air altogether inert, which hillC1ers the 
tcmperatnre of combustion of such a mixture from beino- as liio·h as tl1at of the 
. b ::, b L mixture of gas ancl pure oxygen. 'l'he nitrogen appropriates a pmt of t c e 
created hy the cl1cmical combination, ancl moreover it embarrasses tlie contact 
tho oxy 0 ·cn ancl tLe combustible. 'l'bc employment of air would ncvcrlhck-
~o much preferable to tbat of puro oxygen, when an 1m1nstrial intere tis in qn 
1.1011, on Mcount of tl10 cl aruei:;s of tlw latter ancl the difficulty of it:; prep. • -
ration. Hence it lins l, en sought to olve tliis problem; and, hy applyiu~. 
th· 1'l~>w-pipc of 1. , 'chlre.'i11g tho principle of t11e ventilator of 1\1. Dcmonh1e:-: 
::M. "\Y1e~nc1rg has su ·c •cded in melting platina. by means of a mixture o , 
and · ,al <•a·. 
~n the blow-pip o~. 1. 1Yiesneo-g, as in that of l\L Sch1resing, compres •'~ :. 
ar~w -. 1,y a small onhce nt tho bottom of a tube, and the gas penetrate, m _ 
tl~1 · t11l, • by a lateral tnlmlure in aclrnnco of the jct of air. 'l'Lo mixtu1 
k_11:_tll :'1 at the outlet fr 111 tl.ie tnu . But in tl1c blow-pi] c of I. '\Vie ne1•g . 
. 1r 11 •11w v ·n• fitronn-ly c mprcs .. ecl, i · u •s with <rr at velocity; it briskly ch 
m tl · ga ·, and hole · Leing picrc •d around the orifice of cillux, the atmo:,ph 
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a.iris itself drawn in, and penetrates into t~1e hlow-pipe, which considera?ly au~-
ments the totnl quantity of air ming1_ccl w~th tbe _gas. In. order to _evrn~e ~lus 
fact of the nspiration of the s1ffroundmg mr, we kmd~e _the JCt ?-ncl direct 1t rnto 
a small furnace of brick, analogous to the furnace of hme,- whwh has served us 
for melting p1atina. 'rl1e flame issn~s with resonance by a small apert~re, and tbe 
walls of the furnace are rapidly ra1Secl to a reel heat. vV e now let fall· powder 
l f iroIJ. around the holes of the blow-pipe; this powder ·becomes heated in the 
hrnaco and issues with the flmne in brilliant sparks. 'rho necessary accessory 
of the blow-pipe consists in a powerful bellows, which impels tho jet of air under 
a pressure of two atmospheres. For this purpose a pump compresses the atmos-
phere in a reservoir, while a tube of resistant caoutclwuc conveys the compressed 
air from this reservoir into the blow-pipe. 
In this way the inconveniences of the nitrogen coutained in tho air are lessened. 
In the blow-pipe of :M. Wieimegg, the air is so intinrntely mingled with the 
gas that the inertia of the nitrogen offers the least possrble opposition to the 
rapidity of the chemical combination. Now, it is on this rapidity that depends 
the temperature of the flame. 'rhe more rapid the molecular movements which 
create heat, the higher the point to whiph the temperature is raised; because the 
environing bodies have not time within a certain limit to absorb t1iat heat. 
I limit myself -to these applications of the chemical sources of heat, and pass 
to a source of quite another kind-to that which has furnished us the highest 
known temperatures, and which can reduce to vapor_ the diamond itself. None 
of the preceding methods enable us to modify this substance ; it is the rr.ost 
refractory of which we have any knowledge .. 
Conceive a s11eet of zinc and one of copper plunged into sulphuric acid, diluted 
with ,vater. We know that the zinc combines wit.h the elements of the liquid, 
producing heat. If we unite the two sheets by a meta1lic wire, the latter becomes 
heated, w bich indicates that it is the scat of a peculiar modification. The cause 
of this modification we name electricity, and we say that the assemblage formed 
of the acid, the metals and the wire, is tnwcrsed by the electric current. Now, 
if we measure tho heat produced in the acid and in the wire, we find it to 
be, for a certain weight of zinc dissolved, the san'le as if the metal were simply 
dissolved. in the acid witl10ut the wire,. which gives passage to the current. 'l'he 
sole difference which exists between these two modes of operating consists in 
the heat being differently distributed; in the act of tho clissolntion of tlrn zinc 
in the _acid without an electric current, the heat is only produced at the place of 
the chemical action; when there is a current, this heat is produced simultane-
ously in all the parts of the circuit traversed by the current. In order to exhibit 
the heat disengaged in the electric circuit, a battery has been arranged outside 
of the apartment occupied by my arnlience; that battery being an assemblage of 
sheets of zinc and acidulatecl wa-cer in which the chemical combination is~effected, 
while the metallic wire which serves to close the circuit extends to myself for 
the performance of the experiments. At this moment the wire is divided, and I 
hold in my hand its two extremities; I touch with them the two ends of a fine 
wire of platina, 50 centimetres in length, so that the circuit is now closed. The 
current passes, and we sec that the wire of platina is heated to a white reel; it 
in fact melts, and no doubt therefore can remain of tho disengagement of hE:at 
which I announced. Tho two wires with which I touched the platina were of 
copper, and their diameter was about two millimetres; these also have become 
bcn,ted, but the elevation of their temperature was slight, simply because of their 
thicknc s. 
I shall not seek on this occasion to explain how electricity effects the distribu-
tion of heat in the circuit of the l)attery; I propose merely to mention this means 
of producing beat, the discovery of which we owe to Volta, and which dates but 
a half century ago. It has been seen that this source of heat is of chemical 
16 s 
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orio-in, and consequently the connection which it has with the SQ.urces previously 
spgken of is sufficiently established. 
It rem11ins for me to show how the Voltaic circnit realizes the highest tempera-
ture known. We attach to the extremities of our two copper wires cylindrical 
pieces of charcoal; we then bring these cylinders into contact with one another. 
'I1he circuit is now closed. If we separate these two pieces of charcoa1, a mass 
of dazzling light fills the interval between them and re-establishes the continnity 
of the circuit. What is this light, which has received the name of the Voltaic 
arch ? It is a volume of incandescent particles of charcoal, which acts in like 
manner with the platina wire of the preceding experiment. This mass of par-
ticles is vehemently heated by the passage of tho current. In order that its 
enormons temperature may be appreciated, we project it on a t11blet· by means of 
lenses, having first endosed it in 11 suitable box, that the eyes of the spectators 
may ho sheltered from its blinding brightnrns. By this expedient, we are enabled 
to view all the details of the Voltaic nrch. On tho tablet we may sec the reversed 
image of the sticks of cliarcoa1, triemsel ves heated to white-red, as well as lbat 
of the arch, which appears as a violet flame. Let us place a slieet of platina in 
thi:s flame; it melts rapidly, and the fused platina collects in a sparkling globnle 
on one of the pieces of charcoal. 'rlrns, the; heat is at least as strong as in the 
furnace which, an instant ago, we heated hy a ol1emicaJ process. But it is muc~ 
stronger, and if we placed a diamond instead of platina in the Voltaic arch, it 
"·onlcl be seen to become soft and begin to melt. Were we to com1nct this opera-
tion in a vacuum, the vapor of the diamond ancl that of the charcoal of the 
apparatus l'i·onld be deposited on the walls of the vase. 'rl1is experiment was 
made for the first time Ly Despretz, at the Sorbonne, with a battery of adequate 
power. · 
The sources of heat which I have thus far noticed are at the disposal of man, 
"·ho can regulate them at his pleasure; these arc artificial sources. It remain~ 
to speak of the natural sources-of tl10se "·hose power the Creator has regulated. 
in order to constitute the universal harmony of n11ture. 
. !t is impossible to explain in this short discourse, by ·what admirable la':s heat 
i:; rncessantly generated by animals. It suffices to recall the fact that this heat 
bas a chemictLl origin, in orclor to comprehend tbat it is referable to the same fun-
damental principle with the others. In effect, the carbon and hydrogen furnH1ed 
by ~ur ~liments arc_ pfacec~ in prcsenco of the atmospheric oxygen by the act_ of 
resJ_J1rat1on, and tbe1r cl1errncal eorn bi nation is effected in the lJloocl, attended w1 
the cu ·tomary disengagement of heat. I should acl<.1 however, that animal:; 
~·urthcr create heat by another process purely mechanical. ·when a man, £ -
rn ·tance,. goes dow1:1 stairs, _his body is displaced and falls, as it were, fr ~ a 
small LCJght; he displaces it anew, ao-ain fal] s and continues doing so. ~ o · 
each of th sc little descents creates he~'lt. like tl~c fall of cverv beavv bodv wLic 
doe not rel,ou?,1· One_ of our m~st cli \inguisbed savants, !I. Hir~1. de Colmar 
has su · ceded m measunng the beat tlms produced, and finds that 1t very c -
potently sati fies the general law. 
I migh_t al.-o ·peak of the heat disengaged by vegetables, at certain epo_c ~ 
wb n th •1r orO'ans arc the theatre of intense clicmical reactions· at tLc same um 
I shon1c1 ·ay that it is much rather their role to cousnme l1eat' than to producei 
an~l that _i!1 thi. the func tions of vegetable life are made to compensate ~ho, . 
annn~l ld .. _But I am about to transport my audience into other region. 
·. aym<r to lii t a ornor of tho veil which renders them ·o mYsteriou·. 
'l'l~c !?"ran 1 and mo_ t wonderful source of heat i · tLe sun. 'I1be geniu of 
lmr ·tmg _at a 1,ouncl 1t tcrrc -trial shackle ·, has Jong incc overleaped th~ 
tm,_ c wln_ch s paratr · 1. from that marv 1lous luminary. It has measnred. 1 
wc1ghc·cl it and w · ar to-day v rv remote from the time when men bowed in 
1 ·fur· it a · l;cfor a divinity. Taking as a guile tLo observations conduct • 
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U. Pouillet we find th?,t the sun disengages in a year a quantity of heat capable 
of meltino- 'a coverino• of ice 1 500 leao·ues in thicknes::i, which might envelop 
:::, ~ b ) b • 
a globe one million four hundred thousand tune~ larger than the ~arth. 
How are we to explain this enormous prodnct10n of heat~ Is 1t the result of 
a combustion analogous to those which take place on our hearths~ 1~o be con-
vinced of the impossibility of such an origin, it suffices to know that 1f the sun 
were a globe of charcoal burning in oxygen, it would be consumed in 5,000 
years. . . . . 
1'he new theory of heat has led to an hypothesis wlnch sat1sfies the mmcl up · 
to a certain point. The universe is filled with bodies called asteroids, which 
gravitate under the control of undiscovered laws. It is they which produce the 
shooting stars and meteorites. Now, it is easily conceivable that such bodies rna,y 
fall reo-nlarly upon the sun and create heat by the impact. It has been calcu-
lated ~vhat would be _the mass of asteroids capable of thus producing the solar 
beat, and it bas been found that it would form in a year a simple stratum of 20 
metres (21.872 yards) at the surface of the sun. It would, at this rate, require 
more than a million five hundred thousand centuries for the diameter of the solar 
disk to appear doubled. Our instruments of astronomy are not sufficiently sensi-
tive to enable us to observe an augmentation so slow; thus the hypothesis docs 
not stand in opposition to facts. We should not forget, however, that all this is 
conjecture, nor can we plume ourselves on having discovered the cause of tho 
phenomena which have been observed. 
After the solar beat, it remains to speak of the terrestrial heat, of which we 
have striking manifestations in volcanic eruptions, in the geysers, those gigantic 
eruptions of boiling water which are met with in Iceland, to say nothing of the 
tranquil indications of artesian wells. The laws of these phenomena are not in 
general completely known, though that of the geysers has been artificially repro-
duced upon the ingenious theory of Bunsen. What sball it be ~id is the origin 
of this tenestrial heat~ Everything would lead us to believe that the earth was 
!primitively an incandescent fluid mass, and thus its condition would be analogous 
to that of the sun. An incessant fall of cosmical matter would maintain its heat 
and gradually enlarge its mass. Some time or other this supply has failed, and 
the globe, in cooling, undergone solidification at the surface. Then only did it 
become the earth. ·' 
'.rbus it will be seen that the generation of heat hy the destruction of move-
ment will serve to explain the production ·of heat in chemical combinations', in 
the Voltaic circuit, in the organs of living beings-nay, it will furnish no improb-
able hypothesis of the origin of solar and terrestrial heat. Are we not tempted 
hence to conclude that heat is likewise a movement? We thereby associate the 
connection we have observed with a great and more general principle than the 
preceding, that of the conservation of energy. In virtue of this principle, if 
?'lovemcnt ceases in one body, it commences in· a neighboring body, so that noth-
mg is lost; alJ the phenomena of the material world result from an exchange of 
movement between bodies, one gaining what the other loses.* There is nothing 
which seems to oppose itself to this generalization; it offers us a picture of what 
we learn by the senses, and by accepting it as a law, we yield to 'the sentiment 
of unity which the Creator has implanted in our souls. But we should be cir-
cumspect 1 we must not allow ourselves to be swayed by imagination, nor sur-
render reason to the seductive creations of our own invention. 
The generation of heat may be a transformation of movement, but what is the 
intermediary of that transformation ? In order to raise the veil which conceals 
from us the mystery of creation, is it sufficient to say that matter transmits 
* The state_ment requires limitation. It cannot be said that the . motion or enero-y of a 
cannon b~ll 1s al~ transferred to the side of the sbip which it penetrates-a large 
0
part is 
expende~ m m~lung the _hole, another portion in producing the noise of the percussion. and 
the remainder m generatmg hl!at.-J. H. 
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movement to matter, and to imagine a species of movement constituting heat 'I 
Never did savant, who had painfully lea.rued to observe what surrounds him, enter-
tain that thought. For him, the cause of heat is of the same order with that of 
the fall of bodies ·to the surface of the earth. It is a force, an abstract principle, 
which it is not his mission to fathom. And if, having become philosopher, he 
aims to ascend higher in the scale of oauses, he must advance with an extreme 
sagacity, under the penalty of encountering the most mortifying failures. Few 
men are endowed with those qualities of mind which are congruous to the phi-
losopher, and those who carry ipto this rugged enterprise the science and the 
modesty of the sage are apt to arrive, in their conclusions, at principles of the 
purest spiritualism. 
PRINCIPLES OF THE MECHANICAL THEORY OF HEAT. 
BY DR. JOH. MULLER, 
Professor of Physics in t!te University of Frciburg, in Berne. 
(co~rnu:rn:CATED BY THE AUTHOR, IN GER~[AN, TO THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, FROM HIS LEHRBUCH 
DER PHYSIK, AND ACCOMPANIED BY HIS ALTERATIONS AND CORREC:TIONS.] -
!.-DEVELOPMENT OF HEAT BY MECHANICAL MEANS. 
It is well known that by compression of the air heat is disengaged; and under 
certain circumstances, as, for example, by means of the fire syringe, may be ren-
dered so considerable as readily to kindle combustible matter. Such develop-
ment of heat, however, also takes place through the compression of a solid body. 
110 how high a degree the hardest bodies may be heated by violent compres-
sion may be observed in the hammering of meta1s and the coining of money. 
But among all mechanical means of generating heat none is more available 
than friction ; and it is this which is almost universal1y employed when fire is 
to be 'p.1:ovided anew. Every one knows that, for this purpose, uncivilized tribes 
make use of two pieces of wood-Fig. 1, for example, shows an arrangement of 
which the Dakota Indians avail themselves. A staff, ab, of hard wood, about 
Fig. 1. 
:;ix inches long and somewhat sharpened at both ends, is insertecl in a small 
cavity uf tl1e board A, is pressed on the upper end by the board B, and, in the 
rnanner represented in the figure, is thrown into rapid revolution. As soon a& 
fire makes its appearance, a piece of tinder, applied by a second person effects 
tbe desired purpose. 'l'he kindling of fire hy steel and flint depends likewise 
on the application of heat, developed by attrition, which suffices to kindle to a 
glow some of the small detach~d par_~icl~~t:·steel, and the now widely-employed 
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friction match derives its great utility from the heat supplied by a,slight rubbing 
of the kindling matter. . · 
The first scientific experiments on the development of .hea,t by friction "ere 
those which Count Rumford instituted in the cannon foundry of Munich, ( Gil-
bert's annal. xn, p. 554.) lu order that the muzzle of the cannon, which in 
founding is uppermost, mu,y not become porous, a massive cylindrical piece of 
metal is cast thereon, usually called "the rejected head," ( der terlorene Kopf.) 
In one experiment Count Rumford inclosed the rejected bea,d of a six-pounder 
in an obloug wooden box, open at the top and filled with water. Through one 
end of this box was passed, water-tight, the narrow neck which united the head 
to the cannon; and through the other, also water-tight, the stem of a steel borer. 
The cylindrical beu,d was 9.8 inches long and 7.75 inches in diameter. The box 
was charged with 18¾ pounds of water; the arrangement being horizontal, the 
cannon and the attached head were made to revolve by horse-power at the 1:ate 
of 32 revolutions per minute, the borer, at the same time, bei1}g pressed agamst 
the·end of the head. 'I1he temperature of the water was raised after one hour 
41 ° 0. ; after one and a half hour, 61 ° 0. ; after two hours, 81 ° 0. To 
the wonder of the Rpectators the water, at the expiration of two and a half 
hours, was actually boiling. The cylinder and the spindle of the borer wer~ 
also heated to the same temperature. During the two and a half hours 4,14<> 
grains (about 17 half-ounces) of met.al shavings had been turned out. 
'l1he experiment not being easily repeated in the form above given, a very 
elegant and commodious apparatus for exhibiting the same result has ~een 
devised by Professor 'ryndall. On the axis of rotation of a small wheel ( dn,en 
hy a large one) is screwed a glass tube a, (Fig. 2,) open above and closed below, 
and having a length of about 12 centimetres, with a diameter of rather more than 
two centimetres. This tube is not quite filled with water, a,nd is held firmly 
Fig. 2. 
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vapor. Should the experiment require too rpuch time, the tubemay ?e at first 
filled with warm water. . 
Sir. H. Davy succeeded in melting two pieces of ice :'Y rub_bingth_em togethc!' m 
a space exhausted of 11ir and cooled below th? f~·eezn;g pomt, ,~ln1e l\I~yer ~rst 
showed (1842) that heat is developed by the fnctrnn of w:1ter agamst solid boches, 
havino· by simple aO'itation rais'3d its temperature from 12° 0. to 13° 0. (Annal. 
•J' 0 ' • 
der Chem. und Phann., May, 1842.) 
II.-THE NATURE OF HE.AT. 
As teo-ards tl1e explanation of the phenomena of heat, two contrary hypotheses 
have sto~d, from an early period, in opposition to one another. Accorcli ng to the 
one, these phenomena proceed from an imponderable element, which, ~Hing ?P 
the intervals between the separate atoms of matter, operates as n, repu1s1ve prm-
ciple. 'l'hrongh an augmentation of the particles of heat in a bocly, its tempera-
ture is raised, its constituent atoms still further separated from one another, and 
thus its vo1mne increased, while cohesion becomes more and more enfeebled and 
the conditions of aggregation are changed; solid bodies melting, and fluids 
passing into vapor. 'l'his mode of explanation has, ti11 the most reeent times, 
formed the basis of the doctrine of heat as presented in most popular works on 
the subject, without any positive assertion hovvever, as to the correctness of such a 
theory. It was employed, in the interim, for wn,nt of a better, in order more easily 
to combine the various phenomena of heat under a common point of view. 
'l1be hypothesis of which we speak, namely, that the phenon1ena of heat result 
from the quiescent presence of.an imponderable calorific element, and which, on 
that account, we will call briefly the material theory, stands opposed to another, 
according to which heat is the result of a vibratory motion of the minutest par-
ticles of bodies, and which thus refers the explanation of the phenomena to 
mechanical principles; on this account we sha11 designate the latter in our fui·ther 
discussion of those principles as the mechanical theory_ of heat. It was long ago 
said by Locke that "heat is a most active concussion of the imperceptibly small 
particles of a body, which produces ·in us the feeling we term wannth; the cause 
of our perception of heat is, in reality, therefore only a motion." 1'here is nothing, 
• in fact, which argues more conclusively in favor of the mechanical explanation 
of the phenomena of heat than its production through mechanical forces, as · 
exhibited in preceding paragra.phs. Certainly, neither the experiment of Rumford 
nor that of Davy gives the smal1est countenance to the conduction of calorific 
matter from without. . 
'rhe adherents of the material theory sought to explain the development of 
beat by the agency of compression, on the assumption that the capacity of bodies 
for heat decreases with their density, whence a body, when its density is increased, 
must give out heat. The difference between the specific hea:t of gases under 
constant pressure and with constant volitme seemed to · argue in favor of this 
hypothesis till Regnault had proved that the specific heat of a given weight of gas 
is in<lependent of Us density. With regard to the development of heat by friction, 
the material theory endeavored to account for it by assuming that friction is always 
attended by a corresponding compression, and by the diminution of specific heat 
thereby occasioned. But more exact investigation showed that the specific heat 
of the shavings, which fall away from the cannon in borinO', cliflered not sensibl v 
. from that of the metal before the boring; while in the expe~iment of Davy a body· 
:• is formed, namely, water, whose specific heat is not only not smaller than that of 
ice, but is actually twice as great. Here_, then, the development of heat in 
nowise admits of being referred to a diminution of the specific heat. 
Rnmforcl, as we11 as Davy, had instituted their experiments with a view to . 
prove the necessity of having recourse to a mechanical explanation of heat. But 
though they had certainly indicated the right course for answering the question 
as to the nature of heat, that course was, for the time at least, not followed up; 
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not so much perhaps because the generality of physicists had declared, in oppo-
sition to the two English philosophers, for the material theory, as that the scienT 
tific inquirers of that period scarcely occupied themselves at all with the question. 
Still, however, the material in hand did not cease to a_ccumulate, which, when 
thrown at a later period into the scale, was destined to give an unquestionable 
preponderance to the mechanical theory. 
The study of radiant heat had taught that every heated body in a colder 
medium sends forth on all sides calorific rays in like manner as a luminous body 
distributes rays of light. And as the luminous rays pass through air and other 
transparent bodies, without communicating to them the property of luminosity, 
so the rays of heat traverse the air and other diathermanous substances without 
imparting to them any sensible warmth. '.rhe rays of heat are then only _?On-
vei'ted into perceptible heat when they are absorbed by some body upon wbich 
they strike, in the same way that certain bodies (phosphorus, for instance) become 
themselves luminous under the influence of strong rays of light. 
Like the rays of light, the rays of heat are propagated with a velocity which, 
in relation to terrestrial distances, may be termed instantaneous. They fo1low 
the same laws of reflection and refraction as the rays of light. In the rays of 
heat just such differences appear as those which, in the case of the rays of light, 
determine the diversity of colors. In a word, it is now fully recognized that !he 
rays of light and heat are, in their nature, identical, and that if any moclificat10n 
distinguishes them, it can only be of a quantitative nature; whence it follows 
that the phenomena. of light and heat must be referred in principle to the same 
explanation. Since, then, in regard to the phenomena of light, the tlieor:y of 
vibration has triumphantly vindicated its claims against the theory of emanation, 
no doubt can any longer be properly entertained that the phenomena of heat 
also arc to be referred to mechanical principles. 
A body is luminous when its several atonis oscillate with a sufficient degree 
o~ int~nsity an~ vel_ocity about th~ir position of equilibrium. 'l'hese n.to~ic 
v1brat10ns cu.11 forth m the surroundmo- ether an undulatory movement, by which 
the rays of light are propagated, and hence many analogies exist between sou~d 
and _ligh~. Wh_ile sound is generated through the vibratory motion ?f elastic 
boches, light anses from a far more rapid oscillatory motion of the mmutest or 
ethereal particles of matter. As sound is propao-ated through an undulatory 
movement of the air, so is light throuo-h an undulatory movement of the ethl:r. 
Like tho diversity of tones, so the div~rsity of colors arises from a difference m 
the duration of the oHcilbtions of the conductino- medium. But, seeing that the 
rays of light and of heut emitted by a body in iombustion are identical, can we 
avoid the conclusion that the cause of its light and its heat is the same; that f/ e 
heat of bodies proceeds, also, only from an oscillatory niovement of its atoms? 
Perhaps it may be objected that non luminous bodies also emit heat; that t!. " 
sun's li ()'ht, as well a~ electrical light, i~ accompanied in large proportion by invi::;il -
rays of heat. It m1°·ht hence seem that a difference exists between the ray:- · 
light and those of heat. But more exact investio·ation lias shown that it i' oL . 
a quantitative difference which is here in questiOl'~ The obscure rays of heat, . 
not differ nt in their intr!usic nature from those which are at the same time lu1.11-
nons · there are ray which are endnctl with a greater amplitude of o cillation tl.t, 
tho red, and who e periotl of vibration, therefore exceecl:::1 the limit to ·which h 
oro-anization of the ye re tricts it vi ual perception . · 
'l hn. th , tudy of radiant h •at has led to the same con eqnences which !lUI · 
:f r l_ ~n: Davy had clednccd from their experiment, on the production of he 
b . in ti n. llut, thonrrh tho majority of pby foist shared the views of the 
plnl < ph r:, and ntert ined tho ·onviction that the emanation thcorr • 
thcnc •forth unt nabl , f r a 1 nrr time nothi110- further wa done to bri1{~ 1 · 
p1 · tion to a dcci. ion until m/ 21 years ao·ob j_t wa a rrain taken in band ~ · 
l 
~ ~ 
gr.. ·n rgy an pro:ccntccl with ardor in variou~ quarters. '1 he :first b' w 
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this important subject was resumed, and w~o again recalled it t~ the attention 
of physicists in a treatise published, in 1842, m the A.?nal? of Chem1stry and Phar-
macy, under the title of Observations on the forces of inanimate nature, was J\fayer, 
a, practising physician of Heilbronn. 
III.-THE MECHANICA.L EQUIVALENT OF HEAT. 
]\fayer first enunciated the idea that, as a definite proportion universally ex.ists 
between cause and effect, there must always, in the production of heat by mechani-
cal means, be an invariable proportion between the heat generated and the 
mechanical power consumed for that purpose; and, in fact, he thus early established, 
with closely approximate exactness, the mechanical equivalent of heat. This 
was, at a later period, still more accurately determined through the researches 
of Joule and Hirn. 
In 1843 the observation was made by J ouie (PhH. l\lag., vol. xxiii) that, in 
the passage of water through a narrow tube, heat is generated, and that a 
mechanical power of 770 foot-pounds* is consumed in raising the temperature 
of one pound of water to 1 ° F ., a result which, as we shall see, is not .very differ-
rent from that obtained by compression of the air. 
Joule sought, also, to asc
1
ertain by other methods the proportion of the 
heat generated by friction to the mechanical power thereby expended. In a 





in _Fig 4_, was so disposed. as to be capable of revolving around a vertical 
axis. Eight paddles of tlnn plate, at an angle of 45° with one another are 
pfaced at the height h, eight others at the heiaht g. They move between metallic 
plates, which are fixed to the wall ot the ~essel; four of Fig. 4. 
these plates standing at right angles to one another, beina 
at the height f, and four others at the height c. 0 
The vessel A, which stands on a wooden pedestal is 
~llec~ with 'Yater, and the revolution of the paddle-wheel 
1s eflected, m the manner represented in the figure, by 
means of the weights B ancl D, which by their descent 
co-operate in cornmunicating motion to the axis of the 
wheel, and have a fall of about 63 inches. After these 
weights ha~ reached the _floor, by :vithdrawing the pegs, 
the connect10n of the cylmder V with the axis of rotation - - JO 
of the paddle-wheel was severed, the weights B and D were again wound up, 
"A foot-pound is th~ powe_r develope~ in the fall _of a weiiht of one pound through a height 
of one foot. An ~nghsh 1;1mt of heat 1s ~he quantity reqmrcd to raise a pound of Wllter one 
degree Fahrenheit. A kilogram-metre 1s the power developed in the fall of a kilo 
(2.20~ pounds) through one metre. A French unit of heat is the quantity required t gr~m 
one kilogram of water one degree ceJ¼tigrade. 0 raise 
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and the same operation was repeated. After this had been done 20 times the 
elevation of the t'emperature produced by the above means in the water of the 
reservoir A was measured, and was found to amonnt to nearJy 0°.6 F. The 
mechanical power expended in t11e produGtion of this effect is obtained by 
multiplying the weights by the total distance through which they have fallen, 
with allowance, however, for the acceleration with which, each time, they have 
descended to the floor. 
In the mode here described Joule has conducted a long series of researches, 
and calculates, as a mean after the application of the necessary corrections, that 
nn expenditure of power equivalent to 773.64 foot-pounds develops under the 
above circumstances as much heat as is required to raise the tempernture of one 
pound of water 1° F., or, in other terms, that a unit of heat (Frencl1) is the 
thermal equivalent of a m,echanical expenditure of power of 4:?5 kilograrn-metres. 
The f1iction of an iron paddle-wheel in quicksilver gave 776.3 K.>ot-pounds, 
and the friction of cast-fron plates with one another 77 4.88 foot-pounds as the 
expendture of power which is necessary to raise the temperature of one pound of 
water 1° F. 
A not very different result was obtained by J onle when he compared the 
quantity of heat set free in the coils of an electro-magnet rotating between 
strong magnetic poles, with the mechanical power necessary to produce this rota-
tion, (Phil. .Mag. vol. xxiii.) l!'or determining the heat developed in the coils of 
the rotating electro-magnet, the latter ,vas introduced into a glass tube in such 
a mimner that the interval between the magnet and the glass wall formed aves-
sel closed on all sicks, which was filled with water. 'I1l1rough the heat devel-
oped by the rotation of the electro-ma<vnet, the temperature of this water w as 
raised, and the increase of temperature tarefu1ly ascertained. In order to deter-
mine the mechanical power required to produce the rotation, a string was wound 
around the prolongation of the axis of rotation, and the revolution of the magnet 
effected by a weight suspended to the string. From this expe.riment J onle com-
1mted that, for the production of an amount of heat capable of raising one pountl 
of _water 1 ° JT. 11, mechanical power of 838 foot -pounds is requisite, and thus the 
imit of heat corresponds to an expenditure of power of 460 kilogram-metres. 
r~,o the same physicist we owe an experiment for determiniug the mechanic_al 
oqmvalent of heat through that which is liberated by compression of the :ur. 
(Kronig'~ J onrnal, iii). Into a copper reservoir A 12 inches in length, 136f 
cuh_ic c~ntents,f-inch thickness of wall, by means of ;t compression pump screwed 
to 1t, air was pressed, as into the bulb of an air-O'UJJ until an elastic force uf 
nearly 22 ~tmospheres was attained. During this u1>cff~tion the copper reservoir: 
to,gctlicr with the pump, was immersed in a vc•ssel which held 45 pounds 3 ounce-
of water. By 300 strokes of the piston tlt-c air in the vessel was conclensed from 
1 to 21.654. a:tmo pliores, and so much heat was thereby developed that the tem-
perntur? oI coo~ water rose 0°.G45 P. This increase of temperature, ho\f-
e~er? did not ar~se alone from the . compression of the air, uut also from t~ 
fnct10n of the piston. To eliminate this last the tube throtwh which the arr 
had Leen introclncecl was closed and it was fo,;nd that tbrou(J'h 300 strokc:-
t,. . 1. l ' ' 0 uc p1s~on, w 11c 1 now were not atlem1ec1 by a comr ression of the air in th 
re · 'rvo1r, the temperature of the cool water was raised 0°.297 F. Ilv-
fir.'t xp~rim ~t, therefore, on computing the results of compression of t·bc ·r. 
t n ·levatwn oI tem1 ern,turc of 0°.34 l!\ is .2:iven. 
\.Jter making the necc sary rcdu ·Lions a~d corrections it now resulted · 
~hrou."1,1 th ·o.mtr?. ion ?f _.2956 cuLic inches of dry air, ~f atmospheric clen, ·•. • 
mt a · pa of _l..J6.5 cubic mche ·, such a quantity of beat wa lcvelopcd a · 
110 ·~:, sary to nu the t mperaturc of one pound of water 13°.628 F. 'I'. i, 
'1 111 rnle~1t t th 1uantity of heat required to raise the temperatme uf ;,, · 
gram · of water 1 ° U. 
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Let us now seek to determine the mechanical power which is required in 
order to compress 2956 cubic inches of air, of atmospheric density, to a 
21.G5 4-fold density. For this purpose we will conceive · the qnn.ntity of air 
just mentioned to be contained in. a tube a b, (Fig. 5,) which is supposed to 
be 21.65-1 feet long, and to have such a transverse section ( 11.376 square 
inches) that the contents of Fig. 5. 
a por6on of this tube one 
foot long shall be equal to 
the contents of the vessel A, 
(136.5 cubic inches) ; thus 
the above compression will 
plainly ensue if we force a 
piston from the upper end a 
down to the point c, which 
is situated one foot above 
the bottom of the tube. If 
now lines be drawn at differ-
ent points of the tube per-
pendicniar to its axis, and 
of a length always propor-
tional to the pressure under 
which the included air stands, 
and if the piston be driven 
to the point c, so that the line 
cg shall be 21.G54 times as 
greatasaf,thecurvefhig, g 
which connects the terminal 
points of the above lines, will 
·n, 
be a portion of an equilateral hyperbola, and the hyperbolic surface a c g h j 
will represent the power ,vbich must have been employed in pressing the piston 
down from a to c. Let us denote gc by y, b c by x, and b a by x'; thus the 
x' contents of the surface in question will be H=x • y • log nat - and if x= 1 
X 
H=y · log nat x', or 
H=2.3026 · y · log x' (\) 
if log represent the common logarithm refern,ble to 10 as a base. · By the test o:f 
e~periment the barometer stood at 30.2 English inches, which makes on the 
transverse section of our tube 168.5 pounds. r.rhe line fa thus represents to us 
the pressure 168.5, but g c the pressure 21.654 X 168.5=3648.7. Let us now put 
in equation (1)' x' =21.654 and y=3648.7; we shall thus have 
H=2.3026 X 3648.7 log 21.654=11220 foot-pounds, 
as tho expenditure of power which is required to compress 2956 cubic inches of air 
of atmospheric density into a space 21.654 times smaller, whereby, as has been seen 
3.437 units of heat are developed. 
Hence, accotding to these experiments, 3437 units of heat are the thermic 
equivalent for an expenditure of power of 11220 foot-pounds, or 1552 kilo-
rrram-metres. In order, therefore, to produce one unit of heat through compres-
sion of the air, an expendit-ure of power of 451 kilogram-11ietres is needed . 
. For tho purpose of measuring the absorption of heat which results from the 
discharge of compressed air, the vessel A, after the air had been compressed in 
it to 22 atmospheres, was placed in a reservoir containing 21 pounds of water. 
As the compressed air was now allowed to escape from the vessel A through a 
leaden pipe, the temperature of the surrounding water was found to he lowered 
4.0 1 P . · with dne regard to all necessary corrections, it may be hence com-
puted that the quantity of heat which .disappears by the discharge of the air from 
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the vessel is perhaps just as great as that which is developed in the vessel through 
the compression of the air. In this experiment the escaping air has to overcome 
the resistance of the atmosphere, and thus to perform a mechanical work. 
In another series of experiments, to the v~ssel A, in which air had been com-
pressed to 22 atmospheres, was screwed, by means of a short metallic pipe, an 
equally large vessel B, exhausted of air, and after both vessels, A and B, had been 
placed in the same reservoir, holding 16½ pounds of water, a suitably adapted 
cock was opened, so that half of the air compressed in A could fl.ow over into B. 
'l'hrough this process no observable change of temperature was produced in the 
water surrounding the vessels A and B, whence Joule draws the conclusion that 
no cliange of teniperature occurs when air expands in such a way as to create no 
mechanical power. 
When the two receivers A and B were placed in separate vessels of water, a 
lowering of temperature of 2°.36 F. was observed in the vessel which con-
tained the receiver~, out of which flowed the compressed air, while the water 
which surrounded the receiver B, into which the air flowed, acquired a nearly 
·equal elevation of temperature. 
Hirn, also, (Theorie mechanique de la ckaleur, Paris, 1865,) has made a series 
of experiments for the determination of the mechanical equivalent of heat, among 
which we adduce that on the development of heat through the compression of 
lead as being distinguished at once for its simplicity and conclusiveness. 
A cylinder A, of wrought iron, · 350 kilograms in weight, which we will call 
the hammer, is suspended by two pairs of strings about three metres in length, 




a prismatic hlock of sandstone, of the wei(l'ht of 941 kilograms, which w_e ml 
term the anvil, and which is furnished on tlfe side opposed to the hammer mth 
fron plate C. Between the hammer and anvil is placed a cy linc1rica1 piece of le 
P, havin(l' a weight of 2.94 kilograms, _ancl snpported by a light woodeD: bold~· 
(llolzgahel.) This piece of lead is in part hollowed out in the direction of it 3 ' • 
It temp raturc 1.,efore th experiment was ascertained by means of a thermorne· 
t mporarily introduced into the cavity to be 7°.'67. 
'I he hamm_ r was now drawn back ·1,y a pulley until it reached the positi?n - ' 
and then fi<7<Lln rclea eel. In r covering its po ition of eqnilihrinm, it deh, 
a ~r n.~ 1_,low upon the lead, which compre sed aud heated. Y t wa n 
•nhre. hv~11g £ re of the falling hamm r spent in the compression of the 1 
for, ait r 11npact, th tone block and iron ylincler were a(l'ain driven om1' 
apart. .J. ·conling to an experiment of this kind, the height of fall o 
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hammer was 1.166 metre; the recoil of the same after irn~a?t 0.~87 met~e; tl1e 
recoil of the anvil after impflct 0.103 metre. Hence the hvmg force wlnch the 
iron hammer had attained in falling was, 
L=350 · l.l/J6=408.100 metre-kilograms; 
but the livinO' force with which hammer ancl anvil after the blow recoiled from one 
0 
another was, 
l=0.103 (941+2.95)+0.087 · 350= 127·677 metre-kilograms; 
the living force, therefore, expended in th.e compression of the lead is, 
L-l=408.100-127.677=280.423 metre-kilograms. 
In order to determine the quantity of heat which was developed through the 
compression of the lead, the latter, after receiving Fig. s. 
tbe blow, was quickly withdrawn from between the "' "'-'~--
hammer and anvil, and by means of t,vo threads, 
which had been already attached to it, _was sus-
pended in the manner shown at ]fig. 8. Into the 
cavity of the compressed piece of lead, 18.5 
grams of water at 0° 0. were poured, and the tem-
perature thereof, which very quickly became the 
same with that of the lead, was ascertained by 
means of an immersed thermometer. This tempera-
ture was: 
4 minutes after the impact . . 12°.10 
8 minutes after the impact . . 11 °.75 
'l'hus in four minutes, from the end of the fourth 
minute to the encl of the eighth, the cooling amounted to 0° .35. If we assume, 
now, what may at least be accepted as an approximation, that the rate of cooling, 
during the first four minutes after the blow, was maintained during the following 
four minutes, we have 11.75 : 0.35=12.1 : x; whence res~lts x=0.36. Since, 
therefore, the temperature of the lead had, at the moment of compression, been 
12°. 10+0° .36 = 12° .46, the calefaction from the blow would be 12° .46-7° .87 = 
4°.59; consequently, the quantity of heat developed through the collision is, 
4°.59 · 2.948 · 0.03145+12.46 · 0.0185=0.656 units of heat, since 0.03145 is 
the specific heat of lead. • 
If we divide the ,vork spent in the compression of the lead, 280.423 rnetre-
kilograms, by the corresponding quantity of heat, 0.656 t};lennic units, we obtain 
the work necessary for producing one thermic unit, . 





Instead of this number, however, 425.2 is the result, if the cooling of the lead 
is not calculn.ted approximately, as above, but by exact formulas.· 
IV.-EQUIV .ALEN CE OF RE.AT AND WORK . . 
As a mean, there results, from the best experiments which have been made 
on this subject, 424 metre-kilograms as the mechanical equivalent of heat, or, to 
use a more accurate expression, the work equivalent of the unit of heat; and the 





=0.002358 units of heat; 
that is to say, the caloric equiva.l_ent of the work unit is 0.002358 units of heat; 
by the expenditure of one metre-kilogram, therefore, 0.002358 units of heat may 
be generated. 
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But if heat can be ,generated by mechanical power, so inversely must heat be 
cvrnpetent to produce mechanical effects, and, in fa,et, according to the mechanical 
theory of heat, one heat unit must be regarded as capable of performing the work 
of 424 metre-kilograms, or, in other words, for each metre-kilogram of work per-
formed 0.002358 units of heat must be expended. • 
.'fhis equivalent results, in th.e first place, theoretically, if we assume as known 
the ratio of the specific heat of gases, under constant pressµre and in constant 
volume, as well as the coefficients of the expansion of the gases. One cubic 
metre of air at 0°, under ordinary atmospheric pressure, weighing 1. 293 kilogram 
l must be heated to 273° 0., if, with unaltered volume, its elasticity be. augmented to 
two atmospheres. But for this are required, -
273 X 1.293 X 0.1686 =59 units of heat, 
since 0.1686 is the specific heat of air with constant volume. But if one cubic 
metre of air at 0°, with atmospheric pressure, be raised to the temperature of 
273° 0., while, with constant pressure, it is free to expand, its volume will ~e 
increased tp two cubic metres, and the quantity of heat necessary, therefore, is 
273 X 1.293 X 0.2377 =83 units of heat, 
since 0.2377 is the specific heat of air with constant pressure. The difference, 
· 83 -59 = 24 units of heat, is thus necessary, over and above the increase of 
tempernture, to expand the gas, under constant pressure, to double the volume. 
Let us now inquire into the quantity of mechanical work thereby perform~d. 
Let us conceive the above-mentioned quantity of air enclosed in a hollow cylm-
der, having a transverse section of one square metre, and confined abo:e by a 
moving piston, which, at its starting point, is elevated one metre above the 1mm~ff-
able floor. On this piston the atmosphere hears with a pressure of 10333 kilo-
grams. If the enclosed air, with unaltered pressure, be now expanded to a 
double volume, it must necessarily push the piston one metre, which correspo:1cl~ 
to a mechanical work.of 10,333 kilogram-metres. Thus to execute a mecbamc~l 
work of 10333 metre-kilograms, ·24 units of heat are necessn.ry; henue one umt 
of heat corresponds to a mechanical work of 10333 =430 kilogram-metres, a 
24 
result which so nearly coincides with that obtained in the inverse way, namel~. 
by conversion of mechanical work into heat, that no <loubt of the complete reci-
procity betw~en mechanical worl~ and heat can longer ,exist. . 
The expenments and ohservat10ns a,bove recited have served to establish the 
proposition that "in all cases in which work is procb,tced by heat, a quantity QI 
heat proportional to the work produced disappears or is consumed, ancl {hat in-cerse7~ 
the same quantity of heat 1nay be generated by the expenditure of an equal amou 1 
qf work/' a proposition which is usually received as the first law of the mechan-
ical theory of beat, and which, with this degree of precision and generality,': ~ 
first enunciated by Ola.usius. It is the proposition which form::s the starting p m· 
of the mathematical developmeI).t of the mechanical theory of heat, and in regard 
to it the learned have furnished ns with a series of articles in Po(J'gcndorff '1 · 
nalen. 'l1hcse articles, accompanied by annotations by Friedri;h Vieweg an 
son, have recently (1865) appeared at Brunswick in a sino-le volume. 
B ·ides _Olan ·iu ; Hulzmann, Clap<>yron, W. 'l'bomso~, Rankine, and ot~ 
lrn.ve ccn pied themsel v s with the mathematical development of the mccban 
tl1cory of h at, while Zeuner may claim the merit of having collected in a cl_ • 
and · mproh n:ivc £ :'ln tho leading ch.arn,cteristics of the theory anfl of han -
mu ·tr< t cl it hy manifold applications, (Grund.iiige der niechanischen Wtir · 
theori~, ~- t <1ition, 1 GO, 2rl, 1866, Leipzio-.) Another highly a.cceptab~e w 
n 111 1111portant ·nhj ,ct i · the Tfleorie mecanique cle la chaleur bv Hirn. 
· litio~1, Pari::1 1 ~r-,) in which, together witli the analytic dcv~lopment. 
c 'P ·rnn ·utal part 1::; very thoroughly tr ated. 
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In all those writings the mechanical theo:y of heat is devel~ped, as it needs 
must l)e when a o-oneral and cornp1eto so1nt1011 of the problem 1s conteoiplated, 
thrmwh a certain~'tmount of the higher mathematical analysis. In what follows, 
bowe~er I shall endeavor to set forth at least the most important principles 
thereof in an elementary form, and, by the application of these principles to 
saturated vapors, to show some material consequences of their action. I shall 
hope, thereby, not only to communicate a right idea of the nature and significa-
ti on of the theory in question to those who are deficient in a knowledge of. the 
differential and integral calculus, but also to supply to those who may be provided 
with that learning, a sort of initrocluction or preparation for the more thorough 
study of those doctrinal difficulties which are apt to oppose themselves at the 
entrance upon such an investigation. Bnt liefore proceeding to a nearer consid-
eration of the grounds of the mechanical theory of heat, we will examine more 
definitely the loss of heat, corresponding, in some particular cases, to the pe,form,-
ance of _work. 
v.-DIS:A.PPEARA~CE OF HE.Ar THROUGH THE PERFORMANCE OF -WORK. 
By a large number ·of experiments directed to the subject under consideration, 
Hirn has shown that in steam-engines a quantity of heat. disappears directly 
corresponding to the work executed, he having employed with that view engines 
of from 90 to 150 horse-power. The machines with which he experimented were 
of the expansion order, in which the steam, after it hacl operated, passed off into 
a condenser. In order to avoid errors which might arise from water being 
meclianically carried over by the engine from the boiler, or steam already con-
densed in the expansion, Hirn caused the machinery to work with overheated 
steam, which he procnrecl by means of an approprin,te apparatus, whereby "the 
vapors proceeding from the boiler were heated, before their entrance into the 
cylinder, to a definite temperatnre ascertained by a thermometer. 
The quantity of water p which entered, in a second, the vessel for evapora-
tion, and arrived through the machine in the condenser, was ascertained by exact 
measurement of the quantity of water which, during the space of a whole day, 
was conveyed by the feed-pump into the boiler, under a uniform working of the 
machine, and with an unchanged height of water in the boiler. In like manner 
the quantity of water P immitted each second into the condenser was ascertained 
by the determination of the quantity of water of condensation discharged during 
a whole day under a uniform influx. 
r.rhe quantity of heat given up by the steam condensed during each second, 
was found in the following manner; If t be the temperature at which the steam 
is formed in the boiler, then according to Regnault's experiments, the whole 
quantity of heat which is contained in one kilogram of steam at this temperature 
more than that contained in one kilogram of water at 0°, is q1 =606.5+ 0.305t 
units of heat. But this steam, before its entrance into the cvlincler of the steam 
engine, is heated to the degree of 'I', whence there is furthe~· necessary for each 
kilogram of steam q2=0.5 ('.r-t) units of heat, if we take, as may be done with 
approximative correctness, 0.5 as the specific heat of the steam. . 
'l'he quantity of heat which this kilogram of steam loses, until it is condensed 
and cooled to the temperature off degrees, with which the water of condensation 
leaves the condenser, is thus q1 +q2-=-J, ancl hence the whole quantity of heat, 
which the qu'lntity of steam p traversing the engine every second gives up, is 
Q1=P (q1+qz-J), 
=P [606.5+0.305t+o.5 (T-t)-f]. 
If, now, no heat were consumed by the performance of work in tho cylinder 
1;hc whole qnantity of heat Q1 must he carried over to the condenser, a~d her; 
serrn ~o raise the temperature of the condensation-water. If i be the temperature 
at wlncb that water enters the condenser, bnt/ the temperature at which it issues 
therefrom, thenf'.-i is the quantity of i;eat which each kilogram of condensation-
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water tak<>s up in the condenser, whence the quantity of heat Q2 which is taken 
up, in ep,ch second, by the condensation-water is Q2=P (/-i,) and thus must 
Q 1 =Q2 if no heat be expended for the work. But experiment shows in fact that 
Q1-Q?, is in nowise equivalent t0 nothing. In such an experiment, for example, in 
which the ratio of expansion was 1 : 2, the tension of the steam in the boiler 








Qi-Q2=40.34 units -of heat. · 
There had, consequently, been 40.34 units of heat expended for the work 
done, while-the net effect of the machine was found, by Prony' s dynamometer 
equal to 112i0 metre-kilograms, ancl hence there results for one unit of heat 
consumed 
11250 278 t k'l 
4o.I4= me re- 1 ograms, 
as the practical or net effect. 
By another experiment with the same machine, in which the ratio of expan-
sion was 1: 6, the follo"·ing values \Vere given: 
t=152°.2 rr-t=93° 
p=0.23548 kilograms. P=5.8718 kilograms. 
/=2°.605 i=3°.2 
whence there results 
Q1-Q2=158.81-123.3=30.51 units of beat, 
while the net effect of the machine wns found equal to 8700 metre-kilograms, and 
thus, for one unit of heat consumed, there results 
8700 
=285 rnetre-kiloo-rarns. 
30.51 . 5 
Thus it will be seen from these premises that not only is there really n con-
sumption of heat for rneclianical work, but also that the practical effect of steam-
engines is very nearly proportiona to the loss of heat. . 
We mig11t, from the e investigations alone, calculate the mechanical eqnm1len· 
of beat, if the practical effect measured wore eqnal to the whole work d n 
by the steam. Let us suppose now that tlie net effect of the machine amount 
to abont 70 per cent~ of the entire work done by the steam, and we ::;ha I 
}1:1ye7 n.s the mean of the two above experiments, the mechanical equinllcnt 
heat eqnal to 400 metre-kilograms. . . 
In li kc manner Clau::;ius dcrive,l from a O'reat number of experiments, wbi 
were conducted with steam-engines by Hirn~ the nnmber 413 as the mean'" _I 
for the mechanical equivalent of heat. Now, if we assume the rnecham 
qnivalcnt of heat equal to 424, it wonhl result from the two experiments, wl 
cl •tail have b en given above, that the practical effect of these machines am 
to al,ont G6 per ·ent. of the whule work done bv the steam. 
Every pro ·e:;s which i:; of n. natnre to prodnce lieat can also perform med • 
. al wo_rk; lrnt s!wh wurk is ahrnys attenclecl 1>y a correspouding con- . 
ti n f h a~ r, 111 oth r word , the qnantity of heat produced by a d: ~ 
pr ·c. · suff •r · n. corr spondinrr diminution H' to(J'ether with the generatI 
h •at m chani al ffoct i::; 1 r dnccd. rrhi::; })ropo~tion is well illnstratcd 1 ~-
·l ctr ,-ma~n ·ti · motor. ·when an 1 tric current traver:se tho metallic o 
~ m't!f 1etizing :·pi1:nI? th wire i h ated, and tho heat produced, in a giren 
10 th whole ·1rcmt 1 • expre ed by th qnation 
1,1=. 7... zz. 
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where s indicates the quantity of the cunent, l the total resistance of the 
circuit and k a constant factor. rrhe quantity of heat produced, however, is, 
under' like conditions, always proportional to the consumption of zi~c. in !he 
battery, (local action being of course disregarded.) . Were the cond~ctu?g wire, 
for instance so much leno-thened that the whole resistance of the cll'cmt would 
be doubled' and thus raistl to 2 l, the quantity of the current and consumption of 
zinc would' 'be thereby reduced to half, but the heat produced by the current 
would be 
s2 
w'=lc-;( 2l=½· k · s2 l=¼ w. 
Thus with the quantity of current and consumption of zinc, the production of heat 
also would be reduced to half. · 
Qnite otherwise is the result when the diminution of the quantity of the current 
is produced, not by the augmentation of the resistance to conduction, but by the 
expenditure of power. . 
In a previous section of this .work it. has been seen that the strength of the 
cunent, which traverses any electro-magnetic motor in a state of repose, is instantly 
reduced when the motor begins to rotate, and that the current becom~s ·weaker 
as the rotation is more rapid. Let us suppose that the burden of the machine be 
so regulated that the strength of the current of the rotating machine be just 
half as great as in that at rest, then, with the quantity of current reduced to half, 
the consumption of zinc will also be reduced to half; but the production of heat 
will have decreased in a quite different proportion. Since now the strength of 
the current is ½ s, but the resistance the same as in the machine at rest, namely, 
l, we shall have as the quantity of beat produced 
w"=¼ le· s2 l=¼w. 
Thus the zinc consumption reduced to half produces only a quantity of heat 
reduced to one-fourth; a part of the zinc-consumption, therefore, is not ernployecl in 
the production of heat, but in the performance of mechanical worlc, or, in other 
words, for the quantity of heat¼ w, an equivalent mechanical work has been 
performed. . . 
We observe a similar state of things if we investigate the performance of labor 
by human or animal forces. Animal heat, we know, is generated by a-slow com-
bustion, kept up through the process of breathing. For the oxygen which we 
inspire, carbonic acid and vapor are exhaled; with every breath, therefore, a 
definite quantity of carbon and hydrogen leaves the body, and the corporeal 
mass must necessarily undergo a corresponding diminution; a diminntion ·which, 
if not determinable by weight for every breath, is readily. so for an interval of a 
few hours. This loss of material in the process of breathing is replaced through 
the reception of food. 
But the proportion between the production of heat and the consumption of 
corporeal matter is quite different, according as the 'person remains perfectly at 
rest, or is engaged in the p~rformance of some more or less coflsiderable labor. 
The production of heat and consumption of oxygen, and, consequently, the bodily 
diminution of weight, are at a minimum, if the individual continues for some 
time sitting or lying in complete inactivity. If he perform, on the contrary, some 
strenuous labor, both the consumpt~on of oxygen and the reduction of weight 
will be fonnd in the same space of time to have been much more sensible. 
Through the accelerated breathing and more rapid pulsation the production of 
heat in the body is undoubtedly augmented, bnt it results from the principles of 
the mechanical theory of heat that the development of warmth cannot be taken 
as directly proportional to the consumption of oxygen, but that the increased 
interchano-e of matter in the body serves only in part for the production of heat 
while the rest has been spent in the producing mechanical effect. ' 
'I he conectness of this proposition has been verified by Hirn in a series of 
17 s 
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carefnl1y conducted experiments. ·with this view he occupied a small hermeti-
cally-closed chamber, constructed of deal-boards, and lighted by a glass window, 
tpe contents of which chamber measnred about four cubic metres. At one end 
of this structure was a chair on which he sat when occupied with the cleYelop-
rne'nt of heat under conditions of repose. At the other end was a tread-wheel. 
the axis of which passed, but so as to be air-tight, through the wall, and wa 
connected on the outside with such an apparatus that by .the turning of the 
wheel a meyhanical work was executed. 'l'he quantity of this labor performed 
at each revolution of the wheel is manifestly equal to the lifting of the bodily 
weight of Ute experimenter to a heigh~ represented by the circumference of the 
wheel. By means of a counter adapted to the axis of the tread-wheel, the 
number of revolutions in a given time could be counted, while the quantity of 
external mechanical work done in an hour could be determined with great 
accuracy. . 
Before the mouth of the experimenter a valve apparatus was attached, froT_Il 
which a. caontchouc tube ·was carried to a gasometer which furnished the arr 
required for breathing, while a second tube of like material passed to another 
gasometer which received the exhaled gases; these, as well as the air inhaled. 
were cal·efnlly analyzed. 'The chamber was placed in the midst of a Ja:~er 
apartment, the temperature of which varied but little and slowly. Sens1tn-e 
thermometers gave the temperature of the air both without and within the cham-
ber. If, during repose or labor, the interior thermometer had become stationar.v. 
its indication was noted, and the valve apparatus placed before the m~uth, c 
that the consumption of oxygen during an unaltered condition of the experimenter 
might be ascertained. • . 
It is c1ear that if the interior thermometer ceased to rise, the loss of heat m 
the chamber through its walls had become eqnal to the quantity of hea~ TI"hic 
the experimenter developed. By a series of preliminary experiments, Hirn L·. 
determined what quantity ·of heat must be developed within the cbamber;.1 
order to maintain within and without definite differences of temperature. "'\\ 1 
this view a flame of hydrogen gas, supplied by a. constant stream, was uffe 
to burn in the interior of the cnamber. For a definite magnitude
1 
of the fl. e. 
when the condition of equilibrium is attained a determinate difference of te -
perature within and ,vithout the chamber is esfablished; and when the quanti Y 
of hydrogen cons.urned in a given time is ascertained, we ·can ca1cu1ate w . 
quantity of beat has been developed in that time, since we·know how many ~Ill -
of heu,t are developed by the burning of one o-ram of hvdroo-en, (§ 277.) :E.ro 
the re-petition of these experiments for diffo~ent sizes of flame, Hirn olitalll 
the empirical law on which depends the excess of temperature in the interior fro. 
the quantity of heat there developed, and he could thus deduce, in later ex -
men ts, from t_he observed difference of temperature the quantity of heat deyel, 
by the exp nmenter. . 
. vVbcn, during such m~ experiment, Hirn occupied the chaml)er, he founrl.. • 
with ah ·:1lnte rest of his person, 29.65 grams of oxygen were consnmc<l ~n 
honr, wlnle the development of heat during that time amoun'ted to 155 nm -




~i[j' or 5.22 units of heat to one gram of oxy~ 
\Vltcn, on the other hand, the expelimenter labored on the treacl-wh · · 
that th work 1 ne in an hour amounted to 27 44 metre-kiloo·rn.rns th 
1'.1nption of oxy<r n ii: th~t ·pace of time was 131.74 gram~·, while the ?11• 
of 11 ·at elev 'lop cl, a · m licatecl by th thermornetcr amounted to 251 umt,. 
In. t It C' tat ' of r ' ,t, b wevcr, the 131. 7 4 grams' of oxy<ren consumed .. 
h Ul. 1 X 0.22=6 7.G units f heat and thn, 436.G wonltl b cxlnl 
ltH>rc· than lwl in foe h n cl veloped; h~1t in t acl of the vani ·heel 43G. 
o~ 1,~·at. '' orl- li:ul 1, · •11 clone, partly without, n the trcad-wh el, and 
\\1tl11u, tt1 th' or~aui.:m it olf. 
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In n, second experiment the external work done amounted in an hou: to 
20750 metrc-kilooTams while 112.2 oTams of oxygen ,yere consumed, and ;2u5.6 
units of beat pr~1uced. These 11~.2 grams of oxygmi would, in a state of 
rest, have afforded 585.7 units of beat; thus 585.7-255.6=330.1, and, conse-
quently; 330.1 units of heat more than the ex~erirnent shows. 1'hese _3_30.1 ,units 
of heat have been hence expended in mechamcal work; but the qnant1ties of hc~t 
consnmed in both experiments for mechanical ·work, 436.68 :rnd _330:1 stand, rn 
fact, in relation to the external work done;· for, from the prnport10n 
330.1 : 436.68=20750 : ~ 
results x =27 450, which coincides quite nearly with the observed number 27 448 . 
A strong horse, when he remains standing at rest in a stab~e, is amply nourish~d 
with 7.5 · kilograms of hay, and 2.5 kilograms of oats, whwh, toge!her, contam 
4 kilograms of carbon. But as soon as the horse is put to work th1s amount of 
nouri::ilirnent does not suffice; it is necessary, if he is to be kept in good con<lition, 
to add 5.5 kilograms of oats, which con ta.in 2.2 kilograms of carbon. On a day 
of work, therefore, 6.2 kilograms of carbon are supplied to this animal's body. 
As the power of one horse executes, in a second, a work. of 75 metre-kilograms, 
the work done in 8 hours equals 75 · 60 · 60 · 8, or 2,160,000 metre-kilograms, 
According to the experiments of .Favre and Silbermann, by the oxidation of one 
kilogram of carbon 8080 units of heat are developed, which corresponds to a 
mechanical work of 8080 · 424, or 3,4~5,920 metre-kilograms. Hence the day's 
work performed by a horse, 2,160,000 metre-kilograms, corresponds to a con sump-
~ ~ . 
2160000 
34259:20 
0.63 kilogram of carbon. 
Of the nutriment, therefore, supplied to the horse's body for n, <lay's work, namely, 
6.2 kilograms of carbon, only 0.63, being about -y-1-0, is expended for the perform-
ance of mechanical labor, the rest being partly used for the sustentation of animal 
life, for the production of heat, and in pi1rt passing unoxidized through the body. 
According to Boussingault only 65 per cent. of the carbon introduced jnto the 
body is oxidized; while 35 per cent. is given off unconsumed. Of the four 
pounds of carbon, therefore, which the horse at rest takes for his daily nourish-
ment, only 2.6 poun<ls, and of the additional 2.2 kilograms of carbon allotted. for 
clays of laror only 1.4 kilogram arrive at oxidation in the body of the animal. 
Hence in a day of rest there are prnduced in the horse's body 8080 · 2.6 =21008 
units of beat. Of the 1.4 kilogram of carbon, further oxidized on day's of labor, 
O.G3 are consumed in mechanical work, while the remaining 0.77 kilogram 
(1.4- 0.63) go to supply the.increased beat production of 8080 · 0.77 =6221 units. 
'lbns on a day of work tho beat developed in the horse's body ascends to 27229 
units, while only 8080 · 0.63 = 5090 units of heat are converted into work. 
I 
VI.-ELEMENTS OF THE MECHANICAL THEORY OF HEAT. 
If we conceive beat to be a molecular movement, the temperature of a body 
is to be taken as proportional to the vis-viva inherent in the material atoms 
which move in some way, perhaps vibrate around their position of equilibrium. 
An increase of temperature consists ,therefore, in an iiugrnentation of this vis-viva, 
and hence in an enhanced velocity of the molecular movement. 
Not all the heat,. however, added to a body contributes to the raising of its 
temperature; and hence nut all the heat added to it is employed in the auo·menta-
tion of the active vis-viva of its molecular vibrations, for a part of the hc~t ma.v, 
under conditions, be consumed in order to overcome the molecular forces wbi~h 
exert an i:i,c~ion between the se~~r~l atoms of the ?ody and. present an irnpcdi-
1uent to their free movement. I his last heat, w h1ch Clausius denotes as tlmt 
wn:mmed in internal work, is usually called latent heat. 
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If ,ve designate the free heat of a body hy 'l\ the latent brat, which it may 
contain, by L, the whole quantity of heat in the body wi11 be U=T+L. 
W. Thomson has proposed for this quantity, first introduced into the doctiine 
of beat uy Clausius, the name of energy of the body j but Clausius has recently 
designated the two components of U as store of heat, T, ( Warmeinhalt,) and 
store of work, L, ( Werkinhalt.) 
If now so much heat be added to a body of the temperature t and the volume 
·v, in which the collective quantity of heat, U, ( energy,) is contained, tb~t it.:: 
temperature be increased by t10, its volume by ·v1 cubic metres, and the quantity of 
heat contained within it by U', it will not answer to ascribe to it this quantity of 
heat U', because through the simultaneous expansion of the body by v' an external 
work has been done which consumes a corresponding quantity of heat. 
If p be the pressure under which the body stands, then the external -work 
which conesponds to the enlargement of volume v' will be p v', supposing the 
pressure p to remain unaltered during the whole expansion; but the quantity of 
heat corresponding to that work is w=Ap v'. Thus the quantity of heat "\"Vhich 
must be supplied to the body in question in order to increase its temperature from 1 
t to t+ t', its volume from v to v+ v', and the beat contained in it from U to 
U+U' is, 
q=U'+Apv' I 
an equation which corresponds to the differential equation 
dQ=iU+Apdv Ia 
in which cl Q d<:signates tho very small quantity of heat which must be sopplied 
to the uody, in order for the interior heat of the body to undergo the small aug-
. mentation d U and its volume to be increased by tho small magnitude cl v. 
'Tho equation I or rather a differential equation corresponding to it, is the 
mathematical expression of the first law of the mcchan-ical theory qf heat. By 
the help of this equation we can calculate the quantity of heat which di appear 
t~rough a giveu change of volume of a body submitted to a given pressure, pr -
v1ded we know the whole work done thereby; which is, however, onl.y th 
case when ,ve have to do exclusively with external work without the acces 10n 
any internal work proceeding from molecular force::i, and wliich evades a dir 
measurement. The first law, therefore, of the mechanical theory of bent ~uffice 
only for the solution 0£ correspornlent proulems when in the mr-.gnitude l? of th 
equation I or ind U of the equation I a an internal :work is not comprehend 
a con<litioh which is only satisfied by bodies of a completely gaseous form. 
Tho following examples will illustrate tho application of the first law of 
mechanical theory of heat toga. eous bodies. In a hollow cylinder, (Fig. 9,) h ,-
Fig. 9. ing a transverse section of ·one sqnaro metre, i ' situ· . 
at tho distance of one metro from tho bottom an ea, •. 
( movaLle, but air-tight, piston K; the pace of 
--:-...,,1,'-c....._;.miK.' cubic metre, shut in. by this piston, is filled with a· 
sp~o6c air at 0°, while the pressure of the atmo:;1 . 
w01ghs on the pi~ton; and hence the total pre sure w · 
tends to sink the piston is 10333 kilograms. 
If this mass of air, tho pressure nnchanged be h 
to 273° it will be expanded to double it::i origina 
11mo; tho pi ·ton, clming this oxpa.n -ion, will be th 
one metre higher, and tbu • be brought into the positi 
'l'he "·ork so done is 10333 metro-kilogram 
the quantity of heat, A p v', con urned in doing • 





=24.37 units f heat. 
Th total h ,at q, wlti ·h mn t he npplicd N, 
m tro of air at 0° ancl under a.tm ·pheric · 
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(1.293 kilograms of air) in order to raise it to _a tempera.tu.re of 273°, while, with 
pressure unchanged, it is expanded to double its volume, 1s 
273 · 1.293 · 0.2377=83 units of beat, 
since the specific beat of the air uncler constant pressure is equal to 0.2377; 
hence we have 83=U'+24.37, or U'=83-24.37=58.63. · 
Thus of the 83 units of heat which ,ve supply to the 1.293 kilogram of air, in · 
order to' raise its temperature from 0° to 273°, while with _unaltered pressure it 
undergoes expansion to twice its 01:ig:inal volume, ?8.63. umts of heat have go~e 
over into this air, while the remammg 24.37 umts of heat were expended m 
doin.a' the work involved in its expansion. In order, then, to raise the tem-
perature of 1.293 kiloo-rams of air from 0° to 273°, while the 'Volitme of the air 
remains unaltered, anl so no external work is done, only 58.63 units of beat 
are necessary. The specific beat of the air under constant pressure stands, there-
fore, to the specific he~t of the air under constant volume as 83 : 58.63, or as 
1.415 : 1; while this ratio has been found, in another manner, to be as 1.421 to 1. 
We have here supposed the mecl,anical equivalent of heat to be known, a.nd from 
this derived the ratio of the specific heat of the air under constant pressure and 
constant volume, while in § 4 the inverse process was followed, inasmuch as we 
assumed this last ratio to be known, and from thence derived the mechanical equiv-
alent of heat. 
The quantity of beat q which must be supplied to a body in order to raise its 
temperature from t to t+t', to increase the beat contained in it from U to U + U', 
n,nd to enlarge its vo1ume from v to v+v', is by no means the same under all 
circumstances; for, with a like condition at the beginning and • the ending, the 
work done during the transition from the first to the last may be very 
different. The equation I is properly constructed only for a special case; for the 
case, namely, in which the pressure p remains unaltered while the volume of the 
body enlarges from v to v+v'. 'When the pressure p is variable the equation I 
can only so long be recognized as valid, as the augmentation v' of volume is 
small enough to be regarded as the differential of space; as is the case with 
the differential equation I a corresponding to the equation I. 
But when, with a variable value of p, the enlargement of volume v' is some-
what considerable, the work done during the expansion from v to v+v' can 
no longer be expressed simply by the product pv'. Here the case presents itself 
when a hig~er method of calculation must indispensably be. put in practice, if 
the object be an exact expression for the work done. With elementary 
expedients we can, in such cases, only attain, by special calculations, to approxi-
mative values. 
Let us proceed, in order to make this more intelligible, to the consideration of 
a special case. We have above ca1cu1ated the quantity of heat q which is requisite 
to raise a cubic metre of air of 0° and sustaining atmospheric pressure, to 273°, 
while the air expands under an unvarying pressure to double its original volume .. 
Herc is the final condition: two cubic metres of air of 273° temperature and an 
elastici ty of one atmosphere. rrhe same final condition can, however, be also • 
reached, beginning with the same incipient condition in another manner. Let 
the piston (J?ig. 9) be again in its original position K, and, under it in the cylin-
der, one cubic metre of air at 0° sustaining atmospheric pressure, the burden of 
tl1e piston being thus 10333 kilograms. If th~s weight be now slowly and reo-u-
larly diminished to one-half, the air will gradually expand and push the piston 
upwards ; ~~ us there should, in the first pla~e, be so muoh heat supplied to the 
air thnt, with an unchanged temperature of O , the piston is heaved upwards one 
metre, and the volume of air therefore clonblecl. 
The quantity of heat necessary for this is on1y to be determined by lti(J'her 
proces:es of calculation, bnt an approximate value may be obtained i;f an 
elementary way. Let u::; conceive the pressure p, which weighs upon the piston 
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when it occupies the position K, to be not constantly diminished, but to be with-
drawn at suitable intervals, each time some 
2
~ p, the pressure bearing upun the 
piston ,vi11 then conform to the succession of values exhibited in the first column 
of the following table under D : 
D H Ii liD 
19 ~l 20 . I l 05P 19 19. 2U l 20P 
18 ~l 20 _l pl 20 P 18 18. 19 l rn 
17 ~l 20 l pl 20P 17 17 . 18 l 18 l 
- - - -
- - - -
- - .:.. -
- - - -
11 . ~l 20 l l 2() p 11 l;.l. ll l Top 
JO 20 20 .!. pl 20 p _z lo:7Tl JU ]l 
If we denote by l tl)e height of the piston above the floor, when it occupie . i : 
position at the commencement, it will ascend by tbe succession of diminished p_r 
ures to the respective heights indicated in the second colnm11. rrhe ~eigh• 
therefore, through which the piston rises at each succeeding diminution of pre:-
urc bas the value g iven in the t.hird column under h. 
·without sensiule erroi-, we cun now assume that the pressure of tbe en_cl . 
mass of air acting upon the piston from beneath remains unaltered dnnug :· 
ascent through one of the heights indicated in the tliird column under 71 •• 1: ~r 
pressnrc we rnay assign, as a first approximation, the value of D, sta?drng Ill 
first .col_nmn in the same horiz.ontal row, which we must multiply 1~to t~e · 
1'espondmg value of h, in order to obtain the value of the work wh~ch b d 
in the a ·cent of the piston throngh one · of the di visions in 'l ue tton. 
product thus outainecl are grouped together in the la:::;t column under h_D._ 
. The total work which is done while the pislon rises, under t~1~ Ill' 1• 
mrcumst. nee , from K to K', is therefore the sum of the values exh1b1tc,l 1 
la t vertical row of the above table, namely, 
V=(~+~+~+~+~+!+~+~+~+~)pi 
rl'he. nm. of the fracti ns standing between p~r nthese ·, which i ~o~ r 
ohtamc 11f they be changed into decimal fraction and then added, 1' O.G 
,' inet' ))=10333, while l i 1 metre, there results for the total work 1'==0. 
1031:3=690·. m trc-kilogram . . 
Thi : Yu.lue of tho total work is however manife ·tlv too small; for 
nmltipli ,,1 ·a ·h of the beirrbt COl;:igned t 'the tliirtl colnmn into the P 
wliir•li _a ·t. twain 't tl1 uncl r urfaco f the] i ton wl1en it talld ' at th 
lHl of th' c m·r.yonrli110' di,·i ·ion. If we mnltiply a •h of the valn ;-, 
tl_l(:yre.· .·m wluch a ·t ' again 't the pi ton when it i:::; at the lo"· r n 
lin I o. tltc• n·Hult \\'ill 1, 
L" = ( I + ~- !_ + 1 + 1 + 1 1 l 1 1 ) 1 l; 
10 11+12 1 11 15+16+17+1 +19 l 
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hence V 1 =0.718pl, or .putting for p ·and l their numerical value, L'1 =0.718. 
10333=7419 metre-kilograms. But this value is evidently too great; the true 
rnlue of the total work Lis, at any rate, very nearly equal to the mean between 
L' and V 1 ; hence 
L V+V
1 6902+7419 or L=7160metre-kiloo-rams· 
2 2 · ' ;:, ' 
and the qun.ntity of heat n~cessary for the performance of this work is, 
1 L 7160 w = - =--=16.8. 
,124 424 
The exact value of ul is found by ~quation (1) in§ 3, ff we take y=10333, 
anda1 =2; theresultisthcnL=2.302G · 10333 · log 2=7153, a value from which 
.that obtained above in an approximative way differs but inconsiderably. 
When, now, the piston has become fixed, so that no further expansion of the 
air is possible, 58.63 units of heat are necessary to raise the temperature of the 
included air from 0° to 273°, whereby its elasticity i\lso is enhanced from one-
half to one . ,tmosphere. Thus the final condition of the air is exactly the same 
as in the case above considered, in ·which the air expanded under a constant 
pressure. 'l'he quantity of heat, however, requisite for the attainment of the final 
condition in qwistion is, in the last case, only 58.63 + lti.88=75.51, while in the 
first case it was equal to 83. 
Thus the quantity of heat which must be supplied to a body, in order that, 
starting from a given condition, it shall pass over into a determinate final con-
dition, is by no means an invariable magnitude, but is dependent on the magni-
tude of the mechanical work which is done during that transition. 
VII.- APPLICATION OF THE MECHANICAL THEORY OF HEAT TO AQUEOUS 
VAPORS. 
Suppose that at the bottom of a hollow cylinder, of which the transverne section 
is one square metre, there is a litre of water at 0°, ancl Fig. 10. 
that directly upon this is p1aced a piston on · v.-hich a 
pressure p is exerted, (Fig, 10.) This pressure pis that 
which is equal to the elasticity of the saturated vapor of 
t°C. 'I'he table on a following page, contains, accord-
ing to Regnault's experiments, the values of p for the · 
temperatures giver, in the first column, p being the pres,_ 
sure which the si1tnrated vapor of the corresponding 
temperature exerts on one square metre. 
Let the water under the piston be now heate<l. from 
0° to t0 ; it will thus expand to a magnitude which, for 
our present purpose, may remain unknown. 'I1here 
needs for this elevation of temperature a qnantity of heat 
expressed by W =t+0.00002t2 +0.0000003t3, if we take 
into consideration the variableness of the specific heat 
of water ; while vV =t would be the expression, were the specific heat of water 
taken as constant and equal to one. Hence the quantity of heat to be taken as 
a unit is- th~t wl1ich is required to raise the temperature of one kiloo-ram ( one 
litre) o~ water from 0° to 1° C. During this exaltation of temperatu~e from 0° 
to t0 no steam can be formed. 
But if we continue the supply of heat, the forma,tio11 of steam commences 
and ttLe steam has fo~·thwitl~ t~e ela:ticity ~f 2J j it pushes back the piston, ancl 
the sp~ce made free_ 1s contrnun.lly fill~d with fresh vapor, until fin::i,lly all the· 
water u, converted rnto vapor. At tlus moment the end is attained• the heat 
which must be supplied to the water of t0 during the form~tion of steam with 
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constant pressure, may be denoted by r. This quantity of heat r is usually 
called latent heat; for it disappears as regards the thermometer, and during the 
whole process the temperature t remains unaltered. 
The whole quantity of heat which, under the suppositions premised, must be 
supplied to the water at 0°, in order to convert it into steam at t0 and of the 
corresponcliug elasticity p, is therefore Q= 1V +r. But according to R eg-
nault's investigation_s the quantity of heat requisite for the object in question is 
Q=606.5+0.305tj consequently, since r=Q- W, 
r=606.5-0.695t-0.00002t2 -0.0000003t3• 
Instead of this value of r, Clausius makes use of the approximate value 
r=60~-0.708t . 1) 
according to which the numerical values of the sixth vertical series of the sub-
joined table are calculated, while the fifth column contains th0 corresponding 
values for Q. 
If the whole quantity of heat were exclusively expended in external work, it 
would be easy to determine, by the first law, the volume of the steam formed ; 
for we should have r=Apu, and since r, A, and p are known, we might deter-
mine from this equation the volume it of the space K K', (Fig. 10,) which is free 
in the cylinder under the piston, while Of!e kilogram of water at t0 is converted 




J. 2. 3. 4. 5. 
T empcm- Absolute Pressure on Difference Total heat ture. temperature . 1 square mt>tr e of pressure according to 
in kilograms. for 1° C. Regnault. (Ccls.) 
T = a + t 
t a =273 p rp Q 
0 273 62. 5 ..................... 606. 5 
5 278 88. 8 6. 4 608. 02 
10 28~ 124. 6 8. 5 609. 55 
]5 288 172. 7 11. 2 611. 07 
20 293 236. 5 .. 14. 7 612. 60 
25 298 320. 2 17. 5 614. 12 
30 303 428. 9 24. 8 615. 65 
35 308 568. 7 3l. 7 6l7.17 
40 313 746.5 40. 2 618. 70 
45 318 970. 6 50. 4 620. 22 
50 323 1250. 5 62. 6 621. 75 
55 328 1597. 2 78. 2 623. 27 
60 333 2032. 3 94. 4 624. 80 
65 338 2541. 7 11:1. 7 626. 32 
70 343 3169. 2 138. 1 627. 85 
75 348 . 3922. 7 165. 2 629. 37 
80 353 4821. 7 196. 3 630. 90 
85 358 5887. 7 232. 2 632. 42 
90 363 7144. 0 272. 9 633. g;; 
95 368 6816. 8 318. 9 635. 47 
l C0 373 10333. 0 370. 7 637. 00 
105 378 12323. 6 428. 8 638. 52 
110 383 14621. 0 493. 5 640. 05 
115 388 1725fi. 0 565. 4 641.57 
l~O 393 20:?75. 5 645. 1 643. 10 
125 398 23709. 8 732. 8 644. 62 
130 403 27603. 7 829.1 646.15 
135 408 32001. 3 934.5 647. 67 
140 413 36949. 0 1049. 4 649. 20 
145 418 42495. 0 1174. 1 650. 72 
150 42:3 48690. 4 1309. ;3 652. 25 
155 428 55588. 1 1455. 3 653. 77 
-160 433 63243. 4 1612. 5 655. 30 
]65 '438 71712. 7 1781. 1 656. 82 
170 443 80054. 7 1961. 7 658. 25 
175 448 91330. 2 2154. 6 659. 87 
180 453 102601. 0 2360. 0 661.40 
185 458 1]4930. 0 2578. 2 662. 92 
190 ,Jfi3 128383. 0 2809. 4 664. 45 
195 468 143025. 0 3054. 0 665. 97 
200 473 158923. 0 667. 50 ............. 
6. 7. 8. 9. 
Vulume by which Density of 
Heat of evapo- 1 kilogram of Volume of l vapor, (weight 
ration according water is expanded kilogram of sat- of l litre of 
to Clausius. in iJeing trans-
urated vapor ir. vapor in kilo-formed into satu- cubic metres. grams.) rated vapor. 
r u V= 1t+l r 
607. 00 201. 3n4 207. 365 0. 0000048 
603. 46 148. 311 148. ~12 67 
599. 92 107. 786 107. 787 93 
596. 38 79. 116 79. l 17 126 
592. 84 . 58. 703 58. 704 170 
589. 30 44. 027 , 44. 0~8 227 
585. '76 33. 369 3:3, 370 300 
582. 22 25. 54[ 25. 542 391 
578. 68 19. 735 19. 736 507 
575. 14 15. 38!J 15. 390 650 
571. 60 12. 105 12. 106 826 
568. 06 9. 6031 9. 6041 1041 
564. 52 7. ti778 7. 6788 1302 
5fi0. 98 6.1866 6.1876 1616 
557. 44 5. 0219 5. 0229 1991 
553. 90 4. 1049 4. 1059 2435 
550. 36 3.3778 3. 3788 2960 
546. 82 2. 7971 2. 7981 3574 
543. 28 2. 3303 2. 3313 4289 
539. 74 l. 9526 1. 9536 5119 
536. 20 I. 6449 1. 6459 6075 
532. 66 1. 3932 1 '3942 7172 
529. 12 1. 1858 1. 1868 8426 
525. 58 .t. 0143 1. 0153 9849 
522. 04 o. 87 10 0. 8720 11468 
518. 50 o. 7522 o. 7532 13277 
514. 96 o. 6519 0. 6529 15316 
511. 42 0. 5673 o. 7583 17596 
507. 88 0. 4956 0. 4966 20137 
504. 34 0. 4346 0. 4356 22957 
500. 80 0. 3824 0.3834 26082 
497. 26 0. 3377 0. 3387 29525 
493. 72 o. 2992 0. 3002 33311 
490.18 ·o. 2659 0. 2669 37467 
486. 64 0. 2371 0. 2381 42000 
483. 10 0;2120 0. 2130 ,46949 
479. 56 o. rno1 0. 19ll 52328 
476. 02' 0.1710 0.1720 58140 
472 48 0. lfi41 0.1551 64740 
468. 94 0.1393 0.1403 
, 
71276 
465. 40 0. 1262 0.1272 78616 
10. 11. 
Qnnntity of heat, 
which tbrougll Totlll heat the formation contained in of vapor is the vapor. transformed 
into work. 
Apn J=Q-Apu 
30. !i9 576. 74 
31. 14 576. 50 
31. 68 577. 65 
32. 22 578. 77 . 
32. 74 579. 69 
33. 25 580. 90 
33. 76 581. 99 
34.26 583. li6 
34. 75 584.11 
35. :!3 585.16 
35. 71 586. 22 
36.18 587. 2fi 
36. 64 588. 30 
37. 09 589. 34 
37. 54 590. 39 
37. 98 591. 44 
38. 41 5!l2. 50 
38. 84 59;3. 56 
39. 26 594. 64 
39. 68 595. 74 
40. 09 596. 83 
40. 50 597. 91 
40. 90 599. 03 
41. 29 600.14 
41. 68 601. 26 
42. 06 602. 39 
42. 45 603. 53 
42. 82 604. 68 
43.19 605. 84 
43. 56 607. 00 
43. 92 60~. 16 
44. 28 609. 35 
44. 63 610. 53 
44. 98 611. 71 
45. 33 612. 92 
45. 67 614. 34 
46. 01 615. 34 
46.34 616. 54 
4fl. 68 617. 79 
47. 00 619. 01 
47. 32 620. 26 
12. 
Internal latent 
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The quantity of heat r, which must be supplird to tbc unit weigllt of water at 
t0 , in order to convert it into saturated vapor at t0 , is known, indeed, by Regnault~s 
experiments, but this quantity of heat divides into two parts; one part Ap u 
serves t,o execute the external work pu ; it is the other part p wbicb is expende d 
in overcoming the cohesion of the particles of water, and therefore in the per-
formance of an internal work. vVhence r=p+Apit. Neither p, nor Apu, nor 
the proportion of these two magnitudes is directly given; in order to determine 
them, we must first seek in some way to elirninato p, as it, were, that is to say, 
we must propose some operation with the vapor by which a definite external work 
is performed, while the internal work performed shall, at the end of the operation, 
lie nothing. A process of this sort is denoted by the name of a· circle-process, 
( Kreisprocess.) 
Let us suppose the volume w of the unit weight of water at t0 , to be repre-
sented b.v the abscissa O A, (Fi::,(J'· 11,) the pres-F'ig. 11. 
a sure p, which ·is exerted thereon, by the ordinate 
~ ~~;:;;;;;;;;:=~-~~b A a. Let heat now be conveyed to the water t==,=: · .· -~ . · _·· ·· -- ~ c in such wise that the vapor which is formed may 
maintain the constant temperature t. In virtue 
of this the pressure p also remains con taut. 
The supply of heat is to be continued until all 
the water is converted into vapor. 'The volume 
w will now have been changed in to O B=i·, 
and will thus be ·increased by A B=Ut; and 
o A D B ·c- since the pressure p has in the meantime r e-. 
mained unchanged,. the external work thus performed and represented. by t~e 
rnctangle A ab B 1s equal to pit. rl'he quantity of heat supplied dunng this 
form ation of vapor jg r. 
'l'o this vapor we now allow without supplyinO' or withdrawing heat, a 
further small expa~sion from o' B to O O, till the temperature be ~unk 1 ° 
ancl the correspond.mg tension by .<P . rl'he work d thereby performed 1s re.I?re-
sentccl li_y t l!e q_uadrangle BC c b; a,ncl we will denote by q the correspondinu 
h eat ,,:lnd1 is_ d1sen~aged from the vapor. In the fourth column . of the talile 
Lere gwen Wlll be found the amount of diminution of tension </> , when tl1e Yap r. 
which i saturated for any one of the temperatures ~ivcn in the first column of 
that table, is cooled 1 °. The numbers of the tabl~ rano-ed under <P are found _ 
in tho following manner: .::, 
If 'Ye sul>trftct any of th e valnes of p contained in th e third column from t~e 
followmg one, we sLa11 l earn how much the tension of the saturated vapor 1.: 
increas~d 1,y an el evation of temperature of 5°. How much it is dimini ·b tl by 
a loworm(l' o~ temperature of 5°, we learn by subtracting from the same value o· 
P the precedmg one.. II we now tak e the mean of these two differences, aud t 
thi ::; _mean the fifth part, we shall learn (without sensible error) how niuch th 
t n. ·1on of the vapor of ,rater i chan(J'ed by an elevation or lowcrin (J' of tern1 r-
ature hy_l
0
• 'l'lrns, for example, fo~ 150° C. the first difference is 6 97.7 · th 
sc ·ond difference, 6195.4; t he mean of the two is 6546.5; ancl the fifth 
there I', 1309. , tlic number which tands under <P in the horizontal row of 1.50, 
L<1t th vapor, which now Las the t~mperature t-1 and the ten ·ion p'=p -
1,: com pre ·'.' 1 h)'.' tl_10 volnme u, (C D, ] ig. 11,) while the heat i continu -~ .. 
wttl1<lr11.wn from 1t rn 11 ·h manucr tha.t the temperature shall always rein 1 
t-1 a11cl th t nsionp-</J . 
. 'l li ' ptn.utity of b ~tr' h comin(l' free dnring tbi compres •ion, and wi thdra 
f1.rn_n t li vapor con ·1 't · f two part •, namely: of the qnantity of h nt Afl 
"lJt ·Ii c·orrc•: ptmcl::; t the' lahor p ' it exp •n led J'. r the ·omprc · ·ion and r 
c·~llf'<l by tit' re('~aurrl .' ' d c, ancl tlt, qnantity of heat p which be omc, fi 
1,~ tlw c·on<l ·n .·att01~ ol a ·1 n :ponclino- quantity of vn.por. 
1~<·. 11 • ·oiuprP.-:ton now hr finallv ·ontinn •cl from D to \. wi thout 
a,l,1,tt Ill or ali. tra 'ti 11 f h ·a.t; th temp '111 tmc ,rill thcreuy U ' rai ' ·<l to t0, 
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preissure to p, and the vapor will again be fully resto~·ed to its original state, 
(water of t0 .) In this last part of the operation the ,~ork c~, repres~nted ~y the 
rectangle D d a A, is expended, _and thereby th_e quan_hty _of he,it q 1s ag~m sup-
plied to the body under experiment, a quantity wluch 1t had lost dnrmg the 
expansion from OB to O 0. 
While the water has been thus fully restored to its .original state, the work 
pu+cl will durinO' the operation cited, have been performed through the expend-
iture of th; quantities of heat rand q_, and thereupon the quantity of heat r' +q 
have been gained by the expenditure of the work p' u+d. 'rhe sum of the work 
gained is thus, 
pit+cl-p'u-d= <Pu, 
a work which is represented by the shaded parallelogram ab c d, (Fig. 11.) 
The heat expended in producing this vwrk is, 
r+q_-r'-q=r-r'. 
But the quantity of heat requisite for the performance of the work <Pu is .A <P it; 
we have then the equation 
A <Pu=r-r'. 
Now, in this equation the yalues A <P and r are already lrnown ; only r', th.ere-
fore, is wanting to enable us to determine that of u. And as the rigorous solu-
tion of this pi·oblem is not possible without the aid of the higher analysis, we 
must here content ourselves with an elementary process of approximation. 
'l'he quantities of heat Apu and Ap'u stand evidently in proportion to the 
tensions p and p'; and to _these we may assign as proportional, since the ques-
tion regards only slight differences of temperature, the density of the vapor of 
water at t0 and at (t-1 )0 • But to these densities are also proportional the ·quan-
ti_ties of water which, at the temperature t0 , are evaporated during the expansion 
through the volume it, ~nd at the temperature (t-1)0 are condensed during the 
compression through the volume u. Whence, there.fore, we have p: p' =P : p', and 
p+Ap u: p'+Ap'u =p: p', or r: r'=p: p'. 
But since, ·within such narrow limits of temperature, the saturated vapor may 
be assumed as following the law of Mariotte Gay-Lussac; therefore 
consequently, also, 
p: p'= l+a t: f+a (t-1) · 
r: r'=l+a t: l+a (t-1) 
ri=r l+a. (t-1) 
l+at 
1+a (t-1) l 
l+a t 5. 
r-r' = ___!_!!:._ 
l+at . 




if T denote the absolute temperature* which corresponds to t° C. '11hus we have 
"Let p be the elastic force of a confined mass of air at 0°; then accordino- to Mariotte 
Gay-Lussac's law, this elasticity at t° C. is equal to ,, ( I +0.00365 t); the0 elastic force 
of. the enclosed mass _of a;ir /s thus null, if 1 +o. OO0li5 t=O; that is to say, if t=-2730 c. At 
th.is tempe_rature, wh_ic~ 1s ~73° .below _the free~in~ point of wat.er, the gases lose their power 
of expans10n; and 1t. 1s this. po11;1t which wf!- rnd1cate as the absolute zero-point. It is tho 
temperature counted from this pomt onward, according to the Celsius degrees T=273+t (if t 
lJe the temperature counted onward from the freezing point of water,) which is denot~d as 
absolute temperature. I~ the second vertic:al series of our foregoing table are iven the 
absulute tempernture<i w_h1ch correspond to the temperatures of the first column mefsured by 
t!Je tLcrmoructer ot Cebms. . ' 












ii for !_ we place its numerical value 424. From this equation, which is regarded 
A 
as the seconcl general equation of the mechanical theor'!J of heat, the appropriate 
value of u at every given temperature admits of being calculated, as r, 'l', and 
'1> are known magnitudes. Thus, for example, for t= 120° we have 
and for t=150°, 
u- 424 · 522.04_0.8731 
393 · 645.1 ' 
u 424 · 500.8 
423 · 1309.3 
0.3834. 
Our table contains in the seventh column the value of it for the temperatures 
given in the first vertical series. · 
'l'o these values of it we have only to add _0.001, (the volume of one ki:ogram 
of water expressed in' cubic metres,) in order to obtain the volume v, which one 
kilogram of saturated vapor of the corresponding temperatnre occupies. The 
numerical values of v are presented in the eighth column of our table. From 
this we see, for example, that one kiloo-ram of saturated vapor of 100°, of 130°, 
of 160°, &c., occupies the volume ol' 1.6459, · of 0.6529, of 0.3002, &c., cubic 
metres. 
If the saturated vapors of water followed l\fariotte Gay-Lussac's law, then the 
product p v t must be a constant magnitude. But this product is 
l+a . 
46376 for t=l00° 
37832 for t=l30° 
32374 for t-=-160°: 
tln~s for increasing te?1peratures it becomes conti~ually smaUer. From the a~pli-
cat10n of the mecharncal theory of heat to saturated vapors it results, therefore 
as Clausius first showed, that these do not follow Lussac's law; that rather the 
elasticity of sn.turated vapor increases less rapidly with increasing temperature 
than the density thereof. 
Since the quotient .!_ indicates the weio-ht of one cubic metre of saturatccl 





v i the weight of one cubic decimetre, conse'lnently, also, the 'i -
cific u;eir1ht or density of the same. The numerical values of the density of .. atu-
mt d vap r ar o-iven under r in the 9th column of our table. 
If we multiply the enlaro-ement of volume u which ensues from the trau -
furmn.tion ?f on kil o-rn,m of water at t 0 into 'aturated vapor of t0 , iJ1tu tl~ 
·orr '8~oncl111~. pre urc• p, we obtain the external work perform d through th~~ 
op ra.t10n, wl11le the qu ntity f heat ·p nt in the performance of thi wor · 
.Apit. ' Ii · num •ric~ l valn f pu, whi •h ·tancl in the 10th column f ur 
al,lc ar , how v r, not a1culated in the n.bov -cited manner but accor<lin!! ' -
t l · · 1 · T 1 . 1 mpm ·a ''lUall n 1 r p 1 l,y Z un r: pit= 30.456 · log · - , wu 
100 
r ul · < nearly n r 1 with tho compute l aft r th above th ory that w' m 
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well adopt this equation as the true exp~ession of the relations between p, u, 
and t. Acrain the values of it, as stated m the 7th column, are not those calcu-
lated in th~ w~y above criven but those verv nearly the same, which are obtained 
· 5 ' J • h d' by a cfo,ision of the values of Apu, given in column 10, by t e correspon mg 
values of A p. · 
Let us now briefly consider the sigThip.cation of the magnitudes represented in 
the table. 
Q, as already said, is the total quantity of heat which is expeI_lded in order 
first to beat one kilocrram of• •..vater at 0° to t0 , and then to convert the water of 
t0 , under the corresp~nding pressure p, into saturated vapor of t0 • 
A part of this quantity Q, namely, Apu, is spent in external work; · it is, 
therefore, no longer contained in the saturated vapor at t0 ; the total quantity of 
l1eat contained in the vapor (excepting that already in the water at 0°) is 
only J = Q -A p u. The values of J are represented in the 11th column of our 
table. 
In order to transform water at t0 into saturated vapor at t0 , the quantity of 
heat r is necessary, whose values are exhibited in the 6th vertical series of the 
table. It is this magnitude r which is usually designated as latent heat; an 
incorrect expression, however, if we mean thereby to indicate the quantity of heat 
employed in abolishing the cohesion of the particles of water, and hence spent in 
an external work, for a part of the qnantity r, namely, Apu, is consumed by 
that external w,ork. Only the remainder, p=r-Apu, can be regarded as the 
internal latent heat of vapor, while the magnitude r might, according to Clausius, 
be designated as evaporation-heat. 
It is evident that for a correct calculation of the effects of steam-engines the 
values of v must be taken into acconnt as they are set forth in our table, and not 
hose reckoned after M. Gay-Lnssac's law. It is to be observed, however, 
~n a comparison of the values of V ancl v, given in two preceding pages, that 
~n the last the volume of one gram of vapor is expressed in cubic centimetres, 
Jwhile in the first it is stated in cubic metres. 
From a consideration of the numbers grouped together in tho table it will be 
seen that of the quantity of heat conveyed to the water in the boiler only a very 
small part is expended in mechanical work; for the quantity Apu employed in 
such work is but an inconsiderable fraction even of the evaporation-heat r, about 
l:r for 100°, and y11 for 160°. 'The internal latent va:._•or-heat p abides with the 
vapor at its exit from the machine, and hence can do no work. This quantity 
of heat p can only be in part regain_ed. 
Thi,s circumstance occasioned the constructincr of power machfoes, in which the 
elasticity of heated air might operate instead ~f steam. Such machines, con-
structed particularly after Ericsson's designs, a,nd known by the name of caloric 
engines, have been repeatedly introduced into practice with high expectations, 
but have been as often abandonetl because their performance fell far short of 
that of the steam-eng'ine. 
VIII.-ACTION OF SATURATED STEAM DURING EXPANSION. 
The results thus far obtained enable us to form a correct idea of the action 
of steam in our expansion steam-engines. A_s we cannot, however, here develop 
the equations necessary for the genernJ solution o±' this problem, we must content 
ourselves with tbe consideration of special cases. 
If, under the piston of a steam-cylinder, there be just one kilocrrmn of saturated 
steam of 160° O., we find for tl1is steam by our table, 
0 
v=0.3002 cubic metre. 
JJ= 63243.4 kilograms. 
J =610.53 units of heat. 
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Let the steam be now supposed slowly to expand, and the pressure on the piston 
to be, at each moment, equal to the correspond.ing tension of the steam. During 
this expansion both the temperature and elasticity of the steam is lowered. . 
· Suppose the steam to expand till its temperature has fallen 5°, and hence 1n 
the case under consideration from 160° to 155°. vVe will inquire now how much 
· heat must be supplied to this expanding steam, if, dnring the expansion in ques-
tion, no condensation take place and the quantity of steam is to remain um1,ltered. 
By om; table we have for 155°, 
v' = 0.3387 cubic mette. 
p'=5558S.l kilogi·ams. 
J' = 609.35 units of heat. 
The volume of the steam has therefore increased by V = v' -v=0.0385 of :i, 
cubic metre. 'l'he work done during this expansion we know at least approxi-
mately, L=V · p+p' whence, in our special case, we put 
2 
L= 0,0385 · 59415. 7 = 2287.5 metre-kilograms; 
the quantity of heat requisite for this work is, 
L 2287.5 . AL=-=-- = 5.39 umts of heat. 
424 424 
At the beginning of the expansion the total heat containe,d in the steam, 
J=610.53, at the termination of the es:pansion, J'=609.35; thus we see that 
during the expansion, J-J', equal in units of heat to 1.18, has disappeared from 
the steam. But this quantity of heat is not sufficient to execute the work 
amounting to 2287.5 metre-kilograms; so that 5.39-1.18=4.21 units of heat 
must be added from without, if the steam is to expand in the manner above 
stated, without diminution of the quantity of steam. . . 
If we repeat the same process for the temperature standing in the begmnrng 




AL= 6.34 units of heat. 
J -J'=l.12 units of heat. 
In this last case, ther.efore, an addition of 6.34-1.12=5.22 units of lieat is 
needed. Now, if the numerical values just calculated, make no pretension to 
exactne rs, they still serve to show that a considerable addition of beat is nece ary 
if the ste~m i::; to expand in the way specified, without the occurrence of partial 
condensatwn. 
But ince, in our expan ion stcam-enofoes no further addition of heat en n 
after th shutting off of the upply of tiam, it is clear that in consequence of the 
exp_ansion a partial condensation of steam, must follow. The last part, therefor . 
of the propositi n announced by Pambour "Steam while expanding withon 
~ :tt hci~<Y. upplied, remain::; satnratecl, ancl no va1 o~· is thereby precipit~t. l.' 
I.' rnaclm1 · ·1 ble; rnnch rather would it be proper tlnrn to modify the propo'1t10n. 
" liil Atc~m i. cxpan~ling without a sn1 ply of beat, it remains, indeed, satnrated 
b~t thereby i _a proportwnal quantity of var or precipitated." Hence, at the n 
of th' •xpan ·10n the quantitv of team i le s tban at its commencement. 
It is tl1ro11"'h the con cl n· ation 0f team that the heat mu t be forni h · 
wl:itl~ i: in l ·ficieu .'Y, f r th p rforman · of the work f expan ion. . 
I l11: unp ,rtnnt <~1 ·c v ry, r ~r •cting th action of team durin()' its expan,1 , 
wa. macl' alrno.t ·1multan •011.'l by 'lu.11 ·in, ancl Rankine. It is clear that h 
tlutn·11 rif tfcrwi~enoinc · m11:t, from tlti fa ·t, uucler(J'n an ntial modifi ·a i · 
.1 ha . th . •,·p:uvio~ f ·tc•am i attend •<1 1,y par ial nd n ation, arlmit 
h uw h ·w1 ·c • ·p ·1un ·11tall <1 •mon ·trn. •cl. Int a gla , Lalloon, (I! jO'. I·• 
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which is wrapped n,round wi~h wire and provide? with a bras~ appendage which 
contains a duct., closed at will by a cock, we mtroduce a. httle wa.ter, so that 
the glass mn.y be moistened within hy ~ f~w drops. rrhe balloon is then screwed to 
a compressing pump, and so much a1r 1s pumped Fig. 12. 
in that the tension in the interior of the balloon 
shall amount to about three atmospheres. If the 
cock be now closed, and the balloon be unscrewed 
and lai<l in some warm place, whether in the 
vicinity of a stove or in the sunshine, the vapors 
in the ~interior will, after ·a while, have acquired 
the elasticity corresponding to the temperature, 
and appear perfectly transparent. If the cock be 
now opened, air and vapor will rapidly escape 
from the balloon, and the la,tter will be filled with 
a thick mist. . 
In a, somewhat altered form, the experiment ad-
mits of being executed as follows: Let the bell of 
an. nir-pump be sprinkled on the inside with a 
little water, and after being placed on the plate 
of the pnmp, be left some time in a rather warm 
chamber. As soon now as we begin to discharge 
the air, a white• mist ,vill be formed within the 
bell. 
A corresponding experiment has been instituted 
by Hirn on a large scale. A straigh,t copper cylinder, two metres long and 15 
centimetres in diameter, y1as closed at both ends by flat plates, in the middle 
of whi0h were openings two centimetres wide and closed by plates of glass 
cemented therein. This cylinder was on on~ side placed in connection with a 
steam-boiler, while on the other it bore a discharge tube which was furnished 
with a wide cock. Into the cylinder was now introduced steam of a high tension, 
while the escape-cock. ,was only partially opened, so that all the air might find 
an issue. The highly condensed vapor, (five atmospheres, for example,) which 
in this way fills the cylinder, is now perfectly transparent, so that all objects 
are plainly visible through the glass plates mentioned above. If the influx of 
steam from the boiler l)e afterwards who11y shut off, and the escape-cock. be 
suddenly am:l folly opened, so thn,t the steam prnmptly expands to a tension of 
one ati~osphere, a mist of such density is formed in the cylinder that its contents 
appear completely opaque. 
IX.-TRl]: MELTING OF ICE. 
After having applied the principles of tho mechanical theory of beat to the form-
ation of steam, we will proceed to consider them in relation to the phenomena • 
of melting, and shall here treat exclusively of the melting of ice. ' 
Let us suppose one kilogram of ice at 0° C. to be contained in a vessel, under 
the pressure of one atmosphere. If heat be communicated to this ice, while the 
pressure remains unaltered, t.he ice passes gradually into water, but the tempera-
ture continues at 0° until the liquefaction is wholly completed. From this 
moment first begins the elevation of temperature, .if the supply of heat is main-
tained. · 
The quantity of beat which is necessary thus, nuder the pressure of one atmos-
phere, to convert one kilogram of ice at 0° into water at 0°, taking the mean 
of the best experiments, is, r=79.035 units of heat. This quantity is usua11y 
called, as in the case of steam, the latent heat. 
The phenomenon of melting is wholly analogous to that of evaporation. A 
part of the heat supplied to the ice is expended in overcoming the cohesion the 
other part in external work, as, duriug the melting, a change of volume t~kes 
place. 
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.fi._s in the formation of steam, if it takes place under the conditions set forth 
in § 7 the temperature at wbich the transformation into vapor occnrs is a function 
of the pressure exerted on the piston, so that we might expect that the tempera-
ture of the melting ice depends also on the pressure under which it f3tan.ds; that 
the temperature of fusion also varies with the pressure . 
. From the analogy between vaporization and fusion, we are authorized to apply to 
the phenomenon of melting the equations developed in section vn, a,nd therefore 
the second leading equation of the mechanical theory of heat 'U =A_:_~I' . But 
. . . ¢ 
while, in the formation of steam, the magnitude <P was given through the experi-
ment, it is here wholly unknown; on the other hand, we know the quantities 
r, A, T, and it, and hence have 
(111) 
As w~ have above seen, r=79.035. The absolute temperature at which, under 
tbe pressure of the atmosphere, the melting of ice takes place, is 'r=273°. 1Ve 
know, moreover, that A=-1-. Ii'or the computation of <P there ii wanting, 
424 . 
tberefore, only the value of u. In the melting of ice, we know a diminution of 
volume takes place. 'l'he volume of one kilogram of water at 0° is v=0.001 
cubic metre. 'rhe volume of one kilogram of ice at o'o, taking the mean of 
different computations, is w=0.00109; hence 
U=V-W= -0.000091 
and therefore negative. If we place now for r, A, T, and u, in equation, (111.) 
the numerical values cited, the result is 
79.035 · 424 
<P= 273 · 0.00009. 
Should the tlifference of pressure ¢, ~hich corresponds to a lowering of tempera-
ture of 1 °, be expressed, not, in kilo()'rams but in atmospherfls, we shall ha,·e to 
clivi<le by 10333, and we then obtai~ ' 
<P= 79 ·035 · 424 = 132 atmos heres· 
10333 · 0.00009 · 273 p . ' . 
that is to say, an augmentation of pressure from 1 to 132 atmospheres would cor-
, respond to a lowering of the melting point by 1 ° O.; an augmenta~ion of the 
pre· ure by one atmosphere will therefore be followed by a lowermg of t e 
molting temperature of ice eqnal to ri 2 , or 0.'0075° 0. 
'I bat tho temperature at which ice melts varies with the pressure, and t~. 
thu an elei;a#on of the pressure corresponds to a lowering of the freezing p,.11 • 
wa first ~heorcti ·al~y demonstrated by J ames Thomson, (Proceeding of 
Royal oc1oty of E lmhurgh,) and then by Clausius (Poo·g. Annal., LXXXT. ) n 
wn. •xp 1~rnent~lly v~rifi cl ~y William 'l'homson, (Pogg. Annal., ~xxxr.) 1he 
latt r avmlecl lmnsclf, for tlns experiment of a tl1ermomoter in wlnch ether_ ' 
mploye 1 in ·t ad of qnick ilver a the thermometric fluid. The re en·oir 
thi' tb rmomct: r wa. tbr o and a half incho long and three-eighths inch_ "; · 
n th t~1h_ · 1~ an 1 a ha,lf inch . long, was a scale of five and a half m 
l n~th llVlcl<'.cl lllto 220 •qna,l part . 'l'ho extent of t his ca.le correspond 
a differ nr, o~ t mp ratur of about 3° F., so that a divi ion repre entc 1 on 
fl\' ra,., -/r of n. c1 O'l' f]. 'l'h tb 'rmom ter wa so rco-ulatod that it ·h 
h' t •mperatnr' 1, · w n 31 ° and 34° ] . In order that tho re ervoir mi!?'h 
l, ompr ·. · l \\ h n ubmittec.1 to a str ng pre ure, it was hermetically iu l 
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in a wider g1a.ss tnbe; this outer tube contained enough qu_icksilver for tl1e 
re8ervoir of the ether thermometer to be wholly surrounded by it. 
'l'his thermometer was now plunged, together with a cylindrical tube filled 
with air into Oersted's Cf)mpressing apparatus, which was filled partly with 
wa-tcr, p~rtly with pieces of pure ice. ~y means of a ri?g ~f. lead, en.re ,ms 
taken to keep the . water of the compressmg vessel free from me at that part 
of the thermometer on which the readings were to · be made. A pressure of 
8.1, and again of 16.8 atmospheres, produced a sinking of the thenpometer hy 
7½ and 16½ of the divisions of the sen.le, and thus by ~-: =0.106° F., and 
1:/ =0.232° I!.,. ; which very rrearly coincides with the theoretically calculn.ted 
depression of 0.109° and 0.227° F. 
J?rom the above developments and observations it might be expected that water 
under very high pressure must remain fluid at relatively low temperatures. 'J.1lrnt 
this, indeed, is the case, is confirmed by the experiments long since conducted. 1Jy 
Williams in Quebec, in order to measure Fig. 13• Fig. 14. 
the force with which freezing water ex-
pands. He exposed to intense cold 
thick iron bomb-shells, filled with water 
and closed by means of an iron plug firmly 
driven in. At a very low temperature 
the stopper was either driven out and 
then an icicle was projected from the 
opening, (J?ig. 13,) or the bomb was hnrst, and in that case a sheet of ice pro-
truded from _the fissure, (Pig. 14.) 'rhe form of these extruded pieces of ice 
indicated conclusively that the water at a very low temperature still remained 
fl uid, and was first converted into ice at the moment when it gai1ecl addi_tional 
space. 
In fine, l\fousson has shown (Pogg. Annal., cv) that at a very low temperature 
ice may be rendered fluid by great pressure. 'I1he a.ppa- . " 
ratus of which he availed himself for this is represented in Fig. L:i. 
section in Fig. 15, and on a smaller scale in side elevation 
in ITig . 16. Through the axis of a massive prism A of 
the best steel, four-cornered below and furni:shcd above 
with the worm of a screw, a cylindrical cavity, 7.12 milli-
metres wide, is drilled, which, in 1t.s upper part, widens from 
b to a, in a slightly conical form, so that the mouth at a 
l1ns a diameter of 8.Gl millimetres. From above is driven 
into the cylindrical cavity a piece of pure copper g, some-
what conicnl at first, and fitting into the cavity a b so n.s 
toformn.bove a perfect closure of the same. 'I1o.tbe copper 
cylinder g is affixed a steel prolongation D, of 1iko din.meter 
with the cavi ty b c, and which, by application of the female 
scr~w E, c~n,lJe r~ressccldow1:nvards so ~s to drive the copper 
cy1m<lcr g i uHher mto the cavity b c. lJ nclerneath the cy lin-
drical ca,vity b cis also a conical but rapidly wiclenin<Y ca~ity 
into which fits the copper cone /, which, by mea:s of th~ 
steel screw C, can be firmly pressed into its cavity. 
I n orcler to perform the experiment, the screw O and the 
~opper cone/ were first removed, the whole apparatus was 
inverted, so that E was below, A above, and the free part 
of the cavity b c, above g, was filled with water that hac1 
been boiled; the copper inclcx cl was now lowered into this 
wa.ter. ·w ith the position unclrn,ngcu, while cl thus stood 
upon g, the whole apparatus was exposed to a low tempera-
1 s 
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tnre, the water froze, and thereby the copper jndex was fixed at the place "bich 
Fig. 16. it occ 11pied. 'n1e nipple of ice formed by the freezing of the ·water 
jn the conic space at c was removed, the copper cone f introduced, 
and y means of the screw C driven in as strongly aspos:;ible. The 
who e apparatus was now again reversed, so that E was above and 
C below. · 
After the apparatus, in this- last position, was firmly secured i~ a 
. strong cross-piece betvveen two bars, (.E'ig. 17, ) and surrounded with 
the freezing mixture, the index cl being thue plunged in the iee de~p 
under g, the female screw nr nut E was, by means of a lever six 
decimetres long, gradually driven around, and thereby g more and 
more pressed dovvnward. If the ice remained firm nnc1er the com-
pression, there must, on tl1e opening of the screw C, situated b_elow, 
appear at the copper cone/ first a cylinder of ice and t~en the mdex 
1 d; but if water bas been produced by the pressure, the mdex cl n~u ~t 
i descend to c .at the lower end of the cavity and hence, on the wi th-
, . ·' drawaloff,firstthe in-
Fzg. 17· dex and next in order 
the massive ice m-lin-
derrespectivcly ~ake 
their appearance. 
In order to pre\·ent 
the heating of t he 
apparatus by m e-
cbanicaJ work the 
depression of g ·was 
· verv slowly condnc-
tec1, the femal~ screw_E ueing turne<l only every five minutes to· tho extent of 4ii
0
, 
and the operat10n bemg thus protracted through the space of some f?ur h ours. 
vVhen, after these processes, the lower terminal screw was opened, still under a 
~·cry low t~mp?ratnre,-the copper cone f immediately protruded and ice in tan~ly 
fo~·mecl on its sides. Directly behind the cone/ followecl the index d, and after 
tln · a thick cylinder of ice, which must have been formed at the moment of the 
opening. 
· Th 11~ wns the proof afforded that, by a sir!Jicicntly strong pressure, ice i~ cm!-
verted into water at= 18° C. The pressure to which the ice was subjected m tlw 
experiment_is esti~ated _by l\fousson at some 13,000 atmospheres. ~'bis lowering 
of t_he meltm~ pomt of ice throngh pressure plays an important part m the expla-
nation of ghtc10r-phenomena, and on that account will he ao-ain the sul,ject of con-
si(~e,ration in the sec!ion of c?smicnl physics. 
0 
. • 
I he value of <I>, (m cquat10n 111) ii; for water a neo-ative one, becanse ice. m 
mc1tino·, contracts. For nch snbstan~es howe-\;cr a~ arc attended in melting 
with an nugn1vntation of volume, </> is positive, and for these therefore the meltiJ 9 , 
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point must, through increased pressure, ?e heightenecl. The correct-
ness of this consequence has been expenmenta1ly pro,Tcd hy Bunsen, 
(Pogg. Annal., LXXXI, 1S50,) and .by Hopkins, (Dingl~r's Po\yt. 
Journal, cxxxrv.). Bunsen condncterl the expenment 111 tho fol-
lowing manner: A very thick-walled glass tube about a foot long, 
and having a bore of the size of a straw, ,va,s drawn out at one encl 
into a fine capillary tube from · 15 to 20 inches in length, which was 
ma.de of as accurate ca1ibre as possible. The lower encl of this 
ghss tube was also drawn out to a somewhat wider tube, one and 
a half inch long and curved, as is shown in Fig. 18. 
By atmospheric pressure the whole apparatus was now filled with 
quicksilver, and the longer capillary tube was then soldered at a. 
After cooling, a small quantity of quicksilver was driven out at b · 










a small quantity of the substance to be tested was imbibed in a state 
of fusion. 'l'he apparatus was now soldered also at b, the longer 
capillary tube was then opened at a, and the whole apparatus heated 
one or two degrees above the melting point of the substance con-
tained tlrnrein, through which process a part of the quicksilver is 
expelled from the open point at a. :E'inally, after renewed cooling, 
the range of the quicksilver in the capillary tube at c, together with 
the range of the thermometer and barometer, was noted; the point 
at a wa:5 then once more soldered, and thus a column of air of ascer-
tained length was included. 
Two such instruments of precisely similar form and contents, one of which was 
soldered at a, while the other remained open, were now, together with a sensi-
tive thermometer. fastened on a small board in such manner that the two little 
tubes filled with 'the substance to be tested might stand close to the hnlb of the 
thermometer. If this apparatus be immersed in water whose temperature is a 
few degrees above the melting point of the subst:1nce, to such a depth tbnt only 
tbe tube b shall be submerged, it will be seen that, hy gtadual coolino- of the 
water, molecubr. rigidity will ensue simultaneously in both tubes. But ;ere the 
apparatus snnk deeper in the warm water, there wonlcl follow, through the expan-
sion of the quicksilver in the closed instrument, a pressure which can be readily 
measured by the compression of the air in the capil1ary tube c b, and whinh may 
be augmented or diminished at will by depres:sing the instrument in tho warm 
fluid or partially withdrawing it therefrom. rnrn pressure in the open instru-• 
mcnt, on the other hand, remains unchanged dnring the whole experiment. The 
difference of temperature at which the substance grows rigid in the closerl instru-
ment sooner than in the open one gives the elevation of the melting point for 
' the ol>served pressure. 
An experiment made with spernmcoti gave the following result: 
Pressure. Point of rigidity. 
1 atmosphere·-····--················--,·······-··--···-- 47.7° C. 
96 atmospheres ........ - ........... _ ......... _ ......... _. 49.7° 
156 atmospheres. - ...................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50.9° 
The same experiment repeated with pa.ratline gave : 
Pressure. Point of rigidity. 
1 atmosphere .......... ................................ _. . 46.3° C 
85 atmospheres .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4:8.9° 
100 atmospheres ......... _ ....... _ ...................... _. .19,9° 
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By another method, Hopkins obtained the following results: 
.Melting temperature. 
Pressure. Spermaceti. vVax. Sulphur. Stearioe. 
I ...... . ------. - --- . - .. - .... --... 5]0 c. 64.5° C. 107.0° C. 72.5° c. 
519 .••••.••••..............•••. 60° 74 5° 1:{5 2° 7:3.60 
792 ..•••••••• ~- .••••.••.• . ~ ---. 80.2° 80.2° 140.5° 79.2° 
X. SPECIFIC HEAT IN THE ACCEPTATION OF THE MECHANICAL THEORY 
OF HEAT. 
By the specific heat of a substance is understood, we know, the number w?ich 
specifies how many units of ht)at ( calories I must be added to the unit of we1ght 
of that substance in order to produce an elevation of t emperature from 0° to 1 ~ U • 
According to a Jaw propounded by Du1ong and Petit, the product ohtamed 
when the specific heat of a solid element is multiplied by its atomic weig~t shor~ld 
be a constant number; which is, indeed, nearly the case, as the followrng bnef 
table will show : 
I Atomic weight. Specific beat. p. s. 
Silver ............. ..................... . 
Alumina ............................... . 
Copper ..•........•......•.. . .••••....... 
I ron ..•••...................•........•.. 
Litb:um ...••.....•...........•.......... 
Natriun1 ..•........•.........•........... 
Lead ... ....... .... ............... . ..... . 
Sulphur ..............•.............•.••. 




























~he Dulong-~etit law admits of being expressed in this wise : Chemically 
e(J_mvalent quantities of solid elements -require for like elevation. of temperatu,·e 
~uanti_ties of lfeat of like amount. Still another expression of the same law i t~e 
followmg : 1 he atoms of all simple substances have a like caP,_acity for lteatj or. m 
fine, the atomic heat of all simple substances is eqital, if we cfonotc by atomic he~ 
the protluct of tl1e µ,tomic weigbt into the specific heat. 
In tl1e mean, the atomic heat of so1id e1ernnnts has the product p · S=f!: or 
the Yalue 6.4. From this value, however the atomic heat of carbon d(;nat :, 
con .. idcrnuly, since " ·e Lave for- ' 
______ I_P I_· 1~ 
(:~nrc?nl ... .... ....... .... .............. -··· .. ....... . ···1 ~ 
n·,:r~~~:1 .-::::. · :::::. · _._._._. _.. · _._. _._. _..:: -.-.-.-.: -. -.-.-.-.: : : : : : : : : : : : : _ 121 
o. 241 I 0. 174 
o. 147 
2. -
1 - • ., 
'fh atomi · h at of th different form. of aruon i somewhat more appr x·-
~unte to th nwan Yaln of th atomi 11 at of tb re ·t of th• cl mentR if a· 
111!! to I errnanlt'. propo ·ition, we tn.l c the atomic w •io·ht of carbon not u 
<J l:~, 1,ut tu 2,1. 0 
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If we indicate the n,tomic weight of a comp?und bocly b~ P, its ~peci:fic heat by 
S and bv N the number of sino-le atoms whwh are associated with one atom of 
'" " 
0
• • P· S 
the compound body, then, accordmg to Garmer, we have very nearly -w-=a, 
if a represent the mean atomic heat of the solid elements, and, therefore, the 
value 6.4. In effect there results, for example, for . 
Chemical p s N PS formula. N 
Cinnabar .•.... -----· . ----. ---.. --. HgS 232.0 0.0517 2 6.0 
Rock salt .••........... ------., ••.. NaA 5i3. 5 0.219 2 6.4 
Red copper .......... -----· ........ -€-rt2B- H2.R 0. 111 3 5.3 
"rater ...... -----· ---- . - ... --- --. -- ~ H2-0 18. 0 J.00 3 6.0 
Specular iron, ( Eisenglanz) .••••..... Fe2B3 160.0 o. 154 5 5.0 
No,v the temperature of a body depends, according to the mechanical theory 
of bent, entirely on the living force with which the atoms composing it move. 
'l'wo bodies have a like temperature when the Jiving force with which each atom 
in the one vibrates is eqna.l to the living force of an atom in the other. For the 
temperature of two bodies to be raised in an equal degree it is necessary that the 
osci11atory work of the atoms in both should undergo an equal augmentation. 
From this it might well be expected tlmt like quantities of heat will be needed 
to produce a like elevation of temperature in two masses of different substance 
of \Yhich one contains jnst as many atoms as the other; or, in other words, it 
,rnuld he expected that the ma,gnitude, which we have above indicated as atomic 
beat, should for all elements be alike; that, hence, tbe Dulong-Petit law should 
not only be approximately, but rigorously, correct., that for chemicaHy com-
pounded substances the quotient which we obtain when we divide the atomic 
Leat of the combination by the number of single atoms which are associated ·with 
one atom of the composition, being the value p NS' must under all circumstances 
be perfectly equal to the atomic heat of the simple substance. This, however, 
experiment docs not verify. 'rhe numbers of tl1e last colnmn of the above table, 
in part, devi~tc consic1erably from 6.4, and thus the quotient p NS is not equal for 
all combinati011s, as we ba,ve also seen above. 
'l'he contradiction in which experiment and the mechanical theory of heat 
seem here involved entirely vanishes, ho,vever, when it is considered that the 
qnantity of beat which must be snppliecl to a body in order to raise its tempera-
tnre is by no means wholly employed in exalting the living force of its molecalar 
vihratious, but that a consiclcrnblc part of the heat, which we designate as specific 
heat, is consumed in the performance of intcrna,l and external work. 
Let us indicate the specific heat of a simp le substance by Sj then is, 
S=k+i+e (1), 
if by k we denote the augmentation of the vibratory work which the unit wei ()'h t 
( Ge'lcichtseinheit) of tho substance in qnestion undergoes from an elcvation° of 
temperature of 1 °, while i and e denote the heat equivalent of the internal 
and external work simultaneously execntecl. If we designate the atomic weio-ht 
of the substance by P, then, according to the principle~ of tho mechanical the~-y 
the product kp must, of course~ he the same for al~ simpl~ substances; but it by 
r~o mea?s follows that sp a1::;o 1s a constant magmtude, since e and i are quanti-
ties wlnch vary, not only from one substance to another, but for the same sub-
stance with the conditions of aggregation. vV e can realize the absolute validity 
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of the bw of Dulong and Petit only when both qnantities i ancl e are completely 
nnll. Only in special cases ca.n tho quantities e and i be small enough to admit 
of their .being neglected. This circumstance, however, makes it possible to 
ascertain the value of the quantity le. 
For solid and flnid bodies the expansion which corresponds to an elevation of 
temperature by 1 ° is so slight that we may overlook, without sensible error, the 
external worlc thereby executed; for this case, therefore, we have 
s=lc+i (2) . 
. On the other hand, it may be assumed that, at least with the pemianent gases, 
the internal work is null; whence, for these wo have 
s=k+e (3), 
if hy s the specific heat of these gases under constant pressure he indicated. For 
the case in which the gris is so confined as not to be capable of expamling from 
subsequent heating, e is also null; and we then have 
s'=k ( 4), 
if by s' be indicated the specific heat of gases unaer constant volume. 
Arcording to tho experiments of R eguault, tho specific heat is, ,~ith constant 
volume, for oxygen gas, 0.1551; for hydrogen gas, 2.4153; for mtrogcn gas, 
0,1712; whence tho atomic li0at is for oxyo·en gas, 0.1551 ·· 16=2.4816; for 
byclrogen gas, 2.4153 · 1=2.4153; for nITrogen . gas, 0.1712 .· 14= 2.3968. 
W o 'rvill take, then, 2.4 for tlie approximate value of the atomic heat under con-
stant Yolume, for the gases 11amed. 
Tbis .vaJue, 2.4, we will now desio·nate as absolute atoniic heat. It would be 
the atomic heat for a11 elements · wh~ther in a flnid solid, or gaseous state, if all 
the heat supplied to them inure~l oxclusi vely to th~ augmentation of the Yibra-
tory work, and none of it were employed for internal and external work.' 
'l'hc knowledge of the a1)solute atomic heat .2.4 enables ·us to ascertain what 
part of the specific heat s of a body inures to the elevation of temperatnre, anll 
·what part thereof becomes latent through tho p\:lrformance of internal or external 
labor. lfor solid elements the atomic heat is, according to · equation (2), 
SJJ=(k+i)p. 
For the absolute atomic heat kp of all elements we have found the value 2.-1; 
whence, 






, which we will call the absolitte specific heat, or the absol ' e 
p 
heat-capacity, is t~1~ same quantity which we designated aboYo hy k; we finJ i 
for each clement if we employ its atomic weight p as a divisor for 2.4. 
'l1hrn,, for oxnmplc, we obtain for C0})l)er k=~4 =0.0378. Of the qu · 
63.4 
tit_y o~ heat 0.0949, wliich must bo Rnppliod to one gram of copper in orde1. 
r: _1so it.· tempcrat!n·e 1 °, on~y ~.037 unit::i of heat are espen«1cd for the elem-!. 
o1 _tc~mt!'rntnr, (mcrcasoo( vibratory " ·ork ;) tho rest, 0.0949-0.037 =0.lv 
11mt.· ol h ·at, ar' · n:rnnccl for internal ,vork, and hcuce arc btcnt. In the.:· 1 
\\, • w' ol,taiu for ·ertain olid elcment::i, which are exhiuited together i_n the -
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lo\vincr tn.ble, the values of the specific heat s, of the al)solute specific heat k, 
and of the heat expended for internal work i. 
Silver ...• · •.....•.....•.........•.•......... - - - ..... 
A.lun1ina .••••.••...•...•...•..•• - - • - - ... - - - -- - • - •· - · 
Copper ...•.•.....•.•..•............•...... - - - - - .. - •. 
J ron ..••••...•••.•................•..... , . - - - - - - . - - . 
Litbiui-n ..............•••......•..•...•. - - - . - - - - ~ - - . 
Natrium ......•..............•.•........•.... - ..••.. 
L ead ..............•....•.............. - .. - - - - - - - - - . 
Snlphur ..........•........................•.. -··••.• 




























0. 0i>t53 . 
If we seek to ascertain in this way the value of k for carbon, we obtain, by 
taking the atomic weight 12 as · a basis, k= 0.2, a value which is greater than 
the value of s heretofore found for graphite and diamond. · '.rhis circumstance 
speaks decisively to the effect that, agreeably to RegnauWs proposition, we 
should double the atomic weight of carbon and assume it to be equal to 24; we 
then have, for the different forms of aggregation of carbon, the values of s, k, 




Graphite .......................•.............. . ............ 





. 0. 074 
0.047 
The inequality of the specific heat of different forms of aggregation of carbon 
thus becomes intelligible, from the consideration that at a, like elevation of tem-
perature the internal work performed is different, according as we are de:11ing 
with liamoncl, graphite, or charcoal. 
In strictness, therefore, the bw of Dulong and Petit is, in general, only valid 
for the absolute specifie heat k, which, multiplied by the atomic weight of the 
element, gives the constant product 7cp=2.4. '.rhe variations which the specific 
heat of so lid elements -µ.ndergoes, when the temperature is raised, are likewise to 
be ascri bed to a difference in the amount of internal work. 
In reference to chemically compounded substances, we have, for ascertaining 
their absolute capacity of heat K, the equation 
PJC=2.4 (5), 
which is found from equation~~ S =a if we put Kin ·the place of the experimen-
tally determined specific heat S, aud the absolute specific heat of the element2.4 in 
the place of a. .From equation (5) results K = 2.4 N. l! or water, for instance, . p 
. 3 
,ve have = 3, P=16+2 = 18; hence K=2.4 - = 0.4; thus the absolute 
18 
epccific hc~t of water in_ a solid, liquid, and gaseous form, is equal to 0.4. From 
these premises. ,~c or>~am, for the _qn_antity of heat i, which, by an elevation of 
tcmpern.ture of 1 0., 1s expended m mternal work, 
for ice . • i-0.5-0.{ = 0.1 
for liqu:d water . i= 1.0-0.4=0.6. 
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THE THERMIC MOLECULAR MOTION. 
From the eqnivalr.ncy of heat and labor jt undoubtedly results that every 
development of heat by mechanical mca.ns must 1;,e regarded as the trans-
formation of a bodily motion into a molecular 1notion j and, conYerse1y, that 
every performance of ,vork must be considered a transformation of the rnof ecular 
motion into a bodily motion. This view consti,tntes the starting point of the 
rneclia11ical theory of heat, of which the most e~sential principles, tog~ther ·wi_th 
some of the most important consequences springing from tliem, have been d1~'-
enssed in the prece<ling paragniphs, without reference, however, to the concep-
tion which we must form of this molecular movement, whose results are tl..le 
different phenomena of heat. 
For the completion of the mechanical theory there is certainly needed an 
hypothesis respecting the nature of this molecnlar action, although many import-
ant qnestions may be and have been solved without one. In- the mean time th_e 
constrnction of such an hypothesis has exercised the ingenuity of different ph~-s1-
cists, especially of Ol11nsius, Kronig, and Redtenbacher. . 
Kronig and Clausius (Pogg. Anna1., xcrx and c) suppose that the mrn~1t-e 
molecules of gases and vapors, mere points in proportion to the intervn1~ wl~ich 
separate them, move on with a constant velocity, in right lines, nnhl tncy 
impinge against another molecule of the same natnre, or agtLinst some ouject to 
them impenetrable. rrhe pressure of gases against a so1id surface is $'.lPl_-J? ·ed 
to result from tlie fact that the molecnles in great nnmher continnally nnpmge 
against tho resi sting smface and rebound from it. By an increase of tc_mp~m-
tnre the velocity witlt which the molecules move is ano-mente,1; and, m fine, 
the tomperatnre i::; assumed to be proportional to the sr1u1re of that volocitr-
ln the case of solid bodies, the molecules oscillate ahont a permanent porn_t ' f 
eqnilihrinm; while in the case of flnills this point of equilibrium cl<>es not exi. t; 
lmt the molecule , notwitlistandino· their constant and manifold movements, arc 
re trained to determined distancei,i° aml cannot like the o-ases, move freely apart 
from one another. ' ' 
0 
vVlti1e tho savants jnst named seek tho canReS of the phenomena of heat in a 
movement or the :Lt.oms then1selves of bodies Ilecltenbacher considers the o~cilla-
t.iom; of th atoms of the ether envelopinn· tl;e atoms of a, 1,ody to be the ou'..'C 
of tl10se phenomena, as he has e:sp1ainet1 in his '' Dynamidcn system," ( .... far -
hcim, 1857.) . 
A circumstance which speaks with mnch force in favor of the views of Kro 1L 
ancl Olausins is that throtwl1 these views the difference h etwcen nuliant an l 
sensible heat n.rlmit of easy expla.nation. The former won1d thns appear to 
propa<ratecl in a precisely illcnticn.l manner with tho ravs of lio·ht, l,y a nndnla o -Y 
n10vc·mcnt of tho eth r, while a vibratory movement ;f the 1fondernble at m-. 
the ho,1y wottld he th' source of sen.·ib1e heat. 
'l1li ' development of the mechanical theory of heat h:is, within a fr,, ~-e: 
m::Hlu :--u~h pror-rrc::-:s tlttLt it must soon stauc1 iu the same grnde with tho nnr1nh _. 
throry o( l1glit. In proportion, at th<• ·ame time, as the mathernntical the ry 
nc1nrnc·ecl towards ·ornpl<}tion, will it become more and more practicable tor ·dn 
tit<> ,·.·plauation of th parti ·nlar phenom na of heat in a ,renerally intelligil 
form, to th' prin ·iples of :he me ·bauicn,l theor:·, ' 
0 
• 
CONTINUOUS VIBRATORY MOVEMENT OF ALL MATTER, PONDERABLE 
AND IMPONDERABLE. 
BY L l\1AGRINI, OF THE MUSEUM OF FLORENCE. 
Translated for the Smithsonian Institution.;. 
It would be at once cmious and instructive, could we unite in one point -of view 
the different reflections of mankind on the phenomena of natnre. What variety 
in ideas! what differences among men! what contrasts between nationalities! If 
the paths which the human mind pursues could be clearly traced, and it vvere 
possible to examine them, we should perhaps discover the reasons ,vhich cause 
men at one time to affirm, as if with intuitive certainty, a principle pregnant with 
consequences, destined to be confirmed by facts, while at other times they hesitate, 
go astray, anc1 lo$e the truth even when earnestly seeking it. 
Onr senses, even with the help of the most perfect instruments, reveal to ns but 
very little about nature; but the sensations <lerived ·from the impressions made 
on our organs by exterior objects are transmitted to the un<lerstanding~ which 
co-ordinates them and draws from them the most rational and rigorous det1uc-
tions; the small number of facts which our senses thus teach ns, afford us the 
best means of extending our knowledge regarding tho external world. vVe might 
repine, with some justice, at the imperfection of onr senses: onr ears might be 
more impressib1e, our sense of smell more susceptible; our sight might be even 
more piercing than it actna1ly is with the aid of optical instruments. Yet it is 
not difficult to convince ourselves that it is not the senses wliich deceive ns, and 
that the error proceeds from the de<lnctions formed by the nm1erstanding·. 
An oar, piercing obliquely a horizontal smface of water, a,p11etus to us to he 
broken at the point where it issues from the water. 'l'he eye really receives tl1e 
impressions of the light as if the oar were broken. Bnt if onr mind were to 
conclude from tliis optical phenomenon that ,re beheld a broken oar, it wonld 
not be tho eye wbich was in fault, bnt the understanding, wb.icb deceiYcs itself 
by a conclusion 'without verifying the other characters of a brnkcn oar. 'l'l1e 
philosophers who impute error to tl1e eye onght, on tho contrary, to regard 
th is indication as a signal service; since, witl10nt tonching on other propertie::;-
tbe know1ec1ge of which does not pertain to its province-the eye does in fact 
faithfully represent to us the real course of the luminous rnys which pass from 
the water in to the air. 
This example, and a mnltitnde of others of the same kiud which might he 
cited, teach us tbat it is very difficult for us to pronounce a correct jntlgment in 
takin<Y our first sensations as a basis. It is necessary to wait till new facts [Ula 
themselves to the old, al1fl disclose the relations which lead to the common prin-
ciple of all the phenomena of the same order. Mathematical truths are pnre 
con ·options which obey the necessary laws of reasoning; it is not the same case 
with the phy ical sciences, the stmly of which resl-s not on axioms furnished by 
reason, nor on principles which can be clirectly drawn from the understanding. 
Katnrc presents us complex phenomena which we mnst examine minutely, in 
order to analyze thorn and cli::,cover their canse ; if we wonl<l not <leviate from 
reality and truth, we must accept the descriptive langnage of the sensations. 
The Rensations •furnish us tbe data, and the tendency which we have to attribute 
them to external causes, conducts us from analogy to principles. In reality, the 
* From Revue des Cours Schmtifiques: Paris, No. 49, Nov. 2, 1867. 
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world is composed of objects which ·we know only by the impressions they pro-
duce on our senses. Matter is the unknown_ principle of which they are formed 
the cause of the properties which they manifest, and of the sensations which 
reveal them to us. But when we wish to study an object, it is proper to com-
mence by defining it; we should therefore ask ourselves, first of a.11, what is the 
tme constitution of matter~ 
In considering the scale of magnitudes and the extreme divisibility of bodie~, 
we find that we can form two hypotheses on the constitution of matter. We ma: 
admit that it is divisible to infinity, and consequently conceive of a body a· a 
continuous mass, as a veritable geometric soliil ; or again, we may snppose that 
by continuing to divide more and more the fragments of a body, we shall an-h·e 
at an ultimate particle-an atom. On this last hypothesis, matter wonld be but 
an assemblage of atoms, grouped in distinct elementary molecules, placed one 
beside another without touching, and endowed with the faculty of approaching 
to or withdrawing from one another. . 
If ,ve interrogate chemistry before making a choice between tbcse two 
hypotheses, it will reply that if matter is continnons, that is to say, not cap~ble 
of being resolved into indivisil,le elements, the idea of chemical comhinn.t1_ons 
becomes essentially obscure .. On the contrary, all the kno,vn laws of ~omu1?a-
tion _become evil1ent consccprnnces, logical corollaries of the hypoth~s1s_ ':~ch 
considers 111atter as formed by the union of a groat number of small md1v1 1~le 
masses; it is easy, in effect, to comprehend that the atoms of two simple uod1e' 
may, in uniting, form mixed molccnles and give rise to new bodies. 
rrhe propagation of heat and of light in the r.rorrice11i?'n vacun~ and in the 
pbnetary spaces, compels us to admit the existence of another highly suhtle 
species of matter, infinitely more diffnscd and universal t1ian pomlcraulc matter. 
and wl1ich we arc led to consider as the principal agent of physical nature. 
"\Ve slrnll cmleavor to prove on thi s occasion that movement is a funclamcn al 
· ' ' · 1 11 prop~~ty of matter in wli:1.tsocvor state it exists, pondernble or 1mponc era~ · 
and1£ movement exists to-day in all the particles of matter, it has, of nccc,;:,;i_ Y· 
always c_:-.._i~tc~l. ·without movement it is impossible for our mind t? conc,'ff 
any mod1ficatwn whatever in the state of thing·s. No action of bodJC' can 
manifested without our being able to affirm that th is action consists in a particu1 
mode of m~vcm_ent. vV e shall proceed, as those who transport thcm:;elr". 
s0111~ clevat1011 m or11cr to ombrace tl10 view of a Vq,St region, to cast a ~ou~p · 
l1 ens1vc glance on the phenorncntL oilcri1w more 1mrticul::trly the proof of t 
. . ::, 'L k . rntenor movement which coust.a,ntly animates the molccnles. et tl.. rcmur 
once, that this movement is for ns an ultimate fact, of which as yet we know 
tl1 • reason. 
Celestial m 'e1iu11ics l1af. explainc•d all the pcrtnrbations of the movcme~ . • 
tli_e planet ·, by admitting the necessa,ry presence of unknom1 orbs at the Irr. 
o! the solar sy ..:tom; observation -has verified the existence of those 
r1 hanks to nnlllerous an1l eomplctc vcrifica,tions of this kind, mechanic La,'.· 
c?e<1ed _i11 rcn'.ler~n<r cxtr '1_nely probable; not to say absolutely certain, tli:· 1. 
c1plc of o-ra,,,1tat11111, anll lll esbhlisl1i1w in a dcfiuitirn manner Lhc law o ~ · 
ton. 'l'h • la\\· of continuity in nature forces n to admit that the same p1in · 
xt<'1Hls to all tliat •xi "ts ; lt o·overns tl1 cou::;titntion and mov ment · of c l 
l101li •:-;; it hinds tltc sat ,l)ite ::'to their planet.' antl the planet · to the sun; i 
trol. · all th• 1,odics ,d1ich nn·olve on, nrou ucl nnotl1er ,rithin a cleterminnte: r: 
it aim a ·t Oll ctu.:h mole nle, on •ach atom, at minnte distances which e;:; · I 
,~ro: · · 'll · ·: and all onr Ill 'il.118 of dirccL oh:--er\'ation. 
· ['1 h mun· o-ra\'itation ha , l>ecn o-i\- •n to that t re or t nclcncv of ma 
npproaclt c-a ·Ii _otli<'l' "itli a11 intenl-;ity whi ·li vari · inver:, •ly n. · the ·qnar · 
ch. lane; . nncl 1l1rt<·tly a: tli' qnnntity of matt r. 'I h for •c which act:- l • 
lH· part11'!1·: tlm1wlt 1wrliap: of th• i-:n.m, ·hara tc.•r j o·oy •rn 11,v a Ii 
law, ancl lwnc. ba, re ·civ I 1 a differ nt 11.tmo, that u/ ·ohcsiou.-J. i..LJ 
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But if the dimensions or' molecules are. extremely small, the distances which 
separate them arc relatively very great, insomuch tlia,t, according to the sng·ge~-
tive idea of Lapface, a molecule may be compared to a star, and molecular gravi-
tation to universal gravitation. It results from this tl1at the 1:10:7ements of mole-
cules may be compared to the movements of the st~rs, and ~t ~s thus ~hat mod-
ern physics hl),s raised itself to the heig11t of med1amcs. It 1s mterestrn_g to see 
a solid body suddenly obey the laws of attraction at !he 1_noment when 1t enters 
within the sphere of infl~cnce of a liquid ; the effect 1s still produced when the 
liquid does not moisten the solid. 
Cohesion, which may be considered a modification of gravitation, ~cts w~t.11 
different deoTees of intensitv on different bodies. All the degrees of mtens1ty 
which sepa~ate the least cfense fluid from the most condensed solid, form only 
some of the intermediate terms of an indefinite s·eries, of which the ultimate parts, 
emiuently solid, the ponderable· atoms represent one of the extremities; ~t the 
other are found the matter of the nebula: and the molecules of the ether itself. 
It is these ponderable atoms, subject as they all are to the attraction of t_he 
neighboring atoms and to that of the ether which surrounds them with a species 
of atmosphere, that prod nee thermal, electrical, and optical phenomena. 
Under the rela.tively variable influence of these phenomona, bodies must con-
tinually undergo modifications in their internal structure. In effect, what varie-
ties of forms invest quartz and feldspar in their s1ow and gradual passage from 
a ...-itreous to a tophaceons state ! And not only stones, originally resistant, w11ich 
become friable, but flexible substances which become more and more rigid ; cal-
careous concretions which from a fibrous text1ire acq nire a lamel1ar texture; siliceous 
incrnstations, primitively friable, which are transformed into a fibrous tissue, &c.; 
are there not here positive proofs that, ev011 in the most compact bodies, the mole-
cular grouping undergoes incessant tru.nsformations 1 In these continual trans-
formations, we cannot neg1oct the action of gravitation. Pictet has evinced it 
by showing the shortening which a meta11i.c rod undergoes by resting vertically 
on its lower extremity. It is known, also, that the sheets of lead with which 
the roofo of certain buildings nre covered grow thinner with time in their up1~er 
part., and become denser. in their lower part. Hence it results that the p~irticles of a 
metal tend, like those of ::.i liquid, to place themselves on a level, by yielding 
slowly, but in a continuous manner, to the force of terrestrial gravitation. 
Oil placed in a mixture of water :1nd alcohol, having the same density with 
itself, is subject only to the molecular attraction of its own matter, and of the 
medium in which it displaces its hulk without mingling therewith. It maintains 
itself in equilibrium and keeps the position in which it is pb.ced; being thus 
withdrawn from the terrestrial gnwitation, it takes the spherical fom1 ,vhich sat-
isfies aU the conditions of a force acting equally in all directions; . 
Among the expedients which enabled M:. Plateau to obtain a certain number 
of geometrical figures under the influence of the molecular attraction, I will cite 
one which led to effects truly curious. If, through one of the small spheres of 
oil pla.ccd in a mixture of water and alcohol, we pasg a small metallic rod, 
to_ which we communicate a rotary movement, this movement is suddenly trans-
mitted to the whole mass of oil. The little sphere, by virtue of the centrifngal 
force, becomes flattened in proportion as it revol vcs more. rapidly. Such is also 
the cause to which we usually attribnte the flattening of tho terrestrial sphere. 
When we continue to increase the velocity of rotation, the flattening is-enhanced 
to such a degree that ,the sphere grows ho11ow, and of a sndden separates i~to 
two parts : the interior part, which is a sphere, remains at the centre of the sec-
,mcl part, which bas the form of a rino-. It is impossible to witness the forn1a-
t1on of this ring without recalling th~ of Saturn, which doubtless must have 
form~d-i~self after the same.manner. rrrrns the same canse which gives rise to 
the hmp1cl drop_~ of dew which sparkle on the leaves· of plants, and which com-
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bines into small spheres the particles of water, has given to all the great celes-
tial bodies their spherical form. 
[rfhis statement is scarcely correct in a critical consideration of the phenomena· 
the 8pher:cal form of the planets is due to the attraction of every partiole of the 
whole body on every other, while the spherical form of the globule of oil is the 
result of the interaction or cohesion of the particles at the surface.=-J. H.] 
But, besides universal attraction, matter in masses bas received, at its origin, 
movements of translation, and by analogy the molecules of a drop of water or of a. 
globule of p1atina-which are as thinly scattered and as rare in the little space 
! they occupy as the stars of our solar system-may be supposed to be in per-
petual oscillatory revolutions, without losing anything of their stability, tha1;1-ks 
to the nature of these moveme.r~ts, and to the influence of the neighboring ~odies. 
The astonishing phenomena of acoustics completely forestall the species of 
repugnance we experience in admitting that the molecules of soli_ds can e~ecut~ 
very rapid movements without becoming disaggregated. On secmg the v10len 
movements which pulverulent bodies underao, and the regular figures they de-
scribe when cast o_n pbtijs of glass, metal, o~ wood, which are made to render_ ~ 
sound by scraping them with a bow; on hearina sound propagated through soh 
!,odies mor~ quickly than through the air, a:Cl recognizing tb~t it suffices to 
impress a vibratory movement on a small portion of a rigid body m order to coTI?--
munica!c t? a considerable mass a lively agitation; on verifyin~ tbat a metallic 
r?d w h1ch 1s ma_de to vibrate longitudinally unrlergoes contrnc_t10ns _and elonga-
t10ns, condensat10ns and dilatations, just as does a column of air wbJCh resonnd.s 
in a tube; at seeing a thick beam in contact with a vibrating body of '"ma 
dimensions undergo elongations which may amount to the tenth of a millime re 
for a metre of length : in presence of this species of mechanical paradox, accor -
ing to whieh.simple external vibrations of so feeble a nature produce such c_ -
siderahle effects, we can no longer refuse to admit that the immobility in whi 
we see the molecules of solid bodies is only apparent. 
;rho recent . experiments of Professor Graham, on the diffusion of gas .. _ 
through_~raphite, confirm the hypothesis which considers gases as ~uasseM co -
pose~l _of mnnmerable particles, of atoms spherical, solid, endowed_ ,:71th a pei~ 
clastmty, and moving in all directions. but with variable veloc1t1es accord~ _ 
to the special nature of each o·as. If tl1e sul>stance of the vessel be porou:S b 
tliat of the clijfusiometer, the ~toms of the eras under tho influence of the ac · 
force which animates them, arc projected th~ough tlrn pores of the graphite; 
tunnels, as they are in comparison with the minute dimensions of the elemc~ . 
~toms of th~ gaseou::i body, which thus, in the end, escapes and disper"c.::, 1 
m the exten or atmosphere. Bnt at the same time the air or some cxtcri r:: 
enters in like manner into the int~rior and replaces 'the gas wliich issued fr · 
W c may well conceive that this same atomic movement, accelerated hy lica 
retardetl l>y cold, may be the cause of the elastic force of all gaseous ·ub~ a 
a1~d o~· their reaction against all compressing actions. It is known that n_ • • 
at10n m the e movements is manifested when the same o·as cxints at the lll 
aucl at the exterior of tb.c vc -:el, a.nd consequently in co~tact with both f, 
the porous ,va1l. It may be as ·nmecl in this caso that the craseous molccul, 
auc~ i:suc exactly _in the amo proportion , and tlms undergo change ' of 
wlll(_; h w •· can neither perceive by variations in volume nor by any oth r 
uu111 non. 
If the o-asc. which arc in communication arc of different natures, but 
lH:arly th' :run d ·u~ity, a11cl n.rc animated bv molecular movcm nts of the 
Y~lo ·ity tl1er · i an-ain a i--impl • cfo:pln, m •n·t of molecule· without augm · ~ 
of Yolmn<• a.- 'Xp ·rillleut ha slio\rn in the ca ·o of nitrocrcn and th 
<"'lrh,! 11 • If on tl1e ontrnr_y th· gm,e ~ pn.r,.tecl b,- the porou · wall are f 
•n.: Y ,m,1 mul ·c11lar ,·clucity, the r 1 ciprocal penetration ceases to IJc 
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tbe two directions. The time which equa1 volumes of different gases occupy in 
passing through the graphite are approximately proportionaJ to the square roots 
of their respective densitif's. :Moreover, as the ohsorvec~ phenomen~ prove that 
the duration of the passaO'e of the gases through the lamma of graphite bears no 
relation to tho time nec;ssary for capHlary transpiration, it must he concluded 
that the pone~ration of tho g~1ses through the pores of the graphite is owing to 
their proper molecular movements. The diffusion of whicb we speak affords us 
the most simple example of molecular movements, and renders them, so to speak, 
visible by the variations of volume. 
From the foregoing it would appear that the pores of graphite are of so great 
tenuity that there can be neither transpiration nor pass:1go in mass of elastio fluids, 
and tho graphite may thus be considered a s01:t of sieve which allows only the 
individual molecules to pass. 
r.rhe most ordinary observation constantly teaches us that animal and vegetable 
matter, exposed :;i,fter death to the contact of the air or buried in the earth, under-
goes numerous transformations. l:!.,ermentation, putrefaction, and slow combus-
tion arc the three natural phenomena which co-operate for the accomplishment 
of the disaggregation of organized matter, a disaggregation necessary for the 
perpetuation of life on the surface of the globe. 
· 1'he most recent experiments of lVL Pasteur lead us to recogniie that the life 
which is manifested in the very lowest organized productions, is indispensable to 
the accomplishment of the three phenomena which complete the metamorphoses 
of organized matter. The life of those inferior organisms presents this peculiar 
character, that it has no need of air or of free oxygen; a pecu1iarity which was 
unknown before tho h1vcstigatjons of M. Pasteur. It has not been long since 
this eminent French chemist established experimentally that the s1ow cornbnstio1i 
of which dead organic substances become the scat, when exposed to the contact 
of the air, stand; in the greatest number of cases, in close connection with the 
presence of living beings pertaining to the inferior classes of the organic kingdom. 
From this fact it flov,,-s, as a general consequence, that life presides 3:t the work 
of death in all its phases, and that the three terms of this perpetual restorntion 
to tho atmospheric air and to the mineral kingdom of the principles which veO'e-
tables and animals have extracted from them arc correlatives of the devel~p-
ment and multiplication of organized lwings. 
How is it possible, after this, to refuse to admit that all nitrogenated plastic 
substances may acquire, under t he influence of a direct nxydation, a force charac- . 
terized by an internal movement, suited for being communicated to organic sub-
stances 1 1'he solid crust of our globe, the waters which cover it and the atmos-
phere which sun;ounds it, were they deprived of al1 proper molecular movement, 
would still be agitated constantly and in all their parts, under the sole influence, 
continually variable as it is, of the solar rays which prodnce light, heat, and 
chemical action. We arc thus 1ec1 to consider the activit:es of subtile matter and 
the admirable phenomena of which it is the seat. How manifold and enoro·otic 
are the modifications produced by this subtle matter, in the state of liO'ht o~ all 
the bodies of natnre. 
0 
' 
. Every one k1;1ows that pl1osphorus bec_ornes red in 'nitrogen, .in hydrogen and 
'.n the baromctnc vacuum, under the sole mflnence of light; that, under this same 
mfluence, th e sulphate of mercury contained in a close vessel becomes black 
ealing wax grows white, bismuth acquires a violet tint, certain white crystal; 
become gradually purple; that the iodides, the bromides, the chlorides undcrO'o 
rapid alteration, &c It is to this property possessed by lio·ht of dotcn'nininrr in 
both solids and liquids, different molecular gronpinO's, thnt ~vc owe tlie woml;:ful 
art of reproducing and fixing the imago of person~ and objects that are dear to 
u , with all the rigor of trutl1, and, so to speak, with the rapidity of thought. 
. Thes~ phen_omena, and a groat _number of others which light produces on 
morgn.mc boches, as well as on ammals and vegetables, arc due to vibrat()ry 
., 
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movements of the atoms of luminous bodies and the undulations of the ether 
which are the consequence thereof. rnw hypothesis of undulations has receh.-ed, 
in recent times, the snpport of facts and. of analysis to such an extent that it mav 
be regarded as the true expression of a physical bw, and be recognized in science 
with the same certainty as tho theory of gravitation. How curious an object of 
meditation is light considered. as an agent producing continual modifications c n 
the earth and in the air, in organic tissues and in minerals! In this point of 
view, light appears :J,S the effect of an initial force, capable of prodncing in a 
mediate or immediate manner, other modes of action, such as chemical and calorific 
effects. 
It is genera1ly considered that an incandescent combustible body is an nssem-
bbge of molecules nndergoing separation of their constituent elements in order to 
reunite with other molecules which they encounter in the air; that all the pnrr-
of an ignited body are subjectedto violent movements, and that the atom~ oi 
every luminous b_ody are in .an _analogous state of agitation. Atoms h:n-e the 
facn1ty of transmitting their movements to the neighboring particles of the ether. 
which, iu tnrn, communicate them to the surrounding particles, and thu. the-e 
movements arc propagated to the greatest distances with the rapidity ?f lightning. 
Thus the ether only becomes luminous because the incandescent bodies and ~uu·.-:: 
liave arrivqd above the horizon and impress undulatory movements on it parti-
cles. It is for a like reason that at night onr apartments and halls become a 
well illnminated as by day; ·when left in darkness it is only from the ab.:enc 
of a body capable of impressing on the ether contained in the hall a mo\·emen-
sufficicntly intense to excite our visual organ. . 
It is proper to remark that the movement of the either impinging uron hod1e-
i~ crilcnlated to impress on their ponderahlo atoms regular Yibratio~s, ~nt Yihr -
t10ns more and more feeble as the distance traversed by the undulat10111 grc:rer 
and tho diffnsion it bas undergone more considerable. Vibrations of the_ :-eco 
order by which pondern,ble bodies are th11s anima~ed may, in their turn, 11111 :-
on the snrrounding ether undulation s l ess and. less intense; by the :;a~ 
rnccl1anism vibrations of the third and fourth order may render objects "·hic_h ar 
opaque for us visil>le to other more imprcssiLle beings, and, indeed, exe1t rnfl · 
c11ce::i capable of modifyino· tho molecular strncture of solicl bodies. 
If hesitation ho felt in ~1mitting these principles, let it be remarkNl 01115- - -
the vibrations of a tuni □ O'-fork coutinue to be perceptible lono- after the ci nc -
s!ous of tlie bow orstiek have ceased to be directly communicated; let it I . 
sHlered, also, that when the instrument has lost the property of directly rn -
fo:::;ting its vibrations to the car, they do not tbe less exist, and may be rend 
JJCrce11tiblc by l!la.ci ng it on a snitablc sounding-board. It cannot then he i~ • 
sonablc to aclrrnt that bodies struck by liO'ht tlurino· the day shonld re n-
thcir atom a cone pondino· vibratory rno~ement a
0
movcment whicl1 pc·r. ·, 
darlrnc s an l is_ communi ·ated to the snrronncling e'tbcr. If gypsum, tl!cdiam . 
a~1c~ oth?r bo<.hes_ ex1?0::ied to the solar rays acquire tho prop rty or he 
Y1s1ble lur _some ti_me m tlte dark, ·where i • the explanation of thi · phcnom 1 •• 
11 • s0twht 1f not m the persistence of the atomic vibrations after the rx . 
force has ceased to net Can any other cause be attributed to the my 
imao- •s of 1\Ioscr 1 ls i t not probable from the ·e considerations that Yi b 
i1~ : n:iblc to tl~ r ti?a of the human c;Tc may proclnc an cnergc~ic ncti n 
y1:nn.l or0 ·a1:1 o1. ·erlam animals It i8 hiO'hly probable that th antcnmr 
in: ~t8 r •c: ive 1111pres_·ion · of wl1ich we have no prcci •e ilea, while thc:-e .(. 
arc 111: ·n:1 hJ t_ the unprc ·_..ion ,rhi ·h aff ct our organ ; their sen~au 
liap ·omm 1wmn· at the pomt wh r nr · ·ca e . 
. It i: impo. sililc to ·011 iYe at any point of nr <r1 be, wbieh chancr i 
hon ~t l'V ·ry iu:tant in relation t b • ·un, th . amc t mperaturo durin!!' 
· (•.rntiv 1!10m nt · · h •n ·' th ·r r ·nltH a continnal harwe in the m 
ol all lJ die·. 'I h a tronom 'I' c ·ari ·, hy ob crving at evcral in tl" 
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walls of the observatory of Milan with very delicate instruments, found them to 
be subject to certain periodical and yariable oscillations due_ to the acti:m of the 
sun. ;E'abbroni m:.tde the observat10n on a church of Pans, and to the same 
cause is attribnted the periodi!}al movement which Vicat obtiervecl in the arches 
of the bridge of Souillac. 
[Professor Horsford has found that th~ toI? of the high tower w?ich constit:ites 
the Bunker Hill monument, near Boston, mclmes towfLrds the wost 111 tho mornrng, 
to\rnrds the north at midday, and towards the cast in tho afternoon . . 'fbese 
movements are evidently duo to the expanding influence of tlic sun as it wnrms · 
in succession the different sides of tho stri1etnre. A similar but moi·e marked , 
effect is produced on the dome of the Capitol at vV asLington, as indicated by tho 
apparent motion of tho bob of a long plumb-1ine fastened to tho under side of 
the roof of the rotunda and extending to the pavement benc::tth. rrhis bob de-
scribes daily an clipsoicfal curve, of which tho longer diameter is four or five 
inches in length. By molecular actions of this kind, porpctnn,l]y.continucd, time, 
"the slow but sure destroyer," levels with the ground tho loftiest monuments of 
human pride.-J. H.] 
But in wha,t' consists the mode of action of heat 1 In order to advance one· 
step in the solution of the question, it is necessary to recall tho fact that in every 
instance where there is a consumption of mechanical labor there is a production 
of heat. Attrition, compression, torsion, are each an expenditure of labor, and 
give rise to heat. A band of caoutchouc suddcn1y stretched grows warm; a 
strip fixed in a vice by one of its extremities, while the free extremity is made to 
oscillate, becomes hot at the poi11t where it is fixed, that is to say, at the very 
point at which the brisk force is annihilated. And, vice versa, when heat is 
consumed labor is created; a gas, in dilating, presses a, piston and becomes colder; 
the same effect ensues when vapor expands. 'l'he band of caoutcho1ic, whi ch 
developed heat when suddenly stretched, creates labor a.nd g1:ows cool when we 
abandon it to its previous contraction. 
When we are producing a vacnum under a bell ghss, the internal air, through 
its . elasticity, presses the strab near the channel of evacuation; thns labor is 
generated, ancl the thermometer will be seen, in- effect, to indicate a lowering of 
temperature. If we now permit the external air to re-cuter, it will compress the 
air which has remained in the bell, and will lose the movement by which it was 
animated. In this experiment, then, there is an expcn<litmc of labor; hence, the 
thermometer will be found to indicate an elevation of temperature. W c have 
been Jecl by careful experiments to the following prineiplc: "vVhen equal 
quanti ties of mechanical labor arc produced by causes purely therrnic, there is a 
disappearance of e,1ual quantities of heat, whatever be the manner of operating; 
reciprocally there is a 11rodnction of equal quantities of heat whenever eql:al 
quantities of mechanical labor arc transformed into effects purely molecular." Tho 
constancy of the relation between the labor produced and tho labor consumed, 
whatever be the body which serves as a vehicle for thi::s transformation, has been 
proved by the experiments of Grove, of J ou1e, of Labon'laye, and other savants. 
We are led to conclude from this that heat is nothing else than an active molecular 
force. 
How can we do otherwhie than admit that this singular transmntation of action, 
this surprising transformation of force, depends on vibrations of tho molecules of 
heated bodies, capable of producing in the other corresponding undulations \Vhich 
are capable in their tnrn of cn,nsing vibrations in the molecules of tho ho~1ies on 
" 'hich they fall 1 Light and heat arc modifications of tho same mechanical 
p1inciple; this, the capital exp_eriments of Uelloni have proved. rrhese experi-
ments have led to the followmg nnforseen results: "That a luminous source 
(the ·u?, _the ~ame of a lamp) emits at the same time different species of calorific 
r~ys, J1 trngmshahfc f1:om one_ another by the g1~eater or less faciility with which 
tuey traverse cerlam diatherm1c substances." W c now know that these calorific 
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rays are characterized by differences of refrangibilit.y or of velocity analogous to 
those which distinguish from one another the colors which compose white light, 
and these differences have beeiJ proved as rigorously in regard to heat as to light. 
'l'hese specific qualities of calorific rays correspond to the lengtl1S of different 
vibrations which ure propagated in the homogeneous ether, or in the void spaces 
of ponderable matter, and which are capable of being transmitted more or less 
easily in diathermic mediums, according to the nature and density of the latter. 
The calorific waves nre analogous to the sonorous waves which are lJropagatecl 
in the air, and ·which cause the elastic bodies with ·which they come in contact to 
vibrate. 
'I1he invisibility of calorific rays in nowise diminishes tlie great probal>ility of 
the hypothesis which considers light and heat as modifications of the same 
mechanical principle. In fact, visibility and invisibility depend solely on tbe 
conformation of our eye, ( capable of responding only to determinate ~olecular 
movements,) and not on the nature of the force which produces the lummous and 
calorific sensations. • 
1rhe limited impressibility of our retina prevents us from perceiving tbec?emical 
rays situated beyond the violet extremity of the spectrum and the calor~fic ray 
placed beyond the reel extremity. The former are constituted by vibratwns too 
rapid and "·aves too short, the second by vibrations too slow and waves ~o_o long. 
But it is not certain that these two kinds of vibrations may not be visible for 
other living beings. What do we know of the perceptions which conduct tb.., 
carrier-pigeon to its distant home, or of those wliich affect the antennre of ~lie 
in~ect and apprise it of danger~ What of the telescopic view of the vulture, ,~-l!ich 
precipitates itspJf towards its prey before it even appears to our eyes as a y1s1b_le 
1Joint 011 the horizon~ We are compelJed to admit tlrnt, on the eartl1, in t~ie mr. 
an<l in the water there are beings so organized as to perceive sounds inanchLle to 
our cars, as we11 as luminous rays and colors of which we lrnve no idea. Our 
perceptions and faculties are limited to a very small portion of the immen e 
chain of existences wl1ich stretches between the Creator and nothing . 
. "\Ye_ Leliove it wonl<.1 he diflicult to find a natural phenomenon whi?lt doe.~ n 
gn·e n~e to a development of electricity. Both mechanical andcb_em1calact10n, 
both light and heat, produce electricity. 'rhus, though it occas10ns nu_m~r 1 
plienomena completely different from the other manifestations of tlic actmty 
matter, elcctrici ty is found to be so i ntimatel v connected with those other pll -
no_ine_ua that we are l?d to admit that it depends also on tlie same mcchaui l 
pnnc1ple as heat and light. 'rl10 experiments of Nairne, confirmed by tho, . 
l\I. Becquerel, l1ave taught us that metallic wires traversed by an c1cctric:al -
charge, incapaule of melting but sufficient to redden them l>ecome shorter • 
ame time th[l,t their diameter is increased. Snch whcs: when traver:; ,l l Y 
ccrtai n n nm bcr of e1oetric cfo;charO'eS take an und ulatory form which indic· ~ 
movement of the molecules of the ,~ir; perpenclic11l:::trly to its length. Va~ _I. m 
towanls the c1oso o[ the_ last century, caused the discharge of LiR gigant~c b: • 
to vass thro1~gh a tm ~vll_-e placed horizontally on a sheet of paper. l: 111k· 
a?t1on tl1 wu·e wa8 du,s1p~ted,_ leaving on the paper yellow trace , trau:;,·• 
ch::-po~ed a r 'gards the dll'cct10n of the discharge; each of these trace-. • 
pecu~ia.r tcxtnre, and all were arranged symmetrically at di tances <JU· 
11111lt1pl a~ among them· '~ves. 'ome years earlier, Beccaria bad mn.tl,: • 
o-ou:-- ·.·penmcut., ancl Lad mterr retecl the results hv refcnino· them tu th 
·iple f vil1rntion ·. ~ :::> 
.Jly own iuv tigations lrnve also be n directed to thi intcrc tino- nli· •. 
I _pn~p ,·:,.on tl!c pre ·cnt occa ·ion, tor peat before my auclitor · th SJ ri 
0 1 tl11. h1Hl _wl11eh _I _liav · i11. t it11tccl, a.nil to r proclnce tho r •:nlt · whi,·l I 
th· lHn~or ol snlm11ttrng to th ph}"icist · of the ninth r 'union of Italian ~ 
at\ <'111('1•. 
>n c·.iu. ing th· cli · ·luu-g t pa ·· through a gilt thr acl of silk, certain 
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this thread remain covered with go1d after the passage of the electricity. rrhese 
parts arc at equal distances or disbnces which arc multiples of one another, 
and these distances vary with the intensity of the discharge. '~110 gold which 
is seen still adherin<r to tne silk thread must have been less agitated tl1an that 
'\\hich has undergon~ vofatilization ; here, therefore, were the points of minimuin 
agitation. . . . . . . . 
By substituting for the threads of gilt silk _stnps of~ tm, mam~amecl m place 
between two glasse::'l, analogous effects are obtamed. Under the rnfluencc of tho 
rliscbarge the particles undergo fusion, impressing their traces on tlie glas~e~. 
We then discover an innumerable qnantity of small and very fine filaments, wlncll 
group themselves around the strip like the filings of iron around the poles of a, 
magnet. 
Sometimes, from the point of tl1e explosion shoot in all <lirections rectilinear 
trails ·of a copper color and semi-transparent, forming a sort of divergent mys 
constituted by metallic particles reduced to a state of extreme tennity by the 
discharge. Exn,mined with the microscope these trails are of a structure truly 
exquisite, and are disposed with admirable symmetry on each .side of tbe central 
band, along the lengt}1 of which are to be observed points of maximum ::m<l of 
minimum intensity. A series of figures thus obtained are annexed: ·different 
systems of linear filaments, of circmbr figures, of elliptical figures, continuous and 
discontinnons, a.ffording a beautiful exemplification of the coexistence in the same 
body of several kinds of movement, preserving their individual character in all 
its integrity. 
It is quite surprising to see tha,t certain of the electric rays arriving on the 
edge of the glasses, between which the strips of tin are confined, rel)ound on the 
snrface of separation of the two· rncc1inms, a,nd are reflectecl in making an angle of 
reflection equal to tlie angle of incidence. 
_Is it possible, at sight of these fignres, not to admit that the metallic vapor tlms 
distributed has been subjected to a Yibratory agitation, to a species of undulatory 
movement~ Nothing can 1,e more beautiful than these fine and granulated 
cnrves wllich cross each 0ther in a thousand ways on the interior faces of the 
glass, and along which arc disposed very minute metallic particles, visible, lw-Yv-
ever, to the naked eye when looked at on being transferred to the diffused light 
of heaven. vVe arc forced l1y this to conclude that the vibratory movement is 
transmitted by waves which increase as they are propagated, which arc reflected 
to the surface of separa,tion of the two mediums, and ·which reveal to the ~ye the 
route traversed by the reflected wave. 
'l'he discoverie~ of Fararlay on the relation of magnetism to light, on the 'illumina-
twn of magnetic lines, and on diarnagnet-ism, the sounds which, according to the 
obserations of vVertheim, of De la Rive, as well as my own, accompany temporary 
magnetism and interrupted currents, arc phenomern1 of the same order, tending to 
prove that the forces of matter are in a reciprocal dependence so intir:D.ate that 
they are capable of producing one another by equivalent quantities. 
But the intervention of determinate conditions for the production of snch or 
such a kind of movement is necessarily subordinate to the pre-existence, in every 
species of matter, of a molecular agitation which, under the influence of the 
different circumstances we have passed in review, may take any character ·what-
ever, pass from one species of movement to :rnother, or be added to other move-
ments which may exist at the same time in the same body, and tlrns give rise to 
luminous, ca1orific, electro-magnetic or chemical phenomena, or to all (l1ese move-
ments at once. 
Tl.ms we are led to admit, in the atoms of ponc1emb1e bodies, rmd with still' 
stronger reason in the particles of imponderable matter, an interior movement a 
primordial property-that is to say, a general property which lrns alwavs exist~d. 
'rlie intensity of this interim agitation vario::; with the nature' and dimensions 
of the body, with the volume a11d density of the atoms, with their individual 
19 s 
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separation within the lir:nits of their appropriate agitation. rrhe nature of thi -
movement must vary with the nature of the bodies, each of them having a par-
ticular movement which constitutes its normal state and impresses on it a speciu! 
character. ,Ve can comprehend, therefore, that when two bodies arc placed in 
contact, there must be a communication, a transference of their oscillatory and 
rotary movements, with loss on the one side and gain on the other. Let us take 
an example : suppose the initial molecular movement of copper to be more inten~e 
than that of zinc; if the copper comes into collision with the zinc it will lo c 
according -to the laws of mechanics, a part of its inherent force equal to that which 
the zinc acquires. vY e conclude hence that the copper, considered as the col-
liding body, is negative, while the assailed zinc is positive. 
Would it be rational to suppose that mechanical laws are true when percep-
tible masses are in question, ::md yet control neither atoms nor the particles of 
subtile matter i If it be true that there is nothing absolutely large nor absolutel!J 
little in creation, dimensions can never constitute a difference in relatwn to the 
forces which produce arid the laws which govern phenomena. Weconsidert~en 
the action of light-on the object which it rendArs vi~ble, and that of heat ,vh1ch 
elevates its temperature, as something of an analogue to the sympathetic Yiln:a-
tion of a chord at the moment when the sound of another chord traverses the arr. 
After an analogous manner, all actions at a distance and electro-magnetic induc-
tions present themselves as natural consequences of one same mechanical principle 
conformably to the general economy of the system of the universe. . 
One of the most important consequences of this study is that sound, light, beat. 
electricity/' are not real entities, but simply modes of action and movement 
matter communicated to our brain through the medium of the nerves. 'l1he ?uma.n 
organism may therefore be considered as an elastic system, of which ~be cLiffere?-
parts receive the shoeks of elastic mediums and vibrate in unison w1th a cert:a.m 
number of undulations each of which proddces its complete effect indepen_dently 
of others. Here science stops! The rnvsterious influence of matter on mmd we 
must be content to regard as a secret wl~ich will yet be long hidden from u~ ... 
Be it remarked that in the order of . animated beings there are those wLic 
might be clustered in myriads on the point of a needle, and which live ~nt a fe 
seconds; and yet to them their life seems long and complete, and durmg th_ -
few econcls they may have a perception of millions of shocks such as those whic 
constit~1te heat. There may very probably exist other beings which can ne ~ 
have a perception of a complete undulation of the ether, and which sca~·cely .-
tinguish a feeble portion of one; in fine, even these elementary portJO?· 
alwn:ys ~1year too complex to certain other beings which perceive no~hmg_ 
tho rnd1v1dual movements and clispbcoments of atoms. These cons1dem 1 • 
enable us to appreciate how very limited are onr senses, for, as has ju t 
seen, the human race occupies but a few degrees of the indefinite scale o~:::, 
l,ility. Herein, perhaps, is one of the principal motives why man is often chn: 
from_ truth, even _while seeking it; the instinctive repugnance which he fe 1. 
mechtat upon 1mplc ancl common plienomena, and to extend the law~ w 
gov •rn the domain tl1at. 110 is able to explore beyond the limits of hi wn ' 
hility, has led l1im to imagine complicated systems and to have recour ct 
Lypotbe ·i of my teriou principles. . 
'l'h c r flccticm lead n to another important consequence, namely, tha• ~ 
pbilo pliers who l1av con.·idered our world as an atom iu creation ar1· -
under a rtain point f vi w, we ought yet to recognize, with other pbilo:-•l. 
that ·~ h a.tom i~ a world. Ea ·li atom pos e sos a proper a tivi y, an,1 ' 
H •at of aU h natural for·, ; the ·e never manife t them cl vc · out ide of 
[ 1 b uut~or i. not w~rranted l>y the pre ent state of science to include elcctrici Y · 
. arnc· cla : with. ound, 11gb , anu heat. In statical electrical repul ion, which 
1 • ·If t 1~ gr ut d1. tau , we have a phenomenon entirely urrlike nny effect exhibited by 
h 17 bt, orb nt.-J. II.] 
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and matter without these forces is a pure abstraction. If there were but a single 
atom in the universe, it would always remain identical with itself; but the tend-
ency of each atom to maintain its original activity is continually countervailed 
by the action of other atoms and the undulations of the other. W o are hence 
forced to admit that in,ertia and activity are two facts inseparable from matter. 
We all know that in bodies which revolve upon an axis, inertia is manifested by 
a tendency of the particles to vvithdraw from tbat axis, a tendency which varies 
in intensity with the velouity of tho rotation. "\Ve may equally admit tliat in 
the molecular groups which constitute bodies, the force antagonistic to molecular 
gravitation is nothing else than the centrifugal force due to a rotary movement 
of each of the molecules around the centre of gravity of the group, and variable 
with the velocity of the molecules themselves7 a velocity ,vhich is proportional 
to their temperature. · 
Since heat generates electricity, either directly or indirectly, and electricity 
heat; since all other forces are transformed among themselves and are resolved 
into different forms of movement; we must thence necessarily conclude that any . 
phenomena whatsoever can 011tly proceed from the varied evolutions of the primor-
dial force which the Creator has given to matter, of which -it is the active and insepa-
rable principle j as to the natme of that force it will, perhaps, always he hidden 




BY JOHN TYNDALL." 
I.-VISIBLE AND INVISIJ3LE R.A.DI.A.TIOX. 
Between the mind of man and the outer world are interposed the nerYes f 
tbe human body, which translate, or enable the mind to transln.te, the impres-
sions of that world into facts of consciousness and thought. · 
Different nerves are suited to the perception of different impressions. :¥ e do 
not see with the car, nor hear with the eye, no1· are we rendereil sen~1ble ~f 
sound by the nerves of the tongue. Out of the general assemblage of pby~1-
cal actions, each nerve, or group of nerves, selects and responds to those for the 
perception of which it is specially organized. 
The optic nerve passes from the brain to the back of the eye-ball an<~ there 
spreads out, to form the retina, a web of nerve filaments, on which the. 1mage5 
of external objects are projected by the optical portion of the eye. T~1s nen-e 
is limited to the apprehension of the phenomena of radiation, and, notw1tb~t::rnd-
ing its marvellous sensibility to certain impressions of this class, it is singularly 
obtuse to other impressions. 
Nor docs the optic nerve embrace the entire r::mo-e even of mdiation. , u,n 
ray!s, when they reach it, are incompetent to evoke its power, while other- n~wr 
reach it at all, being absorbed by the humors of th(j eye. To all rays 1Ylncb, 
~Yh~t~er they reach the retina or not, fail to excite vision, we give the name . 
mvJS1ble or obscure rays. All non-luminous bodies emit such rays. There .1-
110 body in nature absolutely cold, and every body not absolutely cold em1_♦-
rnys of heat. But to render radiant heat fit to affect the opfo nerve a ce 
t~mpernturc is necessary. A cool poker thrust into a fire remains dark fi _r 
time, hut when its temperature has become equal to that of t1rn surroundi -
conls it glows like them. In like manner if a current of electricity of gradu. 
in_crca ing strength be sent through a wir~ of the refractory metal platinum. 
wire first_ becomes erisibly warm to the touch ; for a time its heat augm · 
st!ll, !JOwcv_er, remaining obscure; at length we can no longer tonch the 11_1 •• 
w1th 1mpnmty; and at a certain definite temperature it emits a feeble r. d h_ 
As the current augments in power the liO'ht atwments i.n brilliancy, until ~ . 
the wire appears of a dazzling white. 'l'he light which it now emits i · ' 1 
to that of tho sun. 
By mean of a prism ! ir I ·aac cwton unravelled the texture of uolar lL 
and by ~b sam_c simple inst~·ument we can investigate the luminous chan=. 
o~tr ]~btmn_m Wll' • In pa mg through the prism all its rays (ancl they n_r 
nit· m va~iety) are b nt or refracted from their straight course; and. as ch 
my. nyc chffi•rcntly r 1fra ·tccl by the prism, we are by it enabled to epnra 
<"la. ' of rays fr m anoth r. By such prism[ttic analy,,i Dr. Draper ha, ... 
that wh n th 1 latinum wir fin,t 1,egim, to glow the liO'ht cmitt di, a pn 
_. th O'low anO'm nts th r d h • ·ome8 more brilliant, bnt at the sa1 . 
ornn,r ra ·s nr ndrl d to th mi ·ion. An<rmcntino- the t mp ratnr · ... 
tl,r._r Y •llow ray_.· apJ c·ar he. iclc th orang,; , fte/'th yellow ap n_ 
•r111 tt<·<l i arnl aft ·r th (')'r c.·n c·om , in uccc •j n, blne, in.cligo, and YIO 
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To display all these colors at tho san:e ti?1e the platinum wire mu~t be white-
liot ; the impression of whiteness bemg m fact produced by tho supultaneous 
action of all these colors on the optic nerve. 
In the experiment just described _we ~egan wit\1. a platinum wire a,t a:1 ~rdi-
nary temperature, and gradually raised it to a wlnte heat.. A~ the. beg1~11m_1q', 
ancl before the electric eurrent had acted at all upon the wire, it ermtted mv1s1-
ble mys. For some time after the action _of the current had com~nencec~, ~nd 
even for a time after the wire bad become mtolerable to the touch, its rad1at10n 
,vas still invisible. rrhe questi011 now arises, What becom_es of these in:7isible 
rays when the visible ones ma1rn their a1:>pearance 1 It will be proved rn. the 
sequel that they maintain themselves in the radiation; that a ray· once o!mtt~d 
continues to' be emitted when the temperature is increased, and hence the emis-
sion from our platinum wire, even when it has attained its maximum brilliancy, 
consists of a mixture of vi ible and invisible rays. If, instead of the platinum 
wire, the earth itself were raised to incandescence, the obscure r~diation which 
it now emits woul,d continue to be emitted. rro roach inmtndescence the planet 
would have to pass th.rough all the stages of non-luminous radiation, and the 
final emission would embrace the rays of all these stages. There can hardly 
he a doubt that from the sun itself rays proceed similar in kind to those which 
the dark earth pours nightly into space. In fact, the various kinds of obscure 
rays emitted by all the planets of our system are included in the present radia-
tion of the sun. 
The great pioneer in this domain of science was Sir vVilliam Herschel. 
Causing a beam of solar light to pass through a prism, he resolved it into its 
colored constituents; he formed what is technically called the solar spectrum. 
Exposing thermometers to the successive colors he determined their heating 
power, and found it to augment from the violet or most refracted end to the red 
or least refracted end of the spectrum. But he did not stop here. Pushing his 
thermometers into tho dark space beyond the reel, he found that., though the 
light had disappea.red, ·the radiant heat falling on the instruments was m01'e 
intense than that at any visible part of the spectrum. In fact, Sir William 
Herschel showed, and his results have been verified by various philosophers 
since his time, that besides its luminous rays, the sun pours forth a multitude 
of other rays more powerfully calorific than the luminous ones, but entirely 
unsuited to the purposes of vision. 
At the less refrangible end of the solar spectrum, then, the range of tho sun's 
radiation is not limited by that of the eye. rrhe same statement applies to the 
more refrangible end. Ritter discovered the ext~msion of the spectrnm into the 
invisible region beyond the violet; n,nd, in recent times, this ultra-violet emis-
sion has had peculiar interest conferred upon it by the admirable researches of 
Professor Stokes. The complete spectrum of the sun consists, therefore, of 
three distinct parts: 1st, of ultra-red rays of high heating power, bnt unsuited 
to the purposes of vision; 2d, of luminous rays which display the following 
Succession of colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, violet ; 3d, of 
ultra-violet rays which, like the ultra-red ones, are incompetent to excite vision, 
but, unlike them, pmisess a very feeble heating power. In consequence, how-
ever, of their chemical energy, these ultra-violet rays are of the utmost import_-
ance to the organic world. 
II.-ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF RADIATION. THE ETHER, 
W hen we sec a platinum wire raised gradually to~ white heat and emittin<r 
in succes ·ion all the colors of the spectrum, we are simply conscious of a serie~ 
of changes in the condition of our eyes. We do not see the actions in which 
these succe sive colors originate, but t~e mind irresistibly infers that the appear- . 
unce of the colors corresponds to certam contempomneous clrn,nges in the wire. 
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·what is the nature of these changes'? In virtne of wlrnt condition does the 
wire rn,diQJ:e at all 1 We mnst now look from the wire as a whole to its con-
stituent atoms. Could_ we see those atoms, even before the electric cnrrent b~s 
begun to act upon them, we should find them in a ·state of vibration. In th1s 
vibration indeed consists such warmth as the wire then possesses. Locke enun-
ciated this idea with great precisi_on, and it seems placed beyond the pale of 
donbt by the excell~nt quantitative researches of Mr. Jonle. "Heat," s1:-~= 
Locke, "is a very brisk agitation of the insensible parts of the object, w bich 
produce in us that sensat.ion from which we denominate the object hot ; so w h~t 
in our sensation is heat in the object js nothing but motion." When the elect~~c 
current, still feeble, begins to pass through the wire, its first net is to inten_s1f,:-
the vibrations already -existing; by causing the atoms to swing thro1~gh wider 
ranges. Technically speaking, the ct1nplitudes of tlie oscillations are mcre~~ed. 
~he current ~1oes. this, _however, without alter~ng tpe period ~f tb~ old ~~~ra-
tions, or the tune rn wlnch they were accomplished. But, besides mtens1f3 rng 
tlie old vibrations, the current generates new and more rnpid ones, and "·ben a 
certain definite rapidity has been attained the wire begins to glow. rrhe co? r 
:first exhibited is red, which corresponds to tl1e lowest rate of vibration of wbi~h 
the eye is able to take cognizance. By augmenting the strength of the electnc 
current, more rapid vibrations are introduced, and orange rays appear. , ~~ 
quicker rate of vibration produces yellow, a still quicker green, and by furtner 
augmenting the rapidity we pass through blue, indigo, and violet, to tho c:s:tren c 
ultra-vio1et ravs. 
Such are the changes which science recoanizes in the wire itse1f, as concur-
re_nt wi_th th~ visual changes taking place i~ the eye. But :vhat _connects t~e 
Wll'e with thrn organ 1 By what means does it send such rntelhgencc of _Jt 
varying condiHon to the optic nerve '? Heat being, as defined by Locke, ·: · 
very brisk agitati~n of the insensible parts of an object," it is _readi_ly conccn--
able that on touching a heated body the ao-itation may commumcate itse1f tot~ 
arljacent nerves, and announce itself to them as light or heat. Bnt the opu 
nnrve does not touch the hot platinum, and hence the pertinence of the qne~uo 
By what agency are tlie vibrations of the wire transmitted to the eye~ . 
The answer to this question involves perhaps the most important pby ~:cu 
. l ' ' . f c01:cept10n t 1at the mind of man has yet achieved ; the concept10n o_ a n:ie• ~i 
~llmg Rpace arnl fitted mechanically for the transmission of the '_'lbratl~ns . -
light and heat, as air is fitted for the transmission of ,sound. This ~ednun_ 
ca~lell _the l_uminiferous ether. Every shock of every atom of our p]atmum ~-!1" 
raises m this etlier a wave, which speeds throtwh it at the rate of 186,000 11111 ' 
a se?oncl . 'J.1he eth er suflers no rupture of co~tinuity at the s~rfa?e of the :: 
tlic mtcr-molecubr space of the various humors are filled with it ; h~ncc_ 
waves gen~rated lJy the glowing platinum can cross these humors a_ncl impi g 
?11 t~e optic nerve at the back of the eye, '1.1hus the sensation of hgh~ redu 
·itself t~ the communication of motion. Up to this point we deal with _ 
1)1ecbamcs; but the sub equent translation of the shock of the ethereal w 
into consciou ne s eludes the analysis of science. As an oar dippin~ in 
am g nerate systems of waves which speedinlT from the centre of ch turb 
finrtlly ·tir the edge on the 1-iv~r' bank so do tho vibratino- atoms (}'en r 
the ul1'o_undinrr et~er undulation , wbich
7
fina11y tir the film~ents of tbe 1 • 
Tb · rn hon tbn. imparted i tran mittecl with mea urable and not yery -
vrlocity t th brain, wh re, by a proce s wl1ich science does not ven t 
nnr, n-1, the tr mor f the nervous matter is converted into the con"ciou .. i 
:ion f 1i(7ht. 
Darkn •, mir,ltt th n be d fin d a ther at rest• lirrht a ether in JD 
Dnt in r ·ali y tb' th •r i ' n v r at r &t, for in th ~b ence f l.irrbt·W, v_ 
lrnY<• hcat-wav _s ah ay . :p •_din"' through it. In the Rpace f the 1 
b Jtb ·lu · 1 undulation mcc:o antly coruminglc. Ilere th ·w ve.: 
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from uncounted centres cross, coincide, oppose, ancl pass throug,h each other, 
11·ithout confusion or ultirrmtc extinction. The waves from the zenith do not 
jostle out of existence those from tho horizon, and every star is ~een across tlie 
entanO'lement of wave motions produced by a11 other stars. It 1s the ceaseless 
thrill ~vhich those distant orbs collectively ·create in the etbor which constitutes 
what ,re call the temperature of space. As the air of a r~om accommodates itse1f 
to the requirements of an orchestra, transmitting each vibration of every pipe and 
strin,,. so docs the inter-ste11ar ether accorpmodate itself to the requirements of 
light
0
{rnd heat. Its wu.ves mingle in space without disorder, each being enclo\vell 
11·ith an individual~ty as indestructible as if it alone had disturbed the univernn.l 
repose. 
~~.11 vagueness with regard to t110 use of the terms radiation and absorption 
will now disappear. Rn.diation is the communication of vibratory motion to the 
ether, and when a body is said to be chilled by radiation, as, for example, tho 
grass of a meadow on a starlight night, the meaning is, that the molecules of 
the grass have lost a, portion of their motion by imparting it to the medium in 
which they vibrate. On the otl1er band, the waves of ether once generated, 
may so strike against tbe molecules of a body exposed to their action as to yiela 
up their motion to the latter ; and in this transfer of the motion from tho ether 
to tho molecules consists the absorption of radiant heat. All the phenomena of 
heat arc in this way rcdncible to interchanges of motion; and it is purely as the 
recipients or the donors of this motion that we ourselves become conscious of 
the action of heat and cold. 
m.-THE ATOMIC THEORY IN REFERENCE TO TilE ETHER. 
The word " atoms" has been more than once employed in this discourse. 
Chemists have taught us that all matter is reducible to certain elementary forms, 
to which they give this name. These atoms are endowed with powers of mutual 
attraction, and under suitable circumstances they coalesce to form compounds. 
rl'lrns oxygen and hydrogen are elements when separate, or merely rnixecl, but 
they may be made to combine so as to form molecules, each consisting of two 
atoms of byllrogen and one of oxygen. In thi:~ condition they constitute water. 
So n,lso chlorine and sodium are elements, the former a pungent gas, the fatter a 
soft metal; and they unite togetl1er to form chloride of sodium or common salt. 
In the same way the element nitrogen combines with liydrogen, in the propor-· 
· tion of one atom of the former to three of the latter, to form ammonia, or spirit 
of hartshorn. Picturing in imagination the atoms of elementary bodies as little 
spheres, the molecules of compound bodies must be picture.cl as groups of such 
spheres. This is the atomic theory as Dalton conceived it. Now, if this theory 
Imve any foundation in fact; and if the theory of an ether pervading space, and 
constituting tbe vehicle of atomic motion, be founded in fact, we may assuredly 
expect the Yibrations of elementary bodies to be profoundly modified by the act 
of corn bination. It is on the face of it ahnost certain that, both as regard::; radi-
ation and absorption, that is to say, both as regards the communication. of motion 
to the ether and the acceptance of motion from it, the deportment of the uncom-
bined will be different from that of the combined atoms. · · 
TV.-ABSORPTION OF RADIANT IIEAT BY GASES. 
We have now to submit these considerations to the only test by which they 
can he tried, namely, that of experiment. An experiment is well defined as a 
qnestion put to Nature; but to avoid the 'risk of asking amiss, we ou.D'ht to pnrifv 
tbe question from all adjuncts which do not necessarily belong to
0 
it. Matter 
has b~en sl10_wn to ?e. composed of elementary c~nstituents, by the compounding 
uf wh1ch all its varieties are produced. But besides the chemical unions which 
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they form, both elementary and compound bodies can unite in :mother and le::, -
int~mate way. By the attraction of cohesion gases and vapors aggregate t 
liquids a,nd solids without any change of their che~ical nature. We do not yet 
know how the transmission of radiant heat may be affected by the entangle~ent 
due to cohesion, and as onr object now iR to examine the influence of chemical 
union a,lone, we shall r:nder our experiments more pure by liberating the atom~ 
and molecules entirely from tho bonds of cohesion, and employing them in the 
gaseous or vaporous form. 
Let us endeavor to obtain' a perfectly clear mental image of the problem now 
before us. Limiting, in the first place, our inquiries to the phenomena of absorp-
tion, wo have to picture a succession of waves issuing from a radiant source and 
passing through a gas; some of them striking against the. gaseous molecules 
and yielding up their motion to the latter; others gliding round the molecule:: 
or passing through the inter-molecular spaces without apparent hinderance. The 
problem before us is to determine whether such free molecules have any power 
whatever to stop the waves of heat and if so whether different molecules pos-
sesR this power in different degrees. ' ' 
The source of waves which I shall choose for these experiments is a pfo.te f 
copper, against the back _of wliich a steady sheet of flame is permitted to play. 
On emerging from the copper, the waves, in the first instance, pass through a 
space _devoid of air, and then. enter a hollow glass cylinder three feet long and 
thee rnches wide. rrhe two ends of this cylinder arc stopped by two plate_ of 
rock . salt., this being the only solid substance which offers a scarcely sens1Lle 
obstacle to the passage of the calorific waves. After passing throngh the t1: ~ 
the radiant heat fal1s upon tLe anterior face of n, thermo-electric pile, ,d1ere it 15 
instantly applied to the generation of an electric current. rrhi s current c~m-
ducted round a rnaO'netic needle deflects it and the ma(J'nilude of the dcflecuon 
. o o . t d 
1s a mcasm:e of the heat_ falling upon the pile. This famous_ rns~r~1men , an 
not an ordmary thermometer is what ·we shall nse in these mqumes, but '\Ve 
shall use it in a somewhat no~el ·way. As Jon er as the two opposite fo.c~ of the 
thermo-electric pile arc kept at the same tcmp~rature, no matter bow lugh _th -
may be, there is no current generated. The cunent is a consequence of a_ 1 iffer-
cncc of temperature between the two opposite faces of tho pile. Hence, ii af-er 
the anterior face bas received tho heat from our racliatin°· source, a ~ec nd 
o d" son~ce, ·which w·e may call the compcnsntincr source, be permitted to ra ia~e 
agarnst the posterior face, this latter racliation°wi11 tend to ncqtralize the form_ · 
When the neutralization is perfect the macrnctic needle connected -with the P 
~.· no longer deflected, but points t~ tho zei~ of the graduated circle over whi 
1t l1angs. 
And now let us suppose the glass tube, through which pass the waves fr 
tlto beat?d plate of coppc~·, to be exhau tecl by an air-pump, tho ~wo our ' 
l1eat actmg _a~ the same time on the two opposite faces of tLc pile. Pe_rl 
equal quantities of heat being imparted to the two faces, the needle porn 
zero. .~et the molecules of any gas be now permitted to enter_ the exlm ' 
tube; 11 these molecules posse ·s any sensible power of intcrceptmg the CT l 
wave ·, th equilibrium previon lv cxi::;tincr ·will ue destroyed the compcn 
onrco ,vill triumph, and a deflection of tho rn::wnetic needle' will be the i 
1. b l iat ·01~sequcnc . l! rom the deflect ions thns procluccd by different g, ' 
~an r ad1ly deduce the relative amounts of \HLve motion ,vhiuh tbeir mo 
mt ·rccpt. 
In thi · way tl1 ·ub. tancc menti n cl in the followinO' table "·ere ex 
~ m_dl por i ~1 mly of. a h L ing admitted into the gla s tnb . The 4. 
,tdnnttccl ~rn: Jn:'t suffi 'Hmt t cle1 re a ·olumn of mercury a ociated "1· 
11!1 •• one m~·h : Ill oth · word ·, tho ga. e were examined at a pre~ ·111' 
tlmti · h oi nn a.tm . ph re. rrhc numl,crs in th ta.ule expre · · tb 
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amounts of wave motion absorbed by the respective gases, the quanfty inter-
cepted by atmospneric air being taken as unity. • 
Racl-iation through gases. 
Name of gas. Relative absorption. 
Air ...................... - - 1 
Oxygen............ ........ 1 
Nitrogen ......... ·. . . . . . . . . • 1 
Hydrogen.................. 1 
Carbonic oxide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 50 
Carbonic acid ..... ·•••.. . . . . . 972 
HydT_ochloric acid ..........• 1,005 
Name of gas. Relative absorption. 
Nitric oxide. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,590 
Nitrous oxide.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,860 
Sulphide of hydrogen .... - ... 2,100 
Ammonia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5,460 
Ole:fiant gas ..... ~ . . . . . . . . . . 6,030 
Sulphurous acid ............. 6,480 
Every gas in this table is perfectly transparent to light_:.that is to say, all 
waves within the limits of the visible spectrum pass through it without obstruc-
tion ; but for the waves of slower period, emanating from our heated plate of 
copper, enormous differences of absorptive power are manifested. • r.rhese differ-
ences illustrate in the most unexpected manner the influence of chemical com-
bination. r.rhus the elementary gases, oxygen, hyd~·ogen, and nitrogen, and the 
mixture atmospheric air, prove to be practical vacua to the rays of heat; for 
every ray, or, more strictly speaking1 for every unit of wave motion, which any 
one of them is competent to intercept, perfectly transparent ammonia intercepts 
5,460 unHs, olefiant gas 6,030 units, while sulphurous acid gas absorbf? 6,480 
units. \iVhat becomes of the wave motion thus intercepted~ It is applied to 
the heating of the absorbing gas. Through air, oxygen, hydrogen, and nitTO-
gen, on the contrary, tho waves of ether pass ·without absorption, and these gases 
are not sensibly changed in temperature by the most powerful calorific rays. The 
position of nitrous oxide in the foregoing table is vrnrthy of particular notice. 
In this gas we have the same atoms in a state of chemical union that exist 
uncombined in the atmosphere; but the absorption of the compound• is 1,800 
times that of the air. 
v.-FORM.ATION ·oF INVISIBLE FOCI. 
This extraordinary deportment of the elementary gases naturally directed 
attention to elementary bodies in another state of aggregation. . Some of Mel-
loni's results now attained a new significance;. for this celebrated experimenter 
l1ad found crystals of the_ element sulphur to be.highly pervious to radiant heat; 
he had a_lso proved that lampblack and black glass (which owes its blackness 
to the element. carbon) wore to a considerable extent transparent to calorific rays 
of low rcfomgibility. These facts, harmonizing so strikingly with the deport-
ment of the simple gases, suggested further inquiry. Sulphur dissolved in bisul-
phide of carbon was found almost perfectly transparent. The dense and deeply 
colored element bromine was examined, and found competent to cut off the light 
of our most brilliant flames, while it transmitted the invisible calorific ravs with 
extreme freedom. Iodine, the companion element of bromine, was next thought 
of, but it was found impracticable to examine the subs.tance in its usual solid 
condition. It, howoyer, dissolves freely in bisulphide of' carbon. There is no 
chemical union between the liquid and the iodine; it is simply a case of solution, 
in which the uncombined atoms of the element can act upon the radiant heat. 
When permitted to do so, it was found that a layer of dissolved iodine, sufficiently 
opaqu~ to_ ~ut off the_ light of .the mid-day sun, was almost absolutely transparent 
to all mv1s1ble calonfic rays. · 
By prismatic analysis Sir William Herschel separated the luminous from the 
non-luminous ray~ of the sun, and he also sought to render the obscure rays vjsi-
ble by concentration. Intercepting the luminous portion of his spectrum, he 
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brought, by a converging lens, the ultra-red rays to a focus, but by this cond~.-...· 
sation he obtained no light. The solution of iodine offers a means of filtcn _ 
the solar beam: or, failing it, the beam of the electric lamp, which renders ~tt:a"I 
able more powerful foci of invisible rays tlmn could possibly be obtained 1n ;r: 
above experiment by Sir "\Yil1iam Herschel; for to form his spectrum he_ "'tt'"'"' -
obliged to operate upoi1 solar light --which had passed through a n:wrow ?b 1? 
through a small aperture, the amount of the obscure heat admitted being hmrt_e 
by this circumstance. l3nt with our opaque solution we may employ the ent: r 
surface of the largest lens, and, liaving thus con.verged the rays, lnminous an 
non-luminous, we can intercept the former by the iodine, and do what. ,ve pl~.- :::: 
·with the latter. Experiments of this character, not only with tbc iodine solution. 
but also with black glass and .layers of lampblack, were pnblicly pcrfonue~ a 
the Royal Institution in the early part of 1862, and the effects at the [oc1. of 
invisible ravs then obtained were such as had never been witnessed previously. 
In the e~periments here referred to, glass lenses ,vere employed to concent:r:_a e 
the rays. But glass, though highly transparent to tbe luminous, is in a lngh 
degree opaque to the invisible heat-rays of the electric lamp, and liencc a larfie 
portion of those rays wa.s intercepted by the glass. 'l'he·obvious remedy _here 1 -
to employ rock-salt lenses instead of glass ones, or to abandon tlie use ~f lense 
·wholly and to concentrate tlie rays by a metallic mirror. Both of these 1mpr0",-e-
mcnts have been introduced, and, as anticipated, the invisiLle foci have been 
tl1ercby rendered more intense. 'l'he mode of operating remains, however, the 
same in principle as tliat made known in 1862. It was then found thn.~ an 
instant's exposure of the face of the thenno-electric pile to the focus of invi~ible 
rays dashed the needles of a coarse galvanometer violently iiside. It is 1:1ow 
found that on substituting for the face of the thermo-electric pile a com busn ble 
body, the invisible rays are competent to set that body on :fire. 
TI.-VISIBLE .A.ND INVISIBLE RAYS OF THE ELECTRIC LIGHT. 
vVe have next to examine what proportion the non-luminous rays of the elec-
tric light ~ear to tho luminous ones. 'l'his tho opaque solution of i~dine ena_ble-
us _to do with an extremely close approximation to the truth. The pure bi -ul-
plndc o~ carbon, which is the solvent of the iodine, is perfectly tranf:parent ~o 
tho lummous, and alml)st perfectly transparent to the <lark rays of the el cmc 
lamp. 'l'hrough the transp,trent bisulphide the total racliation of the lamp m •. 
be considered to pass, while throuah the solution of iodine only the dark ray: 
aro transmitted. Determining, tL
0
en, by means of a thermo-electric pile: the 
total radiation, and deducting from it tho purely obscure, we obtain the amo m 
of tl~c pme1y h~°:1inous emission. Experiments, performed in this way, pr ,e 
thnt 1f all the Y1 s1blc rays of the electric lio-ht were converged to a fo<;m · of c az-
zling brilliancy, its heat would only be onininth of that produced at the uu .. e 
focns of tho invi iblc rays. . 
Expoc•ing his thermometers to the successive colors of the sofar spectrum. -· 
Wi~liam Iler clrnl determined tho beating power of each, and also tbnt •>f 
r 'O'J0n beyond the extreme rod. TLcn drawin<Y a trai<Yht line to repre.:en 
1 ngth o~ ~h~ .·p c~rum, ~e.crccted, at variou p:ints, pe~·pcndicnlars tor 1.r 
th <'~lonhc mt n,1t~ cx1 tmg at those points. Uniting the encl. of al~ 111:-
p n<11cularti, h obt::un l a curve which showed at a o-ln,ncc the manner rn ' 
th_ h_ at wa · di_stribut l in th solar sp ctrum. Profe sor lliiiller, f Fr ·i' 
with 1mprov cl rn ·_trum 1 nt afterward.~ m:vle similar exp rim •nt ·, and con. t. 
: m r necnrnt d1ao-ram f the snme kind. 1V c have now to examine t 
rihntion of h at in th ·p trnm of the electric liO'ht; and for thi pnrp 
filial~ <•1i,plo parti ·ular fonn f tL tbcrmo- 1 tric pi! , 1cvi · •cl by _l 
1 · lac 1: n re ·tangl , which by m ans of m val>le •ide pie s can 1,c rti 
a nm-r11w a: 1 . ir <1. '\Y can, for xampl , hav th fac of tl1 pile tl.i, 
h · huutlr ·dth, r ·v n tho thou nndth fan inch in br adth. Br rneau 
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endless screw, this linear thermo-electric pile may be moved through the entire 
spectrum, each of its rays being sel~ctecl in succe;ssion, the amount of heat_fall-
ing upon the pile at every point of 1ts march bcmg declared by an associated 
rnn.g-netic needle. 
V{hen this instrument is brought up to the violet encl of the spectrum of the 
electric Jio-ht, the heat is found to be insensible. As the pile gradually moves 
from tbe ;iolet end towards the red, heat soon manifests itself, augmenting as 
we approach the red. Of all the colors of the visible spectrum the red possesses 
the highest heating power. On pushing the pile into the dark region beyond 
the red, the heat, instead of vanishing, rises suddenly and enormously in inten-
sity, until at some distance beyond the red it attains a · maximum. Moving the 
pile still forward, the thermal power falls, somewhat more suddenly than it rose. 
It then gradually shades away, but for a distance beyond the red grea,ter· than 
the kngth of the whole visible spectrum, signs of heat may be detected. Dra,v-
ing, as Sir William Herschel did, a datum line, and erecting along it perpendic-
ulars proportional in length to the thermal intensity at the respective points, we 
obtaiu the cxtraotdinary curve which exhibits the distribution of heat in tlie 
spectrum of the electrro light. In the region of dark ra_vs beyond the red, the 
curve shoots up in a steep and massive peak-a kind of Matterhorn of heat, 
which dwarfs by its magnitude the J)Ortion of the diagram representing the 
luminous radiation. lndood, the idea forced upon the mind by the inspection of 
this diagrnm is that the light rays are a mere insigpificant appendage to the 
dm-k ones, thrown in as it \yere by nature for the purposes of vision. (See figure, . 
where the space ABCD represents the non-luminous, and ODE the luminous 
radiation.) 
B 
. The diagram draw~ by Professor Muller to represent the distribution of heat 
rn the solar spectrum is not by any means so strikinO' as that just described and 
the reason, doubtless, is that prior to reaching the e~rth the solar rays ha~e to 
tnwerse our atmosphere. 'l'hc aqueo1:s vapor there diffused acts . very energeti-
cn.1\y ?P~n. the ult:a ~·eel :·ays, and by it_ the summit of the peak representing the 
suns rnv1sible radiation 1s cut off. A snni1ar lowerin(J' of the mountain of invisi-
ble heat is observed when t~c rays from the electric lig11t are permitted to pass 
through a film of water, which acts upon them as the atmospheric vapor acts 
upon the rays of the snn. . 
VII.-COMBUSTION BY INVISIBLE RAYS. 
. The sun's invisible mys transcen~l the visible ones in heating power, so that 
if the alleged performances of Archuncdes during the siege of Syracuse had any 
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foundation in fact, the dark sofar rays wou1d have been the philosopher's chief 
agents of combustion. On a small sca1e we can readily produce, with the purely 
invisible rays of the electric light, a11 that Archimedes is said to hve perform.ed 
with the sun's total radiation. Placing behind the electric light a small concave 
mirror, the rays are converged, the . cone of reflected rays and their point of 
convergence being rendered clearly visible by the dust always floating in the 
air. Interposing between the luminous focus · and the source of rn,ys our solution. 
of iodine, the light of the cone is entirely cut away, but the intolerable heat 
experienced when the hand is placed, even for a moment, at the dark focus, show~ 
that the calorific rays pass unimpeded through the opaque solution. 
Almost anything that ordinary fire can effect may be accomplished at the focu 
of invisible rays, the air at the focus remaining at the same time pel"fectly cold 
on account of its trnnsparency to the heat-rays. An air thermometer with a hol-
low rock-_salt bulb would be unaffected by the heat of the focus; there would be 
no expansion, and in the open air there is no convection. 'l'he ether at the focus 
and not the air, is the substance in. which the heat is embodied. A block of ,Yoo l 
placed at the focus absorbs the heat, and ·dense volumes of smoke rise swiftly 
upwards, showing the manner in which the air itself would rise if the invi:::,ible 
rays were competent to heat it. At the perfectly dark focus dry paper is in tantly 
inflamed; chips of wood are speedily burnt up; lead, tin, and zinc are fused; and 
discs of charred paper are raised to vivid incandescence. It might be supposed that 
the obscure rays wou1d shq,w no preference for b1ack over white, but they do Low 
a preference, and to obtain .rapid combustion, the body
1 
if not already black, ought 
to be blackened. ·when metals are to be burned, it is necessary to blacken. or 
otherwise tarnish them, so as to diminish their reflective power. Blackened zmc 
foil, when brought into the focus of invisible rays, is instantly caused to blaze. 
and burns with its peculiar purp1e flame. Magnesium wire flattened, or tarnishe 
magnesium ribbon, also bursts into splendid combustion. Pieces of charcoal ::,us-
pended in a receiver full of oxygen arc also set on fire, the dark ra.ys after ha'\""i 
passed through tbe receiver still possessing sufficient power to ignite the charcoal 
and thus initiate the attack of the oxygen. If, instead of being plunged in oxy-
gen, the cliarcoal be suspended in vacuo, it immediately glo,vs at the place where 
the focus falls. 
VIII.-TR.ANSMUTATION OF RAYS: CALOitESCE:NCE.* 
Eminent experimenters were long occupied in demonstrating the sub tan · 
identity of light and radiant heat, and we have now the means of offering a n 
and striking proof of this identity. A concave mirror produces beyond 
object wliich it reflects an inverted and maanified imao·e of the ouject; wi -
drawing, for example, onr iodine solution, an h1tenscly lu~1inou inverted irn, ~ 
the carbon points of the electric light is formed at the focus of the mi1Tor empl -
in the foregoing experiments. "\Vhen the solution is interposed and the Jig 
cut away, what becomes of this image? It disappears from ·ight, hut an i 
1,le thcrmograph remain·, and it is only the peculiar con, Litution of our c~ 
di ·9-ualifics us fr~m seeing the picture formed by the calorific rays. ~ allin!! 
w_lnt p~p :·, the image _ I.tars itself: out; falling on u1ack paper, two hol_ · 
pier<: cl m it, orre pon~1mg to the images of the two coal point ; but falh. -
a_ tlnn _plat· of carb n m vaeuo, or upon a thin sheet of platinized phm 
·1th er m va uo or in air, radiant heat i::; converted into li aht and the ima_ .. 
it. ·lf iu vivid incand ·cenc upon buth the carbon and tlfc 1;10tal. Re uft-. .. : · 
to th .· · ol tainccl "·ith the cl •ctric licrht have al o been obtainecl with the i 
hl · ray· f th lim licrht anc1 of th, sun. 
B fore a 
1
amhridc-r' au lienc it i!4 hardly nccc ary to ref r to th ex 
r · ·t rd1e · f Prof .· · r 'tokes ~t th oppo ·it end of the pe -trum. 1 h 
I borrow this tc:rm f;om Profe sor Challis, Philos0p!tical Magazine, vol. xii. 
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results constitute a kind of complement to his discoveries. Professor Stokes 
na,med the phenomena which he has discovered and investigated, Fluorescence j 
for the new phenomena here described, ~ have proposed the term ?~l?rescence. 
He, by the interposition of a proper rnedrnm, so lowerel'. !be refrang1b11ity of the 
ultra-violet rays of the spectrum as to render them v1S1ble; and here, by the 
interposition of the plantin~n: foil, the re.frangibility of t~e ultra-re_d rays is so 
exalted as to render them v1S1ble. · Look.mg through a prism at the rncandescent 
ima o-e 'Of the carbon points, the light of the image is decomposed and a com-
plet~ spectrum obtained. 'rhe invisible rays of the electric light, remo_lded by 
the atoms of the platinum, shine thus visibly forth-ultra-red rays bemg con-
verted into red, orange, ye11ow, green, blue,. indigo, and ultra-violet ones. Could 
we, moreover, raise the original source of rays to a sufficiently hig:h te11:perature, 
we mio·ht not onlv obtain from the dark rays of such a, source a. smgle mcandes-
cent i~ao-e but fi:om the dark rays ,of this image we might obta.in a second one, 
from the 
0
d~rk. ravs of the second a third, and so on-a series of complete images 
and spectra being thus extracted from the invisible emission of the primitive 
source.* 
IX.-DEADNESS OF THE OPTIC NERVE TO THE CALORIFIC RAYS. 
'I.1he layer of iodine used in the foregoing experiments, when placed before 
the eye, intercepted the light of the noonday sun. No trace of light from the 
electric lamp was visible, even in the darkest room, when a white screen was 
placed at the focus of the mirror. It was thought, however, that if the rBtina 
itself were brought into the focus the sensation of light might be experienced. 
'l1he danger of this experiment was twofold. If the dark. rays ·were absorbed in 
a high degree by the humors of the eye the albumen of the humors might coagu• 
la.te along the line of the rays. If, on the contrary, no such high absorption 
took place, the rays might reach the retina with a force sufficient to destroy it. 
'l'o test the likelihood of these results experiments were made on water a11d on 
a sol ution of a1um, and tlrey sho,ved it to be very improbable that in the brief 
time requisite for an experiment any serious damage could be done. 'rho eye 
was, therefore, caused to approach the dark focus, no <lefence in the first instance 
being provided;_ but the heat acting upon i:J:ie parts surrounding the pupil conld 
not be borne. An aperture was therefore pierced in a plate of metal, and the 
eye placed behind the aperture was caused to approach the point of convergence 
of invisible rays. 'l'he focus was attained, first by the pupil and afterwards by 
the retina. Removing the eye, but permitting the plate of metal to remain, a 
sheet of platinum foil was phced in the posit.ion occupied by the retina a moment 
before. 'l'he platinum became red-hot. No sensible damage was done to the 
eye by this experiment ; ~o impression of light was produced; the optic nerve 
was not even conscious of heat. 
But the humors of the eye are known to be highly impervious to the invisible 
calorific rays, and the question therefore arises, "did the radiation in the fore-
-lf On investigating the calorescence produced by rays transmitted through glasses of vari-
ous colors, it was found that in the case · of certain specimens of blue glass the pla-
tinum foil glowed with a pink or purplish light. The effect was not sul)jective, and consid· 
erntions of obvious interest aro suggested by it. Different kinds of black glass differ notably 
as to thei r power of transmitting radiant heat. In thin plates some descriptions tint the sun 
with a greeuish hue; others make it appear a glowing red without any trace of green. The 
l~tte~· are by fa.r mo:e diatbermic _than the ~on~er. In fact, carbon, when perfectly dissolved, 
and mc?rp~rated with a good white glass, 1s highly transparent to the calorific rays, and by 
eroplo}'.m_g 1t as an absor_bent, t~e phen?mena of "calorescence" may be obtained, though in a 
less striking form than with the 10dme. The black glass chosen for thermometers, and intended 
to a.~s?rb co1:11pletely the solar heat, may entirely fail in this object if the glass in which the car-
b"n 1s mcorporated be colorless. To render the bulb of a thermometer a perfect absorbent the 
glass with _which the carbon is incorporated ough_t in th~ first instance to be green. Soon 
~fter the d1sc_over~ of ~~o.rescenc~, Dr. W. ~- Miller pomt_ed to the lime light as an illustra-
tion o f exalted refrang1b1hty. Direct expenments have smce entirely confirmed the view 
expressed at page 210 of his work on Chemistry, published in 1855. 
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going experiment reach the retina at all~" The answer is that the rays were i?-
pa.rt transmitted to the retina, and in part absorbed by the humors. Exp~n-
ments on tho eye of an ox showed that the proportion of obscnre rays which 
reached the retina amounted to 18 per cent. of the total radiation, while the 
luminous emission from the electric light amounts to no more than 10 per cent. 
of the same total. Were the purely luminous rays of the electric lamp converged 
by our mirror to a focus, th.ere can be no doubt as to the fate of a retinf.l. placed 
there. Its ruin would be inevitable; and yet this would be accomp~ished by 
an amount of wave motion but little more than half of that which the rctma bears 
without being conscious of it at the focus of invisible rays. . 
'l'his subject will repay a moment's further attention. At a common_ distance 
of a foot the visible radiation of the electric light is 800 times the light of a 
candle. At the same distance, that portion of the radiation of the electric li~ht 
which reaches the retina but fails to excite vision is about 1,500 times the lumm-
ous radiation of tho candle.* But a candle on a clear night can readily be see? 
at a distance of a mile, its light at this distance being less than one 20,0?0,000th 
of its light at the distance of a foot. Hence, to make the former equal 1~1 po".er 
to the non-luminous radiation received from the electric light at a foot dis-
tance, its intensity would have to be multiplied by 1,500 X 20,000,?0?, or by 
30,000,000,000. Thus the thirty thousand millionth pa.rt of the radiat10n from 
the electric light, received uuconsci9usly by the retina at tho distance of a. f?ot, 
would, if slightly changed in character, be amply ·sufficient to provoke vision. 
Nothing could more forcibly illustrate that specia,l re1ationshiJ:? su.pposed_ ~;, 
1\felloni and other:;1 to subsist between the optic nerve and the oscillatmg penoc · 
of luminous bodies. Like a musical string, the optic nerve responds to the wan:t1 
with which it is :tn consonance, whi.]e it refuses to be excited by others of ~lm~ t 
infinitely greater energy, whose periods of recurrence are not in unison ,nth its 
own. 
X.-PERSISTE~CE OF, R.A.YS. 
At an early part of this lecture it was affirmed that when a platinum "ire wa~ 
gradually raised to a state of high incandescence new rays were con tantlr 
added, while the intensity of the old ones was incre~sed. Thus in Dr. Draper~ 
experiments the rise of temperature that generated the orange, yellow, green, an_<l 
blue r~ys augmented tho intensity of the red ones. What is true of the _reel b 
true oI every other ray of the speqtrum, visible and invisible. "\Ve cannot mdee l 
see the ~ugmontation of intensity i~ the region beyond the red, but w~ can 
measure 1t and express it numerically. With this view the following expenmen 
·was per.for!11ed : A spiral of platinum ,vire was surrounded by a small gla ti glo 
to protect 1t fro~ currents of air; through n.n orHice in tho globe the rays _con! 
pass fro~ the s~ual and fall afterwards upon a thermo-electric pile. Pla.cmg m 
fr?nt of the onfice a.n opaque solution of iodine, tho platinum wa8 graclu, ll_ 
raised from a low dark beat to the fu11est incandescence, with the followingrc::,ul ,: 
Appearance of spiral. Energy of ob-scure rndiution. Appearance of spiral. 
Dark .......... _ .......... _. 1 l!.,u 11 retL . . . . . _ _ _ . . . - . . .. • • · 
Dark, but hotter ..... __ .. . . . . 3 
Dark, 1rnt ·till hotter •.. _ .. _ . _ _ 5 
Dark, lrnt , till h tt r. _ .. _ ... _. JO 
l• h1 r cl..- ....... ··-····- 19 
ull r tl. _ .. _ . . _ ........ _ . . . 25 
Il•cl ....•.....•• - .• - .....•• 37 
Orange ........ _ ........ • • · · 
Bright orange ... _ . . . . . . . . - - · · 
Yellow. _ . . . . . .. - - .... • • · · · · 
White- ..... ···- .......... . 
Intcn ·o white ........ - - ... • · · 
ll will h born in mind that the heat which o.ny ro.y luminous or non-luminous, i 
nt t g ueru.te i th true m a~ure of the energy of the ray. 
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Thus the augmentation of tl~e electric ~urrent, which raises the wire trom its 
primitive dark condition ~o ~n mte~se white bea_t1 _exn,lts at th~ sa~e. tim_e the enero-y of the obscure radmt10n, until at the end 1u 1s folly 440 tnne::s ,-v hat 1t was 
b • • 
at the begmnmg. . . 
Wlrn,t has been here proved true ~f the totality of th~ u1_tra~red rays is tru_~ for 
each of them sino-ly. Pla.cinl)' our lmear tl1errno-oloctnc pile m any part of the 
0 0 
· 1. tb ultr11-rcd spectrum, it may be proved that a ray ?nee em1ttec_ contmues ? e 
emitted with increased enero-y as the temperature 1s augmented. The platmum 
~piral so often referred to b~ing rai_sed ~o whitene~s by an electric current? a bril-
liant spectrum ,vas formed from its light. A lmear thermo-ele_cti:w. P:le was 
placed in tho region of obscure rays beyond the red, and by dnmmslnng the 
current the spiral was reduced to a low tcm1Jeraturc. It ,vas then caused to pass 
through various degrees of <larkness and incandesc011ce, with the following results: 
Energy of ob- f . 1 Energy of ob-·Appearance of spiral. Appearance o sp1ra , scnre rays. scure rays . 
Dark........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-
Dark.............. . . . . . . . . . . 6 
l!.,aint red ... .................. 10 
Dull red.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 
Red .......... ............... 18 
.1!.,ull reel. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27 
Orange ...... -...... . . . . . . . . . 60 
Yellow .......... ·.. . . . . . . . . . 93 
:Full ,vhite .. -.r •• -· ••••••••••• 122 
Here, as in the former case, the dark and bright radiation reached their maxi-
mum fogetlier ; as · tbe· <;me _ augmented the other augmented, until at last the 
energy of the obscure rays of the particular refrangibility here chosen became 
122 times what if was at first. To reach a white heat the wire- has to pass 
through all the stages of invisible radiation, and in its most brilliant condition it 
still embraces, in an intensified form, the rays of all those stages. · 
And thus it is with all other kinds of matter, as far as they have hitherto been 
examined. Coke, ·whether brought to a white heat by the electric current, or hy 
the oxyhydrogen jet, pours out invisible rays with augmented energy as its light 
is increased. The same is true of lime, bricks, and other substances. It is true 
of all metals which are capable of being heated to incandescence. It also holds 
good for phosphorus burning in oxygen. Every gush of dazzling light has 
associated with it a gush of invisible radiant heat, which far transcends the light 
in energy. 'rbis condition of things applies to all bodies capable of being raised 
to a white heat, eitl1er in the solid or the molten condition. It would doubtless 
also apply to the luminous fogs fonnecl by the condensation of incandescent 
vapors. In such cases, when the curve representing the radiant energy of the 
body is constructed, the obscure radiation towers upwards like a mountain, the 
luminous radiation resembling a mere spur at its base. 
What, then, is the real origin of the luminous radiation 1 We find it appear-
ing when the radiating body has attained a certain temperature; or, in other 
words, when the vibrating atoms of the body have attained a certain width of 
swing. In solid and molten bodies a certain amplitude cannot be surpassed 
without the introduction of periods of vibration, which provoke the sense of vision. 
If permitted to speculate, one might ask, are not these more rapid vibrations the 
product of the slower1 Is it not really the mutual action of. the atoms, when 
they swing through very wide spaces, and thus encroach upon each other, that 
en.uses them to tremb1e in quicker periods 1 If so, it matters not by what agency 
the large swinging space is obtained ; we shall have light-giving vibrations 
associated with it. It matters not whether the large amplitudes are prodticed by 
the strokes of a hammer, or by the blows of the molecules of a non-luminous gas 
such as the air at some height above a gas-flame ; or by the shock of the ethe; 
particles when transmitting radiant heat. The-result iii all cases will be incan-
descence. 'l'bus the invisible wa,ves of our filtered electric beam, w.ith which 
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incandescence has been produced, may be regarded as generating synchronou ~ 
vibrations in the platinum on which they impinge; but once these vibratio 
attain a certain amplitude, the mutual jostling of the atoms would produce quick 
tremors, and the light-giving waves would follow as tho necessary progeny 
. tbe heat-giving vibrations. From the very brightness of the light of some 
the fixed stars we may infer the intensity of the dark radiation, which is t 
precursor and inseparable associate of their luminous rays. • 
XL-ABSORPTION OF RADIANT H~.A.T BY VAPORS AND ODORS. 
vYe commenced the demonstrations brought forward in this lecture by experi-
ments on permanent gases, and we have now to turn our attention to the yap r. 
of volatile liquids. Here, as in tho case of the gases, vast differences have been 
proved to exist between various kinds of 1uoloculos, as regards their power 
intercepting the calorific ,rnves. ·while some vnpors allow the waves a co -
parativoly free passage, in other cases tLe minutest bubble of vapor, introduc~ 
into tho tube already employed for gases, causes a deflection of the magnetl 
needle. Assuming tho a1,sorption effect.eel by air nt a pressure of one atmosphere 
to be unity, tho following are the absorptions effocted by a series of vapors at 
pressure of c?0 th of an at!110sphere: 
Name of vapor. Absorption. Name of vapor. Absorption. 
Bisulphide of carbon . . . . . . . . . . 47 
Iodide of methyl .............. 115 
Su1plrnric ·ether .............. • ·1 
]i'ormic ether. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
Bcnzol. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13G Acetic ether ................. 61-
Amylm!c .................... 321 
Bisn1phido of c~rbon is tl1c most transparent vapor in th~ list, and ace · 
ether the most opacpw ; 1/ 0 th of an atmosphere of tho former, however, pr -
d uces 4 7. times the efiect of a whole atmospliere of air, while i 0 th of an a.tm_ 
sphere of tho btter produces G 12 times the effect of a whole atmosphere of a • 
Rellncing tlry air to the pressnre of the acetic ether here employed, ai1d compari -
them then together, tho qnantit.y of wa.ve motion intercepted by the latter w l 
l,c many thousand times that intercepted by tho air. 
~1:y one of these vapors disc:harged in tbo free atmosphere, in fro~t ?fa . 
cm1ttmg oliscure rays, rntereept.s more or less of tho rnLliation. A snmlar efii 
is prot1nce<l hy perfumes diff□ f'ed in tbe air tbouo-h tl1oir attenuations is Imo 
to be almost infinite. Carrying, for oxami~Je, n, ~uront of <lry air oyer hit,u_l 
paper moi~ten<:~l by p~.tcl1ouH: the sce11t taken up hy tho current absorlis 30 tu 
1 lie qnantit,r o[ heat rnterccptccl by tlrn air which carries it; and yet patcli 
,~ets more foeuly on ra~liant h?:1.t than any otbcr perfume yet examined. H 
iul_low tbe. results obtumccl wnh Yn.rions e:::sential oils, the odor, in each 
l,emg cm-r1ctl by a, cmrcnt of dry air into tho . tube already employed for g 
and vapors: 
N amc of perfume. Absorption. 
Patchon1i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
~ 'anc1u1 wootl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 
1 •raninm .................... 33 
il of ·luv :.; .................. 3L1 
Ott of ro:--c ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37 
Berrrnmot . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 
·ruli... 47 
LanH1 r. ~ : : ~ : : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ : : ~ : ~ 60 
L •n on. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65 
Name of perfume. 
Portugal .............. - • · · · · 
'l'liyrnc ..................... . 
Ho::;ema.ry. . . . . ............ - .. -
Oil of Jamel ........... - -• · · · 
amornilc fk1\r r::; ........... - • 
1a.ssia .................. - - - · 
S vi_ke11arc1 .................. . 
Amsee<l ............... • .. • · · · 
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Thus the absorption by a tu1e full of dry air being_ one, that of the ?dor of 
patchouli diffused in it is 30, that of laven~er· 60, tlrnt of rosemary 7 4, wh1.l~ that 
of aniseed amounts to 372. It would be idle to speculu.te on the quantities of 
matter concerned in these actions. 
XII.-AQUEOUS VAPOR IN RELATION TO TERRESTRIAL TEMPERATURES. 
1 We are now fully prepared for a result which, withou~ such preparation, might 
appear incredible. Water is, to some extent1 a volatile bo.dy, ~nd o~U' atmo-
sphere, resting as it does upon tlie surface of the ocean, receives from it a con-
tinuous supply of aqueous vapor. It. would be an. error to. confound clo.uds of 
fog or any visible mist with the vapor of water; this vapor is a perfectly impal-
pable gas, diffused, even on the cle~rest days, throughout ~be atm?sp~ere: Com-
pared with the great body of the air, the aqueous v~por 1t contams 1s o! almost 
infinitesimal amount 99½ out of every 100 parts of the n,tmosphere be111g com-
posed of oxygen and nitrogen. In the absence of experimc1?t· we sho~ld never 
think of ascribing to this scant a11d varying constituent any 1rnportant mflue11ce 
on terrestrial radiation; and vet its influeuce is far more potent than that of the 
great body of the air. To Sf;Y that on a (fay of average lrnrnidity in England 
the atmospheric vapor exerts 100 times the action of tl:e air itself, would certainly 
be an u11derstatement of the fact. The peculiar qualities of this vapor, and the 
circumstance tbat at ordinary temperatures it is very near its point. of condensa-
tion, render the results which it yields in the apparatus already described less 
ihan the truth; and I am not prepared to say that the absorption by this sub-
stance is not 200 times that of the air in which it is diffused. Comparing a 
single molecule of aqueous vapor with an atom of either of' the mai'n constitu-
ents of our atmosphere, I am not prepared to say how many thousand times the 
action of tl1e former exceeds tlw.t of tbc latter. 
'These large numbers depend in part upon the extreme feehleness of the air; 
the pov,er of a<]_ueous vapor seems vast, because that of tl1e air "·it.h which it is 
compared is infinitesimal. Absolutely consideretl, l10wever, this substance exer-
cises a very potent action. Pro1m1ly a column of on1ina,ry air 10 feet long 
would intercept from 10 to 15 per cent. of the heat rat1iatel1 from an obscure 
source, and I think it certain that the larger of ther:;e numbers fails to express the 
absorption of tl1e terrestrial rays effectecl ,Yitliin 10 feet of t11e earth's surface. 
This is of the utmost consequence to the life of the worh1. Imagine the super-
ficial molecules of the earth trembling with tlie 1notion of heat, and imparting it 
to the surronnding ether; this motion "·onkl be carried rapidly away and lost 
forever to onr planet if the waves of etl1er had nothing bnt the air to contend 
with in their outward course. But the aqneons va.por takes up the motion of the 
ethereal waves and becomes thereby heat.ell, thus wrappiug the earth like a warm 
garment, am1 protecting its surface from the deadly cliill wliich it would other-
wise sustain. Various p11ilosophers have specnlatecl on the influence of an 
at.mospheric envelope. De Saussure, Fourier, 1\I. Puuillet, ancl Mr. Hopkins 
have, one ai1d all, enriched scientific literature "·itl1 contribntions on this subject, 
bnt the considerations whicl1 these eminent men have applied to atmospheric air 
have now to ue transferred to aqneons vapor. 
The observations of meteorologists furnish important, though hitherto uncon-
scious, evillence of the inflnence uf this agent. ·wherever the air is dry \Ve are 
liable to daily extremes of temperature. By day, in such places, the sun's heat 
reaches the earth unimpeded and renders the mmdmum high ; by night, on tho 
other hand, the earth's heat escapes nnl1indered into space and renders the mini-
mum low. Hence the difference between the maximum and minimum is greatest 
·where the air is driest. In the I lains of India, on the heights of the Hi~nalaya 
in central Asia, in Australia, wherever drought reigns we have the heat of da,; 
foreibly contrasted with the chill -of night. In tho Sahara itself, when the sun's 
20 s 
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rays cease to impinge on the burning soil, the temperature runs rapidly down to 
freezing, because there is no vapor overhead to check the calorific drain. .And 
here another instance might be added to the numbers already known, in which 
nature tends, as it were, to check her own excess. By noctlll'nal refrigeration 
the aqueous vapor of the air is condensed to ·water on the surface of the earth, 
and, as only the superficial portions radiate, the act of condensation makes water 
the radiating body. No\V experiment proves that to the rays emitted by water, 
aqneous vapor is especially opaque. Hence the very act of condensation, c~n-
sequent on terrestrial cooling, becomes a safeguard to the earth, imparting to its 
radiation that particular character which renders it most liable to be prevented 
from escaping into space. • · 
It might, however, be urged that, inasmuch as we derive all our heat from the 
sun, the self-same covering-which protects the earth from chill must also shut out 
the solar radiation. This is partially true, but only par.tially; the sun's rays are 
different in quality from the earth's rays, and it does not at all follow that the 
substance which ·absorbs the one must necessarily absorb the other. Through 
a layer of water, for example, one-tenth of an inch in thickness, tho snn's i:a.rs 
are transmitted with comparative freedom; but through a layer half this thick-
ness, as lVIelloni has proved, no single ray from the warmed earth could pass. In 
like manner, the sun's rays pass with comparative freedom through the aqueous 
vapor of the air, the absorbing power of this substance being mainly exerte.d 
npon the beat that endeavors to escape from the earth. In consequence of this 
differential action upon solar and terrestrial heat, the mean temperature of our 
planet is higher than is due to its distance from the sun. 
XIII.-LIQ.UIDS .A.ND THEIR V ..A.PORS IN RELATION TO RADIANT RE..A.T. 
Th·e deportment here assigned to atmospheric vapor has been established by 
direct experiments on air taken from the streets and parks of London, from the 
downs of Epsom, from the hills and sea-beach of the Isle of Wight, and als 
by experiments on air in the first instance <lriecl and afterwar<ls rendered arti-
ficially lrnmid by pure distilled water. It has also been established in the fol-
l~>wi_no- way: 'I1en volatile liqnids were taken at random, ancl the power of the.::e 
11q1rnh,, at a common thickness, to intercept the waves of heat- was carefully deter-
mined. 1'he vapors of the liquids were next taken in quantities proportional o 
the quantities of liquid, and the power of the vapors to intercept the wave~ o 
heat was also determined. Commencing with the substance which exerted the 
least al>sorptive power, and proceedino- upward to the most" energetic, the folio · 
iug order of absorption was obsorvec1°: 
Liquids. 
Bisnlphide of carbon. 
Chloroform. 
I dido of methyl. 
Iodide of ethyl. 
:Bcn7.ol. 
Amvl •nc. 
• ulpburic ether. 
Acetic etb r. 




Bisnlphide of carbon. 
Chloroform. 
Iodic1e of rnetlwl. 








act of absorption depends upon the individnal' molecule, which eqna1ly asserts 
its power in the liquid and the gaseous state._ vVe m~y assuredly co1:c:ud~ fr?m 
the above table that the position of a vapor IS deternuned by that of Its hqmd. 
Now at the very foot of the list of liquids stands water, signalizing itse1f above 
all others by its enormous power of absorption; and from this fact, oven if no 
direct expe1~iment on the vapor of ,vater had ever been made, we should l>e enti-
tled to rank that vapor as the most power~nl absorber _of radian;t heat. hitber!o 
discovered. It bas been proved by oxpemnent that a shell of air two mches m 
thickness surroundino· onr planet, and saturated with the vapor of sulphuric ether, 
would intercept 35 p~r cent. of the earth's radiation; and though the quantity of 
aqueous vapor necessary to saturate air is much less than the amount of sul~lmric 
ether vapor which it can sustain, it is still extremely probable that the estnnato 
already made of the action of atmospheric vapor wit~in 10 feet of_ the eartl(:i 
surface is altogether under the mark, and that we are mdebted to tlns wonderful 
substance, to an extent not accurately determined, but certainly far beyond what 
bas hitherto been imagined, for the temperature now existing at the surface of the 
globe. 
XIV.-RECIPROCITY OF RADIATIO~ AND ABSORPTION. 
Thronghout the reflections which have hitherto occupied us the image -before 
the mind has been that of a radiant source generating calorific waves, which, on 
passing among the scattererl molecules of a gas or vapor, were intercepted by 
those molecules in various degrees. In all cases it was the transference of 
motion from the ether to the comparatively quiescent molecules of the gas or 
vapor. We have now to change the form of our conception, and to figure th~se 
m.olecnles not as absorbers but as radiators-not as the recipients but as the 
originators of wave motion; that is to say, we must figure them vibrating and 
generating in the surrounding ether undulations which Rpeed through it with the 
velocity of light. Our object now is to inquire ·whether the act of chemical com-
bination, which proves so potent as regards the phenomena of absorption, cloes 
not also manifest its power in the phenomena of radiation. For the examination 
of this question it is necessary, in the first place, to heat our gases and vapors to 
the same temperature, and then examine their power of discharging the motion 
thus imparte<l to them upon the ether in which they swing. 
A heated copper ball was placed above a ring gas-burner possessing a great 
nnmber of small apertures, the burner being connected by a tube with vessels 
conta.:ining the various gases to be examined. By a gentle pressure the gases 
were forced through the orifices of the burner ag~inst the copper ball, where 
each of them, being heated, rose in an ascending column. A thermo-electric 
pile, entirely screened off from the hot ball, was exposed to the radiation of the 
warm gas, and the deflection of a magnetic needle connected with the pile 
declared the energy of the radiation. 
By this mode of experiment it was proved that the self-same molecular arrange-
ment which rendern a gas a powerful absotber renders it in the same degree a 
powerful radiator-that tl1e atom or molecule which is competent to intercept the 
calorific waves is, in the same degree, competent to gener:1te them. 'l'hus, while 
the atoms of elementary gases proved themselves unable to emit any sensible 
amount of radiant heat, the molecules of compound gases were shown to be capa-
ble of powerfully disturbing the surrounding ether. By special modes of experi-
ment the same was proved to hold good for the vapors of volatile liquids, the 
radiative power of every vapor being found. proportional to its absorptive power. 
'l'he ·e experiments were based upon the fact that atoms, snch, for example, as 
those of air, which glide through the ether without sensible resistance, cannot 
thns glide among the molccn1es of another gas. When mixed with snch mo1e-
cule , the heated atoms communicate their motion to the molecules by direct col-
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lision, nnd if these be of a complex chemical character they instantly disturb the 
ether which surrounds them and thus lose their heat. Hence the motion pos-
sessed in the first instance by the atoms, and ·which the a.toms are incompetent to 
discharge directly upon the ether, may, by the intervention of more complex 
molecules, be thus discharged. Suppose, then, a small quantity of any vapor to 
be introduced into an exhauf)ted tnbe, and air to be subsequently allowed to rush 
in and fill the tube. By its impact against the sides of the tube the air is heated; 
the motion of heat is instantly imparted, by collision, to the molecules of th_e 
vapor, nnd they in their turn impart it to the ether, or, in other words, re~uc_e it 
-to the radiant form. By this process, which has been called dynamic radiat10~, 
the radiative power of both vapors and gases has been cletermin<;id, and the reci-
procity of their radiation and absorption proved.* In the excellent research~s 
of Leslie, De la Provostaye, and Desains; and Mr. Balfour Stewart, th~ reCI-
procity of radiation and absorption in the case of solid bodies has been vario"?-:::.ly 
illustrated·; while the labors, theoretical and experimental, of Kirchoff have _given 
this subject a wonderful expansion, and enriched it by applications of the highest 
kind. ,.ro their results are now to be added the foregoing, whereby a v~st_ class 
of bodies hitherto thought inaccessible to experiment are proved to exl11b1t _the 
duality of radiation and absorption, the influence on both of chemical combma-
tion being exhibited in the most decisive and extraordinary way. 
XV.-INFLUENCE OF VIBRATING PERIOD AND MOLECULAR FORM.-PRYSICAL 
ANALYSIS OF THE HUMAN BREA'.I'R. 
In the foregoing experiments with o-ases and vapors we have employed through-
out invisible rays. Some of these b
0
odies are so impervious that in lengths of a_ 
~~w feet only they intercept ev_ery ray as effectually as a ]ayer of pitch ':ould do. 
~ be substances, however, which show themselves thus opaqne to radiant beat 
~re. l?erfcctly transparent to Jight. Now the rays of ligM differ from tho~e. of 
\nvu;ible heat only in point of period, the former failing to affect the retina 
because their periods of recurrence are too slow. Hence, in some way or other, 
the_ tra~sp3:rency of our gases and vapors depends upon th_c periods of the w:n-e.: 
which impmge upon them. ·what is the nature of tllls dependence f The 
admirable researches of Kirchoff help us to an answer. The atoms and mole-
cules of every gas have certain definite rates of oscillation, and those ':·aves_ of 
ether a~e most copiously absorbed whose periods of recurrence synchromzc ·with 
~he.~enods of the molecules amon_g_ which they pass.. Thus, when we fi~d ~e 
mv1~1ble mys ab orbed and the v1S1ble ones transmitted by a fayer of. oa · e 
c~nclu~e t~1~t the oscillatin~ periods of the gaseous molecules coincide with th ~ 
of the mv1s1 ble, and not with those of the visible spectrum. . 
It requires some discipline of the imagination to form a clear pictur~ of _thi.: 
proces . uch a picture is, however, possible. When the waves of ether 1mpm~e 
upon molecules whose periods of vibration coincide with the recurrence of 
undulations, the timed trokes of the waves cause the motion of the mole 1 
to accumulate, as a h avy pendulum is set in motiou by well-timed pt .., 
breath. Thou ands of millions of shocks are received every second fr~rn . 
alorific wav s, and it i not difficult to see that every wave arrivino- J
0
U't Ill n 
l 
. . ) t:, 
t ~- p at t 1 acb?n of 1t predeces or, the mole ules must finally be cau.., 
Rw11w thr uo-h wider spaces than if the arrivals were not so timed. In f, 
~· n t liffi.cul~ to ee tlrnt an a emblage of molccnles, operat 11 upon by ont 
Jn<r ,vav , m1crht r main practi ·ally quie cent and thi:::; i • actna11y the ca 1 
!li' w._v f th vi _ibl p trum pa thr~uc,h a tran I arent ga r " 
_l lwr 1 h r no en 1hl tran f r n of moti n from the etllcr to the mol ~ 
111 oh r ,. rl, hr i.- n •n ibl ab.orption. 
---------------------: 
\ h ·n _h atr-d ,~ir imparts its motion to another gas or vapor the tran ference of 
ac '0 !b11
1
1>n~• .d by a ·hange of vibrating p riod. The dynamic ra<liation of vapors i, 
po I e uy th trun. mutation of vibrations. 
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One striking ex~mple of -the influence of period may be l:ere recorde~. Car-
bonic acid gas is one of the feeblest of absorbers of the radiant heat em_1tted by 
solid sources. It is, for example, extremely transparent to the rays em1~ted by 
the heated copper plate already referred to. There are, h<?wever, certan~ ray_s, 
comparatively few in numberi em~tted by the copper, to_w~nch the carbomc acid 
is impervious; · and could we obtam a source of beat ern1ttmg such ra7s _only, we 
should find carbonic acid more opaque than any other gas to the radiat10n from 
that source. Such a ·source is actually found in the flame of carbonic oxide, 
where hot carbonic acid constitutes the main radiating body. Of the rays emitted 
by our heated plate of copper, ole~ant gas absorbs t_en tin:ies the quantity a?sorb~d 
by carbonic actd; of the rays emitted by a carbomc oxide flame, carbomc acid 
absorbs twice as much as ole:fiant gas. This wonderful change in the power of 
the former as an absorber is simply due to the fact that the periods of the bot 
and cold carbonic acid are identical, and the waves from the flame freely trans-
fer their motion to the molecules which synchronize with them. 'rhus it is that 
the tenth of an atmosphere of carbonic acid, enclosed in a tube four feet long, 
absorbs 60 per cent. of the radiation from a carbonic oxide flame, while one-
thirtieth of an atmosphere absorbs 48 per cent. of the heat from the same origin. 
In fact the presence of the minutest quantity of carbonic acid may be detected 
by its action on the rays from the carbonic oxide flame. Carrying, for example, 
the dried human breath into a tube four feet long, the absorption there effected 
by the carbonic acid of the breath amounts to 50 pet cent. of the entire radia-
tion. Radiant heat may indeed be employed as a means of determining practi-
cally the amount of ca~·bonic :wi<l. expired from the lungs. My assistant, Mr. 
Barrett, has, at my request, made this determination. 'I'he absorption produced 
by the breath, freed from its moisture, but retaining its carbonic acid, was first 
determined. Oa,rbonic acid, artificially prepared, was then mixed with dry air 
in such proportions that the ttction of the mixture upon the rays of heat was the 
same as that of the dried breath. The percentage of the former being known, 
immediately gave that of the latter. 'rhe same breath,. analyzed chemically by 
Dr. Frankland, and physicnlly by Mr. Barrett, gave the following result:::;: 
Percentage of ~arbonic acid in the himian breath. 
Chemical analysis. · Physical analysis. 
gt:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~:~~ 
It is thus proved that in the quantity of ethereal motion which it is competent 
to take up, we have a practical measure of the carbonic acid of the breath and 
hence of the combustion going on in the human lungs. ' 
Still this question of period, though of the utmost importance is not compe-
t ent to account for the whole of the observed facts. 'I'he ethe; as far as we 
know, accepts vibrations of all periods with the same readiness. 'To it the oscil-
lations of an atom of oxygen are just as acceptable as those of a molecule of ole-
fi ant gas; that the vibrating oxygen then stands so far below the olefiant o-as 
in radiant power must be referred not to period, but to some other peculiarity
0 
of 
the re:::;pcctive molecules.' 'I'hc atomic group which constitutes the molecule of 
ole:fiaut gas produces n:any thousand times the disturbance caused by the oxy-
gen because the group 1s able to lay a vastly more powerful hold upon the ether 
than the single atoms can. The cavities and indentations of a molecule com-
posed of spr1erical atoms may be one cause of this augmented hold. Another, 
and possibly very potent one, may be, that the ether itself, condensed and entan-
gled among the constituent atoms of a compound, virtually increases the magni-
tude of the group, and hence augments the disturbance. ·whatever may be the 
fate of these attempts to vi .. ua]ize the physics of the process, it will still rcrnairi 
true, that to account for the phenomena o.f rac1ia.tion aml ab::;orption we must 
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take into consideration the shape, size, and complexity of the molecules by w}1jch 
the ether is disturbed. · 
XVI.-SUlVIMARY AND CONCLUSION. 
Let us now cast a momentary glance over tho ground that we have left bebi?d-
The general nature of light and heat was first briefly described: the compound mg 
of matter from elementary atoms and the influence of the act of combination on 
radiation and absorption were considered and experirnenta1ly mustratec1. Through 
the transparent elementary gases radiant heat was fonnd to p::iss as through a 
vacuu111, while many of tlie compound gases presented almost impassable obsta-
cles to the calorific waves. 'rhis deportment of the simple gases directed o_ur 
attention to other elementary bodies, the examination of which led to the chs-
covery tbat the element iodine, dissolved in bisulphide of carbon, possesses t?e 
power of detaching, with extraordinary sharpness, the light of the spectrum from 1 ts 
heat, intercepting all luminous rays 
0
up to the extreme red, and permitting the 
calorific rays beyond the red to pn,ss freely through it. This subst~nce :rn~ t?en 
employed to filter the bemns of the electric Jio-ht, and to form foci of mvuble 
rays so intense as to produce almost all the eff;cts obtain:1ble in an ordinary fire. 
Combustible bodies were burnt and refractory ones were raised to a white heat by 
tho concentrated invisible rnjis. Thus, by exalting their refrangibility, the 
invisiLle rays of the electric light were rendered visible, and all the co_lors ot 
the solar spectrum were extracted from utter darkness. The extreme richness 
of the electric light in invisible rnys of low refrangibility~vn,s demonstrated, one-
tenth onlv of its radiation consistinO' of luminous rays. The deadness of the 
optic ner~e to those invisible ra,ys wbas proved, and experiments 1Vere then_ added 
~o sl10w tliat the bright and the dark rays of a body raised graclu_ally to ~nten::,e 
rnctLnde ·cence arc strengthened together; that to reach intense white beat_mten~e 
dark heat rnust be genera.ted. A sun coukl not be formed or a meteonte ren-
dered luminuus on any other conditions. 'I'he light-giving rays constitute o?ly 
a small fraction of t1ie total radiation, their unspeakable importance to us bern{J' 
clue to the :l'n,ct that their periods are attuned to the special requirements of tbe 
eye. 
Among the va,pors of vohtile liquids vast differences were also found to exi:c-t 
as reo'anl:s their power of absorption. vV e followed, moreover, various molec~!e 
from a st ate of liq uicl to a state of o-a,,s and found in both states of aggregatinn. 
tho power of the individual molec~les
7
eq_ually ass~rtetl. The position of a '?P?r 
as a.n ab. ·orber of radiant heat was proved to be determined by tbat of the 1iqmd 
from whicT1 it is derived. ReversinO' our conce1)tions and• reo·ardiua the rnol -
1 b ' ::; ..., f cu e_s of gases and vn.por.· not as the recipients, but as the orjginators o W, Y 
mot10n-uot as ab ·orbcrs, but, as rndiators--it was proved that the power~. f 
al,sorption and rn.t1iatiou went band in hand the self-same chemical act wln l 
rnnd?red a, uody competent to intercept the ;va.ves of eth<'r rendering i_t com -
tent rn tl1e sn.me degree to <ronerate them. Perfumes wore next "ubJcctetl 
xarn!nati_on, a!1c1, not,with.'ta11ding their extraordimuy tenuity, were found ya. t. 
si_lJ!.enor, m pomt of a,h;orpti ve power, to the body of the air in which they."° · · 
d!it.n ·rd. We ". re_ led thus .'lowly up to the exa1nination of the mo t w11 
cliffu:,;etl a.ncl mm;t 1mportant of all vapor:-r-the a.qneons vapor of our atm, -
pherc-r:nd :ve find in it a, potent ahsorlrnr of the I urcly calorific ray , 'I 
pow ·r ui tln' snh tancc to rnflncnce ·limate, and its o·cneral influence on t 
t•·m1wmt111·_ if th . artb, were then bri fly dwelt npon. A cobwcu spread nb 
a !11 0.::01:1 J.' , uffic1e11t to protect it from 1Jio·htly chill; nnd tlrn the aqueou · ra 
t 1~111· au: attc1111at <1 a it i.-, cbcc1 s t11e drain of terrestrial heat and arc-: t 
· nrlacP 0 1 our plan ·t from th r frio· •rat,ion which woulcl assuredlv accrue \\ 
no· !u·li :nb:tai! 'l'. int ·_rpo · d _h tw en it and th void of •pac . '\Ye con:!d~ 
lw rnfiucncc of vihratrng pcnod aml mol cufar fonn on ab orption and ra1lm 1 
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and :finally deduced from its action upon radiant heat the exact amount of car-
bonic acid expired by the human lnngs. 
Thus, in brief outline, have I placed before Y:ou some of the results of rec~nt 
inquiries in the domain of radifLtion, aud my a111: throughout h~s been t~ raise 
in your minds distinct physical images of the var_10us processes m':olv~d m our 
researches. It is thought by some tl~at na~~ral smenc_e has a dear1enmg mfl.1:ence 





necessaril:y: have this effect. But the .experience ~f the last 
hour must I think have convmced you that the study of natural science goes 
band in h~nd with'the culture of the imagination. rrhroughout the greater part 
of this discourse we have been sustaii'ied by this faculty;. we have been picturing 
atoms and molecules and vibrations and waves which eve has never seen nor oar 
heard and which can onlv be discerned by the exercise of imagination. rrhis, 
in fa;t is the faculty whi~h enables us to transcend the boundaries of sense, and 
conne~t the phenomena of our visible world with those of an invisible one. 
Without imagination we never could have risen to the conceptions which lrnve 
occupied us here to-day; and in proportion to your power of exercising this. 
faculty aright, and of associating definite mental images ,vit.h the terms employed, 
will be the pleasure and the profit which you will derive from this lecture. The 
outward facts of nature are insufficient to satisfy the mind. We cannot be con-
tent with knowing that the light and heat of the sun illuminate and warm the 
world. We are led irresistibly to enquire what is light and what is heat; ancl 
tLis q11estion leads us a~ once out of the region of sense into that of imagination. 
Thus pondering, ancJ asking, and striving to supplement that which is felt and 
seen, but which is incomplete, by something unfelt and unseen which is necessary 
to its completeness, men of genius have in part discerned, not only the natttre of 
light and heat, but also, through them, the general relationship of natural phe-
nomena. 1'be power of nature is the power of motion, of which all its phenomena 
are but special forms. It ma,nifests itself in tangible and in intangible matter, 
being incessantly transferred from the one to the other, and incessantly trans-
formed by the change. It is as real in tl1e waves of the ether as in the waves 
of the sea, the fatter being, in fact, nothing more than the ·heaped-up motion 
of the former, for it is the calorific waves emitted by the sun which heat our 
air, produce our winds; and hence agitate our ocean; and whether they break in 
foam upon the shore, or rub silently against the ocean's bed, or subside by the 
mutual friction of their ow_n parts, the sea-waves nnally resolv·e themselves into 
waves of ether, and thus regenerate the motion from ,vhich their temporary exist-
~nce wa · derived. This con·nection is typical. Nature is not an aggregate of 
mdepeodent parts, but an organic whole. If yon open a piano and sing into it 
a certain string will respond. Change the pitch of your voice; the first string 
ceases to vibrate, but another replies. Change again the pitch; the first two 
strings are silent, while another resounds. Now, in altering the pitch you sim-
ply clumge the form of the motion communicn,tecl by your vocal chords to the 
air, one i:itring responding to one form nincl another to an'other. And thus is sen-
tient man sung unto by nature, while the optic, the auditory, and other nerves of 
the human body are so many strings differently tuned and responsive to different 
forms of the universal power. 
SYNTHETIC EXPERIMRNTS RELATIVE TO METEORITES-APPROXIMATIO"NS TO 
WHICH THESE EXf ERIMENTS LEAD.* 
BY M, DAUBilEE, MEMBER OF THE INSTITUTE, INSPECTOR GENERAL OF Mun:s. 
[ Translated for the Smith~onian Institution.] 
The study of meteorites touches on several fundamental questions of ~he 
physical history of the universe. Aside from the importance which these boches 
present in a purely astronomical point of view, they are furthermore of interest 
to geology from their constitution itself, and this under a two-fold aspect. <?n 
the one hand, they are the only specimens of extra-terrestrial or cosmical boches 
with which it is possible for us to have actual contact; or which can afford 
us any ideas respecting the constitution of the bodies scattered through the 
celestial spaces. On the other hand, the more thorough our study of them the 
better sl?all we recognize the bearing which they may have on sundry branches 
of knowwdge, and particularly the history of our globe, as will be seen furtb~r 
on. 'l,h11s it is that meteorites constitute an essential as well as new chapter In 
geology ; and notwithstanding the little attention hitherto accorded to their s~t~dy 
by geologists, it cannot but be considered, on the a-rounds just sta,tecl, as mentmg 
a place in tl1e pages of the Annales cles Mines. 
0 
• 
In a recently pnl.-~lishecl report on the progress of a part t'.f geolo~y, wbic~ 
may be called experimental geology,t we had occasion to explam how far experi-
ment had been made instrumental in solvino- the questions which relate to the 
origin of n{eteorites ~ncl the mode of their formation · this eha,pter it has 1,een 
thou~·ht proper to ieproduce here, with some develop~ents, a porti_on. of which 
hacl found a place in previous publications. The title suflicieutly mchcate~ _the 
propr~e~y of reducing the historical and descriptive part to a very succmc 
expos1t10n. 
CHAPTER I. 
EXTRA-TERRE TRIAL ORIGI OF METEORITES.-PIIE:NOMENA WHICil A..CCOM-
p A.NY TllEIR FA.LL. . 
It is a, long tim Rince any doul>t con1d he entertained tba,t a.mono- the ,u 
Rtan ·c which foJl from the atmoRphere to the surface of the globe, tL_er . 
~c~m~ whoRc orio-in is _inco~1testaLly foreign to the planet w~iic:h we_ mli. l 1 • 
I h •Jr d 'Rt nt make· 1t ·elf known by a consicleralJle prodnctwn of lwh · 
.·nmH~ wl1ich accompani it, by the almo t horizontal tr[~jectory wliil'l1 tl 
<1 •:-- ·nhc nn<l 1,y the exec· ·ivc velocity of the bolides which embody the 
t:rncc•t1 i11 qn .'lion. 
1 'cv ·ml r ·m•11t fall.·, which hn c been stnc1i cl ·with ar l1avc nnh1 
to '1c•tc•111 i11c \\ ith nwr pr •ci.-ion tlie ·ircwn.-tan •, · whiC'h 'nttrncl the arri 
lmprimeric imp6riale. ]~Gi. 
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of these masses on the earth. That these circumstances are constant\v a~d 
identically reproduced, is e~tremely remark_abl~. Th~ _fall o! rneteo_ntes is 
always accompanied by an mcanclesceuce suffi?iently v1v1cl to give to rnght an 
appearance of clay, and to be perf~ctly percept1_ble even at n~on-d_ay. In con-
sequence of this vivacity of their light, the anwal of met_eontes m our atmo-
sphere may be seen at very great distances; .the f~ll at ~rgu01l (Tarn-et-~aronne,). 
of the 14th May 1864 was observed as far off as G1sors (Eure,) a distance of 
more than 500 l~ilomet~rs,* (310½ miles.) . . . . . 
The light in question is, moreover, of very_ transient durat1011. It 1s thought to 
be produced at the moment when the asteroid enters ?ur atmosphere, and there-
fore at a oTeat heiaht which, in the case of Orgue11, for example, has been 
computed ;t 65 kilo~eters, ( 40 miles.) It is owing to this incandescence t::iat tl:e 
trajectory of meteorites, which is in general but_ little inclined t~ the honzo~1, 1s 
susceptible of being observed. A trajectory of this nature was particularly venfied 
for the bolide of Orgueil jnst cited: proceeding from !he w~st towards t~e ea~t, 
this bolide was followed from Santander and other pomts of the coast of Spam 
to the phce of its fall. The incandescence allows, moreover, of an apprecia.tion 
of the velocity of the bolides, a velocity which bas nothing analogous on the 
earth, and which can only be compared to that of the planets revolving in their 
orbits. rl'his single circnmstancc would sufiice to prove the cosmic origin of 
meteorites. The meteorite of Orgneil appearccl to traverse about 20 kilometers 
(12½ mile .. ) per second; while in other cases Yelocities have been observed which 
could not be estimated at less than 30 kilometers, (18l miles.) 
rrhe appearance of the bolide is constantly accompanied by a, trail of vapors, 
·which are themselves not destitnte of a certain effulgence. No instance of the 
fall of a meteorite has occurred without being preceded by an explosion and 
sometimes by several explosions. The noise of the explosion has been compared 
either to that of thunder or to that of cannon, according to the distance of the 
observers. It makes itself heard over a vast extent of country ; sometimes at a 
distance of more than 100 kilometers in circuit, as in the fall at Orgeuil. If ·we 
reflect that it is produced in regions where the air, highly rarefied, lends itself 
very imperfectly to the propagation of sound, we shall readily he convinced that 
it intensity must be such as to surpass all else that is known to us. After the 
explm,1011 a whizzing sound is heard, owing to the rapid passage of detached 
pieces in the air, which the Chinese compare to the noise made by the wings of 
wild geese, or to that of a cloth which is torn. It shoul<l be added that these 
phenomena have been observed not only in ,v-r-dely rlistanb regions of the globe, 
but at all seasons, at all hours, and often when the sky is serene and cloudless and 
the air calm. rrempests, water-spouts, therefore, have no agency here. · 
To obviate an objection which naturally presents itself to the mind, in relation 
to the velocity of these bodies, attention must be drawn to an essential distinction. 
The enormous velocity proper to the luminous body or bolide which is seen 
cleaving the atmosphere contrasts with that, incomparably more feeble, which 
the fragments possess at the moment of their arrival on the earth. The bolide 
moves lik<:r a l>ody launchecl with a great initial velocity; on the contrarv the 
fragments which reach us in the sequel of the explosion appear, in gene1:al, to 
po ·sess only a velocity comparable to that which would correspond to their 
descent. moderated, besides, by the resistance of the air. It is to be added that 
as the bolides move in all directions, their relative velocity, all else heina eqna1' 
·1 1· 1 • b l must n •cessan y vary accoH mg to t 10 course of the trajectory with reo-ar<l to 
the direction of the earth's rotation and motion in its orbit. t, 
The -tones of any one fall are more or less numerous, and are alwavs burninO' 
hot on tho SL\rface at the moment of their arrival, without however havino- 1m~ 
11 .. l AO. ' ' ' b servcc t 1eir mcanc escence. t rgue1l stones foll upon 60 points, cornvriserl 
* A kilometre is 6~ hundredths of a mile. 
I 
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within an oval periphery, of which the greater axis was 20 kilometers in length. 
The fall at Stannern, in Mornvia, yie1ded several hundreds of specimen , and 
that o_f Aigle about 3,000 ; here, as at Orgueil, the space covered by the st?i:e 
was ova1, and was 12 kilometers in lei1gth. A recent fall ouserved at Knyah1rna 
in Hungary, was scarcely less numerous than that of Aigle. Frequently stones 
of a certain volume penetrate deep into the soil ; for example, one of those col-
lected at Aumale had buried itself several decimeters in a block of compact ancl 
resistant limestone. Hence a great number of meteorites may remain .buried 
and undiscoverable. . 
'nte phenomena of light and sound with which the fall of meteorites is attended 
being of such imposing magnitude, it is not without · surprise that we observe 
the absence of any vo1uminous mass among the stones which have fallen. The 
largest specimep. collected at Orgueil weighed two kilograms; none of thos~ <:f 
Aigle exceeded nine. 'rlrn ·weight of 50 kilograms* is not often surpassed; _it 1s 
only exceptionally that some stones of from 200 to 300 kilograms can be c1ted. 
vVe may add that the weight of the fragments amouHts sometimes to ~ut a few 
grams. In the case of iron meteorites, the weight is often more _cons1(lerab!e; 
there have been found of these some weighin(J' from 700 to 800 kilograms. like 
that of Charcas recently brought to the museu~1; and a specimen bas been_ foun 1 
in Brazil having a weight estimated at 7,000 kilograms; but even tlns _las 
represents but a volume equal to one cubic meter. Meteorites, thei;eforc~ might 
be regarded as, in some sort, minute planetary debris; as it were, cosnuc dttsf. 
It is not impossible, however, that the fragments which reach the snrfacc of 
.our globe represent but a small part of the meteoric ma,ss ; the latter. way Le 
supposed to pass from our atmosphere and continue its conrse, abanclonmg only 
some small portions whose velocity has been weakened in consequence of t~e 
explo ·ion. 'i'he fall at Orgueil would furnish an argument in faxor of this 
hypothesis. t 
vVhat i::, first remarked, on examining meteoric stones, is a black crust which 
?overs the
1
• wl~ole surface.+ 'l'his crust is, in general, of a dull a1
1
~peai_-ance; bir 
m ome a um1nons and particularly fusible meteorites it is of a g 1ttermg a~1~e ·., 
so a. to resemble a varnish. Its thickness is less than one millimetre, and 1t 1~ 
plainly owino· to a superficia,l f1,1sion which the tone has undergone fur a \·cry 
short time, lrning the result of the incandescence produced on its entering th 
at_mosphere .. 'l'he crnst may Le artificially reproduced by submitting fragmen' 
of t~e 111eteonte to the flame of the hluw-pipe. . 
Lwhtuing~ produces on the rocks of the earth a varnish which is not mtb 
analogy to tliat of meteorites; it occasions in effect on certain rocks, particul. r: 
towards the summit of monntains the formation of little drop' or of a glaz ·. 
wl1ich De Sans ·ure first called att'enLion. It was on acconnt of this re::;embl n 
that the ·avants, to whom were submitted the stones which fell at Luce • 'arth · 
j~1 17G_ , cxpr 'ssed ll1e opinion that they were only terrestrial stone:-; vitri!i · l _ . 
~1gl_1tnm,,. 'l'lw crn::,t of meteorites presents little wrinkle , the direction uf. ~-b. 
mcl1cate::, tl1c vour'e followed by en.ch of the fracrment::,. 'l'hi · conr-- · 1 
more pl3:inly indicated Ly the arraHgcment of cert;in small prominc.,'11<.: · ' 
th.' varu!:h ha' produce~l 1,y trick.ling to the after part of each stone. 'l h · 
?t the ]lH'ccs cletachcd from the meteurit •s is es ·cntially frno·mentary · th ~· 
1rrc 0 ·11lar polylieclrow, who:' angle::, and edcre have been Lluute<l uy the' -
tan Po 11: at ti m of lica.t and friction. 
0 
From all tl1. fa 't::i al1ovc uumcrated, it eviclently resnlts that th~ me 
ar · n prescntat1v · · of cxtra-tcrre 'trial or co mic hoclie,. 'I he fir t 11le: 
,~ I ilogia111 i. 2.t poun,l.. 
+ :\u11u·ll1 A_rrl1t·ce! rlu_ Jllu:,um, t. iii, 1 66. 
'lh: 1111·t1·011 tewh1thfell.9th,Juue J G7 atTadJ·ern inAJo-cria prc.cnt nveryr m 
xc1•r1111m thro110-l ti 1 f' ' ' ' b ' f . • • .., 1 H! al, enc<' o lL cru.-t. This difference corre. ponds to a le -i" ;b1~11Y than thuL of ni ·t ·orites of the common type. ( Comptes Rendu ·, t. lx,·i 
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presented itself was to seek their origin in the ~lanet nearest to us. It w_as t~us, as 
"·ill be remembered, that Laplace and Berzelms regarded them as boches ~Jected 
from lunar volcanoes. Bnt the hypothesis most generally adopted 1s that 
which Ohladni ventured to enunciate in 1794; according to this, the stones that 
descend from the skies are asteroids, which, entering within the sphere of the 
earth's attraction, are precipitated to its surface. r~~hese a~ter~ids, moreover, need 
not pertain to our own planetary system; there 1s notbmg to prove that they 
do not proceed from other regions of space. . . . . 
The number of the known falls of meteontes 1s not so considerable as m1ght 
be inferred from the great nnmber of bolides which have been_ ~bservecl and 
which daily come to light. 'l'hose which have been well authenticate<l, and the 
stones of which have been collected, do not, to our knowledge, amount to 1,000. 
In this sort of verification we necessarily do not take account of a number of 
falls, otherwise quite considerable, which have left us neither trace nor memento. 
But however incomplete the statistics of these falls, it is well to note bow they 
are distributed in point of time. :IT'rorn monthly statements it would appeartlrnt 
the two months which are remarlrnble for showers of shooting stars have no pre-
eminence as regards the number of the descents of l1olides. In the horary 
dist:·ilmtion the variations are more marked: the falls seem to be more frequent 
by day than by nigl1t, as is shown by 'the facts observed by MM. Alex. 
Herschel, De Haidinger, and Quetelet. · 
As regards the geographical apportionment of meteorites, they have been sig-
nalized in all parts of the globe. Nevertheless, tl1is apportionment is far from 
being uniform; certain points seem distinguished for them. · The abundance of 
ferruginous meteors in certain parts of America, north and south, in Mexico, the 
United States, and Chili, is well known. vVhile some countries make no men-
tion of falls of stones, or mention them very rarely, as Switzerland, other 
countries of the same surface, and which appear not better prepared for the veri-
fication of phenomena of tlns kind, have been often their theatre. Sneh are 
some of the regions of southern :France, (Barbotan, Agen, Toulouse, Orgnei.1, 
Lai...,sac, Alais, Ju vinas,) the northern part of Italy and British India, the latter 
having witnes:::;ed not less than 34 since the end of the last century. During 
each of the two years 1863 and 1864, as well as in 1866, three falls of met eor-
ites have been cite<l in Europe. If we assume that this part of the world has 
not been particularly favored, and remember that it represents sixtoen-tbou-
sahdths of the total snrface of the globe, \Ile should realize for that whole surface 
the number of 180 meteorites. If, by reason of the facility with which the phe-
nomenon may pass unperceived, this n11mber be raised three-fold, which is doubt-
less far from being an exaggeration, we find a total of from 600 to 700 for the 
aunnal number of falls. 
. It re::sults from these falls of meteorites that, each year, the mass of the globe 
1s augmented by a certain quantity, and, according to a principle of mechanics, 
this augmentation would necessarily Lave an influence 011 the velocity of tho 
rotation of our planet. It has been songht to ascribe to this cause th~ secular-
acceleratio~ of the mean movem~nt of the moon ; but that acceleration is very 
far from uemg eompletely cxplamed by the phenomenon in question.* Under 
tbi::; point of view, the very slight incren,se of mass produced by the arrival of 
these extra-terrestrial bodies may, it would seem, be wholly negiectecl. 
\v hen we reflect on the number of meteorites which the earth receives from 
year to year, we are impelled to admit that numbers mnst have fallen likewise 
in the va, t pci:iocls of time during which the strnta of the earth were formed 0 ~ 
land as well as in the ba:::;in of tLe ocean itself. Yet, often as the stratified 
7
for-
mations have been explored, nothing analogous to the meteoric stones has ever 
l>ecn noticed. '.rhis remarkable fact may be, perhaps, explained, in accordance 
* A.s ..)1. Del1:1,uuay has recently demonstrated, ( Curnptes Rcndus, t. lxi, p. J 023.) 
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with the result of experiments on which I entered some time ago, by the facili Y 
with which these stones disappear in consequence of their oxidation under t~e 
action of water and the disintegration which is its consequence. 
CHAPTER II. 
CONSTITUTION OF METEORITES.-§ 1. TYPES TO BE DISTINGUISHED . 
If we examine meteorites as regards their constitution, it will be seen t ba 
some are formed of iron, evidently pure, while others consist of masses excln-
sively lapideous. Between these extreme types, specimens are found of a mixe l 
nature, forming, as it were, a bond of union. Hence, it is convenient to adop a. 
single name, applicable to all the substances which reach us from the kie::-. t 
the iron as well as stone, and even to the pulverulent or gaseous sub&tance 
which may have the same origin. Such a name is that of meteorite j "·bile the 
name of cierolite should be rejected as designating c:rnlnsively stony substanc~~-
vVe proceed to give a rapid review of the classification recently adopted fur 
the collection of the muse um. ( Comptes Rendus de l 'Academie des Science, • 
lxv, p. 60, 1867.) 
METEORITES OF THE FIRST GROUP, OR HOLOSIDEROUS. 
Meteoric iron_ forms masses destitute of stony matter, and sometimes ~ufficiemly 
pure to Le susceptible of beino- immediatelv forg-ed; it has even been employed 
in the fabrication of arms and gtensils. N ou terrestrial mineral can, in tbi re:;pec ~ 
be compared to it; native iron, it jg true, has been found dn the surface of 1 
~lol c, but ~lways uncler exceptional circumstances, when it appearell to pr e. 
from rcc1uct10ns accidentally effected, either by. combustible gases genera el 1 
volcanoes, or by the conflagration. of coal-beds. 'l'his terrestrial iron, moreo,e • 
never presents the characters of meteoric iron. 
This latter ~s characterized at once by its chemical composition_, and_ b. - i: 
structure. It 1s al ways associated ·with different rrictals, among wb1_ch n_1ck I 
the most c~nstant. It frequently contains a, sulphate of iron (tro1l1!e,) 1::- I.: 
under a k1cl~cy-shaped form, sometimes cylindroidal and engagetl m ~rapl 1 
We fi.rnl, be ·1Jes, a phosphate of iron and of nickel, containing rnao-nc:-mm. 
e~istcn ? of :which has been demonstrated by Berzelius, and to ,~hich the 1• •• 
ol chrei~ers~te has been applied. r.rcrrestrial iron has never tb1s coru . ~ 
JV: e will cite? a an examplP, the iron meteorite of Came (Alpes Jiar t 
tho fo- ·~ analy:·ns of which we owe to the Duke de Lnyncs, (Annale d~~ Jl 
4-~h sene~, t. _v, I. 161, 1, 44) . Ile foun lit to be cxclm,ively formcrl ot u . 
n~ckel, ~vith nnpon~lerable traces of manganese and copper. The prop 1 
mck '~ n .·eR, acconlrng to this ana1y i •, to 17.37 per 100. 'The re ·nlt:, 
I. Il1vc~t lta ~1~h cqncntly arrived in regarcl to other specimen · of the!'~ n 
arc• s01rn1 bly lill •rent, thi.· chemist haviun· detected ncith •r ma.iwanc ·e nor 
lJ1L t luwincr funnel cobalt ancl c:brome. Such divcro-cncie.· teach n:S hO\\ m 
~mposition of tli e ma .· .· may vary, oven in pic~e · with an identical 
1hi 1111 t1S des Mines 5th series t vi p 554 J G-1 The following are tl.te uu 
htaiu d: ' ' . ' . ' . 
I '.E~:r; :~~~.;!;,: ;;~~i; ~; ~ii.~i u~ :·:: ·:.: :·:_:: :: : : : :_: ·::: :-_::·:.:::: : : :·:· :·:·: ·• _:_:_:_:_:_:::::: : 
Total ... _ .•........ _ .... _ ... _. _ .... ___ .... __ .. _. __ . _. ____ .. _ ..... .... . 
l'h Ulllhor think thut the silicium is contained in the ma sin the to.lo of 
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The structure of ferrnginous meteorites is among the most remarkabl~. . In 
order to observe it after havino· polished· a surface of the bolide, we submit 1t to 
the action of an a~id · we thus
0
bring to view the :figures called Widinanstatten, 
from the name of the'savaut who first mentioned them. In this way we ascer-
tain that the body in question is at once crystalline and heterogeneous. An 
unassailable matter in effect, soon appears in relief and transforms the suri~ce, 
oriD'inallv plane, into an actual stereotype plate, suitable for producing impres-
sio~s. 'l111e substance which thus appears in relief is simply the multiple phos-
phuret of Berzelius. This pbospburet presents itself ordinarily in thin lamime, 
the intervals of which remind us, by tbeir fineness and their parallelism, of a 
series of strokes of the burin. The different laminre, which thus traverse the 
meteoric iron, are generally directed parallel to the faces of the regular octalie-
c1ron. This fact, easily to be verified in the iron meteorite discovered at Came, 
is tbe more interesting as the terrestrial iron, which is produced in crystalline 
masses, presents a cubic arrangement. If we follow the direction ( orientation) 
of the octalwdrons, tt will be recognized that, in many masses of iron, they pre-
sent a parallelism, whence it results that they constitute in their ensemble a 
single crystal. 'l'he dimension, tlrns considerable, of these crystals contrasts with 
the structnre observed in artificial iron,-even when its crystalline state is as com-
plete as possible; for even then the laminre of cleavage occur in all directions, 
as fa seen in a multiplicity of minerals and terrestrial rocks, such as lamellar lime-
stone. Other procedures also have been employed for studying the structure of 
meteorites. ( Comptes Renclus de l'Acaclemie des Sciences, t. lxiv, p. 685, 1867; 
t. lxv, p. 148, 1867.) 
The falls of iron meteorites are incomparably more rare, at least at the present 
epoch, than the falls of those of stone. 'l'here have been observed in Europe 
but two which were quite certain in more than a century: one in 1751, at Branau, 
in Bohemia; the other at Agram, in Croatia, in 1S,17. Nevertheless, there have 
been collected in different regions of the globe, particularly in Europe, in Siberia, 
the United States, Mexico, Brazil, and in Africa, metallic masses, to which their 
composition justifies us in assigning an extra-terrestrial origin with as much cer-
tainty as if they had been seen to fall. 'l'hree of these complete masses, which 
are in the gallery of the museum, afford an idea of the interesting peculiarities 
presented by the aspect and structure of meteoric iron. 1'hey display the frag-
mentary forms affected by these masses-forms which equally characterize, as will 
be seen further on, the stony masses, properly so called. 
II.-METEORITES OF THE SECOND GROUP, OR SYSSfDEROUS. 
Certain iron meteorites, in place of being massive, include stony portions dis-
senlinatccl in a metall-ic paste which possesses conti1iuity and forms a sort of 
metallic sponge. 'l'hey thus constitute a first term of the transition of meteorites 
of iron to those of stone. 
In the l1est known representative of the meteorites of this second group, the 
stony matter, " '.hose grains are imbedcled in the iron, consists of a silicate -with 
a base of magnesium and of protoxide of iron, constitutino· precisely the terres-
trial species known by the name of peridot. This arran()'e~ient recalls in a strik-
ing~ mannm: ?ertain pn!llucts of iron accidentally form~i. in the workshops, in 
wb1ch the s1l1cated scona performs the part fulfilled hy the peridot in the rnete-
orit~s with which we are occupied. 1'he meteorites of this second group are 
particnlnrly represented by a celebrated mass of iron, discovered by Pallas at 
Krasnojarsk, in Siberia, and by another altogether similar, which was found in 
the de ert of Atacama, in Chili. 
'.rhe stony matter of the~e meteori~cs, to which; we give the name of syssider-
ous, * doc::; not a1ways C(JI1S1St exclusively of pendot. It sometimes comprises, 
* From the Greek auv, (with,) to express the continuity of the inm, . and a{o7;pf)r;, (iron.) 
• 
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also, a silicate of a pyroxenic nature. This fa the case in tbe meteorite of Toula 
government of Perm, in Russia, the lithoid part of which affects a very remark-
able breccia-form arrangement, as well as in that of RiLtersgriin, in Saxony. ~n 
the two types of syssiderous meteorite which have just been cited, the stone is ~n 
grains disseminated and cliscontinuous. But it may happen that the stone therein 
is continitaus as well and at the same time as the iron; that is to say, that the 
mass results from the mutual entanglement of the two continuous systems, the 
one metallic, the other stony. Such, among others, is the meteorite of Ritters-
griin. 
· nr.-METEORITES OF THE THIRD GROUP, OR SPOR.A.DOSID~RUUS. 
The greater part of the meteorites are characterized by a stony paste, in_ "\"V bic?-
the iron, instead of being continuous, as is the two former groups, is chs~errn-
nated in granules. Tlie relation between the iron and the stone is then precisely 
the inverse of that which characterizes the type :of Pallas and of Atacama. 
Each of these grains presents, moreover, the characters of composition and truc-
ture of the iron meteorites. Like them, they include nickel, and the phosphuret 
and su1phuret of iron. The grains of iron, otherwise very variable in propor-
tion, have also very different dimensions, from that of a hazel-nut, or larger, 
down to grains scarcely visible, or even microscopic. Their form is -rery irregu-
lar and frequently tubercular. 
In this series, the extreme terms of which are so remote, bnt ·which are con-
nected by a rnnltitrnle of intermediate bodies, we may distinguish three :::,ub-
groups. 
FIRST SUB-GROUP, OR POLYSIDEROUS METEORITES. 
In the first place, this sub-group, being the ricbest in iron, is represrnted by 
masses ·whicl1 their mi~rncl composition might lead us to consider either a· ::::tone 
or as iron. '\Ve designate them 1,y the name of polysillcrous, (;ro}.ur;, much): the 
metal and the sili cate::i may exist therein in apparently e1111al volumes. :-.\.u ng 
the rn~teorites pertaining to thi;:; snh-g-roup we may pmticularize that ,rlll~h w·' 
fonnd 111 Sierra de Chaco, Chili. Tlie grains of iron in this 1ueteorite, ,rh1ch are 
very vulnminons and of a tnhercnlar form, vieh1 with acitls the rernarkal,le fi!!'-
urcs which we have described. In this experiment it will Lo nbservcll th'l ~c 
grain is enveloped ,rith a metallic pellie1e more or less thin, tho strncture of ,due 
is much more confused than that of the mass. It 1,,vonlcl seem that at tL · l -
iphery the crystallization ba<.l been cm hi1rrassed or tronhled. 'l'hc stony aan= 
in " ·liich the metallic grains arc irnbod<led, is es:entially formed of silicate::,. . 
stn~1icc1 more closely, it will be fonnd to result, in genera.1, from the mixtur •. 
variable proportion, of a basic silicate of mao·nesium peridot,, wilh a tnor' • 
silicate, known by the name of pyroxene. -=> ' 
SECOND SUB-GROUP, OR OLIGOSIDEROUS METEORITES, (COM11O~ IYPE. 
The met _orite incomparal,ly most fre1111ent enter into the sulJ-gronp a. 
w0 now arnv . In ten fall:-.1, nine at least pertain to it; hence it ma_r l _ 
nat •c1 a . .' tl,_' c~inmon type. We give to the meteorites which it comprL · 
11a111e o1 ollgv iderou , ( 11J.1r11r;, little.) 
'l lie. ' 11~ ·t ·orit '-' are •a ·ii,· cli.tino·nished by their ston,v- ar-;pcct from th 
t~ie pr ·cc11rn°· :nb-rrrn11p ancl. ol' conr:-:e more rc,Ldi ly ·till from tho c of t 
f1r:t rrrnnp:. 'l li · fracture or linctri lv of an a:lir oTn.v an] rotwh to tL 
n• ·all. Hriki11.Q·lv lhat of e •rtai11 fillc•l\-·QTainetl t;·acl1vtes. 'l lie ma·.: i, c 
'1~. tallit_H· a. tlic: wicro:c:opic •xn111i11al.ion of H la111i;ia snffi ·i 1 ntlj tliin 
atc·l: i•\'IIH·c·:. 'I Ii· pa:tc• np1war~ at fir.-t. YiP,r. almo.t homocreneo1L: 
t ·utiv · ·.·:uniuatiun ·nahl •:; n: to rcc<Jg11iz~ ll1at it re:mll · from a 1 · 
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of different substances which pertain, in general, to five species readily distinguish-
able : three metallic, two stony and silicated. . 
J?irst, ,rn find nicl~eliferous native iron in malleable grains, often very sma11, 
the composition and structure of whi~h are idemical :vith_ thu~e of the ~ron met~or-
ites already described; the proport10n of these g~·ams 1s widely vanable, bemg 
ordinari1y comprised between 8 and ;22 per 100 ?f the tota~ weight. ~ext_, sul-. 
phuret oj iron (troi:lite,) of which the degree of sulphurat10n seems rnfenor to 
that of magnetic pyrites or pyrrhotine. It approximates to the proto-sulphur~t; 
often occurs in isolated grains, which their color, a bronze yellow, renders eas1ly 
discernible ; often, also, it exists in the globules of iron, where it is imperceptible 
to the sight. It forms, in general,.fro)n 4 to 13 per 100 of the mass, and reaches 
even 20 per 100 in the meteorite which foll 
0
24th December, 1858, at Murcia, in 
Spain. Chrmncde iron, which forms the third meta1lic element, appears in the 
meteorites under consideration in small.black grains, analogous to those observed 
in the serpentines. 'l'his mineral represents only from 0.2 to 2 per 100 of the 
totar mass. It was Laugier who, in 1806, pointed out the frequent occurrence 
of chromate iron in meteorites, (Annales dit Mitseum, t. vi,) a, fact whose import-
ance approaches that of the discovery of nickel, made by Howard four years 
earlier. Numerous analyses have subsequently confirmed the habitual presence 
of the chrome. But the prevailing constituent of m€lteorites of the common type 
is a mixture of silicates, which are separated in effed by the action of acids. 
One of these silicates, assailable even by weak acids, lrn,s most frequently the 
composition of peridot; the other, unassailable, is richer in silicic acid. Apart 
from the slight proportion of alumina, lime, and alkali which it includes, and 
which seems clue to a mixture of other silicates, it often a,pproximates to pyr-
oxene.* 
The meteorites of the common type very often present a globular texture-a 
substance, of. a gray color a little deeper than the mass of the stone, formed of 
globules of different sizes. 'l'hese globules are principally · constituted by the 
bisilica~e which we just now mentioned, and on which the acids exert no action. 
It thence results that if we dissolve the meteorites in question in an acid, th~re 
may remain at the bottom of the phial small grains not unlike gun-shot. M. 
Gustave Rose, struck with this remarkable structure, has proposed to give to the 
meteorites of the common type, in the majority of which this structure is clearly 
manifested, the name of chondrites, derived from the Greek word zo'liJpo<;, signi-
fying a ball or granular concretion. 
Another remarkable character, frequently afforded by meteorites of this sub-
group, is to present surfo,ces of friction analogons to those mirror-like slides 
(miroil's de glissemcnt) which are observed in some parts of the veins of mines. 
Their grr,ins of metallic iron ha\,e been drawn out along those surfaces of fric-
tion, so as to suggest the influence of an energetic effort. 'l'hese rubbed surfaces 
are abruptly interrupted by the external glaze, which shows that they liave been 
produced previowsly, not only to the fall uf the stones, but also to their division 
into fragments. .. 
In the meteorites with which we are occupied, the external black frit or crust 
is a1 ~vays of a dull color. Most specimens of the stones of the common type 
present, after remaining some time in dnmp air, numerous spots of rust, owino· to 
the ea y alteration ~f several ?f t!ie substances contained in them, and especi~lly 
of the sulphuret of iron. Tlns cucurnstance, perhaps, enables us to comprehend 
why it is that these meteorites are not met with on the surface of the eatth, like 
. * Among the numerous analyses which h,tve evinced this remarkable constitution, we will 
c1~e that which M. Damour bas made of the stone which fell 9th December, 1858, near M:ont-
reJ~ii.u (~aute~Garonne). ((!urnptes Rendu~, t. xlix, p. 31.) Nickeliferous iron .. 11.60; mag-
11et1c P,r:1tes, 3.74 ; chrome u on, 1.83 ; _pen.dot, 44.8:J; hornblende albite, 38.00; total, lUU. 
M. Duheno:r.had bef?re made ~he analysis of the stone which fell 12th June, ]841, at CLateau-
Renard (Lou et, ) which pertu,ms to the same type. ( Comptes Rendus, t. xii, p. 12:W.) 
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those of iron; the disappearance of a part of their clements may ha,ve 1:,rought on 
a total disintegration. 
THIRD SUB-GROUP, OR CRYPTO:-IDEROUS METEORITES. 
In the meteorites of which we form the third sub-group, the iron is scanty, and 
its grains are so fine as to have passed unperceived until 1\:1. Gustave Rose demon-
strated their presence. The name of cryptosiclerous (xpu;rroi;, hidden,) expre~ses 
this character. 'I1his sub-group constitutes, in fact, a transition from meteonte-
containing metallic iron to meteorites destitute of it; it has thus been considered 
until the present time as pertaining to the :1atter. . 
But it is chiefly by the composition of the stony part that these meteorites 
differ from the preceding, that is to say, from the common or oligosiclerous type. 
The principal Rection to be distinguished in the cryptosiderous series is th3:t of 
the alitminous meteorites. It is characteri:·.ed, in a mineralogical point of ·v1e"--
by a mixture of. two distinct minerals, whi ~h often occur, however, in a state of 
confused crystallization, namely, augite p:rroxene and anorthite feldspar. In 
addition, niagnetic pyrites or pyrrhotine is !1lso fonncl, often for~ning hexagonal 
crystals perfectly distinct, as was lona- sin< ,e observed by JH. Gnsta,·e R ose.* 
'l'he aluminous meteorites referred to 
O 
this :;ection have recently received from 
that eminent mineralogist the name of eu1crites, from wxpcroi;, distinct. The 
alumina and lime occur here in larger proportion than in meteorites of the _com-
mon type, wLile on the contrary the magnednm fr; in less quantity.t It )nll be 
seen that this composition presents a cert2,in analogy with some well-Kno~n 
lavas, such a_s t~ose of E:tna, formed of pyroxene. associated witJi. labr~dorne 
felllspar; while 1t approxunates still more closely to the compos1t10n of other 
lavas with anorthite, which have been met with at the 'r hjorsa., in Icelan<J. . 
In th~ a.luminous meteorites, the external coating is lustrous instead of be1~1g 
dull, ~s.m meteorites of the common type; it is at the same time rcmarka~>l e tor 
the cl1st111ctncs:; of the strire and inclurated o·lobules which it presents. rnns two-
fold circums~ance appears to correspond tg 2', greater fnsibility o~ the sub ·tancc 
due to t.hc sunultancons presence of the alumina and lime. Besules the mete r-
ite of Jnvina , may be cited, as pertaining to this type, those which foll 22 
May, 1808, at Stannern, in Moravia, and 13th June, 1819, at Jonzac (Ohare ·-
inforieure). 'l'he presence in one of the::ie meteorites examined in 1825 by _I. 
G ' f" • : Ro ·e, of _minern~s having the same crystalline forms :v!th those ? tcrre:::~·1 
mmeral species, wluch have moreover the same compos1t10n, con::;titutc an 1.m-
portant fact in the study of these cosmic bodies; for it serves to show the nm . 
of the law::1 which govern the inorganic world throughout the immensity o~ --pa_ . · 
A econ~l ection comprise::; meteorites principally formed of mag~1c:-1an ... -
c:3-tes. It 1s represented by the meteorite which foll 3d October, 18lcJ, at -
s!gny (llau~e-. Iar_ne). The magne ·ian silicate is periclot, which we bnxc ~ 
honed a ex1 'tmg m preceding groups, and which presents it cl! here, c 11~ 
* e, respecting the cry tallized minerals which occur in- meteoric stones, "An 11 1 
Cltirnie et rle Pity ique," 1 ~6. . 
t As 11n xample, we will cite the meteorite which fell ] 3th June, 1 21, at Ju, 
(Ardcche,) tho analysis of which, made heretofore by Vauguelin and by Laugier, h ' 
lat ly repeat d by .M. I auimelsberg. According to tho latter, the composition is a fol 
[f !f ;i;!itilil\ill /:\::!ii::}!\\::!}!! ii! i: ! } } :; !'. )! 
Total .•.••.. ____ .. _ ............... _ .•.....••.....•••..••••.••••.•.... • • · = 
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incr nearly the whole of the mass. It is identical with that which occurs on 
th~ earth and contains disseminated grains of chrome iron.* On the stone of 
Ohassigny, as on other meteorites, there is a crust resulting from a superficial 
fusion. 
TV. METEORITES OF THE FOURTH GROUP OR .A.SIDEROUS, 
The meteorites in which no iron disseminated in a metallic state can be recog-
nized are rare and the more attentivelv meteorites are stndied with a view to 
the presence of metallic iron, ihe more ·is the number of the specimens of this 
last o:roup reduced; it is nearly restricted at present to th~ carbonaceous meteor-
ites. 
0 
rrhese present in their composition peculiarities of such a kind that. it 
would have been impossible to believe in their origin, had not their fall l)een 
witnessed. A recent occasion has allowed these interesting bodies to be studied 
with minute attention. It is the presence of carbon which characterizes them, 
not free or in the state of graphite, as in certain ferruginous meteorites, but in 
admitted combination with hydrogen and oxygen; it is also the presence of 
combined water; finally, it is the presence of soluble, and even ·deliquescent 
saline constituents. r.ro complete tli ese distinctive characters, it must be added 
that a double carbonate of mngnesium and iron, of the species breunerite, has 
been met with in the meteorite of Orgueil. 
In certain respects carbonaceous meteorites ally themselves with those of 
which we have already spoken. Like the latter, they contain magnesian sili-
cates, including sometimes oxides of nickel, cobalt, and chrome. There is found 
al;30 oxide of magnetic iron, magnetic pyrites, innumera,ble microscopic crys-
tals, having scarcely a diameter of 1.30 of a millimetre,t and finally chrome iron. 
T he presence of carbon, in a state of hydro-oxygenated combination, and 
analogous to the results of vegetable decomposition, has led to an investigation 
whether the carbonaceous meteorites might not contain remains which . had 
belonged to living beings. But the most delicate researches have disclosed 
nothing of this kind. However this may be, the presence of substances easily 
volatilized, or alterable under the action of heat, woulcl prove that at the moment 
when the carbonaceous meteorites penetrated into the atmosphere they were cold. 
The incandescence ,~hicb they have undergone has produced, by the fusion of 
their superficial portion, a thin crust, but the weak conductibility of the con-
stituent matter has preserved the internal parts from 5ensib1e alteration. 
The carbonaceous meteorites, of which we possess specimens, are referable to 
four descents, all quite recent. The first took place at Alais, (Gard,) in 1803; 
the second at the Cape of Good Hope, in 1838; the third at Kaba, in Hungary,. 
in 1857 ; and the fourth at Org_ueil (Tarn-et-Garonne,) in 1864. We owe to 
Berzelius, Faraday, and l\L W mhler, the discovery of the principal facts relating 
to the constitution of th() meteorites of this sub-group. Moro recently M. Cloez 
* The following is the result of the analysis which M. Damour has made of this interesting 
meteorite : 
Silica ... . .•........ -•............. -•...••.... __ ...••.. _ ••.• __ .... _ ••..•. __ • 3f>. 30· 
t1:of~;fJ~~f-i~~; ~ ·. _-_- _-: .- .- .-: _-_-_-: _-: _-::::::::::::::: _. _-:: _.::: _.::::::::: _.:::: ~::::: ~t ~~ 
~~~o:~1e ct~:~~~~-e~~:::::::::.-:::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::: :::: .. --·--·. i:~~, 
Potassium ................... _ ........ __ •........... _. _ .... _ ....• _ .• __ •.. _... 0.66 
·<';hrome iron and pyroxene ................ ·-·······-·· ............ ________ .... 3.77 
T otal.----····-···-·· .......••.....•. ··-··· .•...•.. ·-·-·· •..• __________ _ 99.'.~ 
fhis composition i~ th~t of the variety of peridot, rich in protoxidc of iron, and known under· 
the name of hyalnsidente. (Comptcs Ifendus, t. lviii, 1864.) 
t Espe.cio.lly in the meteorites of Orgueil. Comptes Rendus, t. lviii, May 30, 1864. 
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bas stm1ied the carbonaceous meteorite of Orgneil, and chiefly the state of com-
bination of the carbon, ( Coniptes Rendus, t. lviii, 1864). l\L Pisani, on hi part, 
has examined this last meteorite, principally with reference to the stony matter. 
APPENDIX TO THE PRECEDING GROUPS.-PULVERULENT METEORITES. 
The skies furnish not only coherent masses, stony or metallic, but also pul-
verulent matter. rrhe existence of this meteoric dust has not attracted, so much 
as it should have done, the attention of savants. rrhis circumstance may _e 
referred to the extreme difficulty of distinguishing the dust which is trnly co.:m1-
cal, from that whose q.rigin is terrestrial, and which is, beyond comparison, mo~t 
abundant. 
To the examples cited ab~ve, of the descent of terrestrial matter, we may add, 
as well-known, the pretended showers of sulphur resulting from the fall of I?ol-
lenic dust, and certain silicious rains, which Ehrenberg has recognized as be1~g 
formed by the carapace or shells of infnsoria. But, apart from these terrestrial 
substances, we should distiT1guish those which are really cosmical. For oxmnple 
in some mete·oric falls, the stones have been accompanied by dust. Thu~, 14-h 
:March, 1813, at the sarn:e time that there fell at Cntro, in the Calabrias, a quan-
tity of stones, an abundance of red pow<ler was collected.* Again, 5th .1. ~ o\-em-
ber, 1814, it ,vas remarked that the 19 stones picked up at Doab, in Inc!ia, ·were 
enveloped, as it were, in a pulverulent matter. . . 
In certain cases, the fall of dust has been observed without the accompam-
ment of stones, but always announced by those remarkable phenom~na of fo;-h: 
and sound which we have already described. The catalogue wbwh Chladm 
published in 1842 makes known a number of examples, an<l among th m the 
following. ln 1819, at lVIontreal, (Canada, ) a black r~in was observed, ace m-
pauied hy an extraordinary obscnration of the sky, by detonations compm:abl · 
to those of discharges of artillery, and by the most brilliant glm1_ms of !'gh-. 
At first the bnrning of some forest in the vicinity, in coincidence with a nolcir 
storm, was supposed, but the collective phenomena, anc1 an examination of 
n~a,tter which fell, analogous perhaps to the meteorite of Orgneil, provc~l tl_iat t 
rhstnrl>ance was clue to tho arrival in the atmosphere of subRtances foreign, 
our glohc. At Lmban, in Saxony, there fell, 13th January, 1 35, a P \'. 
formed of oxide of magnetic iron. 'l111is followed the explosion of a 1Jo11 
which moved, it ii; said, with extraordinary velocity, while tho detached fi -
ments appeared to blaze in traversing the atmosphere. 
It i' perhaps to meteoric dust tha,t we should ascribe the tmils which fi 11 
the meteorites at the moment of their explosion; perlmp.·, n.lso, it is to th 
bnstion of this lust that the incandescence of bolidci; is in part dne. 1 he • 
l>~nac ?ns met?orite of Orgueil, so. interesting in many points o~ view. ha ll 
l110'lily ~nstruct1ve as regards the ex1Stence of meteoric dui;t. It 1s so fnabl 
some pH~ces are rcclncecl to powder by simple prcssnre hetwecn the fin!! 
i · matter of snrprise that they shoul<l have reached the surface of th 
cntir . r.rhis fact may perhapf:! ho explained by remarking tho two foll 
~-ir ·un~.-t~nc · · : .I! i1"'t, ca.ch fnlO'ment was envel pcd, at the m mcnt of i_ 
m a ntrifiecl crni;t mor ·olicl than the rest of the mass. Be ·icle~, the di 
arL of the n:icteorit arc cemented by alkaline salts; water, hy cli"~~l\in_ 
c ·mcnt, occa ·10ns the ompletc <li, int <rration of the meteorite whicl1 1 r 
~ ~ cln -t of th• ntmo t tennity.t Had the "ky, on the 14th May L64 i 
. Bil-liotlieque Brit11nnique, J 1:3 11,ll(l J 14. Admiral Krti en tern wa witoe-
wh!ch hc~nl<l bo cite~ on this occnsion . II b •erve<l, in his voyage around th . 
h !1 1' winch l ~t I, hmd it 11. lnmmon trnil, r mark·i le for it per i ·tence; it con 
1110:- for un ·nt1~ · hour, withouts •u.-ibly changing it place. 
t I h p ,wtlcr m <pwstion trnvorscs even tho closest filters . 
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of being perfectly clear, been rainy, or sirnp.ly co":"ered w.ith ~louds, through ~vhich 
those stones wonldJ1ave ltad to pass, such 1s their constitut10n tl1at only a viscous 
mnd would have remained to be gathered, similar to that which, on some occa-
sions, has been ouserved to fall.* 
'I.1he study of the meteorite of Orgueil shows, finally, that meteorite dust may 
be combustible, and contribute to incfmdcscence by its oxidation. fo view of 
these different facts, it cannot be qnestioned that great attention should be paid 
to the fall of atmospheric dust. It might be well, after the explosion of bolides, 
to seek in the air for this pulvernlent matt~r, by all the means which science now 
places at our disposal, and to examine it, especially, with a view to detecting the 
presence of nickel. 
Gaseous meteorites, (mentioned by way of suggestion). Does the celestial 
space ever furnish gaseous rnatterf This we know not; but \Yithout speaking 
of shooting stars, it is not impossible that certain meteorites, or the bodies from 
which they are detached, a~·e provided with an atmosphere. · Whether this be s0e 
or not, for the sake of completeness, and in ·order to call attention to the point, 
we include gaseous meteorites in our list. 
§ 2. CLASSIFICATION OF METEORITES. 
After indicating the different types to which meteorites may he referred, it is 
proper to express their relations by means of a classification. That which we 
here present, though otherwise very simple, has required the invention of a cer-
tain number of names, wbicb, as indicated in the following table, will be found 
convenient. It comprises only graups and sub-groups; but each of the fatter 
em?races several different types which need not be specified in so compendious a 
review: · 
Sol-id and Coherent Meteorites. 
• GROUP. SUB·GROUP, EXAMPLES. DENSITIES. 
(Not ~onkm•i 
I ing stony I. HOLOSIDEROUS ............... ·-···--"········-•··Charcas ••.. 7.0 to 8.0 matter .... SIDERITES.-
1 
h . 
Meteorites 'l' e iron pre•} 
sen ts itself . , 
fr0o~a\~in!l asacontin• II. SYSSIDEROUS ···-··--··-·--···•····R1ttersgriin. 7.1 to 7, 8 
metallic . . uous mass. 
state..... C~f~~~;!! 
time iron Polysiderous.-i s· d } Quantity of iron ierra e 6 " t 7 O 
and stony considerable... Chaco. . .:i o . 
matter .... 
The iron pre•) 
sents itself> III. SPORADO·SID· 
in dissernin•J EIWUS ..•••• 
ated grains. 
not con• . 
Oligosiderous.-i 
Quantity of iron Aurnalo .... 
small ......... . 
3.1 to 3. 8 
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§ 3. COMPOSITION OF METEORITES COMPARED WITH TERRESTRIAL ROCKS.-
SIMPLE BODIES. 
From some hundreds of analyses, which have bee~ conducted by the most 
* Thus, ~n Lusac~, 8th 1\forc.h, 1796, there was seen to fail, after the explosion of a bolide, 
a mass which was viscous, bluish, and probably carbonaceous. 
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eminent chemists, it results that meteorites hrwe presented no simple body for-
eign to our globe. rrhe elements which have thus far been ,recognized in them. 
with certainty are 22 in number, and in the following enumeration are arranged 
very nearly in an order corresponding to the progressive diminution of their im-
portance: Iron is absolutely constant, as well in a metallic state as in that of 
n, sulphuret; in the stony masses it also occurs as an oxide, entering into diff~r-
ent combinations of the protoxide. Magnesium is met with very generally 1 n 
the state of a silicate; it has been 'recognized also in the constitution of the 1~hos-
phmets mentioned above. Silicium gives rise to the silicates which consutute 
the principnl mass of most meteorites. Oxygen is always present in the _stony 
part of these bodies. · Nickel, as has been seen, is the principal accompanrrnent 
of the iron. Cobalt, without being in as great proportion, is almost as constant. 
1.'he same is the case with chrome, which is found in the stones in the state of. 
chromated iron. }/langanese has been often mentioned. Titanium, is much 
more rare. Tin and copper have been discovered by .Berzelius. Aluminq, exi. ts 
in a certain number of meteorites, in the state of multiple silicates; so hke~se 
do potassium, sodium, and calcium,. Arsenic occurs in the peridot of the iron 
meteorite of At:1cama. Phosphorus presents itself chiefly in the state of yho_s-
phurets, and sometimes of phosphates. Nitrogen, discovered by Berzeli?-s in 
the carbonaceous meteorite of Alais, has been detected anew in the ferrugmous 
meteorite of Lenarto by M. Boussingault. Sit~Jhur very frequently fo1:=ns ul-
phurets. Traces of chlorine a,re distino·nisbable in certain iron meteontes Ly 
the chloruret of iron which it produces ~.'ter a time, and which falls into _deliqu~s-
cence. Carbon is found in iron meteorites, either as graphite or combined with 
the met:11 as a carburet. It exists also in rt-le carbonaceous meteorites, in com-
l>i_nat~on with oxygen and hydrogen, and in one such meteorite it ~1as been met 
with 111 the state of a carbonate. Hydrogen also forms a part of the ~arbon-
'.1ceous. meteorites; quite recently l\L Graham has given notice of its existence 
m the ll'On of Lenarto, in which nitrogen had been already detected. 
COMBINATIOKS COMMON TO METEORITES AND THE TERRESTRIAL GLOBE. 
In the number of the combinations which these different simp1e bodie affect i 
meteorites, there are several which arc found in the mineralogical species o~ the 
earth. Such are peridot, pyroxene a,ncl the anorthite feldspar, chromatell zro • 
·magnetic pyrites, and oxydulated iron j the last is singularly rare. Grapl~ ·t · 
:1ncl proba,bly water, may also be cited among minerals common to meteonre_ 
and the terrestrial globe. 
:Moreover, cert~in meteorites present mineralogical species associated after_ he 
same manner as rn certain terrestrial rocli.S. It is thus that the stone of Jnnn~ 
approximates extremely to certain lava.J of Iceland; that the stone of Oba.; i:- • 
offers all the characters of the peridot of the earth with arains of chromate w 
dis eminatcd, exactlv as in the peridotic rock called du~ite recently cli_coY r 
in Jew Zc:1fancl; while the carbonaceous meteorites recali, in cert'::1.in re •, 
some of our carbonaceous combustibles. 
ML.IBRALS PECULIAR TO METEORITES. 
On_th otl~er ~and, sevcrnl mineralogical species are peculiar to me ri 
e.·p.e ·ially mdelifcrous native iron, the phosphuret of iron ancl of nickel, ( .. l 
ctstle,) aud the su~Jhuret of iron (troi'lite). 
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CHAPTER III. 
SYNTHESIS OF METEORITES.-§ I. SYNTHETIC EXPERIMENTS RELATIVE TO 
METEORITES. 
While t,he species common to meteorites. and to the terrestrial globe ~isclose 
influences which have operated equally, m these two orders of depoS1ts, the 
species proper to meteorites indicate other and peculiar influences, an attentive 
examination of which leads to useful indications in regard to the mode of form-
ation of these last bodies. Be it remarked, however, that we lay aside abso-
lutely all consideration of the cause by which meteorites are b~·o~g:ht into m~r 
atmosphere, in order to confine ourselves solely to the pecuhan~ies of their 
structure and composition. 
It has been sometimes thought that meteorites became crystallized in our 
atmosphere by the process of cooling undergone therein. Now, nothing of the 
kind exists. rrhese planetary bodies reach us, it is true, in an incandescent 
state; but this incandescence never attains the interior of the pieces, even when 
they are of very small dimensions. Hence it follows that the interior condition 
of the mass is, to all appearance, identically what it was in cosmic space. 
It has seemed to me that the moment was opportune for verifying by syn-
thetic experiments the numerous ideas which analysis has furnished on the con-
stitution of meteorites.* It might be hoped, in effect, that experimental syn-
thesis would not render less service in this field of study than in that of miner-
als and terrPstrial rocks. 
FERRUGINOUS METEORITES. 
We have seen above what is remarkable in the structure of these bodies, and 
what is due at once to the crystallization of the whole mass 3:nd to a segregation of 
like mateiial. In seRking to reproduce that structure, I first melted the meteoric 
iron of Caille (Var) in a cement of alumina, avoiding the use of charcoal, which 
would have combined with it. r:l'he mass, after fusion, presented at its surface 
and in its fracture a distinct crystallization ; but it no longer offered the brilliant 
lines which wefo so clearly delineated in the natura\ state. Perhaps the result 
bad been more satisfactory if the cooling could have been effected in a very slo\v 
manner. It is proper t'o add, moreover, that the iron meteorites thernsel ves do 
not al ways present the geometric regularity just indicated. There are those in 
which the phosphuret is isolated under rounded forms, quite irregular and often 
indistinct. 
Another series of experiments had for its object to associate soft iron with each 
of the principal substances which accompany it in the meteorites, particularly 
·with nickel, silicium, sulphur, and phosphorns. By associating soft iron with 
nickel, with protosulphuret of iron, and with silicium, masses were obtained of 
a clenclritic or extremely crystalline structure, but offering no true segregation com-
parable to that of the ferruginous meteorites. It is otherwise if we melt soft iron 
with the adtlition of phosphuret of iron in a proportion which has been carried 
from 2 to 5 and 10 per 100. We then see isolated on the polished surface which 
has un<.1ergone the action of the acid a more brilliant and resistant substance 
,rhicb perfectly resembles that of the iron meteorites, excepting a less degree of 
regularity in the figure. A still better result has been obtained by introclucin()' 
nickel at the same time with the phosphnret of iron, and especially by operatin~ ' 
on considerable masses, the weight of which reaches from two to seven kiloo-ram~ 
In the midst of clendritic :figures of a remarkable regularity, and which, tccord-
;, "Comptes rendus," t. lxii, pp. 200, 360, 669. "Bulletin de la societe geologique d~ 
France," 2d series, t. xxiii, p. 291, 1866. 
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ing to an examination made by :M:. D es Oloizeaux, appear disposed in the forms 
of the regular rhomboidal dodecahedron, we then perceive the brilliant matter, 
isolated, and, as it were, driven into the interstices, under a reticulated form. 
STONES.-FUSION. 
As meteoric stones always reach us covered with a black and vitreous ems~, 
due to a superficial fusion effected in their transit through the atmosphere, 1 t 
might be thought that by melting them in crucibles we should obtain nothi?g 
else but this same vitreous matter; but experiment has taught that it is qmte 
otherwise, and that these substances possess, on the contrary, a very decided 
aptitude for crystallization. Thus, by liquefying the meteorites of more t~rnn 
thirty different descents, I have always obtained masses eminently cryst~llme. 
If meteorites qf the conimon type be submitted to a temperature_ suffi.~1ent_ly 
high, the mass, after fusion, is composed of a precipitate of small rnetal~icgram~ d1 --
serninatecl in a silicated gangue of lithoicl appearnnce. 'This litho1d prrrt itself 
is generally divided into crystaliinc substances, very distinct in form. . The one 
consists of rectangular octahedrons, much flattened, an<l having the ~orrn a_nd 
arrangement which characterize periclot, especially that which is formed m_sc?nre. 
rrhis ~ame substance is presented under two other forms in the products o~ fusion."' 
'rhe second substance habitually presents prisms with a rectangular section, o~en 
aligned parallel with one another, and having a fibrolamellar fracture. wln?h 
strongly resembles that of bronzite. Their opacity does not ordinarily p~rm1t o~ its 
bein°· decided whether they pertain to the rio·ht system of the rhomboidal piTm 
or to
0 
the o ulique system. Yet as they are, f~r the most part, devoid of iron? ~ml 
contain scarcely more than magnesium, they must be considered as perta1: 11ng 
not to pyroxene, but to the species enstatite. Moreover, on the product of the 
fusion of the meteorite which recently foll at Tadjera, in } • .lg.iers, numerous 
uncolored needles are to be observed which, examined with the rmcroscope, how 
very distinct angles a.pproachino- to 87° like those which correspond to ~he clea\·-
ages of ensta,tite, (Comptes rendus, t. l~vi, p. 517, 1868). 'l'lie chenncal a-say 
uf these two substances justifies the conclusion to. which we are led by the cry -
tallographic examination. . 
We have seen that the analysis of most meteorites of the common type di-. 
close::3 tl1e existence therein•of at least two silicates ; the one alterable, the other 
unalterable by acids. In the experiments of wliich I have just given a.nacc~n~ 
u parting takes place between these silicates which were originally in such Ill 1• 
mate interrnixture that th,ey could not be distingnislicd. 'l1hey separ~te ~y. 
sort of liquation, and much more distinctly than in the natural meteont~; 1 
thus that, nncler different forms, the mao-nesian silicates, peridot (Mg. S1,) ~n 
eustn.tite, (l\lg. Si2., ) make their appearatce. 'l'he relative propodion of .I ·.J •• 
and of enstatitc, in the pror1uct8 of tho fusion, vary mnch with the meteont · · 
is genera1ly the enstatite which predominn.tes and in a ce1fain number, (Oh· · 
ton nay . En:·il:l!1oim, Agen, Ohateau-llenard, a~1d Vorcille,) tho peric~ot d_ '. 
appen,r m d1stmct cryl:ltaJs. On the contrary, the peritlot may sbow 1t elf rn_ r · 
flomina.ncc, as in tlte meteorite of i: T cw-Oonconl. r.rho reduction of the 1 
which wn.::3 in the state of a ·ilicato, doc::3 not appear to have b:1d any other 
than to augment the proportion of cnstatito at the expense of that of P n 
withont other chango in the uaturo of the componmls. . . 
'I ho ·itnatio1: of these two sp •cics re ·pectively,, within the mass oht n 
1lcs ·rv ·s attcut10n. ln o·eneral, the peridot, when it cxi.'t8, forms at the 
c · riling to tlw ex1uniualion which ... 1. D~ loiz aux h~n1a e, -one of thee~ 
f ·r · tal wit!~ RL· faces, compo. c•il of the lms P of the pri:m !!!, 1~rnl of the trun 
he otlwr form 1s ·omp0. Nl of the lrn.· P and of two ba ·ils, (hi ·enur,) of which one 
n he_obtn · an 1t: or the prin1i iv, pri 'Ill of I }9.J 30', pertt ins, by the angle·, t t 
ua, wlul • tho other 1. plac •tl on th• acute; angle:;. 
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a ihin and crystallized pellic1e, while the interior is composed of long crystals 
of enstatite which traverse it: these two substances are thns grouped confornmbly 
to their order of fusibi1ity. Very frequently the nce~les of enstatite extend 
to the surface of the mass with an arrangement w1nch perfect1y resem b1es 
that of the mica cal1ed pa1m~te, contained in certain pegrnatites of the Pyre~1ees 
ancl the Lirnonsin. This denc1ritic grouping of the enstatite has a very decided 
tendency to arrange itself under a __ ?onstant angle. 'I1110re is observable, also, 
in the two species of magnesian s1hc~te, a re:rmrkable ten~1ency to gro1:p them-
selves regularly one on the other, as 1s seen _m the stauroti~e and the d1stliene ; 
and certain crystals havino· the form of pendot serve, as 1t were, but for the 
union of the numerous needles of enstatite which traverse them, thus recalling 
the structure of certain pseudomorphs. • 
These mixtures, easily discernible by the naked eye, pass into others which 
are indiscernible, and in which the substance, haviDg a homogeneous a.ppearance, 
like certain natural meteorites, betrays its compound nature only by a separation in 
the presence of acids. It should be remarked, further, that meteorites include 
certain substances, such as the silicate of alumina, which form no essential part 
of the peridot nor of the enstatite, but which remain hid in the crystals of these 
two mineral species, doubtless by virtue of the a.ffinity whi,ch l\'I. Cbevereul has 
termec1ccpillary. * .j(' * 'rliealuminous meteorites, of which those of J uvinas, 
of Jonzac, and of Stannern afford tbc best-known exnmples, 6·ive a product 
entirely different from all the magnesian meteorites which we have been consider-
ing: itis a vitreous mass, sometimes ribanded by incipient dcvitrification, but with-
out crystals of peridot or of enstatite. · 
In the coun;e of these investigations the preseuco of a body has been recog-
nized which does not appear to ha\;C been observed until now in the magnesian 
meteorites; I speak of titanium, distinguishable by its characteristic color and 
its unalternbility on contact with acids, and which has been thus detected in the 
melted meteorites of l\!Iontrnjeau and ..{\.umale.* 
IMITATION OF METEORITES OF THE COMMO~ TYPE BY REDUCTION OF 
SILICATES. 
'rhe fusion of meteorites of the common type produces, as has been seen, two 
principal minerals, peridot and enstatite. Hence it. was to the terrestrial rocks 
characterized by the presence of these two minerals that resort was had, in the 
first instance, for the experiments in contemplation. 'rhe first step was to fuse 
them in crucibles of earth without the intervention of a reducing agent. 
By simple fusion in such a crucible peridot was converted into a green trans-
lucent mass covered with crystals of peridot and entirely crystalline in the interior, 
as appears by its action on polarized light. Its structure is often lamellar, like 
that _of tho pe_ridot of the scorire.t 1'he fused peridot contrasts, therefore, by its 
consJStence with the granubr and but llttle coherent peridot usually contained 
in basaltic rocks.+ Lhcrzolito, formed of a mixture of peridot en.statite and 
pyroxene, melts still more readily than peridot, and gives mass~s which, 1:epro-
duce the natural rock so as to be ea;sily mistaken for it; with this difference 
that, on tbe surface and in the interior, needles of enstatite may be observed' 
which were not distinguishable before the fusion. 'I.1hus the needles, l)erfectli 
" This metal. unnounced in the pyroxenic meteorite of J uvinas, by M. Rammolsberg, bas 
appeared , also, very clearly on the globules of iron obtained by the fusion of that meteorite. 
t The peridot on which 111ost ot tho experiments here cited were made comes from the basalt 
near Langeac, (Haute-Loire,) where it abounds. A peridot of this locality, analyzed by 
Bcrtbier, yielded 16 per 100 of protoxide of iron. 
t The basalt appears not to have l1 ad, at least in general, a temperature sufficiently high to 
melt the lar;;o fra~ment~ of peridot which were i 1Bbedded in it. Yet it may, perhaps, have 
b~en capa!Jle of. d1ssolv!ng u part, al'.!-cl have thus_ giveu rise to the crystals, well defined but 
oi small d1mens10n, which are sometimes d1s~emll.lated through it. 
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white, furnished by the lherzolite of Pra,des (in the Pyrenees) yield on analysi::. 
in 100 parts:,._ 
Oxygen. Ratio . . ~ . 









Certain basaltic pcndots, mingled with pyroxene and enstatite, offer the stron~-
est resemblance to lherzolite, and, under the action of fire, deport tbemselve~ 1:1-
tbe same manner. l!'or instanee. the needles obtained by the fusion of the pen-
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By tho adclition of a certain quantity of silex, the proportion of bi ilicate r 
enst[1tite m:1y be augmented at will, and produce those mixtures which form .. e 
trnnsition fro1u peridot to lberzolite. The same bisilicate is generated along th 
wn,11;::; of tbe crncible by borrowin()' silex from them .. I will remark Lere tL~ thy 
?A1c1ing to pcri(1ot 15 per 100 of frilex, the quantity necesst1ry for ~ts com·er:-0: n 
mto enstatite, and then melting it in the midst of charcoal, we obtam a ma:· · . \·-
ered on its surface with :flattened rectangular octahedrons of the form ""- _-
hclongR to peridot, while the interior consists of a fibrous mass nnaJterable by aci_ l 
wliich has tbe characters of enstatite. An identical fact takes place in the fn8 
of certain meteorites: 
The minerals, which had been first submitted, as above, to s!mp~e fu,i 
were next subjected to the same action in the presence of a reductive mflu n · 
For thi.· purpu e charcoal disposed as brasqne in a crncible was first ailop 
'l'he same results as before were thus reached with this difference only, that 
iron, which was comliinet1 in the silicate is 1:ednced to the metallic sta "· ., 
scptirates into prcci pitate and granules or remains disseminated in the undeco11 P. 
silicate in microscopic grains separable by the mao-netized bar; at the alll 1 
the portion of Hilicic acid correspondin()' to this i~on contributes to augm• nt 
proportion of the hisilicate. All the iton however is not reclncecl to them 
j . ' ' • b 1c 'tn.tc; a part remain· in combination in the silicate; and it 1 won -. 
n•1rmrk tlmt tl1e green coloration, so characteristic of peric1ot or olivine !! 
place· to a gen ·rnl o-ray tint ana1oo-ous to that of meteorites of the common . 
'1'11!,- prodnet of the r <luction a~1d fosiou of pcridotic rocks greatly re:, 
tl,c•r ·!ore, tliat of meteorite· trcatc<l iu the same manner. 'l'ho arniltHt!· • u 
i11 a. :triki1w marnwr for the stonv part· it e<prnlly snbsi ·ts for the m~talli 
J 11 di'ed tl~c· lllCtalli'- iron, procC;(liuo- lo111 tho rcdnction of the pcridot 
'~l'a<·, <·ontarn:-; 0.G per J 00, or 0.00G of nickel. That forni:-,hed bv the 1b 
c,f Ll1<·rz lik1•wi~<' ·ontuins ui ·k ,] and pho ·plrnret iu addition. ( have b 
'~ff(•n·1.1t l'bemi<'nl aualJ scs -;,~ mu<l~y l\L tanislas Meuuier, a sistont n 
ut th• mu ·11111 ol uaturnl bi tury. 
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lt' ~till more decided and characteristic by operating on rnas_ses of pe_ric1ot 
::scf 11:e:·zolite weighin<Y as much as 12 kilog~·ams. Precipitate_s of non, re1~ti,·dy 
voluminous and susceptil;le of being submitted _to_ the exp_enment of Wid10~1:-
statten have thus been obtained; also a very distmct partmg and the appe,1,1-
ance of a regular figure produced. by the unattacked ma.tte:·· . . . . . 
Further, it has thus been possibl~ to observe a_ fact whwh m op~rntm~ "1th 
small <Yranules had passed unperceived, but the importance of wl11ch will not 
escape0 those who .have had occasion to exami1;1e the natural external smfacc of 
masses of meteoric iron. I speak of the angular forms, such as ~re presented L, 
the iron meteorites of Oharcas and of San l:!1rancisco del Mesqmtal, and also of 
those problematic capsules, such as are displayed particn1arly by the first of t~1e e 
blocks, and still more distinctly by that of J unca.l, ( Comptes Renclus, t. lxv1, l?· 
701, 1868.) Certain of these granulatio~1s present the angular forms, and their 
artificial surfaces bear moreover depressions here and there, characters wholly 
' ' r 1 ·c 1 .. analoo·ous to those which we have jnst recalled. They 1ave mam1est y ongm-
ated during the cooling by a sort of mo~1lding of the i_ron against_ the stony mat-, 
ter, which has become tough, if not solid, when the non was still possessed of 
fluidity. In presence of this result, we would seem to be brought back to the 
hypothesis enunciated on occasion of the iron mete01:ito of 'roula, a1:d the angular 
forms of the meteorites of Oharcas and San Francisco del Mesqu1tal, ( Coinptes 
Rendus, t. lxvi, p. 573,) according to which hypothesis the meteoric irons were 
produced in the midst of silicated masses, between which th"ey were moulded and. 
from which they were ultimate!y detached. 
We have thus seen meteorites reproduced in the general features of their com-
position ; we will find that they have been imitated with equal success in certain 
intimate details of their structure. 
If we examine with the microscope a thin lamina of peridot or lherzolite after 
fusion, we observe, as in the greater part of meteorites of the common type, those 
series of parallel straight lines resembling strokes of the burin, remarkable for 
their regularity, in tbe midst of clefts of irregular form. These lines are °'Ying 
to the existence of planes of cleavage. l\1oreover, fine needles of enstatitc, par-
allel and perceptibly equidistant, arranged also in clusters, recn,11 the details of 
texture disclosed by the microscopic examination of a number of meteorites.* 
'l'he globular structure is so frequent in meteorites of the common type that it 
has earned for this whole group the denomination of chonclrite. Now, ·we see 
similar grains, or spherules, make their appearance in many of the experiments 
conducted by the fusion of magnesian silicates. Among these globules some 
Lave a smooth surface, others a druscd surface, or one rouo·h with small micro-
scopic crystals. 'rhe latter entirely resemble the globule~ of the meteorite of 
Sigena, ,17th November, 1773,) of the friable variety. 1'hese globules are not 
attacked by_ acids, ~ike those _of the meteorites. 'l':be analysis of a specimen bas 
shown that 1t con tams more s1lox than the bisilicate. Lastl v, the surfaces of fric-
tion~ wit~ a coating of graphitic appearance, which many ~110teorites present in 
~h~ mtenoi:, as, for examp~e, that o! Alexandria, (2d February, 1860,) are well 
imitated with the fused silicates which contain iron reduced to very small grains 
when two fragments are rubbed one against the other. ' 
In another series of experim.ents, hydrogen, not charcoal, was employed as the 
reducer, and the dresults were found to be of the same order; thus, lherzolite and 
P!roxe1~e exp?se t_o a current of hr?rogen abando:1-, in the state of metal, the 
ll~n wb1eh existe<.l m the fo:~·m of silicate of protox1de. 'l,he reaction may be 
e~~ctecl at a temperature which does not exceed the red. Under these same -con-
clmons the phosphates, whether alone or in the presence of the silicates are 
' "tpart ir?m the. mstance of the meteorite of Aumale, I will refer the reader to those w hicp. 
are gt:rcd m tbe 1mp~rtant work of my le~rned friend Gustave Rose, for the meteorites of 
Krasno1-Ug?l, of_ Stauropol, and for the pendot of the iron meteorite of Pallas (Pl · F· 
10, and Pl. 1v, Figs. 7, 8, 9.) , · 1, ig. 
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reduced to phosphurets, so that the final product of the action of the hydrogen 
presents a great chemical analogy with the meteorites. 
IMITATION OF METEORITES OF THE COMMON TYPE BY OXJDA~IO~~ OF 
SILICIURETS. 
There is a second method by which we are enabled to effect the imitation ~f 
meteorites. It is the inverse of the preceding, and consists in heating the domi-
nant bodies of meteorites of' the common type, other than the oxygen, that is to 
say, the iron, the silicium, and the magnesium, in an atmosphere incomplete~y 
oxidizing, and by conducting the process not only to roasting, but fusion, or m 
effect to scorification. 
· By exposing to the high temperature of the gas blow-pipe siliciurct of i~o_n 
contained in a brasque of magnesium we obtain a perfect imitation, in all th3.t _r 
essential, of meteorites of the common type. rrhe iron is separ:ited, as well m 
a metallic state as in tbat of a silicate and peridot is proc1ncec1, partly in a cry:-
tallized form. rn1is peridot presents' divers shades, among others the oli""e tint 
which is habitual to it in nature. * * * * * * * 
§ 2. DEDUCTIONS AS RESPECTS THE ORIGIN OF THE PLANETARY- BODIE"' 
FROM WHICH METEORITES ARE DERIVED.-TEMPERA.TURE. 
In the first pluce,\s it possible to form an ic~a of the temperature at which 
the cosmical bodies in question are formed 1 . . . 
The experiments above stated seem to authorize us to assign to it certam lirmt~. 
The temperature was doubtless high, since the anhydrous siHcates, such a~ pen-
dot and pyroxene, were produced. It appears, however, to have been lom~r than 
th~t at whi?~ the preceding experiments were conducted. 1\vo facts lead t1::, • 0 
this suppos1t10n. The high temperature employed in the laboratory re~ulted 1 
the formation of silicates in well defined and voluminous crystals; such_ ~ · ffl'i 
never met with in meteorites. It is worthy of remark, in fact, that the ·1l~ca 
substances, which compose the meteorites of the common type, are al war m th· 
sta!e of very small and confused crystals, notwithstanding the str?ng tendenc: 
which they have to crystallize. vVere we to seek some analogy rn nature, 
should say that the crystals obtained by the fusion of meteorites recall the ~o -
needles o.t ice which liquid water forms in congealing, whi1e tl.te finc-~ram 
structure of natural meteorites resembles rather that of hoar-frost or snow, f nn 
as we kuow, by the immediate transition of atmospheric vapor to a soli l_ ~ • 
or perhaps that of the flonr of sulphur produced under analogous conchtI 
l\Ioreover, in meteorites the form of the grains of iron is wholly irre.o-nlar 
a. it \\·ere, tubercular, (Sierra do Chaco). But the temperature employ . 
t_be,'c cxp~rim~nts caused the metallic granules to take, in general, a .:phe 
form; winch 1 · never observed in meteorites. 
I ha,vc sought to imitate the mode of dissemination of metallic iron in :'Ii 
as it occur in common meteorite , by exposinO' to a high temperature 
mate mixtnrc of rc<lucecl iron and lhcrzolite. 
0 
After fnsion of the wh 1 
1~articl<•: of _iron r ~uite _in_ nu~crous and ·till very sm:1,ll grain., the !!I 
lon_n _f whwh, ·a ·1ly d1stmo·mshable, e •pecially after the Rpccun~n h 
po]1:,h ·cl, contrasts with the grains of tubercular form dis ·cminated m t 
orite:-;. 
Let it l> <li ·tin t1y oh crvec1 that, in all cases thi, orio-inal hea 
·xit--t wh •n tli ' me ,_. s penetrate into our atmoHplicre. In cffoct th 
·t_tPon: 11~ ·t :01i_t • of ( rfsucil h, ·omposc<l of a stony matter, holding in 
t1 m, or m mtrnmtc 1111xtur ', •vcn in it: central partH, wat r anrl \' l 
~H· •:. ; 1_ 1 by r a.-ou of . o ·11.jtiv' a nature, a trne thermom •tN rt n 
which 111 licatc to u · that these bodies could uut ho cl.-e than cold at the 
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of their aiTival in our atmosphere, for it is not in the latter that these volatile 
compounds can have been incorporated with them. 
CHEMICAL CONSTITUTION .AND MODE OF FORMATION. 
After the experiments whfoh we have detailed, the very characteristie nature 
of the masses from which meteorites proceed may be readily explained, and that 
in a two-fold manner, according as we µave recourse to the experiments of reduc-
ion or to those of oxidation. 
It Jias been seen tha~ the charac~ers of meteo1:ites ari re]i>rod_u~ed, even to the 
intimate details of therr structure, m the reduction of basw s1hcated rocks by 
means of charcoal. Let us not conclude, however, that the meteorites have been 
formed by this process; for if this were so, the carbon would doubtless have car-
buretted the iron in a very considerable degree, as in steel or in casting, which 
is not ordinarily the case. Moreover, there is room for asking, in the case in 
which the fonn'ation of meteorites may have been accompanied by a reductive 
action, whether it would not be necessary to attribute it rather to a hydrogenated 
atmosphere.• The ingenious experiment by which 1\1. Graham has verified the 
presence of hydrogen in a state of occlusion in the meteoric iron of the specimen 
of Lenarto, would serve as a confirmation of this idea, which had been announced 
previously to the diimovery of the eminent English chemist, ( Comptes Rendus, 
19th February, 1866, t. lxii). 
In place of considering the cosmical bodies with which we are occupied as the 
resnlt of a reduction of silicated rocks, perhaps it is more simple and conclusive 
to have recourse to the idea of ·an oxidation analogous to those which we have 
artificially realized. Let us suppose, as has been done for our globe, that the 
silicium and metals of the meteorites have not always been combined with oxygen, 
as they are at present for the most part, and this, perhaps, because the . initial 
temperature of these bodies was sufficiently high to prevent them from entering 
into combination, or because, being at first at a distance, they did not approach 
one another. · 
If, in consequence of refrigeration, or from any other cause, such as an approx-
imation of these bodies, the oxygeIJ. comes to act suddenly, it will unite itself 
with the more oxidable elements. '.rhe silicium and magnesmm will burn before 
the iron and nickel; and if the burning gas is not sufficiently abundant to oxi-
dize the whole, or if it does not act during a sufficient time, it will leave a metal-
lic residue composed of the less oxidable bodies; these metals, the iron and nickel, 
must remain disseminated in a gangue of silicates while retaining their metallic 
state, exactly as we observe it in the meteorites. Moreover, there will be thus · 
formed a silicate of magnesium 1i10re or less rich in protoxide of iron, having the 
composition of peridot. 
As is now seen, if we suppose the oxidation pushed successively to different 
degrees, the preceding experiments explain not only the formation of meteorites 
of the common type, but also that of the group of syssiderous and of the sub-
group of polysiderous meteorites. 'l'hese bodies are, therefore, to be assimilated 
to products by the dry way. This mode of formation appears not to apply so 
well to the meteorites pertaining to the group of cryptosiderous, and particularly 
to those of the type of J uvinas, of Stannern and of J onzac. It has been seen 
how close an analogy allies them with certain aluminous lavas formed of pyrox-
;, If these meteo_rites hav~ been thus formed, there must have been water produced on the 
surface of the bodies of which they made a part. But those bodies may not have been ab]e 
to preserve the water by reason of their small dimensions. Further, the reduction, if it has 
takep. pl~ce, could ?nly have ~een partial ; for, in general, the iron is but reduced in part, 
whether 10 a metallic state or m the state of a sulphuret or phosphuret; another part of this 
ame metal is ordinarily combined, as protoxide, in a silicate, and also in the state of chro-
mated iron, ( chromite of protoxide of iron.) 
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ene and anorthite. Now water, in the presence of which these last were formed 
could have been no stranger to their crystallization. In no case do these rocks 
crystallize under the conditions of di'y fusion, as the magnesian silicates so read-
ily do; fusion transforms them into vitreous and amorphous rrutsses. Hence. the 
meteorite·s of this last type seem rather products by the mixed way, which -we 
might imitate, perhaps, by operating in water overcharged with heat. _ 
As to the carbonaceous meteorites, they differ from all others, in that, doubt-
less, several of the substances which constitute them have been formed at a tem-
perature bt-it little elevated. At first view, we might be tempted to consider 
them as planetary veget~ble earth ; but it i~ possible, and the supposition is_ e~en 
probable, that these carburetted compounds have been formed without the con-
currence of life and represent the last terms of certain reactions. 
§ 3. DEDUCTIONS AS RESPECTS THE FORMATION OF THE TERRESTRIAL 
GLOBE.-ANALOGIES AND DIFFERENCES BETWEEN METEORITES A2--"D 
TERRESTRIAL ROCKS. 
We have seen above how much analogy of composition exists between ~ete-
orites and sundry terrestrial rocks. Not only do they include the same simple 
bodies, but the three bodies which predominate in the series of meteorites, namely-
the _iron, silicium, and oxygen, are also those which predominate in our_ glob~; 
besides, we discover therein mineral species common to both and associated m 
the same manner. 
It should here be remarked that the rocks which offer such traits of resemblanc.e 
with the meteorites all pertain to the deep regions of the globe. They. are 
eruptiv_e ~asses of a basic nature, or lavas, · or peridotic rocks, the reseryorr o 
which 1s ~1tuated below the granitic stratum. ,Ve will recall (1) the lav~ form~d 
of anorth1te and of pyroxene and such as has been found at the ThJor.::a. m 
I_celand, for its approximatio~ to the aluminous type ( or that of J uvina ) : ~ 
sixth of the seven principal types of meteorites which have been e tabhshe 
a1?ove; (~). the peridot and the lherzolite, which present str~king rese~blanc 
with the s1hcated part of the maO'nesian meteorites, an<l. partwularly "·1th th ' 
of the common type. We know 1rom the examination made of it by )I. Damour.~ 
that the lherzolite is composed ~f peridot, with which are united enstatite, pyr x-
ene, and sometimes spinelle, (picotite). 'l'he maO'nesian meteorites may abo 
compared to the hypersthene, pervaded by grai~ of peridot, which ha.- b -
brought from Labrador. 
But by the side of these resemblances between meteorites and certain terre 
ma ·ses there exist differences which deserve no less to fix our attention. T 
differences bear essentially on the state of oxidation of the iron. )Iet -·. 
like terrestrial rocks, contain protoxide of iron combined with silicium ( --ili · 
~ncl with. the oxic!e of chrome, (chromated iron). On the contrary, oxyclul · 
iron, o frequent m our basic silicated rocks fail in o-eneral, in the met 
It is there replaced, in some sort by nativ~ iron' which on the other h 
. . k ' ' ' wanting m our roe s. t 
'l'here is a second difference of the same character with 
. " Bull_etin_ de la Societe geologique de France, 2d sene, t. xix, p. 413. Ou ·thi · o 
1s mcreJtl.'t1ce to acknowlr,<lge the acuteness of observation of M. Loli vre, who 
li !, in announ~ing t!Je discovery of this remarkable rock, already recogniz 
;v:m ,ty o~ chrysohte, or p riclot, (Journq,l de Physique, May, J7 7, letter to <l~ lo I 
I wcnty-fwe years later, M. de Charpentier supposed be had demon trated this .am 
b no oth •r than a pyroxene ill ma , and this conclu ·ion was ba ·tily and ,cry -
U<~opt ~- The _v riations pre ented by lherzolite serve to explain the too absolut c 
of £\ 1r!10era.log1.·t s experi need. 
It~· tru lrnt oxydulated iron is found in the carbonaceous meteorite , uch 
r •u •11; lmt th ·u la t pertain to a, rare and wholly . pecial calegory. 
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phosphuret of iron and o.f nickel, first recognize~ b)'.' Berzel_ius, Is fo~nd al~n0st 
always associated with the meteoric iron .. Tlus, hke native Iron, 1s entirely 
deficient in our rocks, where it is replaced by the phosphates particularly fre-
quent in the basic silicated rocks.* 
Without insititino- further on some other contrasts of the same nature, we recog-
nize that the essential difference between these weteorites and the analogous ter-
restrial rocks consists in this : that the first contain, in a reduced state, certain 
substances which the second contain in an oxydized state. Everything leads 
to the belief that masses between which ttbere exists such a similarity of compo-
sition would have been identical, notwithstanding their immense separation, if 
they had not undergone different actions. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE M.A.GNESI.A.N ROCKS OF THE PERIDOT TYPE, .AS WELL 
IN THE TERRESTRIAL GLOBE .AS IN OUR PLANETARY SYSTEM. 
Among the basic silicates there is one which presents itself with remarkable 
constancy in almost all the varieties of meteorites, from those of iron to those of 
stone, properly so called; this is peridot. In the latter it is rarely solitary (Chas-
signy); commonly it is mixed with more acid silicates, often in undiscernible 
parts. t On the other hand, peridot necessarily exists in the profound depths of 
onr globe. 
In effect, the basaJts of the most distant regions have brought up fragments 
of it, which often remain angular, and which would he pronounced to have been 
torn from a deep and pre-existent mass. Detached peridotic masses abound, as 
is well known, in different volcanic regions of France, (Langeac, Haute-Loire, 
Monferrier, Herault,) on the banks of the Rhine ( environs of Lake Laach,) and 
in other countries. At the same time there are other pyroxenic rocks in which 
periclot is abundant, as, for example, in the dolerites of the environs of Montar-
ville and of Montreal, in Canada, wherein, according to IVI. Sterry Hunt, ( Geology 
of Canacla, pp. 4G4, 706,) jt forms sometimes nearly half of the total ·weight. 
Rocks rich in peridot have also been met with, traversing the chalk, in the neigh-
borhood of Teschen, in Bohemia, and have been described by l\lL rrschermak, 
who has recently published a notice on the presence of olivine in rocks, •(Bul-
letin de l'A.cadern·ie de Vienne, 11th J u]y, 1867). Again, peridot constitutes the 
base of the lherzolite which has made an eruption at many points of the Pyrenees, 
among others, near the lake of Lherz, and which occurs in other countries. 
Thus it is known in the Tyrol, aml but a few years ago was discovered in New 
Zealand, where it forms an entire chain, by lYI. ·de Hochstetter, who has given it 
th~ name of dunite j more recently still it has been found in Nassau, at rrrigen-
stem, by M. F. Sandberger, who calls it by the name of olivinfels, (Leonhard's 
Jahrbuch, 1865 and 1867.) To this it may be added that IVI. Kjerulf has lately 
asc~rtained that a rock which abounds in the environs of Bergen, Norway, and 
:'·h1ch.lVI. Keilhau had heretofore considered as a metamorphic grit, is composed 
1n part of nickeliferous peridot, with which are associated chromated iron, an·d 
talc. It may be further noticed that, after having recognized periclot in the rock 
of Elfdalen, in Sweden, M. G. Rose has found it also in the augite rocks of 
Neurode, in Silesia. 
We are thus led to recognize that the part fulfilled by peridot, so restricted 
'If The stone of Juvinas, in which M. Rammelsberg has announced iron in the state of a 
p~ospbate, onlJ'. affords confirmation of this rule; for it contains metallic iron only in the 
mmutest quantity. It was difficult, therefore, that any phosphuret of that metal should be 
formed. 
t Of J:?Ore tba~ 150 meteoric falls represented in the collections, we possess as yet only 
four which perta:m to the o.lurninous type, being those of Juvinas, Jonzac, Stannern, and 
Pet_ersburg, (Umted States.) The othern are magnesian meteorites, which almost all contain 
peridot. ' ' 
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on the surface of the earth, is, beyond doubt, predominant at a certain depth. 
Hence, its importance may be inferred as well in regard to our globe as to the 
rest of our planetary system, as far, at least, as we can judge of the latter hy the 
specimens which reach us. The rocks of peridot, therefore, excluded until now 
from the general classifications of lithology, would seem destin<'i- to hold here-
after a special and considerable _place in them. By annexing serpentine to the 
rocks in question we might comprise them under the name of thepericloticfamily, 
or that of cosmical rocks. 
'l'here is, in the mean time, no room for surprise that peridot does not come in 
greater abundance to the surface of the globe. It is, in effect, the most ba i_c 
silicate that is known, and it has a strong tendency to take up silicium ancl ~o 
become transformed into a more acid silicate, such as enstatite or pyroxene, as 1s 
shown by the experiments heretofore detailed. Now, to come from its primitive 
seat to the surface, it must necessarily have traversed rocks more acid than itself, 
and having kilometers of thickness. On these it would inevitably react, and 
may'thns have given rise . to those pyroxenic or amphibolic rocks whi~h are so 
numerous, and which establish a sort of transition between pure penclot anu 
pyroxene. Perhaps it is to reactions of this kind that we must attribute tho e 
gradual passages of lherzolite to pyroxenic or arnphibolic rocks, of which the 
Pyrenees present examples at many points.* 
TRANSFORMATION OF SERPENTINE INTO LHERZOLITE OR INTO PERIDOT.-
THEORETICAL DEDUCTIONS. 
There is an~ther magnesian rock which it is proper to place near the peridot 
and the lberzolite, notwithstanding the differences which separate it from these 
last. Ser~cntine presents itself among emptive rocks, with exceptional ?ha~·ac-
ters, as bcmg at once hvdrated infusible and without distinct crystalhza,tion. 
Geologists admit, generally, that serpenti~e results from. the transformation of 
~nother rock, and that it is derived from peridot, at least in C<;Jrtain cases where 
it has _pr~served the characteristic form of the crystals of that substance. 
De1en:mg the realization of serpentine from peridot as being at the prcse?t 
moment 11npracticable, I have been content to follow the inverse order, that 1~, 
to transform serpentine into peridot. Here the relative composition of the _two 
miner:a.ls poin~e~l out the course to be pursued; the serpentine differs_ from pemlo~ 
only_ 1~1 contammg water and including more silicium or less magnes1~m .. It w·15 
requisite, therefore, to fuse the serpentine with the addition of magnesrnm m order 
to realize tlie constitution of peridot. 
By trea_ting in this manner the serpentines of Snarum, in Norway; of ~Iont~-
Ferrat0, m Tuscany; of Sainte-Sabine, in the V OSO'CS • and of Gaito m 
Isera, .r obtained, after fusion, masses confusedly crystalline ~ncl offcrin~ in many 
of their parts all the characters of peridot. N eeclles of enstatite are irequentl_r 
di scr:iinatecl therein or cover the surface. The presence of this bisilicat~ 15 
cxplm~~cl. 1,y the fact that the specimens operated upon might include a htt 0 
mor~ ·1hcmm than the type of the formula (Mg3 Si4) with which I ?ad ·t~t~d. 
'I hc:e r~sults have lecl me to examine the product of the pure ancl sm1~le fLHOil 
of erpentmes. The experiment made in crucibles of earth, on specimen · 
different origin ( 'narum, in orway; Zmblitz, in Saxony; Favero, in Pi -
mont) ha~ al ·o y10ldccl 1:1ixtures of peridot ancl .of enstatite, though, in th_e::e. h 
former _mineral _appean, m maller proportion than in the fusions made m l -
<m~e f ma,rne ·mm. 'rhe serpentine of Balrfo;. cro, in Piedmont, known hy t 
·c:m: of magn ium ancl rcsinitc quartz which it has ecreted, ha pre ent d ~ 
r' ·ult l, ·: _chara terizecl; neccllc of en tatitc grouped with remarkable re<Tulan Y· 
Jlarall 1 with on another ancl in clu. tor , detach th m elve in the mid t of 
e Charpentier, J!ssai sur ta constitution geog1iostiqzw des Pyrenees. 
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crystalline peridot ;* it is identica1ly the same pro~uct. yielded by_ lherzoli.te. 
It should be remarked, however, that wheJ?. serpentme 1s melted, without any 
addition, in a crucible, it cannot fail to take up from the walls of the latter some 
of tts elements, and particularly silex. . . . 
In these fusipns as in those of meteorites, the tendency which the pendot and 
enstatite have to drysta11ize causes them to appe~~ in very dis~inct crystals ; ~)ut 
the product obtained includes, moreover, oth~r silicate~, alumm?us or ?the~w1se, 
which remain intimately intermixed, and, as it were, dissolved m the mtenor of 
the former. 
These various results, the last especially, show that serpentin~ h3:s often a 
decided tendency to change into peridot, as if it then only entered mt? its norm~l 
state. This is a reason the more for considering serpentine, at least m a cert.am 
number of its repositories, as a peridot or a lherzolite which has lost_ a cert~in 
quantity of its magnesiU'tn, and lias l>ccome hydrated, by an operat10n which 
recalls that of the conversion of feldspar into kaolin. 
The direct observation of rocks confirms this conclusion. On the one hand., 
there existJherzolites which gradually degenerate into serpentine, as is observed 
in certain localities of the Pyrenees ;t at Brezouars, in the V osges ;+ at N curode, 
in Silesia; and in the rock known by the name of schillerfels or bastite in T~·an-
sylvania,§ in Nassau, and elsewhere. jj On the other hand, there are serpentmes 
which manifest as clearly tbeir relation with the peridotic rocks. A more demon-
strative instance of this fact cannot be seen than in the serpentine of Balq.issero, 
of which I have already spoken. One of the varieties o!' this serpenti e per-
taining to the collection of the Museum, where it was placed by M. Cordier, per-
fectly recalls, in its external churncters, the lterzolite of tbe Pyrenees. I have 
recognized, moreover, that, like the latter, it is interspersed with crystals of ensta-
tite of the bronzite variety, with pyroxene diopsidc of an emerald green and 
chromiferous, as well as with black chrorniferous spinelle, sometimes in regular 
octahedrons, (variety called picot-de.) These three mineral species present in 
both rocks exactly the same facies. Yet, notwithstanding these analogies, the 
s011)entine of Baldissero is distinguished from lherzolite by its imperfect lrnrdness 
and its pel'sistency in water; it constitutes, as it were, one of the states of tran-
sition of the first rock to the second. The minerals which have resisted hvdra-
tation remain as witnesses of the primitive state, in such sort that the relation of 
kaolin to feldspar is not better demonstrated than the transformation which we 
are considering. 
'l'here is nothing to prove that the hydratation which has been produced in 
the transformation of peridotic rock into serpentine was effected by agencies on 
the surface of the globe, The .eruptive serpentine of tbe Apennines, the Alps, 
and of so many different countries, rnn,y have been ejected from below after hav-
ing already acciuired the water which it contains to-clay. 'l'he manner in which 
glass is decomposed in water super-saturated with heat and is changed into a 
hydrated silicate, as I have verified in former experiments,~ would not seem to 
be without analogy with the reaction which may have produced the serpentine 
at the expense of pre-existent anhydrous silicates. 
Tot that I would pretend, however, that all serpentine masses result from the 
if The pseudophite of Mount Zdiar, in Moravia, which contains cmstatite and which diffen 
from serpentine by the presence of alumina; does not yield very distinct crystals. 
t De Charpentier, Essais sur la constitution geognostique des Pyi·enees. 
t Fournet, Bull1Jtin Soc. Geologique de France, 2d series, t. iv, p. 2~21. , 
~ Tschermak, Bulletin Acad. des Sciences de Vienne, loc. citato . 
. ii I~ the new re~ository of lherzolite discovered by M. F. Sandberger, in Nassau, that dis-
tinguished geologist h:i.s observed all sorts of transitions of this peridotic rock into serpentine. 
Leonhard's Jahr/Juch, 1865, p. 449. 
ynthetic ~xperiment_s on mctam?rp~ism, (Ann.ales des Mines, 5th series, t. xvi, p. 4~~5.) 
On the format10n of zeohtes, (Bulletin Soc .. Geolugique de France, 2d series, t. xYi, p. 588.) 
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transformation of peridotic rocks; ther~ are those, in effect, which have been con-
sidered as being derived from pyroxenic and other rocks. It is proper to observe 
on this occasion that the experiment by which I have shown above with what 
facility peridot is transformed into silicates less basic wen explains, in general, 
the numerous transitions of serpentine to other rocks, as, in the first place, to 
euphotide, which is so ordinarily associated with it, as well as to the diorites and 
pyroxenic rocks, the prasophyres, &c., which accompany it in Tuscany,* in dif-
ferent regions of the Alps and in many other countries. 
The analogies which subsist between serpentine and peridotic rocks have led 
to an examination of the former in reference to the synthesis of meteorites. If 
we melt serpentine in a brasque of charcoal the grains of iron which are sepa-
rated from it often include nickel in considerable proportion, as when we operate 
upon peridot. For example, the iron extracted from tpe serpentine of Sainte-
Sabine, in the Vosges, contains 0.67 per 100 of nickel: That of a serpentine 
of Mount Genevre has yielded it also, but in quantities too minute for accurate 
apportionment. t 
To these traits of similarHy of composition between serpentines and meteorite 
is to be added the presence of chrome. On the one hand, chrome is found in 
most of the serpentines, not only in the state of a green combination,+ but_al o 
in the state of cbromated iron, as is observed in the most different conntne .. § 
On the other hand, the important observation made by Laugierin 1806, II namely, 
that chrome is rarely absent in meteorites, has but acquired confirmation. 'rhere 
are, i effect, very few stone-meteorites which are not mixed, at least in a small 
proportion, with chromite or chromated iron. Thus, apart from its persdency 
in water, Rerpentine may be assimilated to meteorites of the common type, almo~t 
as rightfully as peridot ancl lherzolite. It is proper further to remark that the 
ca~·bonaceous meteorites (Cu.pe of Good-Hope, Kaba, and Orgneil) appear to con~ 
tam a \ydratecl magnesium silicate, which M. Wohler states to be itnalogom, to 
serpentme. 
I will add an observation on the formation of spinelle, which is sometime· di::;-
seminatecl in peridot, as is seen in some localities of the Haute-Loire, in the lhcr-
zolite of the l>yrenees, and in the serpentine lherzolite of Baldissero. 
Peridot being the most basic maO'nesian silicate which the rocks afford. the 
pre. euce of thi~ spinelle seems susce1)tiLle of easy explanation. As the alu;nina 
was disseminated in a very basic silicate with which it could not dispute the 
silicium, nothing remained for it but to ~nite with the bases, magnesium and 
protoxide of iron. I have confirmed this supposition by a synthetic experiweu 
If we fuse the natural peridot, at a very high temperature, with alumina, (10 I 
100_,) we ~hall see? aft~r the fusion, in the crystalline peridotic m~ss, small hlac 
grams which are mfus1ble, unaltered by acids and which contam, at once alu-
mina, mao-nesium, and protoxide of iron; sorn'e of them exbiuit the form of the 
re,0 ·ular octahedron. These cry8tah,, all of which have the characters of pl . -
m: tc sp\nelle, fur~ish_ a perfectly satisfactory reason for the formation of th 
mmeral 111 the penc.lotic and the lherzolithic rocks. 
CII llACTERS WHICII DISTINGUISII PERIDOTIC ROCKS. 
Among the characters of peric.lotic rocks there are t:rn:ee which clearly cli i -
• P~ul avi, Delle Rocce ofi?liticlte delta Toscrma, 1 38, p. 11. . 
_t It 1s proper to recall on th1!-l occasion that the nickel first indicated by Stromeyer, 1 • 
tam . rpentme ·, at the same time a in peridot, has since then been found in the erpcn 
of r ·g•?na fai: remote ~rom one another-in axony, in Silesia, in orway, in Texa , in P 
ylvamii i th1. metal 1 not wanting in the serpentines of Canada. according to the 
of• I. • .t rry Hunt, ( Geolo"y of Canada, p 471.) ' 
t Iu~1cntcd long Hmcc by al ntine Rose and Klaproth. ~ 
~ D palrtm ut ot the ar, axo~y, ~ad_ n, the Austrian Alps, Moravia, Scotland,.: o 1 
r , t ,e rul, numcrou d po ,tones m the nited ta•,es Canada &c. 
A1111al du Mu eum, t. vii, p. 395, 1 06. ' ' 
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guish them from all other snicated r?ck~,. and which deser~e to fix thr attentio~. 
(1) Pcridot represents the most basic Sihcated t~pe that 1_s k1:-own, w_hether m 
the meteorites or in eruptive rocks. In th~t se:·ies of which 1t ?onstitutes the 
first term and which terminates at the gramte, 1t forms the species ~t once ~he 
most simple in composition and the best defined. (2) _l!~der the pomt ~f vrnw 
of the mode of crystallization, peridot, _as w~ll ~s ~be 1:>1s1hcate of magnesm~n, or 
estatite, which is its frequent compirmon, 1s d1stmgmshed from the 3:l~mm~us 
silicates, particularly from those of the gro~p of feldspar, by the fae1lity_ with 
which they are formed and become crystallized by th_e dry way, after_ s1mpl_e 
fusion. On the contrary, it has never been found practicable to crystallize arti-
ficially, under the same conditions, anything ba~ing a resemblance, even remotely, 
to feldspar and to granite. (3) Rocks of pendot ~re very re~arkable also by 
their great density, which is superior, as the f?llowmg table will show, to that 
of all other eruptive rocks, and even to that of the basalts : 
Granite ................................ - .... - - - .. . 
i~~;t~~-ft~-- ~ ·. ·_ ·. ·. ~ ·. ·. ·. ·_ ·_ ·_ ._._: ·. ·. ·. ·_ ·. · ... · .·. ·. ~ ~ ·. ·. ~ ·. ~ ~ ·_·_·_·_·_·_·:::: 
Diabase ........................ - - - • - • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Basalt ............................................... . 
Enstatite ............................ - . - - - - - • - • • • • - • • • -
Lherzolite ......................... - .. - ..... - . . . - - .. • • • 
Peridot ..................................... - ... - - . - - -
2.64 to 2.76 
2.62 to 2.88 
2.76 
2.66 to 2.88 
2.9 to 3.1 
3.303 
3.25 to 3.33 
3.33 to 3.35 
These different rocks must at their origin have been superposed on one another 
in an order conformable to their augmentation of density. The great density of • 
the peridotic rocks justifies tbc normal position which they appear to hold within 
the crust of the earth, beneath the granite envelope, beneath even the aluminous 
basic rocks. · 
COMPARATIVE DENSITIES OF METEORITES .A.ND OF THE PRINCIPAL TER· 
RESTRI.A.L ROCKS. 
Setting aside the carbonaceous meteorites, which should be considered as out-
side of the series, we might conceive the meteorites to be disposed in concentric 
spherical strata, forming an jdeal globe, whose density would go on increasing 
from the surface towards the center. At the exterior ,vould be the aluminous 
stones; then would come the peridotic stones, those of the common type, the 
polysiderous, the syssiderous, and finally the holosiderous. 
We may remark that this theoretical section is not without some analogy with 
an ideal section of the terrestrial globe, distinction being made of the sedimen-
tary deposits and of the granito-gnei sic stratum. In this section the lavas would 
correspond to the aluminous meteorites; below these the peridot would be the 
analogue of the stone of Chassigny ; the lherzolite and other rocks of the same 
kind would well represent the meteorites of the common type. Here, it is true, 
stop the analogies which can be directly observed, but here also stops the knowl-
edge which we have of the more profound regions of our globe. There is 
nothing repugnant to reason in supposing that these more profound parts of the 
earth afford resemblances to the ideal globe which we have just constructed by 
the superposition of the different kincls of meteorites ; there is nothing to prove, 
in a word, that one of the globes does not complete the other. 
'I'his comparison, which may seem, perhaps_, somewhat precarious, will be bet-
ter understood by means of the following table, the first column of which con-
22 s 
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tains, with the densities, the principal types of meteorites, while the second col-
umn exhibits the principal terrestrial rocks: 
I. Densities. 
,, 
Aluminous meteorites......... 3. 0 to 3. 
Peridotic meteorites . . . . . . • . . . 3. 5 
Meteorites of the common type. 3. 5 to 3. 8 
Polysiderous meteorites, (Sierra 
deChaco) ...•............. G.5 to 7.0 
Syssiderous meteorites,(Pallas.) 7. 1 to 7. 8 
Holosiderous meteorites, ( Char• 
cas) . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7. 0 to 8. 0 
II. 
S'tratified formations .••........ 
Granite and gneiss ........... . 
Pyroxenous lavas ..•.......... 
" 
Peridot ...••••.•••....•••.... 
Lberzolite ..••••..•..•••.. - .. 
,, 







The idea to which we have thus been conducted, in order to explain the origin 
of the planetary bodies from which meteorites proceed, illustrates also the mode 
of formation of that thick silicated mass which co11stitutes the external part of 
the terrestrial globe. 
"' As early as the commencement of the century, Davy, after having mad~ known 
the results of his admirable discovery of the composition of the 3:lka~ies and 
earths, snpposed that the metals engaged in these oxides might exist m a free 
state in the interior of the globe; and he saw in their oxidation, by the acce~~ 
of water and air, the cause of the heat and eruptions of volcanos. . . 
Snbsec1uently this hypothesis has been enlarged by extending it to th~ ?ngin 
of tlie _terrestrial crust itself, which comprises, precisely in the _state of _silicate::,, 
the oxides of the metals most avid of oxyo-en ; namely, potassrnm, sodrnm: cal-
cium, magnesium, aluminum, and by considering even the water ~f the ea~ a.: 
the :·esult of: the combustion of the hydrogen in this general oxidation or co~fla-
grnt10n. Sir llcnry de la Beche, whose genins embrnced all the o-reat que-uon-
of geology, was among the first to propound this idea,* for whi~h the ,yay Lad 
been prepared uy the important observations of Haussu~ann, M1tscherhcb and 
Bertl1ier on the scorire of manufactures,t and which 1\1. Elie de Beaumont ½a" 
with much ju. tice, designated by the expression of nrdural cupe1lation. + With-
out long explanation , it will he seen how this theoretic view is confirmed _an 
jn ·tified Ly the results which I have obtained in the synthesi of the meteo~1 ~-
After wuat ha been tated, it is natural to admit that the rocks of pernl · 
who importance ha· been rccoo·nized in the constitution of the ,1eepcr region 
of ur <Tlobc, have the ame or~·in with the similar silicates which fonn a P· 
f th m •tcorite . The e peridotic rocks wonld thus be, in our planet the m ~-
dire ·t product of a scorification which has been eifocted at an extremely rem 
po ·h . 
. " R~wrd~r.s in Tlteontical Geology, 1 34. The .French translation of this work wn · 11 
h ·h m I ;> , by 1. de Coll goo. 
t Amoog th numerous ob ervatious of IIaui'!smann, whi •h extend back a. far a l--l 
w_ ult! ?~Jtrl' ly m ntion his memoir entitl .d De u ·u ExpcricntiiJrum P,Jetallurairnru 
di q,a llw 11c . (; ,ufo,,icfls tuljuvandus, (Grettiogen g lelirte A11z i(J'eu, 1 :Ji.) It i,' pr 
al o tu 01eut10n that ~ l~rly a. J ~:3, Mits ll rlid1 r COO'uir.ed the form of p1•nd 
pyro 1·n • in tht!. ·ry ta.I of metallurgic scori (Ablwndlunrren der J(. Acadcmie der tri 
c/,11ft11i %U JJ1 r rn, J ~:3, p. 25.) 0 
JJutlttrn 'uc. Gtuluui'luc, 2d ·eries, t. iv, p. 1326, 1 -17. 
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It is essential to have a correct understanding respecting this term scorification. 
We know that when a bath of impure castirigR islrnpt in fusion in contact ·with 
the air the iron is oxidized as well as certain bodies vvhich are associated with 
it, of ~hich silicium is the most important. rrhe oxidation _g1ves rise to _a ter-
ruginous silicate, which occupies the upper part of the metallic bath .. 'l'h1s is_ a 
true liquid scoria; in cooling it will at first become doughy, then solid; and m 
the latter state will present a compact lithoidal crystalline structure;. one wbo~ly 
different, in a word, from the spongy and tufaceous sn bst_?,nces to. whrnh _we g: ve 
the name of vo1canic scorim. 1.'he former and metallurgic sense 1s that m wlnch 
we understand the scarification of the globe. 
As to the feldspathic rocks, many geologists consider that they have not been 
produced simply by the dry way, as we have just shown has been probably the 
case with the deep peridotic beds, but that they have been formed by the inter-
vention of particular agents, among others of water. However this may be, ~e 
may here find, especially in the trachytes, the other extreme term of the series 
of masses silicated in the general scorification. The opposition between these 
two types, the most distinct and the l,est characterized, bears not only on the 
mineralogical composition and the circumsfan0es of crystallization, bnt also on 
the density of these masses and their situation at depths necessarily very differ-
ent. . Let it he remarked further that this primitive scorification, extending 
through a thickness so considerable, may, even at the existing epoch, present, 
according to the depth, masses in the three states of which we have been speak-
ing-solid, viscid, or liquid. 
If metallic iron, quite habitua1 in meteorites, is wanting in terresti·ial rocks, 
this difference may simply result from the circumstance that in our globe, where 
the oxygen of the atmosphere is in excess, the oxidation may have heen c01nplete 
and have Jeft no metallic residue. When, however, we say that the terrestrial 
ma.sses contain no native iron it is evident that the question only regards those 
·which eruptions render accessi'ble to our investigations; masses which, in view 
of the great dimensions of our planet, form hut a sort of coating. 'l'here is 
nothing to prove that below those tilurninous masses which have furnished, in 
Iceland, for example, bvas so mmlogons to the type of the meteorites of J uvinas, 
that below our peridotic rocks to which the meteorite of Chassigny so closely 
approximates, there do not exist lhcrzolithic groups in which native iron begins 
to appear; groups, that is to say, similar to the meteorites of the common type; 
then, going still lower, types more and more rich in iron, of which the meteorites 
offer us a series of increasing density, from those in which the quantity of iron 
represents nearly half the weight of the rock to the massive iron itself. 
Some facts mig:ht, perhaps, be brought to the support of these views. Thus, 
pla~ina, which its great density had probably placed, at the beginning, in profound 
regions, has, according to M. Engelhardt, been found associELted with native iron. 
At all events, this last metal is allied to iron in a proportion which exceeds 10 
per 100, and which suffices to render it strongly magnetic. It may he added 
that if, in the Ural, platina has never been found in place, it is often .incrusted 
with chromate iron7 and that it bas even been met with still engaged in frag-
ments of serpentine.* By this association, therefore, this metal seems to convey 
to ns a new proof of the existence of mao·nesian rocks of the peridotic family, at 
considerable depths. 
0 
ABSENCE IN THE METEORITES m~ STRATIFIED ROCKS AND OF GRANITE. 
l\fcteorites, so analogous to certain of our rocks, differ considerably from most 
of tho8c which form the terrestrial crust. 
~ G. Rose, Reise nuch Ural, t. ii, p. 390. Le Play, Comptes Rendus de l' Acadcrnie des 
Sciwccs, l t:!46. 
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The most important difference consists in the fact that, in the meteo1ites, 
nothing has been found which resembles the materials that constitute the strati-
fied formations-neither arenaceous rocks, nor fossiliferous rocks; that is to say, 
nothing which testifies to the action of an ocean on these bodies any more than 
to the presence of life. 
A great difference is manifested, even when we compare the meteorites with the 
terrestrial rocks not stratified. Never has there been met with in the meteorite~ 
either granite, or gneiss, or any rocks of the same family which form, with the e, 
the general layer on which rest the stratified formations. We do not even 
observe there any of the constituent minera1s of granitic rocks-neither orthose, 
nor mica, nor quartz-any more than tourmaline and other silicates which are 
associates of those rocks. 
Thus, the silicated rocks which form the envelope of our globe are wholly 
wanting among the meteorites. It is, as has been seen above, in the deep~r 
regions only that we must seek the analogues of these latter ; in th~se basic 
silicated i·ocks which only reach us in consequence of eruptions by wh1?h they 
have been expelled from their primitive repository. In every point of view, the 
absence in meteorites of the whole series of rocks which constitute, to so great a 
depth, the crust of the earth. is a cu:cumstance well calculated to arrest attention, 
whatever may be the cause. • 
This absence may be explained in different ways; whether it be that the 
meteoric fragments which reach us do but proceed from the internal parts. of 
planetary bodies constituted like our globe; or whether these planetary bodi~~ 
themselves are deficient in silicated quartziferous or acid rocks as well a m 
stratified formations, In this latter case which is the most probable, they mu~t 
have passed through evolutions less com~lete than the planet we inhn,bi~ i and it 
is to the co~operation of the ocean that the earth has owed, in its origin, its g_ran-
itic r~cks, as it has owed to the same agency, at a later period, its stratified 
deposits. 
GENERAL OBS ERV .A.TION, 
In fine, the privilege of ubiquity pertainin()' to peridot, as well in on: de P 
subjacent rocks as in the meteorites, is-explaiicd, as the preceding expenmen· 
show, by the fact that it is in some sort the universal scoria. . 
It may be concluded from what precedes that oxygen, so essential to or(J'am' 
nature, must also have played an important part in the formation of the planet· Y 
bodies. Let us add that without oxygen we can conceive of no o?ean, n r . 
any of those great functions, whether superficial or profound, of which watt:r 
tl10 cause. 
W e thus touch on the founcfations of the history of the glo11e, and draw c_l~ 
the bonds of relationship, n,lready di closed by the similarity of their composiu 
between the parts of the universe whose nature it is given us to know. 
APPE DIX. 
DEVELOPME. T OF TilE COLLECTIO OF METEORITES OF TIIE Mu EC' ' 
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Specimens of divers meteoric descents had already been annexed to the museum. 
With a view of developing this rising collection, I made an appeal, which bas 
been heard in Europe and in different other regions of the globe, by numerous 
persons desirous of promoting science. In 1861 the specimens, representing 53 
fa11s, amounted in number to 86, weighing altogether 691 kilograms. On the 
30tl't of March, 1868, at which time a new and cletailcd catalogue was published, 
the number of fa11s represented, embracing the discoveries of meteorites of incon-
testable origin but unascertained date, was 203 ; the number of the specimens 
exceeded 550, and formed a weight of 1,682 kilograms. 
This collection, arranged at first in chronological order, has recently been 
classified methodica11y, in conformity with the principles of classification given 
~wa · 
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Time of fall. 
Nov. 7, 1492 .••••••• 
Dec. 1:3, 1798 ..•••• _ . 
Apr. 26, 1803 •.•.•••. 
Dec. 14, Hl07 ...... .. 
Apr. 19, 1808 ....... . 
May 22, 1808 ••.••.•. 
Nov. 23, 1810 .••.••.. 
July 8, 1811 •••••••. 
Apr. 15, 1812 •••••... 
Aug .. 5, 1812 ••..•... 
Feb. 15, 1814 •••.••.. 
Feb. 18, 1815 •...•••. 
Aug. 10, 1818 ...•••.. 
June 13, 1819 ....•••. 
Nov. 30, 1822 •••••••. 
1822-'23 ••.. 
Feb. 10, 1825 .•.••... 
Sept.14, 182G ••.•.•.• 
May 9, l8i7 ....... . 
June 4, 18:.!8 •••••••• 
May 8, 1829 ....•... 
July 18, 1831. ..••... 
Apr. 18, 1838 ....••.• 
June 6, 1838 ....... . 
Oct. 13, 18~8 ........ . 
Feb. 1:3, l 839 ....•... 
June 12, 1841. ...•... 
June 2, 18,13 ....•... 
Mar. 2Q, 1843 .•..••.• 
May 8, 1846 ..•..... 
Feb. 25, 1847 ....•... 
Oct. 31, 1849 ....••.. 
Nov. 30,1850 ....••.. 
A pr. 17, 185 l. ...... . 
Jan. 22, 1852 .••.•... 
Sept. 4, l 52 ....... . 
1ar. 13, 1 53 ....•... 
May 13, 18;>5 .......• 
Feb. 2t:!, 1857 •••••.•• 
Mar. 26, 18&9 ....... . 
May l, 1860 ••..•... 
I\lay 12,J (H •...•... 
June ~. 1 63 .•..•••. 
Aug. 8, l G:L. ..... . 
Aug. 12, J '64 ....... . 
Ja.n. :30, l 6 




Ensisheim, France .•••••••••••.••••..••••. -·-•· 
Benares, (India) .......................... •··· 
L' Aigle, France ..•••...•.•...••••..••• - . - • • - •· 
Weston, Connecticut ...•..••••••..•••...••••.. 
Borgo San Donino, (Parma,) Italy .•. - - •..•• - - .. 
Stannern, Moravia._ •••...•••..• - - - .... - - • . - . · 
Cbarsonville, !◄'ranee .••••....••......• - •.• - - - - • 
Berlanguillas, Spain .•••••.•• - .•.•.••.. • • • • • - · 
Erxlebeu, Prussia .••••..•.•••.•• - - -•.•. -- • - • • · 
Cbantonnay, France .••••..••.••• -----· .... •··· 
Bachmut, Russia ••••••.••••.••••••.• - --· •····· 
Durala, India .•• __ ................. - -· ... • ... · 
Slobodka, Rnssia .•••..•..••. ----·· -----· -----· 
J onzac, l!-,rance ..•.•...••.•.••• - - . • • - - • • • • • - • · 
Futtebpnr, (Allahabad,) India .••••... ---·-----· 
Umballa, India .•.•.....•••.....•.. -----·----·· 
Na.njemoy, Maryland .••.....•••.... •··•······· 
Honolulu, Sandwich islands ........• -· .. • ---· · 
Nashville, (Drake Creek,) Tennessee .....••. -·· -
Richmond, Virginia .••••..•• - - ....• - •· •·· • •· · · 
Forsyth, Georgia .••••••.•••..• - • - .. - • - - • • - - - - · 
Vouille, Prance .••••••...•...••••..•••..•••••. 
Akburpur, India •••••...•• - •..• - - • • • • - · • · · - - - · 
Chandakapoor, India .....• - ••.••• --· • • · ·•· ••· · 
Cold-Bokkeweld, Africa .• - --·. - ••...•• -·· •• - -· · 
Pine Bluff, (Little Piney,) Missouri. - - ••.. • • • · • · 
Chateau-Renard, France .•••.....• - • • --· • • · · -- · 
Utrecht, Holland ........•........... •········· 
Bishopville; South Carolina ..••......•• • - , • - • · · 
Macerata, Italy._ •••..••••... - ...• - - • • · - · · · • • · 
Linn county, Iowa .. --·· ........ •·•--··:······ 
Cabanas county, (Charlotte,) North Carolina .... 
Shalka, Bengal. .......••........ ••· - - · · · · • - •· 
Guterslob, W estpbalia .•..•.... - .... - • • • • · - • - · · 
Yatoor, (Nellore,) India ..••.• -·-· •····· ·•••·· 
Mezo Ma<larns, Hungary ....•...... - - • • • • • · · - · · 
Seegowlee, Bengal. .......•.... - • - - . • • - - · · · - · · 
Island of Oesel, Livonia .••...•.•.•..••.• -----· 
Parnallee, India ...•.................. • • - • · · · · · 
Harrison county, Kentucky .......... -• • - •• ·•· · 
New Concord, (Guernsey county,) Ohio .••. ••··· 
Qutahar Dazaar, India .••....•..• - ... - • • · · · · · · 
Buschof, Russia .••••...••..•...... - • • • • · · · · - · 
PillisLer, Russia ........••.......... - - • - · - - - • · 
:rerft, Russia._ ••••.•..•...• - •.•... • • • •· · · - · · • 
J'ultusk, Poland .. ~ ...•........... - - •.• • • • · • · · 














































CATALOGUE OF METEORITES. 
Iron meteorites. 
(With date of discovery or description.) 
Time of fall. Locality. 
1 1751, May26 ........ Hraschina, (Agram,) Austria .................. . 
2 1751 ....•........... Steinbach, Saxony ..................••........ 
3 1749... .•. . . . • . . . . . Krasnojarsk, (Pallas•iron,) Siberia ............. . 
4 178.1. .....•..•..... :. Xiquipilco, (Toluca,) Mexico:.~·-··············· 
5 1801...... . . . . . . . . . . Cape of Good Hope, South Afnca .....•......... 
6 - 1808,(1814) ......... Red river, Texas .....................•.....•.. 
7 181 i. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Elbogen, Bohemia .........•.•......... • • •. • • • 
8 1814. ~.............. Bitburg, Eifel.. .......•.....•....•...... ·. • • · · 
9 1814, (1815) ......... Lenarto, llungary .................•.•.• , •. •··· 
10 1818 ................ Lockport, (Cambria,) New York ............•... 
11 . 1819 ............... ·. Burlington, (Otsego county,) New York .... - ... . 
12 1820 ..•.•........... Guilford county, North Carolina ...•.. • ◄•··· •••• 
13 1827...... . . . • . . . . . . Ataca1na .....................• - .. - .•.• •. • - • • • 
11 1829 ................ Bobumilitz, Bohemia .....•..•••...•••......••. 
15 1834 ...•...•........ Claiborne county, Alabama .•..•....•........... 
16 1839...... . . . . . . . . . . Putnam county, (;eorgia ...•.............•..... 
17 1840 ................ Cocke county, (Sevier,) Tennessee ...••.....•.. 
18 1840 ..•............. Arva, (Szlanicza,) Hungary .......•.•• .-.•..... 
19 1841. ............... Scriba, (Oswego eounty,) New York .......••••. 
20 1845 ................ Asheville, (Black Mount.,) North Carolina ••.... 
21 1845 ..........•. "··· De Kalb county, (Car_yfort,) Tennessee ..•.....•. 
22 1845...... . . . . . . . . . . St. Augustine's bay, Madagascar. .....•.•....•.. 
23 1845 ...........•.•.. Walker county, Alabama ....•................. 
24 1846 .......•••...... Carthage, (Smith county,) Tennessee ........•... 
25 1847............ . . . . Seelasgen, Prussia .....•..............•••..•.. 
26 1849 ................ Pittsburg, Pennsylvania ....................•.. 
27 1849...... • . . . . . . . • . Chesterville, ( Chester county,) South Carolina .... 
28 lBGO •••••••••••••••• Schwetz, Prussia ....•........•.........•...... 
29 1850... .. . .. . . . . . . . . Salt river, Kentucky .......................... . 
30 18fi0 ................ Ruff's mountain, (Lexington co.,) North Carolina. 
31 1850...... . . . . . . . . . . Seneca river, New York .........•.............. 
32 1850. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . Niokarnak, West Greenland ...•.•....••••...•.. 
3~ 18f>3 .......•........ Lion river, South Africa ..........•.....•...•.. 
::l4 1853................ Tazewell, (Claiborne county,) Tennessee ....... . 
35 1854 ........•....... Madoc,Canada West ...............•.......... 
36 1854...... . . . . . . . • . . ~ctibbeha ~ounty, Mississippi. ..•.....••...•.•.. 
37 1654 .......••....... Iucson,Anzona ..........•...........••..•.••• 
38 18!14 ......•.....•••. Hainholz, Westphalia .................•••••.... 
39 1854.... . . . • . . . . . . . . Orange river, St)uth Africa ............•.•...... 
40 1856 ................ Nelson county, Kentucky ........•.......•••... 
41 1856 ............. ••. Madison county, North Carolina ............•... 
42 1856 .............••. Denton county, Texas ...•...................•.. 
43 1856...... . . . . . . . . . . Fort St. Pierre .......•...•.............••.•... 
44 1861. .. . . . . •• . .• • • . . Newstead, Scotland ....................•...••.. 
45 1861. ...•........... Robertson county, Tennrssee .................. . 
46 1~6'Z .......... . . . . . . Colorado river, uear La Par. .•....•.•.••••••.•.. 
47 ..•................. Southeast Missouri .......................•.•.. 
48 •................... Dakota ..................................... . 
49 ...•................ Near Chihuahua, Mexico ............•••........ 
50 • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mexico, (Poinsett meteorite)_-..•..........••••... 
51 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . Columbia, South America ..•••..........•...... 
52 1 67 ...•.........•.. Arizona,(iron and olivine) ....•....•••......... 
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Colorado Territory ..................•.......... 
54 1860 ..••....•....... Franklin county, Kentucky ........ ~ . . ........ . 
55 .................... Russell'sGulch,Colorado ............•......•.. 


























































Tho total nnmbor of stone fa1ls represented js 47, of which the largest speci• 
men in the collection is one which fell at ""v'vr eston, Oonnecticnt, December 14, 
1807, weighing 362 poun<ls, ( 16i kilos.) The number of iron localities is 56; the 
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largest iron meteorite is that from the Red river, in Texas, found fo 1808, weigh-
ing 1,635 pounds, (7 40 kilos.) 'I1he collection also contains several specimens 
not enumerated in the catalogue of questionable meteoric origin, such as the 
silicate from Concord, New I-fampshire, the iron from Hommoney creek, and 
others. The so-called native iron of Canaan, Connecticut, long since shown to 
be a furnace product, is also preserved in the museum. . 
It is desired to increase the number of specimens and localities represented m 
this collection, and for this purpose persons having knowledge of specimens or 
facts connected therewith are solicited to communicate with Professor H . .A. 
Newton or Professor G. J. Brush, who are specially interested in the in_vestiga-
tion of the astronomical, chemical, and mineralogical relations of these mterest-
ing bodies. Specimens marked with an asterisk are in duplicate. 
GEO. J. BRUSH, 
Curator of the Mineralogical Collection of Yale College. 
YALE COLLEGE, NEW HAVEN, CONN., 
March 1, 1869. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE ELECTRIC RESONANCE (BOURDONNEMENT) 
. OF MOUNTAINS.* 
BY M. HENRI DE SAUSSURE. 
[ Translated for the Smithsonian Institution.] 
Leavino- Saint-Moritz (Grisons) June 22, 1865, I made an ascension of the 
Piz Surle;, a mountain composed of crystalline rocks, whose summit, more or 
less conic, attains an altitude of 3,200 meters. 
During the previous days the north wind had constantly_ prevail:d; on the 
22d the wind became variable, and the sky was charged with floatmg clouds. 
rrowards midday these vapors augmented and gathered in masse~ above the 
hio·hest summits, sustaining themselves, however, at such an elevat10n as not to 
veil most of the spires and peaks of the Engadine, on which fell soon some local 
showers. Their aspect of powdery vapors, semi-transparent, caused us to take 
them for mere squalls of snow or sleet. 
In effect, towards one in the afternoon, we were ourselves assailed by a fine 
and t hin sleet, at the same time that similar squalls enveloped most of the spires of 
rock, such as the Piz Ot, Piz J ulier, Piz Langard, &c, and the snowy summits 
of the Bernina, while a voilent fall of rain descended on the valley of Saint-
Moritz. 
T he cold h1ereased, and half an hour later, when we had arrived at the top of 
the Piz Surley, the fall of sleet becoming more abundant, we disposed ourselves 
to take a repast, and leaned our staves against a small pyramid of dry stones 
which crowns the summit of the mountain. Almost at the same instant I expe-
rienced in the back, at the left shou1der, a piercing pain, like that which would. 
be produced by a pin slowly driven into the flesh, and when I appliec1 the hand 
to the place without finding anything there, similar pain was felt in the 
right shoulder. Supposing that my linen overcoat contained pins, I threw it 
off; but, far from finding relief, I perceived that the pains augmented, invading 
the whole back from shoulder to shoulder; they were accompani ed by tickling, 
by distressing t\vinges, such as would be produced by a wasp which was creep-
ing over the skin iind piercing me with stings. Hastily removing my second 
coat, I discovered nothing of a nature to wound the flesh. rrhe pain, which 
still continned, then assumed the character of a burn. Without reflecting, I 
frnaginecl that my woolen shirt, though I could not tell how, had taken fire, and 
I was going to throw off the rest of my apparel, when our attention was attracted 
by a noise which resembled the humming of large insects. This proceeded from 
our three staves, which, inclinec1 against the rock, were chanting loudly, giving 
out a \.Vl1istling sound analogous to that of a kettle, the water of which is on the 
point of entering into ebullition. All this may have occupied four or five minutes. 
I comprehended, on the instant, that my painfnl sensations proceeded from an 
intense electrical efflux which was taking place from the summit of the mountain. 
Some extemporized experiments on our staves yielded no appearance of any 
spark. nor any light appreciable by day ; they vibrated with force in the hand 
if The observations which follow had been communicated by correspundence to M. J. 
:Fournet, who bas introduced them in his notices on Electric RPgwns, published in the 
Comptes Rcndus de l' Academic des Sciences, tom e xliv, 1867. We give them here with some 
modifications and considered in a more special point of view. 
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and gave a very distinct sound; whether held in a vertical position, with the iron 
point above or below, or in a horizontal one, the vibrations remained the same, 
but no sound escaped from the surface of the ground. 
The sky had become gray- over its whole extent, although uneqnally charged 
with clouds. Some minutes afterwards I felt the h~irs of rnv head and face 
stand on end, imparting a sensation analogous to that of a razor· passed when dry 
through a stiff beard. A yonng Frenchman, who accompanied me, exclaimed 
that he felt a sensati_on in every particular hair of his incipient moustache, and that 
strong currents were issuing from the tips of his ears. On lifting my hand I 
felt currents q aite as distinctly escaping from my fingers. In short, a str?ng 
electricity was flowing from staves, clothes, ears, hair, and from all the salient 
parts of our bodies. 
A single explosion of thunder was now heard towards the west in the distance. 
,v e quitted the peak of the mountain with some precipitation, and descended 
about 100 meters. In proportion as ·we proceeded our staves vibrated less and 
less strongly, and we stopped when their sound had become so feeble _as _to be 
no lorwer l)erceptible except on brino·in()' them close to the ear. The l)am m the 
t, t, t, . . 
back had ~eased with the first steps of the descent, but I still retamed a certam 
vague impression of it~ 
'l1en minutes after the first, a second reverberation of thunder was hen.rd to the 
west at a great distance, and these were all. No lightning was seen. Ha1f an 
hour after we had left the summit the sleet had ceased, the clouds broke awar, 
and at 30 minutes after two we again reached the topmost point of the Piz 
Surley, there to find sunshine. 
vV e judged that the same phenomenon must have been pro<lnced o_n all the 
peaks formed by projecting rocks for all like that which we occupied, were 
· enveloped in whirls of sleet, while' no condensation showed itself in the rest of 
the sky ; and the great snowy summits of the Bernina, to which clung groups of 
clouds, seemed also exempt from it. But, the same day, a violent storm bur t 
upon tl:e Ber~rnse Alps, where an English lady was struck by Ji~htning. On 
the honzon, d1 vers peaks, especially the sharpest, such as the P1~ Ot and the 
Piz Langnar<l, continued to be enveloped by sleety, whirls, even when the ky 
had everywhere begun to grow blue. · . 
I had been the witness of another case of the effiux of electricity from the snmmit 
of mountainti when I visite.d, some years ago, the N evado de 'rolnca, in Uex_ico i 
but there the phenomenon had still more intensity, as might be expected, "mce 
it occnrrecl under the tropics, at an altitude of about 4,500 meters. I may be 
allowed to cite here what I hiwe elsewhere said of it.* 
In the month of August, 1856, I made, with JVI. Peyrot, the ascent of the 
Neva lo de 'rolnca; it was in the mid •t of the rainy season, and there wa • ?me 
degree of. imt~nulenco in attempting the expedition ~t that time. v'Ve nt~am d 
the sumnnt without any menacing appearance of the skies, th01wh cumuli were 
to he ee11 here and there, and from time to time foO', settled 011 the needle · 4 f 
rockt-J whieh Rpring aloft from the er st of the mo~ntain. '\Ve rested on the 
border of the crn,ter to recover our strcnoth and enjoy for a moment the Cl'ran l 
spectacle which unf'ol<lecl itt-Jelf , at onr fe~t. :E rom the heiO'ht of the cc.10' the 
eye p'.nng cl into that immcn:e amphitlwater, who. e focu , lono- extinct, i now 
·c11p1 •cl h)'. two :m. 11 lake., toward wl1ich we were prepa,rinO' to de 'cernl: _\. 
rolcl a.ncl cl1sairre cLl>lo wind aro ·e from thi::i o·n1f and while we were ta.km!! • 
1. 1 • b ' ) . 1, • : w ,t rep:Lst, w ·tiw a th1cl· clond I enetrntc into the crat r hy 1b~ ntu' 
n tcli a11 l a:cen,l towa.d u. , ecl,lying aromlll the wall::; of the amphith ',. r. 
l n·. Pntl_v we W<'l'C ·11v •lop cl in n o·1a •ial fog. ► 'urpri. etl by tl1i:-; thrc:1 _cum_ 
• y111p 0111 we• :n.w tlin.t w !incl not an in ·tn.1 t to lo e if ,r wi::-h t1 tu y1:,,1t th 
·r; t<•r a·,<l [ C'r,mru •n · • 1 ·lam1> rin°· clown v r tl1 rnuhi ·h wlii ·h lea l. t 
• C.:uup d'r.etl sur l'hy!Lrulugic du lUexique, 1 pa.rt, (note. A) 
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bottom of the abyss. But scarcely had I reac?etl half way when the storm, 
bursting forth with astonishing suddenness, obhged me to reascend as soon as 
possible towards the point I bad left. . . . . 
rrhere was at first a fine rain. then small foul, dnven by a v10lent wmd. In 
a moment the mountain beca~e white and the cold intense. 'rl.10 bnrsts of 
thunder, at first interrupted, soo:1 seeme~ to roll w~tho?-t cessation and ~vith fem:ful 
crashes, especially. when they 1ssued fr?rn th_e cll'cmt. of the crater,. mto w~ich 
darted, at frequent intervals, flashes of hghtmng .. ,Vith~ut shelter m the m1_dst 
of these naked rocks, without even a block behmd wlnch to cower, nothmg 
remained for us bnt to sit do-wn on the earth with backs turned to the hail. · After 
the lapse of some time the cold became insupportable,. and the dread with w~1ich 
the tempest had inspired us drove ns from t:lrn summit, thou~h our observat10:1s-
were unfinished. While we descended rapidly the rocks of the N evac1o, ram 
for an instant eucceedec1 the hail, and as we coasted a small stony ravine,* formed 
by ancient outcrops of trachyte, and ·where the vegetation of shrubs commences, 
the storm seemed momentarily to sqbside. The thunder ceased or drew off to a 
distance, but we presently saw a grayish cloud advance, which enveloped us 
durino- its passage, and was accompanied with sleet. Immediately the hair of our 
India~ attendants was observed to be in agitation as if about to stand erect, and 
we experienced various electrical sensations in the beard and ears. Next a dull, 
undefinable noise was heard, at first feeble though general, but presently stronger 
an<l perfectly distinct. There was a universal crepitation, as though the small 
stones of the whole mountain were clashing against one another. Our terrified 
Indians gave free vent to their superstition in words, and it cannot he denied 
that there was something disquieting in the sounds which then prevailed in the 
mountain. This phenomenon lasted five or six minutes, and then the rain and 
thnnder again commenced in foll force.• The stonn became more supportable 
when we had descended to the upper limit of the forests, although one of those 
diluvial rains was falling which characterize the hot season under the tropics. 
1\1. l!,. Craveri, an Italian physicist, settled at l\Iexico, who, before myself, had 
made an ascent of the N evado de 'l'oluca at the commence1J1ent of the rainy 
season, recounted to mo that he had been a witness of the same facts, which he 
could not recall without an impression of terror. The electric state was still 
more violent. 'rlrn traveler in question ascended the mountain May 19, 184b, 
by the southeast side, starting fiom 'l'enango, and descended by the north west 
slope to 1'oluca. 1'he south wast side was at that season destitute of snow. The 
tlectric phenomenon was suddenly brought on by a cloud arriving from the west, 
and which had perhaps taken its rise on the fields of snow of tl1at side. Scarcely 
were the travelers enveloped in it when they experienced the sensation which. 
electricity produces, and this was almost immediately followed by a dull noise. 
'l'hcy fe lt irregular currents of electricity at all their extremities, the fingers, the 
ears, the nose. 'l'he fear which seized tl1em in the midst of these lofty solitudes 
impelled them at once to commence their descent at a precipitate pace. 'l'he 
thnnder did not yet resound, but at the end of five minutes there fell a snow 
resembling rice, and the cloud communioafo1g its elect1foity to the ground, the same 
noi e arose therefrom which I have indicated above. 1'his noise was very intense 
ancl seemed general in all the mountain. 'l'he long hair of the Indians became 
stiff and erect, giving to their heads an enormous magnitude. The sight of this 
phenomenon added to the panic terrors of the excursionists, who had counted upon 
tint1ing nothing but pleasure in the adventure. 
'l'he very singular noise which makes itself beard in the rocks of the mountains 
at the moment of the electric phenomenon deserves to be studied. by competent 
physicists. It resembles the rattling sound which pebbles would produce if 
" For greater precision I have modi tied this passage, having written in my tormN notice: 
"as we followed a stony valley." There was, in foct, but a slight depression of the soil 
whenC? the word" valley" say::1 too much and might be misunderstood. ' 
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struck against one another on being alternately attracted and repelled l,y elec-
tricity ; but it appears to me to proceed unquestionably from a sort of crepitation or 
crackling of electricity escaping through the asperities of the stony surface. 
A third observation of the same kind we owe to M. Craveri, who was sur-
prised by the same meteor near the summit of Popocatepetl, Septernoer 15, 1855, 
witb. this difference, that the incident taking- place on fields of snow, the noise 
of the crepitation of the ground was not produced. 
The following are the analogous facts which have come to my 1rnowledg_e : 
In 1767 H. B. de Saussure visited the top of the Brevent in company with 
Pictet and J alabert.':<: The travelers were there directly electrified to such an 
·extent that on stretching out their hands they experienced prickings at the ~nd 
of the fingers ; the electricity escaped from them with a kind of thrilling sensatl?n. 
Sparks, it was found, might be drawn from the button of a gold ban~ wlnch 
surrounded one of their hats, and also from the iron end of a mountam staff. 
'l'hese effects were attributed to a great storm-cloud which occupied the middle 
region of Mont Blanc, and which gradually extended itself above the Brevent. 
At a dozen toises below the top of that mountain the electricity was no longer 
perceived'. 'I'he storm raged around Mont Blanc, but on the Brevent !h~re fell 
only a light rain of short duration, and then the disturbance was d1ss1patecl. 
:From this recital it is easy to see that the storm did·not prevail upon the Brevent 
at the moment of the observation, -since there was no rain falling; but that, ~t 
this point, the electricity discharged itself in a continuous current by the summit 
of the mountain. 
In 1863, M. Spence Watson, visiting, with some guides the Col de la J ung-
frau, was overtaken by a hurricane, attended with hail and snow. rrhe. stave~ 
com~enc~d their peculiar chant j the expeditionists experienced sensa~10ns of 
heat m d1ff~rent parts of their bodies,+ especially the head, and the_ ball' ,too~ 
erect ; a gmde took off his hat, exclaiming that his head was bnrnmg ; a _Yeil 
was k ept stiff and straight in the air. Electric currents, at the same tune 
escaped at the ends of the fi.naers. CJ aps •of thunder (in the distance, for no 
lightning was seen) for an insta~t interrupted the phenomenon. :F~nally, sboc~-
were felt,_ and M . .. Watson had the right arm paralyzed for so:ne rnmute~. Th __ 
arm contmued for several hours to be the seat of acute pams.:j: Dnrmg th1 
time the snow f ell whistling like hail.§ But what is most remarkable wa · the 
emission of a noi se by the snow a crackli1w similar to that of a bri'k · bower 
of hail, evidently the analoaue ol that which t ho oTouml of the N evado de 'l'olnc 
emitted in the observation ~bove described. Th~ phenomenon last_ecl 25 minute,. 
I t had no un11leasant consequence except a burnina in the faces of the trnvel<:r-
·r l ' 0 as 1 t rny lutd been expo'Sed to the sun on the snow. 
1\I. F orhes, while crossing by St. 'rheodule heard the chant of the stave" ar <l. 
in J ul_y, 1 5G , M . ..A.lizier, of Geneva, witnes~ecl the same phenomeno1~ ne,~r h 
sm~mut of the Ok1enhorn, when the sky was overcast and a storm was 1011~11uen · 
wluch b nr t forth an honr afterwards and was mingled with hail. II W c ,nll n 
speak of the -torm durina which Colonel Buch walder and hi s aicl were truck 1: 
l_i o·htning on ~he_ Sentis; for there the phenomenon was of a different order n 
fa lls ra.th •r w1th111 the category of the tlmn lerbolt. 
But th_ nocturn_al illumiu~tion of n>ck s pertains probably to th~ ph n_orn n 
of. ·l. ·tn · ·~lux_ lrum culmrnant peak . M. Fonrnct cite::;, on th1 · uhJC . 
·tnk111cr lnm1110.'1ty of the rock of the Grands-'i\Inlet (~font Blanc) oh:: n_ 
~y L llla ·kwall, on th niCTht of Ano-nst 11, l ;54, nncl which wa: accomp'1 
,,:uµagr don.· Les A lpes, tome ii . 
. t l ht.. iwu 11.ti n '>f heat seems to mo to be of tbo same k ind w ith the pain which I ex 
n ·n 'f'd m th l.m ·k. 
! Alp rnr J uu r11 ul , pt mb r, 1 6:t 
l'rul,ahly snow r ·. mhling rice, a ~1 <'tv bow r. 
r; .,• lh 111,t· f M. ' . .i: l. llriqtwt, (Cciw rl · . llpcs, 1863, No. 4.) S1,r le pliCf! 
l ''l"r ,,u~ orr11mpag ,1 11t l1 ora!f,~ a des rrrandc:; al titude· where these ob errol 
' 11 ('l l ud · mr,ar • . 'Pu •v11, 1 ·:-. "' ' 
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bv sparks. On the other hand, the phenomenon of electricity displayed on tho 
lakes, and on the very dry plains of elevated plateaux, does not seem ~o me of 
tho same natnre. Finally, the surprising fact of .the so-called galloprng elec-
tricity, coursing over prairies, observed by M .. (?,mquere_z, ne~r Oourta1:10n, may 
be regarded as a variety of lightning ; a .mmrnture hghtrnng,_ resultmg .from 
the fact tliat the electrified cloud was grazrng the earth and discharged itself 
over the 1Yho]e surface by a thousand sparks, which ·were se~n. to n:n along the 
ground. It is probable that these pben?rrien~ should be divided mto sover~l 
cateo-ories the causes of which are not identical. Some proceed from a statw 
tension, others from a series of discliarges having a cer~a,in analogy to lightning. 
The phenomenon of the chant of batons or staves, m other ~vorcls, the reson-
ance or bourclonnement of tho soil, constitutes still another spemos. It has been 
ohserYed only on the summit of mountains or of culrninant peaks; never,. as far 
as I ]friow, on plains or at the bottom of valleys. It supposes a contm~ous 
<lvnamic action or an effiux of the fluid towards the clouds by the most salient 
t;rrestrial condt;ctors sensiblv different from static tei1sions and abrupt discharges. 
If ,ye collate the ~bservatfons which have been above indicated, we shall dis-
tinguish therein several common features: · 
1st. The efflux of electricitv by the culminant rocks of mountains is produced 
undei· a clonded sky, chargelwit·h low clouds, enveloping the summits or passing 
at a small distance above them, but without the occurrence of electric discliarges 
above the place whence the continuous efflux is proceeding. It would seem, 
therefore, that 1\1hen this effiux takes place, it sufliciently relieves the electric 
tension to prevent lightning from being formed. 
2d. In all the cases observed, the summit of the mountain ·was enveloped by a 
sho-wer of hail or sleet, which leads to the supposition that the continuous efflux 
of electricity from the ground towards the clouds is not unconnected with the 
formation of the vapor and probably also with that of the hail. 
At the Piz Surley and at the N cvado de 1I'oluca there foll a s1eet or snow 
resembling rice, and at the pass of the Jungfrau the snow fell whistling like hail, 
which seems to indicate that it was rather sleet which was falling than snow. 
Don btless we should take into account the higher temperatnr; of the valleys, 
where the hail, proceeding to melt, turns into rain; but still we do not think that 
in the particular cases which we have just indicated the phenomenon of rain 
falling in the valley and that of the sleet of the isolated mountain peaks relate 
to a condensation taking place in accordance with identical laws through the 
whole extent of the sky. 1I'hus, in particular, during the observation of June 
22, 1865, I saw on the horizon all the spires of rocks, although isolated and far 
remote from one another, enveloped by a powdery sleet which continued for a 
long time, while in the rest of the sky all condensation had ceased, and in the 
Yalley there fell a copious shower of rain, but of very short duration. 
:Moreover, the phenomenon which passed around the summits of the rocks was 
qnite different from that wliich deluged tlie valleys. Around these lofty pyra-
mids there wore columns of a fine sleet of great rarity; in the valley a heavy 
and droncliing rain, such as the thin sleet of the summits would not have pro-
ducetl bad it been converted into water. Around the elevated projections, 
therefore, by which the electricity was flowing ofl~ the condensation presented 
the special character of being little abundant, powdery (fine sleet), and more 
persistent than in the rest of the sky. 
The electric phenomenon which has been described, and which we term the 
electric res01iance of the mountains, seems not to be rare in high regions without 
liowcver, beiug very frequent. Among the guides amt hunters who~n I hav; 
interrogated on the subject, some bad never observed it; others had heard it but 
once or twice in t~ieir li':"os. But it is proper to adcl tha~ it is precisely on those 
days when menacmg skies n:pcl adventurers from the l11ghest altitudes that the 
phenomenon manifests itse1f. 
EXPERIMENTS ON ANEROID BAROMETERS MADE AT THE KEW 
OBSERVATORY. 
BY B. STEWART, LL. D., F. R. s. 
( From the l'roceedings of tlte Royal Society, London.) 
[The frequent use of the aneroid hal"Omettr in meteorological observations and in topo· 
graphical surveys in this country will render the following paper from the proceeuings of the 
Royal Society of London interesting to many of the readers of the Smithsonian Report,...!...J. H.] 
In judging of the value ·of an instrument, says the report, such as an aneroid, 
it is not the mere extent of difference between its indications and those of a 
standard barometer that ought to guide us; but it is rather the constancy of its 
indications under the various circumstances to which it may be subjected, that 
determines its value. An aneroid may differ from a standard barometer at the 
ordinary pressure, and to a greater extent at other pressures; but provided these 
differences can be well ascertained and remain constant, such an instrument ought 
to be regarded as valuable, just as much as a chronometer of known constancy, 
but of which the rate is wrono-, 
'J_'hc circumstances which m~y be i::upposed to affect the indications of an aneroid 
may be classed under three heads, namely: 
1. 'l'ime. 
2. 'I'emperature. 
3. SuadcQ. variations of pressure. 
1. '1.'inie.-As to the influence of time, no definite experimentfl were made. 
2. 1:7empcrature.-A good a.neroi.d is generally compensated by its maker for 
the effects of temperature, and the question to be investigated is, to :vhat_extent 
such compcnsa.ticns are ·trnstworthy. I record the results of suhjectmg six ane-
roids, en.ch four and one-half inches in diameter, made by two different maker ·, 
to a very considerable range of temperature. 
Correction at 
No. of instrument. 
55° F. 72° F. 78C F. 88° F. JOO" F. 
--------- - ---
2 ... .................................. .. 
3 ...... ................................ . 
4 ...... .......................•......... 
5 .. .................................... . 
6 .................. ...••................ 
7 ...... ................................ . 
-.105 -.135 -.140 -.140 - .1-15 
-.055 -.OUO - .095 -.093 -.1 0 
-.095 -.0% -.095 -.0 0 
-.JO(i -.]06 -.Ill -.111 -.Ill 
-.101 --.111 -.111 -.106 -. 1 
-.OGl -.061 -.061 -.OCH -.031 
ar , on the wbo1e, very satisfactory, and appear to how t~tn a 
w 11-rnn<l ·ornp n ' ::tted instrnment lw.s its indications comparatively little ~flee_ 
by a. v ·ry ·on_. ·H1_ rabl · t mperatnrc change. It ought al ways to be borne m mm 
tliat an anero1 l 1. · not ·n.pah1 f being read to the same axuracy a n ::;tnndn 
1,arot1H•t ·r all': tl~a.t the 1-l00th of an inch is a very sma.11 q11antity. T h· 
t ·mp,•ratm • •:p ·nm nt w •re ma 1 at the on1inarv atmospheric pre lll'C. ~ ' 
unahl" to ,·ay what ·ff ·ct a chang • of temperatu;.c would have at a di1illfll' 
pr ur •. 
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3. Sudden changes of pressure.-For the purpose of investigating tl:e in:floence 
of snclden changes of pressure upon the indications of aneroids, ~ applied to some 
of the best-known makers of these instruments for the loan of several, and through 
their courtesy in lending me a sufficient number, and for a sufficiently long time, 
I have been enabled to investigate tl1is influence at some length. In_ the fol. 
lowing experiments the instruments were, to begin with, suspended vertically, at 
the usual atmospheric pressure. rrhey were tapped before berng read. The pres-
sure was then lowered an inch, and the instrument allowed to remain 10 minntes 
at this pressure before being read, after having been again well tapped. The 
pressure was thus reduced an inch every time, being allowed to remai~ 10 minutes 
at each stage; the instrument was always well tapped before •bemg read, by 
means of an arrangement contrived for this purpcse by Mr. R. Beckley. rrhe 
exhaustion was carried downwards to 19 inches, and the instrument was allowed 
to remain an honr and a half at its lowest pressure; the air was then admitted an 
inch at a time, the previous arrangement as to time and tapping being followed. 
Separating the results of the experiments into two sets, one comprising large 
(fonr inch to four and ·a half inch) aneroids, and the other sma11 instruments, we 
find the mean rlown correction to be as follows, each aneroid being supposed 
right at 29 inches: 
29 in. 28 in. ! 27 in. 26 in. 25 in. 24 in. 23 in. 22 in. 21 in. 20 in. 19 in. 
----------1·-- __ ! __ --.. - --- ------· ----
Mean correction of two large ane• 
roidH .... . ..... ....... . ..... , .. .00 .oo +.02 +.03 +.04 +.C4 +.07 +.n + .14 +.19 +.25 
Mean correction for four small ·ane-
+.01· roid8 .........•..•..•.•..•.. __ . .00 +.01 f-.02 + .03 +.07 + .09 +.12 +.17 + .23 +.25 
We see from these results, says Dr. Stewart, that if aneroids, right to begin 
with, be subjected to a decrease of pressure similar to that to which they ,vere 
subjected in these experiments- • 
1. rl'hat a well-constructed large ·aneroid will not go far wrong down to 24 
inches, but after that pressure its reading will be considerably lower than that 
of a standard barometer, so that a large positive correction will have to be applied. 
2. 1'hat small aneroids are less trustworthy ,, than large ones, ancl probablv 
cannot be trnsted below 26 inches. ~ 
3. rl'hat if previous experiments are made upon an aneroid, we are enabled 
by this means· to obtain a table of corrections which, when applied to future 
observations with tl1e same instrument, will most probably present us with a much 
better result than had we -not verified our instrument at all, and that by this 
means we may use our instrument down to 19 inches with very good rewlts. 
Readings of these instruments under increasing pressure, afte,i- remaining an 
hour aml a half nt the lowest reading, were recorded. 
1'he mean corrections for up readings are exhibited in the following table, 
each aneroid being supposed right at 19 inches : . 
19 in. 20 in. 21 in. 22 in. 23 in. 24 in. 25 in. 26 in. 27 in. 28 in. 29 in. 30 in. 
-------- ------
For two large ani>roids .•.. .00 + .03 +.03 +.03 + .03 +.02 +.01 .oo -.03 -.06 -.08 -.11 
.For four small aneroids •••. .00 .00 + .01 + .U2 -.Ol --.01 -.02 -.04 -.07 - .10 ·-,15 -.Hi 
W c may learn from these results, says Dr. Stewart, that if aneroids which have 
bee? subjected for at least ~no hour and a half to the lowest pres·sures which they 
re<nstcr, have the pressure rncl'eased by means of the gradual introduction of air 
into the receiver, after the manner already describecl-
1. That n. well-con -tructed large aneroid will not go far wrong for about 8 inches · 
above the lowest pressure. . 
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2. That in this respect small aneroids are somewhat less trustworthy than large 
ones. 
3. That if the instrument read be previously tested and its conections ascer-
tained, we may consider h trustworthy (making use of these conections) for up 
readings throughout a greater range than if it had not been so tested. 
I come now to consider whether a rapid change of pressure affects an aneroid 
after the experiment has been completed. 
The following table will exhiLit the results obtained in this direction: 
Aneroid No. 
8. 9. 10. 14. 16. 
Correction before experiment . ..•••.....•.••.••.•.••...•.......•......... -.10 -.12 -.12 -.04 - .05 
Immediately after experiment..... ................................ ....... .00 + .03 + .G6 + .06 -;-.04 
Eighteen hours after experiment. •................•...............•...... -.07 -.03 ...... -,01 + .01 
Forty-eight hours after experiment ..•.......•••.......•................. -.08 -.04 -.03 ... • • • • • • · · · 
Three days after expPriment . ...•...••.••..•.....•..•.............••..... -.08 -.05 ...... -.01 - .01 
Three weeks after experiment ...... ..... . ...••...........•........•. .... -.13 -.10 -.11 -.07 -.06 
It thus appears that if an instrument reads correctly before it is put into the 
receiver it will read too low immediately afterwards, and that it may be some 
considerable time before it recovers its previous reading. The instrument cannot 
therefore, be snJely trusted for absolute determinations if it has been recently 
exposed to rapid changes of pressure. 
The experiments hitherto recorded, in which an inch of pressure has been taken 
mvay or added every 10 minutes, are perhaps analogous to ascents in a balloon, 
or descents from a mountain; they are not, however, precisely analogous to moun-
tain ascents, since a longer time than 10 minutes is usually taken to produce a 
change of pressure equal to one inch. . 
At the suggestion of Mr. Charles Brooke, a couple of aneroids were te ted m 
April, 1868, with the view of rendering the experiment more analogous to~ 
mountain ascent. 
11hc pressmc was rcducerl by half an inch at a time, and at intervals of 30 
minutes, the ancroids being well tapped. 
'.rhe following corrections vvere obtained for down readings, (instrnments sup-
posed right at 30 inches:) 
At No. 8. No. 9. At No. 8. TO, fl, 
Incites. ]fiches. 
~o .OU .00 24 +.05 -.Ol 
20.5 .00 -.03 23.ri +08 -.c:. 
2!) .00 -.04 23 +11 -. 3 
28.5 .00 -.03 22.5 +,12 - . 1 
2 . 0 -.03 22 +,14 
27.5 .00 -.02 21.5 +16 
27 21 +.17 
:l6.5 .oo -.02 20.5 +20 
2G +.01 -.02 20 +.22 
2:;_5 +.04 -.02 H>.5 +~5 
~) +,G5 -.04 19 +.~7 
24.5 +.06 -.02 
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From all these experiments, Dr. Stewart concludes as follows: .. 
A good aneroid of large size may be corrected for ternpernture by an opt1Cia!l, 
so that the residual correction shall be very small. 
If an aneroid, correct to commence with, be used for a balloon or mountain 
ascent, it will he tolerably correct for a decrease of about six inches of pressure. 
A large aneroid is more likely to be cofrect than a small one. · 
The range of correctness of an instrument used for mountain ascents may be . 
increased by a previous verification, a table of corrections being thus obtained. 
If an aneroid bas remained some time at the top of a mountain, and be sup-
posed correct to start with, then it will give good results for about eight inche~ 
of increase of pressure. 
A large aneroid is more likely to be correct than a small one. 
If the aneroid has been previously verified, it is likely to give a better result. 
After being subjected to sudden changes of pressure, the zero of an aneroid 
gradually changes, so that under such circumstances it ought only to be used as 
a differential and not as an absolute instrnment, that is to say, used to determine 
the distance ascended, making it correct to begin with, or to ascertain the dis-
tance descended, making it correct to begin with, it being understood that the 
instrument ought to be quiescent for some time before the change of pressure is 
made. 
[I have subjected many aneroids to the test of a sudden diminution of pressure 
under the receivers of an air-pump, hut have never found one of which the index 
would return to the same point when the original pressure was restored. I have 
not, however, had recourse t? tapping, which 1\fr. Stewart has found essential. 
The instrument in its present condition cannot be relied on to indicate absolute 
pressure, t110ngh it may he used in many cases with good effect in determiniug 




PRESIDENT OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF VICTORIA. 
BY R. L. J. ELLERY.* 
GENTLEMEN OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY OF VrcTORI.A.: Fort.he third time it 
devolves upon me :is your President to deliver the annual address on this occasion, 
in:tugurating our 13th session. 
The hor}Or yon have thus confened upon me was, I con~et'ls, an u?expe~ted 
one; I beg, however, to assure you most earnestly tlrntl am fully sens1?le of ~he 
distinction jmpliecl in your trust, and no less of the responsibility whicl1 it ent~1ls. 
On similar occasions it has been our custom to review the society's operatw~s 
during tLe previous session, touching, also, on the scientific progress of our puhlw 
scientific institutions during the past year. Adopting onr usnal plan, l now pro-
pose to briefly review, first, the contributions 1aic1 before you at yo~r n1.not!, 
meetingR during your last session fo1lowino· this by a o·enera1 survey of th~ ye[ff~ 
histor;Y of our sci~ntific departme~ts, :ind c~ncluding v~ith a brief notice of ::ne .ur 
two ot t.bc moresabent points of scientificdiscovery belonging to tl1c yc~r lS_Q 1 =. for 
tbe scientific in 'titntions of the colony derive so rnnch strength a~1d dHcct1on 1r0.1~1 
the work done [Lt the older centres of learnino- that no review o.f onr progrc:--:- I:-. 
I eoncei ve, adeqnately represented without so~c reference to tli.c general progrc::-.~ 
of human know ledge. 
lf, in referrin~ to the ,vork of onr past session, I appear to dwell unduly 11_P 011 
~ome of t~te subJects which have occupied yonr attention, I ask yon to follo,, 11' 
rn regarchng them as of more than usna,l interest and importance, and on th' 
account claiming a more detailed consit1eratiou. 
During our la::;t ·cssion we held 11 onlinary meetings. The pap_crs and h 
di~cusHions following t11c rca<lino· of them were o-enernllv of grcrLt rntereSt 3n l 
importance, <loul>tless aidino· us ii onr aclvancc in°the (lep.artments of kno" k g 
to which they behmg. By the indcfatig-able zeal of yonr lio11orary ..,ecrc TY 
1'1~·· Thoma· II. Ra,rlings, the wlto1e o( the lnst year's tranf-:a tions hare le n 
prrntr~1, ~m1 ,rnrc placed i.n yonr liancls shortly after the clo ·e ot l.he year n . 
al.·o d1stnLuted to the vanous learned societies with which "·e arc m corumu · 
6:ation. 
Of the con~ribntio~s ]aic1 before yon, two pcrtnin to pli~Tsical scienrc tbre • 
the natural lm;tory of Anstralin, three to the dcYcloprncnt of onr nnturnl re:;, r 
two to pathologi('al :cicncc, J'onr to tl1e n·co1n.Q·v miuernlng-r nnd pahcon ~l -. 
of n,:tral.in.ancl ~ T cw Zralan,1, 011 • to ~wial ::wi1_;11'rr, /1.11(1 t\\.;>·t;, 11J'P1ied c:lienn •• · 
I will l1r:-t r •tcr t,1 tlic 1 e,·. ,T. E. 'l'eni::;on '\V (lud'::; pap<'r "011 the .I.. 
P ri()(l of A11:tra.l ia,'' in wl1ich lie rri\'C"S l1i:,; r a~o11;-; for conl'ltt,lin!!' tl1nt "<ln -
the ~1aeia~ p 1 iod ol' Enrop om c·n11linc11t a11d seas );aYC· pa;-;:-:c,1° tJiro11!!h • 
trnp1 ·al <.l1111at'' or nt I a~t n. 11111('\t wnrmcr n11 , thnn ,rr 11n,,· c>xprriP11 C'. 
i-tat<'cl n · yon. w ·11 n·111c•111lic•r: tl1at Irr ,lid 11nt l,n~c l1i:,; opi11im1 11p,n1 tlic al 
of_ 1_10 • "Tml\·111,.,.: ancl ,:triatioll!- lC'fL by tit, 111ig-l1ty. lip of' ;;l:tcier;-; a1111 i~ be - -
f H m tlll' 10rtl1 ·rn lH•1111:plicr tlie~e ar • not fon11d lowrr tku1 tltc ,tutli I· --------:From th Trnn l\clio11. of tlw H ynl ,'oci •tj" of ictoria, pn.rt 1, vol U, July l;: • 
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of latitude-but rather upon the subtropical character of our tertiary fauna. He 
concluded his paper by sayi~g:, "A true glac!al e~och in New Zeal~ncl wonlcl_ b~ 
a puzzling fact, and very <l1flicnlt to r~conc1le :v1th ,:7hat we see _m Australia, 
and statino- his belief that the Australian contrnent 1s now passmg through a 
colder peri~cl than any of which we c~n fin~ evidence _in its previous geological 
history. On the same _subject, and chsc~1ssrng these v1?ws, Dr. Haast, an hono-
rary member of this society and geolog1St to the provmce of C~nterbury, ~ew 
Zealand, contributed a paper which was read at the October meetrng. Refernng 
to Ur. Wood's paper, he stated that he had traced glacial action over the whole 
leno-th and breadth of the south island of New Zealand; he does not accept 
u/w ood's conclusion with respect to the non-existence of evidence indicative 
of our continent having passed through a glacial period, and points out that if 
geologists want to find traces of this epoch they must lookfor it in the Australian 
alps, where morainic accumulation may have been preserved around the la,kes; 
bnt from the small altitude of this chain he expects these will be of small extent 
and dimensions. 
Mr. rl'hompson read a paper "On the Formation of Mineral Veins and the 
Deposit, of Metallic Ores and Metals in them," at onr Oetober meeting. In the 
present stage of our knowledge of geological changes, the mode of occurrence 
of minerals in veins, and the formation of the latter, present almost insnperable 
difficulties to tbe clear comprehension of them. · This subject, although it has 
taxed the energies of Hopkins, Bischoff, and other superior minds, may be con-
sidered as still unsolved. In Mr. Thompson's paper, 1iis conclusions are based 
upon observations of particular cases, and are thu~ preferable to geological con-
ceptions of a purely speculative character. 
Professor McCoy, at the February meeting, announced the discovery in Aus-
tralia_ o_f Enaliosaitria and other cretaceous fossils, thus establishing the fact-of 
immense geological importance-of the existence of the cretaceous period on the 
Australian contiHent. 
A description of a fine specimen of rubellite or red tourrna1in, found for the 
first time in Victoria in a mine at Maldon, was read by the Rev. Dr. Bleasdale, 
at our July meeting. 
An acconnt of some bone-caves at G1enorchy, in r:rn.smania, contributed by Mr . . 
Wintle, of Hobart 1,own, was also read on the _same evening. 
Turning to the papers having reference to na,tnral history. At the first meeting 
of the session Professor M.cCoy described three new species of Victorian birds, 
ancl a.t the September meeting h@ contributed n paper "On t1le species of vVom-
hats," in which be showed us that until very rece11tly only one species of wombn,t 
was known to zoologists, the Phascoloniys u:ombat, but that the existence of four 
species, which he clescrihecl, may now be considered as de1:nonstrated. 
At the meeting in May an elaborate paper "On the Australian Coleoptera" 
was presented to the society by that renowned naturalist, Count de Castlenan. 
I t contains descriptions of a large nnrnber of new Aui:;tralian beetles, and forms 
n. most Yahmblc contribution to entomological science. 
Of the two papers wliicll I have classed n,s pertaining to physical science, one 
wa rend nt tlic Febrnary meeting by l\Ir. G. vY. Groves, ancl ·was entitled "Con-
tributions to l\Icteorology." 1'he other was a description of a new self-registering 
electrometer, ,d1ich I had tl1e honor of reading at tlie last meeting of tbe session: 
'l'his dese;ription referred to an apparatus Iliad devised and erected al the obser-
yatory for the purpose of obtaining a continuous record, by the help of photo-
-grapl1y, of the force and variations of a.tmospheric electricity. Specimens of the 
photogrn.phic cnrves it produced were also exhi uitec1. You will he glad to hear 
t ltat a ft er experience of its performance we have every reason to consider it a 
most nsefnl addition to the meteorological appliances of foe observ&tory . 
• ' omc valnab1e contributions, bearing on tl10 development of our natural 
re ·onrces, wore read at the April, l\hy, and October meetings, tho first of which 
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is "On the Manufacture of Paper from Native Plants," by Mr. Newbery, in_ 
which he drew our attention to the importance to be attached to the discove~·y ~f 
raw material suited to paper-making, and pointed out tha,t we liad several md1-
genous plants fitted for this pnrpose growing in considerable profusion on ou_r 
waste lands; he especially called attention to two grasses, tho Xerotes lonw-
folia and a variety of Lepiclosperrna, the fibre of both of which he believed wo~id 
be of great value for making common paper, and for mixing with rn~s for '"~ite 
paper. l\fr. Newbery's valuable suggestion will, no doubt, be practically tesLed 
so soon as the new paper mills on the Yara commence operations. . . ., 
'I1he second commqnication of this class was a paper "On 0olornal vVm~s, 
by the Rev. Mr. Bleasdale. 'l'his placed before you a large amount of practJCal 
information respecting our vineyards and the wines produced from_ th_em. He 
gave the results of his chemical inquiries into several samples, an~ rndica~ed the 
conditions ou which he considered the success of Austra.lian wrne-makmg to 
depend. · 
l\fr. N ewbery's paper "On the Analysis of our Mineral ·waters" forms an~ther 
contribution bearing on our natural resources. The writer gives the analysis he 
h~s _made of the waters from several of our quartz mines rernarka~le for <::0 n-
tan;mg a, brge perc;entage of chloride of pota.ssium, as well as of the Ballan 
s~rmgs, the latter found to contain a large percentage of carbonate of ~o_da, 
with carbonate of lime and maO'nesia with 416 cub-ic inches per gallon of free 
carbonic acid. This water, as you a1'.e aware, has now come into exten_sive use 
under the name of " Ballan Seltzer Water ;" it forms a very refreslnng and 
pleasant beverage, and may no doubt be medicinally useful iu some cases. 
At the June meeti1w Pn:if'essor Halford brmJO'ht b·ofore us his paper" On the 
App~arances of the Blood after Death by Sna1~ Poisoning." At the ?ctober 
meetmg, also, he contributed some further observations on tl1e same subJect . 
. You. ·will remo1_:nber that in April lai3t, a gentleman died in Melbourne from the 
bite of a cobra-d1-capella ,vhich he had broucrht from India, a.nd thought to he 
fang less. At the· post n{ortcm examination Professor Ifalford, remarking tl;e 
great fluidity of tl1e blood examined some under the microscope, wl1e1} it appeareLl 
to him to contain a gredt number of colorless cells of a larger size than an.1 
usually seen in blood. Further examination corroborated this fact; he obserY~d 
numerons cells much larger than blood corpuscles, ·with delicate tran~luccnt c~,l-
·walls, each cell containinO' one two or more nuclei antl also notelL a peculiar 
. o ' ' , ' II n~acula. or mpp:e on the cell wall after the application of magenta dye. · e 
lolled a dog with poison taken from the ()'lands of the same cobra, and orLer 
animals with poison taken from Austrnlian~na.kes, and after den.th i1~ ever: ca·e 
the hlood _was found fluid a.ml foll of these cells. By later ouservations Le."· 
led to believe that the growth of these cells commences immediately the JJ 01 =-011 
gels into the blood, antl continues to O'l'OW oven after death · so that 12 lwur;:-
1. 1 1 1 b 
7 
• • a _ter ( e~t 1 h ood taken from an animal that <lied from the poi::::on in 10 nnnnt ~ 
wi 11 l>e m the i:.:a,1110 sta.o-e as rco·•m1s the eel l o-rowth as that taken one hour after 
I • ~ t,' (. 
dcatl1 Jrom an ammal that snrvivcc1 the poi ·ou 11 hours. . 
0ou_~idering t!1c importance of this sul>ject, I make no apoloo-y for tron~,hn!! 
yon ~, 1th a. _sue met a.c:count of my personal experience concerning Pr~fc" 
Ilaliorcl's ,h ·covcry. 'orne litLle tim, since I had, in cornpm1y with a fn •nd. t 
0 ·o_od oh~en r ,vith the micro cope, a.n ppm-tunity of wituc::- ·i11cr the progr~ ..... f 
tin · n·ll "'1'0\Yth. A <loo- 1,itt n l,y an A11 tra.lian tio-cr snak(• at 9 a. m. di· I 1 
n.~1 l,our; at · '·1 ·k ·om blood tn,k n from a v •i~ \\'U.t, dark an,1 qnitc on· l. 
tHll'I' th · micro. ·op? tl, • r •cl ancl white eorpm; •l · app arcd normal in :i~ ~1 • 
lin.p •, ln~t ,,·c•r · mo,rnc-r about frcr in tli<' tlui 1 liquor sanguinis n.ncl not t- 1 •ki 
c,rrf'llu•r Ill ronlc·:in: a: i. 11. ua.1 with hca1thy bloo(l. Arnonir th'· ·orpn 
" • 011 •n'<'<l. p:~ ·n. ,, her ,·om• appan·ntly' trnC't11rel •s: oTannlar matter I 
po li ·d thc·111 n Hlr•. n ltonr aftc·r a fr• h . upph of l,loo l from • 11otl1er' 
h \\ l u ·uu 1w \\ ha app ·ar d t L • th· .. :.unc kin l of granular watter l 
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nucleated cells, which we estimated to be from three to four ti_mes the diameter of 
the ordinary red corpuscle; these cel1s, whose wal1s w_ere so dehc~te and t~·a:nslucent 
that it required most careful management of the light for then· de?-mt10n, con-
tained nuclei some one, many with two, three, or even more; delrnate as they 
were howev;r they became as distinct as the ordinai·y reel corpuscle by the 
application of~ little magenta dye, which di_d not seem to alter thei!·. dimensions 
jn the least by osmotic action. In many of these cel1s, also, the uttle !nacula 
on the cell wall was observed, but not on al1. In bl;:>od take1: from the Jugul~r 
vein 24 hours after deaLh we observed these ce11s, now appearing more tense, 111 
immense numbers, and many of the nuclei floating about free, as wel1 as a gre~t 
qmintity of trnnsparent acicular ctystals, which magenta dye rendered very di-
stinct. 
rl'he existence of ce11s in the blood of the individual who died from the cobra's 
poison different from those formd in cases of pyam1ia, leucocythremia, and other 
diseases, was warmly contested in this society, and you will remember the ani-
mated discussions we liad on the subject; but those who liave carefully observed 
the blood in snake-poisoned individua1s cannot, I shon1d irnagi11e, be in the least 
<loubt ns to tlie fact of the presence of these cells. lily friend and I were very . 
sceptical on this point, a,nd at first failed to see tl1em, but afterwards we felt no 
]onger any question in our rnin<ls either as to their presence or to their size being 
greater than that of any cells in the blood we had ever witnessed or seen de-
scribed. 
·whether this particnlar cell growth is peculiar to snake-pofaoned blood, or 
whether it may be found in the blood after death from other causes, especial'y 
in cases wl1ere the blood remains .fluid, is a quest.ion not yet determined, but one 
that still occupies Professor Halford's attention, and one to vvhich he invites the 
general attention of microscopists as well wo1thy of a searching inquiry. He 
te11s us that jn most careful observations, repeated very many times, lie trnces 
tl1e growth of the ce.11 out of the germinal matter before alluded to; that first 
tl1e nucleus appears, then the cell wall. This, if established, is an important 
point, a,nd one upon which many of our greatest physiologists are not agreed. 
Kolliker and Virchow holding the view that al1 cell growth proceeds from pre-
existing cells, while Schleiden and Schwann believed they always grew out of 
structureless granular matter; Beale, a later authority, working with higher 
microscopic powers, leans also to this latter view. 
Professor Hn,lford considers tlrnt snake poison acts as a kind of ferment in the 
blood, ancl that the oxygen which it; required to keep it in a condition to support 
vi tality i.: used up l>y the cell growth, thereby causing the death of the bitten indi-
vidnal. After death we find the dark fluid blood rapfr1ly absorbs oxygen when 
exposed to the air, and .. becomes bright in color; the fl.brine haf. also disappeared, 
or at all events has become so far degraded by some molecu]a,r change as to be 
no 1onger congu1ab1e. _ 
Although we may regard these investigations as of tbe highest importance, not 
only jn their direct reference to the question of snake poisoning and animal poisons 
generally, as wel1 as to tliat cell growth and the study of the chemistry and 
pl1ysiology of the bloo<.1, yet it must be confessed tbat the great qnestion of savin<T-
from death those bitten by snakes is still au nnso1ved vroblern; tlie light throw~ 
upon the whole snl,ject, however, tippears to indicate a pitth by "·bich tbe rn,tional 
treatment of these cn.scs may be arrived at. But little, after a11, is known of the 
functions of the blooll or of its connection with nutrition of tl1e tissues and vital 
force, or of its intricate, chemical, and physical changes in disease; and jt is 
from inquiries of this kind, philosophically conducted, that we must look for 
progre ·s in this most diflicnlt, and at present obscure, branch of human knowl-
edge. Such inqnirie::-, however, for their successful pursuit, appear to require not 
only a knowledge of physiology and pathology, hut of tlie higbest chemistry 
a,nd phy ic · geuerally, a rare combination to he met with in one individual; an~l 
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it suggests at once that scientific progress in the treatment of disease will come 
but slowly, until natural philosophy and chemistry, especially in its <lynamical 
aspect, form a,s large a part of a medical student's training as even anatomy itself. 
JYir. Rusden's paper " On the Ethics of Opinion," was read at the Septem her 
meeting ; it treated of how far men are properly liable to blame or prn,ise, rowa1:d 
or punishment, for their thoughts or actions. 'rhe novelty of clmracter of tbJS 
contribution may have given rise to an impression that it was not exactly of a 
nature included within the.objects of the society; very little consideration must, 
however, show that any attempt to contribute to social improvement, so lo?g as 
it is regn,rdecl in its scientific aspect, may be fairly considered to come withm the 
scope of this society. • 
" The Danger of Collision between Vessels crossing one another's Tracks/' 
was the title -of a communication from C~ptain Perry, road to you at the N ovem-
ber meeting. In this paper a very simple method of procedure to be adopte:-1 _by 
approaching vessels ·wa8 suggested by the writer, by which .danger of co}lis10n 
might, in nearly all cases1 be avoided. The plan suggested consists m the 
approaching ships ascertaining if the same relative bearings between thorn con-
tinues to be maintained, and if so, to alter their course; for, as was d~mo~strat_ed 
.. by a simple diagram, collision becomes inevitable if the same beanng IS ~am-
tained. So simple a mode of even les8ening the probability of collisions, if not 
already generally adopted by nautical men, should be well noted. 
A.t the same meeting a paper " On the Purification of Water," was prese~tecl by 
Mr. Dahlke. This related to a method of filtration devised by tb.e wnter, by 
which organic and most mineral impurities, including the salts of load, were 
removed from drinking water; brackishness, also, by a judicions arrangement 
of this filtering medium, he state<l miO'ht be removed to a considerable _ext<:nt. 
He exhibited a filter that he bad coI~structed which was rartly tested _rn yonr 
presence; the further testing of its properties yon will remember was 1:cterrcd to 
J\Ir. Newbery, who reported at the next meetino·that the filter not only did all that 
Mr. Dalhke bad stated,, but ho found it to p~ssess powers of filtration bey~nd 
anything he had previougJy known; be had tried it very severely by filt_c·n~ O' 
solu~ions of sa1t, sulphate of magnesia, and even sulphate of arr~rnonimn with It 
and m every case tlie filtrate passed out as drinkablQ \vatcr, with hardy trace3 
of the substance previously in solution. Passino- hot water in a reveriie "ay 
through the filter removed the suspended salts a~1d restored the activity l!tf die 
filtering medium, which, after continued use was diminished. 
Somo experiments were since tried on the filtration of sea-water by 1Hr. Dah1_ke, 





· · 'l'l ~ brackish water fit for sheep and cattle at some station on tbe Dnrlmg nver. il'l_e 
is 110 doubt tliat the kill(l of filter exl1ihitecl is exceoding;lv sncces!'nl as an orch-
nary domestic filter, lrnt " ·l1etl1or it ,vill 1Jecomo practicall}' snccossfol in ~0 remar-
kable a use as that of removing salt from sea or very brackish waters 1s not y1:t 
demonstrated. 
I congratulate yon upon tlrnse results of your 1mst session, an<l I rcgarcl t_hcm 
as an CYidenee of incrPasin(l' activity and an earnest of advancement in the ol1Je1! 
of this society. 
0 
ou vl'ill be O'}a,l to lt>arn tliat our intercourse ,vith kinclrod societie:· h, 
in 'I c·a. <'cl; th ·re arc now G learn eel 1Jodic8 with which we n,ro in c;oinnrnnic:i·ioi 
aucl interdrn.nge of pnli]i('alion ; 41 of these arc British 36 continental J)i -
}><'an, 5 mc1irn11, 2 siatic, a11cl 5 colonial. Onr library '1ias been conjtler~h: 
11 wn·a. ·cl liy donation:-; from tl1csc ,·o ·ietic , and a complete catalogue compil 
lJ\· yom lionorarv Jihrari, n, Dr. ~ •il<l is ~.ppcncled to tho second part of tLc 1 
volllln · of onr tra.n. actiollH. ' 
. _l '~ onlcl now r ·v •1t to th<> y ar s l1i~tory an<l pr Pnt state of our pnhlic:: . -
1 1 • 111•1,: rti 11 c·11t: ancl in <loing so if I i:;peak a.t more kn<>·th of ma.tter:; one nn_ -
our 111: c•rvn °r. ·than of' lb · 11th •r in. titutiou:, it i::, 111y uccau c I am better ac<} • • 
•( , 1 h ti • 1 ·t· ii. fit· prngrc. ~-
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In my last address I told you tba.t the Great Southern Telescope, wl:icb, by· 
the-by, is now to be sty led the Great llielb_ourne Telescop~, ":'as approachmg c~n~-
pletion, n,nd its arrival might be expected m the course of a fe\•: n~onths. It h_as, 
however not yet reached us. Several un1ooked for delays m its constrnct10n 
occurred: prin~ipally owing to the determ_ination on the par~ of th? manufacturer, 
:Mr. Grubb, that nothing but the very highest excellence m all its parts should 
KO to its construction. . . . 
Many of you, no doubt, read the mterestmg letter_ of Dr. Ro b1_nson,. o±: Arma~h, 
which appeared in the daily papers a week or two smce, res~ectmg hi~ mspectwn 
and trial of this o-reat instrument, and that he passes a high eulogrnm on the 
excellence of its r~echanical details, as well as of its optical powers, so far as he 
was enabled to j ndge from the imperfect trial he had with it in this respect. We 
are expecting every mail to hear of its shipment, a,nd there appenrs to be cyery 
probability of its being even now on its way. 1\1. Le Sueur, n,gent1eman sc1ectcd by 
the committee as an observer for this telescope, comes out with it, and will occupy 
the position of second assistant astronomer at the observatory. Of this gentle-
man's high qualifications for the work before him we have tbe best testimony. 
You are aware, no doubt, tlrn,t apparatus for celestial photography and spectrum. 
analysis of the light of the heavenly bodies ·will form part of the appliances oi 
thisgiganticinstnuncnt, and I trust. tliat Dr. Robinson's hope "that an inestimable 
harvest of discovery and trii1rnph will crown this magnificent enterprise" will bo 
fo11y realized. I have obtained a few photographs of a lithograph of the Great 
Melbourne 'l'elescope, which will be handed to you at the conclusion of this 
address. 
It ::tppears that some kind of a building with movable roof will be necessary 
to protect it from tl10 great darna,ge likely to arise if expoBed to the dust-storms 
we are liable to; it is therefore proposed to erect a circulm buiBing, with a 
revolving roof, and Parliament will be asked for a vote for thi5l purpose. .A 
srnn11 extension of the observatory ground lias been granted, thus enabli11g the 
telescope to' be erected in a position where it will command a foll view of the 
heavens without creating n,ny disturbance on our magnetic instruments by its 
too close proximity. · . 
You will remember that in my last address I mentioned that a complete set of 
self-registering magnetic instruments or magnetographs (similar to those used at 
Kew) were expected to arrive shortly. 'l'hese duly a,rrived; they bave been 
erected and at work since November last, producing an uninterrupted photographic 
record of all changes of the forces of terrestria.l magnetism. 
A wet and dry Lnlb thermometer and barometer, cont.inuous1y self-registering, 
on the same principle, are now being constructed for us, and will probably be at 
work in the course of a few months. The results 1ike1 v to be obtained from the 
adoption of self-registering instruments of this kind cin scarcely be too highly 
estimated, for the periodic method of observing phenomena thl1t are changing 
continuously could never safo,factorily admit of those close deductions being rna,de 
requisite to derive any practical va1ne from the oboorvations. Variations of t.l-rn 
forces measured sufficient to est::tblish or overthrow a supposed law rna.y, and 
doubtless do, often lrnppcn in the intervals uctween intermittent observation, 
which, l>y the photographic or other self-registering method, ia indelibly rccordec1 
with true relations to prccc<1i11g and following variations. · . 
The l\[ell>011rne }ilortio11 of the survey of the southern heavens has made con.-
Fidern.hle progress; the portion of tl1e heavens lying between the 150" 401 and 
J.1:2° 4G' para\ lei::; or <kclinntion have Leen thoroughly surveyed, and the posi-
tions or 10,GOO stars cstabli::;licLl. 
A serie:-; or observations J'nr tlie dctcrminnlion of the difference of longitude 
between :i\rc.•11,omne arnl Adclai11e, hy aid of tbc electric tclegr:tph, was made at 
tl1c latter pnrL<,l'lu. t ycnr, nlld al tliongli the result is Gonsi<lcred not quite conclusive, 
as it i::; intcll(lctl to make anolhcrscrie::; ofcomparisons, it mn.y however be acceptell 
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as nearly the truth, and makes the difference of longitude 25m. 33.78s. Assuming 
the 1ongitude of l\.ielbourne to be correct, that of Adelaide would be 9h. 14m. 
21.02s. 
Before leaving the subject of our astronomical labors I would ac1cl a word con-
cerning the total eclipse of the sun, which will take place on the 17th of August, 
this year. . 
~rhe eclipse will be a most remarkable one, and unrivalled by any recorded m 
the annals of mnnkind h1 its magnitude and duration. At its commencement 
the moon will be unusually near the earth, and at the same time reaches the 
ascending node of her orbit. 'I1he sun also reaches near]ythe zenith of those places 
where tho eclipse takes place at noon .; the augmentation of the moon's apparent 
diameter, due to he1: altitude, is a maximum; a combination of circumstances 
resulting in the apparent diameter of the moon exceeding that of th~ sun by_ an 
lmusual amount, and in the time during which the sun will remain eclipsed, berng 
almost unprecedented. 
The greatest length of totality will occur in longitude 102° 38' E. a~d 10° ~8' 
N. in the Gulf of Siam, where it lasts 6m. 50s. T'he path of totality, which 
eommences at sunrise in Abyssinia, passes over the Straits of Babel l\.Ianrlcb~ 
Aden, Arabia, through India between Goa and Rajapoor, across the Gulf of 
Siam, where the greatest phase occurs, then through Borneo, the whole of the 
south of New Guinea, ending at sunset about the New Hebrides. . . 
So unusual an eclipse as this is sufficient to put astronomers on the qui Vl'li~, 
for such an one has probably never been seen by man, and none of such magrn-
tnde is likely ever to be witnessed by any now living. But there are, boweYer, 
higher objects than this in view, and great preparations are being made to carry 
ont _investigatio~s concerning tbe snn's atmosphere, which can onl~ be ~ttemp~ed 
dnrrng total eclipses, and for which this one offers so long a penod of totality. 
It has 1ong been supposed. that an atmosphere surrounds the sun's exterior to the 
photosphere. '!'hose remarkable red clouds or prominences and tl1e c01:ona or 
glory with its projections, generally seen in total eclipses, and especially m that 
of 1860, all point to this. '11hese luminous clonds were found by l\.Ir. De la Rue 
to have great photographic power, and l\.Ir. Brayley concludes therefrom that 
they probably consist of incandescent o·1obnles of metal in a liquid state, or per-
haps of solid particles of the metals ~1iscovered in the sun by Kirchoff. The 
?PLical me~ns of analyzing the light from various sources ha~e been so much 
~rnproved smce the last total eclipse witnessed by astronomers 1111~60, and on~ 
mcrease ~knowledge of the physical conditions of the sun, as well as of many other 
of the heavenly bodies, induces the scientific world to confic1ent1y hope that tl.c 
telescope, Rpectroscope, and heliograph will reap rich harvests in the l1~nds of 
the many experienced observers who will be eno·ao-ed in the path of totality. 
'l'he 1,otanical department, so efficiently con~u~ted by your fello,y-me1~1l'.~r. 
Dr. F. Mueller, has not been idle. Tlie "Frao-menta Phytoo-rapha Au trah,., I 
am inform ,(1, will Lave reached the completio~ of the sixth tolume next n!onth. 
Dr. Bentham'. new work on the Australian flora (to which Dr. l\Ineller contnhn_ 
largely) is progr • Hing rapidly· the fourth volnme containino- the andulh 
<1i_vi:.;ion:--coro1liflorre-i n_early
1 
com1 lete; the fifth volume, wl~ch it ~s expcc 
,v1 ll be _1r-;, uec1 n •xt : 1ear, will ·ontain tlic monocblamyc1cw; and it is mtcmlcd t 
follow it 11p hy a sixth v lnme, containino· the monocotyle<lon ancl fem.:. • 
s1_1ppl m~ntary vol1111H• will nfterwarc1s he prohab1y is uecl, to ompri:-e t~1c n ~r 
<1 1 · ·ov~n~•·· among ·otyledonom, phnts, for wliich tlie '' l!'rno-mcutn, ' will afl 
the prme1p~l re,·orc1s. 'l')ii · book ,,·ill h th, mo t ompl te de::;criptiYe_ Wl)rk 
th vc<rc•tat10n of u.'traJia, ancl , ith wl1icl1 in its com1)letcnes::: no inular w 
1, . ' ' . l <>1~ '.,llr~ip(•ar1n•rretn.11 m C'an ·om par . Yon will 1, glad to l arn that th cmc 11 
(I c·111vian hark plant. ar, pr :p •ring. Dr. f1wllcr inf'om1 · m they hax 
f• xr,o:<·1l t_o ·.·ti:em of tc·m1wratm var ·i110· from 00° }, alir. la ·t wint •r, tt 1 
11 hr. <lumw tlu . mu11H;r in an arlifi ·ialf •ru gulley in the gmd •n::, without in'1 . · 
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this gives ample testimony of their hardihood1 and th~ir fitness for coping_ with 
the much smaller vicissitudes tliey would be liable to m tlie sheltered gulhes of 
our rnonntain rano-es. 'l'he establishment of this most valuable p1ant is of the 
utmost importanc~, and in a commercial poi~t of view can scarcely be ow:resti-
mated. '!'here are now in the garden nursenes a large number of plants of cork 
oaks, western Australian mahogany, tea, tobacco, coffee, and otlier prominent1y 
useful plants, ready for pbnting in the valleys of the U~per ~arra this autumn. 
Dr. l\Iueller made a botanical visit to western Austraha.durmg last year, and 
he informs me his principnl object was to connect tbe observations of the flora of 
that colony with geo1ogical formations in continuation of tho many facts he had 
traced out'in other parts of Austra1ia. An investigation of the rnutnal relations 
existino- between vegetation and geological formations is of great importance as 
bearing on the general question of the occupation of the soil for various purposes 
of culture. 
'J.'be phyto-chemical laboratory, under Dr. Mueller's direction, is still engaged 
in researches into the teclmo1ogica1, meclicinaJ, and other properties of the Austra-
lian vegetation, and especially as regards the amount of potash in our trees, which 
he states has already afforded high1y satisfactOTy results. The question of the 
yie1d of iodine and bromine in onr largo sea-weeds is also occupying the attention 
of tl1js branch of tho botanical department. 
Our national nrnsourn, under the management of Professor :McCoy, continues 
to increase in its uscfnlness. It ,vas highly praised by tho naturalists and officers 
of the ltalian scientific expedition, who visited us in the Magenta and who wc.:re 
fresh from the study of the best zoological co11ections in Europe. Onr member, 
l\Ir. Ulrich, too, who has just returned from an inspection of tl1e principal mining 
schools of Europe, finds them exceeded by the mining section of our museum, 
prepared by Professor McCoy with the object of facilitating the establishment of 
a school of mines in tho colony by taking advantage of the proximity of the 
national museum to the university, in which eight out of the ten courses of lectures 
required arc already given. 'l'be natural history specimens, mounted eight or ten 
yea.rs ago, still maintain their freshness and state of preservation, ,vhich is, 110 doubt, 
in a great measure attribntablo to the fact that the museum is surrounded by the 
,rell-plantocl university grounds, where it is free from the destructive influence of 
dust and smoke. Various c1asses of tho university students make daily use of 
the different sections of the nrnsenm, while tl1e nnrn ber of the general public who 
Yisited this institution during tho year _amounted to 68,000. 
Among the most interesting colonial specimens adt1cd during tl1e year is tlie 
great skeleton of a new species of whalebone whale (Physalus Grayi, McCoy,) 
which is now beautifnlly articulated and placed outside the ·west wall of tbe 
museum. 'l'his specimen is 90 feet long. Next to tl1is in interest are the forth er 
donations of 1\Ir. Carson, of Enaliosanrian fossil reptiles from the Flinders, to be 
described in our proceedings as bearing out tho views already 1aic1 before this 
society concerning tl10 occurrence of these fossils in Australia. A yery large 
iron meteorite, from Crnnbonrne, weighing 3,000 pounds, has been p1acecl in the 
mnseum, whicl1 J->rofessor J\foCoy promises to deseribe to us at an early meeting. 
Consitlcrab1e ndditions, illustrative of foreign natural history, have been made, 
mid the conchological collection, which is of great extent, is now ~lrnost com-
pletely named. 
1110 gcologicalcollection is also largely increased, as well as that of the different 
Articulala; lmt it appears that there is no more room at present in the half of the 
mnscum already bnilt for their display. 
From the report of the government geologist, Mr. Selwyn, just pnhlisl1ccl, we 
are put in possession of the progress made in the goo1ogica1 &mvey of the colonv .• 
I t appears that 55 qnarto sheets, each of which contains tho gcologicnl foatur~s 
of 5-1 S<)_nare miles, l1avc alreat1y boon pub1isliod, and tbat 11 are ready for the 
cngrnvcr. A cullecLion of 1,248 geological ~pecimcns has been arra,11ged an l 
. 
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labelled for the national museum. Besides the strategraphical arrangement of 
these specimens, each is labelled with numbers and letters, indicating its locality 
and the map to which it belongs. Considerable additions to tLo geological 
sketch-map of the colony have also b een made by the director from his recon-
noissance surveys in various districts. 'I1he department, however, has been singu-
farl y crippled during the past y•ear, owing to the absence of some of the officers 
on leave, and the sickness of others. 'rho survey has, nevertheless, made con-
siderable progress, e~pecially in the districts of south Ballarat n.nd north of Ores-
wick ::md Clunes. It appears that a :party has been engaged in the first-named 
locality on a research .into the course and limits of '' deep leads" of the Balbr~t 
gold-field, which has already resulted in l\1r. Murray, the gentleman engaged m 
this portion of the survey, being enabled to indicate the oxistsmce of payable 
gold deposits in n loca1ity where, though froquent1y traversed by miners, no 
workings had_ been established. 
In contemplating the more interestino- facts that have marked the progress of 
science in Europe, our attention is attra~ ted hv a recent discovery of paramount 
significance. · 
In the spectra of many of the fixed stars the Jines proper to hydrogen h?-,~e 
been observed, and in the outburst of the light of the star T-Oorome, s?n~e t 11ne 
ago, the development of these lines was so conspicuous as to ]ead_ to the 1?ference 
that an outburst of hydrogen, of the nature of a general volcamc erupt~on, bad 
tak e~ p1ace in this star. Singularly in agreement with these observations ~ire 
c~rtam results determined by Dr. Graham during his researches on the occlusion 
of gases by metals. . 
This exact chemist has shown that the different metals have propert:es of !h~ir 
o-wn of condensing the various ()'ases and concealin()' or occluding them withm 
l 
. b ' ::, . . t I 
t 1eir substance. In the case of meteoric iron he has found that it 1s no on Y 
cl! arg~d with occluded gases, but that the g;ses thus enclosed ~re different in 
krnd from those concealed in iron of telluric orio·in. Common iron hen.rs the 
impress of the mode by which it has been rnanuf~ctured in the large proportion 
of carbonic oxide and carbonic acid as constituents of the gases stored b~tween 
jt_s particl_es, wl1 erens, on the other hand, tb e iron of the Lenarto meteorite ba-
yrnldecl a buncfau cc of hydrogen gas almost entirely free from gaseous carbon 
componuds. 
On these rcsnlts Dr. Graham remarks, "'rhe iron of Lcnarto has, no dou~) · 
come from an atmosphere in whi ch h ydrogen g reatly prevailed. The meteon ce 
rnay be look ed upon as holding impri so~1e c1 within it, ancl hearing ~o us, by~ro_uen 
fro_m the star~." SpcakiDg of the amount of gas g iven up hy tlns meteoric m ~ 
bemg three times t he amount found in iron of te11uric orig in, he further .:~i::--· 
'' 'l'he inference is tLat this meteori te h as been extrndcd from a dense atmo:-pl,•·r 
of hydrogen gas, fo r which we rnnst look b evon cl the light cometary matter 
:ilonti1~g a.bout within the limits of the solar system." 
A few years ago resnlts of t hi s kin <l would have been deemed a1most l,cy n 
!he l10p . . f even the mo8t sang nine philosophers. Dr. <;}rahar:1 present· \ . ' 
ma tangible form the byclroo·en 1 rouo·l1t from remote ·re<rions of space to ··· h . 1 I? b 
po s1~, y our most I owerfnl tole ·copc8 have yet failed to reach. Ile demon::-
thn.t ~t, m~tst ha:1e come i\om a cle_n ·e atmo ·phcrc of the gas forn~ 1; and wh 
f till l11gli<·r 111trrcst, 111s expenmcnt • ,'ODc.1uce towar ls t11 view that th· 
ca1l · l ·11('JJ1ica1 lcm ut: of our world arc so framed as to adapt them hl 
throughout th ' ntirc . cl1 me of natnre. 
In c;,mc:ltt:-ion l will for a mom nt return to th affairs of the · cictr. T 
Re •m: to be, evc:ry 1 r'?-'pcct of st •ru1y pr grc::-s. I am rcj ice l to ~c · t_h 
1,Pr.' ·:~ruc:tly JollownJO' np th obj ·t. · for wliic-h thi iustitntion wa 111 
< nr <·flort. \\ h ·tli ·r th ·y lm\', for tl1 •ir aim th, in\' •~tio·•ltion of th• }a\Y · oft 
th· l«'YPl 11pnH•t1 of onr uatural r •~om· .·, or th all~vin.t ion of th snf r i -
fJur f ·llo ~- -r ·atnr •:, although p"rliap ·, ·ro\rn •d with only 11aitial ·uc 
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rrrch the effect of promoting our a,dvancornent as a people, and of raising the 
rstinmte of the intollectua.1 status of this colony in t110 minds of the intelligent 
in other p:1rts of the world. In these dn.ys no a,pology for scientific experiment is 
required, for although the primary object of science is tho discovery of truth, it 
i: now universally admitted that the contributions applied to the nrts of life are 
among the most ya1ued means by which our civilization is aclrnnced. In a, 11< vi· 
country the problem of the utilization of its resources opens the ,ridest opportn-
nities for the adaptations of science to practical requirements. An example will 
illustrate this general assertion: let us for a moment consider our relation ·with 
the older countries in reference to the supply and demand of the one importn'nt 
item of animal food. We have inexhaustible means of supply, ,Yhile in Euro-
pean countries fl~sh food is becoming yonrly scarcer. Any improved method of 
animal food preservation, assisting its transport, would he a vast accession to our 
means of wea1tli, and to this end the facts of chemistry in re1ation to physiolt1gy 
ap?ear as affording the proper key. rrhe ease of food supply is by no means a 
sohtary instm1ce; tho snmo reasoning applies generally to the natural resources 
of a new and extensive country like Austrn1ia. 
In these and like considerntions let us hope tr .. Lt a S\1fficient stimulus for our 
best efforts will be recognized, and tliut our endeavors will be so far fruit.fol as to 
entitle the Royal Society of Victorin, to nmk in due time with similar older 
institutions in Europe and America. 
IlEPOin ON THE TRANSACTfONS OF THE SOCIETY OF PIIYSTCS AND NA'I'CJTI.aL 
HISTORY OF GENl!:VA, FHOM JUNE, 1867, TO JUNE, 1858. 
J3Y PROFES80R ELIE W .ARTMANN, PRESIDENT. 
[ Translated for tlie Smithsonian Institution.] 
The report which I have the honor of submitting to my colleagues ~f ~be 
Society is the eleventh of those which have been presented under our e:nst_1ng 
regulation. Like my predecessors, I propose to recall the different commum_ca-
tions which have been made, by grouping them according to their subjects. Like 
them, too, I would renew the recollection of the amicable discnssions, the free 
and unconstrained developments elicited by the reading of a memoir, or e\-en 
the simple statement of a question. It is the privilege of our association~ ha.Ye 
no official connections, to observe only our own traditional customs, and to per-
mit its members to exchange ideas with a mutual kindliness, which certamJy 
does not exclude a sincere love of truth. This form bas so many charms and 
ad vantn,ges that I trnst it will long be preserved. ·when in 1890 the society 
shall celebrate the centennial anniversary of its foundation, it will be al>le to 
point with pride to the fact, that it has served in no stinted measure to unite and 
encourage those of our compatriots who devote themselves to the culture of tLe 
natural sciences. 
'l'l:ianks to the care taken by our secretary l\.f. Alex. Prevost, in recording 
our _proceedings, I may hope that my account 
7
of them will, :.tt least, ha,·e the 
rnent ?f exactness. 'l'hc society has held during its current ycat tw~lv~ O'eneral 
and eight special session:,;. .No modification ltas been introdncecl rn 1t · rule.:. 
~I:lie ol~l cnstom of assembling for tea previous to our winter sessions ha~, after 
d1sc11 s1on, been retained. 
Dr. Lombard has been called to exercise the functions of president dnrin (l' o~r 
approaching term, lSGS-'69. :M. Marc Micheli has been elected a memuer in 
onlillary, aH has also l\L GoLlefroy· Lnnel who alread.)r Lelono·ecl to us a· a fr 
• ' t) 1. a ·:,;ocw,te. It is with sincere pleasure that I record thi:,; increa::;e in tuc num 
ot' rJnr meml>er ' , which now amounts to 42. .r o death has occurred n.rnong th 
w~thin the year. Unfortunately, it is not so with our honorary member ·, thre 
ol wh m have been taken from us. 
Dr. Ii?lw.cl_] ara.clay, one of the most distinguished savants of England. a 
our a!:s~oc1ale for a quarter of a centnry, departed this lifo 25th Aurru:-t I,_,· 
'l'he bhors of this eminent physici t arc too well known to require enumemu 
her . 1.. o time wa lo:,;t l>y I. de la, Rive in reud •ring a tottcb.ing and w • 
11011~ugc to tho. ncce: 'CH' of Humphry Davy.* I ha.cl rny:;elf, for seY~t,tl Y 
cnlltvatecl th m > -t pl •asant relation with this kind-hearted man, lll wh 
'c11in · fnll of originality ,ra · allie l with the mo 't unaffected mo e:,ty. 
'· i ·1_1c '• a. t hi:; pen: ·11al fricuds, the lo:s i · irr para.bl'. . 
. • 1.· 11wnth · lat 'l' L ~on l! on ault, an intellect of a high rel r, wa with 
f otn u ·, at th• ~ .,.c f 1!) y •ar::., a vi ·tim to immodernt applica.ti n. U 
l r rltire. drll ._ril,ms, phy.-iquc , a naturellt-.,, t. xxx, p. J~ Tllis notice h, 
Tl. ro lu ·.~.J 111 q1<' J0 nrna\ /,' fo. ttlut, uu<l iii the P!tilo~oph1cal illu"<Lzine. [ a,l:;o in ll. .. 
I lllll 1, purt lur 1"'u7, p. ~ii.] 0 
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endowed "·ith no common faculties, a,ncl resembled ]taraday in the incomp1etc-
ness of his earlier studies, which both bad afterwards found the means of retriev-
ing through spcein1 methods, in conj_unction ·with great clee~sion of purpose. 
Looking upon evirlence as the only ummpeach~hle demonstrat10n ~f truth, ~ou-
cault had conceived and executed the most delicate researches. His mecharncal 
dexterity was incomparable, and, bad he lived longer, would have pe~n made 
avaibble for the solution of many other problems. He _ .. was a warm frrn~d, an 
ingenious and penetrating spirit, a clo_ar an~l accurate wn_ter. He leaves ~n. the 
history of physics profound traces wlnch will preserve his name from ohhv1on. 
He-was recei,·ed into our so:;iety in 1859. 
Dr. CLarles Daubeney, recei;tly deceased in England at the ag~ of 73 years, 
bas been a colleacrne of ours since 1830. He had pursued at G-eneva, under 
Pyrame de Oandolle bis studies in botany, a science of which be was snbsc-
quently a professor i~ the University of Oxford. vVe are indebted to him for a 
great number of researches in different departments of the nn,tnral sciences. In 
our city he had made many friends, to whom he has n,lways remained greatly 
attached. 
After this tribute paid to the memory of savants ·who are no more, we may 
congratulate ourselves on having inscribed upon our list the name of l\i. Clnude 
Bernard, the distinguished French physiologist. None among us but remem-
bers the interesting communication on the curare, and on poisons in general, 
which he presented, in 1865, to the Hclvetic Society of Natural Sciences, atH:lem• 
bled within om· walls. 
§ 1.-ASTRONOMY. 
Has the moon, our nearest neighbor in the immensity of the heavens, arrived 
at a definiti\'e state, or can we still discover some changes on its surface~ 'rliis 
question, so important for cosmology, has been almost universally answered in 
the negative. Professor Gautierrecounted to us ( 4th July) the researches made 
at A.thens, by Dr. Schmidt, on the transformations undergone by t.he crater Lin-
nams, in the JJ!fare Serenitatis. Affirmed by different observers, for instance hy 
U. Ilespighi, at Bologna, these modification::, have been called in doubt by other 
savants. Thus M. William Huggins maintai.ns tbat the appearance of the Lin-
nams is exactly that which Schroter has figured in plate IX of his Selenotopo-
graphische Fmgrnente. 'l'his divergency of views gives interest to the observa-
tions reported to us by M. 'l'lrnry, (1st August,) and which he made by means 
of an excellent refractor, mounted at the atelier of Plainpalais, with an objective, 
furnished by Mertz, of fonr and a half inches opening. Our co11eague thinks 
that the crater has become filled ·wi.th a sulJstance of a whiteness like tktt of 
.cernse, so that its con:fignration differs from that representecl by Madler iu hi.s 
celebrated chart. (See Archives des Sciences, Physiques, et Naturelles, t. xxx, 
p. 292.) . 
M. Gautier has continued, as in former years, to communicate to us the unin-
terrupted progress of tbe noble science to which he has devoted himself. He 
announced the arrival at Labrador of two thermometers, which he had sent to 
the Moravian missionaries through the medium of our countryman, l\iI. J. L. 
~icheli. '.rbese instmments will be u::;ed for a regular study of the temperature 
of those glacial regions. He gave us an account of the researches of Dr. vV. 
Schur on the orbit of the double star p, in Op11iuchns, from\vhich we are author-
ized to estimate at about 94 years tbe period of tho revolution of the sn~aller 
"tar around the larger. By adopting the value of the annual parallax of thit:1 
11roup obtaineil. at Bonn, by Dr. Kruger, the rnutnal distance of the two stars 
would appear to 1.Je al,out 30 times the distance from the earth to tho sun 
tbe m~s~ of tl~e group to be triple that of th_e sun, and its _light to occupy 20 
years rn rcachrng us. Ile brought to our notice the observat10ns of Dr. Auwcrs, 
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at Gotha, on the paral1ax of the star of eighth to ninth magnitude, No. 34 of 
the catalogue of Groombridge, the distance of which from the earth is computed 
to be but 672,000 radii of our orbit. . M. Gautier also directed onr attention to 
the improvements effected in different instruments of astronomy and meteorology.,-
and adverted to several new asteroids situated between Mars and Jupiter. The 
discovery <Jf these planets commenced with the present century, and their num-
ber reaches to-day nearly 100. 
Professor Plan tam our gave an account (21st November) of the mechanical 
processes by help of which he takes observations, regie-tcred by a chronograph. 
The seene of his labors this year was the R ighi. rrhese observation~ have 
reference to the determination of gravitation, and to other qnestions subm1tt~~ to 
study by the International Conference for the measurement of the mendrnn 
l)etween two parallels comprising an arc of 22° in middle Europe. 
Since the admirnble discoveries of Kirclwff and Bunsen relative to the spec-
!·ral am1lysis, the learned have investigated with rnnch ardor the problems hear-
rng npon tho physical constitution of the snn. One of our co1l?agncs, Colonel 
E. Gautier, has directed his attention specially to the theory of the spots, and 
exhihitctl to us ( 4th .Jnly) an eye-glass manufactured at :Munich, which is intended 
to enfeeble, by polarization, the too vivid lustre of the luminary. It would seem 
to result from observations conducted with this instrument that tlie solar spot-
have a very different appearance from that attributed to them. T~1-c importance 
of enabling astronomers to examine these phenomena gave 0ccas10n, ,alm?st m 
tlie same t ime, to the invention, bv the ina-enious Leon ]tuncault, of a ,_1h-er-
p1atcd rcflcctino· teleseo1Je. We may hoiJo therefore that with the aid of tbe-:e 
b ' ) ' l' lif uew instrumentalities science will soon ,1rrive at certain conduswns on t 118 c -
iicult subject M. E . Gautier has further given, in our meet~ng of this Lla:, 
( 4th June,) tl1e analysis of a memoir published by JVI. Spoorer, profcssor_at Ancl_u~u. 
on tho spots of the sun, in " ·hieh the author treats of tho law of then· veloc'.t'.e,:; 
of rotation accordino· to their helio0Ta,l)l1ic latitndes and of tl1e inegn1antH· 
l . l 1· 
0 0 
• ' • l w 11c 1 c 1sturu that law. In effect, noio·hborino· spots seem somet1mes to um ergo 
~ sort of tor:ion, with other anomalois appefrances. rrhese anomalie re Il 
irurn the modifications ol'ten very ra1)icl which are observed in the aspect uf th ' ' I . spots, when a nuwnifyino· power suflicientlv stro1)0' is e11J1 1lo"ecl, and atmo~p 1 ·nc 
• b L :;:, • ::, I:' J I . 
c1rcnmstances a.re favorable . We rnav then reco◊'nizc variations, reso 11uon,. 
ancl new formations comparn1,le to tlrn:c of our te~restrinl clouds. )I. •·; \2l"C 
draws from this a confirmation of the fr1ea nlreadv annou11ccd by him, tlJa· h 
sput are sitnated above tho l>rilliant snrfa~cs on \~1liieh the faculm are de\·c1op 
~ot~vithstancling the accidental changes of velocity who e pliases ~arc 1J 
stud1ecl, the anthor reJ'm,es to believe that the o·c11eral movement of the .., h 
smface arournl its axi::, varies by zones or l>y rin~·s J)arallel to the equator. M. 
' . ) b } f: 
prorcr ~.-_am mes, n:oreov~r, the proportional distri lmtio~ of the sp?ts t~n\ ace_ 
ou t_ho ,11tl ' rent purtwns o1 tl1e orb, as well as the rclat10ns of tlus d1:itnbn 
tu the pl1ascs of the period of 11 years which has been rcco0·nizecl in th· 
q11c1H·y uf thet- 'phenomena. Ile aftcrw.arcb attacks the '\Vil ·onian theoryr ~· -
illg tlw 1'11111H·l- .- ltap d pots. Ile exerts himself to weaken the l>eariu'' ot 
·alcnlatio_n · of Engli:h a.-tronornen, on the mean-pr ,portionals whfrh they 
<ll'duc~<l from photogrnphic ol, ervation, of the snu in relation to that ti 
lfr n•Jut •::; tli · ·ttteu1pt::; of l\L Fave t ' n<li11 0· tu in trod nee a ·orr •c.;tiuu term 
:tl lax ~r depth in rclcr to make th, c.;a.l ul~tion of I he place · of tl1 · ,p t q 
rat<· \\lll1 th· ulJ.' ·rvalion.' derived from the ,rnrl- 0 {' )l. Uarrino•ton. Il · 1 
t:till. the vie1r. of' ~\I. Yirclwff 011 th, ·ou~tit11Lio11 of tlw sun am ·on ·Ind 
· 1 1· ' tillHJ H ea· to11 · 111w tl1 ' 11i:u111er i11 "l1ich tl1 , .-pot ma,· b fonu · 1. Th 'J 
l! · "<'tH·rat •d b: inu·11. • a, <:encl i1w tlllT ,11t.- f o·a.'eou~· matt •r whi ·h bu 
i 1111n tl1t• _:ph rn ill fo i111L aud 1J • ·0111 • ·out1 'Ill- •d in th, ·olar atmo:-phl' 
· · ·ut h · gin . 'l Ii·. t 1unnation.- \\oul l n.:111aiu ur fall Lack a<:con in!! 
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yelocitv communicated to them by the strut.a, into which they penetrn.te, and • 
wherei~ they di[use themselves. 
§ 2.-:nrnTEOROLOGY. 
Professor A. Gautier read ( 4th Jnly) an extended notic? of the re~ults obtai_ned 
from December, 1SG5, to November, 18GG, during tho thml ):ear ot observations 
made at the 76 stations of Switzerland, under the two-folil v1ew of temperatnres 
and quantities of rain. rl'hi5 production has been inse~·ted in volume ~xix of 
the Archives des Sciences, Physiques, et Naturelles. I will content m::rseH, there-
fore with citino· a conclusion hut little known; namely, that the mean tempera-
turd of Genevf is hio·her than that of the other cities of our country, with the 
exception of Be11inz:na Luo·ano, M:endri~io, Mont.renx, and Sion. At the close 
' 0 . 
of the last-mentioned communication, Professor A. de Oandolle expressed a regret 
that the methods bv means of which meteorologists establish the mean of the 
numbers they colle~t, render the results of their calcnlations nearly useless to 
botanists. i-Ie remarked that tbe phenomena of vegetf.1.tion continue for some 
months, during which it would be important to know the sums of the tempera-
tures above rt certain degree previously fixed upon. 
§ 3.-MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS. 
The snn, tbat source of complex radiations which call forth the most diverse 
and important phenomena, dispenses to us heat varying as to quantity with the 
seasons, and as to composition with the state of the atmosphere. By means of 
the actinometer which he presented last year to the society, lVL L. Soret com-
pared (5th September) the intensity of the calorific radiation at Geneva with Hs 
Yalue on the glacier of the Bossons and at the summit of Mont Blanc; be fonnd 
that when the sun is 60° above the horizon, the radiation at a lwight of 4810 
meters id to that on the phin in the ratio of six to five. 'l'he diminution of 
intensity with the height of the sun is much less considerable at a great altitude 
than in regions less elevated. To these observations, made in August, M. Sorct 
has added others during the winter, whence it resu1ts that, for the same height 
of the sun, the intensity of tho direct radiation is then greater than in smnmer, 
which accords with the part which, according to M. Tyndall, is borne by the 
atmospberic vapor in the phenomena of absorption. Om: colleague has ascer-
tained that, at an equal eleva.tion of the sun, the radiation diminishes more rap-
idly when the heat has traversed a watery stratum than when the rays are direct. 
'l'he recital of these results was the occasion of interesting discussions, cttlculated 
to guide the anthor in new experiments. 
The question whether the sea is free at the pole was raised in connection with 
these esti mates of the thermic intensity of the solar radiation. :M:. Soret also 
took occasion to state (19th December)· that ozone, prepared by the action of the 
apparatus of Ruhmkorff on oxygcn,·possesses the same density with that obtained 
by electrolyzing water. (Archives des Sciences, &c. 1 t. xxx, p. 306) 
Profess1Jr de la Rive prescntc<l (G th February) the analysis of researches by 
M. Elia· Loomi~, leading to conclusions very favoralJle to the electric theory of 
polar auroras, proposed by our colleague. (Archives des Sciences, &c., t. xxxi, 
p. 273.) 
Among the pl1enomena whose study promises to enlarge the field of onr 
knowledge of the intimate constitution of bodies, none itre more interesting than 
t110 ~e of rotary polarization. Detected in quartz by Arago, in 1811, this mys-
tcriou. property has been found in solids of rognlar system, in homogeneous 
colorl 'SS liquid , and in certain vapors, though no permanent gas, even when 
eompre ·:-eel , ha.· heretofore manifested it. It is therefore indepenclent of the 
crystalline state, and, according to the sul>stn,nce employed, takes plttce some-
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times to the right, sometimes to the left of tlie observer. Fnrther, it may vary 
in direction in tho same body with the tint of the light which traverses it, for we 
have notice of a liquid which is lrovogyral for the rnys of 01).e extremity of the 
spectrum and dextrogyral for those of the other extremity. ·when Fara~ay 
found, in 1845, that the plane of polarization of a ray traversing an inactn:e 
substance may be mn,cle to turn by placing the substance within the magnet ic 
field, he enhanced in an unexpected manner both the interest arnt the di~cn~t y 
of this problem of molecular mechanics. Wiedemann showed that this art1:flc~ a l 
rotation increases in proportion as the length of wave of the colored ra,y c~unn: -
ishes. Verdet ascertained that there exist substances for \Vhich the rotat10n 18 
positive, others for which it is negative, (that of water being taken for unity;) 
but that it is not necessarily connected with refrangibility. Werthei~n deduced 
from his experiments that in general it is abseiit in solids endued w1th double 
refraction. 
Is rotar~r polarization owing to an action exerted by the substan?e whi c h 
transmits the lnminous ( ot calorific) ray, or should it be referred to an rnfluence 
experienced by the ether which surrounds and penetrates matter, properly so 
called~ Tbe first of these suppositions was taken into favor when Farada y 
fonnd that the niagnetic rotation js distinguished from the natur::i,l, by tbe v ery 
important fact that it angments with the length of the course of the ra.y, whether 
direct or reflected, in the transparent medium. . 
Professor de la Rive has resumed the study of this subject, and commumcatecl 
to us (7th :May) a comprehensive review of his experiments. These. ha~e be~n 
made ,vith divers solids amon(l' others o·lass compressed b\7 the fulmma.tmg dis-
, b b • • }' . 
charge of Ruhmkorff's machine, as well as with different liqmds. Onr c 1stm-
guished colleague ha.cl already remarked, (Traite cl'Electricite, t. i, p. 5~5,) that 
the phenomenon seems connected in an essential manner with the den ·1ty more 
or les:s considerab1e of tl1e intermolecu1ar etl1er, and consequell:tly with the r~frac-
tive power of bodies; but in his new researches he has found that the density of 
the body itself exercises a great influence, independently of that of_ the ether 
which it includes. Thus, ,rith the electro-maa-netic intensitv at his drnµo:sal, he 
0 J I ·t lias a1sccrtainccl that the rotation being 8° in sulphur of carbon having a.( e~ 1 ~ 
of 1,263, it became 16°, that is precisely douhle in tballic alc0bol, a _liqm Ll of 
which the _refrangibility is slightly superior, ancl which possesses a density much 
more cons1derable, (3.55.) 
. It is known that, tho rotation of the plane of po1arization persists fo_r ome 
mstants after the electric current has been interrupted. :M. de. la Rn-e h: 
satisfied himself by a great numbei' of experiments in which he bas succee,le 1 m 
rneasnring the cluralion of that persistence, ancl in appreciating the circum thnc 
which influence it, that this effect cannot be explained by the inertia of the ( n-
derahle molecules. It is a consequence of the maa-netism rema.ining in the ir 
ul: the elcctr -m~gnet, for it no louger tak~s place .;hen imluct.ive spiral · i~np!:• 
, 1thout a metallic nucleus, are emplove<l. lL de la Rive concludes tuat a,·nfi 1 
rota!-y P.olarizn.tion, althono·h greatly· influenced by the molecular con titnti 11 
l;odie!,{, JS not due to an alteration whi ·h maa-n r: ti:sm mid1t determine in that -
stitution hnt rat her to an action excrtc(l i~dir ctl v o~ the ether through 
mctli111J1 of tlie polldcral,le particle.· . rl'l1iA Pxplain ~vhy th phen menon <lei · 
DJ 011 · on lbe state of the intermolec11lar eth r, an 1 on the arran<rernent of 
uumhcr a.ncl th' nat_nr of tl1 parti ·l •::, in a <riven volnmo of a body. . 
I. ·ha.r~l re ·a.p1 tnlat 1 ( pril lG) the condn ·i n •of c po{ 11lar lcctur !!ff 
~,y £ I. 'lau.- rn · on th' ·c ·oncl principle of them ·hanical th •ory of h at. A 
1w~ to tb · la. t•11am · 1 ~want tl1 • work whi ·h rnttnral f r e • an ·xc u • • . 
"luc·li i. ·01 tain ·11 in th mo,·c·m •nt of th differ •ut hotlic. of th univ r · 
tH·c· '· h· ·ly. tr, !1fonn •tl into L a,. Thi· h •a,t · •eks in · a,ntl r t p .., f 
a~ 11~ •.r hmh '·.' _m~o ·olcl ·r on ·:, · that tlicr ,\'ill h ,rrndua1ly e tal,li 
ht 1 · · 'll'llliLnum I., ·tw · ·n the h ·at ra lialing into ether and th 
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exists in bodies. To express this progressive ch~nge M. Cla-::isins imagines a 
mao-nitude which in relation to the transformations, won1d play the same pa0i 
as heat in relatio~ to energy and w.ork, and be calls t~1is magnitude entropie. 
The result of his philosophic vic,ys he expresses by say~ng t~1at the entropy of 
the universe tends towards a ma.xnnum. 1'hus the mod1fioat10ns undergone by 
the creation, instead of bavino· a periodical and circular course, always take 
place in a rlefinite direction an~l tend towa:·<ls a limit~ry state. If th~t state ?e 
some day attained, no ulterior change will he possible, and the umverse will 
lapse into a condition of pcrsi::itent death ! . 
M. Charles Cellerier presented (May 7) two notes; one relatmg to _the theory 
of prime numbers, of which a mean law may be found mor_e approxnnate t!1an 
that indicated by Legendre; the other devoted to the calcnlat10n of the a.ttract10ns 
and repulsions in electrified bodies. M. Cellerier dernonstra,tes that, whatever be 
the form and arrangement of seve~·al insulated conductors? t~e total p_oten!ial 
possesses for each of them, at every mstant, a constant value m 1ts whole mtenor. 
Moreover, if we compute the sum of the products of the potential of each con-
ductor b-y the total mass of the electricity which covers it, the variable quantity 
thus obtained has the property of representing double the labor of the forces 
exerted on the material conductors themselves, when these are displaced in any 
manner. . The calcnlation for the special case of two spheres serves for confirma-
tion to this genei'al theorem. 
Some communications were also made hy your president. • He exhibited a 
sample of the inft~sion of Cnba wood, or braziline, discovered by Professor Gop-
pelsroder, which is endowed with a very decided fluorescence. He submitted 
to your notice the new magnifying glasses of Adolphe Steinheil, formed by th@ 
conjunction of three lenses, and posp,essing the double advantage of being :10hro-
matic and of- not destroying the images on the contour of the visual field. He 
described the electro-magnetic pendulum of Tiede, which has served Professor 
Forster, director of the Astronomical Observatory of Berlin, to determine the 
correction which should be applied to the speed of a clock for the variations of 
the atmospheric pressure. He presented the new electric machine of Holtz, and 
repeated the unpublished experiments of 1\1. Konig on the determination of the 
upper limit of sounds perceptible from the conci1ssion of hars of steel ca1culated 
by length. He called attention to a singular case of permanence in a charge of 
electricity induced in a long wire, a case observed in England by lVI. Wild. He 
pointed out an elementary solution of the problem of the trisection of the angle. 
Finally, he described experiments which he had made with the improved regu-
lator of Leon Foucault for the electric ligh~. These researches confirm the 
results which he communicated to the society in 1852, namely, that with a battery 
which works well and a delicate apparatus, the current may be interrupted during 
one-thirtieth of a second withont inducing variation in the illumination of a screen 
exposed to the light of the arc. 1-'he a.rmature of tho electro-magnet is not uncharged, 
and no sound of any action is heard. If the interruption is longer continued, both 
the eye and the ear are apprised of it. When the interruption attains one-tent11 
of a second the arc vanishes. I conclude from this, and from considerations 
which would detain us too long if detailed here, tha.t when the interruption is 
sufficiently short, the arc continues to exist, contrary to the opinion of l\L lr P. 
Leroux, who recognizes a ceRsation followed by the spontaneous re-establish-
ment of the arc. ( Comptes Ilendus de l'Acud-mic des &iences de Paris, t. lxvi, 
p. 156.) 
§ 4.-CIIEMISTRY. 
1I. Delafontaine has ascertained (21st November) tl1at the molybdates dissolved 
in fluorhyc1ric acid give rise to a new class of salts, the flnoxymo1ybclates, which 
pre ent the most complete analogy with the fluo~ytungsta.tes and the fluoxynio• 
2-! s 
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biates discovered by Professor Marignac. An attentive study of the crystall~ne 
forms has established their isomorphism both with these two catego1ies of salu~e 
products and with the bodies, such as the flnotitanates, in which the floor 1s 
completely substituted for the oxygen. The author has confirmed. the fact 
established by M. Marignac that the fluor replaces atom for atom the oxygen as 
the isomorpbous element. ( Archives des Sciences, &c., t. xxx, p. 232.) l\I. P~ul 
de Gasparin (invited to one of onr reunions) recounted to us (7th l\1ay) the pnn-
ciples of the physical analysis of arable lands in the view of determining the rela-
~ tive proportions of gravel, sand, and clay which exist in the cultivated soil. B~1t 
this analysis does not necessarily manifest the degree of fertility of a given _suil, 
for it cannot evince the very variable proportions of phosphoric acitl, potassmm, 
magnesia, and other mineral substances which fulfil the functions of manures. 
§ 5.-MINER.A.LOGY .A.ND GEOLOGY. 
J\L de Loriol (2d January) having, in company with M. Cotte_au, studi~d. the 
Portlandian stratum of the department of the Y onne, bas found 1t to be _drnded 
into two zones : the lower one with but 13 fossil SJJecies and characterizec~ by 
the Arnrnonitcs gigas, the upper with 110 species and characterized by the Pz~na 
superjurensis. 'l'he lower zone presents t be remarkable fact of the interca~at10n, 
in the midst of the limestone, of a thin marly bed filled ·with the Ostrea virgula. 
'l'he first strata of the middle neocomian rest immediately on the last Po~·t1a1;1-
dian strata. rr11e zoological limit, however, is sharply defined; no sp~cws 18 
corn mon to the two faunas. Profe:::;sor Favre ( 7th N overn ber) presented us his wo~·k 
in three volumes, entitled: Recherches geologiques dans les parties de la · a,;o~e, 
du Piemont ct cle la Suisse, voisincs du Mont-Blanc, (Geological researches_ m 
the parts of Savoy, Piedmont and Rwitzerland, adjacent to Mont-Blanc,) with 
an atlas of 32 plates. Proceedin o- in the traces of Horace de Saussure, Deluc 
Necker and other explorers onr ~olleaaue has brought a large contingent of 
pcrson:11 observations towards decipher~o- the eniO'ma of the formation of the 
Central Alps. The medal awarded to hi~ aeoloo-ie~l chart of these countrie·· by 
the jury of the Exposition of 1867, enabl~ us to presage the reception which 
the text that completes it will receive. The so0ietv may well congratulate 
i tself at seeing members like lVIlVI. de la Rive, Pictet, Doissior, de Uandoll_c: 
Favre, de Saussure and olhers, employed in collecting in special works aud_ m 
a systematic form, not only their own numerous researches, bnt tho e winch 
other ,avants have di spersed in memoirs and monographs. There cannot ~m 
ensne from this a more precise statement of o-eneral results, a more exact YlCW 
of law and their j:clative importance, a ~ore certain cla::;sificatio~ an l -~ 
more profonnd examination of obscure or doubtful points. c1c~cc 1 
advanced 1>7 being embodied in a systematic form. ( Archi1:es cles CICI ,. 
&c., t . xxx1, p . 123.) M. E avre has, at different interval , placed und_ 
our ye· wrought silcx and fo ::;il bones collected for some time pa t at dif-
ferent I hwes ou _Mt. 'nJ~ve. rrhc first discoveries go back to at lea t ! 3~ :_ I 
pos 'CF:· some prnces whwh I then met with in the caverns of V eyn •r "' 11 
makinO' botani_cal and geological cxcnrsions. The specimens collc~tecl hy 
coll •agn a.re 1mpl mcnts of flint mino·led with the relics of the remdeer, 
a, ·encl to th mo 't an ·ient period of thg age of stone. Ile ha seen ab uc 
mcnt cl ,vith a de iO'n. which r presents an animal, (I robably a wilcl g-oar.} 
mi !her horn• on wl11 ·h a plant wa carved. I. Favre compute· tlia 
tat10n of' . yri r i_ po:st rior to tbe O'lacial p rioc1, and that the r indc r 
~thonml~•(l. 1!1 0111: n •1rrhborh cl a· it now ab und • in orwn.y. It wa. prob -
Jti tlw la<"iht ol lorn x, n th I · r 'alev , tb, t th mat ri, 1 wa :--1in!!h · 
liat r •mote• ag , for .· ·ntinO' tl1 • ·, rv cl impl •m •nt of vri r an1l tll 
nm · .. 'othi1w how v•r, nutlwriz•· u t inf•rth , •xi;t•n · ·or th hum n 
11 nur tu tho glu. ·ia.l ·poch. ( Archives clcs 'cic1tcc , c., t. xxxi, p. 24 .) 
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Favre announced (5th March) that the S~ciety of Na~nral History o~ Berne l1ad 
purnhased, in order to insnre its preservat10n_, a,n errat~c block mca~unng 320,000 
cubi0 feet and situated near Interlaken. It 1s a beautiful red gramte of uuknown 
origin. 
§ 6.-BOTANY, 
The natural sciences have assumed a new phase since the pu1,lication of Dar-
win's work on species. What is designated by that word~ And, since species 
is variable how is that varia\Jility to be indicated~ By what artifice of nomen-
clature are' we to reveal to the savants of future times the metamorphoses and · 
filiations which are accomplished under our eyes~ 
These philosophical problems lmve rendered the naturafo:ts of different coun-
tries sensible of the utility of reunions in which they may be discussed in a sci-
entific manner. Our society has not been insensible to tho honor conferred on 
one of its members, who was called in :May, 1866, to preside over the first con-
gress of botanists assemhled in the capital of England. The committee of the 
botanical society of France, cltarged with organizing a second session at Paris, 
in August, 1867, invited M. Alphonse de Candolle anew to act as president of 
t11at assembly. The learned professor had given us the programme of a plan 
relative to the lavvs of nomenclature, in which, for the first time, he had co-ordi-
nated them as the articles of a code. This plan, submitted to a special commis-
sion, was adopted by the congress, which caused it to be inserted in its transac-
tions. After au enunciation of general principles, the different subjects are 
grouped according to their natnre, and each provision is mrirked with a number, 
so that it can be al ways referred to with distinctness. It is known tliat Lin-
nreus has given laws nnder phrases thus numbered, h_ut he has not indicated 
the directing principles; many of his laws were arbitrary and certain points of 
view completely pretcrmittcd. M. de Oandolle has been more methodical and 
more complete than liis predecessors. He has been led to justify the usages 
followed by his father, liy Adrien de J ussieu, Robe1 t Brown, Hooker, Lindley, 
an<l still observed by 1'111\L de Martius, Bentham, the younger Hooker, and 
others. By an immense majority of the members of the congress, the system of 
our colleague was voted to be the best guide to follow for botanical nomenclature. * 
At another session (7th May) lVL de Candolle presented to us some additional 
details on the subdivision of cultivated species into hybrids, mongrels, (metis,) 
semis, and lusus. 'l'he hybricls being designatetl by the sign X, the mi\tis by x, 
the author proposes the sign v to distinguish the semis ancl a z for tbe lusus. 
Such, it may be a<1decl, i::; the stage of a_dvancoment of descriptive botany that, 
at tl1e end of the present century, nearly the whole of the genera will pr0bahly 
be k.m~wn, while mnch will renutin to be done in the investigation of species. 
(Archives des Sciences, dk, t. ~xx, p 278.) 
L de Candolle called our attention (2d January) to a note of M. Venance 
Payod, of Ohamonix, on vegetation in the region of ice; it comprises a very com-
p1ete list of vegeta1le species which are grown at the garden on the slopes of the 
Mer de Glace and its ai-fiuents. 'rhe same member gave an account (5th March) 
of l1is re::iearches respecting the important family of the Cyca.dere. 
It is at present composed of nine genera and 64 species, ha1f of which inhabit 
America, while the rest are divided between tho Old World and Autltralia. It is 
scarcely proba.ble that the whole aetual number of species exceeds 100, while it 
made a comipicuous figure in ancient geological times. A thorough examination of 
fae ts lead 1. de Candullo to adopt the opinion of Robert Brown on the nature 
" Lois de la nomenclatur,i /J11t,mique, ad .r pted by the inr.ernational co11g1ess of bota1 y held 
in P a ris in August, 1Kli7; followed by a 1,econd edilion of the 1-I,.sturicf.1.l l11lruriuctwn arid 
Commer,t(l.ry which a<.:conipi-t.niecl the preparatory summary presented to the congre::is. Gen-
eva & Bale, Geurg, eJitor: a volume of 64 pages. 
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of the fruit of the cycade::e and of the ·conifer::e. This fruit . proceeds from a. 
naked ovule, without ovarium, inserted on an organ analogous to the leavE:s· 
rro all the atguments which have been advanced with this view, he adds that Ill 
certain of the conifer::e, such as the poclocarpus, the ovules are anatroponf'l, :1' 
mode of development absolutely unknown among ovariums. He does not hesi-
tate to affirm that the gymnosperms are dicotyledons, and have only external 
resemblances of vegetation or aspect to vascular cryptogams. M. de C~ndo~le 
has further shown us ( 4th July) the acorns of an oak, a native of California, 
which present a groove near the edge of the cup, as if they had been compressed 
by a cor<l. . 
On occasion of the analysis made by l\L Alo'is Humbert of a new work w~1ch 
Mr. Wallace is about to publish on the classification of varieties in the a.mm.al 
kingdom, (especially in the genus Papilio,) M. de Candolle remarked (16th Apnl) 
that varieties have not been more studied in botany than in zoology. 'l'here 
are not as many which are local among vegetables as among animals; neve~thele_ss 
n1ere exists a certain description of forms according to the nativity. _A_ fames? dif-
ficult to be defined, will sometimes indicate to a practiced eye the ong1~ of differ-
ent plants. vVe will cite, in the last place, the examination into which M. de 
Candolle entered ( 16th April) ~f the work of MM. Perrier and Saugeon on the 
distribution of species in the .Alps of Savoy. It has been long remarked ~bat 
?e~tain alpine regions are distinguished by a very poor flora, while at other pomts 
1t 1s very abundant, as at Mount Cenis, at the Sai.nt Bernard, at Zermatt, and 
in the neighboring localities, up to the confines of the Valais and of It~ly. M1L 
Perrier and Saugeon attribute this fact to an anthraciferous geological form~ 
tion which bisects the Alps from Mount Cenis, and borders to the sonth the cham 
of Mont Blanc, comprising Cramont, Saint Bernard, &c. M. de Candolle con-
tests the influence which the O'eOloO'ical formation is capable of exerting on vege-
tation. Deposits indeed exe1~ise a~1 influence throuO'h their physical an? min-
eralogical qualities, and that on every species of st~atum. 'l'he antbracifer~us 
formation is very ancient and veaetation did not commence until after the glacial 
period. The great clrn,i1~ must then have been the center of an immense accu-
mu1atio_n of snow, in the vicinity of which only arctic plants could sub..ist. In 
P!'oport.1011- as the glaciers diminished, tho species of the plain ascended, c~pe-
c1a1l Y on tho southern flank. Hence the oriain of the veaetahle wealth of cer-
tain ·1oealitios, which, therefore is not to be i1~puted to the
0 
geological form~tion. 
'l1lrns it is remarked that the plants to the south pertain to families re_la.ti.ely 
more recent in a paleontological point of view; such are the composite', the 
c::unpauulaccre, the primnlaccre &c. which do not occur among arctic vegetable'-. 
R ev. Dr. Dnby communicated to us' ( 4th July) the first part ~fa memoir ent_itled 
"Choix de Uryptogames exotiques ou mal connues," (selection of cx?tic or httl:-
known c1xptognms.) He treats therein moro particularly of 12 spec1es~f~o::;::e~ 
1~ of ,~h1ch arc now, while two had been imperfectly described by SclnraO'~·ichen. 
Five of th se species 1Jelo11g to Mexico one to Uruo-uay one to Colombia one 
to Pata9onia, one to Chili, one to the Cape, one is ~et ;itb at the Cape and _a 
tlio Antilles, and a last no at the Antilles :wcl the Mauritius. Tl1cy arc <l -
trihnt ·1lamong the g n rn, Campylopus Orthotricum JJiacromitrium, chlothei» _i ' 
Fabrvnia, llookeria, IIy1n~um, and a 11~w genus alli~~l to the JJiacromi~riu~n n-ln r ~l~h • n,a:ncs Jllonost!u mn. ( e the present volnme of the JJI mo_zre' d l 
1 ocz~fe) l ~ sam m rnher de crihed (19th l\1arch) the new hamp1rrnuu_ f 
th' lam1ly f th lycop ·rdaccre, wl1ich Dr. "\Ve~twick has found in the km_-
lom .. f nrr la an 1 Bcngn la. 'l'hcy arc remarkabl, f r th ,ir di men ·ionq 
't · n_nno- a dcmi-m t •r i11 h ight. In th .:c p ci th •o l cap' ·ircular~: by 
' · r!c: f • m. 11 hol •., while in th l •cie of Eur pe th y i · uc only by, Ill~ 
op ·miw at th t J. r. 1 0s p int l out (5th • mb r) th ppcar, n 
~ ·n alo __ flow r. n f: m male plant.· f Dio corea batat c •ulti at d in nr c n 
r. lul r r ouutcd aual gon ca ·c. of diceciou · plant:::; ha ing b · ·om 
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recious. The same botanist reported, on the authority of l\'I:M. A. Famintrin 
and Baranetzky interestino- details on the culture of the isolated gonidia of the 
· Parmelia parie.tina. rrhes~ facts are a proof of the existence of zoospores among 
the lichens. 
§ 7.-ZOOLOGY. 
At the last mecjtino- of the previous academic year, (6th June,) Prof. E. Ola-
parede presented to the society the result of his comprehensive researches on !110 
Annelides. 'rhis work will occupy two of the annual volumes of onr mern01rs, 
and will not be the least ornament of the series. Onr learned colleague ex-
plained ( 4th Jn1y) the origin of certain valves observed at the extremity of the • 
bristles which cover the feet in some of these spoeies. At the time of their 
egress these bristles pierce the integuments by means of hooks covered with a · 
hood, and this hood, which is caducous, remains sometimes in the slw,pe of two 
valves at the extremity of the bristle. Onr colleague has recognized in the case 
of a man who had died of a disease of the liver, that the reputed cyst formed in 
that organ, and which had attained the size of a man's head, resulted from an 
aggregation of Echinococci. It is only a phase .of the development of the trenia 
of the dog, the egg of which is transformecl into the Echinococcus in the interior 
of the body of ruminants and of man. rrhis explains the great abundance of 
this parasite among the people of Iceland, where the number of clogs equals one-
third of that of the inhn,bitants. 
U. Godefroy Lnnel, keeper of the museum, exhibited to us (3d Octouer) the 
admirably colored plates of a memoir on the fishes of the lake of Geneva, which 
will be published by the Zoological Association of the Leman. l\L Lnnel finds the 
number of species equal to that which Prof. Jurine has described in a memoir 
inserted in vol. iii of our repertory; but it is by separating the trout of the lake 
from that of the rivers, a,nd by snppressing one of the species admitted by the 
last namecl naturalist. M:. V. Fatio discovered (21st November) in the museum 
of Neucliatel a specimen of an old female tetra bearing the externa,1 a,ppear::tnce 
of the male. In this connection he cliscnssed. some cases of cross-breeding 
between neighboring species, and affirmed that these crosses are less rare than is 
suppo:;ed . 
.M:. H. de Saussure was designated to describe the hyrnenoptera co1lectecl 
during the voyn.ge of the Anstria '.1 friiate Novara arot1nd the world, (1857-'59.) 
He has taken this occasion to publish the new species brought from the east by 
U. Alo'is Humbert. The same member rendered a just homage to the virtues 
and talents of the Vaudese natnralist, Alexander Y ersin, removed by death in 
the flower of his age, aJter having made liimself known by remarkable researches 
011 the stridulation of insects. l\L de Saussure bas offered us the biographical 
notice consecrated to the memory of his friend . 
. In presenting to us the 0ast of a skeleton of the gorilla, of natural size, Prof. 
P1ctet pointed out ( 1st August) the differences observable on a comparison with 
the human skeleton. There has been recently found a new species of chimpan-
zee, the stature of which nearly approaches that of the gorilla. 
§ 8.-.A.N.A.TOMY AND :PHYSIOLOGY, 
Dr. Cfaparede explained (21st November) the latest researches instituted by 
I. Dubois-Reymond on muscular electricity . • The resnlts at which the Berlin 
pl1ysiologist lias arrived, by the employment of new instrument::;, are quite differ-
ent from bis older determinations. (Archives des Sciences, &c., t. xxx, pp. 359, 
364.) The 8ame member presented (5th December) a ~eries of designs relative 
to the anatomy and embryogeny of some species of ncari. In the hydrachni 
and especially the A tax, the formation of the embryo in the egg involves th~ 
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rupture of the shell; hut the embryo, instead of being free, is enveloped in a 
membrane or deutovum, whence it afterwards issues, first as a larva with a cara-
pace, to be trans.formed secondly into a larva without carnpace, and finally to 
become a perfect animal. In the embryo, as in the adult, the circulation is 
supplied by the existence of alternating or amreahean corpuscles, which insinuate 
themselves among the organs, and are the equivalent of the corpuscles of the 
blood in other animals. M Claparede has extended liis researches to the para-
sitic acnri of the i-kins of divers of the Rodentia. He bas observed that these . 
minute creatures have organs of attachment analogous hut not homologous, a 
fact which is favorable to the theory of the gradual transformation of species in 
the sense of Darwin A parasite of the Mus muscul·us presents an egg, a 
.dentovnm and tritovum, a circumstance hitherto unobserved. According to nL 
Alo'is Humbert, the anal11gne of the dentovnm occurs in the rnyriapod Chilog-
n:ithus. It has heen seen also in the Ju,lus, and been named the pupoicl body. 
It exists likewise among the Glomeris, in wbich, like the egg, it is spherical. 
M. Claparede has occupied liirnself also with another acarns, the Tetranychus 
of the Linden. It is known that in a o-reat number of articulata, the blastoderm 
appears around the vitellus without pr~vious seo-mentation. N o,v, in the Tetra-
nychus the formation of tLe blastoderm takes 
O 
place by the di vision, repeated 
many times, of a primitive cellule placed at the surface of the vitellus. 'I'he 
nucleus of the cellule is of donhtful orio-in · it is probable that it constitutes the 
germinative vesicle. rrhis cellule should 1>e considered as a vitellus of forma-
tion which constitntes a seo-ment at the surface of a vitellus of nutrition. Hence 
the ovules of the Tetranychus enter into the class of those of which the seg1nent-
ati_on is pmtial (Archives cles Sciences, &c., t. xxxi, p. 104.) 
Besides t~e~e original researches, M. Claparede snbrnittell to us st~tem~nts of 
the most stnkrng advances which have been rnacle in zoolog-y and its kmdred 
branclie,. Thus, ho drew our attention to the investio-ations of M. Stein relative 
to i~1fusoria, and to tliis unexpected conclusion, that f110 bourgeon~ o~ !he verti-
celh are lm~ ~n appearance resulting from the fact that a small md1v1d_nal _lia 
become conJorned with another of greater size. He analyzed the pnbl~~-ati?n 
of M. Semper on the inferior animals which inhabit tho coasts of the Pb111ppme 
islamlR, and the new work of Dr. Darwin on the modifications experienced by 
3:nimal · in a state of domestication. Ile acquainted us with tlie recent ol>:ser~·a-
tions of M. Park.cs on mnscular labor accorrlino· to which this hbor wonld com-
cide, not with an oxidation of the ti~sue of the· muscle but with an angmeuta-
tion of its vol_mne produced by a more energetic assimildtiun of the nit~·u,renized 
suLstances w1th which the blood is snpplied. M. Olnparecle explame<l 7th 
N ovem her the ingenious researches of Prof. l\'.Iax Scl1ultze on the -tructure of 
tlie_ retina. According to this skillful micrograpbi::;t, the t\Yo sort _of elelll:e1 t 
':·h1ch ar found unequally di ·tril.mted in the exterior ln.yer fulfill "MJcren t ~nnc-
bou.. T~ie ro~-like ~rganizations I batonnets) servo fur the perception of the 
lnnnnon mt 1mnty, while tlie conr are clm;tinccl Lo tli tinguishod color·. 
Dr. II nry Dor macle known to u · that cabhari11e the effect of which on the 
pupil is_ the rev •rs of tbat of belladonna, acts as a~ antidote to . trychnine Y 
paralyzmO' th mu cl' which <1epend on the " ·ill withont aho1i ·hinp: the lat ·r. 
lt may_, th •r:for ,, be 11 'C'fnl in t tani • affe tion . 'l'he prof•: or la t mun 
•rav • lll:- ·onfumat1011 (2,1 pril) to th fact, base 1 on the invcsti 0 ·ation · 1.f · 
m.rr ~11(1 P ynolcls, tliat th part h r •tofore attrihntccl to the iri , iu th· fouc i 
1 rulJ11stm~11l i. mpl ·t ly 111111. It i.· tlic •iliary n111: •le alon ,rhi ·hi. in 1 l Y· 
~ 1:, J111lmrcl th y m!rr r ha.· hacl oc· ·asi011 to st ntly a temtolcwical ·t ... Y • 
nlH• l1l th' l111man ·pc·c:1e14 nanwly ('irnnomclir,, or a, 1dcri1JO' togrth ·r uf 
\\:~ l_o,~· ·r nwnil! •r ·. IIr yr·. _<'ntNl to thr :o ·ic•ty two pliot CTraph · of the 
. ' it._ tli , 11h,1c·c·. ,f \\l11c:h lind ·om illstant • afl r birth, aml gaY a <l 
t11m of tl_w r 1rnto1111C·al ]><' ·uliariti<·: of tlw 'H ·r. 
ur,i,-pr•ilut,Ur. mlmrl,rult u ( l \.pril)th re ult of 
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tistical researches on the distribution of mortality in certain Swiss cantons, 
aecordinO' to the months and seasons. At Geneva. where -documents are extant 
which g~ back to the 16th century, it is ascertained that the difference from 
season to season has been but slightly sensible. rrhe winter is I he most unfavor-
able epoch, summer the most salubrious; spring approximates to the rate of 
winter, autumn to that of summer. Auhonne and Vevay furnish analogous 
results. In the canton of Neuchatel winter is the most fatal season for the low 
country, while spring is most fatal in the mountain region. 'l'he same is re-
marked as regards 43 commnnes of the canton 6f Berne. Zurich, tbe city of 
Bale, Tburgovia, Appenzell, show a slight predominance of mortality in spring. 
In Aargau winter has the highest range of mortality. Everywhere the cases 
of death are more numerous during the summer in cities, and <luring the winter 
in tbe country. rrhe cold of winter is more homicidal as the altitude is higher; 
the ratio is reversed for the months of summer and autumn. 
Such has been the scientific movement of our society during the year which 
finishes to-day. The variety of the subjects to which attention bas been devoted 
equals their importance. I may congratnlate my colleagues on the part which 
they have borne with so much zeal, a part which it is not for me to estimate, in 
the study, always novel and always attractive, of the phenomena of nature. Our 
cantonal and municipal authorities have recently added their efforts by 
creating at Geneva a museum, laboratories, and a library on H, level with the 
progres~ of the age. Let us welcome cordially these new means of study placed 
at our disposal, and continue with ceaseles·s ardor to propagate the taste for intel-
lectual pnrsuits. At the moment of resigning the functions which you have 
done me the honor to ~onfidc to me, l offer you, my highly esteemed 'and dear 
colleagues, the express10n of my gratitude for the assiduous co-operation by which 
you have rendered the exercise of those functions as easy as agreeable. 
HISTORY OF THE TRANSACTIO:NS OF THE ANTHilOPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF 
.PAlUS FlWM 18tl5 to 18U7. 
BY M, PAUL BROCA, GENERAL SECRETAltY OF THE SOCIETE D'ANTHROPOLOGIE, PRO" 
F~:SSOR A'l' THE .FACULTE DE .MEDICINE DE l'ARIS, 
[ Translated by C. A. ALE~ANDER for t!te Smithsonian Institution.~] 
When, four years ago, I bad the honor of presenting to tbe ·society for tho first 
time the analysis of its labors, I deemed it proper to preface my report b~ a 
brief hi storical exposition, in order to recall the principal phases ~hrough w~ich 
anthropology had _passed from its origin up to the epoch at which ou_r society 
communicated to it a new irnpnlsc and direction. It was not at that time, p~r-
haps, superfluous to show how the field of our science, restricted in the be~m-
ning to a purely descriptive stndy of the races of mankind, hacl become r~pidly 
aggrandized ,vl1en, renom1cing the pretension of depending only on itself, it had 
contracted a close alliance with all the sciences which throw light on the past 
as well as present condition of hnmanitv. 
It is now nearly a half century since ·linguistics was caUecl tv lend its invalu-
able ai.d to ethnology. That indispensable means of investigation, whose reach 
extends much l1eyond the nc1,rrow outline of l1istory, l1as revealed to u~ un_ex-
pectcd t1liations a,nd opened horizons almost without limit. In accorc1mg it a 
large s11are in yom la.tors you have but follo\ved tho example of yonr predeces-
sors. But that which peculiarly pertains to you- that which you have for the 
fi;-st time realized-id the association of our science with geology and palreonto-
logy, with ·prehistoric archreoloo·y with <reneral natural history and zootecbny, 
with_ I:1edi_cal ~co~p-n.phy,, stati~tics: publiihygienc-in fine, :vith pb~siology and 
medwrnc itself. I'o fnlfill this o·icrantic prooTamme the somety lrns mvokel1 and 
1--. 11 . oo o ' .er • • l t f oot~me( ~ 1e co-operat1011 of a groat number of savants, diuenng rn tie na ~re 0 
then· stud1e.:, but all a like emulous of parLicipa,tincr in the progress of tl1e science 
of man. By the side of these, historian. men ~f letters, artists, philo ·opber: 
l1ave taken their place, and by their commu~ications not unfreqnontly enlightened 
our cfo,cussiorn,. Thus hnman knowledrre in its most va,ried forms, find · its rep-
re ·en~atives among ns, ancl our soeiety is 'as a living encyclopedia, ~n w11~cl.i all 
()Ul'Stion , un_dcr every different aspect, may receive immediate con:mlernt10n by 
competent m111ch1. 
'l'l.ii' 1n:01litio11s state of thinrrs has however o-iven ri e to some criticit,m. o I I b 
Tho ·e who re 0 T.rd tl~e o:>ject · of anthropology in a different light from onr~ .Ires, 
:mu who would restnct 1t to thu de cription of lrnnrn,n 1'ace have onccl\"e l a 
fear 1 t amo110- so many cicnces which it has laid under codtrilrntion it honl 
lo;' its nnity of action, its inde1Jend •nee and so to peak its inc1ividualitv. Du 
. . l ' ' ' ~. l it_ 1 cnono- 1 _to be pre ·cnt at any of our sc8 •ions to sec that the icl •a · whit 1 • re 
Ii cn<racr(•tl from tli' o-rc t va,ricty in our labors n,lways convercre in the _n 
toward · tli' amc ?hj •ct, and to realize hat anthropology, far from h Ill;:; 
ah. or!, ·cl hy ~l1 ' ·c1c11 · '' which 'nrrouncl H, i , n the contrary, the . 1nm 
,~ronn<l on wl11 ·h thl'.V m ·ct-~li fucn · wl1ich attracts and the b n l will ·h · · 
tb •m. lt i • like tho · ' clificc in onr.'e of con::,tructi n for which \\ ----
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men of everv order from the artisan to the artist, bring together and arrange 
materials of in kinds-stones hewe<l or sculptured, exotic marbles, granite, wood, 
metaJs. To the apparent confnsion of the ?rs~ stage succeed, 3:fter ~ while, 
order and harmony; nor is it necessary to w_aLt till th_e _stn~cture 1s firnsbed to 
discover the plan and pnrpose of the architect. It 1::; rn like manner that the 
collective work of our society is developed; the architect here is an impersonal 
beino· it is the society itself; and all we who respectively represent the numerous 
scien°des summoned to its aid are the workmen, whose zeal it stimulates and 
whose labors it turns to account. 
But the vast variety of subjects which enter into our programme has given 
birth to prepossessions which manifest themselves at recurring intervals. 'I1he 
necessity of drawing anthropological inclications fro1:1 all sourc~s ~ias been. co_n-
testecl by no one; but it has been asked to what pomt and w1thm what lumts 
the sciences which group themselves around anthropology should be placed 
under contribution 1 Our distinguished colleague, M. Charles Rochet, who first 
suggeste,1 this question, has long studied human types under the artistic point of 
view. His attention has been particnlarly directed to the characters of Greek 
and R oman heads-characters which he has chiefly determined from antique 
sculptures, without neglecting, however, the testimony of numismatic or ceramic 
art. But at the moment of communicating to us the results of his curious obser-
vations, he has hesitated; he has felt a doubt whether researches of this kind, 
based on facts '" hich pertain principally to the domain of art, ought to figure in 
the compass of anthropological investigations, and he has invited the society to 
state in a general manner the nature of the relations which it regards as estah-
lisLerl between anthropology properly so ca1led and the conceptions which the 
latter borrows fro.m clitferent branches of human knowl edge. 'l'he scruples of 
our colleague were exaggerated, and the interest with which you have li stened 
since then to l1is memoir on the type of the Roman head must have satisfied him 
that tl1ey were so. But the general question which he had propounded rntains 
all its importance, and merits your attention the more inasmuch as it was recent1y 
reproduced when :M:. Camus communicated to us the learned researches of l\L 
:Fetis on musical systems considered as an ethnological character, 
'l'he l1istory of the arts, no more than that of languages, of re1igions, of letters, · 
or political societies, no more than the sciences called biological, 110 more than 
zoology, palreonto1ogy, and geology, forms any part of the programme of anthro-
pology. A memoir ex professo on pai~ting or on musie . would be as little in 
place here as a communication on the structure of the bones, or a dissertation on 
the use of the subjunctive. Anatomy, however, furnishes us the best distinctive 
characters of the human races, and we are obligel1 incessantly to invoke its aic1 
when ,ve woul<1 establish a parallel bet,veen the human group and that of the 
anthropomorphous apes. Nor is linguistics less imlispensable when we desio·n 
to study t be iili~Ltion of nations and races. Little does it import to us that sn~h 
a race of sheep furnishes an abundant fleece, that such another affords less wool 
and produces more flesh; but when the history of these races, of their origin, of 
their crossings, of their degree of stability, ·supplies us with . ideas more or less 
preci8e on tlie general question of the race or species, anthropology avails itself 
with eagerness of these faets, which are capable of contributing to the solution 
of some of its gravest prob lems. It is thus that we have often seen our learned 
colleagne, 1\1. 8anson, uring bis vast knowledge in zoutechny to bear, and never 
without effect, upon our discussions. vV e conhl'not advance a single step in the 
tudy of the prehistoric races if arcbreology had not first furnished the elements 
for the di tinetion of epochs-if it dicl not indieate to us the relative elates of tlrn 
inl1urnations from wl1ich we derive the bones sulJIIJitted to our ouservation; yet 
i t is ,vid nt that the labors proper to pure archreology would divert us from our 
ol-!_ject. 'l'hi_s lias been ptrfectly comprehended by those of om· col1eagnes who, 
without ceaswg to be numuered among our most zealous and active members, 
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have founded. within two years past, uncler the presidency of M. Leguay. ~he 
Parisian Society of Archceology and History. In this youngerassociation, wb1c:1 
so many ties connect with onr own, archreological facts are set forth in all their 
details a,ncl are discussed for their own sake, wliile among ourselves the an:h~o-
logical demonstration is, so to speak, but the preliminary of the anthropological 
facts which resnlt therefrom; and hence it frequently happens that the same 
researches, without involving useless repetition, present themselves at the same 
time in both societies under different points of view. 'fhis exarup1c serves, be~-
ter than any other, to evince the nature of the relations of interdependence (so!i-
darite) which exist between anthropology and the sciences grnupeJ around it. 
It asks from those sciences indications rather than didactic developments, and 
therefore can afford to exclude none of the branches of human knowledge which 
are capable of furnishino- any ideas on the liistory or the families of mankind. 
Under this head I may point to the importance of the researches of ~I. Fetis, 
of Brussels, on the orio·in of musical systems and their distribution among the 
different populations, :i10ient or modern, civili~ed or barbarian. T'his venerable 
savant has devoted a long life to a study which,, previously, had barely atti:acted 
the attention of a few virtuosi, but which has become in bis hanus a ren1 sc1e i,ce. 
Accustomed from our infancy to certain musical impressions, we have be_e~ ~ed 
to lJelieve that our classical gamut is the sole form of harmony, that the cl1 VIBIOil 
of the octave into :five tones ancl two demi-tones is an institution of na,tnrc, and 
thu,t every modulation whose elements do not enter exactly into this division is 
false, di scordant, contrary to the pre-established orrler of thingtl. This, how-
ever, is hnt an illusion developed by habit. It suffices to hear or to analyze the 
strains of the nightingale or linnet to perceive that they cannot be expre::ise<l ?0 
the keys of our pianos, and to be convinced that the purest harmony may cxi ' t 
outside of our musical system. As for this system, we find it everywhere_ among_ 
the nations which htwe adopted onr own form of civilization. 'I'he mult1tn<le of 
str3:ngcrs drawn to the Universal Exhibition at Paris, after liaving prese!ited 
<lunng _the clay the phenomenon of a corn plete confusion of tongues, con 'tltute 
but a Emgle people when tliev con(J'reo-ate at niD'ht in the saloon of the opera. 
A · 1 l d. . . b b b h mH t 10 1vers1ty of their idioms the music establisl10s between t em common 
sensations, and, so to say, a comm'on lan(J'uao·e · but if the same auditory fonnd 
it elf tn1m;po_rted of a sudden into the pr~sen~c 'of one of the Chinese orcbe tra-
with which our colleague, M. Armand. has lately entertained us, it would up-
po e that it was listcninO' to a charivari and would stop its ears, much to the 
scandal _of the indigenou~ spectators, who, for that matter, no more comprehend 
our mu 1cal system than we theirs. . 
. Jt~ -t as lin <r nistics enables us to estahli. b among the groups o_f rn_an_kind _ch.:-
tmction and appro~imations, the si()'nificance of which may admit of d1 ·cu· 1011• 
but whose reality i. rigoron ly cle~onstrable so the stntly of mnsical Y t 0 ~ 
and of' their actual <listribution ma,y furnish ;alnahle indications, if not on th 
filiation of races, at least on ~he communication which must have exUed betw. n 
th m a,t poclis more or le" remote. :U or this rea 011 alone tho compreh u-.n-
rn ·eas ·h •: of I. Feti' wonld he worthy of your favorable att~station. '[he doc~: 
ment. wlu ·h lt ~a collect d on th music of nearly all modern na:wn L \ 
] ,,~ him t _.·tahh ·h a · rtain mm)ber of great and well-determined group:-. B 
tlr! · concc•pt! n, howcv r in terestin r it may l,c, did not sati ·fy liim. ll~ 
· •1vr l that I wn nee_ · ary to .· 1ek in tho ~tucly of the pa t th cxplanatJ 
th pn• · ''.1t ,tt! of_ thrno·:;;, and ha, un<1ortaken a labor which may l, ·01np 
~o tlia.. o~ _th l111<1 UJHt: \ ho r :11,·citating tlead lancrnaO' sand 1 ven r · n~ . · 
ln" pnm1t1vr_ om•· of which n re ull • tion i · r tain •tl, b. v :nc de,1 iu · 1 -
w, uh <·11r · 11,!!ht npon prchi:tori · era· . ot ont •nt with r ·omhiniucr, ll 
~ •n i111li<-: ion_.· on the 111n:i · ,f th an ·icnts, I. Fcti ha l,ronght into 11,y 
lll l'lllll<'llt • _<lt · ,,. ·rc•tl l, lh ar ·hreolo,ri:t ·. 'l'h Hut , th frarrm •nt f 
l •r · t uu l m th· mouum nt · of Egypt or · •uJpturecl n ,.·yrian b 
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have served him as models, and, by copying these instruments with _his own 
hand a1 with strict exactness, he lms drt1,wn from them souuds wh1ch have 
reEtured o life mnsicnJ sv~tems buried in oblivion for thirty centuries. 'l'hese 
rema.rlrnble researches reZ1nire, no donbt, the control of criticism and the sanction 
of time, bnt it m·.ty crmfolently be said that even now they open to science a 
resun.rce not only suggestive hut wholly _new. ~ot ~bat we are to hop~ that the 
study of mnsi• ;al systems can ever acqmre an lnstuncal and etlmo1og1cal va1ne 
equal to that of linguistics. lVIusic is a mode of expression less rich a~d f.tr 1ess 
precise than articn1ate langnage, and can only f~m:il:ih terms of companson mn_ch 
more restricted. It is certain, moreover, that 1t 1s less closely connected wnh 
the life of the people, with their nationality, and _the facts cited _hy NL_ F_etis 
himself prove that nations wl1ose languages pertam to stoel~s ent1_rel.)~ <l.rnt11;et 
have adopted the same musical system. But the means of mvest1gat10n with 
which anthropology has been thus endowed are not the less valuable, since t;JOY 
reveal to us at once the artistic aptitudes of certain races and the cornmnmca-
tions which have been established between them in times previous to history. 
I have thought proper to dwell somewhat on these researches, so 1iew and so 
interesting, of which onr society has enjoyed the first fruits, and which make, for 
tl1e first time, their appearance in science. Arriving now at suhjects if not more 
classic, at least more commonly known, I may restrict myself to more summary 
statements. 
General anthropology has occupied, as usual, t1, large space in your labors. 
'flie qnesLion of the iuf:l.uence of climatic mediums which gave rise, three years 
ago, to so extended and cornplet,e a discussion, presented itself anew on occasion 
of the important memoir of M. Carlier on acclimation in America. No one could 
treat this subject more competently than tbe author of the Histoire du peuple 
Arnerica'in. Although his long researches have borne principa1ly on tl1e popu-
lations of North America, M. Carlier has also studied the acclimaLil)n of the negro 
race in the Antilles and in Brazil. rl'liat the races of the old world n.re acclimated 
in the States of the Union is demonstrated by tl1e rapidity with which tlie 
population l1as there increased; but to appreciate the signification of this move-
me_nt, it it- necessary to distinguish the intrinsic increase from ·that which is dne 
to lll1rnigration. rl'his• is what M. Carlier lms done, and we cannot too highly 
praise the sagacity with which he has availed himself of all the statistical docu-
n~bnts, nnfurtunately incomplete, which have been collected in the United States 
smce the beginning of the century. From these laborious researches it results 
tliat the intrinsic increase of the population has sensibly slackened for 20 years 
past. 'rbe inquiries of our learned colleague have moreover established, contrary 
to tLe generally received opinion, that three-fourths of the immigrants are foreign 
to the Anglo-8axon race. rn1e ethnical importance of this fact is considerable. 
M. Rameau, struck, like many other observers, with the differences which exist 
bet\~een the English of Europe and the Anglo-Americans, has attributed these 
mo<l1fications to the influence of climatic medinrmi, while, according to M. Carlier, 
they are due principally to the influence of cross-breeding. r:I.'he interesting <lis-
cus::;ion which arose on this subject betvveen our two colleagues seems t I liave 
le_ft the subject undecided as regards the 13 primitive colonies which, at the dose 
of the last century, founded the American Uuion. But for the 23 States which 
h~wc been formed since then, and several of which date but from yesterday, it is 
difficult to invoke a climatic influence wliich can only have been exerted on two 
or at most three generations. M. Carlier bas insisted that tbe modifications pro-
duced by climate cannot be manifested in so short a lapse of time. -
T o complete his investigation, our colleague has studied the acclimation of the 
• nrgro, not only in the United States but also in tlie Antilles and Brnzil. This 
part of hi memoir procured us some interesting communications from l\L Martin 
de fou sy on the state of the negroes in South America, and from M. Simonot 
on the questions of hybridity suggested by the study of the mulattoes. lf the 
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poµulation of persons of color increases considerably in certain countries, it is not, 
according to M. Simonot, from its own fecundity but through the reinf cements 
it incessantly .receives from continnal crossings of tbe wl1ites and bla: s._ ~o 
the numerous and weighty facts which M. Perier -has brought together m h1s 
learned memoir on the cross-breeding of human races, and which auth?rize a 
doubt of the validity and fecundity of many hybrid populations, M. ?1monot 
adds another which, according to his own observation, ·would oppose a still ~ore 
decisive obstacle to the formation of mixed races: the tendency, namely, wlncb 
after the lapse of some generations, restores gradually the descendants ot hy bi~ids 
to the type of one or other of the mother races. r.rbese phenomema ~f atavu~m 
have become difficult to be rlistinO'uished from t.be effects of crossings m a recur-
rent direction, because hybrids gf different bloods pair and mix on all si?es, 
whetht:Jr with one another or with individuals of pure race. But this complica-
tion can be easily avoided in experiments made upon the domestic animals_: hence 
M. Sanson has been enabled to take his stand upon many precise facts m order 
to. demonstrate the instability of the characters of hylll'ids. M. _Prnner:bey 
pomted out, however, that conclusions drawn from the study of cerlarn crossrngs 
might not be applicable to other crossi1ws different from the former in the nature 
of t!,e races or species, or in the condi1ions of the medium in which they are 
effected. · 
It is very probable, in effect, that these different circumstances have an influ-
ence on the results of cross-breeding. It is necessary, above all, to take account 
of the degree of proximity of the races; and what results most clearly from the 
researcl1es of M. Perier is, that the disadvanta.O'es of cross-breeding are the more 
decided as the two mother races are more unlik.~. If the similarity of the pare_nts 
constitutes a favorable condition, it is natural to think tl1at, all things else bemcr 
eq~1al and a?straction being made of hereditary pathological influences, co~::;?-n-
gumeons urnons cannot become detrimental from the solo fact of consangumity. 
It i_s thus that M. Perier bas been logically led to connect ~h~ opposite, but yet 
reciprocally dependent, questiuns of hybridity and consangmmty. 
These two questions have from the orio·in of tho society, given rise to a grea 
numl>er of memoirs and c1is~ussions in wlJch contradictory opinions have been 
brought to light. But I should speak here only of tho facts which bave h~en 
adclnced :'"it½in two years past. I shall not recnr, therefore, to the debate' which 
we~·e marntamed some years ago, between MM. Boudin and de Rance, ach·_er-
sanes of consan
0
cruineous unions and MM: Bcuro·eois Perier Dallv, who cleme I 
) • b ' ' •, . J" . ~ 
the harmfulness of those unions. No one contested the reality of cert am 1.a.' 
a1leged against consano·uinitv · all acknowleclO'ecl that in familie. infectetl :1 




· I 1 con_s 1 ut10na vices or hereditary diatheses, marriage between consm~ ea(=-
unfortunate re ults; but tLese results were attributed by the one party t 
con angninity itHelf, while the other considered them but as a particnlar er 
~he a ·ci(lent ·· of inheritance. 'rlicse last gave expression to their opinion hy ~. y-
m~ that hea_lthy . con anguinity is exempt from uatl effects. The l[l1 ... 1 
bemg _·tatcd rn tln form, it wa no longer competent to seek here and th •r 
spor~uhc example· which might appear more or le s favorable to one or tlic_ 
the ·1 •• 'l' avoid the chn.nces of error rcsn1tin0' from individual acci!lent--. 1 
n ·c ,·: ry to tu ly the ff'cct of consa.nO'ninitv in onio re trictod and well- i 
rilJ ·cl population , in which unions between relation are habitual. 'l hi 
1J .' •n <lon _'\ilh the O'rcate t prcci ·ion by onr coll aO'uc, I. oisin. 'flJc . m 
of. Batz, H1t11at ·c1 011 a ·mall pt>niu ·nla north of th• month of the L Jl' • 
pn:e: tt popnla ion of , 00 ·onl", d •v< ted excln:iv •ly to the cultivati1 n . 
·alt mar. Ii '. · '1 fl . p' ·ial natnr f thi. iudu try offer litt1 atti. 1 
r·. n~ •r. ; lirnc: it 1 v 'I)' rar • for an inba.bitant to marry heyond hi" · 1 • 
,du).·. ':''.1 ·:~n~11.mc u um~1~ ·, •v. n within th cl err proliil,it •d by th h 
H 111 1) irc:q~1 ~it. I huH, m th y •ur 1 65, tlH·r took place betw 
-g ·1uuu1 r th ·1r 1 · nc 15 nHuriag • , f r \\ hi •hit wa • nccc ,.;ary tot - · 
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astica1 dispensation. It was in ~he midst of_ this consangni~eous poI?u1atio:1. t?at 
M. Voisin collected his observations. He did not content lnmself with venf yrng 
in a general manner the physical pro~perity of the inhabitants._ He has r~corded 
the history of each household, exammed the parents and childro~, studied tl_ie 
births and deaths and in a word prepared very complete genealogical tables, m 
which is summed up all the informa~ion relating to 46 consang1:ineous mar-
riages. In studying these tabl~s, pubh~hed at the end of the_ memoir, we c~n~1ot 
help recognizing with M. Voism, that :n · a bealt~1y ~opulat:on, consangmm~y, 
even when superposed, involves none of the det01:10rat10n wlnch has he~n att:·ib-
uted to it. After having sojourned at B~tz an entire rr:onth, ~nd passed m rev_iew 
all tlie families our colleao·ue has ascertarned that " neither vices of conformation, 
mental rnaladi~s, idiocy, ;retinism, snrdo-mutism, epilr.psy, a lbinism, nor blind-
ness from pigmentary retinitis, exists i.n any individual, whether the issue or not 
of consanguineous parents." . . . 
Analogous observations have been collected by M. Dally m the little 1s1e of 
Brehat, (Cotes-du-Nord,) and by M. Duchenne of Boulogne among the popula-
tion of Portel. They are _less rigorous, indeed, than those of :M:. Voisin, since 
they are not accompanied by genealogical tables, but they are still very import~ 
ant; they · are moreover confirmed by the zootechnical observations of which 
U. Sanson lias presei1tecl us a summary, ancl which are due to l\L Renard of 
Issoire, ancl M. Legrain of Brussels. 1\1. Legrain has especially turned bis atten-
tion to the production of albinism in rabbits; it results from his experiments, 
divided into several series and conducted with great sagacity, that consanguinity 
never produces albinism among those animals when they are reared under good 
hygienic conditions; but that albinism manifeste itself at the end of some gene-
rations when the rabbits are ill-fed and lodged in dark and unclean warrens. 
Nothing could better justify the distinction advanced by 1\1. Perier between 
healthy and morbid consanguinity than this example. 
Tbe questions of consanguinity and hybridity, and the discussions to which 
they have given rise, naturally lead me to consider the numerous communications 
of l\f. Sanson on the characteristics of race and of species. It is, in effect, the 
study of the phenomena of generation, direct or crossed, which serves as a basis 
to tlie doctrine s,nstainecl with so much conviction by our colleague. 
'l'hc authors who have occupied themselves with the determination of species 
may be divided into two classes: one, and by far the more numerous class, makes 
specific distinctions rest on the ensenible of the morphological arnl anatomical 
characters; the otber, after the example uf Ray, Buffon, and 1\1. Flourens, admits 
as a criterion of species only one sole and unique character pure1y physiological, 
namely, the perfect fecundity of sexual unions. l\L Sanson accepts at once both 
the ·e zoological methods, which heretofore have disputed the suffrages of savants ; 
he bolds tltem both as valid, but applies them to tlifferent cases. He employs 
the physiological method for constituting the group called species, and avails 
himself exclu:::;ively of the anatomical method for the determination of the races 
of each species. 'l'bese races are not, in his view, varieties resnlting from the 
subdivision more or less tardy of a species previously uniform and homogeneous. 
'l111ey arc primordial, or, in other words, as ancient as the species itself; they are 
moreover permanent and immutal>le; that is to say, neither the influence of climatic 
mediums, nor crossings, nor selection can cause them to deviate in a durable 
manner from their primitive type. In other terms, a.s M. Lagneau has expressed 
it, .U. Sanson attributes to each of the races which compose a species the pro-
perties and characters hitherto attri butccl by classic naturalists to the species itself; 
a sense which l\I. Sanson himself elsewhAre conveys in saying that it was his 
"object "to introduce a substitution of• race for species as the last term of natural 
clas ification." 
'l'hc doctrine of our colleague is in the end, therefore, ·but an emphatic and 
a,bsolute form of polygenism. But the discussion to which it has given rise in 
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this society has turned only upon general principles, and the special question of 
the permanance of human races has not b,-en broached. While M. Ga'..1ssin 
contested the value of the exclusive physioloo·ical character on which M. Sanson 
relies for the determination of speuies, lVIM. Lartet and Lagneau suggested 
doubts respecting the absolute permanence of races, and cited facts tending to 
demonstrnte the formation o,f new races in domestic species, and even in wild 
species; and lVI. de l\'Iortillet, relying chiefly on paleontology, went so fa:~· a_s to 
deny not only the permanence of races, hut also that of species. 'l'he convict10ns 
of l\L Sanson have not, however, been shaken by these objections, and his oppo-
nents themselves have acknowledged the talent which he has displayed in th!S 
diilicnlt line of inquiry. Questions of this class are among those which will be 
.long, doubtless, the suhject of controversy; hut the discussion elictecl by ~I. 
Sanson hns not been without its fruits: it has shown, in the first place, that the 
standard iclea of species, Cimsidered as a natural, primordial, and permanent group, 
is far from sufficing to the actual needs of science; it has ::-:hown also that races 
to which it has been the custom to attribute a variability much too great, tend 
on tl1e contrary, for the most part, to maintain and perpetuate themselves wit~out 
dnrable change; that the innumerable variP-ties obtained by crossings, select10n, 
or culture have in general only :;i, factitious existence, ancl that, left to themselve , 
they disappear if not always, at least almost always, whether from the want of 
fecnudity or from the effect of the law of atavism, which, after a while, causes 
types momentarily effaced to reappear. . 
I mnst pass in silence, but not without regret, a considern,hle nmber of ethno!o-
gical facts, simply descriptive, which would le:1d to analytic details of too special 
a nat:1re. As a subject of more commanding intereat, and one which has a!Wt\ys 
asserted a pararnonnt claim to the attention of the society, I proceed to notice it" 
discussions respecting craniology. 
As tlie isknlls presented to the society and clestinecl to enrich its mnseum become 
more numerous, the more need is manifested of a recurrence to rigorons pr~ce ~~~~ 
of mea ur_ement in order to instit.nte truly scientific comparisons bet:"een tu~ dif-
ferent series. For geometric diaa-rams for ana-ular rneasnres and triangulanons 
. 1. . 0 ' b l b d s~ec~a. rnstrnrnents are rndispensable; they enable the observer to (letect . a. c::. 
of difference whieh would otherwise escape the most practiced eye, and furm:-
moreover numerical data for the calculation of mean terms. Hence the comIDJ:r 
sion~rs to whom the society has intrusted the cl1arge of preparing in::structi?1• ; •r 
cramometry have applied themst-'lves particuln.rly to the improvement of rn:-L -
men ts for study. rl'hey have alrea<ly presented us a new goniometer, li~ht an 1 °?-
costly; a new craniogrlitph qualified to delin r::tte completely, by way ot gcl>m 
projection, all the details of the surface of the cranium; an<l a nm,11 all(l ,-
sim plo. instrument, the sphenoi<lal crotchet (crochet), by mean of which 
sphenuHl angle of Weleker may he meas ured without awing the ku11. Ourc -
leagn , M. Uren et, ( de Rt: bezioux,) has also commnnicated a new proc ., . 
tria1wnla.tion of the ·knll an<l face an i1wenion expedient the utility of ,,hi 
' 0 ' • -
ha.· b<:'en_ ·Low!1 by I. Bertillon in l1is dissertation on cephalic anpl~ ·. In t 
meruu1r, 111 wl11ch are colleutecl all kn wn facts relatino· to tho facml n1 !! e 
'amp 'l' ancl it derivati,·es, as well as tho auri0ular aio·le and the angl ,v ·luker, I. Bertillon has recorded rnoroovec tbe nurner~ns olisern1.tion, 
l1_v hirm-;clf on lrc different cries of our museum, and ha pointed out ! 
i~clva.11tag ·:· to b derived from thcjndici u cm1 loymcnt of tati ticnJ calcu~, 
fo.r ·orr •.;tmg the ·rror or rn.ther the divcrgencies which result from the div 
of tli pr c' ·:r of 111 nsuration. 
~ wa: not t_ho fin;t time that the re ult of crani metry had been• h_ 
1wiorc t Ii .-o ·1 ·ty to tlt • corr, tion of math matical 1'n ,thods. ~I. G, -
· h:1·wly a.ppli ·11 algolmiic fonuula · to tb <lC't •rmination of the relution 
• ••1• I, ·t WI' ·11. tit· th_r • • di· m, t •r: of tlt, knll, < ud lrad expre..; ·ed the::- r . 
L li · h ·IP oi 1"rapluc c n::;trucliuu ha~ctl on tho 'Y t m of rectilinear c -
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Taking as a point of departure tbe measnren1e?ts which he ha~ executed on t.he 
great series of crania known by the. name <!f s~ulls of the citp, lie _deduced a 
formula, whlch he has since tested by 1ts apphcat10n to the cramometncal tables 
prepared, from series the most diverse,. by M. ~r?ner-bey-, by Ml\!, His a~d 
Rutimeycr, and by myself. Now1 snch 1s ~he p~·ernsrnn ofhrn calculatrnns, that m 
everv case where the formula applied to sen es of skulls of the same typo appeared 
to ii{dicate divergencies, it has been ascertained that these depen<tecl on the 
diflerence of the processes employed by the different observers for the measure-
ment of the vertical diameter. rrhe way opened by M. Ganssin in this remarkable 
memoir may be easily enlarged, for all the cnmiometrical elements may be rr.acle 
auxiliary to the same researches; nor can it be necessary to point out the import-
ance of a method which permits of reducing to the same standard observations 
collected according to different processes, and even of correcting what astrono-
mers ca,ll the personal error. 
Our cfo,tinguished colleague, M. de Khanikof, also, bringing to the study o1 
anthropology the aid of the exact sciences, has successfully applie1l tlie formula 
of M. Gaussin to the cephalometric measurements reported from Persia by 1\1. 
Dubonsset, who, operating on the living man, had only been able to obtain by 
approximation the length of the vertical diameter. In conformity with the 
general instructions pnblishecl by the society, JYI. Duhousset has taken, to replace 
that diameter, the heigl1t of the plane of tho vertex above the auditory orifice. 
But the situation of this orifice in relation to the plane of the base of the cranium 
sensibly varies according to races. \Ve might expect, therefore, to recognize a 
certain divergence between the results of the ccphalometric observn,tions of M. 
Dubousset and the craniometric formula of M. Gaussin. T'his divergence has, 
however, proved very small; in four ont of six series of observations the result 
has been less than one millimeter and a half. The two series of Kurds and 
Hindoos alone have presented divergencies of three a,ncl four willimeters, which 
depend, doubtlPss, on variations in the position of the auditory canal. On this 
occasion M. Khanikof communicated to us the notes wl:i.ch be had collect.eel in 
the museum of St. Petersburg on the height of the orifice above the plane of 
the occipital orifice. He bas consigned them to a valuable table, in which figure 
most of the populations of Asia. 
But it is impossible to speak of craniornetric tables without immediately recall-
ing those with which our fermer prcsi<lent, 1\1. Pruner-bey, ·has enriched our 
memoirs and bulletins. 'l'h::mks to him, we can now pursue, in the closet, the 
most precise study of the constitution of the skull and face of the greater number 
of the human races. 'l'he three grea.t tables which accompany his memoir, 
entitled Ilesultats d,e craniornetrie, comprise morn than 15,000 measurements 
taken on skulls derived from all quarters. Among them we find 117 African 
skulls, 165 from Oceanica, 82 American, 58 Asiatic, and 105 European skulls, 
ancient ur modern. It would Le iu vain to seek elsewhere an equal arn.ount of 
docnments colleeted after uniform processes by the same observer. 'J1hese three 
tables present us, in a condensed form, the results of many years of circumst:::u1tial 
researcues, and whrn we think of tbe immense labor they lmve cost we cannot 
but wonder how our colleague has found time to cxecnte his great works in 
lillgui::itics, and to treat, moreover, with so much competence the highest ques-
tions of general and pbilosopliic anthropology. 'l'he secret con::iists in his 
Lavi-cg enjoyed the happy privilege of preserving, in the matmity of age, the 
indefui,igable ardor antl the sacred fire of youth. Let us add that he is one of 
those rare men of science who have ti.1e good fortune to be able to devote them-
selves entirely to the study, or rather the religious culture, of anthropoloa-y. 
May tbc example he gives us find frequent imitators! 
0 
lt i not here that l can hope to r"capitulate all the cranio1ogira1 facts which 
l1avc been communicated to the society. Hare it i8 for a single sitting to pass 
,\ ithout an offering of new skulls. Among those which have come from foreign 
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countries I s1rnll content myself with mentionino- the skulls of two Cbel1oo1is, 
inhabitants of the banks of the Nile, presented liv l\L Lao-arde; the two skulls 
of Red-skins, brought to us by l\lf. Berchon; the" craniu~ of a Bechuana, sent 
by 1W. Lautre, missionary in southern Africa.; the Egyptian head, and the skull 
of an Arab, which we owe to 111:. Perier; the curious deformed skull from the 
, valley of Ghovel, (Central America,) which the Abbe Brasseur de Bourbourg 
bas contributed to our stores; fina.lly, and above all, the magnificent head of au 
Australian, conveyed to us by Professor Ch. Martins. This last piece, so remarka-
ble in an osteological point of Yiew, reveals to us a singular and heretofore 
unknown trait of Australian manners. It is mummified; all the fle:,;h of the 
head, desiccated and hardened to a.n extreme degree, is applied exactly to the 
bones; the lialf-opened mouth is filled with bird's feathers; a string strongly 
knotted is passed throug-h the cartilages of the nose. l!'rom what is kn_own of 
the customs of the Australian tribes it is imp0ssible to suppose that th1s bead 
pr?ceeds from a body embalmed or mummified hy a methodical process. Every-
thmg leads to the conclusion that it is a trophy of war, dried and preserved as a 
memorial by the victor in some bloody affray. . . 
A particular notice is due to two fine series of skulls collected in Syna by 
M. Girard de Ilialle, and at Alexandria, by our reo-retted colleague, Sclrn~pf. 
rrhe skulls from Alexandria date from the Greco-Ron~an epoch. The population 
of that great city then presented a, confused mixture of nearly all the races of the 
ancient world. Hence the practiced eye of l\L Pruner-bey has been able to 
d~tect in the collection of 1\1. Schnepf, besides the skulls of Egyptian ra?e, a 
still greater nmnber of those of Greeks, Romans, Ligurians, Negroes, and Syrians. 
The skulls of the collection of M. Girard de Ria,lle are derived, some from 
Damascus, the others from Rasheya . 1'hese last to tbo number of 12, present 
a s~1:prising uniformity, and appear to have bc'en artifieially distorted by an 
oce1p1tal compression . 
. rrhe European skulls presented have been too numerous to admit even of me~-
t10n. Most of them are referable to the man of the prehistoric era, or to certam 
existing populations which appear to be the i::-sue of the primitive race of the age 
of stone. rrhe conquering races which introduced into Europe the Aryan lan-
g1mge~ fnd the_ use of metals did not destroy, a::; may have been snppo::ied, th: 
vanqmsnecl nations, but, Ly mino-linO' ·with thum caused them to unclergo, almo, 
~verywherc, ?loclifications more ~r l~ss profounl S.ince that period new cro~s-
mgs, many tunes superposed, have changed more arnl more the clu1ra?ter of the 
first races; new conquests, new rnigrnitions have, in some sort, tr~nstonne~ the 
g1:eater p_art of _the populations of Europe, an<l, in the midst of this almo t rnex-
tncalHc mt~nmxturo, the exploration of ethnic origins bas become on_e of t c 
m?st. complfoatec~ problems of our science. 1.~o dissipate this uncertamty t ·o 
prmc1pal means ho open lJefore u..,. rl'hese n,re on the one hand, the tudy 
those populn.tions wLlicL, accordin<:r to tho tr.stin~ony of 1ino·uistics, haxe mor CJ or 
less resi ted the foreio·n influence ban<l which in preservino~ their pre-Ar\·an 1 n-o , , b J 
guage , have <louLtles · also preserved in a dco-rce of relative pnrity, the r: . 
the_ primitive races; ancl, on the oth~r lrnnd,b the examination of the r ·_rn . ' 
which the populations 0£ the an-e of stone ba.ve left in the soil, at prelu,-
pocli who ' C ·ucce ·sion ha::; b 'cu determined bv archmoloo-v and palre n l 
Tito urvi i1w witnc ·sos of th primitive hu;nan fauna ~;f Europe form 
nly tv,? group:-;, c n{in_ tl t0 the two extrcmitie::; of Hiat part of the W• r1d. 
r _mblrncr tho ·e umm1t ·till c.·istin,,. under tl1c shape of i ·let' in , ubm -
r •cr10ns--th 'Y arc tLo Basque and tho Fin . Onr di tino-uish cl collc. g 
le ll_a ·r, thotwht that li lta.11 di c verccl amono· the Roman° of the Ilhe i A 
u ~lnnl "r ll}'. f pri1~1itivo p pn1ati u, ; hut this pinion already refute 1 hy -
Hi a111l 1 1111m ·y ·rm tl,eir Urwzia Ilelcetica •annot nstain it lf in pr 
b~: f:~ · . ·mliocti ·tl i11 lh-• t\ o imp rtant m ~oirt:i wlti •h ?11. lli ha acld 
tlu ci Y· ' h lm1. ·l1yc ·phawuti population of tho ouviron of 'oi. , 
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being representatives of t_he autocht_~1onons race, are,r ~n the con_trary, descend~nLts 
of the Aleinani the last mvaders- ot tbe country. lhe attent10n of the Soc1e~y 
bas been therefore principally fixed on the Pins, with whom we may associate 
tbe Esthonians, and on the Basq-qes. . . 
J\L Beddocs, ( of Clifton,) well known fo:· lns researcl1es 1:espectmg the popula-
tions of Scotland and Ireland, has cornmumcated to the Society the table of meas-
nrements which he has ta.ken of the heads of the Swedes and :Finns. The last 
are distinguishedl>y a dec~ded brach?cephalisrn, and diff~r from the Sc~nclinavians 
not less by the conformat10n of the face th:m by that of the head. 'Ihe absence 
of the Fiimish skull constitutes in the museums of Paris a void much to be 
reo-retted. Last year bo,vever, three skulls of Estbonians were given by M. 
Bfer to the museum df natural history, and have been the subject of an import-
ant communication of JVI. de Quntrefnges. Although separated from the Finns 
by the Gulf of )?inland, the EsthoI'1ia.ns speak a dialect of the same language, 
and, notwithstanding the mixtures they may have undergone, the greater part of 
them still preserve the characters of the Finnish race. Of the three skulls which 
M. de Quatrefages has presented to the Society, one is purely Mongolic; the sec-
ond is so too, though in a less degree; both are brachycephalons. The third is 
almost dolicbocephalous, but is very similar to the second in the form of the face; 
like that, it is remarkable for a prognathism limited to the upper jaw. 'l'he lower 
maxillaries, on the contrary, have a vertical direction, and M. de Quatrefages has 
discovered in those bones all the characters of the famons jaw of Moulin-Quignon. 
Our eminent colleague is hence disposed to believe that tl\e Esthonians are the 
remains of a race heretofore disseminated in western Europe, where it has long 
since disappeared through multiplied and predominative crossings, but where, 
nevertheless, it has left an influence which is still manifested here and there by 
the phenomena of atavism. The cases of alveolar prognathism which sometimes 
present themselves among our own people, especially in females, would thus find 
an explanation. These views, resting thus far upon but two pieces, (for the first 
Estbonian skull, being toothless and deprived of the lower jaw, cannot serve for 
tlie study of prognathism,) have need of further confirmation; but they are not 
unworthy, even now, of being regarded with high interest. 
As to the Basque skulls, the discussions to which they have given rise in the 
society are still pending. Nineteen new skulls, similar in a11 respects to the 
former 60, and, like them, nearly all dolichocephalous, have been sent to us by 
our zealous colleague, M. Velasco. But these, again, come from the cemetery of 
Za~·aus, and do not escape, consequently, the exclusion invoked by M. Pruner-bey. 
Every effort should be used, therefore, to procure Basque skulls from some oth()r 
scene of production. The consignment made by M. Velasco had the advantage, 
however, of eliciting a new discussion, which procured us the pleasure of hearing 
an instructive lecture of l\'I. Pruner-bey on the Basque language. Without dis-
avowing the analogies which havfl been pointed out between that language and 
tbe Tartar idioms, our colleague shows that these analogies are superficial and 
?f little significance. In bis view the Basque language constitutes a unique fact 
m the old continent, and has true affinities only with the languages of America; 
but he does not think himself authorized, from the affinity of the languao-es, to 
infer the filiation of the populations. However this may be, the ideas set forth 
in this memoir are but little favorable to the hypothesis of those who strive to 
reduce to one single race all the primitive, or rather pre-Aryan, races of 
Europe. · · 
This question of prehistoric races, thanks to the zeal of the archffioloo-ical 
anthropologists, has made, within a short time, remarkable progress. Fr~nce,. 
8witzerlarn1, Belgium, the British I sles, Scandinavia, are no longe~· the onl v coun-
tries subjected to the investigations of our science. '11here is now scarcely any 
(;Oun!ry of Europe which is a stranger to researches of this nature. More than. 
une important prehistoric station has been discovered in Germany and Austria. 
25 s 
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The publications of the anthrop'ological section of Moscow have made ns 
acquainted with excavations effected in .the olcl torobs of Greater Russia. In 
fine, recent and 1;,umerous explorations made in Italy, in Spain, in Portugal, ha,e 
shown, beyond dispute, that the two occidental peninsulas .have also hnd their age 
of stone. The results of the first researches of Casiano de Prado were stated to 
tho Society by M. Pruner-bey in an interesting report on Anthropology in Spain. 
The discoveries of that savant, too rnon lost to science, have been confirmed by 
M. Edouard Lartet, the worthy son of our eminent colleague. l\f. Pereira da 
Costa, moreover, has comrnunicn,te<l tho facts which relate to the antiquity of man 
in Portugal, chiefly in the liasin of the Tagns. rrhis is doubtless but a fir t 
harvest. rI'he ideas which we possess respecting the primitive populations of 
Ibe1fa arc as yet too vn,gue to furni::,h grounds for a synthesis; but facts 1:1ore 
nume:·011s and more precise, collected in the other peninsnla, have shed qmt~ a 
new light on the primitive conditions of the conntry. A Nicolucci, an Itaha-
Nicastro1 a De Rossi, a Gastaldi, a Cocchi, a Canestrini, emulous in zeal and 
persevernnce, have shown what science may hereafter expect from regenerat~d 
Italy. rrlie Phcenician sepulchers of Sicily and Sardinia, explored by ~I. It_aha-
Nicastro, have furnished a large number of highly interesting archreolog1cal fa~ts. 
:ThL Nicolucci has sent us the description and ficrure of several of the skulls which 
have been obtained; and when these skulls n,~e compared with those which 3:re 
procured from the ancient tombs of Etruria we feel authorized to predict 
a day when tbe Semitic orio'in of the Etruscans will be definitively demonstrated. b ~ 
1t is to M. Nicolucci, moreover, that we owe the first cra.niological idea on the 
a,ncicnt fapyges, a population of southern Italy, of whom the historians of 
antiquity l1ave made but vao-ue mention, and whom it was the custom, not very 
long ago, to regard as autochthonous. M. Mommsen had already surmi eel, fr?m 
in_scri1:tions on their tombs, that certain cbaracters distinguishable in the re~ams 
ot thmr language tended to ally them with the Indo-European group of nation~. 
1.'his view has l.Jeon now folly confirmed by our learned colleague, :M. Nicolu~ci, 
who, having ha<l an opportunity of studying three sk:nlls found in I~pygm_n 
tombs, has authenticated their resemblance to tho Greek type. Oollatmcr thi' 
idea with the historical vestio-es which he has been able to collect, he is led to 
think that the Iapvo'es were f horde of Pelaso·ic orio·in chase1.l from Greece into · 
• ~::, t:> t:> l • l . 
Italy by tho invasion of tho Hellene . This is still but an hypothesis; but wuat 
appears almost certain is, that the Iapyges were of foreign origin and that the~~ 
,rere not tho ~rst occupants of the peninsula. If the fapyges and t:ie.~truscan~ 
are to be considered as exotic branches, where shall we find tbe pnm1t1Ye n ? 
of: Ita1y1 '1'110 _question, in M far as sontltorn Italy and Sicily ar~ conccrnerl: I:-
st1ll very doubtful. 'l'he facts which l\L Rossi ha. recently detailed to u · \\ 1th 
so mn_ch clearness establi ·h the existence of a clo1ichocephalons popu~ation whi ·Ii 
?ccnp1e~l central Ilaly during tbat acre of stone, which the poets, ~nth per, :r 
m~p1r~t10n, have callefl the a,ge of gold. But in northom Italy, m the anm · . 
L1,o-tma, :~1 re, \~a ' ~ hr~tchyccphal<~m; race, which appears to have prccc 1 • 1 
tlw othe1.. 'I h1::, L1g11nan race, wluch has been 1nade known to us by the 1. h 
of ~L 'icolu ·ci, ext~mlccl on the Meclitcrranoan coast as far as outhern J., .mu · 
nr il~nst~·ion,• oll ~o·uc, th Dul-c c1e Luyne •, ba made many cxplornti_ n, i 
t.lH• ml oi he reo-1ons; li ha: cxh11m 1 cl a ~Teat nnmhcr of ·knll:- wl11"!1 ~L 
rm1cr-lwv ha. xhi~Jit<1d t? 11.-,. and in the greater part of which he ha P m 
ont h_ clmra 't ·r of th L1gul'la11 ra , . 
It 1: h re that mi,0 ·ht introc1nc the facts rclatino- to the anthro1 1 - . 
1. ranc ·, lmt th ·:e ar · to h th uhjc• ·t of a :p cial r port, which you 11a,· . 
fulccl ~o the l(':~r'.1 · 1 pen of )I. La,,r11ea11. cannot (lispen e, how ,, •r 1 
"Tat :f 111 r ·<·o,r111t1on of um ohli,r,ttiou: to th a •tivi y and crrn ro ity of on.,. 
110. "H·al ·1>llc•ag1H•.' who, no ·ont •nt with nri •l1incr ur hull tin: with th Jr 1 
< 11w co111 1n1111iC'atio11. ha.v' nclow •cl onr muR<'nm with a OT ,ut nnmb r 
l • 1 1 r v 1l11ahl · for liavirw th ·ir n.uth nti it an l late o·uarant 'l 1 ' 
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petent anthorities. Thus, MM. Bertrand n,nd Lcgn~r have procured ~or us a 
whole series of skulls and bones taken by themselves from the dolmen of Argen-
teuil and M. de Saa1cy has given ns several skulls derived from the tumuli. 
of }feloisey, (cote d'or,)° and which date from the first n,ge of iron. rrhe Society 
has also received thanks to the iutervention of severn,l of its members who formed 
part of the com1~ission of the rnusenm of St. Germain-thanks especia1ly to l\L 
Bertrand, director of that ~useum-a fine series pf skn11s cxhnmed from the 
Gaulish cemetery of Sr.int Etiennc-an-'l'emple, near Ohalons-sur-l\forne. Snn-
dry communications of M. Ronjou and M. Legua,y have brought to our knowledg( 
the results of the excavations made at Villanenve-Sa.int-Georges, in a station 01 
the age of polished stone. )VI. Rmtjou has snperadded the de::;cription of a m11n-i 
her of specimens of cut silex found in the diluvium of tbe environs of Paris, and 
of several hearths engaged in the loess nea.r Ohoisy-le-Roi. :iVL l\fauricet has 
presented to _ us ·bones extracted from the rlo1rnen of Moustoir-Ca.rnac, (Mor-
bihan,) and the fac-simile of two human feet delineated on one of the lateral 
stones of the do1men of Mont-en-Arzon. If we add to these the fine head from 
Qniberon, sent by M. do Closmad<!nc, ( of Vannes,) and the cut silex which MM. 
Hamy and Sauvage have brought from Chatillon, near Boulogne-sur-Mer, we sl1all 
still be far from having enumerated all the archmological facts which relate to the 
anthropolvgy of onr country. Ent I should hardly be pa.rdoned for qnitting this 
subject without mentioning in a particular manner the numerous communications 
of M. de Murtillet on the prehistoric epocns. Tho learned editor of the llfote-
riaux pour l'Histoirc Positive et Philosophiq_ue cle l'Hmnme leaves. us not in igno-
rn,nce of any of the important facts which throng from all quarters to his journa1, 
and if we are ever at a loss for information we are sure of finding it with him. 
'l'he greater part of the u,rckeological docur.oents of which I have just spoken 
rchte to the epoch of poJished stone, which preceded tlie age of bronze; that is 
to say, tlie inauguration of the Indo-Europcan era. 'rl10 ages which afterwards 
e1ap~ed till the advent of written history, and which are designated by the name 
of the Qeltic epoch, are accessible by several means of investigation. Anthro-
pology relies not here solely on archmology; it derives light from the torch of 
linguistic::;, and even from the first glimmerings of history. A note of :M:. Henri 
Martin on the Cimmerian migra,tions, a learned memoir of M. Georges on the 
origin of the Celts, have added new facts to those which fouud a place, three 
years ago, in the dJ.Scussions of the society on the original sources of the Enro-
pean populations. On the othe1' lmn<l, our vcnerab1e foreign assnciate, M. d'Oma-
lius d'Hal1oy, whose green o1d age sets at naught the ravages of time, has main-
tained, in a remarkable and highly applauded work, the objections which he had 
previously raised against the prevailing doctrine; an<l. it is impossible not to 
recognize that, if linguistics be in a 'position to demonstri:'.te the Asiatic origin of 
the Aryan languages, anthropological observation does not permit us to consider 
all the populations which to-day speak those bngnages as descendants in a direct 
line of one and the same people. The diversit,y of types of the modern Indo-
Europeans can only be explained by the survivorship of autochthonous populations, 
wl1icb, already differing at the epoch of the Asiatic invasion, have been crossed 
with their conquerors, and have maintained the dissimilarity of races even where 
the TClationship of idioms seemed to indicate a common origin. 
The multitude of the races of prehistoric Europe, which forces itself on the 
mind as foe necessary explanation of the actual stn,te of things, results directly 
ancl incontestably from the stndy of the skulls of the age of stone. In the dis-
cnssion which has been raised on the crnniological type of the men of that epo~h, 
facts apparently contradictory anc1 yet perfedly reconcilable have been laid before 
the Society. On the one lmncl, it has been estn.blished that a very great majority 
of the skulls of the dolmens arc dolichocephalou~, contrary to the opinion o 
Rctzins. rl'l1is is true, not only for France but also for Great Britain, and verv 
probably even for Sweden, the country of that celebrated naturalist; for it wiil 
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be recolle'Cted tbat the 20 skulls taken by MM. Van Dubon and Retzius, jr., 
from the megalithic sepulclira of Luttra, in West Gothland, were all dolicho-
eephaJous, with the exception of a single one. On the other hand, however, the 
researnbes already mentioned of MM:. Nicolucci and Pruner-bey establish with 
entire clearness the brachycep1ialous character of the race which, before the em 
of metals, occupied Liguria and the coast of Provence. At the era, then, of pol-
ished stone Europe already bore on its soil at least two distinct races. But those 
times which preceded a1l our histories, and which seem now so remote from us, 
appear, on the contrary, ,almost recent when opposed to the incalculable period~ 
which paheontology has revealed to us, and which, te1minating with the epoch 
of the reindeer, reascend even to the epoch of the elephant, the rhinoceros, tlie 
great hear of tho cn,ves. and probably still higher, without onr being able t~ fix 
the limit to which ulterior discoveries shall carry back the origin of human kind. 
During the first years of its existence, the Society of anthropology had occa-
sion more than once to submit to study the question of the antiquity of man . 
.. At present, all discussion on this subject would be idle. The existence of the 
fossil-man, of the man of the qaarternary period, cotemporary of the g:eat 
pachydermata, is a fact definitively verified by science. If some protestations 
are still raised here and there ao-ainst the evidence, it is not among us tlrn.t they 
originate. I have made a small collection of works which have been publi::ihed 
i~ France, in the 19th century, against the heresy of the rotation of tbe earth. 
Can we q.ope tha,t the discovery of M. Boucher de Perth es should find more favor, 
in eertain qmu:ters, than the discovery of Copernicus~ Leave we then, 3: the 
Scriptnre says, the dead to bury their dead, and let us pursue our work without 
occupying ourselves ,vith tho attacks directed an·ainst us by men of the pa t. 
vVe, too, love the past; but above all we lovc°to study it, and it is not our fault 
if the records of the past extend far beyond the limits which it has been customary 
to assign to them. Our curiosity is no lono·er content with ·knowing whether there 
were men on the earth in pnJmonto1ogical times. It asks what was the social 
st~te of those rne~1; what their physical characters ; whether they alreo.~y con-
st1tute<l sever3:l drntinct races; whether they differed from tho~e wb~ still later 
learned to polish stone; and, finally, whether the irnmense penorl. which eJa.1r~ed 
between the epoch of the mammoth and tliat of the reindeer, between that of the 
rei1:deer and that of the dolmens, did not see, like the infinitely shorter pe15o(L 
wluch have suct:.eedecl them, the human fauna of quaternary Europe ofttime:-
renewetl and revolutionized 'Ly great movements, migrations, and conque~t 
of th? population~ then cxii:;ting '? r_rhese questions of so high an interest are ::-till 
far from a solution. Nevertheless, many important data have been. a~·e~ ly 
obtained, and justify us in presaging for a future, not far distant, sat1sfactor.· 
responses . 
. As regardd industry, TCprese~ted chiefly by instruments of silex, l\I. de ~~ r· 
t1llet has shown us that it made gradual advances during the age~ in qne ·ion. 
In the lower deposits of the diluvium of Abbcvme the axes are lance•:ih,._ d 
and have hcen cut ,rith rude and heavy blows formino- laro·e frao-ments. In b 
• 1 b O o 
urg1llaccuns-sancly stratum which covers the diluvinm which is con ·eqnently n • 
modern; ancl in which no 'Lones of the mammoth lia.~ been di "cover d th~• x 
arc e1lipticn], mue;l1 clonrratcc1,anc1 were cut with lio·ht blows leavincr .mall 
. . n :::, ' r 
nicnt:. Fmn.lly, m the ·uperficial tratum calle 1 the movable or loo 1' 
!ion of the slopes, tl10 a..:es arc I olishcc1, wedge-like, n.ml ·irnilar to tho~ fi 
m tl1c cfolm n.. ..Were the e ·ucces ivo modifications of the same lm.n h 
irnlu. try attrilJ11tablo to ornclual improvl'rnents or to tho arrivn.1 of new } 
tio11 : ~ • 'l lie m •rnorablc cli:cov rics of ),I. urtet, tho ·e e pcci. lly whi ·h b 
ma,1 · 1n _ tli_e ·tv<'l'll S. of 'erio·ord, with the co-operation f our rc~rctt 
!":I''':'-., ..,} 1_ 1. ty, attt!Hm~c u · to consi,lcr tho latt 'r snppo ·itiou n. · higlil. · p 
I Ii II: 11• ~11.u~n . of P •no-orl pu ·c · :c.1 only ·ut il x; but tbcy ha l r 
t · of ClVllizCll1011 and of ,rfo;tic development altogether ·urpri:;iug. It· 
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to conceive how men destitute of the use of metals were able to fabricate of 
bone, ivory, the antlers of the reindeer,. ::tn infinite variety of very delicate uten-
sils• to carve I bad almost said to chisel, elegant forms, and to represent by 
des{a-ns eno·ra~ed in line on the handles of their instruments the figures of differ-
ent ~nimalt. These figures are distinguished by an ex::wt.ness and arti~tic skill 
truly remarkable, and to find in an equal de~Tee the sentnnont .of art it would 
be necessary to revert, through ma~y centuries,. to. the .better times of Greece. 
Tbev form a contrast so absolute with the rnde delmeat10ns traced on some Cel-
tic r;onnments that it might be asked whether .they have not been designed 
since the histo;ic era, by f~gitives who may have sought refuge in the caves_ of 
our ancient troglodytes. Bnt what other than the ma,n of the 1uaternary p~nocl 
conld have designed in Europe, on the bones or horns of the remdeer, the figure 
of a species of elephant which differs from all living species1 rrhis ra.ce of men, 
so interesting through its civilization, led a peacen,ble existence. A sku11 foui:id 
in the grotto of Brnniquel, of ·which M. Bnm has sent us the photograph, 1s <lis-
tinguished by the purity of its form, the softness of its outlines, the little 
prominence of the apophyses, the slight depth of the muscular insertions; 
characters incompatible with the violent habits of a sava.ge or barbarous race. 
What, then, became of this in<ligenons civilization, so original, so different from 
all those which are known to us? "\Vas it modified by slow degrees and trans-
formed to the extent of becoming at last whol1y unrecognizable 1 No; it has 
t1isappeared in the mass without leaving any traco, and everything tends to the 
l)elief that it perished by force. After it, witbont transition, we- find only the 
impress of a powerful race, religious a,nd warlike, furnished with improved 
arms and familiar with tbe polishing of silex, bnt otherwise little addicted to 
i11dustry and [tltogether alien to the notion of art. rrhere are here aH the indi-
cations of a brutal and successful invasion. r:I'he troglodytes of the age of stone, 
who had learned to conquer the soil anq to destroy the last remains of the great 
_rnammtLls of the quaternary faun.a, knew not how to defend themselves against 
t11e irruption of the harbarians, and an intermediate prehistoric age was inter-
polated as successor to the bright epoch of a premature eivilization, whose origin 
is tbus far wholl v unknown. 
1'hese men of the age of the reindeer, so much advanced in certain respects 
were probably the descendants, but the softened and cultivated descendants, 
of the rude savages of the epoch of the diluvium. Oftener than once, in the soil 
of the same caverns, the lower strata are found to have enclosed the remains of the 
r~1inocetos and the mammoth, while the superficial layers contained only the relics 
of the reindeer. 1'he industrv of which silex constituted the material had, from the 
first to the second epoch, bee;1 a1ittle moclifiecl, but not transformed; and if a more 
reguJu,r cutting, \vith small fragments, hacl replaced the more rudimentary execution 
of earlier days, it was still by pure and simple percussion, without any proJess of 
abrasio:1, that t110 ~ile: was elaborated. rrhe~e chang~s m~reover scarcely appear 
except 111 the fabncat10n of the axes; the kmvcs co11tmued to present a remark-
able uniformity. It is probable, in fact, that the att of design was already known 
to the cotemporaries of the Ursits spelceus. rrhis would appea,r at least to result 
from the. curions figure which that indefatigable explorer of the caverns of the 
Pyrenees, M. Garrigon, has discovered on a silicious stone, taken by him from a 
grotto containing fossil bones. 1'his figure represents a bear i.vhich, in the lenuth 
of the spinal apophyscs of its neck1 resembles more the bear of the caves tl~an 
any othei· species of the same animal. If the interpretr.tion of :M:. Garri.u·on be 
con£rmed, it will be interesting to have thus found the origin of tlw art of ~1esi()'n 
among a race, susceptible, no doubt, of improvement, but which, at the epoch in 
question, was half-savage, ancl which perhaps was still committed to the prac-
tiee of anthropopbagism. M. Garrigou, in <Mfoct, and M. Ronjou after him 
have cxliibitec1 to the socie~y several human boues on which are seen the trnce~ 
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of methodical percussions designed to open the medul1ary canal and permit the 
extraction of the marrovv. 
Thus we have arrived at the most nncient known epoch in the life of mankind. 
What were at that time the physical characters of man~ The bones of the mem-
bers wl1ich have been found prove that the stature was of little height; and 
though the skulls or rem~Lins of skulls are still quite rare, it may be considered 
as very nearly demonstrated that our predecessors of the quaternary bad the 
hen,d small, with retreating forehead, ancl oblique jaws. Bnt a graver and more 
critical question here presents itself. Our young, but already distinguished col-
league, M. Dupont, in the excavations which he has conducted <luring severnl years 
ior the Belgic government on the banks of the l\'.Ieuse, between Liege and Namur, 
discovered, several months ago, among the bones of the rhinoceros anc~ mam-
moth which occupy the lower stratum of the cavern of Nanlette, a strange Jaw, the 
zoological characters of which mio-htatfirst seem to be equivocal. From its general 
form this skull appeared human,~nd was so in effect; hut in the details of its ?~n-
formation, its excessive thickness, the total absence of the prominence of the cmn, 
finally and chiefly, in the character of the dentition, which is a character of the first 
order, it deviated considerably from the human type, while approximating to that 
of the anthropomorphous apes. Analogous traits, though less decided, ha.cl been 
already recognized in the jaw extracted by the Marquis de Vibraye fro?1 the 
cavern of Arcy-sur-Aube, the authenticity of which is not now to be questwnccl. 
In order to find in our actual humanity some of these characters, and even then 
much mitigated, it is necessary to descend to the lowest types of Australia anil ~ ew 
Caledonia. The latter, it would follow, form not, as hacl till now been supposed, 
the last, or if you like, the first term of the hum:111 series. 'rho quaternary man 
takes his place below them, and thus diminishes tbe interval which _separate~ 
rn~n from his zoological neighbors. But what is the signification, the 1111p?rt, of 
this fact 1 Must we recognize in this a proof of the transformation of speci_e.:! or 
only a proof of the seri~l cfo;tribution of organic forms, of which the Darwnnan 
theor.f 1s but a hypothetw explanation 1 
'l'lns donl>t still subsists notwithstarn1ino- the discussions to which so grave a 
subject could not fail to gi~e rise. If it w~re demonstrated that the type of the 
~nan of N aulette, by . uccessive and secular modifications, had been g~·adually 
Im_Proved so as to be elevated to our own, it cannot be dissembled that th~s wonl<l 
a-fiord for tho Darwinists a very potent n,raument. But do we know 111 wha 
~na.nncr the qun,temary races have macle plage for t.11ose of following ages 1 Yvhat 
1s tb~re t_o p_rove tltat t}ie snccessinn of types has not b~en the con ~quenc 
of a s1~bstitu_t10n of _races t Do we not now see, at many points of Amenca and 
Oceamca, this subst1t11tion goino· on· tho races of Europe takino· the place of the 
indigenous races 1 Let 1.1 avotv n:cn that as yet the facts w~ pos::;e.::; are t . 
few to solve this vast problem of the ~rio-in of the human kind, and let n· w. · 
till new cliscovcric brino· us more numen~u; and decisive indic:ttion . 'I be trurb. 
v,·ha_tevcr _it may be, n~e 1 not di::;quict or humiliate us. ·whether 1?an h. 
rece1vcd_ 111s ~oya1ty ~s a congenital appanage, or valiantly conquered it a ler 
Jong •.·ones of evolutions and struggles, docs he not al ways remain ma ~ter of b 
earth l Ile who know how to manao-e a· a docile in trnment the blm l i re 
of natnrc wh mn.kcs of electricity h~ messenn-er who weio·h::i the planet.· • 
anahz •:; lJy ph toch mi8try cv n the snbstanct ol the sun~will it be for hi, 
h~n.·h at any r •velati n re.'pccting an rio·in bmi c1 iu tl1c immea ·nrahlc dc_p 
0 1 the pa. t? To· th . c1i ·en ·ion in this i 'uci ty, o c mp1etc so con. ·icnu_. · 
· ' lParnc>cl n th c1 ctrm of th lrnman kino·c1 m, •ustaincd witll o mncb • b .· 
11;' \L\l. J_>nm r-h y a.JH1 <1 n, rtcrfage ·, snfficed to •h w that man, t main·. 
111- r: nl· 111 na.tnrr ha· n need of unclPrvaluino- rd ,rrnclinO' the uein!! h 
• •~1To•~ 111l him. ~l the HpcakN.·, without xc •ption, re~oo-nize(l th int lli_ 
ol :rnmml ·, ancl c11.· "l'l"ll<•1l in th ·m tl1 o·c•rrn >f intcll •ct11al facnlti "· f 
1 1 
•
1 allll p· which hav acqnir ,d"'tlicir full dcv •lopmcnt their foll 
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sion ' onlv within the circle of human society. If lVIl\L Alix, Rochet, Voisb!, 
sio·dalize"d under different points of view, the superiority, uncontested as 
it tiis of n~an, MM. Sanson, Letourneau, Simonot, Roujou, Ganssin, anJ others 
pleaded with not less conviction, the cause of animaJs. rnrn disputation, it i~ 
true, tu/necl onlv on a sincrle character, on that ·which henceforth will serve exclu-
sively ·as a basis for thP. c~nception of the human kingdom, on the religious sen-
timent. It imported first of u,11 to know whether this sentiment necessarily 
exists among all the tribes of men; whether it is sufficiently universal to serve 
as the chara.cteristic of humanity. ·while lYLl\L Quatrefages, Pruner-bey, lVInr-
tin de Moussy, have no doubt of this, the opposite thesis was sushtined hy l\11VI. 
Pra.t, Letourneau, Dally, Condereau, and Lagneau. Let us not be surprised at 
these divergencies of opinion, inseparable from a subject which connects hself 
with all the most arduous questions of psychology. But let us recall with satis-
faction that in this interesting debate, in w}1ich everything was in play that might 
rouse the feelings, ancl opinions the most contradictory found the utmost freedom 
of expression, no germ of discord was allowed to take root. Every one proved 
himself ca,pable of respecting the convictions of pis neighbor, and urba.nity of 
language, the consequence of reciprocal esteem, com;tantly sustained the discus-
sion at the level of the serene heights of science. 
I am very far from having finished, and yet it is necessary that I shou1d 
stop. rl'ime would fail me to complete the analysis of the labors which 
have so fully occupied our sessions. I have been obliged to pass in silence 
many interesting facts, many important discussions. But if I have not been 
able to accomplish all my task, let the blame fall where it is due; by the 
~ggrandizement of the field of- research, by the multiplicity of their produc-
tions, my colleagues of the society have themselves rendered it impossible to 
condense in a fe,v pages the results which have been accomplished. 'rhanks 
!o their ~ersevering efforts, the impulsion given to anthropologica,l studies 
mcreases from day to day ; the movement of our science· becomes o-eneralized, 
and is propagated in all parts of tlie world. It-suffices to cast a gl~nce on the 
first steps of the society to recognize with just satisfaction the extent of tho 
route which has been traversed in less than eight years. What has been done in 
so short a space of time is a sure guarantee of what will be effected in the 
future. 
DRILLING IN STONE WITHOUT METAL. 
BY CHARLES RAU. 
uome arcb::eo1ogists, among them S_ir John Lubbock, incline to t~e opinion 
that tbe perforated stone axes and hammers which have been fonnd m ~urope 
are to be referred to the beginning of the bronze period. l\1any of those 1_mple-
ments doubtless belong to the age of bronze; · they have freqnently_bcen discov-
ered in connection with bronze articles in ancient graves, and it IS, moreover, 
wen known that the manufacture and use of stone weapons and implements were 
everywhere continued for a long time after the introdnction of bronze. These 
facts, however, furnish no evidence for ascribii1g pierced stone implements gene-
.,. rally to the period in which the use of qronze ·was already known; in many cases, 
on the contrary, it may be inferred from the natnre of their finding-places, as well 
as from the character of their J)erforations, that they belong to the stone age 
proper. In the illnstrated cataloO'ue of tlw collection in the Oopenliagen museum, 
edited by Mr. J. J. A. Worsaa~,* therl are eleven representations of pi?rced 
stone implements attributed to the age of stone, and tho foremost obJects, 
.fignred to illustrate the bronze pedod, consist of seven perforated stone axes, 
iiistinguished by elegant shape and superior workmanship. 1.'hough I am not 
acquainted with the particubr circumstances of the discovery of these i~plemei:t .. , 
I have not the least doubt that the learned editor of the catalogue, m referrmo-
thcm respectively to the ages of stone and bronze, based his classification on 
tenable Q.Totmds. 
A nur~be~ of those lacnstrian pile-works, which pertain exclusively_to the "~tone 
age, have yielded stone axes and hammers, as, for instance, the stat10n of J.. 0 ~:::-
dorf, on the Lake of Ueberlingen, (an arm of the Lake of Con -tance) where no _Ie~ 
than fifty have been found. :Mr. Desor on wLomlrelvforthesefacts, a1somentwn.: 
tha.t in another Jacnstrian st~Ltion of th~ stone ao·e the articles in question are C• n-
finccl _to the upper part of the "archreological stratum," that is, the stratnm wbi~h 
contains reJics of art. Pierced implements, therefore, would seem to belong. m 
those localities at least, to a later e1)och of the stone aO'e an<l thn. to mark a 
b ' . d. 
phase of progrc s in the gradual development of human skill dnring that peno ·• 
After a careful examination aml comparison of the shaft-holes of Europ , n 
Rtonc implements, I have arriv cl at the conclosion that two different meth · 
or, at 1 a. t, two c1iffo~·ent1y lrnpecl drills were employed in making them .. _T 
mor p rlcct perforation ' arc of qual width smooth and shinino-, and e.:dnbit • 
ertain di. tc nc ·ircular ,·trice or fnrrow, 'which have the app arance of• 
r:-Rion f parall •1 ring:. 'rlie. e perfornti~n., I think, luwe 1,cen drill ·d '_\1 
!10lluw ·ylrnd ·r p rhapt:i a lironzo ttthc, and I lic1icve tliat the imJ 1 ment.; 1 •r 
111 th manner c1' crib cl w re rnostlv mannfacture<l clurin()' the a(J'e of h 
'I'lu•y are! mer ov •r, vrrv ,!'ten reu;ar]rnblc for lco-a11 •e f ontline an<l 1 · 
fi11i:h incliC'ating n. ·tat• ~Jf art .·upc·rior to that. ,rhi~h i: o·cn rallv . 111 p 
hav · c;.·i. tc,l in hnrup<' dmiwr the period of stou . In bother ip ·i1n n 
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sbaft-holes are likewise mvre or less smooth, but destitute of tbe an:rn1ar strire, 
and sometimes narrower in the middle in which cases, of course, a circular pro-
tuberance 'of coITesponding size is formed. (:Fig. 1.) 
rrhese holes evidently were drilled from two sides, 
and the drilling impiement was not a hollow cy ~in-
der, but a solid body, probably 3: wood~n strnk. 
Most of the axes and hammers provided ,v1th shaft-
holes of thi s character are perliaps relics of the age 
of stone. It is hardly necessary to state that with-
out tho application of water and hard sand, dril1ing 
with either implement, hollow or solid, would have 
been impossible, and that the sand is to be considered as the chief agent in the 
process. 
I had occasion to examine a number of European stone hatchets and hammers, 
which were in an unfinished state, the shaft-holes being only commenced or 
drilled half throuo-h and the appearance of the latter perfectly corroborated my 
view concerning the' different shapes of the driUs used in mak~ng them; for some 
of these unfinished holes, and just such as belong to_ the str:ated class, have at 
the bottom a conical projection or a core, (:Fig. 2,) wlnch obv1011sly resulted from 
1 • the application of a hollow I!~g. 2. · ll'ig. 3. drilling implement.; while 
Wd' , , . ,, ,
0 
., . , others (Fig. 3) terminate 'IPPI ~-- w,G !&Ji ,' ~ in a round ed concave bot-~~-~ . •. B ,~, % ,._. tom! resembling exactly the L. ~ ~ •• aff/f~ - ~.~.- cavity made by a wooden t%?A1,«?$i&:;}i~ J,&il •11/# stick used as a drill/# I 
~f,-,w,$,,'J;M/4%/,/4;,;~~~ ~~#jf~-'.pf;{z%%;.%Jj would not express this lat-
ter opinion so positively, if I could not rely on the results of experiments, having, 
in fact, succeeded in perfomting a hard stone without any use of metal by means 
of a stick, in connection with sand and water. An account of the method 
employed by me, and of the results, I hope will he of interest to those archm-
ologists who pay some attention to the minor details of their study. 
In the first place, I wi1l give a description of my drilling implement, (Fig. 4,) 
which is, in fact, a pm-rp-drill, the same apparatns that was used in former times by 
the Iroquois for the purpose of producing fire by friction.t It consists of a round 
wooden shaft, about four feet long and an inch in diameter at the upper end, 
but tapering a little towards the lower extremity, where it is provided with a 
beavy wooden disk, which acts as a fly-wheel. A bow or bent stick, three feet 
in length, with a: long string attached to it, forms the second part of the apparatus. 
When used the string of the bow is passed through a notch cut in the top end of 
" It afforded me some satisfaction to find my viev,,s confirmed, to a certain extent, in a 
work of Dr. Gustii,V Klemm. This author first alludes to Gutsmutbs, who published an article 
in the ".Morgenblatt," ( 1832, No. 253,) in which he tried to prove that a Hollow cylinder of 
nietal, used with emery in the mann~r of toothless stone saws, w;:is the drilling implement of 
tLe ancients, basing· bis opinion upon the same facts which 1 already have stated, namely, 
the regularity of the boles, tho core at their bottom, and the circular furrows. Klemm him-
self possessed in hi s collection a hollow bronze tube, five inches long:, three-quarters of an inch 
in diameter, and covered all over with green rust, thea:-rngo nouilis of antiquaries. With 
such i mplcnien ts, Le thuught, the shat t-holes had generally been drilled, '' but continued obser-
' ' atio11, '' be says, "convinced me that other methods also must have been employed. A 
sto11e axe of my collection, bored from two sides. exhibits conical cavities, the shu.pe of which 
at once excludes the idea that a hollow cylinder was used in drilling them; the implement 
with which tliey were made, probably in a slo'l-v and painful way, evidently was a solid 
body." (J{le111m, Allgcmcine Culturwisserisclwjt, Werkzeugc urul Waffen, Leipzig, 1804,p. 79,) 
t Morgan, League of the Iroquois, Rochester, 1851, <lescription and figure on page :JS!. 
Mr, Tylor gives likewise, on page 245 of bis valuable "Researches into the Early History 
of l\foukind," (Louduu, 1865,) a drawing· of the apparatus, but represents it as being moved 
with one hu.n<l only. In order to maintain the equilibriulli of the shaft, it is necessary to 
apply both h:rnus to tµe bow. 
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the stick and coiled around the stick, as indicated in the drawing. The bow ~s 
then seized with both hands and prcssecl down wn.rds with a violent jer~ Tb1s 
motion uncoils the string and revolves 
the shaft towards the left, but by the JJ'ig.4. 
action of the fly-wheel tho string is 
coiled again around the shaft i11 a re-
verse manner, and the bow drnwn np 
again. A second jerk at the bow causes 
the shaft to revolve towards the right, 
and by continuing this manipulation it 
. is alternately swung around in opposHe 
directions. rrbe operator has it alto-
gether in his power to work the appa-
ratus slowly or rapidly, and, of course, 
with corresponding effect; but it re-
quires some practice to use it in the 
proper manner. 
'l'he stone selected by me for the ex-
periment is a flat, oval piece of diOiite, 
of great hardness, not quite seven inches 
long, about five inches wide, and in the 
middle part one inch and three-e~hths 
(a little over 3 . .5 centimeters) thiclL I 
chose purposely that kind of stone, be-
cause it is the same of which the ancient 
inhabitants of "Europe very often made 
their pierced implements. It is both ,,;_, .. -,~·-
h~ird and tough. These qualities were , · · . . 
likewise appreciated by the North American aborigines, who used dionte exten-
sively as the material for their tomahawks lara-p chisels, and pestles. The st0ne on 
which I op?rated ~s so hard that the point 'of a 
0
w::: 11-ternpered pe~lrnife P1?clu~es_ n~ 
scratch on its surface but merely a metallic streak. rrhe matenal m,ed m dnllm-= 
was a s_harp quartz s~nd of middle grain, such as is employecl in marble-yards· fort 
short t1111e I also tried emery, but finding that it was not more effectual ~bm~ ~au<l. 
continued to apply the latter. In order to render a beginning of thepcrforatwn r ~-
sihle, I tied a small square piece of board in which I had cnt a round hole, c~rre'l)()nd: 
ii1g to the lower diameter of the drilliiw-stick with a string to the stone, J11 't ul,,!, 
tl10 place whore the bore was to be co~monce~1. ·without this contrivance wlll(:h 
I had to retain clurina- the whole clrillino· process the stick would constantly h~,·c 
s1 ippccl out of the l1ole. After these pr~paratior;s I could ueg:in .the work, ~·ln" 
wa::i not very fatiguin()', but tedious horond description taxing, m fact, my pauen 
to the utmo t degree~ I never conlcl endure the -yvo~·k for more than t,,c, hon:~ 
jn ·ucce::;'ion, and 8omctime · I hid tlie stone aside for week' and month:-. uD 
I had mm;terc l sufficient energy to resume the labor. 'l'h11s it took two.' 
h •for I su c oded in piercing tho stone. I cannot exactly tn.te liow m • 
l1our · I devoted to the work lrnt hv measurement I obtained the re nlt th3 
l1onr · of com;tant lrilling- acltled, 0;1 nn avem()'e not more than the thickn 
an onliuar ' _ 1 ·a~l-peucil 'line to Llio u.optb of th~ hole. 'l'b' worl~ woul b '"" 
a<h1:nc ·<1. wi~h rncum1 arnhly o-rentc1r Hpeccl, jf I kvl sekct<'d a ·c,Jter ~tou_ · 
pc•utmc-, 1or 1_nstanc ·, im;t •a<l or the hard diorite; it ,rn::i, l10wevc1: my_ ohJ 
try the c·xpcrna0.n on a l1anl mineral ,·1 1h:tauc •. Every fiv •or.rs: mmu ' 
l,or<· hail to h ·lc:rnc•cl liv imm •r:-;incr tbc t n in wate; th, ·and hcin!! 1. 
tiJ · p~•rf · ·tly ,rronllll, :u;,l forming in ·ounection with th wat •rand th 
1·l. · of \\~Joel 1:111:h •d from th ,tic·k, • ort f pa:te, which wa: no 1 n~ 
•1 • ·al,I • lor drillnw. 'l'li • <111antity of i,;and introdn · 1 cl aft ·r 'V 'ry cl_ea_nu - • 
V u · pial to th· · ut ·nt, of a, t •a,·p ou. 'lhc ·l10rtoning of th• <lnlllll.::·~ 
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in consequence of wear, was considera.h1e, and I ha~l to rep~ace it sev~ra1 times. 
The first was of tough ash wood ; the others, w lnch cons1sted of prne wood, 
proved to be just as efficient. 
In the beginning of the work there appeared at the p1ace of perforation a 
smooth, round spot. Becoming grndual1y larger, it formed a shallow basin, which 
finally, when the stone was drilled half through, assumed the appen,rance of a 
conical or funnel-shaped cavity. rl~he deeper the drill penetrated into the stone 
the more difficult the work became, which induced me, after having drilled 
tbrouo·h 'half the thickness of the stone, to begin another bore at the opposite 
side. 
0 
In due time it met the first ex::tctly in the middle. It was originally my 
intention to drill a bole of about three-quarters of an inch in diameter, but I had 
not mn,de sufficient allowance foe the lateral friction of the sand, and hence it 
happened that the twp conical cavities forming the perforation acquired, much 
against my wish, greater proportions than I expected, rne1suring, in fact, an inch 
and a quarter in their widest diameters. rrhey would have become narrower 
as well as more cylindr-ical, if I had used a drill ha1f as thick as that which servecl 
in the operation; but when I made this discovery the work was already too far 
]lig 5 advanced to be commenced again. Fig. 5 
· · ~~-== shows the present shape of the perforation. 




~;~:~1~~~~~:~~1~~~~~ -■-~- 111•~ ascribed to the action of a hollow dril1. In 
J •■■:" ,~., I. • .order to complete the task in its fullest w,Ai~ ~{~_%_~.%_{l,l_f _@~ extent bf producing a perfectly cylindri-
/1/, 1/,z. - - cal hole, 1t ·woulct })e necessary to remove, 
by continued drilling, the projecting rim between the dotted lines: a laborprobably 
requiring as much time as that hitherto consumed. I cannot say whether I shall 
have sufficient leisure and patience to perform it; for the present I am satisfied 
wi th the fact of having, perhaps, practically illustrnted one of the methods of 
drilling employed during the age of stone. Of course, it would be raslmesson my 
part to assert that the apparatus used by me had also served as a drilling imple-
ment in ancient Europe ; yet the possibility cannot be denied, for just as the 
Iroquois invented it for producing fire, the ancient nations of Europe may have 
constructed it for another purpose. Mr. Desor thinks it probable that tho drill-
ing was effected by means of very thin flakes of flint fixed around a stick, which 
was made to tum in such a way as to separate a portion of tho stone, which, 
when the perforation was accomplished, would fall to the ground.* A drilling-
}!. li 6. stick of this description really may have served for per-
1-g. · forating soft stones, but could not be successfully applied 
to lrnrd materinls. I operated myself with such a drill 
on dioritc, and fonnd the flint flakes invariably break off 
after the first revolutions. Yet, whatever may have been 
the mea~s employed in drilling stone in the pre-historic 
ages of Enrope, jt is certain that the carefully fashioned 
·. and pierced implements must have possessed a very high 
valne in tho eyes of their manufacturers. Some indication 
of this fact is offered by the occurrence of the edged halves 
of axes broken across tho shaft-hole', which had been ren-
dered serviceable again by a second perforation. A speci-
men of this kind, of which the annexed reduced sketch 
{Fig. 6) pi'esents the upper viewJ is preserved in the Pea-
body Museum at Cn,mbridge,.l\fossn,chnsetts. It was found 
in northern Germany. The shaft-hole, which ha,s been left in an unfinished 
state, eYidently wn.s formed by a solid drill. The material of this relic is 
variety of greenstone. 
"Palafittes, &c., p. 359. 
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In North America the grooved tomahawk was, anterior to the occupation by 
Europeans, the prevailing implement of the axe-shape;* but pierced articles of 
this c1ass also have been found, though not very frequently. Several are 
figured on page 218 of the "Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley,' by 
Squier and Davis. The material of most of those which I have seen is a rather 
soft stone of a greenish color, with darker veins or spots, capable of a fine polish. 
rrheseperforated axes are mostly small, but very symmetrically shaped and highly 
finished. rrhey were most probably worn on handles as badges of distinction by the 
superiors, t a su 1~position which gains strength from the fact that their material. re_n-
ders them unfit forreal use. I know by experience that they occur from the JH1ss1s-
sippi to the Atlantic coast. The peculiar stone of which they consist was also usec1 
fo_r other objects, (the so-called gorgets, amulets, &c.,) and m:ay have been an article 
of trade. The shaft-holes of these hatchet-like implements are exceedingly regular, 
and the annular strim can often plainly be distinguished. They were do~1 ?tles~ 
produced by means of hollow drills, as will be seen hereafter. In add1t10n to 
the perforated Indian axes just mentioned, there occur others, which are remarkable 
for being only pierced to a certain depth. It is true, I have not seen these latter 
very frequently, but in sufficient number to become convinced that the shaft-
holes were purposely le.ft in an unfinished condition. 'Their material is _not the· 
soft stone already referred to but a harder substance usua1ly some kind of green-
s~one. 'I1hey always present pretty much the same' shape. r.rbe annexe~ half-
size sketch (Fig. 7, upper and side view) shows the outline of one of these 1mple-
Fig. 7. 
ments, which was fonnrl in western Massachusetts, and is now in t?e po.se:-.: 
of Dr. Davis, of New York. 'J..1he core at the bottom of the shaft-bole w 
is indicated by dots, affords an ind n bitab]e proof that a hollow drill ·wa:s emplo:-
1'~ render this implement serviceable for use, or even for show? a handle w. -
dnven as far as possible into the shaft-hole, and pr?hably more finnly bonn l -
* Some ethnological writers, McCulloh and Schoolcraft, for instance, con ider 
stone axes as tools, and not as weapons; whereas it is most probable th~t they ~erred 
purposes, as occasion required. Men who were confined to the use ot stone imple 
<:annot be expected to have been very choice in their applications. _A _tone toum 
firmly attached to a withe, presented a very efficient battle-axe. Mr. Catlin gl\"es, 01! P _ 
(vol.~) of his well-known work, the portrait of Mens6nseah (the Left Iland, ) a Pin _k -
warnor, whom ho represents with a helved fJtone tomahawk in his band. \V~nlu th 
have allowed the artist to paint him thus accoutred, if he had not regarded hi . ~t u 
a \\ <·apon ? An Indian ,rnrrior in bis con tern pt for labor certainly purn the idc 0 
portrayed with a tool in his han'd. ' . 
t Many of tho perforated implements of Europe are supposed to have been de-till 
nme purpose. 
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the blade by ligatures. The depressions of the axe above_ and below the sb~ft-
liole (ohservable in tho side view) seem to have been clestmed for _the recept10u 
of the fastening. . . . . 
Yet the manufactures of stone wluch evmce the greatest slnll of the former 
inhabitants of North America are by no means their pierced axes, but _those 
remarkable pipes, often made of the hardest stones, that have bee1: fonn_d rn t~e 
so-called sacrificial mounds of the ·western States, but more especially m 01110. 
These" mound pipes" usually represent bowl and tube in one piece, thus differing 
from tho 'modern Indian pipe, which consists·of a bowl and a long wooden stem, 
and bears a distant resembbnce to the chibouc of the 1'urks. A great nuntber 
of pipes of the above-mentioned antiqu~ shape _were disentombe~ by M~ss:·s. 
Squier m1(l Davis during t11eir survey of the an01ent earth-works m the 1'11ss1s-
.ippi valley, and are described and figured in their work already quoted by me, 
,rbich forms the first volume of "Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge."* 
The accompanying cut (Fig. 8) presents the outline_of the rnom;cl-_p~pe i_n its 
· simple or pnm1t1 ve form. 
JA,a, 8. 1'he drawing is about half 
J the Hize of the original, 
which was exhumed with 
many similar articles from 
a mound near Chillicothe, 
Ohio, and belonged form-
erly to the collection of Dr. 
Divis. It will be seen that 
the bowl rises from the mid-
dle of a flat and somewhat 
curved base, one side of 
·which communicates by 
' means of a narrow perforation, one-sixth of an inch (about four millimeters) in 
diameter, with the hollow of the bowl, and represents the tube, or rather the 
mouth-piece of the pipe, while the other unperforated end forms the handle bywhich 
the smoker held the implement and approached it to his mouth. Bowl and base are 
ornamented with small cup-shaped holes. This pipe consists oflmrd porphyry, and 
is wrought from a . single piece, like all others of similar character. I have 
already stated that it may he considered as the simple or typical form of this 
class of implements. In the more elaborate specimens the bowl is formed in 
some instances. in imitation of the human head, but generally of the body of an 
a.nirnn,l; and in the latter cases the peculiar characteristics of tho species which 
l1 ave served as models, comprising mammals, birds, and amphibia, are freqn~ntly 
expressed with smprising fidelity; a modern art1st, indeed, notwithstanding his 
far_ superior instruments, would find no little difficulty in reproducing the more 
flmshed of these objects, especially when carving them from porphyry, which 
:ms the kind of stone chiefly employed by the manufacturers. It must be borne 
11.: mind that the real use of metal was unknown to the ancient populations of 
1\orth AmericrL. Implements and ornaments of copper, it is trne, have been .dis-
covered, to a limited extent, in the mounds of the western States, and elsewhere, 
but the copper thus employed has not been obtained by the reduction from its 
ores; on the contrary, it is evident that the aborigines fashioned those articles 
from pieces of native copper, which they brought into the required shape by the 
simple process of hammering. They obtained the copper from the southern shore 
of Lake Superior, where extensive trnces of their rude mining operatii:ms are still 
* The originals are now in the Blackmore Museum, at Salisbury, England, an instittttion 
of recent origin, to which Dr. Du.vis sold his excellent collection of Indian relics, mostly 
obtained during the survey to which I have alluded. Before the sale took place, I had con-
stantly occasion to see the collection, and thus became familiar with the character of the speci-
mens, 
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to be seen.* rrhis hammered native copper is so soft that it can easily be cnt 
with a knife, and therefore cannot have furnished the implements for working 
those bard mineral substances, which, indeed, successfully resit:.t well-tempered 
steel. As a crmsequence, it rnnst be presumed that the manufacturers of the pipe' 
performed their work in the most tedious and painful manner, by rnbhing tbc 
stone and grinding it ,vith sharp sand and water, although this method leaYe~ 
many details in the execution of their productions unexplained. In viewing, for 
example, their figures of birds, it is difficult to comprehend how they sncce~ded 
in representing the feathers, wbich me indicated by steady and boldly cut Imes, 
straight and curved, in close imitation of nature. t 'l'he perforations and ho1lo,Y' 
of the mound-pipes are drilled with perfect accuracy, showing at once tbat the 
implement ,vhich produced them was not merely turned between the hancl$, b'.1t 
moved by an apparfttns which coincided, in a11 probability, with the bow-dnll 
still used by watchmakers 'and other artisans. · rrhelatter, it is well kno"·n, c•m-
sists of a straight drill, which passes through the centre of a disk _grooved at t,he 
periphery and revolves around two -fixed points, one of them be.7~ form~d ny 
the bore. Motion is imparted by means of a bow, the string of :v~uch enc~·c1~' 
the disk. It certainly would appear lmsty to attribute to the abo~·1gmes of ~ ortn 
Ar:nerica a knowledge of this imp1ernent, if it were not for the circumstance that 
there occur among the relics of the former population rings of stone and bone 
which rue almost identical with the disks jnst m011tioned, and most probably 
have served the same purpose. In fact, it is almost impossible_ t~ ass~gn tbem 
any otl1er destination. These rings are of various sizes, but snmlar 111_ s:1npe. 
being deeply grooved upon tl1e outer edge~ and pierced by eight ~qmch:3tant 
small holes radiating from the centre. :j: F.ig. 9 is a foll-sizerl drnwrng of one 
· whieh was discovered in a mound on ,;y 9 
the north fork of Paint creek, about __i! ig · 
six miles distant from Cl1illicothe, 
Ohio. 'I'he sketch, however, repre-
sents the object as perfect, whereas 
the origi_nnJ, for\ncrly be1onging to 
Dr. Davis, constitutes only ono-b::lf 
of the ring, which consists of a, dark 
stone of medium hardness. '1'110 g 
c11aracter of the rings encourages me 
to attempt the restoration of the an-
"Only the inhabitants of Mexico, 1-1,nd some countries in the so ntbern portion of th l' .\.D!'-'~--
can continent, understood the manufacture of bronze. It will l,ar<lly be nece.sary to i8 ' 
that iron was a!togetber unknown to the natives of America until European taught' 1 
its u. e. 
t Tbe amount of labor bestowed 11pon the manufacture of these i::pecimeus must b_we b n 
enormous, consic.le1ing tlie time it is said to Lave required for fasbioniug nrtide · 01 3 .rnf 
s_impl_er char~cter. According to Lafita.u a North American Indian sometimes• P.,!1 t h'' 1 
time m makmg a stone tomabawk, yet without entirely finishing it. Lofitau, .i]<EUT 
Sauvages A 111eriquains, Paris, 1724, vul. 2, p. JlO. . . 
"Mr. \V all~ce h,~s fo_unc.l 1hat plain cylinders of imp rfect rock cryst11:l, four to ei~~ ._nc 
~~ng, and one mch m d1ametc:r, arc made and perforated by very low tribl. on t~e hio_~ 1 -1 hey arc not, as llu_mboldt seems to have snpposed, the rnsult of high m •ch~mcril :-kil . 
merely of the most s1mplo and savag proce ses carried on with that utt r d1. rc!!'ard 
that ll't. th' I~<lian sp nd a month in DJaking n~ arrow. They are mer ly grouud ~o,\·. 1 
t;bupc· by rubb111g, aud the perforating of the •ylindcn;;, cro swiso, or ev n lenirtbwi 1' 
to b done tlm · :. A po(ntcd fie~ibl leaf-shoot of wild plantain is twirled with the h ud -
~he l!ar<l stone, till, with tbe lt1d of fine trnd and watrr, it bores into and tbr_ ugh it. 
is .-a,1<l ~o take Y •ar to do. 'uch ·yJ;nders o.s the chiefs wear are o.i<l somet1_mc · to . 
. •n.;s hv •,; t fH'rfornt . The stone is brought from a great <li tance np the nver, 110d 
h1ghly,:aJu,d."-Tylor, Reseorchls, •c., p 1 7. 
t Anet ·nt fonuments of the li::;sis ·ippi Valley, p. ~24. 
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cient Indian how-drill, which may have presen~ed t~e shape indic_ated by Fig. ~O. 
r:rhe rm~, 1t seems, encucled a mass1Ye 
Fiq.10. drill-hofder, to which it was fastened ?Y 
~ pegs driven through the holes on Hs 
periphery. Their purpose is thus ful1y 
explained. · 
l\fav not an appan1tns of simi1ar con-
struction also have been known in 
Europe during the bronze age, and even 
at an earlier period~ In using the pump-
drill, described and figured by me, con- . 
stant oscillations of the shaft, tending 
to enlarge the bore, cam10t be avoided; 
but they are altogetlier obviated when, 
as in Fig. 10, the upper end of the shaft or drill-holder revolves around a fixed 
point. And further, may not in Europe as ,vell as in America the latter more 
perfect apparatus have superseded, in the course of time, the simpler contrivance 
with which I have experimented 1 rn1is view will not appear strange, considering 
that man in all parts of the globe progressed slowly, and that every new develop-
ment of ingfmuity was bused upon the results of former experience. 
1'he greater number of drilled Indian implements which I had occasion to 
examine bore the unmistakable marks of having been perforated with hollow 
dJills; yet I have also seen Indian performances in drilling indicating the appli-
cation of solid implements. As an illustration I annex (Fig. 11, full size) the 
-,;v_. fl drawing of a pipe consisting of almost transparent ro_ck 
..1.!. ig. . • crystal, which ,vas taken from a mound near Bam-
lll'idge, Ross county, Ohio, and is now the property of 
Dr. Davis. Its shape, it will be observed, is tliat of a 
barrel somewhat narrowing at the bottom; it is regu-
\\ j 
., ": ............... _ 
............... ,1 
. larly formed and highly polished. I left tbe drawing 
purposely without shading in order to indicate the two 
hollows, of which the upper .one served as the recepta-
cle for the smoking material, while tbat wl1ich meets 
it from the side was destined for the insertion of a stem. 
rrhe terminations of the hollows are ronnded, aml con-
sequently have been drilled with a solid implement. 
It is very likely that the hollow drills of the abori-
gines of North America, were pieces of that hard and 
tough cane ( Arunclinaria macrosper1na, Michaux,) 
which grows abundantly in the southern part of the 
United States, mostly along the banks of largo rivers, 
aml forms at present n.n article of trade, being used for pipe-stems and fishing-
~·ocls. This cane varies considerably in thiclu.1ess; sometimes as thin as a strnw, 
1t assumes,. when fully grown, the diametral proportions of a strong rifle-barrel, 
aml even of larger cylindrical objects, in which cases it reaches the enormous 
height of 25 or 30 feet. · A piece of this cane, from which the knotty joints have 
been cut, forms u. regular hollow cylinder sutliciently strong to serve as a drill. 
I leu.rned from Dr. Davis that many years u.go a stone pipe with an nnfinisheel. 
l1ollow, partly filled with vegetable matter, was sent from Mississippi to the 1ate 
Dr. Samuel G. Morton, of Philadelphia. Wlien subjected to a microscopical 
examination the vegetable substu.nce exhibited the fibrous structure of cane, and 
tlrns appeared to be the remnant of a drill broken off in the bore. It is, how-
ever, my intention to try tlie applicability of this cane by drilling experiments. 
In conclusion, I will observe that the more finished stone u.rticles of the former 
inhabitants of North America, and especially the pipes from . the mounds, are 
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perhaps tl1e best specimens of art left by any people to whom the use of metal 
was unknown, and that in examining tho archceological collections of E nrope, 
I have seen no objects procluce3 under similar circumstances which display an 
equal degree of skill in the art f f fashioning stone. . 
Ancient Stone Axes from North Germany. 
A DEPOSIT OF AGRICULTUllAL FLINT I~IPLEMENTS IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. 
UY CHARLES RAU, 
In an article published in the Smithsonian report for 1863 I gave, for the first 
time an account and drawings of certain North American flint implements of 
' large size and superior workmanship, which were evi-
1 dently used by the aborigines for cultivating t~e soil 
and other cHgging purposes, and hence, nccordmg to 
their shape, classified by me as shovels and hoes. ,-rhe 
annexed fio·ures represent both kinds of imp1ements. 
I described the shovels (Fig. 1) as oval plates of flint, 
flat on one si(1e and slightly convex on t11e other, the 
outline being chipped into a sharp edge. 'l'he speci-
men here figured measures above a foot h1 length, a 
litt1e more tlian five inebes in its greatest .breadth, ancl 
is about three-<p1arters of an inch thi~k in the middle. 
Others are n::i.rrower and not quite as heavy. The 
shape of the hoes is il1ustrnted by Fig. 2. This speci-
men is seven anc1 a half 
inches long, nearly six 2 
i11ches witle, am1 about 
half an ineh thick in 
tho mi.Lhlle. The roun-
ded part forms a sharp 
edge.. 'l'ho material 
of which the.so imple-
ments aro rna1le is a 
peculiar kind of bluish, 
grny or urownish flint, 
of slightly conclwidal 
fracture, and capable 
of splitting into large flat fragments. I never 
succeeded in discovering this stone in situ. . The 
ag1icnltural implements of my col1ection were all 
fonnd in St. Clair county in sonthern Illinois, 
with the exception of one shovel, wliich was dug up in lSGl in St. Louis, during 
the construction of ear th works for tbe protection of the city. Both ~hovels 'and 
hoes were, doubtless, attached to handles, those of the latter probably forming 
a right, or even an acute angle with the stone blade, which is al ways provided 
with two notches in the upper part to facilitate the fastening.* 
* I quotP-d a passage from Du Pratz, which is, perhaps, referable to the hoes. According 
to this author, the natives of Loui. iana had invented a hoe, (piocbe) with the aid of which 
they prepared the soil for the culture of maize. "These hoes," he says, " are shaped like a 
capital L; they cut with the edge of the lower part, which is entirely flat."-flistoire de l,.., 
Louisio11e, Paris, 1758. Vol. II, p. 176. . 
Plate XXI, in vol. II of De Bry, ( Frankfort, 1!191,) represents Florida Indians of b, 
sexes engaged in field labor, the men usit1g the hoe and the women sowing. The Latin text 
(by Le Moyne) accompanying the engrnving states that the hoes are made of fish-bone 
(ligones e. piscinrn ossibus) and provided with ,vooden handles. The women sow beans and 
mn.ize-"femincefabas S,· milium sioe Mayzwn serunt." 
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Some of the shovels, like the specimen of which a drawing is given, measure 
a foot and more in length, and consequently are among the largest flint tools 
thus far discovered in any part of the world. Neither the rude hatchet-like and 
lanceolate implements found in the "drift" of France and England, associated 
with tLc osseous remains of the mammoth, the rhinoceros, and other animals of a 
bygone fauna, equal them in size; nor have, to my knowledge, the caves of the 
reindeer period in southern France and Belgium, once the resorts of savage hunt-
ing tribes, yielded any chipped fl.int articles of the same dimensions. Indeed, 
they are rivaled, as I think, only by the large flint celts of Scandinavia and 
northern Germany, which belong to a more advanced stage of the European 
stone age. . 
That the North American fl.int tools described by me were really used for d1~-
ging can hardly be doubted. " If the shape of these implements," I stated m 
my account, " did not indicate their original use, the peculiar traces of we?'r 
which they exhibit would furnish almost conclusive evidence of the manner m 
which they have been employed; for that part with which the digging was do°:e 
appeani, .notwithstanding the hardness of the material, perfectly smooth, as if 
glazed, and slightly striated in the direction in which the implement penetrated 
the ground." I further mentioned that this peculiar feature is common to all 
specimens of my collection as ·well as to the few which I have seen in the han?s 
of others; and that they seem to be rather scarce, and merely confined to certam 
States l>ordering on _the Mississippi river. . 
I was, therefore, much interested iu the recent discovery of a large deposit of 
snch implements at East St. Louis, (formerly Illinoistuwn,) in St. Clair county, 
Illinois, a place sitnated directly opposite the city of St. Louis, in the so-called 
"_American Buttom," which forms a fertile plain extending for a considerab~e 
di. tancc along tbc Mississippi shore in Illinois. r.rhis reaiou, I must state, 1s 
very rich in Indian remains of various descriptions,* but p~ticnlarly interesting 
on account of nnmerous artificial mounds amono- which the celebrated truncated 
pyr~rui~1 called Cahokia Mound, or l\fonkis Mouid, is by far the most conspicu9_us, 
r •mmdmg the beholder of those o·io-antie structures in the valley of the ~1le, 
wl_iich the rulers of Egypt have leR t°o posterity as tokens of their power and their 
pnde. 
Thr particulars of the discovery to which I alluded were communicated to me by 
Dr. Jolm J. R. Patrick, of Bell~ville, Illinois, a gentleman to whom I am greatly 
indebted for long-continued co-operation in my purs11its relative to the subject.of 
American antiqnitics. As soon as Dr. Patrick beard of the discovery he hastened 
to Ea. t 't. Loui , for the purpose of asccrtaininO' on the spot all detaib concern-
ing thCI occmrence of those fl.int tools· and in grder to ohtain still more minute 
infor~rntio~, he af~ rwards repeatedly re~isited the place of di ·co very \yhich i about 
14 rml · d1:tant from Belleville, and can be reached after a short nde, the lu.tter 
plac being conn ctcd by railroad with Eat St. Louis. 'l'he removal of grouud 
in . xt •ndin9· a tr 'ct di ·clo cl tho cxit:itencc of the dcpo it, and Dr. Patri k 
tl •1wecl all facts ouccrninO' its character from Mr. Sullivan, the contra tor of th 
Rtrc t work, who wa.s pr cnt when the too]· were exhumed and therefore ca.n 
be c·om;i~1 •r •d '. a r_ lial>lc authority. The re ults of my idformant't:i inqui~ , • 
eommn111 ·at •cl m vanous 1 ttcrs addre secl to mcJ arc contained in the folluwmg 
fi/•<·otmt: 
In th • nrly part f D comb r 1 6 some labor r" while eno-aO' cl in aradin~ 
::i.n. ·.·ten. io_n ~,f 'i~tl~ tr ct in Ea. 't '· . Loui , cam; upon a clc1f ·it of lndi. ~ 
n·l1C::; ·on: 1~t111,,. ol flm~ to 1 , all of th hoe and ·hovel typ and of "mall£ , •l 
nia~·111,• : lic:11: partly p1 ·~· · 1, and fo quantity al, ut equal to the ont n~-.. ~ 
l,u. h ·l. lo ' >V w •r' f mn 1 " •veral l, 1111 r f flint an 1 ,T n ' t 11 w •1glim:: 
I 
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from 15 to 30 pounds each, and many fragments of flint. r1.11ie son in the imme-
diate neio-l1borhood is composed of black loam, overlying a stratum of a sandy 
character~ and tbe deposit which occurred in the latter, was covered with from 18 
to 24 inches of the black earth, bearing a luxuriant turf on its surface. Accorcl-
ing to the contractor's statement, the flint tools, the shel1s, and the bonlders were 
deposited in three separate holes dug out in the sand, but not more than a foot 
apart from each other, and plaeod like the corners of a triangle. 'ro use l1is lan-
guage, the implements• formed a '' nest" by themselves, aud so did tho shells, 
ar;.d likewise the boulders. 'l'he flint tools, however, instead of heing packed 
close together, Eke the shells and the twul<lers, were arranged with some regu-
larity, overlapping each other or standing edgewise, and covering a circular space. 
1'he whole deposit did not extend more than seven or eight feet on either side. 
The contractor neglected to count the implemeuts1 but he thinks there were from 
70 to 75 in all; some 50 l1oes anil about 20 shovels. No other stone art icles, 
such as arrow and spear-hea,ds, tomahawks, &c., had be.en deposited with the 
agricultural implements. Tho latter 
were soon taken away hy persons from 
the place, attracted by the novelty of 
the occurrence, and it is to be regret-
ted that many, if not most of them, 
have fallen into the hands of individu-
als who are unable to appreciate their 
MOUND value. But this is nsually the case 
·when discoveries of similai· character 
are made. Dr. Pat.rick examined 
upwards of 20 of the flint implements, 
'ancl found that none of them had been 
usecl, as they had not received the 
slightest polish on tlw cutting edge. 
Tho placeof di scovery lies about a 
,__ PLACEWHrRET~1E mile and a half, or still further, from the 
;:,,__:: RELies WERL rou~o Mississippi, on elevated ground, and 
~====::s:=u::;;M:M:=,T====A~-~VENUE above ordinary high-water mark; but 
formerly, before the bed of the river 
was narrowed by the dike connect-
HlV~ MOUND 











ing the Illinois shore with Blood v 
Island, the distance cannot l1ave b<:en 
more than half a mile. The spot is 
situated nearly midway between two 
mounds, half a mile apart from each 
other. One of them was formerly 
use<l as a graveyard by the French of 
the neighborhood, and the other f'Crves 
as the snbstructure for a dwo11ing-honse. ·The accompanyino-plan (furnished by 
my concspondent) gives a view of the locality. b 
Seve_ral of the ~gricnlt'..1ra~ implernen~s found at East St. Louis are now in my 
possession .. Then- matenal 1s a yollow1sh-brown variety of the flint to which I 
alre8:dy referred: In shape they correspond with the tools of the same class 
previou ly_ descnbocl ~1y me; most of the shovels, however, instead of having the 
entl ~ppo 1te the cuttmg part work.eel into a rounded edge, (like :Fig. 1,) termi-
nate m a. more_ or loss acute angle. r.I'he edges of all are chipped with tlie 
"?tmo t rcgulanty! and exhibit not the slightest wear, which proves that the 
miplcmcntf:! were m a perfectly new condition when bnried in tho oTonnd. 
'-!-'he fo..: ·i l shells ol' marine origin arc all small univalves, and l)elong almost 
_entu_cly to the 0 ·ei111s melmnpus. Of nemly 300 specimens sent to me by Dr. 
Pn.tnck, 19 only represent other genera, namely, colurnbella, 1narginella'. conus, 
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and bulla. ,All have a decayed and chalky appearance. They were probably 
. obta.ined in the neighborhood, and obviously destined for ornamental 
5 purposes. rrhis may be inferred from the fact that a number of the 
() 
mclampits shells are pierced with one bole in tl1e lower part, (Fig. 3, 
natural size, which was sufficient for stringing them, as the connecting 
threa,d could easily be passed through the natural aperture of the shell. 
On ulose examiniltion I found that these shells bad been reduced, by 
., grinding, to greater thinness at the place of perforation, in order to 
facilitate the process of piercing. 
The boulders, which formed a part of the deposit, wore probab1y designated 
for the manufacture of implements. A piece of one of the bouldern was sent to 
me for examination. It is a compact diorite, the material of which many ground 
articles of the North American Indians, such as tomahawks, chisels, pestles, &c., 
are made. 
It would be useless to speculate on the antiquity of the objects thus ~cciden-
ta1ly discovered, for there are no indications for determining, oven approxm1at_ely, 
the period when · they vrnre buried. It is• far easier to account for the motives 
which induced the owners of the tools and the other objects to dispose of them 
in the manner described. Their ohjeut was, in all probability, to h_ide ther:i. 
Perhaps they left tho place with a view to return and to take possession ag:am 
of their concealed property, but were prevented from carrying out th~ir inten~10n. 
Or, they may have buried them in time of war, when they were ki11ed, ~nven 
away, or led into captivity; and their "hidden treasure" Jay undisturbed m_ the 
grow1d, perhaps for centuries, until the spade of the Irish laborer bro?ght it ~o 
light again. rrhere is no room whatever for the supposition that tlns_ deposit 
constituted one of those religious offerin<Ys by which the ancient inhabitants of 
the Mississippi valley believed they could g~·atify or propitiate the powers that 
ruled their destinies. 
Similar deposits of flint articles have repeatedly been discovered in t~e 1!nit~d 
States,* and Messrs. Squier and Davis mention several instances of this kmcl m 
their work entitled "Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Va1ley." 'rhe mo _t 
extensive accumulation described by them occurred in one of tho so-called sacri-
ficial monnd::; of " Clark's Work " on North ]Tork of Paint creek, Ross county, 
Ohio. 'rliis mound contained, i~stead of the altar usua1ly fonnd in this clas of 
earth-structures, an enormous number of flint disks standing on their edges, and 
arrangecl in two layers one above the other, at the bottom of tbe mound: Tl:e 
whole extent of these layers has not been ascertained; but an excavation 'IX 
feet long and four broad disclosed upwards of six hundred of those disk , rnclely 
~)locked out_of a superior kind of grayish striped flint. I had occasion to exam-
mo the , pec1mens formerly in the collection of Dr. Davis, and have now a num-
b r of them in my own collection, wbich were sent to me from Ohio. They are 
eith r rouncli ·h, oval, or heart-shaped, and of various sizes, but on an avc~·a!!'e 
:·ix i~1cbcs 1 ng, fonr in ·_hes wide, nnd from three-quarters of an inc~ to ~n rnch 
m t_lnclmc . They wmgh not far fr m two poumls each. rrhese £hnt ckk::- a:e 
beh ~ved to have been buried a a reli<Yious o:fferin<Y and tho peculiar ·tructnr 
of tho m nncl whi ·h in ·lo ·eel themt r~tber favor tl1is view. 'rl.ie di k.:: how-
v 'r, r pre: •nt no fini ·hc<l implem nts, hut merely flat pieces, rudely chippe l 
around th 11· clO'c , a.ncl clc':stined, in all proha.bilitv to l,c wro1JO'ht into m re 
Hymm tri ·al form:. rrhus it woul<l rath r eem thut the content of thi: m n 
·on. tit11l cl a I-incl f 1 pot or rnao·azin •, from which upplies of flint conld I 
<lra~rn when r_ t\1 re wa.' a waut of tha.t material. Many of the cli::-k: nn r 
1u1tH·~ 11 nr a, tnkmO' r :c·ml>1:m ·•to th flint "hatch t " li ·cover cl hy Bou 
rl,! l'nth '· and r. lti<r ,11 tin th <lil11via1 gnw ,I. f the vallry f thP , · m 
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in northern France.• The similarity in form, however, is the only analogy that 
can be c1aimed for the rude flint articles of both continents, conside1ing that 
thev occurred under totally different circumstances. The drift implements of 
Eu;ope represent the most primitiv~ attempts ?f man ii~ the art of working stone, 
while the Ohio disks are the unfimshed specnnens of a race that constructed 
earthworks of amazing size, and was already highly skilled in the manufacture 
of weapons and tools of flint. 
Yet I little doubt but that implements analogous in shape as well as in asso-
ciations to those of the drift of Europe, will be found also in America; for indi-
cations of the liigh antiquity of man on the latter continentarenot wanting, and 
the similarity in the early condition of the human race in various parts of the 
globe becomes more and more manifest by the results of archreological investi-
gation. 
Another occurrence of flint disks is recorded in a notice by Dr. Hoy, published 
in Lapham's "Antiquities of Wis-
consin," one of the Smithsonian vol- 4-
umes : " Some workmen, in digging 
a ditch through a peat swamp near 
Racine, found a deposit of disks of 
hornstone, about 30 in number. 'l'hey 
were immediately on the cln.y, at the 
bottom of the peat, about two and 
a half feet below the surface. Some 
of the disks were quite regular; they 
vary from half a pound to a pound 
ju weight." A few of these are pre-
served in the collection of the Smith-
sonian Institution. 
About 1860, while I lived in St. 
:eouis, a quantity of rudely-shaped 
fl.int articles of simi1ar character were 
discovered close together on the bank 
of the Mississippi, between St. Louis 
and Carondelet. It is probable that 
the fa11ing down of a part of the bank 
had exposed them to sight. I could 
not ascertain their number, but saw 
about eight of them, of wl1icb I ob-
tained three. 'l'hey are nearly all 
of the same size, oval in shape, and· 
consist of whitish flint. :E ig. 4 
represents one of my specimens in 
natural size. The original is seven-
eighths of an inch thick in the mid-
dle part. It is evident that they aro 
not implements i11 a state of comple-
tion, but roughly-edged fragments, 
which were <lestined to Le made ii1to 
arrow and ~pear-heads at some future time. rrheir present convenient shape was 
?oubt~ess g1 ven th~m for the ·ak~ of easier transpl):tation and for saving space. It 
1s believed_ that fl.mt can _be, chipped r~ore readily after having been exposed 
fur some t1~c to the humid rnflnence of the earth, and this may partly account 
for the practwe of the aborigines of burying their snppliesof flint in suitable places. 
* Implemeuts _very similar in sha.pe to the Ohio di.sk-; were 0,l.,o found in the caves of 
Dordogoe, e pec1ally th~t of Le Mou:stier Th<>y are described and fio-ured in the splendid 
work by Lu.rtet anJ Christy, entitled "Reliquire Aquitanicre." 
0 
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Returning to my former subject, I will observe tl1at the occurrence of Indian 
flint too1s which served for agricultural purposes is not more surprising than 
that of other stone implements indicating less peaceable pursuits; for it i:, known 
that many of the aboriginal tribes of North America raised maize and other nntri-
1ious plants before this continent was settled by Europeans.* The production 
of maize, indeed, must have ueen considerable. J\Ir. Gallatin has taken some pains 
to fiscertain the area, east of tbe Rocky Mountains, and north of Mexico, over 
which cnltivation extended. It was bounded on the east by the A tlantic; 
on the south by the Gulf of Mexico; on the west by the l\'Iissis1:>ippi, or, 
more properly, by the prairies. 'l'owards the north the limits- varied accord-
ing to the climate; but near the Atlantic the northern boundary of agriculture 
lay in the region of the rivers Kennebec and Penobscot. North of the Great 
Lakes agriculture was on1y found among the Hurons and some kindred tribes. 
':rhe Ojibways, on the south of Lake Superior, and their neighbors, the Ieno-
monie:,, it appears, depended · for vegetable fcod principally on the wild rice or 
wild oats, called/olle avoine by the French.t The Iroquois trihes raised large 
quantities of Indian corn. In tbe year 1687, a corps under the command of the 
Marquis de Nonville made an invasion into the country of the Senecas, during 
which all _their supplies of maize were either burned or otherwise spoiled, and 
the qnantity thus destroyed is said to have amounted to 400,000 rninots, or 
1,200,000 bushels.t 'rl10ugh this estimate may be sornewl1at exaggerate(1, it 
nevertheless shows that these tribes paid much attention to the cultivation of 
maize. 
'l'lie nations who inhabited the large territo1 ies formerly called Florida and 
Lonisia1ia, probably obtained their food mostly from the vegetable kingdom. 
They cultivated chiefly maize, beans, peas, pumpkins, melons, and sweet pota-
toes. Maize, however, was their principal produce. In the accounts of De 
Soto's expedition, not only frequent allusion is made to the extensive maize fields 
of the native~, hut it may also be gathered from those relations that the army of 
De Soto wonld have starved without the supplies of Indian corn obtained fro!n 
the inhabitants. These people laid up stores of that useful cereal, and amonO' 
other facts it is mentioned that one of De Soto's officers fonud in ouc house 
alone, five lrnndred measures of maize ground to meal, besideQ a large quantity 
in grain.§ Bnt those southern tribes met bv De Soto :rncl Li fo11owers in the 
sixteenth century were the most advanced an;ong the North American auoriO'- · 
ine,•. No longer i.n the pure hunter state, but altaclied to the soil, they lived in 
la_rgc village~,. consistino- of dwellings more commodious than tho e of the ruder 
tn be~, and paHl generally more attention to the comforts of life than the latter. 
Adair, who spent during the last centnry maiiv years as a trader in tb dis-
trict under notice, m ntions that the l!'rench of West Florida and the Endi::-1. 
col uni ·t ohtaincd fr m tlie Indians different sort of bean and I cas, with" bi .l 
they " ·ere h •fore entirely unacqnainted. · 'l'liey rai ·eel also a ..:mall kind of tohacc . 
cliff •rino· from that in u · among the French and Eno·li:,b settler . 'Ih ,romen. 
he sayt, plmit d,1rnmpki_n ancl different pecie , of melon· in ,·~parat iie~d:-. 
~ ·on ,:1 d ·rul>l • <~1stancc from the towns.II It ii:! cv n probal,lc that th t, nner 
mliab1tant8 ·nltivatcd frnit tr c . Bartram, at 1 ,a t, found in Georgia anJ - -
l>ama, n th . itc of anci nt In ]ian ·cttlcmcnt., varion kinds of tree., ,11d1 
~ • 'ome of_tho fa~ts mentioned in the fol1owing remark~ w r already given in rny pn·,· 
nrtil'l , puhli. heel m t~10 uiitb ·oninn report for 1 Jj:J; I rPpeat them here, for th·• · 
gr 1~t •r co1!1plet ue: ., _m conn ction wid1 som additional "derails l>eanng upon th. 
· uh.wet. 1' ''.r cl : ·r!ption. of the rrmarkable "gard u-l, d "of Mi('higan, Wi,("OIJ, Jll 
Iniltaua, wL1ch m<l1cate an ancient cultivation I nm t rel r to chooicrnft L ph m, 
othn. ' ' 
t flnl/"1in , Ar ·h('('ologia Amerir-11.na, Vol. II, p. 149. 
• I .11<·t111H·1ttnr Hi. tory of · •w York, Vol. I p. ~3 . 
r,,,,~,t,, · ;' d, lrL ~'raa, 'onquct de la. Florid . L ycl n, 1731, Vol. I, p. 250. 
Atlnir, Iii tory ol ti.Jc AUtericau ludiuus. London, 1775, p. 40 . 
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the persimmon, honey-locust, Chickasaw p1nm, mn1berry, black w~lnut, and 
shell-barked hickory, which, he thinks, "were. cnl'tivated by the ancients on 
account of their fruit, as being wholesome and nourishing food."* 
The ]1loridians, it is stated, employed at _ De Soto's time prisoners of war for 
working the fields, and in order to prevent their escape they partly maimed them 
by cutting the tendons of the leg above the heel or the instep. t . It appears, 
however, that among most semi-agricultural tribes of North America field labor 
was imposed upon the women; while the men, when not engaged in hunting or 
war expeditions, abandoned themselves to that listless repose in which barba-
rians generally love to indulge. 
* Bartram's Travels. . Dublin, 1793, p. 38. 
Warcilasso de la Vega, Cooquete de la Floride, Vol. I, p. 286, and Vol. I, p. 389. 
NOTICE OF THE BLACKMORE MUSEUM, SALISBURY, ENGLAND. 
OPENED. SEPTEMBER THE 5TH, 1867. 
"Time, which antiquates antiquities, and hath an art to make dust of all things, hath yet spared 
tlte~e minor monurneuts."-Sir THOMAS B.tWWNE. 
The B1ackm~·e Museum was founded at Salisbury, by Mr. Wi11iam Black-
more, of Liverpool and London, in 1864. The public are admitted free upon 
days appointed by the committee of the Sal_isbury and South Wilts Mas~urn, 
who have been constituted the governing body by Mr. Blackmor~, subJect, 
however, to the annnal consent of the trustees, who are the founder, his brother, 
Dr. Blackmore, and his brother-in-law, Mr. E.T. Stevens. 
GE·NERAL REMARKS. 
The colle9tion mainly consists of specimens belongil1g to tha stone age of 
different countries. a 
It has been well remarked that "these implements of stone are to be regarded 
as indicating a grade of civilization, rather than any definite antiquity." One 
object of the founder of the Blackmore Museum accordingly has been, an attempt 
to illu 'trate the use and application of the rude weapons, implements, 3:nd orn~-
ments of anti~11~ty, by exhibiting, side by side with them, similar specunens m 
use among ex1stmg races of mankind. 
'l'he ge_neral result of this arrangement is, that a striking resemblance can be 
observed m the modes by which the simple wants of a common nature have been 
supplied among people widely severed from each other in point of time, no le ' S 
than hy geographical distribution . 
.Although this may be the first impression conveyed by a glance at the Bla~k-
more aml similar collections, more careful examination will show that sp€cial 
types (and in some instances s1ecial ol,jects) occur in particular di trict.,_an<l 
that frequently typical points of difference exist between groups of obJCCb 
a~!-igned to the same periocl an<l. veople and obtained from spots almo t clo:,e t,, 
each otl1cr. 1'bus in the case of two l~calities near Salisbury, there is a diffi,r-
nce in type between the group of flint implements found in the drift-gra,el 't 
Bern rton and the group found in tl1c drift-a-ravel at Milford Hill. 
'l'aken a a whole, however, the flint imp1ements of the chift have well-mark 
·hara t ·1~ ' tic. ; nev rthclc ·s, in the Blackmore collection certain ·pecimen fr~m 
a_n ~m ncan tumuln agree very clo.:cly with the usual drift type . cry dn t-
l1k' 1r:ipl :m '11!, have al ·o 1,e n fonrnl irt certain bone-ctwc , yet in each ca ·e th 
attc,11t10n 1.· dnc•fly arr' ·ted by the al, rrant character of the ·pccimcn ' . . 
~ h •re i::-; a ·la:s of ~int imp] •m •nts known as "scrap 'rt-i,' one_ ,:m ty. 
wlll ·Ii _ 1~1-rn~lly lar,re, tl11 ·k-liack cl, and with a broad :craping do- I ' fonwl_ ID 
th· ,lnlt; 1t oc:c:m,' ~,ruin i1 ·av drpo:,;it •, a for in::;tanc iu L )fo_n-.u r. 
l>orn111riw ancl al ·o with ::;liirltt modifi ·uti n amono- ordinarv nrfo.<.: :pc ·1111 1 '• 
o.1 ho111rlt i c·<·:1. ·: then t b • a tvpi •al form. nth olh~,r harnl tl1 tyt 
" -r •• p,•r" o almndaut on th ·urf~tec uc ·m·,-, although rar ly, in the Jrift. 
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Perhaps, therefore, we are scarcely in_ a :position to st.ate that any sharp line 
of demarcation absolutely severs the dnft implements from those of the caves, 
or the implements of the caves from those of the surface. In pa lreontology the 
rare type;:; of one period become the prevalertt forms of another, in this respect 
presenting an analogy to the objects of the stone age. If we assume that the 
drift-folk" thought out" the form of their weapons and the mode of their manu-
facture in a manner entirely differing from wh~t has been done by any other race 
of men, we are driven to the conclusion that there must have been also some-
thing wholly different in the drift-people themselves, or in the conditions under. 
which they existed, for all later evidence tends to show that the workings of 
human minds and human hands in the stone age have produced very similar 
resultd in every quarter of the globe. 
Be this as it rnn,y, the collection in the Blackmore Museum will remain what 
it is now, an assemblage of facts, however incorrectly ·we or other men may 
interpret tl1em, and as such, the collection must ever retain its ethnological value, 
even should our present theories prove to he erroneous. The collection resem-
bles so much sound material ready-quarried and fit for use, with which men can 
build-any errors in sty le, construction, or taste, must necessarily rest with the 
architect. 
ARRANGEMENT. 
The arrangement of the collection is far from being completed; as soou as 
possible, labels will be attached to the specimens. and a list will be published, to 
be followed hereafter by an illustrated and descriptive catalogue. 
-CLASSIFICATION. 
The classification adopted is as follows: 
~ (Fauna of "the Drift "-England. ] I Flint implements from "the Drift "-France. 
:ii,,....._ " " . " England. 
~ ~ Fauna of the Dordogne caves-France; · · 
;a j 11 " caves in the Pyrenees-France . 
. -::: ..o " "Genista" caves-Gibraltar. 
] j Flint implements and objects of humau workmanship in bone, antler of reindeer, &c . 
.Q........ -Dordogne cavl0 S, France 
C;) ., " ,, " " t' th p V ~ caves o e yrenePs, ..c ranee. 
" " " " " " Genista caves," Gibraltar. 
Surface series, ( rubbed stone group.~ 
(Flint and stone implements, &c., from Eno-land, Ireland France Denmark, Italy, 
ro~ I Arabia, East Indies, South Africa, A~erica, &c. ' ' 
.~ ,,,..__ Pfahlbauten series-Switzerland. 
~~ _._ 
~ I S .~ . . ~ ~ i urJace series, (drilled stone group.) 
~ j I Stone hatchets and other objects from America, Ireland, and Denmark. 
o.._.,, 
Z Surface series, (carved and drilled stone group.) 
lPipes and other objects from the mounds of Ohio-America .. 
Bronze series. 
Bronze hatchets, spear heads, and personal ornaments, from England, Ireland, 
France, and Americ;a. 
Iron series. 
Iron swords and spear-heads-England, France. 
Illustrative series. 
Modern stone i~plements, chiefly in the original bandles-~ew Zealand, Australia 
Islands of the Pacific, Esquimaux, &c. 
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Modern bone-armed weapons-British Guiana, New Guinea, islands of the Pacific, 
Esquimaux, &c. 
Modern iron-armed weapons-Africa, &c. 
Personal ornaments, fishing-tackle, &c., made from seeds, shell, bone, horn, ivory-
New Zealand, Islan{ls of the Pacific, Esquimaux, &c. 
Clubs, spears, paddles, &c.-New Zealand, Australia, New Guinea, Islands of !he 
Pacific, British Guinea, Esquimaux, &c. 
Fauna of the Drift. 
The collection com~ences with rernafos of those (chiefly) extinct animals found · 
in beds of sand, clay, or gravel, which cap hills, occur in patches on their sides,. 
or constitute the sub-stratum of valleys in certain districts. For tLe purpose of 
this notice it may be sufficient to state that these beds are popularly known as 
'' the Drift," and that the materials forming them have been derived from_ the 
wearing-down by water of tbe neighho.ring up-stream district. This wear~ng-
down does not appear to l1ave been entirely or even chiefly due to ordinary nver 
action, but it was probably effected, in great deo-ree, by torrents arising from the 
thawing of ice and snow, which accumulated tnder more rigorous conditions as 
to c~irnate than is experienced in the same localities within the historic pe~·iod. 
In the series from our local drift : brick-earth) at Fisherton, attention 1s par-
ticularly called to some unique femains of one species of pouched marmot (Sper-
mophilus superciliosus.) From a careful examination of several skeletons of 
these little rodents, it appears that the animals all perished during their win!er's 
sleep-each being in the usual position assumed dw-ino- hybernation. Possibly 
in thifS we see the effect of some unusually high flood. 
0 
There are also exhi_bited 
remains of two species of lemming, ( Lemmus torquatus and L. Norvegzcus,) 
likewise unique in bed:; of this age. In the collPction are portions of egg-shells 
from the brick-earth at Fisherton: these are unique . 
.A.RCHlEOL;ITHIC PERIOD. 
Flint implements from the Drift. 
The_ interest felt in '' the Drift" arises chiefly from the fact that in it ?-re 
found implements made by the simple processes of flakino· and. chipping, wluch 
affonl the first evidence we possess of man's existence ~pon the earth. The 
series of these implements in the Blackmore Museum is extensive all(l good 
particnlarly so as regards those obtaiued from the drift of Eno·land, at 'l'hetforo. 
Icklingham, Bnry Bt. Edmunds, · and nearer Salisbury, at IIi11 Head (near 
:E'arelia.111,) Bournemouth, Fordino·bridge and Lake as well as tho e found do;:;e 
to tl1i · city, at Bemerton, and M.ilfo1-a' Hill. M~·. Evan , l!,.RS., of IIemel 
Ilcmpstea; Mr. ]!,lower, F.G.8., of Croydon; Mr. Wheaton, of Salislrnr.,· · and 
l\~r. '~'oomcr, also of tl1is city, l1ave contributed pecimen~. fony of the 1 ~ 1 
fhut 1mplerne11ts collected hy 1r James Brown, and the important coll •cti. n 
fo~m d .by fr. llenry I rigg, jr., of Bury St. Edmuuds, are also included m 
th1 · enes. 
Cave series. 
Th ::-c ol,j t~ con i, t_ of flint R •mp rs am1 implrmrnt::--of harpoon, 
from ant l •r.· o_l the !. ·11H1c r-of bo11c 11 cell, ·-and of pi 'C<' • uf 1, 11 • nd 
horn 11po~1 _will ·~1 an1111alH and other obj •et. have be n delin atccl. 'I Ii' '1 · 
mc·11 , <•xln.l,1tNI Jr011: lh Uorcloo·nc ·av,· (.l.! rm1c •) wcr •lticily prc:;ent ·cl h~· l 
tru ·t ·c·: ·c,1 tl1~• 'hn:ty Insenin, Lon<lun, and by .Jl. Lartct, of Pari · lll, 1 : 
thP rarer :p ·cun ·n' ar • n•prcscntc<l hv c:a:;t, the orio-iuab bei1w in tbc inu · 
at •_'t. (} '! tnain: The HJ c·c:inH'ns frm'n th, cave: of tl1 Pyrcnce, were Lt, i • 
:~ 11 '.·111 ~ 1·.·1·:l\·atwn. 1·_01ul11d('(l 1,y l>r. C arri,o-on, of 'l'arn ·c i1, at the .·p '1' 
I 1. 1,1:wl IJJorc: wl11 I. t tll(• . c ri<•. fro111 tli • c·itvc•: at 'ihraltar wa. ]ff· ·n l 
olon ·l JI ·1ir • Hupe 'r ·alo ·k ( \'i •mrn) and 'aptaiu Brome, ( 'ibralt, r) 
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The resemblance between the objects from tbe :French caves and those still 
made and used by the Esquimaux is very striking. Attention is directed to the 
cast of a portion of the tusk. of a mammoth found in the rock-shelter of La ~fad~ 
elaine Dordoo•np upon which is traced in outline the animal (mammoth J 1tself. 
The siJecimen° frdm wbich this cast has heen taken was discovered in May, 1861, 
by l\L Lartet, M .. de V erneuil, and the late Dr. Falconer. 
NEOLITHIC PERIOD. 
Sur/ace series, ( rubbed stone group.) 
· Setting aside peculiarities ~n type betwee~ ~he earlier (arcbooolithic_) flint 
implements already noticed, and the later, (neohtlnc,) now about to be cons1~ered, 
the difference in the mode of manufacture is remarkable. The former, without 
exception, owe their shapew holly to the simple processes of flaking and chipping; 
no instance of artificial rubbing occurs upon the drift implements; whilst arn~ng 
those belonging to the neolithic pe1iod a very large percentage,after havmg 
been chipped into form, have been rubbed and polished with more or less care. 
In the rubbed stone series are included those arrow-heads, scrapers, drills, wedges, 
hammers, and other objects, formed themselves for the most part by flaking- and 
chipping only, but contemporary with the rubbed hatchets. In this section examples 
are ::-hown from the neighborlioocl of Salisbury, from Weymouth, lcklingham, 
Yorkshire, and elsewhere in England, and from various parts of Ireland. Some 
nice specimens from 1'an Hill, near Devizes, have been _presented by Mr. Cooi11bs, 
of Stapleford. Many of the Yorkshire specimens were presented by Mr. Monk-
man, of Malton. Mr. Evans, F.R.S., of Hernel :Uempsted, has contributed a 
series from the shell-mounds (Kjokkenmoddings) of Denmark, and Mr. Flower, 
F.G.S., of Croydon, has given some from the shell-mounds of Herrn, near 
Guernsey. There is also an interesting series of specimens from some ( as is sup-
posed) British p'it-dwellings, near Salisbury, consisting of stone qnerns, fl.int and 
bone scrapers, bone-piercing tools, bone ja\·elin-heads, clay pellets for slinging, 
clay spindle-whorls, pottery, and ·animal remains. For this collection the trns-
tees a.re indebted to Mr. Adlam, of Salisbury, without whose valuable assistance 
the series cot11<l not have been formed. · · 
Some interesting examples of lmman-worked flint and jasper, from the East 
Indies and South Africa, presented h. SirCharles Lyel_l, Bart., are exhibited, as 
are also some remarkable flint-cores from Seinde, presented by the Bedfordshire 
Architectural and Archooological Society, through l\lr. .. Wyatt, :E'.G S. In this 
section are some rude fl.int tools, obtained from the neighborhood of Rome, by the 
late Rev. Prebendary Chermsirle, in whom the B1ackmore·l\fosenm has recently 
lost a most valuable friend. Flint knives from Arabia, presented by Mr. Franks, 
F.S.A., of the British Museum, and similar objects from various parts of :France, 
Belgium, and Denmark, are exhibited. 
Pfahlbauten series, (rubbed stone group.) 
This portion of _the collection is very illustrative; it has been formed thronO'h 
the extreme kindness of Admiral the Hon. K A. J. Harris, C.B., her Majest;'s 
minister at Berne, who l1as obtained the valuable assistance of sucli eminent 
Swis::; archooologists as Dr. Keller, Professor Rutimeyer, Dr. Uhlmann, and the 
late l\I. rl'royon. It is now well known that a pre-historic people di·ove 
wooden piles into the beds of the lakes of Switzerland and other countries 
upon which a platform was placed, and 11pon this platform huts were erected. ' 
In these buts these people dwelt, not for a month or two, but continuously as 
appears to be proved by the presence of seeils of plants ·which ripen at vai·ious 
.,;ea ons of the year. • 
r1 h_ese lal~c-dwell_ers cup-,tvated wheat and bar1ey, spun and wove flax, made 
nets for fislnng, while theu tools (at the special stations represented in this col-
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lecti011) were formed only from the bones and horns of animals, from stone, and 
from tlint, which latter material they probably obtained from the south of France. 
Attention is called to a flake of flint in its original wooden handle, from the 
lake settlement at Robenhausen. Unfortunately, bnt a very small portion of the 
animal remains from the Swiss I'fahlbauten can be exhibited to the public from 
w~nt of space, but the collection is peculiarly rich in this direction, through t~e 
fr~endly c?-operation of Professor Iliitimeyer, and every facility for access to it 
will be afforded to those interested in such a series. 
American series, (rubbed stone group.) 
This portion of the collection commences with a series of obsidian knives, 
arrow-beads, and drills, chiefly presented by the trustees of the Christy Uuse~m, 
London. 'l'hese, with some beads and ornaments of stone and shell, ancl a few 
stone hatchets, are relics of the ancient Mexicans, (Aztecs.) 
The larger portion of the American series in the Blackmore Museum has 
been alroadv fully illnstrated and described· by the Smithsonian Institution of 
Wasbingtonv, U nfted States, and is well known to scientific men as tLe "Squier 
· and Davis" collection; it is now for the first time exhibited in Europe, ha Ying 
been purchased of Dr. Davis in 1864, when lVIr. Blackmore was in New York. 
From tl1is collection are derivecl the very fine examples of stone arro,v-beads 
and axes exhibited, as well as the specimens of worked bone, horn, and shell. 
lVIr. Witt, F.G.S., of London, has contributed to this series. 
Dani£h series, ( rubbed stone group.) 
This series consists of hatchets, tools, and weapons made from stone and flint, 
displaying great skill in the manufacture. 
Belgian series, (rubbed stone group.) 
The specimens forming this series have been presented by lVIr. Evans, F.R. 
of Ilemol Hernpstod. 
French series, (ruf bed stone group.) 
Some exquisite speci~ens arc exhibited in this series. 
American series, ( carved stone group.) 
Tho e ohjcds consi t of heavy Rtone mauls, of pestles, and other fooc1 imple: 
rnellttl, amono· which are two specimens from Ohiriqui, particnlarly worth:- or 
attention, as arc al ·o omo carved stone l1atcbots and a carved stone d::wger. · 
of 'arilJ workman hip, n.nd an ancient Egyptian' stone ax-head. 
Irish series, (drilled stone group.) 
pincllo whorl·, hat het , &c. 
Dani h series, ( drillecl stone group.) 
'pilH11 · whor1H, hat h t , & . 
American serie , (drilled ancl carvecl stone group) 
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tubes, and drilled hatchets exhumed from the burial mounds of Ohio by Dr, 
Davis. 
Illustrative series. 
This series consists of hatchets, tools, arrows, spears, and other weapons ; of 
fishing tackle, personal ornaments, &c., ~n use by _modern savages, ~nd c~lcu-
lated to throw light upon the mode of haftmg and usmg the correspondmg obJects 
of antiquity. . 
Some ciubs from New Zealand and some paddles from the Society Islands 
have been contributed by Mrs. Montgomery, of Nunton House, through the 
Salisbury and South Wilts Museum. This series has also been enriched by 
donation's from l\fr. Hamilton, lVI.P., and Mr. MarshJ M.P. 
Bronze serie~. 
The portion of this series now exhibited will probab1y be still further reduced, 
in order that the stone series may be extended. Among the bronze objects dis-
pl_ayed is a good collection of the so-called "celts" from America, Ireland, Franee, 
and England, including the neighborhood of Salisbury. The specimens pre-
sented by the Viscount }folkestone, Mr. Benson, and Mr. Clench, to the Salisbhry 
and South Wilts Museum, have been kindly lent by the committee of that museum, 
and are exhibited, as are also some interesting bronze daggers and other objects 
obtained by Mr. E. Dyke Poor, from a tumulus at Ablington, Wilts, and some 
bronze armilhe and a bronze torque, found in a tumulus at Lake by the late Rev. 
JD. Duke, and presented to the Salisbury and South ·wilts Museum by his son, 
the Rev. E. Duke, of Lake House. 
Iron series. 
The use of iron for arming weapons will, from want of space, be merely rep-
resented in the collection. . 
A few local specimens of the Anglo-Saxon period are exhibited. Some of 
these were presented by the late Mr. Swayne, of Bishopstone, and by Mr. F. 
Sidford, of the same place. '11he Salisbury and South Wilts Museum kindly 
contribute an Anglo-Saxon knife, presented by Mr. E. F. Mills, of Orcheston 
St. lVlary. · 
Pottery. 
Some Roma~o-British pottery, from the site of an old kiln near Fordingbridge, 
has been presented by Mr. Evans, F.R.S., of Hemel Hempsted, and some fine 
examples of Peruvian pottery have been contributed by Admiral Sir "William 
Bowles, K.C .B., of London, through the Salisbury and South Wilts Museum. 
PROGRAMME OF _THE HOLLAND SOCIETY OF SCIENCES OF HARLEM, 1869. 
The Ho1land Society of Sciences, held at Harlem, 15 l\fay, 1869, its lmndred 
and seventeenth annual session. 'rhe President-Director, Baron F. W. , an 
Styrurn, opened the sitting with an address in which he recalled the losses sus-
tained by the society since its last general meeting; those, namely, of !he 
di:·cctor Baron G. F. Thoe Schwartzenberg at Hohenlansberg, of the native 
members G. Simons, II. 0. Millies and J. van Lennep, and of the foreign mem-
bers K. ~--,. P. von M:artius, at Munich, J. Plucker, at Bonn, H. von :Meye~, at 
Frankfort-on-tbe~l\faine, and 0. S. M. Pouillet, at Paris. Finally, the nomma-
tion of M. G. Willink de Bennebroek, as a director of the society, was announced. 
Since tbe last annual meeting the society has published: Archi1.:es Neerlancl-
a,iscs des Sciences exactes et naturelles, parts 3, 4 and 5 of vol. iii, 1 an,d 2 
of vol. iv. 
Iri reference to a proposition submitted by l\fl\1. J. P. van vVickevoort Orom-
melin, D. de Haan, J. van der Hoeven, ,J. P. Delprat, R. van Rees, A. H· 
van der Boon Mesch, D. Lubach, an<l V. S. M. van der WiJligen, and for. the 
consideration of which a committee was appointed at the last general meetmg, 
composed of the directors G. F. van 'I'ets and J. P. V[l,D vVickevoort Oromme-
lin, and of the members V. S. M. van der Willigen, G. de Vries, 0. A. J. A. 
Ondemans, P. Harting and E. I-I. von Baumhauer, the society adopted the fol-
lowing as its (1ecision: 
L't. Besides the medals decreed for questions proposed for competition, the 
Rociety on1ains i1eo new meda,ls eacli of the intrinsic value of 500 florins, one of 
tlwm to bear the name and effiay of "HuYGHENS" the other those of "BoER-
o ' 
TI.AA VE." 2d. 'l'hese medals shall be alternately awarded, every two yearn, ~o 
the ~avant, whether Netherlander or foreigner, who by his researches shall, m 
tlie Judgment of tlie society, nave most contributed, dnring the last twen_ty years, 
to tlio progress of some definite branch of the physico-mathernatical science or 
of the natural ciences. 3d. 'l'he Hnvabens medal shall be a signed in 1 70 to 
11h_vf..ics, in 1874 to chemistry, in 1878 to astronomy, in 1 82 to 111eteorolog-y. in 
I.' '6 to mathematics, (pure and applied.) 'l'ho Doerhaave modal sl1all l,e 
assi 0 ·ned _i n 1 72 t.o mineralogy and geology, in 1876 to botany, in 1 . 0 to 
zoology, m 1 4 to phy iology, in 1 88 to anthropology; and thereafter m ~le 
snm recmrent succes ion. 4th. The preliminary j11do·ment on the re~pcc 1: 
iitl<'. hall l, refotrec~ to a committee named Ly the dir~ctors; of whiuh commll-
t the ecr tary of the soci ty shall always ho a member. 5th. Tli · me l:_ l 
sl1all alway,' h • awarled hy the o-cneral assembly on the detailed and aual)· 1 ' 
£' 1 . b 1 r 'port o t 1 onnmttee of judgment . 
. Th _followino· qne tion liavin{)' been offere 1 for comp tition in 1 65 and -
tmn ,d in 18G7: '' The · ciety r qnc t an exact de •cription, with fignre .... f 
k_Plc 01~ and ~n l , of the ciuru. vulgaris, •omparcd with what i · knu rn 
1111,: ,·11li.1 ·c·t of. thr Lemuride. an l th Chiro111y. , in order that the plat, ' . 
a .. ignc• 1 t<! tin· la::;t ·p ·i, • in th natnral •1a<.:~ifi •ation mny ue let rmin !d. 
1110n• <·<·rtarnty tli:m _ l1a: he 'U b 'r 1 tof' r po· •iblt'; a r •ply ba · lJ<· •n . 
lir1111gh n 1JH•11101r 1t1 th, nt ·h lan,ruag ,, u •ari1JO' the motto: JJclcr 1 
~
1
' 1!Jc11 0J1rlrr tr .-!agm clan til te zillrn uil vrce· coor nuttcloose mo ifc. (1 
it o ·111l1·a\or \\itli ut ·uc ·••ding than to ·it till from fear of proiitlc.:: I 
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. On the advice of the referees, tbe assemb1y awarded the gold medal to the 
author of the above memoir; which, upon the opening of th~ sealed n~t~, was 
found to be the joint production of Dr. C. K. Hoffmann, adJunct physician n,t 
l1:eerenberg, }1Ild of M. H. Weijenbergh, jr., surgeon and ac?ou~heur at :Utrecht. 
Of our own countrymen, the members elected at the _session m question were 
lVIM. E. H. Beima, keeper of the museum of natural history at Leyden; R P. 
A. Dozy, professor in the faeulty of philosophy a~d letters at Ley.den;_ J. :E'. W. 
Conrad en(J'ineer-in-chief of the W aterstaat, at M1dcllebourg. Of for01gners, the 
fol1owi~O' :ere at the same time elected members of the society: I MM. L.A. J. 
Quetelet, from Brussels; W. Sarto1'ins von Waltershausen, from Gottingen; A. 
W. Hofmann from Berlin; J. D. Dana, from New Haven. · 
The presid~nt notified the assembly that the lib~·ary, pu~ in or~er and pro-
vided with a catalogue by the care of the secretary, 1s now at the ~hsposal of the 
directors and members of the society. 
The Soci~t,y offers for competition the following questions, the answers to which 
must be addressed to it before the 1st of January, 1871: . 
I. The knowledge of the peat-bogs of the Netherlands, as well the higher as 
the lower, is yet far from being complete. 'l'bere remain many researches to be 
made before we can determine with precision what are the plants of which they 
are composed; in particular, what are the ligneous substances found therein, n,nd 
what the succession of the different vegetable species in the series of the beds of 
these peats, from the most anqient to those which stiff continue to be formed. 
The society desires to see this s1ibject elucidated, a~d suggests consequently a 
thorough microscopic examination of the plants composing the Netherland pen,ts. 
II. The society requests an exact description of all the chemical or physical 
operations in which have been obtained, whether accidentally or by virtue of 
direct experimeuts, those chemical combinations which, by their chemical and 
physical characters, accord with the inorgnnic compounds existing in nature, 
under the form of minerals. The pn,duction of new artificial minerals is not 
asked for, but .simply the critical appreciation . of results already realized, with 
the exact indication of the works and memoirs. in which the known artificial 
minerals have been described; in the classification of these products, conformity 
should be observed with some _one of the mineralogical systems most extensively 
accepted. · . 
III. 'I'he society consiclei's it desirable that a description of the fossil florn of 
some of the coa1 deposits of Borneo should be given, and a comparison of that 
flora with those of other coal formations. 
IV. 'l'he society desires a monogmph of the substances called albuminous; 
this monograph sliould comprise an historical review of the numerous researches 
to which these substances have given rise and a critical appreciation of the 
opinions which at present maint::iin a footing in science with rngard to this subj_ect. 
V. The society asks that the co-efficients of dilatation of different kinds of 
glass, especially of those which serve for the construction of thermometers, 
should be exactly determined, according to the method of M. l!~izeau, between 
- 30 n.nd + 500 degrees of the centigrade thermometn. · 
VI. Recent researches seem to confirm the opinion that the bodies called . 
hydrates of carbon are polyatomic alcohols; tho society invites new researches 
calcnlated to elucidate this important point.. · 
VIL '.rbe determinn,tion of temperatures higher than 350 degrees of the cen-
tigrn.de tbennomcter still leaves, in all cases7 much to he desired; the society 
·wil~ confer its _gold medal for the construction of some very simple ttpparatr;s 
which shall give the temperatures up to at least 5.00 degrees of the centigrade 
ca.le. 
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VIII. rrhe society solicits exact determinations regarding the va1iation of the 
indices of the refraction of water, for at least 12 points of the spectrum, on an 
extent of 50 degrees• of the centigrade thermometer. 
IX. It is known that the aurora borealis gives rise to telluric electrical cur-
rents which sometimes introduce considerable perturbations in the service of tel-
egra.pliic lines. 'l'he society regards it as an object of interest that on tele-
graphic lines of great length determinations of .the force of those currents should 
be made, to the effect, among others, of ascei.'tfi,ining to what point they extend 
townirds the equator. 
Questions to which an answer must be returnecl before lst of January, 1873. 
I. The society desires a complete critical review of the different phanerogamic 
floras of Europe, as well of those which have been published separately as of 
those which are to be found in the transactions of learned societies and in scien-
tific journals. r.rhis review should be so arranged that the details concerning each 
country or province shall be mentioned in ·succession one after the other, accord-
ing to the elate of their publication. 'l'he work must be accompanied ,rith crit-
ical o bscrvations relative to the greater or less value proper] y to be. att_ri b~.ted 
to each flora, and to the opportunity afforded of deciding on the md1cat10ns 
observed, or of proceeding to new researches in countries little known. 
II. Tho society calls for a complete critical review of the different fal:nas of 
En:ope, as well of those which have been published separat~ly _as ?f those 
which are extant in the co1lections of learned societies and in s01ent1fic Journals. 
'l'!1is review should be drawn up in the same form as regards arrange~cnt a_nd 
with the same conditions as those prescribed in the preceding quest10n with 
re1erencc to the different floras of Europe. 
The following questions were last year submitted to competition by the society 
with a view to their being answered before the lst of January, 1870: 
I. Since the progressive decline and final snppression of the governmental 
culture of spices in the Molncca islands, it has become highly desirable that 
new lines of culture should be established in that fertile archipelago. The 
society c nscquently asks: (1.) A description of the present social couditi~n of 
those _i:bnclH, especially as regards the population and its aptitnde f?r agnc_ul-
turnl mcln try. (2.) Indications of the varieties of the soil, considered m relation 
to tlte cnltnre pro po eel for eventual adoption. (3.) Statistical cfata on the re'nlr 
of the free nlti vation of spices, as it is now practiced. ( 4.) A statement of rhe 
r snlt of the experiment of cultivatino- cacao nndcrtak.en by order of Go,·enior-
g •n~r~l I~a1iuc1 _and with the effective iupport
1
of tL.e government. (5) A dctai! l 
·p' ·1h ·at1on o1 the veg table., tho culture of which woultl deserve to be tn 
nmonCY tho ·c who c products arc nitc l for exportation. 
I_L ~ t ·an not h cl •ni cl that spectral analy ·is, a• at present conductecl n ' 
to ia:1 rnto •xc :.- ?-ncl tha~ it· value i. frequently cxa,n-o-crn.tccl. C?n::-~~11cn 1. · 
nn<l 111 orcl ·r t arnv at \'I ,v: at on •c more onn l and fa m re cient1tic ch · 
act ·r it i: r •1p1i_r<'cl ~o ~nak _an •1p 1i tabl paration of the true from tLc f. l • 
to tra · · th' h1111ts \\Itlnn wlu ·h the mrtlw l mny h 1 <>' itimntcly mplny ~1 . 
1i '.) otHl ,, l_1i ·lt i ~ , . -.· to b • appli •al,l , to ul;mit to a ... b r critical app_ 
a 1011 t lw Jac-t, wl11ch it has lm ,wht to lio·lit th cliscov ries which it pr m 
a111l th,. r• whic-h ,,·c• liav a ri,rl1t to ·xp, ·t f:.om it. 
_11 I. The rr:tl vauic· ·nmm h •nt: th rn talli · onc1n tor which it traY r '· . 
t1n , 1 • r i tan · · f tbc latt ·r is augm nt •d, and in thi:::1 way tbe current 
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on itself. On the other band it may be supposed that the intensity of the cur-
rent further modifies the val~e of the resistance by virtue of an action whiclt 
does not directly depend on the heating. It is ~esira?le t~n.t, in one and teh 
o,ber point of view, the influence exerted by the intensity of the current _or the 
deo-ree of the resistance should be studied. Among the metals susceptible of 
being employed in thi; inquiry, mercury would seem to be one of those which 
offer the most advantages. . . . 
IV. 'rhe society solicits a criticism, as well as a r~petit10n and extension ~f 
the experiments on the electrolysis of the melted halo1d sa.1ts, (Faraday, E_xpen-
mental Researches, vol. i, art. 538 et seq. and 978 et seq.,) together with au. 
exposition of the considerations which are deducible therefrom on the nature .of 
electrolysis. 
The iaw of Faraday on electrolysis is extremely simple; but the question is 
far from being exhausted, and the ensemble of the phenomenon is as yet cove1:erl 
with a thick veil. Hence it is especially desirable to determine to what pomt 
the before-cited experiments are in opposition to that higher view, supported by 
a great number of facts, agreeably to which no true electrolysis can take place 
unless the action of the current is exerted on double salts or ·on combina.tions 
which are equivalent and analogous to them. 
V. According to M. G. Ville, (see Revue des Cours scientifiques, 1868, No. 7, 
p. 103,) nitrogen in a free or elementary state is assimilated by certain plants, 
particularly by leguminous plants. The society wishes that this opinion shoultl 
be submitted to a critical examination, and that its exactness or its falsity be estab-
lished theoretically or experimentally, and preferably by both methods. 
VI. In regard to the experiments of M. Graham, the society calls for nev,: 
researches on the solutive power of melted metals for hydrogen, particularly 
with a view to deciding whether there exist definite combinations of metals with 
hydrogen. 
VII. Tho society asks for an exact description, accompanied with figures, of 
tho changes undcrgo1;i.e by the organization of the Batrachians during their meta-
morphosis. 
VIII. The assertion that metals become transparent at a temperature suffi-
ciently elevated, requires to be confirmed or invalidated by experiments madt:: 
on several different metals. 
IX. rrhe society wishes to have it experimentally determined whether the I 
luminous power of _the Lampyris noctiluca ct splendidula (Linn.) should be 
attributed to the secretion of a pa1ticular matter, and if it be so, that the nature 
and composition of that matter be investigated. 
X. There still exists much obscurity respecting tho cause·of the phosphorescence 
of the substances which bear the name of artificial phosphorus. 'rhe society 
invites a thorough investigation, to the end of deciding the question whether 
that phosphorescence should be attributed solely to a slow oxidation. 
XL Whilst, in meteorological observations, the pressure and temperature of 
the air, the direction and force of the wind are observed in a continuous mannet, 
by means of registering instruments, we are always reduced, as far as the humid-
ity of the air is concerned, to isolated observations made at certain hours of the 
day. The society desires the construction, whether upon new principles or such 
n · have been already indicated, (sec Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. 93,.P· 343,) 
of a registering instrument for the determination of the humidity of the air, and 
solicits a communication of tho results of observations made with such an instr•u-
ment and continued during at least half a year. 
XII. A memoir on the life of Koopman (Mercator) and of Ortels, ( Ortelius,) 
and on the services which these two savants have rendered to geoO'raphy eth-
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XIII. The society would wish that the biography of the Baron van Imboff, 
and the history of his administration as governor-general of the Dutch Indies, 
should be written from documents not heretofore made use of. 
XIV. 'l1he society invites an analysis of the life and a narrative of the voy-
nges of Dutehmen who, in the 17th and 18th centuries, distinguished themselves 
as navigators or as authors of geographical discoveries. 
XV. What has been done up to the present time, for the study of t~e 
languages of the popnlatiohs subject to the domination of the Nethedan~s m 
countries beyond the sea, and whnt are the vacuities which it would be chiefly 
important to supply in this respect? 
The Society recommend to competitors to omit in their replies all that has :3-ot 
an immediate relation to the question proposed. It hopes to find in every~~mg 
supmitted to it perspicuity united whh brevity, and demonstrated propo~1t10ns 
clearly distinguished from vague considerations and facts imperfectly establ1shed. 
It is further to be remembered that no memoir written by the hand of the autbor 
will bo admittBd to competition, and that, even were a medal awarded, its delivery 
would not take p"lace if, in the meantime, the hand of the author should be recog-
nized in the work accepted. 
The notes attached to memoirs which fail to receive the prize shall be destroyed 
without being opened, unless it shall have been discovered that the memoir pre-
sented is but a copy extracted from printed works; in that cn,se the nam? com-
municated will be divulged. Every member of the society shall have a nght to 
take part in the competition, on condition that his memoir, as well as note, shall 
be signed with the letter L. 'rhe memoirs, written legibly, in Dutch, French, 
Latin, En_glish, Italian, or German, (but not in German characters,) must be 
accomparnccl by a sealed note contaiuing the name of the author, and be sent 
free to the secreta1;y of the society, Professor E. H. ~on Baumhancr, at Harlem. 
T~1e prize offered for a satisfactory reply to each of the questi?ns proposed, 
consists,. at the cl1oice of the author, either of a gold medal, beanng the usu_?-1 
sta1;1r of the society, the name of the author and the date, or a snm of_ foO 
flonns; a supplementary premium of 150 florins may be added if the memoir be 
deemed worthy of it. r.rhe competitor who sball receive the prize will not be 
allowed to print his memoir, either separately or in another work, without the 
cxpre s autlwrization of the society. 
PROGRAMME OF THE IMPERIAL ACADEMY OF SCTENCES, BELLES-LETTERS) 
AND ARTS OF BORDEAUX. 
Questions submitted to competition for 1869 or following years: 
I. Literature.- " Has a theatrical censorshjp been promotive of the morality 
of the mt 1 What legislative measures would be suitable for protecting at once 
the libertv 'Jf authors and the respect for good morals~" Prize, a gold medal of 
400 francs. 
II. JlistorlJ.· -First "A hjstory of the parliament of Bordeaux, from its origin 
to the encl of the 16tl{ _century, with especial consideration of its influence as a 
political body and as 9, judicial body." Prize, a medal of gold of 5CO francs. 
Second, " Origin of villanage ancl forced aids in Guienne, and the progress of 
their est::i,b1ishment." Priz0, a gold medal of 200 francs . 'l'hird, "It would be 
interesting to have a particnla; history of several cities of our country, such as 
Saint l\focaire, Cadillac, Sau vete;re, !lions, Bazai3, Lesparre, and some others.11 
rrhe Academy will award, in 1869 aacl 1870, a prize, which may amount to 500 
francs, for a monograph of this kind in which personal matters and, as far as 
possible, the use of documents not hitherto explored shall be allied with compe-
tent qualifications of exactness and judgment. Fourtl-,, "Among the institu-
tions which have contributed to the honor and prosperity of the province of 
Guienne and the city of Bonleaux, the establishments of public jnstructiou hold 
the first place; it is impossible to forget the servi0es rendered by the colleg~ 
of Guicnne, and, more recently, by the central school of the department." 'l"'he 
Academy will award a gold medal of 300 francs to the best memoir which sba11 
retrace tbe history of one of these establishments, or any analogous one; this 
thesis is proposed for 1869. 
Ill. Linguistics.-It is desirable to have a general glossary of the Gascon 
tongue spoken in our department. In order to be complete it must comprise not 
only the synonyms and equivalents, but further and more especially the varin-
tions of words in the different dialects of the country. 'l'he compilation of snch 
a work, however, can only be possible on the condition of having been preceded 
by the publication of special glossaries, embracing locnlities of more or leRs 
extent, Lut so restricted, nevertlieless, tbat one single author may possess the 
dialect completely and exactly. The Academy solicits studious persons to direct 
their inqniries to this point before the use of the ~...,rench language, becoming 
more and more general, shall have caused the last vestiges of these old idioms 
to di sappear. Hence, the Academy proposes the following subject: "To com-
pile, for Lhe Gascon language, spoken in the department of the Gironde, a lexicon 
which, to an exact and sufficiently complete nomenclature of the words of a given 
locali ty, sliall add the precise explanation of those words alike in their acceptation 
in common usage and in the idioms, adage8, proverbs, agricultural by-words, 
Christmas carols and old songs in which they have been employed." Prize, a gold 
medal of 300 francs. 
IV. Physical sciences-" A recapitulation of the consequences to which the 
ideas acqnired, within a quarter of a century, on the equivalence of heat and 
meclianieal ,vork have led, whether in physics or in chemistry." Prize, a, gold 
medal of 300 francs, which may be raised to 500 francs in case the production 
shall contain new facts. "A recapitulation and discussion of the facts acqniroil 
hy s ·icnce regarding the production and the consnmption of forces in livino· 
bcingl::l." Prize, a gold medal (If 500 francs. ~ 
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V. Natural sciences.-" The construction of aquariunis bas enabled us to 
study the habits of a great number of animals. The basin of Arcachon baying 
already been the scene of interesting investigations, the Academy desires t~at 
researches of this nature should be continued." To that end it proffers a pnze 
of 500 francs. 
Fauna of the Gironde.-The department of the Gironde possesses cata1ogues 
more or less complete of its vertebrate animals, its testaceous mollusks, coleop-
tern,, lepidoptern, &c.; but this fauna, far advanced as it is, is wholly wanting in 
any collective review of tbe marine animals belonging to the inferior orders. 
Considering that in defect of rocky coasts our department includes n.t least a vast 
estuary (the basin of Arcachon) highly favorable to the study of a great num~er 
of these different organisms, the } •. caderny would indicate the following a~ a desid-
eratum: "The preparation of catalogues of the crustacea, annelidre, r:::.diata, &c., 
which me still deficient in the fauna of the department of the Gironde; to be 
accompanied by figures of new or little known species." Prize1 a gold medal of 
500 francs. 
VI. Physiology.-The Academy having had the pleasure of crowning a meri-
torious memoir on a subject which it had proposed under this head, hopes to 
obtai~ a, like gratifying re::iult by presenting the following questions at once of 
sc!entific and practie;al interest and worthy of exciting the emulation of our _savan~...,: 
First. "A study of the anatomical and physiological relations w~nch ex1St 
between the nervous cellnles of the primitive fibers sensitive and mohve. The 
application of these researches to the studv of refl.~x and sympathetic actions." 
Prize, a gold medal of 300 francs. Sec~md, "Physiological and ther~peutic 
effects of the ingesta which excite to labor and vigilance, which . snpply m part 
the place of aliments, and some of which are recoo·nized as moderators of the 
vital combustion, such as alcohol coffee tea mate 
0
cocoa, &c." The prize will 
' ' ' ' be a gold medal of 300 francs. 
Vll. Fin~ arts.-" State and tendency of religious n.rchitectur~ a~ the present 
epoch." Pnze, a gold medal of 300 francs. "History of pamtmg at Bor-
deaux." Prize, a medal, the value of which may extend to 500 francs. 
VIII. ~oetry.-'l'be competition in poetry is subject to the c?nditions hereto-
fore presc:·1bed, ~nd the choice of the subject remains optional with t~e a~1thor .. 
IX .. Bwgr~phical notices.-As in previous years, the Academy 1~w1tes bw-
graplncal notices of the celebrated or useful men who have belonged either to th~ 
p.r~vince of Gnienne or to the department. '' Life and works of Brasca~ at.~ 
Pnzc, a gold medal of 300 francs . 
. X. -'J-rch_eology.-'' 1\1onograph of the church of Saint Michel of Borc1eaux. 
with h1stonc documents, plaus and desi()'ns." Prize, a medal of 500 franc-.. 
"For the be. t memoir on tho history of the church of Son1ac, corroborated 0r 
plans, design , and an indieation of the original or printed clocumentB con;.;~l_cecl 
hy the author." Prize, a gold medal of 300 francs. 'l'hc Academy de.i1-n!?' 
to eucouragc aruheoloo·ical researches in the department of the Gfronde awa 1 
a1:o rneclal. of ncourugement to the authors of tho mo -t important re ·earch~,. 
XI. IIyclrology.-'l'hc question of artc::iian excavations has been tlteorefically 
trcat~·cl !'or ornc i olated_ points of the vast ba in of Aquitaine in the Ytuiou 
puhlt ·ahous and a ·ad ·m1 · comu111nications of l\HL d Uoll ,o·no de Lamoch · 
•!ucq~wt, and l_anlin · it ha· been also experimentally solved½' s veml ::-u ,~-
lu1 tna1 · mac! · m _th'. d ·part_meut. fony municipal adrniui ·tratiou: _an:. at .1! ' 
moment, a. km for rnstructwm, on t1t chan es of ::in ceHs whi ·h their loc ih 
offer f r .-11 ·h •nt rpri: • ·. 'lb• .. dem, a1lyino· it •elf "ith tbi mu\' · 
}ll ,po. : t lie foll_owi1w =. . 1i en:. ion of th , ·<JU •slion of art,, inn b1'.ri11!!'' i 
fr cral 111a 11 n ·r lor q111la111c upon th, data wliic:h ·rolog·v furni. h ··"1th r 
t > tli · '"ro11_1111- loyw of th 1up1i taui · ln :in, it · Ol'<)O'raphi • •!in.met •r. uml th. I 
of al· rp 1_011 of wa.t •r pr :cm P<1 hy th• diif •rcnt cmlmnki1w ro •kt, 1 
I ., 'nz • ' '"01 tlll·dal of 500 fr, uc . 
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Conditions of competition.-The artic1es proposed for competition must fu1fil 
the following conditions : Be written in :French or Latin ; be received at the sec-
retariat of the Acadernv, rue Jean-Jacques Be1, before the 31st October, 1869 or 
1870, as indicated in the programme; be free of postage; neither be signed by 
the author nor contain any indication by which he can be known; they sba11 
bear an epigraph, which shall be repeated in a sealed note annexecl to the article 
to which it bc1ongs. 'l'his note, besides the epigraph, shall contain the name 
and address of the author, with the declaration that it has never been printed, 
offered for competition, or communicated to any academic society. An article 
proceeding from any author whose name sha11 be previously disclosed, will, from 
that circumstance alone, be excluded from competition. 'l'his condition is rigor-
ous. rrhe sealed notes will not be opened except in the case when an academic 
recompense shall have been obtained. From the observation of the above 
formalities are exempt, the productions of aspirants to medals of encourage-
ment, and to prizes for obtaining which, local resen,rches or the statement of 
experiments performed by the authors themselves sha11 be essential. · Compe-
tition is open to both foreigners and natives, even to such of the latter as per-
tain to the Academy by the title of corresponding members. 
Extractfrom the regulations of the Academy.-As soon as the Academy has 
rendered its decision, if there be prizes or honorable mention to be conferred, the 
president proceeds, in general assembly, to the opening of the sealed notes 
annexed to the prize essays. The notes pertaining to others are detached from 
the memoir, sealed by the president, and preserved by the archivist. The 
authors of the prize essays are immediately informed of the decision of the Acad-
emy, and those decisions are made public. The manuscripts and all the docu- ' 
mentary papers of whatever nature, addressed to the .Academy, remain in the 
archives after being marked with the initials and paraph of the president and 
secretary-general, and can in no case be removed. As the Academy, however, 
asserts no right of property over the papers, their authors may cause copies to be 
taken :from the archives, after first proving that these productions belong to 
them. Independently of the prizes of which the subjects are naµ10d in the 
annual programme, the Academy bestows medals of encouragement on the 
authors who address to it works of real merit, and on persons who send to it doc-
uments on the different branches of science, letters and art. It may likewise 
award a prize to the corresponding member who shall have best merited it hv 
tho utility of his communications and the importance of the labors which h~e 
shall have submitted to it. 
ROUX, President. 
V ALAT, Secretary-General. 
A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE PROCESSES EMPLOYED IN THE ASSAY OF GOLD 
AND SILVEll COINS AT TIIE :MINT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
FROM THE ANNUAL REPORT OF JAMES l'OLLOCK, DIRECTOR. 
PRINCIPLES OF THE OPERATION. 
According to law, the standard gold of the United States is so constituted 
that in 1,000 parts by weight 900 shall be of pure gold, and 100 of an alloy 
composed of copper and silver. 
rl'he process of assay requfres that the copper and silver be both entirely 
removed from the gold; and to effoct this, two separate operations are necessary. 
The first is for the removal of the copper; and this is done by a method called 
cupellat'ion, which is conducted in an assay furnace in a cupel composed of cal-
cined bones. To the other metals, lead is added ; this metal possesses the prop-
erties of oxidizing and vitrifying under the action of heat, of promoting at ~he 
same time the oxidation of the copper and other base metals, and of drawmg 
with it into the pores of the cupel the whole of these metals, so as to separate 
entirely this part of the alloy, and to leave behind the gold and silver only. 
'l1he separation of the silver from the gold is effected by a process fo1:nded on 
the property possessed by nitric acid of dissolving silver ,,:ithou~ actmg, upon 
gold. But that the gold may not protect the silver from this action, sufficient 
silver must first be added to make it at least two-thirds of the mass. 'l'he pro-
cess to bo described is based upon the rule of q_u,artation, in which the propor-
tion of silver is three-fourths. 
PROCESS OF ASSAY. 
The reserved gold coins are placed in a black-lead crucible, and covered ~ri tb 
t>0rax to assist the fluxing and to prevent oxid.ttion of the copper alloy. 'I hey 
are thus melted down and stirred; by whiuh a complete mixtnre is effected_ ;:;o 
that an assay piece may be taken from any part of the bar cast out. rrhc piece 
taken for this purpose is rolled out for eonveuienco of cutting. It is then taken 
to an assay balance (sensihle to tlie ten-thousandth of a half gram or les".) 
and from it i weig·hcd a half o-ram which is the normal assay weiQ'bt for gold 
1 . 
0 " c., 11 >OI_ng about 7.7 grains troy. rn1is weight is stamped 1000; and all t 10 e~..::r 
we~ghb-i, (afterwards brought into requisition,) are tlecimal divisiomi of thi5 
weight, clown to one ten-thousandth part. 
Silveri next weighed out for the quartation; and as the assay-piece, if tan~-
arc1, should ·ontain 900 thousandths of a-old thero must bo three tim " tl115 
. h ::, ' · I wc~ 1r t, or 2700 thou andths of silver; and thi is accordingly the quanti ty u-. · · 
It 1. · tru ~hat th:re is already some silver in the alloy, but a little exec on: 
th· qnantity reqmru1 for tho qnartation doe no injmy to tho pr ce ' ·. . 
'l h · I:a l u, · ·d_ for the cupellation i · kept prPparecl in thin sh et~, ut rn 
111iar · }>H'C' •, •, ,..,lueh sh uM caeh ,vcigh auout ten times as mu ·b a· th c; .., 
uncl ·r a.- ay. 
'1 li • 1 •acl i : n w rollccl into th form of a boll w c 11 ; and into thb nr 1 -
tro<ln c; ·d th a..:.-ay f"Olcl al)(l th· quartation silver, wh '11 the lead i8 do ·cd r 
thern an1l pr ·. c• l iuto a l1all. 
'l'li · urnu · · havi1Jg h · •n pr~,p r1y h •at •d, nnd the •up 1 placed in it 
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brought to the same temperature, the leaden ball, with its contents, is put into 
one of the cupels, the furnace closed, ~nd the operation allowed t_o proceed until 
all agitation is ceased to be observed m the melted metal and its surface has 
become bright. 
'I.1his is an in<lication that the whole of the base metals have been converted 
into oxides and absorbed by the cupe1. 
'l'he cupellation being thus finished, the metal is allowed to cool slowly, and 
the disk or button which it forms is detached from the cupel. 
'l'he button is then flattened by a hammer; is annealed by bringing it to a 
red heat· is laminated by passing it between rollers; is again annealed; and is 
rolled lo~sely into a spiral or coil called a cornet. It. is now ready for the pro-
cess of quartation. 
For this purpose, it is introduced into a rnatrass containing about 1¼ ounces 
of nitric acid at 22° of Baume's hydrometer, and in this acid it is boiled for 10 
minutes, as in<licated by a sand-glass. 
'I.1he acid is then poured off, and three-fourths of an ounce of stronger acid, at 
32°, is substituted for it, in which the gol<l is boiled for 10 minutes. 
'l'his second acid is then also poured off, and another equal charge of acid of 
the same strength is introduced, in which the gold is kept for 10 minutes longer. 
It is then presumed that the whole of the silver has been removed, and the 
gold is taken out, washed in pure water, and exposed, in a crucible, to a red 
heat, for the purpose of drying, strengthening, and annealing it. 
Lastly, the cornet of fine gold thus formed is placed in the assay balance, and 
the number of thousandths which it weighs expresses the fineness of the gold 
assayed, in thousandths. 
TEST ASSAY. 
To test the accuracy of this process, the following method js employed: 
A roll of gold, of abso1nte purity, which has been kept under the seal of the 
chairman of the assay commissioners, is opened in their presence, and from it is 
taken the weight of 900 parts. 'l~o this are added 75 of copper and 25 of silver, 
so as to form, with the gold, a weight of 1000 parts of the exact legal standard. 
'I1his is passed through the same process of ass::Ly as the other gold, and at 
the_ s~me time. After the assay is finislied, it is evident that the pure gold re-
mammg ought to weigh exactly 900. If, however, from any cause, it be found 
to differ from this "'~eight, and 'therefore to require a correction, it is assumed 
that the same correction must be made in the other assays and this is done ao-
cordingl y. ' 
ASSAY OF SIL VER COINS. 
PRINCIPLES OF THE OPERATION. 
The standard silver of the United States is so constituted that of 1000 partt1 
by weight 900 shall be of pure silver, and 100 of copper. 
'l'he process of assay reqnires that the exact proportion of silver in a given 
weight of the compound be ascertained, and this is done by a method called tlie 
hwnicl assay, which may be explained as follows: 
The silver and copper may both be entirely dissolved in nitric acid; and if to 
a solu tion thus made another of common salt in water be added, the silver will 
be prc0ipitated in the form of a white powder, which is an insoluble chlori.tk• 
while the copper will remain unaffected. · ' 
Now it has been ascertained that 100 parts by weight of p· Lre salt will c<:>n• 
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vcrt into ch1mide of s\lver just 184.25 parts of pnre silver; conseq1~ently the 
quantity of salt necessary to convert into chloride 1000 p:irts of silver 1s 542. 7 4, 
as found by the proportion-
184.25 : 100 : : 1000 : 542.74. 
A standard solution of salt is accordingly so prepared as that A, given measure 
"(tbe French decilitre) shall contain 642.7 4 thousandths of a gram of salt. 
The normal weight employed for silver assays is the gram, ( equal to al":out 
15.4 troy grains,) which is marked 1000, and has its subdivisions, in practical 
weigl1ings, to the half or quarter thousundth. . 
Besides this standard solution, which effects the main precipitation of cblor~<le 
of silver, there is a decimal solntion, of one-tenth the proportion of salt, whwh 
it is expedient to use for the lei:iser and final precipitations. . 
In the mode of assay nnder consideration, it is necessary that the port1?n of 
alloyed silver us9d shall contain as nearly as may be 1000 parts of pure silver. 
The rigid standard requires that of 1000 parts by weight 900 shall be_ of pure 
silver; but the law allows a variation from this ratio, provided that it do not 
exceed three thousandths. · The fineness may, therefore, be as low as 8~7; and 
as high as 903. In the practice of the assay, it is found most convement. to 
assume the lower extreme. Now, the weight of metal of the fineness 89_7, which 
would contain 1000 parts of silver, is J 114.83, as found by the proportwn-
897 : , 1000 : : 1000 : 1114.83. 
Tho nearest integet to this number is employed, and the weight of metal 
taken for the assay is 1115. 
PROCESS OF ASSAY. 
'The reserved silver coins are melted torrether in a bla.ck-lead crucible, with 
tli_e ~cld_itioi:i of fine charcoal wit.bin the pot, to prevent oxidation, an~ to allow 
of _chppn~g out. After stirring, a small portion of tbe fluid metal 1s poure_d 
qmckly mto water, producing a granulation, from which tbe portion for ass~y is 
taken. As tbis differs from the mode pursued with gold, it must be ~pec1ally 
noted that in the case of silver alloyed with copper there is a Reparat10_n,. to a 
weater or less degree, between tho two metals in the act of gradual sol11:1dica-
t1on. Thus an ingot cooled in a mould, or any single coin cut ont of sue½ i~got, 
though really 900 thousandths fine on the a\ferao·e, will show such vanat1on 
according to tho place of cuttinO' as mio·ht even ~xceed the limits allowed by 
law. 'l'his fact has been establishecl b)T many experiments, both in this mint 
and the mint of Paris, sinr,e tho enactment of our mint law; and it posses e ~he 
~tnb~or?noss of a_Jaw of chemistry. But the sndden chill producetl hy tbrow1?u 
tbo 11qmcl_ metal mto water yields a granulation of entirely homogeneou ,_m1x-
t~re, and 1t can uo proved that the same fineness results, whether by a aymg a 
i;imglo granule, or part of one, or a numbm: too-ether. 
From thi · ,amplo the weight of 1115 tbous~ndths is taken, which is di olved 
in a glnss bottle with nitric acid. 
Into this _solnti n th large pipette-fol] of standard solution of alt j, ~ntr 
dnced, ~ncl it pr~dnc :_immecliat 1y a white precipitate, which ii:; chloride of :-1ker, 
an,1, wl11ch on~am ', o! them _tallic ,' ilver, 1000 parts. . . 
Io mak tln · chlond sub 1de to the hot.tom oJ the vos el and leave the hqw 
1·.1 ur it i n' c sarv that it he viol ntlv ·baly n in the bottl · and thi · i a r · 
jngl? clone hy a_ nH'c·h, ni al arrano- m ·nt, for th nccos ary time. 
lJ111 ·:.: the corns hnv ·1ianc d to h 1, •low the allowable limit f tarnl. 
lH•_liqnirl will Hlill contain silv r in f-;olntion and accorlino-lv a p rtion f 
<l<· ·1111al :oluti n i:; intr due •d from th ·mall pip •tt , capahlc ·of pre ·ipitatin= 
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thonsandth of si1ver, and a white cloud of chloride will show itself. More doses 
a!'e added if the indications require it. 
The liquid is again shaken and cleared ; and th_e process is thu~ repeDJed 
until the addition of the salt water shows onl v a famt trace of chlon<l.e below 
lhe upper surface of the Jiquid. V -. • 
Let us suppose, for the sake of an -example, that three measnres of the decimal 
solution have been used with effect. This will show that the 1115 part." of the 
coin contained 1003 of pure silver; and thus the proportion of pure silver in the 
whole alloyed metal is ascertained. 
TEST ASSAY. 
For the foregoing process to be exact, it is necessary th~t the .saline soluti~n 
be of the trne standard strength, or be such that the quantity of 1t, measured m 
the large pipette, shall be just sufficient to precipitate 1000 parts of silver. 'l'bis 
cannot be assumed without proof, and a test assay is accordingly ,made as fol-
lows: 
A roll of silver, known to be of absolute purity, is kept from year to year, in 
an envelope, under the seal of the chairman of tbe assay commissioners. This 
being opened in their presence, a portion of the silver is taken, and 1004 parts 
carefully weighed off and submitted to the process of assay described above. If 
the snlt water used be of the exact standard, it is evident that as the solntion in 
the larger pipette will precipitate 1000 parts of silver, four measures of the deci-
mal so lution will be required to precipitate the remaining four parts. 
But as the normal or standard solution is affected, from day to day, by changes 
of temperature or other influences, the finishing decimal doses may be more or 
fewer; and the other assays are to be corrected by the proof-piece accordingly. 
C.A.LCULATION OF FINENESS. 
By the assny thus corrected, the number of parts of silver contained in 1115 
of the metal under trial is ascerta,ined; and the fineness, in thousandths, is then 
found by the proportion: As 1115 is to the number of parts of fine silver, so is 
1000 to the fineness of the alloyed silver, in thousandths. 
Thns, if the assay show the presence 1005~ parts of fine silver, the fineness 
of the alloyed silver will be 901.8 thousandths, as found by the proportion-
1115 : 1005.5 : : 1000 : 901.79. 
It is on this principle that the following table is constructed. The numbers 
at the top and the fractions at the side correspond to the measures of the decimal 
solution used, corrected by the test assay. rl'he numbers in the bodv of the table 
ebow the corresponding fineness of the assay-piece, of which the weight was 1115 
parts: 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
-----------
0 896.9 897.7 898.6 899.6 900.4 901.3 902.2 
¼ 897.1 898.0 898.9 899.8 900.7 901.6 902.5 
½ 897.3 898.2 899 .1 900.0 900.9 901.S 902.7 
¾ 897.5 898.4 899.3 900.2 901.1 902.0 902.9 
I 
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In the testing ofsingle pieces it is to be expected that any gold coin1 or a cut 
from any part thereof, will conform faithfully to the bounds prescribed by faw. 
But the silver coins, in addition to the source of error already pointed out, (the 
manner of taking 11ssay samples, ) are somewhat liable to show too high a result, 
f;rom several causes. At certain grades of alloy, and especially the staD:dard of 
900, the gradual cooling of ingots will draw the better metal to the inte~·10r, and 
the worst towards the exterior and the edges. Hence the fineness of pwc~s cut 
off the central part of the ingot is higher than the average fineness of the rngo~. 
Again, in casting ingots from a melting-pot the exposure of the metal to the all' 
during all the time of dipping out, and at the same time the increase ~f heat 
towards the bottom of the pot, unavoidauly produces a progressive refimng, so 
that the lower ingot is of a higher quality than the average of the whole ~ elt; 
and, of course, a coin cut from it will be l1ighcr still. Yet with t11e preca1:t10ns 
observed, our silver coins should very rarely exceed the superior limit ass1~n~d 
by law; and there is no good reason ·why they should fall below the legal limit, 
unless it be the taking of an unfair sample for assay . 
. 
A STATEMENT OF FOREIGN GOLD AND SILVER COINS, PR:flJ-
PARED BY rl'HE DIRECTOR OF rl'HE :MTN'l', 'l'O A00OJ.\1PANY 
HIS ANNUAL REP0R'l1, IN PURSUAK0E 0:E' THE ACT OF 
:FEBRUARY 21, 1857. 
EXPLANATORY REMARKS. 
The first column embraces the names of the countries wbere the coins are 
issued; tLc second contains the names of the coin, only the principal clenomi11a-
tions 1,eing given. 'l'he other sizes are proportional; aml when this is not the 
case, the deviation is stated. 
The third colnmn expresses the weio-ht of a sino·le piece in fractions of the 
troy ounce carried to the thousandth a~d in a few tases to the ten thousandth, 
of an ou_ncc. 'l'he method is prefer~ble to expressing the weight i_n grains for 
commercial purposes, ancl corresponds better with tlie terms of the mmt. It may 
be :·eac1ily ~ransfcrred to weight jn grains by the following rules: Remove t_be 
decunal pumt; from one-half deduct four per cent. of that balf, and the remam-
der will be graius. 
rrbe fourth column expresses the fineness in thousandths, i. e. the number of 
parts uf pure golcl or silver in 1000 parts of the coin. 
'l'lic ~~th :1.11cl sixth columns of the first tal.1le express the valnation of gold. 
In tho iiith 1s shown the value as compared with the leo·al contents, or amount 
of fine gold in our coin. In the sixth j::; sbowu tbc va.lge a· paic.l in the mint. 
~ftcr the uuiform deduction of one-half of one per cent. rrh former i · tbc rnluc 
for _any otl1cr purp~ ·e than re-coinage, and especially for the purpose of c m-
pan.·on ; the 1atter 1 th value in oxchano·c for our coin at the mint. 
:Fur th' ilv ·r th •re is no fixed 1 o·a,l valuation the law 1,roviclino- for ~hifting 
th . 1· ::, ' . _e pncc n ·c~r< rno: to th, ·onclitiun uf clemanc.l aIHl supply. 'l'he pr_e. ut pn • 
1 taudar_d ·11'· ·r 1s 122~ cents p r omwe, at which rnLe t11 yalue w_~h · h 
culuum u1 th· ·c ·01Hl tabl · are ·alculakd. In a few ca ·,. , where the com 
uvt b ' prucur ·cl, th data are assumed from the legal mtc •, and so tatecL 
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C<mntry. 
Austrnlia ......... . 
Australia ......... . 
Austria .......... . 
Austria .......... . 
Austria .......... . 
Belgium ... . 
Bolivia ........... . 
Brazil...'. ........ . 
Central America ... . 
Central America ... . 
Chili ....... .. ..... . 
Chili ............. . 
Denmark ..... . 
Ecuador ......... . 
England ........ . 
England ......... . 
France .......••... 
France ........... . 
Germany, north ... . 
Germany, north ... . 
Germany, north ... . 
Germany, south ... . 
Greece ........... . 
Hindostan ........ . 
Italy ............. . 
i:~:~::::::: :·::~:: 
Mexico ........... . 
Mexico ........... . 
Mexico .........••. 
Naples ........... . 
Netherlands ...... . 
New Granada ..... . 
New Granada ..... . 
New Granada ..... . 
Peru ........... . 
P eru ..... . 
P ortugal ......... . 
Prussia .......... . 
Rome ............ . 
Russia ........... . 
Spain ............ . 









Weight. Fineness. Value. Deduct'n. 
Oz. Dec. 
Pound of 18;',2........ . . . . 0. 281 
Sovereign of ltl55-'60..... 0. 2:'ifi. 5 
Ducat . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . 0. Jl2 
Sovereign................ ll. 363 
New Union Coin-assumed. 0. 357 
25 Francs................ 0. 254 
Doubloon.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 867 
20 Milreis...... . . . . . . . . . . 0. 575 
2 Escudos...... . . . . . . . . . . 0. 209 
4 Reals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 027 
Old DouLloon. . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 867 
10 Pesos . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 492 
10Thaler ...•.....•..... 0.427 
4 Escudos.... . . . . . . . . . . . . 0. 433 
Pound or Sovereign, new .. 
Pound or Sovereign, avi,'ge. 
20 :E'rancs, new .......... . 
20 Francs, average ....... . 
10 Thaler ............... . 
10 Thaler, Prussian ...•... 
Krone (Crown) .......•... 
Ducat ......•............ 
20 Dracllllls ............. . 
Mohur .......•........... 
20 Lire ................. . 
Old Cobang ............. . 
Old Cobang ............. . 
Doubloon, average ....... . 
Doubloon, new .......... . 
20 Pesos (Max.) ......... . 
6 Ducati, new .........•.. 
rn Guilders .............. . 
Old Doubloon, Bogata .... . 
Old Doubloon, Popayan .. . 
10 Pesos ................ . 
Old Doubloon ........... . 
20 Soles ................. . 
Gold Crown ............. . 
New Crown-assumed .... . 
2½ Scudi, new ........... . 
5 Rouules .............•.. 
100 Reals ............... . 
80 Reals: ............... . 
Ducat .................. . 
25 Piastres .............. . 
I 00 Piastres ............. . 
Seguin ................. . 













































































































15. 61. 1 
]9.64.3 
---5. 04. 4 
3.99.7 
]G.61.1 
]5. 37. 8 
9.67.5 
15.55,7 







2. 23. 7 
2.99.5 
4. :36. 9 











15. Gl. 5 
9. 10. S 
7.86. 1 









3. 42. 5 
7.04.G 
3,82.3 
4. 41. 8 



















4. :34. 8 
2.30. l 
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Country. 
.Austria .......••••..... 
Austria ............... . 
Amtria ............... . 






Canada ............... . 
Central America ....... . 
Chili ..•••............. 
Chili ................. . 
China ..............•.. 






Germany, north ....... . 
Germany, north ....... . 
Germany, south ....... . 
Germany, south ....... . 
Greece ................ _ 
Hindo&tan ............ . 
Japan ................ . 
itY.:i~~ ·. ·. ·. ·_ ·.::::: ~:: ~:: 
Mexico ............... . 
Mexico ............... . 
Naples ................ . 
Netherlands .........•.. 
Norway ........... .... . 
New Granada .......... . 
Peru ..• _ . . . ......•.... 
Peru ................. . 
Peru .........• _ ..•••.. 
Peru ................. . 
Prussia ............... . 
Prus ia ............•... 
Rome ................. . 
Ru sia ................ . 








Old Rix Dollar .............. . 
Old Scudo ..... ... ........... . 
Florin before 1858 ........... . 
New Florin ................. . 
New Union Dollar. .......... . 
Maria Theresa Dollar, J 780 ... . 
5 :Francs .................... . 
New Dollar ......•........... 
Half Dollar .. ...... _ ........ . 
Double .Milreis .............••. 
20 Cents ....•.....•.......... 
Dollar ...•••.........•....... 
Old Dollar ............•...... 
New Dollar ................. . 
Dollar, (English)-assumec1. .. . 
10 Cents ...... : ............. . 
2 Rigsdaler ................. . 
Shilling, new ....... _ ••...•... 
Shilling·, average .. _ ......... . 
5 Franc, average ...•.....•.... 
2 Franc ................••.••. 
TLaler before 1857 .... · ....... . 
Now Th11-ler ................. . 
Florin before 1857 ............ . 
New Florin-assumed ........ . 
5 Drachms .................. . 
Rupee ...................... . 
Itzebu ..................... . 
New ltzobu ................. . 
Dollar, new ................. . 
Dollar, average .............. . 
Peso of Maximilian ........... . 
Scudo ...................... . 
2½ Guilders .................. . 
Specie Daler ............ .-.... . 
Dollar of 1807 ............... . 
Old Dollar ....•...........•.. 
Dollar of 1858 ............... . 
Ilalf Dollar 1835 and 1838 .... . 
Sol ...••..••.............•... 
Thaler before 1857 •....•..••.. 
New Thaler ................. . 
Scudo ............. ....•..... 
Rouble .......•.•............ 
5 Lire .........•... _ •.... _ ... 
New J;>istareen ..•••..•••...... 
Rix Dollar ...•••.........••.. 
2 l!'rancs ...••...•.•.......... 
5 Piastres ................... . 






















































































































1. 02. ~ 
18. 9 
1. 00. 2 
1. 06. e 
~13.2 
1. 06. 2 
10.6 














J. o~. ~ 
J. o,,. ;1 
95.3 
1. o:3. 3 
J. 10.7 
9u 
]. 06. 2 
94.S 
3c. 3 
9 .... 2 
7i.i 
7:2. g 









LIST OF PUBLICATIONS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION TO JULY, 1869. 
A. Journal of proceedings of the regents of the Smithsonian Institution, at 
the city of Washington, beginning on the first Monday of September, 1846. 
1846. Svo., pp. 32. 
B. Report of the organization committee of the Smithso.njan Institution, with 
tl1e resolutions accompanying the same and adopted by the Board of Regents; 
also, the will of the testator, the act accepting the bequest, and the act organiz-
ing the Institution. Published by authority of the Board of Regents. 184 7. 
8vo., pp. 32. ' 
0. Digest of the act of Congress establishing the Smithsonian Institution. 
Passed August 10, 1846. Svo., pp. 8. 
D. Address delivered on occasion of laying th~ corner stone of the Smithson-
ian Institution, l\foy 1, 1847. By George M. Dallas, chancellor of the Institu-
tion. ·184 7. 8vo., pp. 8. 
E. Srriithson's bequest. Professor Henry's exposition, before the New J er-
sey Historical Society, at its meeting in Princeton, on W eclnesday, September 
27, by invitation from the executive committee. 1847. 8vo, pp. 8. 
F. First report of the secretary of the Smithsonian Institution to the Board of 
Regents; giving a programme of organization, and an account of the operations 
during the year. Presented December 8, 1847. 1~48. 8vo., pp. 48. 
G. Report from the Board of Regents, submitted to Congress, of the opera-
tions, expenditures, and condition of the Smithsonian Institution. Read and 
ordered to be printed, March 3, 1847. Senate Doe. 211; 29th Congress; 2d 
Session . 1847. 8vo., pp. 38. 
H. Second report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, to 
the Sen.ate and House of Representatives, showing the operations, expenditures, 
and condition of the Institution during the year 1847. January, 6, 1848, ordered 
to be printed. 30th Congress, 1st Session. Senate Miscellaneous No. 23. 
1848. 8vo., pp. 208. · 
I. Third annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion to the Senate and House of Representatives, showing the operations, expen-
ditures, and condition of the Institution, <luring the year 1848. February 19, 
1849, ordered to be printed. 30th Congress, 2d Se::,sion. IL R. Miscellaneous 
Ko. 48. 1849. 8vo., pp. 64. 
J. Programme of organization of the Smithsonian Institution. f Piesented in 
the first annual report of the secretary, and adopted by the Board of Regents, 
December 13, 1847.] 1847. 4to., pp. 4. 
K. Correspondence r~lative to the acceptance for publication of the etlmo-
logical memoir of Messrs. Squier and Davis. 8vo., pp. 8. 
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L. [Finit] Report of the organization committee of the Smithsonian Institu-
tion. Reprinted from the National Intelligencer, December S, 1846. Svo., PP· 8. 
M. Reports, Etc., of the Smithsonian Institution, exhibiting its plans, opera-
tions, and financial condition up to January 1, 1849. From the third annual 
report of the Board of Regents. Presented to Congress February 19, 1849. 
1849. Svo., pp. 72. 
N. Officers and Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, with the act of Con-
gress accepting the bequest, and the act incorporating said Institution. 1846, 
8vo., pp. 14. 
0. An act to establish the Smithsonian Institution. pp. 8. 
P. Hints on public architec ture, containing, among other illustrations, viev;s 
and plans of the Smithsonian Institution: together wi th an appendix relative to 
building materials. Prepared, on behalf of the building committee of the Smith-
sonian Institution, by Robert Dale Owen, chairman of the committee. 1849. 
4to., pp. 140, 1.6 plates and 99 woodcuts. 
Q. Check list of periodical_puhlications received in the reading-room of tbe 
Smithsonian Institution, for the year 1853. 1853. 4to., pp. 28. 
REGULAR SERIES. 
1. Ancient monuments of the Mississippi valley: cornp1ising the results of 
extensive original surveys and explorations. By E . G. Sqnier, A. M., and E. H. 
Davis, :M:. D. Accepted for pnblication by the SmithRoni:m Institution, June, 
1847. 4to., pp. 346, 4S plates and 207 woodcuts. (S. 0 . r.) 
2. Srnitl1sonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. I. 1848. 4to., pp. 346. 
48 plates and 207 woodcuts. 
C0?, 1'ENTS. 
(1.) Squier and Davis, Ancient monu mP.nts, Mississippi valley. 
3. Researches relative to the p1anet Neptune. Dy Sears 0. Walker, e~q. 
[1850.] 4to., pp. 60. (S. 0. rr. ' 
4. Ephemeris of cptune for the opposition of 184S. By Sears C. ,v alker; 
esq. 1 49. 4to., pp. 8. 
5. App ndix l. to vol. II. of the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 
[EphcmeriH of the planet cptuno for the date of the Lal:tn 1o observa{wu." of 
~fay :rnc1 10, 1795, and for tho opposition of l 46, '47, '4 , and 49. B.v 
► car 1• \\ alker, ·q. April, 184.9.] 4to., pp. 32. (, . . n.) 
6. ppencli.· II. t vol. II. of the , rnithsonian Contribntions to Knowl 1g 
·ontaining an cpb mcris of th planet r ptnnc for the year 1 50. By • eaf:i 
Walk r .-q. f pril, 1 50.] 4to., pp. 10. (S. C. rr.) 
7. ppendix III. t v l. IL of the ►' mithsonian Contribntion to I nowle ~ : 
Ephcm ·ri.· of th plan t ptnn for th year 1 51. By , car. 1• "\Valkcr. 
(l>c<'<•mher, 1 00.] 4t ., pp. 10. . n.) 
<·<·nltati 11 vi. ihl in th 
J)n rn<· . . ] 1 1 . 4t,. pp. L. 
'tate: during the year l 4. . jily J 
• • Cl,• ·nltntion · \'i il,l • in tllC' ·nitccl, 'tat .- dnrinrr thC' year 1 49. 
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under the direction and at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution. By J obn 
Downes. 1848. 4to., pp. 24. 
10. Occultations visible in the United Sta.tes during the year 1850. Com-
puted by John Downe;:;, at tbe expense of the fund appropri~ted by Congress for 
the establishment of a Nautical Almanac, and published by the Smithsonian 
Institution. 1849. 4to., pp. 2G. 
The~e three papers by Mr. Downes, Nos. 8, 9, 10, were not published in the series of 
Contributions. 
11. Occultations visible in tbe United States during the year 1851. Com-
puted by John Downes, at the expense of the fund appropriated by Congress for 
the establishment of a Nautical Almanac, and published by the Smithsonian 
Institution. [October,] 1850. 4to., pp. 26. (S. C. II.) 
12. On the vocal sounds of Laura Bridgeman, the blind deaf mute at Boston ; 
compared with the elements of phonetic language. By Francis Lieber. [1850.] 
4to., pp. 32, and one plate. (S. C. II.) 
13. Contributions to the physical geography of the United States. Part I. 
On the physical geography of the Mississippi valley, with suggestions for the 
improvement of tho navigation of the Ohio and other rivers: By Charles Ellet, 
jr., civil engineer. Received September 17, 1849. [1850.] 4to.,' pp. 64, 
and 1 plate. (S·. C. II.) 
14. A Memoir on Mosasaurus, and the three allied new genera, Holcodus, 
Conosaurus, and Amphorosteus. By Robert W. a;_.1:>bes, l\L D. Received 
November 15, 1849. [Nov~mber, 1850.] 4to., pp. 14, and 3 plates. (S. C. II.) 
15. Aboriginal monuments of the State of New York. Comprising the results 
of original surveys and explorations; with an illustrative appendix. By E. G. 
Squier, A. M. Accepted for publication, October 20, 1849. (1850.] 4to., pp· 
188, 14 pla,tes and 72 woodcuts. (S. C. n.) 
16. The classification of insects from embryological cfata. By Professor 
Lonis Agassiz. [Presented to tho American Association for the advancement of 
science, at Cambridge, August, 1849.J Received March 6, 1850. f1850.] 
4to., pp. 28, and one plate. (S. ·c. II) 
17. Memoir on the explosiveness of nitre, with a view to elucidate its agency 
in the tremendous explosion of July: 1S45, in New York. By Robert Hare, J\1.D. 
Accepted for publication, October, 1849. [1850.] 4to., pp. 20. (S. C. II.) 
18. Report on the history of the discovery of N eptnne. By Benjamin 
Aptborp Gould, jr. 1850. 8vo., pp. 56. 
19. Directions for meteorological observations, intendo<l for the first class 
of observers. [By Arnold Guyot.] 1850. 8vo., pp. 40, and 9 woodcuts. 
20. Microscopical examination of soundings, made by the United States Coast 
Survey off the Atlantic coast of the Unite<l States. By Professor J. vV. Bailey. 
[.January, 1851.] 4to., pp. 16, and 1 plate. (S. C. II) 
21. :U ourth annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, to the Senato and House of lloprosentatives, showing the operations, 
expenditures, ::i.nd condition of the Institution during the year 1849. ~1st Con-
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gress, 1st Session. Senate Miscellaneous No. 12·0. Read July 29, 1850. 
Ordere<l to be printerl July 30, 1850. 8vo, pp. 272. 
22. Phntre Wrightianre Texano-Neo-Mexicanre. By Professor Asa Gray, 
M. D. Part I. Accepted for publication March, 1850. [March, 1852.] 4to., 
pp. 146, anrl 10 plates. (S. 0. m.) 
An account of a collection of plants made by Charles Wright in western Te:;as, New Mex-
ico, and Sonora. in the years 185 l and 1852. 
23. Microscopical observations made in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. 
By Professor J. W. Bailey. Accepted for public~tion December 1, 1850. [1851.] 
4to., pp. 48, and 3 plates. (S. C. II.) . 
24. Appendix I. to vol. III. of the S1nithsonian Contributions to Knowledge; 
containing an ephemeris of the planet Neptune for the year 1852. By Sears C. 
Walker, es-1. [1853.] 4to., pp. 10. (S. C. III.) 
25. Notices of public libmries in the United States of America. By Charles 
0. Jewett, librarian of the Smithsonian Institution. Printed by order of Con-
gress as an appendix to the fourth annual report of the Board of Regents of 
the Smithsonian Institution. 1851. 8vo., pp. 210. 
26. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. II. 185]. 4to., PP· 
464, and 24 plates. 
CONTENTS, 
(3.) Walker. Researches relative to Neptune. 
( 12.) Lieber. Vocal sounds of Laura Brid6emn.n. 
(20.) Bailey. Microscopical soundings off Atlantic coast. 
( 13.) Ell et. Physical geography Mississippi valley aud improvement of rivers. 
(14 ) Gibbes. Mosasaurus and three allied genera. 
( 16.) Agassiz. Classification of insects from embryological data. 
(17.) Hare. Explosiveness of nitre. 
(2:3.) Bailey. Microscopical observations in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida. 
(15.) Squier. Aboriginal monuments of state of New York. 
(4.) Walker. Ephemeris of Neptune for 1848. 
(6.) Walker. Ephemeris of Neptune for 1850. 
(7.) Walker. Ephemeris of Neptune for 1851, 
(l l.) Downes. Occultatious visible in the United States in 1851. 
27. On recent improvements in the chemical arts. By Professor Jame 
Booth and Campbell Mor.fit. 1852. 8vo., pp. 216. (l\l. 0. II.) 
2 . 1!.,ifth annual report of tho Boar<1 of Regents of the Smithsonian In:::ti-
tution, to tho Senate and llouso of Ilepresontati ves, i;howing the operati01 :-
expenditure , and condition of tbe Institution, during the year 1 50. 'p' ·i. 
se.-sion, .. farcl1, 1851. , 'enato 11is<.;ollaucous No. 1. Read March l; l u51. 
• Order d to be printed March 7. 1 51. Svo., pp. 326. 
2 . 00cnltatiou. vi!-4ihlc in the Unite<1 States dnrin(l' the ycn.r l .32. 
pnt<:cl hy ,John Downc:s, nt th xp n ·e of the fund appropriated by on!rr ' 
tlw -.'tahli.·h11J('n t of n, auti eal .Almanac, and pul1li.-lwcl hy the , 'midi 
ln. titntion. 1 5 l. 4 o., pp. :34, (, ' . U. nr.) 
:rn. J<>Utrihutiom; t > th, natnral bi t-Lory of the fr ·h water fi lie of 
~m •ri "t. Dy UJ1arlc Girard. I -A monograph £ th cottoids. ~\. CC 
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for pu1)1icatiun December, 1850. [December, 1S51.] 4to., pp. SO, and 3 p1atcs. 
(S. C. III.) 
31. A Collection of meteorofogical tables, with other tables useful in pruc-
tica1 meteorology. Prepared by order of the Smithsonian Institution. By 
Arnold Guyot. 1852. 8vo., pp. 212. 
32. Nereis Boreali-Arnericana: or, contributions to 
algre of North America. Part I.-Melanospermere. 
Henry Harvey. Accepted for publication July, 1851. 
pp. 152, and 12 colored plates. (S. C. nr.) 
a l1istory of the rnari1~c 
By Professor William 
[January, 1852.] 4to., 
33. 'The Law of deposit of the flood tide: its dynamical action ancl office. 
By Charles Henry Davis, Lieutenant U. S. Navy. Accepted for publication 
December, 1851. [1852.] 4to._, pp. 14. (S. C. rn.) 
34. Directions for collecting, preserving, and transporting spe~imens of natural 
history. Prepared for the use of the Smithsonian Institution. rrhird edition. 
March 1859. Svo., pp. 40., 6 woodcuts. (:M. C. n.) 
35. Observations on terrestrial magnetism. By Professor John Locke, 
Accepted for publication July, 1851. lApril, 1852.] 4to., pp. 30. (S. 0. nr.) 
36. Researches on electrical rheometry. By Professor A Secchi. Accepted 
for publication September, 1850. [May, 1852,l 4to., pp. GO, and 3 plates. (S. 
C.m.) 
37. Descriptions of ancient works in 01110. 
cepted for publication l\fay, 1850. [1851.] 
(S. 0. III.) 
By Charles Whittlesey. Ac-
4to., pp. 20, and 7 pbtes. 
38. Smithsonian Cont.ributions to Knowledge. Vol. III. 1852. 4to., PP. 
564, and 35 plates. 
CONTENTS. 
(35.) Locke. Terrestrial magnetism. 
(:36.) Seccoi. Electrical rheometry. 
(:30.) Girard. Monograph of the cottoids. 
(3:2.) Harvey. M1rine algre of North America. Part I.-){elanoc;permere. 
(22.) Gray. Plantre Wrightianre Tenno-Neo-Mexicame. P1:1,rt I. 
(33.) Davis. Law of deposit of the flood tide. 
(:i7.) Wbittlesey. Descriptions of ancient works in Ohio. 
(24 ) Walker. Ephemeris of tl.te planet Neptune for 1852. 
(29.) Downes. Occultations visible in United States during 1832. 
39. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. IV. 1852. 4to, pp. 42.G. 
CONTENTS. 
( 40.) Riggs. Dakota Grammar and Dictionary. 
40. Gramma,r and dictionary of the Dakota langnage. Collected by the 
members of the Dakota mission. Edited hy Rev. t,. R. Riggs, A. M., Mission-
ary of the American Board of Commissioners for 1!-,oreign Missions, under the 
patronage of the Historical Society of Minnesot:1. Accepted for publication 
December, 1851. [1852.] 4to., pp. 414. (S. 0. 1v.) ' 
A small edition of the grn,mrnar only was printed separately. 
28 s 
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41. Uemoir on the extinct species of American ox. By ,Joseph Leidy, M. 
D. Accepted for_publ_ication September, 1852. fDecembor, 1852.] 4to., pp. 
20, and 5 plates. (S. C. v.) · 
42. Plantre Wrightianre Texano-Neo-1'-fexicanre. 
Asa Gray. Accepted for publication October, 1852. 
pp. 120, and 4 plates. (S. C. v.) 
Part II. By Professor 
f Feunw..ry, 1853.] 4to., 
43. N ereis Boreali-America~a: or, contributions to a history of the marine 
algre of North America. Part II.-Rhoclospermere. By Professor W. H. Har-
vey. [March, 1853.] 4to., pp. 262, and 24 plates, colored. ( S. C. v.) 
44. A flora and fauna within living animals. By Joseph Leidy, l\L D. 
Accepted for publication December, 1851. [ April, 1853.] 4to., pp. 68, and 
10 plates. (S. C. v.) 
45. Anatomy of the nervous system of Rana pipiens. By Jeffries Wyman, 
M. D. Accepted for publication May, 1852. [March, 1853.] 4to., pp. 52, 4 
woodcuts and 2 plates. (S. C. v.) 
46. Plantre Fremontianre; or, descriptions of plants collected by Colonel J. 
C. Pr6munt in California. By John 'I1orrey, F. L. S. AccPptecl for publication 
September, 1850. (1853.] · 4to., pp. 24, and 10 plates. (S. C. vr.) 
4 7. On the construction of catalognes of libraries, and t1ieir pnblication by 
means of separate, stereotyped titles. ·with rules an<l examples. By Charles C. 
Jewett, Librarian of the Smithsonian Institution. 1852. 8 vo., pp. 78. Second 
edition, 1853. 8vo., pp. 108. 
48. Bibliographia Americana Historico-Natnralis. A. D. 1851. Auctore 
Carolo Giran.l. December, 1852. 8vo., pp. 68. 
49. Catalogue of north Amer.ican rep tiles in the mnsenm of the Smith ,onian 
Institution. Part !.-Serpents. By S. F. Baird ancl 0. Girard. January 
1 53. 8vo., pp. 188. (M. 0. n.) 
50. Synopsis of the marine invortebrnta of Gran cl l\fanan: or the region al,ou 
the month of the Bay of Fundy, New Brnn~wick. By Willia.fn timpson. 
Accepted for publication January, 1853. [.March, 1853,l 4to., pp. G and 3 
plate . ( '. 0 . vr.) 
51. Sixth annual report of the Boarcl of Regents of the mith.:ouian In. i-
tntion, t tho 'en ate ancl Ilouse of R cpre entativos, showinO' the op ration.::, 
expenditure , and condition of the In titn tion clnring the year 1 51 and the pru-
c •cclinrrs of tho Board of' Regents 11p to cbte. f 32d Oongrc · , 1 t ::,e · ion ;..; '11. ·e 
Ii ·. -o. 10 . 1 52. vo., pp. 104. 
52. ·winds of the northern hemi 'phere. By Profc or Jame , II. offin. _\.. - · 
· · pt c1 for pnb1i '1-tt ion ,._ ovemhcr, 1 'l0. Rcvi.::cd, ov 1 ml,cr 1 52. [--o,· · 
h •r, 1 ,:;:J.] 4to., pp. 200, 13 plate , and 6 wvodcnt . . VI.) 
r::3 . Purtr. its of north Am ri an Indians, with kctc11c' of ;· 
l ain tc•1l hy J. :\L , 'ta11l v. Dcpo ·it cl with the 'mith ·ocian 
[l>P<·<•1J1h ·r 1 .:;~.] vo. pp. 76. (JI. 1. II.) 
ii 1. (> 'C"11lations or pla.u •t. anl1 .tn.r ' hy th moon, durinrr th y r 
om iu ·<1 l,y ,John 1 own'., at th xp n · of the fund a.1 pr priatc I 
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gress for the estabEslrncnt of n, Nautic:11 A1m:1nac, and published by the Smith-
sonian InsLtutioa. 1853. 4to., pp. 3G. (S. 0. vr.) 
55. Smithsoniaa Contributio:1s to Knowledge. Vol. V. 1853. 4to., PP· 
.53S, aml 45 plates. 
CONTENTS. 
(44.) Leidy. Flora and fauna within living animals. 
(41.) Leidy. Extinct species of American ox. 
( 45.) Wyman. Anatomy of the nervou,; sy1;tem of Rana pipiens. 
(43) Harvey. Marine algre of North America. _ Part II.-Rh0dospermere. 
(42.) Gray. Plantre Wrightianre. Part II. 
5G. Smithsonian Contributions to Kno,vledge. Vol. V!. 1S54. 4to., pp. 
476, and 53 plates. 
CONTENTS. 
( 46.) Torrey. Plantre Fremontianre. 
t 60.) Torrey. Batis maritima. 
(61.) Torrey.· Darlingtonia californica. 
(50.) Stimpson. Mt1.rine invertebrata of Grand Mana n, 
(5~.) Coffin. Winds of the northern hemL,phere. · 
(5':3.) Leidy. Ancient fauna of Nebraska. 
(54.) Downes. Oeculta~ions during the year 1853. 
57. Seventh annual report. of the B:mr~ of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institiltion, to the S3n:1te and H.mse of Representatives, showing the operations, 
expenditures, and condition of the Institution during the year 18,?2, and the pro-
ceec1ings of the B::mrJ of R36ents up to d:1te. [32d Congress, 2d session, Senate 
Mis. No. 53 .] 1853. 8vo., pp. 96. 
58. The ancient fauna of Nebraska: or, a qescr1 ption of remains of exti;ct 
marnma!ia and chelonia, from the nfaavaises 'l'erres of Nebraska. By Professor 
Joseph Leidy, M. D. Accepted for pnblication December, 1S52. [June, 1853.] 
4to., pp. 126, 3 woodcuts, and 25 plates. (S. 0. vr.) 
59. Account of a tornado near New Harmony, Indiana, April 30, 1852, with 
a map of the trndr, &c. By John Ohappelsmith, Accepted for publication 
December, 185'J. [ April, 1855.] 4to., pp. 12, one map, one plate, and two wood-
1:mts. (S. 0. vrr.) 
GO. Observations on the B:xtis maritima of Li.nnams. By Jolm Torrey, l!,. 
L. S. Accepted for publica.tion September, 1850. [ April, 1853.] 4to., pp. 8, 
and 1 plate. (S. 0 . vr) 
61. On the D::irlinJfrmia californica j a new pitcher-plant from northern Oali-
ifornia. By John 'l'orr ·y, I!,. L. S. Accepted for publication September, 1850. 
[April, 1833.] 4~o., pp. 8, ancl 1 plate. (S. 0. vr.) ·. 
G2. Catalogue of the described coleoptera of the United States. By 
Friedrich Ern:it Uels~wimer, 1\1. D. Revised by S. S. Haldeman nnd J. L. Le 
Conte. July, 18:>3. 8vo., pp. 190. 
63. otes on new spQcies a:1d localities of microscopical organisms. By 
Profc::;sur J. 'rV. B.tilcy, M. D. Acceptecl for publicativn N ove:nber, 18[;3. 
[.FQl>rua,ry 1 '54 .j 4to., pp. 16, 4 woodcu~s, ac1d l plate. (S. 0. v11.) 
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64. List of foreign institutions in correspondence with tho Smithsonian Insti-
tution. 1856. Svo., pp. lG. 
65. Registry of periodicn,l phenomena. Folio, pp. 4. 
66. 'I.1he annubr eclipse of May 2G, 1854. Published under the authority 
of Hon. James 0. Dobbin, Secretary of tho Navy, by the Smithsonian Institu-
tion and Nautical Almanac. 1854. 8vo., pp. 14, and 1 map. 
67. Eighth annual report of the Bo
0
ard of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, showing the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution up 
to January 1, 1854, and the proceedings of the Board up to July 8, 1854 
[33d Congress, 1st session, House of Representatives, :i.\fis. Doc. No. 97.] 1854. 
8vo., pp. 310. 
This is tbe first of the series of annual repJrts published by Congress as a bounn volume. 
:mrl it contains amon!?' other articles the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, aud seve? th 
reports of Professor Henry, the secretary ; reports of committee on distri butio~ of ~m1_t h-
sonian income; ""ill of Smithson; notices of life of Smithson, and list of his scwntific 
papers; Acts of Congress accepting the bequest, and establishing the Institution. 
68. Vocabulary of the jargon or trade language of Oregon. [By Dr. Il. 
Rush Mitchell, United States Navy, with additions by Professor W.W. Turner. 
April, 1853.] 8vo., pp. 22. 
69. Listof clomo3ticinstitutions in correspondence with the Smithsonian Insti-
tution. 1853. 8vo., pp. 16. 
70. 'l'he antiquities of Wisconsin, n.s surveyed ~nd described. By I. A. Lnp-
bam, civil engineer, Etc., on behalf of the American Antiqnarian Society. 
Accepted for publication, December, 1853. [May, 1855.] 4to., pp. 1U£, 61 
woodcuts and 55 plates. (S. 0. VII.) 
71. Archreology of tho United States, or sketches, historical and biblio-
graphical, of the progress of information and opinion respecting vestiges of 
antiqnity in the United States. By Samuel l!,. Haven. Accepted for publica-
tion, January, 1855. f July, 1856.] 4to., pp.172. (S. C. VIII.) 
72. A memoir on the extinct sloth tribe of North America. By Profe or 
,TosephLoicly, M.D. Accopteclforpublication,Dccemuer, 1 53. [June, 1 J5.] 
4to. , pp. 70, nncl 16 pfatos. · (S. 0. VII.) 
73. Appendix. Publications of l earned societies ancl periodical in the 
library of tho mithsonian Institution. Part I. [December 31, 1854.] f 1 55.] 
4to., pp. 40. (• '. 0. VII.) 
7 4. . alalogne of publications of the Smithsonian In 'titution. Oorrecte l to 
,Tnn , J G~. Svo., pp. 52. pr. . v .) 
75. Ninth annual r port of the Board of ReO'ent · of the Smith onian In ·titntio 
l 
. 0 
s wwmg th ·op ·rations, oxpcncliturc.·, and condition of the Institution up to Jnn• · 
a.ry 1 l :j[j an<l the proce •<ling.· of th B arcl up to Fobrnary 21 1 55. [3 
Con~rc ·-; :i 1 ,·t•.·~ion; II n:o of Il epr ','on ta.Lives, Mi . D c. o. 37.J 1 .i5. 
pp. '1 1 ".1. \\OOtlcut.• . 
71;. • 'n1itli.onian ontrib11tion to I I owfoc~,,·r. 
J:,·! ~ 0 \\' ,utl ·11t. an<l 7,1 plat ·s. 
ol. II. 1 5:i. -11 • 
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CONTENTS. 
(59) Chappelsmith. Tornado near New Harmony, Indiana. 
(63.) Bailey. New species and localities of microscopic organisms. 
(70.) Lap barn. Antiquities of Wisconsin. · 
(7Z.) Leidy. Extinct sloth tribe of North America. 
(73.) Publications of societ,ies and periodicals in Smithsonian Library. Part J. 
77. 'l'enth annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution, showing· the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution up 
to January 1, 1856, and the proceedings of the Board np to March 22, 1856. 
[34th Congress, 1st session, Senate Mis. Doc. No. 73.] 1856. 8vo., pp. 440, 
79 woodcuts. 
78. Smiths?nian Contributions to Knowledge . . Vol. VIII. 1856. 4to., pp. 
556, 9 plates and 27 woodcuts. 
CONTENTS. 
(71.) Haven. Arcbreology of the United States. 
(81.) Olmsted. Recent secular period of aurora borealis. 
(80.) Alvord. Tangencies of circles a_nd of spheres. 
(82.) Jones. Chemical and pb ysiologieal investigations relative to vertebra ta. 
(84) Force. Auroral Phenomena in Higher Northern Latitudes. 
(t35.) Pt,blieatious of societies and periodicals in _ Smithsonian Library. Part II. 
79. New tab !es for determining ·the values of the coefficients, in the pertur-
hative function of planetary motion, which depend upon the ratio of the mean 
flistances. By John D. Runkle. Accepted for publication, November, 1855. 
[November, 1856.] 4to.; pp. 64. (S. C. rx.) 
80. The tangencies of circles and o.f spheres. By Benjamin Alvord, major 
United States Army. Accepted for publication, January, 1855. [January, 1856.] 
4to., pp. 16, 25 woodcuts and 9 plates. (S. C. vm.) 
81. On the recent secular period of the aurora borealis. By Professor Denison 
Olmsted, LL.D. Accepted for publication, January, 1855. [May, 1856.] 
4to., pp. 52. (S. 0. v111.) 
82. Investigations, chemical and physiological, relative to certain American 
vertebrata. By Professor Joseph Jones, M. D. Accepted for _publication; 
.March, 1856. [July, 1856.] 4to., pp. 150, and 27 vvoodcuts. (S. 0. Viii.) 
83. On the relative intensity of the heat and light of the sun upon different 
latitudes of the earth. By L. W. Meech, A. M. Accepted for publication, 
September, 1855. [November, 1856] 4to., pp. 58, 5 woo~cuts and 6 plates. 
(S. C. IX.) 
84. Appendix. Record of auroral phenomena observed in the higher northern 
latitudes. Oompile!l by Peter Poree. [ J uiy, 1856 J 4to., pp. 122. (S. C. v111.) 
85. Appendix. Publications of learned societies and periodicals in the library 
of the Smithsonian Institution. Part IL [May, 1856.] 4to.
1 
pp. 38. (S. C. 
VII I.) 
86. qbservations ~n Mexican history and arch:::eology, with a special noticf. 
of Zap tee remains, as delineated in Mr. J. G. Sawkins's drawings of J\,litla, Etc. 
By Brantz foyer. Accepted for publication, June, 1856. [November, 1856.] 
4to., pp. 36, 17 woodcnts and 4 plates. (S. C. 1x.) 
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87. Psychrometrical table : for determining the elastic force of aqueous 
vapor, and the relative humidity of the a tmosphere from indications of tho 
wet and the dry bulb thermometer, Fahrenheit. By James H. Coffin, .A.. :11. 
1856. Svo., pp. 20. (M. 0. 1.) 
88. R 9searches on the ammonia-cobalt bases. By ,v olcott Gibbs and 
} .. 'rederick Aug. Genth. Accepted for pub1ication, July, 1856. [December, 
1856.] 4to, pp. 72, 21 woodcuts. (S. 0 1x.) 
89. North American Oology. By r.rhomas M. Brewer, l\L D. Part I.- · 
Raptores and :E'issirostres. Accepted for publication, February, 1856. f 1857.] 
/pp. 140, and 5 plates. (S. 0. XL) · 
90. Illustrations of surface geology. By Professor Edward Hitchc0ck, 
LL.D. Accepted for publication, January, 1856. [April, 1857.] 4to., pp. 164, 
2 woodcuts and 12 plates. (S. 0. 1x.) 
91. Annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
showing the operations, expenditures, ancl condition of the Institution for the year 
1856, and the proceedings of the Board up to January 28, J 857. 34th Con-
gress, 3d Session~ House of Representatives, Mis. Doc. No. 55. 1857. Svo., 
pp. 468 ; 69 woodcuts. 
92. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. IX. 1857. 4to., PP· 
482, and 22 plates. 
CONTENTS: 
(R3.) Meecb. Intensity of heat and ligbt of sun upon diffare~t latitudes. 
(90.) Hitchcock. Illustrations of surface geology. 
(r.36.) ~fayer. Mexican history and arch~ology, and Z::i.potec remains. 
(88 ) Gibbs and Genth. Researche~ on am:nonia-cobalt bases. 
• (79.) Runkle. New tables, planetary motion. 
(04.) Runkle. AsteroiJ supplement to new tables. 
93. Smithsonian meteorological observations for the year 1855. (Prjnted 
for examination by tbe observers.) 1857. Svo., pp. 118. 
Printt>d merely to enable observers to verify their records, and disliributed only to them. 
The same material is embodied in No. 157: "Results of Meteorological Observations," & c. 
94. Asteroid supplement to neW' tables for determining the value~ ,! 
b<;> ::ml its derivatives. By John.D. Runkle. Acceptel1 for publication Toycm-
ber, 1 fi5. ['May, 1:'857.] 4to., pp. 72. (S. O. 1x. ) 
95. creis Borra1i- mericana: or, contributions to the hi tory of the mmi nc 
algm of ortb Am rica. Part III.-Ohlorospermere. By Profcssi')r ,-rilliam 
Henry Ifarvcy, :\I. D. Accepted for publication, SJpteml>er, 1 57. [)L. r ·h. 
l 5 . ] 4to., pp. 142, and 14 plate·, colored. ( . 0. x.) 
~he ('?lor d _plut_Ps aro to be fonnd in the extrn copies, 'most of the edition inserted in t 
{;fl '!:I ot ·outnbut10n!:I having plain plates. · 
9G. Pr i rrali- m ricana: r, contribution. t a bistory f the m, 
a},,.,c of T1Jrtb ~\.mcrica. By Profo ·.·: ,r ,villiam Heury IL1.rvey, ::)I. D. In t 
part. with f>O olfJr · 1 plat ·. May, 1 :.; . 4to., pp. 5G •• 
rvation: in h rcti • • as. Dv Elisha Ken r 
la.,le during th• ,.·cc ml Grinuc11 •xpct1ition in 
.,, 
·1 
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of Sir ,John Fran1din, in 1853-'54-'55, at Van Rensselaer Harbor, and other 
points on the west coast of Greenland. Reduced and discussed _hy. Charles 
A. Schott, assistant United States Coast Survey. · Accepted for pubhcn.t10n :M:ay, 
1858. [1859.] · 4to., pp. 72; one woodcut and two plates. (S. C. x.) 
98. Grammar and dictionary of tlie Y ornba language. • With an introductory 
description of the country and people of Yoruba. By the Rev. T. J. Bowen, 
l\Iissionary of the Sonthern B11ptist Convention. Accepted for publication :M:ay, 
1858. [June, 1858.] 4to:, pp. 232, and one map. (S. C. x.) 
99. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. X. J 858. 4to., pp. 
462, and 17 plates. 
CONTENTS. 
(95.) H:;irvey. Marine algre. Part III. Chlorospermere. 
(97.) Kane. Magnetical observations in the Arctie seas. 
(98. ) Bu~en. Grammar and dicti0nary of the Yoruba languA.ge. 
1.00. An Account of the total eclipse of tl1e sun on September 7, 1S58, as 
observed near Olmos, Peru. By Lieutenant J. M. Gilliss. Accepted for pub-
lication, January, 1859. [April, 1859.] 4to., pp. 22; 1 woodcut and 1 plate. 
(S. 0. XI.) 
101. Map of the solar eclipse of March 15, 1858. By Rev. Thomas Hill, 
of \Y a1tbam, Massachusetts. Published by the Smithsonian Institution for dis-
tribution among its observers. January, 1858. 8vo., pp. 8, and one plate. 
102. Catalogue of the described diptera of North America. Prepared for the 
Smithsonian Institution by R. Osten Sacken. January, 1858. 8vo., pp. 112. 
[With supplement of four pag~s. Octo1)er, 1859.] (M. C. 111.) 
103. Meteorological observations made at Providence, Rhode Island, extend-
ing over a period of twenty-eight years and a half, from December, 1831, to May, 
1860. By Professor Alexis Caswell. · Aceepted for publication, August, 1859. 
• [October, 1860.J 4to., pp. 188. (S. C. x11.) 
104. Meteorological ol,servations in the Arctic Seas. By EHsha Kent Kane, 
M. D., U. S. Navy. Made during the second Grinnell expedition in search 
of Sir J olm Franklin, in 1853, 1854, and 1855, at Van Rensselaer llarbor, and 
other points on the west coast of Greenland. Reduced and discussed by 
Charles, A. Schott, assistant Unitet1 States Coast Survey. Accepted for publi-
cation May, 1858. [November, 1859.] 4to., pp. 120, 10 woodcuts. (S. C. xi.) ' 
105. Catnlogue of North American mammals, chiefly in the museum of the 
Smithsonian Institution. B_y Spencer :E'. Daird. July, 1857. 4to., pp. 22. 
Reprinted from Vol. VIII of Pacific Railroad Report. 
106. Catalogue of North American birds, chiefly in the musenm of the 
Smithsonian Institution. By Spencer :E'. Bainl. October, 1858. 4to., pp. 42. 
Reprinted from Vol. IX of Pacific Railroad Report. 
107. Annual report of tho Doad of Il,pgents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
showing th operations, expenditures, and Qonclition of the Institution for the 
year 1 57. 35th Congrc~s, 1st Session, Senate M:is. Doc. No. 272. 1858. 
vo., pp. 43 ; 100 woodcuts. 
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108. CatnJ?gue of North Americ:111 birds, chiefly in the museum of the Smith-
sonian Institution. Dy Spencer F. Baird. Fi{·st octavo editiun. 1859. Svo., 
pp. 24. (M:. C. II.) 
Of this work an edition has been printed for labelling, with one side of each leaf blank. 
109. Annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
showing the operations, expenditnres, and condition of the Institution for the 
year 1858. ·35th Congress, 2d Session, Senate Mis. Doc. No. 49. 1859. Svo., 
pp. 448, 48 woodcuts. 
110. Annna1 report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
sl1owing the operations, expenditures, anrl condition of the Institution for the 
year 1859. 36th Congress, 1st Ses::,iun, House of Representatives, Mis. Doc. 
No. 90. 1860. 8vo., pp. 450; 55 woodcuts. 
111. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XI. • 1859. 4to., 
pp. 506, and 23 plates. 
CONTENTS. 
(89.) Brewer. North American Oology. Part I. Raptores and Fissirostres. 
(lUO.) Gilliss. Total eclipse of the sun, September 7, ltl58, in Puru. 
( 113.) Bache. Magnetic and meteorological observations. Part I. 
( 114. ) Kane. Meteorological obs1c.rvations in the Arctic seas. 
(l:Z6.) Le Conte. Coleoptera of Ka.rn;as and Eastern New Mt:lxico. 
( 114. ) Sonntng. Observations on terreRtrial magnetism in Mexico. 
(1~7.) Loomis. On certain storms in Europe and America, December, 1836. 
112. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XII. 1860. Pages 
540, 3 plates, and 12 woodcuts. 
CONTENTS. 
( 12!l.) Kane. Astronomical observations in the Arctic seas. 
(llH.) Whittlesey. Fluctuations uf level in North American lakes. 
( I 03.) Caswell. .Meteorological observat.iuns at Provide11ce, Rh,,de lslan i, 28½ years. _ 
( l 31 ) Smith. Meteorological ubservativns near \Vashiogton, Arkansas, ZO years. 
( J 35.) Mitdrnll. Researches upon venom of tho rnttlesnake. 
113. Di::,cnssion of the magnetic and meteorological observations made at the 
Girard College observatory, Philaclelphia, in 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1 44, and 
1845 . Part I. Im·estigation of the e1even year period in the amplitu,1c of 
~he rnlar-dinrnal variation ancl of the disturbances of the magnetic declination. 
ny A. D . Dache, LL.D. Accepted for publication, J unc, 1 50. [ ... 'uvember 
l , 59.] 4to., pp. 22, 5 wooclcnts. ( '. C. xu.) 
This papPr forms Pu.rt I of ' ction 1 of the Discussion relating to the Declination. 
114. h.-crvati ns 011 terrestrial magncti m in fcxir.o. Cornlnctcd 1111,lcr he 
11ir ·c·tion of Baron on foll r with no te• and ifln:lration , of an xamina i n 
of tlie volC'ano Popocatapetl and its viciuity. By Angn::;t , 'onntacr. · · ·p 
for puhli ·ati n, )lay 1 5 . [.l! uruary, 1 GO.] 4lo., pp. 02, 4 w> ,l ut '; 3 nd 
Oll(' pla.tc:. (, '. '. X I. ) 
l_Li. },.·tracts from th pro rr,l~ngs of the Board of TI crrnt f the mi• · 
111 • l1 I 11. itntion in rplation to the •l • •tro-ma,o·n tic t •legraph. [l (.il.] ,· •• 
IP·, I • ~ \'oorlc·nt · pr. '. JT.J 
l prmt d from l'ru ·' ·<liu,., f th • l unrd of •gents for ] ;;7, 
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116. List of public libraries, institutions, and societies in the lT nited States 
and British provinces of North America. (:E'rom "Manual of Libraries," etc., by 
William J. Rhees.) 1859. 8vo., pp. 84. 
117. Catalogue of publications of Societies and of other periodical works in 
the library of the Smithsonian Institution, jnly 1, 1858. Foreign works. 
1859. 8vo., pp. 264. (M. C. III.) 
118. Catalogue of the described lepidoptera of North America. Prepared 
for the Srµithsonian Institution. By John G. Morris. May, 1860. 8vo., pp. 
76. (M:. 0. 111.) 
119. On fluctuations of level in the North American lakes. By Charles 
Whittlesey. Accepted for publication, April, 1859. [July, 1860.J 4to., pp. 
28,_ and 2 plates. (S. C. x11.) 
120. Results of meteorological observations made at Marietta, Ohio, between 
1826 and 1859, inclusive. By S. P. Hildreth, M. D.; to which are added results 
of observations taken at Marietta, by Mr. Joseph Wood, between 1817 nnd 
1823. Reduced and discussed at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution. 
By Charles A. Schott. · Accepted for publication, June, 1867. [September, 
1867.] 4to., pp. 52, 14. woodcuts. 
121. Discussion of the magnetic and meteorological observations made at 
the Girard College Observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 
and 1845. Part IL-Investigation of the so1ar~c1iurrrnl variation in the mag-
netic declination and its annual inequality. By A. D. Bache, LL.D. 
Acc'epted for publication, September, 1860. [June, 1862.J 4_ to., pp. 2~, 8 
woodcuts. (S. C. xm.) 
122. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. 1862. Vol. I. 8vo,; pp. 738. 
CONTENTS. 
( 19.) ( 148.) Directions for meteorological observations. 
(87 ) C1J:ffin. Psychrometrical tables. 
qi.) (15:J ) Guyot. Meteorological and physical tables. 
123. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. 1862. Vol. II. 8vo., pp. 715. 
CONTENTS. 
(27 .) Booth and Morfit. Recent improvements in chemical arts. 
(115.) ProcP-edings Board Regents in relat ,on to the electro-magnetic telegraph. 
(53.) Stanley. Catalogue portraits N urth American Indians. 
(108.) Baird. Catalogue of North American bi1ds. 
( 49. ) Ilttird and Girard. Catalogue North American reptiles; Serpents. 
(128.) Check-list shells North America. 
(:~4.) Directions for collect.ing. 
(137.) Circular to officers Hudson Bay Company. 
( 13!).) Instructions for collectiug nests and eggs. 
(11i3.) North American grasshoppers. 
( 176.) North American shells. 
( 138.) Morgan. Circular respecting relationship. 
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124. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. III. 8vo., pp. 772. 
CONTENTS. 
(102.) Osten Sacken. Catalogue diptera North America. 
(116.) Morris. Catalogue described lepidvptera North America. 
( 136.) Le Conte. Classification coleoptera. I. 
( 117.) Catalogue publicc1,tions of Societies in Smithsonian library. 
125. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. IV. 8vo., pp. 760. 
CONTENTS. 
( 134.) Hagen. Synopsis of North American neuroptera. 
(133.) Morris. Synopsis of North American lepiuoptera. 
126. The coleoptera of Kansas and Eastern New Mexico. By John L. 
Le Conte, JYL D. Accepted for publication, October 1859. · [December, 1859.J 
pp. 64 and 3 plates. (S. C. xr.) 
127. On certain stoi·ms in Europe anrl America, December, 1836. 
fessor Elias Loomis, LL. D. Accepted for publication, August, 1859. 
ruary, 1860.] 4to., pp. 28, and J 3 pbtes. (S. C. ~r.) 
By Pro-
[Feb-
128 . . Check-lists of the she11s of North America. Prepared for tlrn Smith-
soni:m Institution, by Isaac Lea, P. P. Carpenter, Wm. Stimpson, '\V. G. Bin-
ney, and rremple Prime. June, 1860. 8vo., pp. 52. (:M:. C. 11.) 
An edition for labelling has been printed with one side of each leaf blank. 
129. Astronomical observations in th0 Arctic seas. Bv Elisha Kent Kane, 
J\'[. D., U. S. N . Made during the second Grinnell expedition in search of 
Sir John :Franklin, in 1853, 1854
7 
and 1855, at Van Rensselaer Harbor, and 
otl1cr poiuta in tbe vicinity of the northwest coast of Greenfand. Reduced 
and discnssed by Charles A. Schott, assistant United States Coast Sun.Tey. 
Accepted for publication, Uarcb, 18G0. [May, 18G0.] 4to., pp. 56, 3 wood-
cuts, and 1 plate. (S. 0. x 11.) 
130. Tidal observc.1,tions in the Arctic seas. By Elisha Kent Kane, l\1. D., 
U. S . Ia<le durinO' the secon<l Grinnell expedition in search of -.ir John 
Franklin, in 1853, 1854, and 1855, at Van R en sela.er harlwr. Rcdnced and 
di:cnH ·eel, by Charles A. Schott1 assistant Unitocl States Coast Survey. Accepted 
for pnblicn.tion, July, 18G0. [October, 18G0.] 4to., pp. 90, 3 woodcut and 4 
ptttc . ( .'. . X I II.\ 
131. .l.1 •trorolo<rical observations made near \Vashin<Tton, Arkansas, extend-::, ' 
in(J' over a period of twenty years, from 1840 to 1 59, inclnsi vc. By ... Tatlmn D. 
i 'mitli, I. D. Accepted for publication, January, 1 60. [October, 1 GO.] 4 ·· 
pp.%. V '1. X II. ) 
1~3:2. Di:c11::ion of the rna<rneti an<l mcteoroloo-ical oh ervrttions m:u1' a 
'inml ·011 •rrp Ous rvatory, Pbiludelpliia, in 1 ,:1,·o, 1 41, 1 4.2 1 .i;J 1 -U. a 
1 ' 1;;. Part UL-Inv ~ti 0 ·ation of lite illfluencc of the moon on the 111a"'n • 
11 ·cliu: tio11 . By \.. l . Bael1c, LL.I). cc pt d for pul,licatiun, 
l GO. [,J1t11 ·, 1 'G:2.] •Ho., pp. lG ;3 wooc1 ·nt. ( '. C. ~-11 1.) 
_ 1 :;:;_ • 'y1 op. i · of' th· cl·. tri l><·11 lepi,1opt 'l\ of .1.. orth \.m •rica. P:11 
Ji rnal 1111 -r ·pl ·ulal' l ·pi<l"pt ·m. ' mpile 1 for th 'mith ·uuian Ir 
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tion by John G. Morris. February, 1862. 8vo., pp. 386, and 30 woodcuts. 
(l\f. 0. IV.) 
134. Synopsis of the neuroptera. of Nort"h America. With a list of the South 
Amerie:m species. Prepared for the Smithsonian Institution by Hermann Hagen. 
July, 1861. 8vo.,-pp. 368. (M. 0. rv.) 
135. Researches upon the venom of the rattlesnake : with an investigation 
of the anatomy and physiology of the organs concerned. By S. \Veir U~tchell, 
:i\I. D. Accepted for publication, July, 1S60. [December, 1S60.] 4to., pp. 
156, and 12 \Vo0dcuts. 
136. Classification of the coleoptera of North America. Prepared for the 
Smithsonian Institution. By John L. Le Conte, M. D. Svo., pp. 312, and 
49 woodcuts. (lVI. 0. 111.) 
Pages 1 to 208, published May, 1861 ; 209 to 278, March, 1862. 
137. Oircnla.r to officers of the Hudson's Bay Oomp~ny. 1860. 8vo., pp. 6. 
138. Oircnlar in reference to the degrees of relationship among different 
nations . . [By Lewis H. Morgan. January, 1860.] 8vo., pp. 34. (l\'L 0. 11.) 
139. Instrnctions in reference to collecting nests and eggs of North Ameri-
can bird,:. [January, 1S60.] 8vo. Pages 22, and 20 woodcuts. Oinmlar in 
reference to collecting nests and eggs o.f N otth American birds. Svo. 12 pp. 
(:February, 1861.J . (M. 0. 11.) 
140. List of the co1eoptera of North America. Prepared for the Smithsonian 
Institution. By John L. Le Conte, M.D. Part I. March, 1863. April, 
1866. 8vo., pp. 82. · (M. 0. v1.) 
141. Monographs uf the diptera of North America. Prepared for the Smith-
sonian Institution by II. Loew. Part I. Edite~, with aclditions, by R. Osten 
Sacken . April, 1862. 8vo., pp. 246, with 15 woodcuts ancl 2 plates. (M. 0. v1.) 
142. Bibliography of North American conclhology, previous to the yea,r 1860. 
Prepared for the Smithsonian Institution. By W. G. Binney. Part I.-
American Authors. March, 1863. 8vo., pp. 658. (LVI. 0. v .) 
143. Land and. fresh-water shells of North Amcr~ca. Part II.-Pulmonata 
Liurnophila and rrhalassopl1ila. By vV. G. Binney. September, 1865. 8vo., 
pp. 172, 261 wooch1ts. (.Thi. 0. v11.) 
14Ll. Land and fresh-water shells of North America. Part III.-Ampul-
lariidre, V nJvatidre, Viviparidre, fresh-water Rissoiclre, Oyclophoriclre, Trunca-. 
te11idre, fresh-water Neritic1re, IIeliciniLlre. By vV. G. Binney. September, 
1865. 8vo., pp. 128, 232 woollcuts. (:M. 0. v11.) 
145. Monograph of American corl)icnlaclre, (recent and· fossil.) Prepared 
for the Smitlrnouian IusLitution. By Temple Prime. December, 1865. 8vo., 
pp. 92, 8G woodcuts. (M:. 0. v 11.) 
146. l\Icteoro1ogical observations in the Arctic seas. By Sir Francis Leopold 
1'Olintock, R. N. l\fade on board the Arctic searching yacht "Fox," in Baffin 
Bay and Prince Regent's Inlet, in 1857, 1858, ancl 1859. Reduced and dis-
cus~ed, at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution, by Charles A. Schott, 
• 
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assistant United States Coast Survey. Accepted for publication, April, 1861. 
[May, 1862.] 4to., pp. 164, with 1 map and 14 woodcuts. (S. C. x111.) 
147. Annua,l report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
sho,ving the operations, expenditures, and condition of tlie Institution for the 
year 1860. 36th Congress, 2d Session. House of Representatives l\'.Iis. Doc. 
18Gl. 8vo., pp. 448, 73 woodcnts. 
148. Directions for meteorological observations, and the registry of period-
ical phenomena. 1860. Svo., pp. 72, 23 woodcuts. (M:. C. 1.) 
149. Annual report of the Board of R egents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
showing the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution for the 
year 1861. 37th Congress, 2cl Session, Mis. Doc. 1862. 8vo., pp. 464, 25 
woodcuts. 
150. Annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
showing the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution for the 
year 1862. .37th Congress, 3d Session, Mis. Doc. 1863. Svo., pp. 446, 94 
woodcuts. 
151. Smithsonian Contribntions to Knowledge. Vol. XIII. 1863. 4to., 
pp. 558, 7 plates, 70 woodcuts. · 
CONTENTS. 
( I 30 ) Kane. Tidal observations, Arct.ic seas. 
( 146.) McClintock. Metrorological observations, Arctic seas. 
(l::i5.) Whittlesey. Ancient mining shores of Lake Snperior. 
( 121.) Bache. Discussion, Girard College observations. Rart II. 
(J 32.) Bache. Discussion, Girard Col loge observations. Part III. 
(162.) Bache. Discussion;Girard College observations. Parts IV, V, VI. 
( lfiG.) Bache. Magnetic survey of Penrn;y lvania, &c. 
( l6!:J.) Mitchell and Morehouse, researches npon anatomy and physiology of 
Chelonia. 
152. Lectures on mollusca, or " Shell-fish," and their allies. Prepared for 
tlte Smithsonian Institution. By Philip P. Carpenter, of Warrington, England. 
1S61. 8vo., pp. 140. 
153. 'l'ablcs, met orological ancl physical, prepared for the Smithsonian 
Im,titntion . 13y Arnold Gn,vot, P. D., LL.D. 'l'hinl eclition,revi ed and enlar(J'ed. 
1 '59. Svo., pp. 63 . (M:. 0. 1.) 
lfi4. Lii:;t of foreign correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution. Cor-
TC ·tccl to January, 18G2. J\fay, 1 G2. 8vo., pp. 56. (~f. 0. v.) 
155. Ancient mining on the shores of L ak e Sup rior. By hnrlc Whi -
tlc. ·y. Ac ·cptcd fur pnuli ·ation April, 1862. l pril, J G3.j 4to. PP· 34; 1 
map, 21 wooclcut·. (~'. 0. x 111.) 
Vi • f min raJs, with th ir formnlas, tc. Prcpnrec1 for tl 
'with ·on;an ln titution hy T. Egle.ton. J uuc, 1 G:J. vo., pp. 5G. (JL • YII.) 
V.i7. It :ult. of m ,t or lorri al h ervation mad under th clir ction of t 
' ~11i C'1l • 'tatc·. Patent fficc and th , mith onian In,·t itutiou, fr m th Y ar 1 .-
in ·111:i\' • 1,cinrr n. r •port of tl1c ommi~ iuner of Pat nt · mn<l • 
,. ion of' tli' :JGtli 1onO'l' ,". r l. 1 Gl. 4to., pp. 1270. 
c. 
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158. Smithsonianl\fiscellaneous Collections . . 1864. Vol. V. 8vo., pp. 77 4. 
CONTENTS, 
(142.) Binney. Bibliograpny of North American conchology. 
(74 ) Catalogue of publications of the Smitbsonian Institution ta June, l862. 
(154.) List of foreign correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution to January, 
1862. 
159. Researches upon the anatomy nnd physiology of respiration in the 
Chelonia. By S. Weir :Mitchell, M. D., and George R. Morehouse, M. D. 
Accepted for publication, March, 1863. April, 1863. 4to., pp. 50, 10 woodcuts. 
(S. 0. xm.) 
160. Instructions for research relative to the ethnology and philology of . 
America. Prepared for the Smithsonian Institution. By George Gibbs. March, 
·1863. 8vo., pp. 56. (M. C. v11.) 
161. A Dictionary of the chinook jargon; or trade language of Oregon. 
Prepared for the Smithsonian Institution. By George Gibbs. March, 1863. 
8vo, pp. GO. (lVL 0. v11.) 
162. Discussion of the magnetrn and meteorological observations made at 
the Girard College Observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 
and 1845. Second section, comprising Parts IV, V, and VI. Horizontal 
force. Investigation of the ele\'en ( or ten) year period and of _the disturbances 
of the Horizontal component of the m,tgnetic force, with an investigation of 
the solar-diurnal variation, and of the annual inequality of the horizo~ta1 
force; and of the lunar effect on the same. By A. D. Bache, LL.D., F. R. S. 
Accepted for publication, June, 1862. [November, 1862.] 4to., pp. 78, 11 
woodcuts . . (S. 0. x111.) 
163. Circular in reference to the history of North American grasshoppers. 
[January, 1860.] Pp. 4. (l\L 0. 11.) 
164. Smithsonian museum miscellanea. 1862. Pp. 88. 
CONTENTS. 
(l.) Abbreviations of names of States and Territories of North America, for 
labelling insects, shells, &c. 
(2.) A series of small figures, from 1-1643. 
(3) A series of medium figures, from 1-2747. 
( 4.) A series of large figures, from 1-2599. 
(5.) Blank check-list of specimens. 
No. 5 consists of columns of figures from 1 to 1,000, and of two series, 25 and 50, 
to the Svo. column. All these are stereotyped and printed with from one to 
eight columns on each page, with blank spaces of greater or less extent, as may 
be required. 
16-5. 1.Ionograph of tho bats of North America. By H. Allen, l\L D., assist-
ant surgeon United States Army. June, 1864. 8vo., pp. 110, and 73 woodcuts. 
C~L O. v 11.) 
166. Ilecords and results of a magnetic survey of Pennsylvania and parts 
of adjacent States, in 1840 and 1841, with some additional records and results 
of 1834, 1835, 1843 and 18621 and a map. By A. D. Bache, LL.D., F. R. S. 
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Accepted forpublication, l..,ebruary, 1863. [October, 186.3.] 4to., pp. 8S, 1 map. 
(S. 0. XIII.) 
167. New species of North American coleoptera. Prepared for the Smith-
sonian Institution. By John L. Le Conte, M. D. Part I. March, 1863. April, 
1866. 8vo., pp. 180. (M:. 0. vr.) 
168. Circular relative to collections of birds from middle and South America. 
[December, 1863.] 8vo., pp. 2. 
169. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. VI. 8vo., pp. 888, 3 
woodcuts, 2 plates'. 
CONTENTS. 
(141.) Loew. Monograph of diptera. Part I. 
(171.) Loew. Monograph ofdiptera. Part II. 
( 140.) Le Conte. List of coleoptera of North America. 
( 167.) Le Conte. New species of North American coleoptera. 
170. Comparative vocabulary. (Reprinted from Smithsonian instructions in 
ethnology and philology.) ~fay, 1863. 4to., pp. 20. 
171. Monpgraphs of the diptera of North America. Prepared for the Smith-
sonian Institution. By H. Loew. Part IL Edited by R. Osten Sacken. 
January, 1864. 8vo., pp. 372, 5 plates. (M. 0. v1.) 
172. Palrnontology of the upper Missouri; a report upon co11ections made 
pdpcipally by the expeditions under command of Lieutenant G. K. 1Van·en, 
-Cnited States topographical engineers, in 1855 and 1856. Invertebrates. By 
It. B. Meek and F. V. Hayden, l\L D. Part I. Accepted for publication May, 
1864. [April, 1865.] 4to., pp. 158, 5 plates, 31 woodcuts. (S. 0. xrv.) 
173. The gray substance of the medulla oblongata ancl trapezium. By 
John Dean, 1\1. D. ·Accepted for publication August, 1863. [February, 1864.] 
4to., pp. ~O, 16 plates, 5 woodcuts. 
174. Bibliography of North American concbology previous to the year 1860. 
Prepared for the Smithsonian In:;titution. By '\V. G. Binney. Part II. 
Foreign anthors. Juno, 1864. 8vo., pp. 302. 
175. Di~cus:ion of the magnetic ancl meteorological observations made a 
t1w Girard College observatory, Phibc1elpbia, in 1840, 1841, 1842, 1 43, 1 H, 
and 1 45. 'l'hird Section, comprising Parts VII, VIII, and IX. Vertical fo:·ce. 
In <.' t igation of the eleven ( or ten) year period and of the cli::;tnrbancc ' of the 
vcrlical component of the magneti0 force, anc.1 appendix on the magnetic effe ·t 
of th' anr rn h rca1i. ; with an investigation of the solar-diurnal variation an 1 
of the anuual inequality of tho vertical force; and of the lmiar fleet on tbe 
vertical fo.:c ·, th, inclina,tion, an 1 total force. By A. D. Bache, LL.D. l. Il. ~-
ec: pt ·d f r puulication August, 1 63. f pril, 1864.] 4to., pp. 72, 11 w 
'll.". (,'. '. ~,v.) 
17G. 'ir ·nlar in r •fer n · to coll cting .1.: orth .American hell ~. J nnu. TY 
1 "0 . pp. ,1. (l\L '. tr.) 
In. 'Ii ·cl·-1i. t of the invert hrat fo.-~n • of T rth mcrica . 
• m 1 ·11ra il'. By •. U. ?)I .. J. At>ril, l G . 42 V ., pp. . 
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178. Circular to entomologists. 1860. 8vo., pp. 2. 
179. Catalogue of publications of. societies ancl of periodical works, belong-
ing to the Smithsonian fostitution; January 1, 1866. Deposited in the ~ibrary 
of Congress. 1866. 8vo., pp. 596. 
180. On the construction of a silvered glass te1escope, fifteen and a hu1f inches 
in a~erture, and its uRe in celestial photography. By Henry Draper, l\:I. D. 
Accepted for publication, January, 1864. [ J u1y, 1864.] 4to., pp., 60, 4 7 wood-
cuts. (S. 0. xiv.) 
181. Review of Americn,n hirrls, in tbe·museum of the Smithsonian Institution. 
By S. F. Baird. Part I.--North and middle America. [June, 1864-June, 
1866.] Svo, pp. 454, 86 woodcuts. 
182. Resu1ts of meteorological observations made under the direction of the 
United States Patent Office and the Smithsonian Institution, from the year 
1854 to 1859, inclusive, being a report of the Commissioner of Pa.tentf? made at 
the 1st Session of the 36th Congress. Vol. II. Part I. 36th Congress, 1st 
Session. Senate Ex. Doc. 1864. 4,to.; pp. 546. 
183. Check-list of the invertebrate fossils of North America. Miocene. 
By F. B. l\Ieek. November, 1864. 8vo., pp. 34. (M. 0. v11.) 
184. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol.XIV. 1865. Pages 490, 
25 plates, 131 ,voodcuts. 
CONTENTS. 
(175.) Ba.che. Discussion Girard College observations. Parts VII, VIII, IX. 
(1 83.) Bache. Discus_sion Girard C0llege observations. Parts X, XI, XII. 
( 180.) Draper. Construction of silvered gla.ss telescope and its use in celestial pho-
tography. 
(172.) Meek and Hayden. Pa1reontology of tbe Upper Missouri. 
( 19.!.) Leil1y. Cretaceous reptiles of the U nlted States. 
185. List of the described birds of Mexico, Centra1 America, and the West 
Indies not in the collection of the Smithsonian Institution. January 1. 1863. 
Svo., pp 8. · 
186. Discussi:m of the mag~etic and meteorological observations made at 
the G irard College observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, 
and 1845. l?ourth section, comprising Parts X, XI, and XII. Dip and total 
force ; ann.1ysis of the disturbances of the dip and total force; discussion of the 
sobr diurnal variation and annual i1~e<]_n:1lity of the dip and total force; and dis-
cussion of tlic absolute dip, with the final values for declination, dip and force 
between 1841 and 1845. By A. D. Bache, LL D., F. R. S. Accepted for 
publication, fay, 1864. [ April, 1865.] 4to., pp. 4:2, 8 woodcuts. (S. 0. xiv.) 
187 . Annual report of the Board of R egents of the Smithsonian Institution, 
showing tho operations, expenditurns, and condition of the Institution for tho 
year J u:3 . 38th Congress, 1st Session. House of R epresentatives. 11isc. Doc. 
No. 83. F :G4. Svo., pp. 420, 56 woodcuts. 
1, 8 . A nnn,d report of the· Board. of R egents of ·the Smithsonian Institution, 
s110'.'.'ing th<! opcmtious, cxpcnditnre-s, and. condition of the Institution for the 
year 1Su,1. 1865. 8vo., pp. 450, 50 woodcnts. 
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189: Catalogue of the orthoptera of North America described previous to· 
1867. Prepared for the Smithsonian Institution. By Samuel H. Scudder. 
October, 1868. Svo., pp. 110. 
190. Queries relative to tornadoes. 8vo., pp. 4, ,1 woodcut. 
191. Smithsonian MiscelJaneous Collections. Vol. VII. Svo., pp. 878~ 676 
woodcuts. 
CONTENTS. 
(165.) Allen. Monograph of bats of North America. 
(143.) Binney. Land and fresh-water shells of North America. Part II. 
( I 44.) Binney. Land and fresh-water shells of North America. Part Ill. 
(201.) Stimpson. Hydrobiim.e. 
( 14G.) Prime. Monograph of American corbiculad::e. 
(200.) Conrad. Check-list of fossils: eocene and oligocene. 
(H33.) Meek. Check-list of fossils: miocene. 
( 177.) Meek. Check-list of fossils, cretaceous and jurassic. 
(156.) Egleston. Catalogue of minera 1s. 
(16L) Gibbs. Dictionary of Chinook jargon. 
( 160.) Gibbs. lustructions for et .1oolog1cal and philological research. 
(203.) List of works published by the Smithsonian Institution to January, 1866. 
192. Cretaceous reptiles of the United States. By Professor Joseph Leidy, 
~L D. Accepted for publication, December, 1864. [May, 1865.] 4to., PP· 
142, 20 plates, 35 woodcuts. (S. C. xrv.) 
193. Duplicate shells collected by the United States exploring expedition 
under Captain C. Wilkes, United States Navy. 8vo., pp. 4. 
194. Land and fresh-water shells of North America,. Part I.-Pulmonata 
geophila.. By W. G. Binney aml 'f. Bland. :Febrnary, 1869. Svo., pp. 328 i 
woodcuts. 
195. Discussion of the mao-netic ancl meteoro1oo-ical observations made at the 
.:, 0 
Girard College observatory, Pltibdelphin,, in 1840, 1841, 1842, 1843, 1844, anJ 
1845. Parts I to XII inclusive. 4to., pp. 262, 49 woodcuts. 
196. Pbysica.l ob. ervations in the Arctic seas. By Isaac I. Hayes, JU. D., 
commanding expedition. l\iade on tlrn west con,st of north Greenlanrl, the 
vicinity of Smith strait and the west side of K.cnnedv channel, during 18G0 anrl 
1861. Rcclitcccl ancl discussed at the expense of ti10 Smithsonian In •tjtution. 
By Charles A. chott. Accepted for publiuation, February, 1 G5. [June, 1 67. l 
4to., pp. 286 15 woodcuts, and 6 }Jlatcs. ( . C. xv.) [Contains a tronowical, 
mn.gn ,tic, tidal, and meteorological obscrvationR.] 
197. Oa tbc fre ·h-watcr g1aeiu.1 drift of tho nortbweRtern ~ tatc:·. By 
1harlcs Whittle· y. c pt cl for pnhlication, June, 1864. [.Jiay, 1 GG.] 4 · 
pp. 3 :2 map.-, and 11 w odcuts. ( '. C. xv.) 
rn . Phy.·i ·al h~crvati n. in rl1 retie ca'"' . Bv Eli ·ha K nt ranr. · f. 
11it ·cl , 'tat . avy. )fa,1o clnring the s coml (}t~inn 11 xpcclition in, ar · 
of , 'ir ,Jolin .1: ran1din, in 1 33 1 54 and 1'"'5!i, at an R n~:P.la •r h: r r • 0 
oth •r poin • m the wc:t coa:t of rccnlancl. Rednccd ancl cli~cn. tcl fir l 
' mith onian In titn ion. Dy harlC's A. 'cholt. Part 1.-~fagn 'ti:m. I .-
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Meteorology. III.-Astronomy. IV.-rrides. 1859-'60. 4to., pp. 340, 7 
plates, 17 woodcuts. 
This consists of Nos. 97, 104, 129,130, united into one volume with new title page. 
199. An investigation of the orbit of Neptune, with general tables of its 
motion. By Simon Newcomb, Professor of mathematics, United States navy. 
Accepted for publication, May, 1865. [January, 1866.] 4to., pp. 116. (S. O. 
xv.) 
200. Check-list of the invertebrate fossils of North America, eocene and 
oligocene. By T. A. Conrad. May, 1866. Svo., pp. 46. (M. C. VII.) 
201. Researches upon the Hydrobiinre and allied forms ; chiefly made upon 
materials in the museum of the Smithsonian Institution. By Dr. William Stimp-
son. August) 1865. Svo., pp. 64, 29 woodcuts. (M. 0. VII.) 
202. Geological researches in China, Mongolia, and Japan, during the years 
1862 to 1865. By Raphael Pumpelly. Accepted for publication, January, 
1866. [ August, 1866.] 4to., pp. 173, 9 plates, and 18 woodcuts. (S. 0. xv.) 
203. List of works published by the Smithsonian Institution. J apuary, 1866. 
8vo., pp. 12. (M. C. v11.) 
204. Results of meteorological observations made at Brunswick, Maine, 
between 1807 and 1859. By Parker Cleaveland, L.L.D. Reduced and dis-
cussed at the expense of the Smithsonian Institution, by Charles A. Schott. 
Accepted for publication, December, 1866. [May, 1867.] 4to., pp. 60, 8 wood-
cuts. 
205. Circular relating to collections in archreology and ethnology. [January1 
1867 .] 8vo., pp. 2. 
206. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XV. 1867. pp. 620
1 
17 plates, and 43 woodcuts. 
CONTEN'l'S, 
(199.) Newcomb. OrMt of Neptune. 
(197.) Whittlesey. Fresh-water glacial drift of Northwestern States. 
(202.) Pumpe11y. Geological researches in China, Mongolia, and Japan. 
(196.) Hayes. Physical observations in the Arctic seas. 
207. Suggestions relative to objects of scientific investigation in Russian 
America. [May, 1867.] 8vo., pp. 10. 
208. On the Gliddon mummy case in the museum of the Smithsonian Insti--
tuti?n. By Charles Pickering. 4to., pp. 6, 1 plate. [June, 1869.] 
209. Annual report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution,. 
showing the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution for the· 
year 1865. 1866. 8vo., pp. 496, 137 , woodcuts. 
1 210. Arrangement of families of birds. Adopted provisionally by the Smith-
sonian Institution. June, 1866. Svo., pp. 8. 
211. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. XVI. (Not printed,), 
212. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. VIII. (Not printed.) 
213. Smifosonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. IX. (Not printed.) 
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214. Annual rep.ort of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonia.n Institution, 
showing the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution for the 
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